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HffiTORY OF GREECE 

PART II 

HISTORICAL GREECE 

CHAPTER I 

GENERAL GEOGRAPHY AND LIMITS OF GREECE 

GREECE PROPER lies between the 36th. and 4oth parallels of 
north latitude, ansJ. between the 21st and 26th degrees of east 
longitude. Itsgreatest length from Mount Olympu.i:do Cape 
Trenarus may b~ stated at 250 English miles; its greatest 

·breadth, from the, western coast of Akarnania to Marathon in 
· Attica, at 1 So niil~s ; and the distance eastward from Ambrakia 
across Pindus to the Magnesian mountain Homole and the 
mouth of the Peneius' is about, I 20 miles. Altogether its .area 
is ~omewhat less than that of Portugal.1 In regard however to 
all attempts at determining the exact limits of Greece Proper, 
we may remark, first, that these limits seem not to have ·been 
v~ry precisely defined even among the Greeks themselvc:s ; and 
next, that so large a proportion of the Hellens were distributed 

:among islands i,nd colonies, and so much of their, influence 
upon the world; in general produced through their 'colonies, 
as to render thdextent of their original domicile a matter of 
comparatively little moment to verify. .. ' 
· The chain cal)ed Olympus and. the Cambunian mountains, 

ranging east and west and commencing with the JEgean Sea or 
the Gulf of Therma near the fortieth degree of north latitude, 
is prolonged under the name of Mount Lingon until it touches 
the Adriatic at the Akrokeraunian promontory. The country 
sou.th of this chain comprehended all that in anCient times was 

1 Compare Strong, Statistics of the Kingdom of Greece, p. 2 1 and 
K~use, · He!las, vol. i. ch. J, p. 196. 
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2 History pf Greece 
regarded as Greece or He!las Proper, but it also comprehende 
something more. Hellas Properl (or continuous Hellas, tour. 
the language of Skylax and Dikrearchus) was understood 1 

begin with the town and Gulf of Ambrakia : from thence nort 
ward to the Akrokeraunian promontory lay the land called ' 
the Greeks Epirus-occupied by the Chaonians, Molossia1 
and Thesprotians, who ·were termed Epirots and were n1 
esteemed to belong to the Hellenic aggregate. This at lea 
was the· general understanding, though .tEtolians and Aka 
nanians in their more distant sections seem to have been n( 
less widely removed from the full type of Hellenism than H 
Epirots were ; while Herodotus is inclined to treat eve 
Molossians and Thesprotians as Hellens. 2 

At a point about midway between the .tEgean and Ionia 
seas, Olympus and Lingon are traversed nearly at right angle' 
by the still longer and vaster chain called Pindus, which stretche l 
in a line rather west of north from the northern side of the rang.1 
of Olympus. The system to which these mountains belon~ 
seems to begin with the lofty masses of greenstone comprised 
under the name of Mount Scardus or Scordus (Schardagh),t 
which is divided only by the narrow cleft containing the rivet 
Drin from the limestone of the Albanian Alps. From thE 
southern face of Olympus, Pindus strikes off nearly southward, 
forming the boundary between Thessaly and Epirus, and send· 
ing forth about the 39th degree of latitude the lateral chain ol 
Othrys-which latter takes an easterly course, reaching the se2 
betweeJJ. Thessaly and the northern coast of Eubcea. SoutH· 

1 Dikrearch. JI, p. 460, ed. Fuhr-. 
'H 8' 'EN\.0.~ li1rO rij~ 1A~J,fjpa.~e.{(1.'S e!va.t Bo~ee~ 
M&.A.tcrra CTVPEX~'S TO 7Tipa.r;• a:irrY, 8' €pxeTat 
'E1rl T0v 1TOTa1J.Ov Il1Jvet0v, W'S tPt.\Ea~ -ypchf)el., 
"'Opo'S T« Ma:yvljTwv 'O~J-6Arw K.etc.AYIJ.Llvov. 

Skylax, c. 35·-'Ap./3pa~eia-lv-r~v9ev ll.px~""' 17 'E,>..\I<s rruv~x~s elva< p.lxp 
nnveiou 'lrOTap.ov, /Cal 'Op.o.\iou Ma-yp.?)TIIC'i;S 1r0AEWS, ~ lrTTI 1rapd T~V 'lrOTap.&v. 

2 Herod. i. 146 ; ii. 56. The Molossiari Alklln passes for a Heller 
{Herod. vi. 127). 

3 The mountain systems in the ancient Macedonia and Illyricum, nortf 
of Olympus, have been yet but imperfectly examined: see Dr. Griese bach 
Reise durch Rumelien und nach Brussa im Jahre r839, vol. ii. ch. 13, p, 
Il2 seqq. {Gotting. r84r), which contains much instruction respecting tht 
real relations of these mountains as compared with the different ideas an( 
representations of them. The words of Strabo (lib. vii. Excerpt. 3, ed 
Tzschucke), that Scardus, Orbelus, Rhodope, and Hremus extend in ! 

straight line from the Adriatic to the Euxine, are incorrect. 
See Leake's Travels in Northern Greece,- vol. i. p. 335 : the pass o 

Tschangon near Castoria (through which the river Devol passes from th1 
eastward to fall into the Adriatic on the westward) is the only cleft in thi' 
long chain from the river Dr~n in the north down to the centre of Greece. 
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',trd of Othrys, the chain of Pindus under the name of Tym
')restus still continue!), until another lateral chain, called <Eta, 
, ·bjects from it again towards the east,-forming the lofty coast 
[:mediately south of the Maliac Gulf, w~th t_he narrow road of 
; ·l!rmopylre between the two-and termmatmg at the Eubcean 
· 1it. At the point of junction with CEta, the chain of Pindus 
::ks into two branches; one striking to the westward of south, 
, d reaching across A<:tolia, under the names of Arakynthus, 
; 1rius, Korax and Taphiassus, to the promontory_ called 
dtirrhion, si.tuated on the northern side of the narrow entrance 
-the Corinthian Gulf, over against the corresponding promon-

(Y of Rh!on in Peloponnesus:-the other t~ndin~ sou~h,east, . 
t? formmg Parnassus, Helicon, and K1threron ; mdee?, 
;;galeus and Hymettus, even down to the southernmost caP.e 
:,r Attica, Sunium, may be treated as a continuance of this . 
''p.in. From the eastern extremity"of CEta, also, a range of 
'Jls, inferior irl height to the preceding, takes its departure in a 
.~:uth-easterly direction, under the 'various names of Knemis, 
'toon, and Teumessus. It is joined with Kithreron by the 
Jteral <:ommunication, ranging from west to east, called Parnes; 
thile the celebrated Pentelikus, abundant in marble quarries, 
jonstitutes its connecting link, to the south of Parnes, with the 
hai:n from Kithreron to Sunium. ,,; 

From the promontory of Antirrhion the line of mountains q 

rosses into Peloponnesus, and stretches iq a southerly direction 
lown to the extremity of the peninsula called Trenarus, now 
:<.pe Matapan. Forming the boundary between Elis with 
v.I:essenia on one side, and Arcadia with Laconia on"the other, · 
:. bea~s the successive names of Olenus, Panachaikus,"Pholoe, 
rymanthus;· Lykreus, . Parrhasius, and Taygetus. Another 
'lries of mountains strikes off from Kithrer6n towards· the 
Juth-wes'f, constituting u~der the names' of Geraneia and Oneia .· 
~.e high ground which. first sinks down into the depression 
'irming the Isthmus of Corinth, and then rises again to spread 
.self in Peloponnesus. One of its branches tends westward· 
long the north of Arkadia, comprising the Akrokorinthus or 
itad'el of Corinth, the high peak of Kyllene, the mountains of 
~roanii .and Lampeia; and ultimately joining Erymanth,us and 
'holoe-while the other branch strikes southward towards the 
:mth-eastern cape of Peloponnesus, the formidable Cape Malea 
,r St. Angelo,-and exhibits itself under the successive names 
; : Apcsas, Artetnisiuin, Parthenium, Parnon, Thornax, and 
,arex. , _ · 
:\From the eastern_extremity of Olytnp~s, in a direction rather 
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to the eastward of south, stretches the range of mountains first 
called Ossa and afterwards Pelion, down to the south-eastern 
corner of Thessaly. The long, lofty, and naked backbone of 
the. island of Eubcea may be viewed as a continuance both of 
this chain and of the chain of Othrys : the line is further pro
longed by a series of islands in the Archipelago, Andros, Tenos, 
Mykonos, and Naxos, belonging to the group called the Cyclades 
or islands encircling the sacred centre of Delos. Of these Cy
clades others are in like manner a continuance of the chair 
which reaches to Cape Sunium-Keos, Kythnos, Seriphos, an<i i 
Siphnos join on to Attica, as Andros does to Eubcea. And wt ~, 
might even consider the great island of Krete as a prolongatior ,f 
of the system of mountains which breasts the winds and wave. : 
at Cape Malea, the island of Kythera forming the intermediatf.2 
link between them. Skiathus, Skopelus, and Skyrus, to th(d 
north-east of Eubcea, also mark themselves out as outlying~ 
peaks of the range comprehending Pelion and Eubcea.1 1 

By this brief sketch, which the reader will naturally compare . 
with one of the recent maps of the country, it will be seen that ) 
Greece Proper is among the most mountainous territories in 1 
Europe. For although it is convenient, in giving a systemati( l 

view of the face of the country, to group the multiplicity ot '. 
mountains into certain chains or ranges, founded upon approxi- ; 
mative uniformity of direction; yet in point of fact there are so . 
many ramifications and dispersed peaks-so vast a number c•'e 
hills and crags of different magnitude and elevation-thatl ::1 
comparatively small proportion of the surface is left for lev~ 1 
ground. Not only few continuous plains, but even few con. 5 
tinuous valleys, exist throughout all Greece Proper. The largest t 
spaces of level ground are seen in Thessaly, in .!Etolia, in the 
western portion of Peloponnesus, and in Bceotia; but irregular 
mountains, valleys, frequent but isolated, land-locked basins and i 
declivities, which often occur but seldom last long, form the r 
character of the country.2 • ,i 

1 For the general sketch of the mountain system of Hellas, see Kruse, 
Hellas, vol. i. ch. 4, p. z8o-zgo; Dr. Cramer, Geography of Ancien! e 
Greece, vol. i. p. 3-8. a 

Respecting the northern regions, Epirus, Illyria, and Macedonia, 0 .. 
MUller, in his short but valuable treatise Ueber die Makedoner, p. 7 
(Berlin, r8zs), may be consulted with advantage. This treatise is annexec .t 
to the English translation of his History of the Dorians by Sir G. C. 
Lewis. . · ... 

2 Out of the 47,600,000 stremas ( = rz,ooo,ooo English acres) included •s 
in the present kingdom of Greece, z6,5oo,ooo go to mountains, rocks, y 
rivers, lakes and forests-and zr,ooo,ooo to arable land, vineyards, olive:. 
and currant grounds, &c. By arable land is meant land fit for cultivation' 
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The islands of the Cyclades, Eubrea, Attica, and Laconia, 

:onsist for the most part of micaceous schist, combined with 
.nd often covered by crystalline granular limestone.l The 
:entre and west of Peloponnesus, as well as the country north 
>f the -Corinthian Gulf from the Gulf ofAmbnikia to the· strait 
>f Eubrea, present a calcareous formation, varying in different 
ocalities as to colour, consistency; and hardness, but generally 
>elonging or approximating to the chalk : it is often very com
>act, but is distinguished in a marked manner from the crystal
ine limestone above mentioned. The two loftiest summits in 
:J.reece 2 (both however lower than Olympus, estimated at 9700 -

eet) exhibit this hrmation-Parnassus, which attains 8ooo 
eet, and the point of St. Elias in Taygetus, which is not less~ 
han 78oo feet. Clay-slate,,and conglomerates of sand, lime, 
end clay are fc:Jund in many parts:_ a close and firm conglomer-, 
.te of lime composes the Isthmus of Corinth : loose deposits of 
>ebbles, and calcareous breccia, occupy. also some portions of 
he territory; But the most important and essential elements 
>f the Grecian soil ·consist of the diluvial and alluvial forrna
ions; with which thetroughs and basins are f,illed up, resulting 
rom the decomposition of the older adjoining rocks. In these· 
eside the productive powers of the country, and upon these the 
rain and vegetables for the subsistence of the people depend. 
'he mountain regions ·are to a great degree barren, destitute at 
resel)t of wood or any useful vegetatibn, though there is reason 
• believe that. they were .better wooded in antiquity: in many 
arts, however, and especially in lEtolia and Akarna,nia, they 
fford plenty of timber, and in all parts pasture for the cattle 
LJring summer, at a. time when the plains are thoroughly burnt 
p.8 . For other articles <?f food, dependence must be had on 

•r a comparatiYely small portion of it is actually cuitivated at present. 
)trong, Statistics of Greece, p. 2, London, 1842.) 
The modem kingdom of Greece does not include Thessaly. The 

)ithet k:Otll.os (hollow) is applied to several of the chief Grecian states
>tll.~ ,.Hll.ts, ttotll.h Aa.k:•oa.lp.wv, ttotll.ov 'Ap-yos, &c. 
Kopw8os ocpp6a. .,.. tta.Lttotll.alv•Ta.t, Strabo, viii. p. 38r. 
The fertility of Bceotia is noticed in Str,abo, ix. p. 400, and in the 

1luable fragment of Dikrearchus, Bios 'Ell.ll.aoos, p. I40, ed. Fuhr. 
1 For the geological and mineralogical character ·of Greece, see the 

!rvey undertaken by Dr. Fiedler, by orders of the present government of 
reece, in 1834 and the following years (Reise durch alle Theile des 
onigreichs Griechenland in Auftrag der K. C. Regierung in den Jahren 
!34 bis 1837, especially vol. ii. p. 512-530). 
2 Griesebach, Reisen durch Rumelien, vol. ii. ch: 13, p. 124. 
8 In passing through the valley between CEta and Parnassus, going to
ards Elateia, Fiedler observes the striking change in the charact~r of the 
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the valleys, which are occasionally of singular fertility. The 
low grounds of Thessaly, the valley of the Kephisus and thE 
borders of the lake Kop~'is in Breotia, the western portion ol 
Elis, the plains of Stratus on the confines of Akarnania and 
.tEtolia, and those near the river Pamisus in Messenia, both arE 
now and were in ancient times remarkable for their abundant 
produce. 

Besides the scarcity of wood for fuel, there is another serious 
inconvenience to which the low grounds of Greece are expose<~ 
-the want of a supply of water at once adequate and regular 
Abundance of rain falls during the autumnal and winter month 
little or none during the summer; while the naked limestone< 
the numerous hills neither absorbs nor retains moisture, so th1 
the rain runs off as rapidly as it falls. Springs are not numerous 
Most rivers are torrents in early spring, and dry before the en 
of summer : the copious combinations of the ancient languag 
designated the winter torrent by a special and separate word 
:rhe most considerable rivers in the country are, the Peneiu 
which carries off all the waters of Thessaly, finding an exit int 
the .tEgean through the narrow defile which parts Ossa frOJ 
Olympus,-and the Achelous, which flows from Pindus in 
south-westerly direction, separating .tEtolia from Akarnania an 
emptying itself into the Ionian sea : the Euenus also takes i 
rise at a more southerly part of the same mountain-chain an 
falls into the same sea more to the eastward. The rivers mo1 
to the southward are unequal and inferior. Kephisus an 
Asopus in Breotia, Pamisus in Messenia, maintain each 
languid stream throughout the summer ; while the Inacht 
near Argos, and the Kephisus and Ilissus ,near Athens, preser 

country: "Romelia (i. e. Akarnania, A!:tolia, Ozolian Lokris, &c. 
woody, well-watered, and covered with a good soil, ceases at once ar 
precipitously ; while craggy limestone mountains of a white grey col01 
exhibit the cold character of Attica and the Morea." (Reise, i. p. 2I3 

The Homeric Hymn to Apollo conceives even the ,.~5£ov 71"VP'f/cJ>6pov ' 
Thebes as having in its primitive state been covered with wood (v. 227). 

The best timber used by the ancient Greeks came from Macedonia, t} 
Euxine, and the Propontis: the timber of Mount Parnassus and of Eub<::~ 
was reckoned very bad ; that of Arcadia better (Theophrast. v. 2, I ; iii. 9 

1 See Fiedler, Reise, &c. vol. i. pp. 84, 2r9, 362, &c. 
Both Fiedler and Strong (Statistics of Greece, p. r69) dwell with gre: 

reason upon the inestimable value of Artesian wells for the country. 
2 Ross, Reise auf den Griechischen Inseln, vol. i. letter 2, p. I2. 
s The Greek language seems to stand singular in the expression X«p.&.p~o' 

-the Wadys of Arabia manifest the like alternation, of extreme temporal 
fulness and violence, with absolute dryness (Kriegk, Schriften zur nJJg, 
meinen Erdkunde, p. 2or, Leipzig 1840). 
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a scanty reality which falls short still ~ore of their great poetical 
celebrity. The Alpheius and rhe· Spercheius are considerable 
streams-the Achel6us is still· more jmportant.1 The quantity 
of mud which its turbid stream brought down and deposited, 
occasioned a sensible increase of the land at its embouchure, 
within the observation ofThucydides.2 

But the disposition and properties of the Grecian territory, 
though not maintaining permanent rivers, are favourable to the. 
multiplication of lakes and .,,marshes. There are numerous 
hollows and enclosed basins, out of which the water can find 
no superficial escape, and where, unless it makes for itself a 
subterranean passage through rifts in the mountains, it remains 
either as a marsh or a lake according to the time of year. 
In Thessaly we find the lakes Ness6nis and Bcebeis ;·in .tEtolia, 
between the Achel6us and Euenus, Strabo mentions the lake of 
Trich6nis, besides several other lakes, which it is difficult to 
identify individually, though the quantity of ground covered 
by lake and marsh is as a whole very considerable. . In Bceotia 
are situated the lakes Kopals, Hylike, and Harma ;. the first of 
the three formed chiefly by the. river Kephisus, flowing from 
Parnassus on the north-west, and shaping for itselLa sinuous 
course through the mountains of fhokis. On the north-east and 
east, the lake Kopals is bounded by the high land of Mount 
Ptoon, which intercepts its communication with the Strait of 
Eubcea. Through the limestone of this mountain the water has 
either found or forced several subterraneous cavities, by which it 
obtains a partial·egress on the other side of the .rocky hill and 
then flows into the strait. The Katabothra, ·as they were 
termed in antiquity, yet exist, but in an imperfect and half
obstructed,condition. Even in antiquity however they never 
fully sufficed to carry off the surplus waters of the Kephisus ; 
for the remains are still found of an artificial tunnel, pierced 
through the whole breadth of the rock, and with perpendicular · 
apertures at proper intervals to let in the air from above. This 
tunnel-one of the most interesting remnants. of antiquity, 
since it must date from the prosperous days· of the old Orcho
menus, anterior to its absorption into the Bceotian league, as 
well as 4to the preponderance of Thebes-is now choked up 
and rendered useless. It may perhaps have been designedly 
obstructed by. the hand of an enemy. The scheme of 
Alexander the Great, who commissioned an engineer from 

1 Most of the Echinades now rise out of dry land, which has accumu· 
lated at the mouth of the Achelllus. . 

2 Thucydid. ii. 102. 
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Chalkis to re-open it, was defeated first by discontents in 
Breotia, and ultimately by his early death.1 

The Katabothra of the late Kopai:s are a specimen of the 
phrenomenon so frequent in Greece-lakes and rivers finding 
for themselves subterranean passages through the cavities in 
the limestone rocks, and even pursuing their unseen course for 
a considerable distance before they emerge to the light of day. 
In Arcadia, especially, several remarkable examples of sub
terranean water-communication occur : this central region of 
Peloponnesus presents a cluster of such completely enclosed 
valleys or basins.2 

1 Strabo, ix. p. 407. 
2 Colonel Leake observes (Travels in Morea, vol. iii. pp. 45, ISJ-ISS), 

"the plain of Tripolitza (anciently that of Tegea and Mantineia) is by far 
the greatest of that cluster of valleys in the centre of Peloponnesus, each of 
which is so closely shut in by the intersecting mountains, that no outlet is 
afforded to the waters except through the mountains themselves," &c. 
Respecting the Arcadian Orchomenus and its enclosed lake with Katabothra, 
see the same work, .p. 103 ; and the mountain plains near Corinth, p. 263. 

This temporary disappearance of the rivers was familiar to the ancient 
observers-oi KaTamv&wvot TwP 1roTap.&v (Aristot. Meteorolog. i. IJ. 
Diodilr. xv. 49· Strabo, vi. p. 271; viii. p. 389, &c.). 

Their familiarity with this phrenomenon was in part the source of some 
geographical suppositions, which now appear to us extravagant, respecting 
the long subterranean and submarine course of certain rivers, and their 
reappearance at very distant points. Sophokles said that the Inachus of 
Akarnania joined the Inachus of Argolis ; Ibykus the poet affirmed that 
the Asilpus near Sikyon had its source in Phrygia ; the river Inl\pus of the 
little island of Delos was alleged by others to be an effluent from the 
mighty Nile; and the rhetor Zi\ilus, in a panegyrical oration to the inhabit
ants of Tenedos, went the length of assuring them that the Alpheius in 
Elis had its source in their island (Strabo, vi. p. 271). Not only Pindar 
and other poets (Antigon. Caryst. c. 155), but also the historian Timreus 
(Timrei Frag. r27, ed. Goller), and Pausanias also with the greatest con
fidence (v. 7, 2), believed that the fountain Arethusa at Syracuse was 
nothing else but the reappearance of the river Alpheius from Peloponnesus: 
this was attested by the actual fact that a goblet or cup (<J>tcl.ll.'tl) thrown into 
the Alpheius had come up at the Syracusan fountain, which Timreus 
professed to have verified,-but even the arguments by which Strabo 
justifies his disbelief of this tale, show how powerfully the phrenomena 
of the Grecian rivers acted upon his mind. " If (says he, J. c.) the Alpheius, 
instead of flowing into the sea, fell into some. chasm in the earth, there 
would be some plausibility in supposing that it continued its subterranean 
course as far as Sicily without mixing with the sea: but since its junction 
with the sea is- matter of observation, and since there is no aperture visible 
near the shore to absorb the water of the river ( rJ'-r&p.a -ro Ka-raTrivov -ro pe'v!J.a 
-rov '1ro-ra!J.ov), so it is plain that the water cannot maintain its separation 
and its sweetness, whereas the spring Arethusa is perfectly good to drink." 
I have translated here the sense rather than the words of Strabo; but the 
phrenomena of "rivers falling into chasms and being drunk up" for a time 
is exactly what happens in Greece. It did not appear to Strl\_bQ impossible 
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It will be seen from these circumstances, tha,t ·Greece, con

sidering its limi~ed total extent, offers but little motive and still 
less of convenient means, for intermil communication among 
its various inhabitants.1 Each village or township, occupying 
its plain with the enclosing mountains, 2 supplied its own main 
wants, whilst the transport of commodities by land was suffi
ciently difficult to discourage greatly any reg)llar commerce 

that the Alpheius might traverse so great a distance underground; nor do 
we wonder at this when we learn that a more able geographer than he 
(Eratostheni:s) ·supposed that the marshes of Rhinokolura, between the 
Mediterranean and the Red Sea, were formed by the Euphrates and 

·Tigris, which flowed underground for the length of 6ooo stadia or furlongs 
(Strabo, xvi. p. 741 ; Seidel, Fragm. Eratosth. p. 194): compare· the 
story about the Euphrates passing undergroti'nd and reappearing in Ethiopia 
as the river Nile (Pausan. ii. 5, 3). This disappearance and reappearance 
of rivers connected itself, in the minds of ancient physical philosophers, 
with the supposition of vast reservoirs of water in the interior of the earth, 
which were protruded upwards to the surface by some gaseous force (see 
Seneca, Nat. Qurest. vi. 8). Pomponius Mela mentions an idea of some 
writers, that the source of the Nile was to be found, not in our (ol1<oup.ov17) 
habitable section of the globe, but in the Antichthon, or southern continent, 
and that it flowed under the ocean to rise up in Ethiopia (Me Ia, i. 9, 55). 

These views of the ancients, evidently based upon the analogy of 
Grecian rivers, are well set forth by M. Letronne in a paper on the situa
tion of the Terrestrial Paradise as represented by the Fathers of the 
Church ; cited in A. vori Humboldt, Examen Critique de l'Histoire de Ia 
Geographie,· &c., vol. iii. p. n8-r3o. 

1 "Upon the arrival of the king and regency in 1833 (observes Mr. 
Strong), no carriage roads existed in Greece ; nor were they indeed much 
wanted previously, as down to that period not a carriage, waggon, or cart, 
or any other description of vehicles, was to be found in the whole country. 
The traffic in general was carried on by means of boats, to which the long 
indented line of the Grecian coast and its numerous islands afforded every 
facility. Between the seaports and the interior of the kingdom, the com
munication was effected by means of beasts of burden, such as mules, 
horses, and camels." (Statistics of Greece, p. 33.) 

This exhibits a retrograde march to a point lower than the description of 
the Odyssey, where Telemachus and ·Peisistratus drive their chariot from 
Pylus to Sparta. The remains of the ancient roads are still seen in many 
parts of Greece (Strong, p. 34). · 

2 Dr. Clarke's description deserves to be noticed, though his warm 
eulogies on the fertility of the soil, taken generally, are not borne out by 
later observers:-" The physical phrenomena of Greece, differing from 
those of any other country, present.a series of beautiful plains, successively 
surrounded. by mountains of limestone; resembling, although upon alarger 
scale, and rarely accompanied by· volcanic products, the craters of the 
Phlegrrean. fields. Everywhere their level surfaces seem ~to have been 
deposited by ~ater, gradually retired,or evaporated; they consist for the 
most part of the richest soil, and their~produce is yet proverbially abundant. 
In this manner stood the cities of Argos, Sikypn, Corinth, Megara, Eleusis, 
Athens, .Thebes,. Amphissa, Orchomemis, Chreronea, Lebadea, Larissa; 
Pella, .:~d ~any others." (Dr. Clarke's Travels, vol. ii. ch. 4, p. 74.) 

t _ ... ~or..:..,...... B 2 
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with neighbours. In so far as the face of the interior country 
was concerned, it seemed as if nature had been disposed from 
the beginning to keep the population of Greece socially and 
politically disunited-by providing so many hedges of separa
tion, and so many boundaries, generally hard, sometimes im
possible, to overleap. One special motive to intercourse, how
ever, arose out of this very geographical constitution of the 
country, and its endless alternation of mountain and valley. 
The difference of climate and temperature between the high 
and low grounds is very great ; the harvest is secured in one 
place before it is r;ipe in another, and the cattle find during the 
heat of summer shelter and pasture on the hills, at a time 
when the plains are burnt up.1 The practice of transferring 
them from the mountains to the plain according to the change 
of season, which subsists still as it did in ancient times, is 
intimately connected with the structure of the country, and 
must from the earliest period have brought about communica
tion among the otherwise disunited villages.2 

Such difficulties, however, in the internal transit by land were 
to a great extent counteracted by the large proportion of coast 
and the accessibility of the country by sea. The prominences 
and indentations in the line of Grecian coast are hardly less 
remarkable than the multiplicity of elevations and depressions 
which everywhere mark the surface. 3 The shape of Pelopon-

1 Sir W. Gell found, in the month of March, summer in the low plains 
of Messenia, spring in Laconia, winter in Arcadia (Journey in Greece, p. 
355-359). 

2 The cold central region (or mountain plain-opo?Tellwv) of Tripolitza 
differs in climate from the maritime regions of Peloponnesus, as much as 
the south of England from the south of France •... No appearance of 
spring on the trees near Tegea, though not more than twenty-four miles 
from Argos. . . • Cattle are sent from thence every winter to the maritime 
plains of Elos in Laconia (Leake, Trav. in Morea, vol. i. pp. 88, 98, 197). 
The pasture on Mount Olono (boundary of Elis, Arcadia and Achaia) is 
not healthy until June (Leake, vol. ii. p. I 19); compare p. 348, and 
Fiedler, Reise, i. p. 314. 

See also the instructive Inscription of Orchomenus, in Boeckh, Staat
shamhaltung; der Athener, t. ii. p. 380. 

The transference of cattle, belonging to proprietors in one state, for 
temporary pasturage in another, is as old as the Odyssey, and is marked by 
various illustrative incidents : see the cause of the first Messenian war 
(Diodor. Fragm. viii. vol. iv. p. 23, ed. Wess. ; Pausan. iv. 4, 2). 

3 "Universa autem (Peloponnesus), velut pensante requorum incursus 
naturil., in montes 76 extollitur." (Plin. H. N. iv. 6.) 

Strabo touches, in a striking passage (ii. p. I2I-I22) on th~ influence of 
the sea in determining the shape and boundaries of the land : his observa
tions upon the great superiority of Europe over Asia and Africa in respect 
of intersection and interpenetration of land by the sea-water are remark· 
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themselves on Hellenic blood, name, religion and mythical 
ancestry. As the only communication between them was 
maritime, so the sea, important even ~f we look to Greece 
Proper exclusively, was the sole chimnel for transmitting ideas 
and improvements, as well as for maintaining sympathies, 
social, politic::al, ·religious, and literary, throughout · these 
outlying members of the Hellenic aggregate. 

The ancient philosophers and legislators were deeply im
pressed with the contrast between an inland and a maritime 
city : in the former, simplicity and uniformity of life, tenacity 
of ancient habits and dislike of what is new or foreign, great 
force of-exclusive sympathy and narrow range both of objects 
and ideas; in the latter, variety and novelty of sensations, ex
pansive imagination, toleration, and occasiona1.preference for 

~traneous customs, greater activity ·of the indiv.idual and 
conesponding mutability of the state. This distinction stands 

. protninent in the many comparisons instituted between the 
Athe~lii of Perikles and the Athens of the earlier times down to 
Solon. ~oth Plato and Aristotle dwell upon it emphatically,--
and the former especially, whose genius conceived the com
prehensive\scheme of prescribing beforehand and ensuring in 
practice th~ whole course of individual thought and feeling in 
his iniaginary community, treats maritime communication, if 
pushed beyond the narrowest limits, as fatal to the success and 
permanence of any wise scheme of education. Certain it is 
that a great difference, of character existed 'between those 
Greeks who mingled much in maritime affairs, and those who 
did not. The Arcadian may stand as a type of the pure 
Grecian landsman, with his rustic and illiterate habits 1-his 
diet of sweet chestnuts, barley cakes and pork (as contrasted 
with the fish which formed the chief seasoning for the bread of 
an Athenian)-his superior courage and endurance-his rever
ence for Laced<emonian headship as an old and customary in
fluence-his sterility of intellect and imagination as well as his 
slackness in enterprise-his unchangeable rudeness of relations 
with the gods, which led him to scourge and prick Pan if he 

· 1 Hekatreus, Fr~gm. 'Ap:~a~~~~~ 8e'i,..vov •• ~ • • JJ.&.(as ~ra.l llwz ~epea.. 
Herodot, i. 66. Ba.ll.a.v7Jcp&.f'o• llvBper. Theocrit. ld. vii. ro6- ~

K1}v l).€v ,-o.ve· ·epBfi~, JJ nav <fll>..e, f.L't] Tt Tl) 1ro.i&e~ 
• Ap~ea.&t.KOL atc:l'A"-a.c.crw inrO 1rA€Upci~ Te tc:a.l. 00fLolJ"i: 
Ta.vlKa f.LO.UTlrrBotev O·n ~epia. TV1'90. Trapelf 
Ei 8' O:N\w"i: veVua.t~ ~ea:ra p.ev XPOa. 1r&v,..· ovVxeucrt 

~ 6.a..~ev6J.Levos- ~evt.icra.c.o, &c. 

The alteration of X!01, which is obviously out of place, ia the scholia on 
this passage, to lv•o•, appears unquestionable. 
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came back empty-handed from the chase ; while the inhabitant 
of Phokcea or Miletus exemplifies the Grecian mariner, eager 
in search of gain-active, skilful, and daring at sea, but inferior 
in steadfast bravery on land-more excitable in imagination as 
well as more mutable in character-full of pomp and expense 
in religious manifestations towards the Ephesian Artemis or the 
Apollo of Branchidce : with a mind more open to the varieties 
of Grecian energy and to the refining influences of Grecian 
civilisation. The Peloponnesians generally, and the Lacedce
monians in particular, approached to the Arcadian type-while 
the Athenians of the fifth century B.C. stood foremost in the 
other; superadding to it however a delicacy of taste, and a 
predominance of intellectual sympathy and enjoyments, which 
seem to have been peculiar to themselves. 

The configuration of the Grecian territory, so like in many" 
respects to that of Switzerland, produced two effects of great 
moment upon the character and history of the people. ~ri the 
first place, it materially strengthened their powers of defence : 
it shut up the country against those invasions from the·interior 
which successively subjugated all their continental 'colonies; 
and it at the same time rendered each fraction more difficult to 
be attacked by the rest, so as to exercise a certain conservative 
influence in assuring the tenure of actual possessors : for the 
pass of Thermopylce between Thessaly and Phokis, that of 
Kithcer6n between Bceotia and Attica, or the mountainous range 
of Oneion and Geraneia along the Isthmus of Corinth, were 
positions which an inferior number of brave men could hold 
against a much greater force of assailants. But, in the next 
place, while it tended to protect each section of Greeks from 
being conquered, it also kept them politically disunited and 
perpetuated their separate autonomy. It fostered that powerful 
principle of repulsion, which disposed even the smallest town
ship to constitute itself a political unit apart from the rest, and 
to resist all idea of coalescence with others, either amicable or 
compulsory. To a modern reader, accustomed to large political 
aggregations, and securities for good government through the 
representative system, it requires a certain mental effort to 
transport himself back to a time when even the smallest town 
clung so tenaciously to its right of self-legislation. Nevertheless 
$1J<i~ was, .~he general habit and feeling of the ancient wollu, 

'· •tlil-oughout.Jtaly, Sicily, Spain, and Gaul. Among the Hellenes 
~. it stands ou~ more conspicuously, for several reasons-first, 

becf1JI~y they ¥em to have pushed the multiplication of auto
nodJ.(nis'tmits_to an extreme point, seeing that even islands not 
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larger than Peparethos and Amorgos had two or three separate 
city communities ;· 1 secondly, because they produced, for the 
first time in the history of mankind, acute systematic thinkers 
on matters of government, amongst all of whom the idea of the 
autonomous city was accepted as the indispensable basis of 
political speculation; thirdly,· because this incurable subdivision 
proved finally the cause of their ruin, in spite of pronounced 
intellectual superiority over their conquerors; and lastly, because 
incapacity of political coalescence did nor preClude a powerful 
and extensive sympathy between the ·inhabitants of all the 
separate cities, with a constant tendency to fraternise for 
numerous purposes, social, religious, r~creative, intellectual, .and 
a:sthetical. For these reasons, the indefinite multiplication of· 

-self-governing towns, though in truth a pha:nomenon common 
to ancient Europe as contrasted with the large ,monarchies of 
Asia, appears more marked among the ancient Gree!<:s than 
elsewhere : and there cannot be any doubt that they owe it, in 
a considerable degree, to the multitude of insulating boundaries 
which the configuration of their country presented. . 

Nor is it rash to suppose that the same causes may hav~ 
tended to promote that .unborrowed intellectuar development 
for which they stand so conspicuous. General propositions 
respecting the working of climate and physical agencies upon 
character are indeed tre\).cherous ; for our knowledge of the 
globe is now sufficient to teach us that heat and cold, mountain 
and plain, sea and land, moist and dry atmosphere, are all 
consistent with the greatest diversities of resident men : more
over the contrast between the population of Greece itself, for 
the seven centuries preceding ·the Christian a:ra, and the 
Greeks of more modern times, is alone enough to i~cq.kate 
reserve in such speculations. Nevertheless we may venture 
to note certain improvipg influences, connected with their 
geographical position, at a time when they had no books to . 
study, and no more advanced predecessors to imitate. We may 
remark, first, that their position made them at once mountaineers 
and mariners, thus supplying'them with great variety of objects, 
sensations, and adventures; next, that each petty community; 
nestled apart amidst its own rocks, 2 was sufficiently severed from 
the rest to possess an individual life and attributes of its own, 
yet not so far as to subtract it from. the sympathie'hc!JLthe 
remainder; so that an observant Greek, commer~lt\ "Wit'H,f))s.-. 

1 Skylax, Peripl. 59· . · !Jf · · . ~ 
2 Cicero, de Orator. i. 44, "Ithacam illam in asperri~us saxulis, sicut · 

nidulum, affixam." 2 4 0 0 5 
0 

.:_: Llllli\RY. 

~ 
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great diversity of half-countrymen, whose language he under
stood, and whose idiosyncrasies he could appreciate, had access 
to a larger mass of social and political experience than any other 
man in so unadvanced an age could personally obtain. The 
Phrenician, superior to the Greek on ship-board, traversed wider 
distances and saw a greater number of strangers, but had no.t 
the same means of intimate communion with a multiplicity of 
fellows in blood and language. His relations, confined to 
purchase and sale, did not comprise that mutuality of action 
and reaction which pervaded the crowd at a Grecian festival. 
The scene which here presented itself was a mixture of 
uniformity and variety highly stimulating to the observant 
faculties of a man of genius,-who at the same time, if he 
sought to communicate his own impressions, or to act upon this 
mingled and diverse audience, was forced to shake off what was 
peculiar to his own town or community, and to put forth matter 
in harmony with the feelings of all. It is thus that we may 
explain in part that penetrating apprehension of human life and 
character, and that power of touching sympathies common to 
all ages and nations, which surprises us so much in the 
unlettered authors of the old epic. Such periodical inter
communion of brethren habitually isolated from each other, 
was the only means then open of procuring for the bard a 
diversified range of experience and a many-coloured audience ; 
and it was to a great degree the result of geographical causes. 
Perhaps among other nations such facilitating causes might have 
been found, yet without producing any result comparable to the 
Iliad and Odyssey. But Homer was nevertheless dependent 
upon the conditions of his age, and we can at least point out 
those peculiarities in early Grecian society without which 
Homeric excellence would never have existed,-the geographical 
position is one, the language another. 

In mineral and metallic wealth Greece was not distinguished. 
Gold was obtained in considerable abundance in the island of 
Siphnos, which, throughout the sixth century B.c., was among 
the richest communities of Greece, and possessed a treasure
chamber at Delphi distinguished for the richness of its votive 
offerings. At that time gold was so rare in Greece, that the 
Lacedremonians were obliged to send to the· Lydian Crresus 
in order to provide· enough. of it for the gilding of a statue. I It 

1 Herodot. i. 52; iii. 57; vi. 46-125. Boeckh, Public Economy of 
Athens, B. i. ch. 3· 

The gold and silver offerings sent to the Delphian temple, even from the 
Homeric times (II. ix, 405) downwards, were numerous and valuable; 

• • 
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appears to have been more abundant in Asia Minor, and the 
quantity of it in Greece was much multiplied by the opening of 
mines in Thrace, Macedonia, Epiru~, and even some parts of 
Thessaly. In the island of Thasos, too, some mines were 
re-opened with profitable result, which had been originally 
begun, and subsequently abandoned, by Phcenician settlers of 
an earlier century. Froni th,ese same districts also was procured 
a considerable amount of silver ; while about the beginning of 
the fifth century B.c., the first effective con1,!llencement seems to. 
have been made of turning to account the rich southern district 

·of Attica, called Laureion. Copper was obtained in various 
parts of Greece, especially in Cyprus .and Eubcea-in which 
latter island was also found the earth called Cadmia, employed 
for the purification of the ore. Bronze was used among the 
Greeks for many purposes in which iron is now employed ; and 
even the arms of the Homeric heroes (different in this respect 
from the later historical Greeks) are composed of copper, 
tempered in such a way as to impart to it an astonish.ing hard
ness. Iron was found in Eubcea, Bceotia, and Melos- but stili 
more abundantly in the mountainous region of the Laccinian 
Taygetus. There is however no part of Greece where the 
remains of ancient metallurgy appear now so conspicuous, as 
the island of Seriphos. The excellence and varieties of marble, 
from Pentelikus, Hymettus, ·Paros, Karystus, &c., and other 
parts of the country-so essential for purposes of sculpture and 
architecture-is well known.l . · 

Situated under the same parallels of latitude as the coast of 
Asia Minor, and 'the southernmost regions of Italy and Spain, 
Greece produced wheat, barley, flax, wine, and oil, in the earliest. 
times of which we have any knowledge; though the currants; 
Indian corn, silk, and tobacco which the country now exhibits, 
are an addition of more recent times. Theophrastus and oth.ei 
authors amply attest the observant and industrious agriculture 
prevalent .among the ancient Greeks, as well as the care with 
which its various natural productions, comprehending a great 
diversity of plants, herbs, and trees, were turned to account. 
The cultivation of the vine and the olive-the latter in
dispensable to ancient ·life not merely for the purposes which 

_it serves at present, but. also' from the constant habit then 

especially those dedica'ted by Crcesus, ~ho (Herodot, i. 17-52 seerr:s to 
have surpassed .all predecessors. · ' 

1 Strabo, x. ·P·447; xiv. p. 68o-684. Stephan. Byz. v. At3,.,\fios, A<.,<eoa.lJ-Lwv. 
Kruse, Hellas, ch.'iv. vol. i. p. 328. Fiedler, Reisen .in Griechenland, 
vol. ii, p. lz8-SS9· 
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prevalent of anointing the body - appears to have been 
particularly elaborate; and the many different accidents of soil, 
level, and exposure, which were to be found, not only in Hellas 
Proper, but also among the scattered Greek settlements, afforded 
to observant planters materials for study and comparison. The 
barley-cake seems to have been more generally eaten than the 
wheaten loaf: 1 but one or other of them, together with 
vegetables and fish (sometimes fresh, but more frequently salt), 
was the common food of the population ; the Arcadians fed 
much upon pork, and the Spartans also consumed animal food, 
but by the Greeks generally fresh meat seems to have been 
little eaten, except at festivals and sacrifices. The Athenians, 
the most commercial people in Greece Proper, though their 
light, dry, and comparatively poor soil produced excellent barley, 
nevertheless did not grow enough corn for their own consump
tion : they imported considerable supplies of corn from Sicily, 
from the coasts of the Euxine, and the Tauric Chersonese, ancl, 
salt fish both from the Propontis and even from Gades: 2 the 
distance from whence these supplies came, when we take into 
consideration the extent of fine corn-land in Bceotia and 
Thessaly, proves how little internal trade existed between the 
various regions of Greece Proper. The exports of Athens 
consisted in her figs and other fruit, olives, oil-for all of which 
she was distinguished-together with pottery, ornamental 
manufactures, and the silver from her mines at Laureion. 
Salt-fish doubtless found its way more or less throughout all 
Greece; 3 but the population of other states in Greece lived 

1 At the repast provided at the public cost for those who dined in the 
Prytaneium of Athens, Sol6n directed barley-cakes for ordinary days, 
wheaten bread for festivals (Athenreus, iv. p. 137). 

The milk of ewes and goats was in ancient Greece preferred to that 
of cows (Aristot. Hist. Animal. iii. 15, 5-7); at present also cows'-milk and 
butter is considered unwholesome in Greece, and is seldom or never eaten 
(Kruse, Bellas, vol. i. ch. 4· p. 368). 

2 Theophrast. Caus. Pl. ix. 2; Demosthen. adv. Leptin. c. 9· That 
salt-fish from the Propontis and from Gades was sold in the markets of 
Athens during the Peloponnesian war, appears from a fragment of the 
Marikas of Eupolis (Fr. 23, ed. Meineke ; Stephan. Byz. v. rci.lie•pa)-

nOrep• ~v TO Tciptx~, q:,ptfytov l} raOet.ptK6v; 

The Phcenician merchants who brought the salt· fish from Gades, took back 
with them Attic pottery for sale among the African tribes of the coast 
of Morocco (Sky lax, Peripl. c. 109). 

3 Simonides, Fragm. 109, Gaisford-
llp6u8e /LEv O..JJ.tJ>• Wp.otutv Exwv TP7Jxeio..v lirrtA.>..o.v 

'IxOil< ~~ • Apyov< e1< Teyiav i!<j>epov, &c. 

The Odyssey mentions certain inland people who knew nothing either of 
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more exclusively upon their own produce than the Athenians, 
with less of purchase and sale I_:_a mode of life assisted by the 
simple domestic economy universally prevalent, in which,the 
women not only carded and spun a:!l the wool, but also wove ., 
out of it the clothing and bedding employed in the family. 
Weaving was then considered as much a woman's business as 
spinning, and the same feeling and habits still preyail to the 
present day in modern Greece, where the loom is constantly 
seen in the peasants' cottages, and always worked by women. 2 

The climate of Greece appears to be generally described by 
modern travellers in more favourable terms than it was by the 
ancients, which is easily explicable from the classical interest, 
picturesque beauties, and transparent atmosphere, so vividly 

'appreciated by an English or a German eye. Herodotus,3 

Hippokrates, and Aristotle, treat the climate of Asia as far more 
genial and favourable both to animal and vegetable life, but at 
the same time more enervating than t:Q1!LoLGreece: the latter 
they speak of chic:~y_in.referencetoits changeful character and 

_ djyersities-of-16cal temperature, which. they consider as highly 
· stimulant to the energies of the inhabitants. There is reason 

to conclude that ancient Greece was much more healthy than 
the same territory is at present, inasmuch as it was o-m ore 
industriously cultivated, and the towns both more carefully 
administered and better supplied with .water. But the differ
ences in respect of healthiness, between one portion of Greece 
and another, appear always to have been considerable, and this, 
as well as the diversities of climate, affected the local habits and 
character of the particular sections. Not merely were there 
great differences between the mountaineers and the inhabit
ants of the pl1).ins 4-between Lokrians, JEtolians, Phokians, 

the sea, or of ships, or the taste of salt : Pausanias looks for them in Epirus 
(Odyss. xi; 12I; Pausan, i. 12, 3). · . f!l 

1 A~Tovp-yol Te -ycl.p €10'1 n•ll.o..-ovv.,'JO'tOI (says Perikles in his speech to the 
Athenians at the commencement of the l'eloponnesian war, Thucyd. i. 141) 
ual olh• lo!tt aliT• lv uomfi xp-!,p.o.Tcl. ErrTtv o.~To'is, &c.-ilvopes -y•wp-yol ual ou 
8o.l\J.O'O"IOt1 &c, (ib. C. 142). _ 

2 In Egypt the men sat at home and wove, while the women did out-d~or 
business; both the one and the other excite the surprise of Herodotus and 
Sophokl~s (Herod. ii. 35; Soph. CEd. Col. 340). · · 

For the spinning and weaving of the modern Greek· peasant women, s~e 
Leake, Trav. Morea, vol. i. pp. 13, 18, 223, &c.; Strong, Stat. p. J85. 

3 Herodot. i. 142; Hippokrat. De Aere, Coc. et Aq. c. 12-l3 ; AristO". 
Polit. vii. 6, 1. 

4 The mountaineers of JEtolia are, at this time, unable to come down into 
the marshy plain of Wrach6ri, without being taken ill after a few day1 
(Fiedler. Reise in Griech. i. p. 184). . . 

I 
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Dorians, CEtreans and Arcadians, on one hand, and the 
inhabitants of Attica, Boootia, and Elis, on the other-but each 
of the various tribes which went to compose these categories 
had its peculiarities; and the marked contrast between Athenians 
and Boootians was supposed to be represented by the light and 
heavy atmosphere which they respectively breathed. Nor was 
this all : for even among the Breotian aggregate, every .town 
had its own separate attributes, physical as well as ·moral and 
political: 1 Oropus, Tanagra, Thespire, Thebes, Anthedon, 
Haliartus, Koroneia, Onchestus, and Platrea, were known to 
Breotians each by its own characteristic epithet : and Dikre
archus even notices a marked distinction between the inhabitants 
of the city of Athens and those in the country of Attica. 
Sparta, Argos, Corinth, and Sikyon, though all called Doric, had 
each its own dialect and peculiarities. All these differences, 
depending in part upon climate, site, and other physical 
considerations, contributed to nourish antipathies, and to 
perpetuate that imperfect cohesion, which has already been 
noticed as an indelible feature in Hellas. 

The Epirotic tribes, neighbours of the LEtolians and Akarna
nians, filled the ·space between Pindus and the Ionian Sea 
until they joined to the northward the territory inhabited by 
the powerful and barbarous I11yrians. Of these I11yrians the 
native Macedonian tribes appear to have been an outlying 
section, dwelling northward of Thessaly and Mount Olympus, 
eastward of the chain by which Pindus is continued, and 
westward of the river Axius. The Epirots were comprehended 
under the various denominations of Chaonians, Molossians, 
Thesprotians, Kassopreans, Amphilochians, Athamanes, the 
LEthikes, Tymphrei, Orestre, Parorrei, and Atintanes 2-most 
of the latter being small communities dispersed about the 
mountainous region of Pindus. There was however much 
confusion in the application of the comprehensive !}arne 
Epirot, which was a title given altogether by the Greeks, and 
given purely upon geographical, not upon ethnical considera-

1 D!krearch. Fragm. p. 145. ed. Fuhr-Bios 'Ell.ll.&.lios. 'Irt'TOpoihfl o' ol 
BotwTol .. a. 1<11.T' au'TOOS {irr&.pxovTa tlita il1C/1.7JpfJp.a'Ta ll.l-yovTH TI1.VTa-Trw 
p.€v alrrxpoi<Jplietav l<aTotiCEtv ~~~ 'D.pW1r'f'-; TI>V 11€ .pe&vov }v Tav&.-ypq., 'TfJV 
tptll.ovEtl<iav ~~~ 0E<T1riats, 'TfJP IJ{3ptv ~~~ li'J.f){3ats, TfJV 1rll.eove~lav lv 'AvM1liot:t 
'rfJP "'•P"P"f(av ~. Kopwve(q., lv Ull.aTata(s 'TfJV &ll.a(ovE(av, ... bv 1rvperbv ~~ 
10"fXfJifT'f', TfJtJ i'f.vatlf67Jif{av lv 'All.tcl.pT'f'. 

About the distinction between 'A67Jva(ot and 'ATn~eol, see the same work, 
P· II. 

2 Strabo, vii. pp. 323, 324, 326; Thucydid. ii. 68. Theopompus (ap. 
Strab. !. c.) reckoned 14 Epirotic t6v1J • 
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tions. Epirus seems ·at first to have stood opposed to 
Pelopoimesus, and to .have signified the general region north
ward of the Gulf of Corinth ; and in this primitive sense it 
comprehended the JEtolians and Akarnanians, portions of 
whom spoke a dialect difficult to understand, and were .not 
less widely removed than the Epirots from Hellenic habits.1 

The oracle of Dodona forms the point of ancient union 
between Greeks and Epirots, which was superseded by Delphi 
as the civilisation of Bellas developed itself .. Nor is it less 
difficult to distinguish Epirots from Macedonians on the one 
hand than from Hellenes on the other; the language, the dress,· 
and the fashion of wearing the hair being, often analogous, 
-while the boundaries, amidst rude men and untravelled tracts, 
were very inaccurately understood.2 

In describing the limits occupied by the Hellens in 776 B.c., 
we cannot yet take account of the important colonies of Leukas 
and Ambrakia, established by the Corinthians subsequently 
on the western coast of Epirus. The Greeks of that early 
time seem to comprise the islands of Kephallenia, Zakynthus, 
Ithaka, and Dulichium, · but no settlement, either inland or 
insular, further northward. 

They include further, confining ourselves to 776 B.c., the 
great mass of islands between the coast of Greece and that 
of Asia Minor, from Tenedos on the north, to Rhodes, 

· Krete, and Kythera southward; and the great islands of 
Lesbos, Chios, Samos, and Eubrea, as well as the groups 
called the Sporades and the Cyclades. Respecting ·the four 
considerable islands nearer to the coasts of Macedonia and 
Thrace-Lemnos, Imbros,- Samothrace, and Thasos-it may 
be doubted whether they were at that time hellenised. The 
Catalogue of the Iliad includes under Agamemnon contingents 
from JEgina, Eubrea, Krete, Karpathus, Kasus, Kos, and 
Rhodes; in the oldest epical testimony which we possess, 
these islands thus appear inhabited by Greeks ; but the others 
do not occur in the Catalogue, and are never mentioned in· 
such manner as to enable· us to draw any inference. Eubrea 
ought perhaps rather to be )ooked upon as a portion of 
Grecian mainland (from which it was only separated by a_ strait 

1 Herodot. i. 146, ii. 56, vi. 127. 
2 Strabo, vii. p. 3:i7. . 
Several of the Epirotic tribes were lii')'il.wua o1, -spoke Greek in addition · 

to their native tongue. 
See, on all the inhabitants of these regions, the excellent dissertation of 0. 

Muller above quoted, Ueber die Makedoner; appended to the first volume 
of the English translation of his History of the Dorians • 
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22 History 4>f Greece 
narrow enough to be bridged over) than as an island. But 
the last five islands named in the Catalogue are all either 
wholly or partially Doric : no Ionic or JEolic island appears 
in it : these latter, though it was among them that the poet 
sung, appear to be represented by their ancestral heroes who 
come from Greece Proper. 

The last element to be included, as going to make up the 
Greece of 776 B.c., is the long string of Doric, Ionic and 
JEolic settlements on the coast of Asia Minor-occupying a 
space bounded on the north by the Troad and the region 
of Ida, and extending southward as far as the peninsula 
of Knidus. Twelve continental cities, over and above the 
islands of Lesbos and Tenedos, are reckoned by Herodotus 
as ancient JEolic foundations-Smyrna, Kyme, Larissa, Neon
Teichos, Temnos, Killa, Notium, JEgircessa, Pitana, JEgre, 
Myrina, and Gryneia. Smyrna, having been at first JEolic, 
was afterwards acquired through a stratagem by Ionic in
habitants, and remained permanently Ionic. Phokrea, the 
northernmost of the Ionic settlements, bordered upon JEolis : 
Klazomeme, Erythrre, Te6s, Lebedos, Koloph6n, Priene, 
Myus, and Miletus, continued the Ionic name to the south
ward. These, together with Samos and Chios, formed the 
Panionic federation. 1 To the south of Miletus, after a 
considerable interval, lay the Doric establishments of Myndus, 
Halikarnassus, and Knidus : the two latter, together with the 
island of K6s and the three townships in Rhodes, constituted 
the Doric Hexapolis, or communion of six cities, concerted 
primarily with a view to religious purposes, but producing a 
secondary effect analogous to political federation. 

Such then is the extent of Bellas, as it stood at the 
commencement of the recorded Olympiads. To draw a 
picture even for this date, we possess no authentic materials, 
and are obliged to antedate statements which belong to a later 
age : and this consideration might alone suffice to show how 
uncertified are all delineations of the Greece of II83 B.c., the 
supposed epoch of the Trojan war, four centuries earlier. 

1 IIcrodot. i. 143-150 . 
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CHAPTER II .. ,... 

THE HELLENIC PEOPLE GENERALLY, IN THE EARLY 

HISTORICAL TIMES 

23 

THE territory indicated in the last chapter-south of Mount 
Olympus, and south of the line which connects the city of 
Ambrakia with Mount Pindus,-was occupied during the 
historical period by the central stock of .the Hellens or Greeks, 
from which their numerous outlying colonies were planted out .. 

Both metropolitans and colonists styled themselves Hellens, 
and were recognised as such by each other : ·all. glorying in the .· 
name as the prominent symbol of· fraternity,-all describing 
non-Hellenic men or cities by a word which involved associ
ations of repugnance. Our term barbarian, borrowed from 
this latter word, does not express the same idea ; > for the · 
Greeks spoke thus indiscriminately of the extra-Hellenic world 
with all its inhabitants,1 whatever might be the gentleness 
of their character, and whatever might be their degree of 
civilisation. The rulers and people of Egyptian Thebes with 
their ancient and gigantic monuments, the .wealthy Tyrians 
and Carthaginians, the phil-Hellene·Arganthonius of Tartessus, 
and the well-disciplined patricians of Rome (to the indignation 
of old Cato ), 2 were all comprised in it. At first it seemed to 
have ,expressed more of repugnance than. of contempt, and 
repugnance especially towards the sound of a foreign language. 3 

1 See the protest of Eratosthen~s against the continuance of the classlfi. 
cation into G'reek and Barbarian, after the latter word had come· to imply 
rudeness (ap. Strabo. ii. p. 66; Eratosth. Fragm. Seidel. p. 85). 

2 Cato, Fragment. ed. Lion. p. 46; ap. Plin. H. N. xxii.. 1. A remark· 
able extract from Cato's letter to his son, intimating his strong antipathy to 
the Greeks ; he proscribes .their medicine altogether, and admits only a 
-slight taste of their literature :-"quod bonum sit eorum literas inspicere, 
non perdiscere. . . . J urarunt inter ;;e, Barbaros necare omnes medic ina, 
sed hoc ipsum mercede faciunt, ut fides iis sit et facile disperdant. Nos 
quoque dictitant Barbaros et spurios, nosque magis qu:tm alios, Opicos 

"apfellatione. foedant." : .... . 
· KapiAv .;ry-hO'aTo {3a.pf3a.pocprfw6Jv, Homer, Iliad, ii. 867. Homer does .. 

not use the word {3rf.p{3a.pot, or any words signifying either a Hellen gener, 
ally or a non-Hellen generally '(Thucyd. i .. 3). Compare Strabo, viii. p. 
370; and xiv. p. 662. 

Ovid reproduces the primitive sense of_ the word {3:l.p{3apos when he 
speaks of himself as an exile at Tomi (Trist. v. ro-37)-

~, Barbarus hie egO sum, quia non inteltigor ulli.'' 
The Egyptians had a word in their language the exact equivalent of 
{3rf.p{3apos in this sense (Herod. ii. 158). 
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Afterwards a feeling of their own superior intelligence (in part 
well-justified) arose among the Greeks, and their term barbarz'an 
was used so as to imply a low state of the temper and intelli
gence ; in which sense it was retained by the semi-hellenised 
Romans, as the proper antithesis to their state of civilisation. 
The want of a suitable word, corresponding to barbarian as 
the Greeks originally used it, is so inconvenient in the descrip
tion of Grecian phreno~.p.ena and sentiments, that I may be 
obliged occasionally to use the word in its primitive sense. 

The Hellens were all of common blood and parentage,
were all descendants of the common patriarch Hellen. In 
treating of the historical Greeks, we have to accept this as a 
datum : it represents the sentiment under the influence of 
which they moved and acted. It is placed by Herodotus 
in the front rank, as the chief of those four ties which bound 
together the Hellenic aggregate : 1. Fellowship of blood; 
2. Fellowship of language ; 3· Fixed domiciles of gods, and 
sacrifices, common to all ; 4· Like manners and dispositions. 

Tlzese (say the Athenians in their reply to the Spartan 
envoys, in the very crisis of the Persian invasion) "Athens 
will never disgrace herself by betraying." And Zeus Hellenius 
was recognised as the god watching- over and enforcing the 
fraternity thus constituted.1 

Hekatreus, Herodotus, and Thucydides, 2 all believed that 
there had been an ante-Hellenic period, when different langu
ages, mutually unintelligible, were spoken between Mount 
Olympus and Cape Malea. However this may be, during the 
historical times the Greek language was universal throughout 
these limits-branching out however into a great variety of 
dialects, which were roughly classified by later literary men 
into Ionic, Doric, ..t'Eolic, and Attic. But the classification 
presents a semblance of regularity, which in point of fact does 

1 Herod, viii. 144. • • . TO 'EAA'lVII<ov ~ov 8~t"'!L6v TE «ctl b~tO"'fA•uruov, 
Kctl 8ewv Uip6!L"'~'&. Te «otva «ctl 6vulctt, i/8e&. Te b~t6Tpowa· TWV 1rpoa6Tas 
"'fEVo(f8at 'A8rwalovs obK av ev l)(OI. (lb. ix. 7·) 'H~t•<s a<, Ala 'T€ 'EAAf)VIOV 
a11leu8ovTes «al T'hv 'EAA&.Ila llewov ?rote6~tevo• ?rpooouva•, &c. 

Compare Dikrearch. Fragm. p. 147, ed. Fuhr. ; and Thucyd. iii. 59-
Tii ~<owa TG>v 'EAAtw~»v v6~tt~ta . • • 8eovs Tovs b~tof3~»~tlovs 1<al ~<owol.rs Twv 
'EAAf,vwv: also the provisfon··abouLthe l<otva l<p&. in the treaty between 
Sparta and Athens (Thuc. v. 18; Strabo, ·ix;. ·p, 419). 

It was a part of the proclamation solemnly made by-the Eumolpidre, 
prior to the celebration of the Eleusinian mysteries, " All non-Hellens to 
keep away"- efp"'f<U8at TG>v l•pwv (!socrates, Orat. iv. Panegyr. p. 74). 

2 Hekatre. Fragm. 356, ed. Klausen : compare Strabo, vii. p. 321 ; 
Herod. i. 57; Thucyd. i. 3-teara ?rOA<ts Te, /Juot IJ.AA-i,Awv uvvle uav, 
&c. 
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not seem to have been realised; each town, each smaller 
subdivision of the Hellenic name, having peculiarities of 
dialect belonging to itself. Now the lettered men. who framed 
the quadruple division took notice chiefly, if not ·exclusively, 
of the written dialects,-those which had been ennobled by 
poets or other authors; the mere spoken idioms were ·for the 
most part neglected.l That there was no such thing as.one 
Ionic dialect in the speech of the people- called Ionic: Greeks, 
we know from the indisputable testimony of Herodotus, 2 who 
tells us that there were four capital varieties of speech among 
the twelve Asiatic towns especially known as Ionic. Of course 
the varieties would have been much more numerous if he had 
given us the impressions of his ear in Eubc:ea, the Cyclades; 
Massalia, Rhegium, and Olbia,-all numbered as Greeks and 
as Ionians. The Ionic dialect of the grammarians was an 
extract from Homer, Hekatreus, Herodotus, Hippokrates; &c:; 
to what living speech it made the nearest approach, amidst 
those divergencies which the historian has made known to us, 
we cannot tell.. Sapph6 and Alkceus in Lesbos, Myrtis and 
Korinna in Bc:eotia, were the great sources of reference for the 
Lesbian and Bc:eotian varieties of the JEolic dialect-of which 
there was a thirqyariety, untouched by the poets, in Thessaly.a 

·The anall)gTbetween the different manifestations of Doric 
and JEolic, as well as that 'between the Doric generally and 
the JEolic;generally, contrasted with 'the. Attic, is only to be 
taken as rough· and approximative. · 1 

But all these different dialects are nothing more than 
dialects, distinguished as modifications of one and the same 
langua~e, and exhibiting evidence of certain 1aws and principles 
pervadmg them all. They seem capable of being traced 
back to a certain ideal mother-language, peculiar, in itself 
and distinguishable from, though cognate with, the Latin ; 
a substantive member of what has been called the ·Indo
European family of languages. 'This truth has ,been brought 
out in·recent times by the comparative'·examination applied to 

1 "A;ntiqui graminatici eas tantum diale~tos spectabant, quibus scrip
tores·usx essent: ceteras, qu~ non vigebant nisi in ore populi, non nota
bant." (Ahrens, De Dialecto .MoJica, p; 2.) The same has been the case, 
to .a ~reat degree, even in the linguistic researches of modern times, though 
p~mtmg now affords such increased facility for the registration of popular 
dtalects. 

2 Herod. i. 142. · / 
3 Respecting the three varieties of the JEolic dialect, differing' consider. 

ably from each other, see·the valuable work of Ahrens, De Dial. JEol. 
sect. 2, 32, 50. · • · 
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the Sanscrit, Zend, Greek, Latin, German, and Lithuanian 
languages, as well as by the more accurate analysis of the 
Greek language itself to which such studies have given rise, 
in a manner much more clear than could have been imagined 
by the ancients themselves.! It is needless to dwell upon the 
importance of this uniformity of language in holding together 
the race, and in rendering the genius of its most favoured 

' members available to the civilisation of all. Except in the 
rarest cases, the divergencies of dialect were not such as to 
prevent every Greek from understanding, and being understood 
by, every other Greek,-a fact remarkable when we consider 
how many of their outlying colonists, not having taken out 
women in their emigration, intermarried with non-Hellenic 
wives. And the perfection and popularity of their early epic 
poems was here of inestimable value for the diffusion of a 
common type of language, and for thus keeping together the 
sympathies of the Hellenic world.2 The Homeric dialect 
became the standard followed by all Greek poets for the 
Hexameter, as may be seen particularly from the example of 
Hesiod-who adheres to it in the main, though his father was 
a native of the .i.Eolic Kyme, and he himself resident at Askra, 
in the Eolic Bceotia-and the early Iambic and Elegiac 
compositions are framed on the same model. Intellectual 
Greeks in all cities, even the most distant outcasts from the 
central hearth, became early accustomed to one type of literary 
speech, and possessors of a common stock of legends, maxims, 
and metaphors. 

That community of religious sentiments, localities, and 
sacrifices, which Herodotus names as the third bond of union 
among the Greeks, was a phaonomenon not (like the race and 
the language) intl!rwoven with their primitive constitution, but 
of gradual growth. In the time of Herodotus, and even a 
century earlier, it was at its full maturity ; but there had been 
a period when no religious meetings common to the whole 
Hellenic body existed. What are called the Olympic, Pythian, 
Nemean, and Isthmian games (the four most conspicuous 
amidst many others analogous) were_ in reality great religious 

1 The work of Albert Giese, Ueber den h:olischen Dialekt (unhappily 
not finished, on account of the early death of the author), presents an in
genious specimen of such analysis. 

2 See the interesting remarks of Dio Chrysostom on the attachment 
of the inhabitants of Olbia (or Borysthenes) to the Homeric poems: most 
of them, he says, could repeat the Iliad by heart, though their dialect 
was partially barbarised, and the city in a sad state of ruin (Dio Chrysost. 
Orat. xxxvi. p. 78, Reisk.). 
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festivals-for the gods then gave their special sanction, name, 
and presence, to recreative meetings-the closest association 
then prevailed qetween the feelings of common worship and 
the sympathy in common amusement,! Though this associ
ation is now no longer recognised, it is nevertheless essential 
that we should keep it fully before us, if we desire to under
stand the life and proceedings of the Greeks. To Herodotus' 
and his contemporaries, these. great festivals, then frequented 
by crowds from every part of Greece, were of overwhelming 
importance and interest ; yet they had once been purely local, 
attracting no visitors except from ij.Yery narrOW neighbourhood. 
In the Homeric poems much is said about the common gods, 
and about special places consecrated to and occupied by 
several of them ; the chiefs celebrate funeral games in honour 
of a deceased father, which are visited bi competitors from 
different parts of Greece; but nothing appears to manifest 
public or town festivals open to Grecian visitors generally.2 

And though the rocky Pytho with its temple. stands out in th.e 
Iliad as a place both venerated and rich-the Pythian games, 
under the superintendence pf the Amphiktycins, with con
tinuous enrolment of; victors and a Pan-Hellenic reputation, 
do not begin until after the SacresJ. War, in the 48th Olympiad, 
or 586 B.C. 8 ' 

~ Plato, Legg. ii. I, p. 653 ; Kratylus, p. 406; and Dionys., Hal. Ars 
Rhetoric. .c. 1-2, p. 226-eehs p.ev ')IE 1rov· 1r&.v-rws :rr&.cr71s ~cr-r<vocrovv 
1rtXV?J')IVpews ~')lep.wv real brrfwvp.os' oTov 'O'Avp.1rlwv p.ev, 'O!I.Vp.'lrtoS Zevs• -rov 
li' iv nvBoi', 'A1ro11.i.C.w. • 

A polio, the Muses, and Dionysus are ~uviop-racr-ral real ~u'Yxopeu-ral 
, (Homer, Hymn to Apoll. q6). The same view of the sacred games ,is 

given by Livy in reference to the Romans and the Volsci (ii. 36-37) :
" Se, ut conscelehitos contaminatosgue, ab !udis,.festis diebus, etelzt 
q~todammodo homi1:z~m Deorl!'!tr,ue, a?acto~ esse . · .. ideo n.os a.b sede 
p10rum, ccetu, conc1hogue ab1g1. ' It IS cunous to contrast th1s wtth the 
dislike and repugnance of Tertullian :-" Idololatria omnium ludorum 
mater est-quod enim specta<;ulum sine idolo, quis Indus sine sacrificio?" 
(De Spectaculis, .P· 369.) , . · 

2 Iliad, xxiii. 630-679. The games1celebrated by Akastus in honour of 
Pelias were famed in the old epic (Pausan. v. 17, 4; Apollod6r. i. 9, 28). 

3 Strabo, ix. p. 421 ; Pausan. x. 7, 3· · The' first Pythian games cele· 
br:ited by the Amphiktyons after the Sacred War carried with them a 
substantial reward to the victor (an &.1•wv XP?Jp.a-rlcrT?JS); but in the next or 
second· Pythian ·games nothing. was given but an honorary reward or 
wreath of laurel leave's (a')IWV cr-retpavlT?Js): the first coincide with Olympiad 
48, 3 ; the second with Olympiad 49, 3· 

Compare Schol. ad Pindar. Pyth. Argument.: Pausan. x. 37, 45; 
Krause, Die Pythien, Nemeen, und Isthmien, sect. 3, 4, 5· · 

•The Homeric Hymn to Apollo is composed at a time earlier than the 
Sacred War, when Krissa is flourishing ; earlier. than the Pythian games as 

. celebrated by the Amphiktyons. 
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The Olympic games, more conspicuous than the Pythian 

as well as considerably older, are also remarkable on another 
ground, inasmuch as they supplied historical computers with 
the oldest backward record of continuous time. It was in the 
year 776 B.C. that the Eleians inscribed the name of their 
countryman Korcebus as victor in the competition of runners, 
and that they began the practice of inscribing in like manner, 
in each Olympic or fifth recurring year, the name of the 
runner who won the prize. Even for a long time after this, 
however, the Olympic games seem to have remained a local 
festival ; the prize being uniformly carried off, at the first 
twelve Olympiads, by some competitor either of Elis or its 
immediate neighbourhood. The N emean and Isthmian games 
did not become notorious or frequented until later even than 
the Pythian. Solon 1 in his legislation proclaimed the large 
reward of soo drachms for every Athenian who gained an 
Olympic prize, and the lower sum of Ioo drachms for an 
Isthmiac prize. He counts the former as Pan-Hellenic rank 
and renown, an ornament even to the city of which the victor 
was a member-the latter as partial and confined to the 
neighbourhood. 

Of the beginnings of these great solemnities we cannot 
presume to speak, except in mythical language : we know them 
only in their comparative maturity. But the habit of common 
sacrifice, on a small scale and between near neighbours, is a 
part of the earliest habits of Greece. The sentiment of 
fraternity, between two tribes or villages, first manifested itself 

1 Plutarch, Solon, 23. The Isthmian Agon was to a certain extent a 
festival of old Athenian origin ; for among the many legends respecting its 
first institution, one of the mo~t notorious represented it as having been 
founded by Theseus after his victory over Sinis at the Isthmus (See Schol. 
ad Pindar. Isthm. Argument.; Pausan. ii. I, 4), or over Skeir6n (Plutarch, 
Theseus, c. 25). Plutarch says that they were first established by Theseus 
as funeral games for Skeirlln, and Pliny gives the same story (H. N. vii. 
57). According to Hellanikus, the Athenian Theors at the Isthmian games 
had a privileged place (Plutarch, I. c.). 

There is therefore good reason why Sol/In should single out the Isth
mionikre as persons to be specially rewarded, not mentioning the Pyth
ionikre and Nemeonikre-the Nemean and Pythian games not having then 
acquired Hellenic importance. Diogenes Laert. (i. 55) says that Sol/In 
provided rewards, not only .for victories at the Olympic and Isthmian, but 
also &vd.>..o'Yoll ~,-l oriilv /!..>...>..wv, whiCh Krause (Pythien, N emeen und Isthmien, 
sect. 3· p. 13) supposes to be the truth; I think, very improbably. The 
sharp invective of Timokreon against Themistocles, charging him among 
other things with providing nothing but cold meat at the Isthmian games: 
('l(f9p.o£ li' bro.vii6«eve 'Y•>..olws 1/Jvxpa «plo. 1ro.plxwv, Plutarch, Themistoc. c. 
21), seems to imply that the Athenian visitors, whom the The6rs were 
called upon to take care of at those games, were numerous . 

• 
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by sending a sacred legation. or Theoria 1 to offer sacrifices at 
each other's festivals and to partake in the recreations which 
followed; thus establishing a truce with solemn guarantee, and 
bringing themselves into direct connexion each with the god of 
the other under his appropriate local surname. The pacific 
communion so fostered, and the increased assurance of inter
course, as Greece gradually emerged from the turbulence and 
pugnacity of the heroic age, operated especially in extending 
.the range of this ancient habit: the village festivals became 
·town festivals, largely frequented by the citizens of other 
1
towns, and sometimes with special invitations sent round to 
attract Theors from every Hellenic community,-and thus these 
.once humble assemblage_s gradually swelled into the pomp and 
'immense confluence of the Olympic and Pythian games. The 
'city administering such holy ceremonies enjoyed inviolability 
of territory during the month of their occurrence, being itself 
·under obligation at that time to refrain from all aggression, as 
:well·as to notify by heralds 2 the. commencement of the truce 
to all other cities not in avowed hostility with it. ~lis imposed 
heavy fines upon other towns-even on the powerful Lacedcemon 

1-for violation of the Olympic truce, on pain of exclusion from 
:the festival in case of non-payment. . 

Sometimes this tendency to religious fraternity took a form 
called an Amphiktyony, different from the common festival. 
A certain number of towns entered into an exclusive' religious 
partnership,· for the celebration of sacrifices periodically to the 
god of a particular temple, which was supposed to be· the 
common property and under the common protection of all, 
though one of the number was often 'named as permanent 
administrator; while all other Greeks were excluded. That 
there were many religious partnerships of this sort, which have 
never acquired a place in history, among the early Grecian 
villages, we may perhaps gather from the etymology of the 

1 In many Grecian states (as- at A!:gina, Mantineia, Trcezen, Thasos, 
&c.) these Theors formed a pennanei:lt college, and seem to have been in
yested with extensive functions in reference to religious ceremonies : at 
Athens they were chosen for the special occasion (see Thucyd. v. 47 ; 

ristotel. · Polit. v. 8, 3; 0. Mi.\ller, A!:ginetica; p. 135 ; Demosthen. de 
als. Leg. p. 380). . ' 
2 About the sacred truce, Olympian, Isthmian, &c., formally announced 

y two !1eralds crowned with garlands sent from the administering city, and 
ith respect to which many tricks were played, see Thucyd. v. 49 ; Xeno
hon, Hellen. iv. 7, 1-7; Plutarch, Lycurg. 23; Pindar, Isthm. ii. 35·
wovoocp&poL-Kci.pVIces &piiv-Thucyd. viii. 9-10 is also peculiarly instructive 

regard to the practice and the feeling • 

• 
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word (Amphiktyons 1 designates residents around, or neigh
bours, considered in the point of view of fellow-religionists), 
as well as from the indications preserved to us in reference to 
various parts of the country. Thus there was an Amphikytony 2 

of seven cities at the holy island of Kalauria, close to the 
harbour of Trrezen. Hermione, Epidaurus, ,1Egina, Athens, 
Prasire, Nauplia, and Orchomenus, jointly maintained the 
temple and sanctuary of Poseidon in that island (with which it 
would seem that the city of Trrezen, though close at hand, had 
no connexion), meeting there at stated periods, to offer formal 
sacrifices. These seven cities indeed were· not immediate 
neighbours, but the speciality and exclusiveness of their interest 
in the temple is seen from the· fact, that when the Argeians 
took Nauplia, they adopted and fulfilled these religious obliga
tions on behalf of the prior inhabitants : so also did the 
Lacedremonians when they had captured Prasire. Again in 
Triphylia,3 situated between the Pisatid and Messenia in the 
western part of Peloponnesus, there was a similar religious 
meeting and partnership of the Triphylians on Cape Samikon, 
at the temple of the Samian Poseidon. Here the inhabitants 
of Makiston were entrusted with the details of superintendence, 
as well as with the duty of notifying beforehand the exact time 
of meeting (a precaution essential amidst" the diversities and 
irregularities of the Greek calendar), and also of proclaiming 
what was called the Samian truce-a temporary abstinence 
from hostilities which bound all Triphylians during the holy 
period. This latter custom discloses the salutary influence of 
such institutions in presenting to men's minds a common object 
of reverence, common duties, and common enjoyments; thus 
generating sympathies and feelings of mutual obligation amidst 
petty communities not less fierce than suspicious.4 So too, 

1 Pindar, Isthm. iii. 26 (iv. 14); Nem. vi. 40. 
2 Strabo, viii. p. 374· 
3 Strabo, viii. p. 343; Pausan. v. 6, I. 
4 At lolkos, on the north coast of the Gulf of Pagasre, and at the borders 

of the Magnetes, Thessalians, and Achreans of Phthi6tis, was celebrated a 
periodical religious festival or panegyris, the title of which we are prevented 
from making out by the imperfection of Strabo's text (Strabo, ix. 436). It 
stands in the text as printed in Tzschucke's edition, 'EVTauea 6e «al :~w . 
nu;>.al'«tJV 1ravfrr"P'" auvere;>.ouv. The mention of nu;>.ai«h 1ravfryup1s, wh1ch 
conducts us only to the Amphiktyonic convocations of Thermopylre and 
J)elphi, is here unsuitable; and the best or Parisian MS. of Strabo pre
sents a gap (one among the many which embarrass the ninth book) in the· 
place of the word nu;>.at«{w. .Dutheil conjectures 'Tf,v Tie;>.ia«hv 1ravf!-yup,v, 
deriving the name from the celebrated funeral games of the old epic cele
brated by Akastus in honour of his father Pelias. Grosskurd (in his note 

• 
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the twelve chief Ionic cities in and near Asia-Minor had their 
Pan-Ionic Amphiktyony.peculiar to themselves: the six Doric 

:cities, in and near the sou them comer of that peninsula, 
combined for the like purpose at the temple· of the Triopian 
.Apollo; and the feeling of special partnership is here particularly 

1 illustrated by the}fact, that Halikarnassus, one of the six, was 
' formally extruded by the remaining five in consequence of a 
,''violation of the rules.1 There was also ari Amphiktyonic_union 
' .:Lt Onchestus in Breotia, in the venerated grove and temple at 
:poseidon : 'l of whom it consisted we are not informed; These · 
are some specimens of the sort of special religious conventions 
and assemblies which seem to have been frequent throughout 
Greece. Nor ought we to omit thpse religious meetings and . 
:sacrifices which were common to all the members of one 

,iHellenic subdivision, such' as the' Pam-Bceotia to all the 
'Bceotians, celebrated' at the temple·ofthe Itonian Athene near . 
IKoroneia 3-the common observances, rendered to the temple ' 
~f .Apollo Pythaeus at Argos,. by all t~ose .n?ighbouiit;g towns 
·;whtch had once been attached by thts rehgwus thread to the 
Argeians-the similar periodical ceremonies, frequented by all 
.who bore the Achrean or JEtolian name'--and the splendid and 
'ex-hilarating festivals, so favourable to the diffusion of the early' 
Grecian poetry, which brought all lonians at stated intervals to 
'the sacred island of Delos.4 This latter class of festivals 
'igreed with the AmpJ.1iktyony in being of ,a special arid 'exclusive 
'·~haracter, not open to all Greeks. ' . 
' But there was one amongst these many Amphiktyonies, 

;.\vhich,,though starting from the sma:Ilest beginnings, graduaily 
expanded into so comprehensive a character; and acquired s~ 
marked a predominance over the rest, as to be called. The 

I . 

on the passage) approves the.coiljecture, but it ;~eem~ to ~e not probable 
that a Grecian panegyris would be named after Pelias. ll'1J/I.ia~e~v, in 
reference to the neighbourii1g mountain and town of Pelion; might perhaps 

'be l~ss objectionable (See Dik::earch; Fragm. p. 407-409; ed. Fuhr. ), but 
,we cannot determine with certainty. · 

. 1 Herod. i. ; Dionys. Hal. iv. 25. · 
\ 

2 Strabo, ix. p. 412; Homer, Hymn. Apoll. 232. 
':· 8 Strabo, ix. p. 4II. · · . 

"/
4 Thucyd. iii. 104; v. 55· Pansan. vii. 7, 1; 24,'.3. Polyb. v. 8; li. 

}':. Homer, Hymn. Apoll. t46. . . , 
.According to what seems to have been the an-cient and sacred tradition, 

b ~ whole of the month Karileius was a time,of peace among the Dorians ;_. 
:1 ough this was often neglected in practice· at the time of the Pelopon
: >~an war (Thuc. v. 54). But it may be do!Jbted whether there was· any 
r ;ttval of Karneia common to all the Dorians: the Karneia at Sparta 
j'ems to have· been a Laced::emonian festival. · 
H 
~. j. 
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Arnphiktyonic assembly, and even to have beert mistaken by 
some authors for a sort of federal Hellenic Diet. Twelve sub
races, out of the number which made up entire Hellas, belonged 
to this ancient Ampbiktyony, the meetings of which were held 
twice in every year : in spring at the temple of Apollo at 
Delphi; in autumn at Thermopylre, in the. sacred precinct of 
Demeter Amphiktyonis. Sacred deputies, including a chief 
called the Hieromnemon and subordinates called the Pylagorre, 
attended at these meetings from each of the twelve races : a 
crowd of volunteers seem to have accompanied them, for 
purposes of sacrifice, trade, or enjoyment. Their special, and 
rnost important function, cons~sted in watching over the 
Delphian temple, in which all the twelve sub-races had a joint 
interest, and it was the immense wealth and national ascendency 

• of this temple which enhanced to so great a pitch the dignity 
of its acknowledged administrators. 

The twelve constituent members were as follow :-Thessalians, 
Bceotians, Dorians, Ionians, Perrhrebians, Magnetes, Lokrians, 
CEtreans, Achreans, Phokians, Dolopes, and Malians.1 All are 
counted as races (if we treat the Hellenes as a race, we must 
call these sub-races), no mention being made of cities: 2 all 
count equally in respect to voting, two votes being given by the 
deputies from each of the twelve: moreover, we are told that 
in determining the deputies to be sent, or the manner in which 
the votes of each race should be given, the powerful Athens, 
Sparta, and Thebes, had no more influence than the humblest 
Ionian, Dorian, or Bceotian city. This latter fact is distinctly 
stated by JEschines, himself a Pylagore sent to D"elphi by 
Athens. And so, doubtless, the theory of the case stood: the 
votes of the Ionic races counted for neither more nor less than 
two, whether given by deputies from Athens, or from the srnllll 
towns of Erythrre and Priene ; and in like manner the Dorian 
votes were as good in the division, when given by deputies from 
Bceon and Kytinion in the little territory of Doris, as if the 
men delivering them had been Spartans. But there can be as 
little question that in practice the little Ionic cities and the 
little Doric cities pretended to no share in the Arnphiktyonic 
deliberations. As the Ionic vote carne to be substantially the 

1 The list· of the Amphiktyonic constituency is differently given by 
~schines, by Harpokration, and by Pausania5. Tittmann (Ueber den 
Amphiktyonischen Bund, sect. 3, 4, S) analyses and compares their various 
statements, and elicits the catalogue given in the text. 

2 JEschines, de Fals. Legat. p. 280, c. 36.-Ka-r11p•6P.111T&.p.11v IJ~ l8v71 
6<iiiJeKa, -rei p.e-rexov-ra -roil lepoii • • • Kal -ro6-rwv liJ••~a i!KatT-rov (Ovos, 
ltT61ji11¢ov -yevtlp.evov, -ro p.l-y•tT-rov -rrfJ ~ll.&.nov•, &c. 
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vote of Athens, so, if Sparta was ever obstructed in the manage

, ment· of the Doric vote, it ·must have been by powerful Doric 
cities like Argos or Corinth, not by the insignificant towns of 

, Doris. But the theory of Amphiktyonic suffrage.as laid down i 

: by JEschines, however little realised in practice during his day, 
'is important inasmuch as it shows inJull evidence the primitive 
and original constitutiqn. The first establishment of the 
Amphiktyonic convocation dates from a time when all the 
twelve members were on a footing of equal independence, and 
when there were. no overwhelming cities (such as Sparta and 
Athens) to cast in the shade the humbler members-when 
Sparta was only one Doric city, and Athens only cine Ionic 
city, among various others of consideration n9t much inferior. 

There are also other proofs which show the high antiquity of 
-this Amphiktyonic convocation. JEschines gives us an. extract · 
from the oath which had been taken by the _sacred qeputies 
who attended on behalf o( their respective races, _ever since its 

, first establishment, and which still apparently continued to be 
':taken in his day. The antique simplicity of this oath, _and of 
the conditions to which the members bind themselves, betrays 

·the early age- in' which it originated, as well as the humble 
resources -{:if th<;>se towns to which it was applied.1 "We will 
not destroy any A!Uphiktyonic town-we will not cut off any 
Amphiktyonic town from running water "~such are the two 
prominent obligations which JEschines specifies out of the old 
oath.. The second of the' two carries us back to the sii:nplest 
state of society, and to towris of the smallest size, when the 
maidens went out with their basins· to fetch water. from 'the ' 
spring, like the cla)Jghters of Keleds at Eleusis, or those or' 
Athe_ns from the fountain Kallirhoe.2 - We may even conceive 
that the special mention of this detail, in the covenant. between 

r the tweh:e'races,_ is bqrrowed literally from agreements .still 
earlier, among the villagh _or .little towps in which the members 
of each race were i:l_istributed., At' any rate, it proves satis-

-factorily the very anciE;nt date to which the commencement of 
the -Ai:nphiktyonic convocation must be referred. The belief 
of JEschines (perhaps also the belief general' in his time) was;
that it commenced simultaneously with the first foundation of 

' • I.. ~ ' - ·. : i ' 

' . ' .... .l, • . 
1 h:schin~ Fals_. Legat. p. ;279, c. 35 :_:_q Ap.a o€ ~~ &pxiis ote~i)A.8ov- .-~v 

-~T.lcnv ToV ZepoV, n:al T1JV 1rpdrrrw u6Vo8pv 7evop.Evrw ;rWv 'AJJ.cf>lwru&v.wv, ual 
.-oos 8p1wus a&.-wv &ve·ivwv, ~v ofs tvopKov ~"- .-o_'is &pxa(o<s p.noep.(av ·,.6Ji.tv 
?rWV_ 'Ap.<J>tKTuovf8wv-&vcJ.O'TaTOV wot1!0'EW fJ.T)O' ~-oJ..-wv vap.analw~ df'~EtV, &c. 

2 Homer, Hiad, '{i. 457· Homer, Hymn,to Demeter, roo, 'ro7, r7o. 
- Herodot. vi. I37· rhucyd. ii. rs. 'f 

'VOL. III. C 
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the Delphian temple-an event of which we have no bistorica 
knowledge; but there seems reason to suppose that its origina 
establishment is connected with Thermopyl<e and Demete 
Amphiktyonis, rather than with Delphi and Apollo. Th 
special surname by which Demeter and her temple at Thermc 
pyl<e was known 1-the temple of the hero Amphiktyon whicl 
stood at its side-the word Pyl.ea, which obtained footing i1 
the language to designate the half-yearly meeting of the deputie 
both at Thermopyl<e and at Delphi-these indications point t< 
Thermopyl<e (the real central point for all the twelve) as th, 
primary place of meeting, and to the Delphian half-year a 
something secondary and superadded. On such a matte1 
however, we cannot go beyond a conjecture. 

The hero Amphiktyon, whose temple stood at Thermopyla: 
passed in mythical genealogy for the brother of Hellen. An4 
it may be affirmed, with truth, that the habit of formin; 
Amphiktyonic unions, and of frequenting each other's religiou 
festivals, was the great means of creating and fostering th 
primitive feeling of brotherhood among the children of Hellen 
in those early times when rudeness, insecurity, and pugnacit 
did so much to isolate them. A certain number of salutar 
habit> and sentiments, such as that which the Amphiktyoni: 
oath embodies, in regard to abstinence from injury as well a 
to mutual protection,2 gradually found their way into men' 
minds: the obligations thus brought into play acquired ' 
substantive efficacy of their own, and the religious feeling whicl 
always remained connected with them, came afterwards to h 
only one out of many complex . agencies by which the late 
historical Greek was moved. Athens and Sparta in the day 
of their might, and the inferior cities in relation to them, playe4 
each their own political game, in which religious consideration 
will be found to bear only a subordinate part. 

The special function of the Amphiktyonic council, so far a 
we know it, consisted in watching over the safety, the interest~ 
and the treasures o( the Delphian temple. " If any one shal 
plunder the property of the god, or shall be· cognisant thereoJ 
or shall take treacherous counsel against the things in th 

1 Herodot. vii. :zoo; Livy, xxxi. 32. 
2 The festival of the Amarynthia in Eubcea, held at the temple of Arll 

mis of Amarynthus, was frequented by the Ionic Chalkis and Eretria a 
well as by the Dryopic Karystus. In a combat proclaimed betwee 
Chalkis and Eretria, to settle the question about the possession of th 
plain of Lelantum, it was stipulated that no missile weapons should b 
used by either party; this agreement was inscribed and record~d in th 
temple of Artemis (Strabo, x. p. 448; Livy, xxxv. 38) . 

• 
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temple, we will punish him with foot,· and hand, and voice, and 

· by every means in our power." So ran the old Amphiktyonic 
oath, with an energetic imprecation attached to it.1 And there 
are some examples in which the council 2 construes its functions 

_ so largely as to receive ~nd adjudicate upon complaints against 
entire cities, for offences against the religious and· patriotic 
sentiment of the Greeks generally. But for the most part its 
interference relates -directly to the Delphian temple. The 
earliest case in which it is brought to auf view is the Sacred 
War against Kirrha, 'in the 46th Olympiad or 595 B.c., ·con
duCted by Eurylochus the Thessalian, and Kleisthenes of 
Sikyon, and wroposed by Solon of Athens : 8 we find the 
Amphiktyons also about half a century afterwards undertaking 
the duty of collecting subscriptions throughout the Hellenic 
world, and making the contract, with the Alkmreonids for 
rebuilding the temple 'after a conflagration. 4 B'ut the influence 

_of this council is essentially of a fluctuating and intermittent 
. ~haracter. Sometimes it appears forward to decide, ·and its 
decisions command respect ; but such occasions are rare, 
taking the general· course of known Grecian history ; while 
there are other occasions; and those too especially affecting the 
Delphian temple, on which we are· surprised to find nothing 
said about it. In the long'and perturbed period which Thucy-· ' 
dides describes, he never once mentions the Amphiktyons, 
though the temple and the. safety of its treasures form the 
repeated subject 5 as well of .dispute as of express stipulation 

1 lEschin .. De' Fals. Legat. c. 35, p.' 2-j9: compare adv. Ktesiphont. c. 
36, p. 406. ' . . - ' . . 

2 See the charge which lEschines alleges to have been 'brought by' the 
.. Lokrians of Amphissa against Athens in the Amphiktyonic Council (adv. 
Ktesiphont. c. 38, 'p. 409). Demosthenes contradicts his rival· as to the 
fact of the charge having been bronght, saying tha-t the Arilphisseans .had 
not given 'the notice, customary and required, of their intention -to bring it: 
a reply which admits that the charge might be brought (Demosth .. de 
Corona, c. 43, p. 277). · ' 

The Amphiktyons offer a reward for the life of Ephialtes, the betrayer 
·of the Greeks at Thermopylre; 'they also erect columns to the memory of 
the fallen Greeks in -that memorable. ·strait, the place of their half, yearly 
meeting (Herod. vii. 213-228). • _- . . · 

~ JEschin. adv. Ktesiph. /. c. Plutarch, Sol6n, c. xi., who refers to 
Anstotle iv TV .,.r;,v llu8tovl~<ruv ltva')'pct</>il-'-Pausan. x. 3 7, 4; Schol. ad 
Pindar. N em. ix. 2. '!'as • Ai-<</><t<Tvovtl<ii.; lllt<a~,, g<Ta< · ..-671.€<1< ..-pos ..-67\.Hs 
el<Tfv· (Strabo-, ix. p! 420). These 'Amphiktyonic arbitrations, however, · 
,ar~ of rare o~_<;urtence in history, and very commonly abused. 
· Herodot. n. r So, v. 62. . , 

6 Thucyd. i . .-II2,'iv. uS, v. r8. ·The Phokians'in the Sacred War (B.C. 
354) pretended that they had an ancient and prescriptive right to the 
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between Athens and Sparta. Moreover, among the twelve 
constituent members of the council, we find three-the Perrhre
bians, the Magnetes, and the Achreans of Phthia-who were 
not even independent, but subject to the Thessalians; so that 
its meetings, when they were not matters of mere form, pro
bably expressed only the feelings of the three or four leading 
members. When one or more of these great powers had a 
party purpose to accomplish against others-when Philip of 
Macedon wished to extrude one of the members in order to 
procure admission for himself-it became convenient to turn 
this ancient form into a serious reality : and we shalf see the 
Athenian lEschines providing a pretext for Philip to meddle 
in favour of the minor Breotian cities against Thebes, by 
alleging that these cities were under the protection of the 
old Amphiktyonic oath.1 

It is thus that we have to consider the council as an element 
in Grecian affairs-an ancient institution, one amongst many 
instances of the primitive habit of religious fraternisation, but 
wider and more comprehensive than the rest-at first purely 
religious, then religious and political at once, lastly more the 
latter than the former-highly valuable in the infancy, but 
unsuited to the maturity of Greece, and called into real working 
only on rare occasions, when its efficiency happened to fall in 
with the views of Athens, Thebes, or the king of Macedon. 
In such special moments it shines with a transient light which 
affords a partial pretence for the imposing title bestowed on it 
by Cicero-" commune Grrecire concilium; " 2 but we should 
completely misinterpret Grecian history if we regarded it as 
a federal council habitually directing or habitually obeyed. 
Had there existed any such" commune concilium" of tolerable 
wisdom and patriotism, and had the tendencies of the Hellenic 
mind been capable of adapting themselves to it, the whole 
course of later Grecian history would probably have been 

. 
administration of the Delphian temple, under accountability to the general 
body of Greeks for the proper employment of its possessions-thus setting 
aside the Amphiktyons altogether (Diodor. xvi. 27). 

1 JEschin. de Fals. Legat, p. 280, c. 36. The party intrigues which 
moved the council in regard to the Sacred War against the Phokians (B.C. 
35?) may be seen in Diodoru,, xvi. 23-28 seq. 

' Cicero, De Invention. ii. 23. The representation of Dionysius of 
Halikamassus (Ant. Rom. iv. 25) overshoots the reality still more. 

About the common festivals and Amphiktyonies of the Hellenic world 
generally, see \Vachsmuth, Hellenische A!terthumskunde, vol. i. sect. 22, 
24, 25; also C. F. Hermann, Lelll buch der Griech. Staatsa!terthiimer, 
sect. II-I 3· 

• 
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altered;, the Macedonian kings would have remain'ed only as 
respectable neighbours; borrowing civilisation from Greece and 
expending their military energies upon Thracians and Illyrians; 
\vhile united Hellas might even have maintained her own terri- · 
tory against the conquering legions of Rome. · · · 

The twelve constituent Amphiktyonic races remained un
changed until the Sacred War against the Phokians (u.c. 355), 
after which, though the number twelve was continued, the 
Phokians were disfranchised, and their votes transferred'! to 
Philip qf Macedon. "It has been already. mentioned that these 

\ twelve did not exhaust the whole of Hellas. Arcadians, Eleans,"' 
Pisans, Minyre, Dryopes, .tEtoliaris, all genuine Hellens, are not 
comprehended in it ; but all of them had a right to make use 
of the temple of Delphi, and to contend in• the Pythian and 
Olympic game's. The Pythian games, celebrated near Delphi, 
were under the s'uperintendence of the Amphiktyons,1 or:of 
some acting magistrate chosen by and presumed to represent 
them. Like the Olympic games, they came round every 
four years (the interval between one celebration· and· another 
being four complete years, which the Greeks called a Penta
eteris): the Isthmian and Nemean games recurred every 
two years. In its fir.st humble forin of a competition among 
bards to sing a hymn in praise of Apollo, this festival was 
doubtless of immemorial antiquity; 2 but the first extension' 
of it into Pan-Hellenic notoriety (as l,have.already remarked),' 

1 Plutarch, Sympos. vii. 5,· I. ' . · 'I· . · · ··~ 
2 In this early phase of the Pylhian festival, it is said to have been~ cele· 

brated every eight years, marking what we should call an Octaet@ris, and 
\\!hat the early Greeks called an Ennaet@ris (Censorinus,.'De Die Natali, c. 
18). This. period is one 'of considerable importance in reference to the · ; 
principle of the Grecian calendar, for 99 lunar months coincide very nearly · 
with eight solar'years. The discovery of this coincidence is ascribed by 
Censorious to Kleostratus of Tenedos, whose age is not directly known; 
he must be anterior to Meton, who discovered,the cycle of nineteen solnr 
years, but (I imagine) not much anterior. In spite of the authority of, 
Ideler, it seenis to me not proved, nor can I believe, that this octennial 
period with its solar and lunar coincidence was known to the Greeks in the 
earliest times of their mythical antiquity, or before the year 6oo B.C. See 
ldeler, Handbuch der Chronologie, vol. i.· pJi366; vol. ii. p. 607. The' 
practice,of the Eleians to celebrate the Olympic games alternately after 
forty·nine and fifty lunar months, though a!tested for a later time by the 
Scholiast on Pin dar, is 'not pro veil to be 'old. The fact that there 'were 
ancient octennial recurring festivals does not establish·a knowledge of the 
properties of the octaeteric or enneateric period: nor does it seem to me 

·that the details .of the Bceotian 3c:r.cpv1Jcpoplc:r., described in' Proclus ap. 
'Photium, sect. 239, are very ancient. See on the old mythical Octaeteris,. 
0. Mtiller, Orchomenos, p. 218 seqq., and .Krause, Die Pythien, Nerneen, 
und Isthmien, sect. 4, p, 22. · 
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the first multiplication of the subjects of competition, and the 
first introduction of a continuous record of the conquerors, 
date only from the time when it came under the presidency 
of the Amphiktyons, at the close of the Sacred War against 
Kirrha. What is called the first Pythian contest coincides 
with the third year of the 48th Olympiad, or sSs B.C. From 
that period forward the games become crowded and cele
brated : but the date just named, nearly two centuries after 
the first Olympiad, is a proof that the habit of periodical 
frequentation of festivals, by numbers and from distant parts, 
grew up but slowly in the Grecian world. 

The foundation of the temple of Delphi itself reaches far 
beyond all historical knowledge, forming one of the aboriginal 
institutions of Hellas. It is a sanctified and wealthy place 
even in the Iliad : the legislation of Lykurgus at Sparta is 
introduced under its auspices, and the earliest Grecian 
colonies, those of Sicily and Italy in the eighth century B.c., 
are established in consonance with its mandate. Delphi and 
Dodona appear, in the most ancient circumstances of Greece, 
as universally venerated oracles and sanctuaries : and Delphi 
not only receives honours and donations, but also answers 
questions, from Lydians, Phrygians, Etruscans, Romans, &c. : 
if is not exclusively Hellenic. One of the valuable services 
which a Greek looked for from this and other great religious 
establishments was, that it should resolve his doubts in cases 
of perplexity-that it should advise him whether to begin a 
new, or to persist in an old project-that it should foretell 
what would be his fate under given cirC'Umstances, and 
inform him, if suffering under distress, on what conditions 
the gods would grant him relief. The three priestesses of 
Dodona with their venerable oak, and the priestess of Delphi 
sitting on her tripod under the influence of a certain gas or 
vapour exhaling from the rock, were alike competent to de
termine these difficult points: and we shall h~ve constant 
occasion to notice in this history, with what complete faith 
both the question was put and the answer treasured up
what serious influence it often exercised both upon public 
and private proceeding.1 The hexameter verses in which 

1 See the argument in favour of divination placed by Cicero in the mouth 
of his brother Quintus, De Divin. lib. i. Chrysippus and the ablest of the 
stoic philosophers set forth a plausible theory demonstrating a priori the 
probability of prophetic warnings deduced from the existence and attributes 
of the gods ; if you deny altogether the occurrence of such warnings so 
essential to the welfare of man, you must deny either the existence, o; the 

• 
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the Pythian priestess delivered herself were indeed often so 
equivocal and unintelligible, that the most serious believer, 
with all anxiety to interpret and obey them, often found 
himself ruined by the result. Yet the general faith in the 
oracle was noway shaken by such painful experience. For 
as the unfortunate issue always admitted of1.being explained 
upon two hypotheses-either that the god had spoken falsely, 
or that his meaning had not been correctly- understood
no man of genuine piety ever. hesitated to adopt the latter. 
There were many other oracles throughout. Greece besides 
Delphi and. Dodona : ·Apollo was open to the inquiries of the, 
faithful at Ptoon in Bceotia, at Abre in Phokis, at Branchidre 
near Miletus, at Patara in Lykia, and other places : in like 
manner Zeus gave answers at Olympia, Poseidon at Trenarus, 
Amphiaraus at Thebes, Amphilochus at Mallus, &c. And 
this habit oJ consulting the oracle · formed part of the still 
more general tendency of the Greek min.d to undertake no 
•enterprise without having ·first ascertained. how the gods 
viewed it,. and what measures they were likely. to take. 
Sacrifices were offered, and the interior of the victim carefully 
examined, with the same intent : omens, prodigies, unlooked
for coincidences, casual expressions, &c. ·were all construed 
as significant of the divine will. To sacrifice with a view to 
this or that undertaking, or to consult the oracle with· the saJile 
view, are familiar expressions 1 :embodied in the language. ~Nor 
could any man set about a :scheme with comfort until·he had 
satisfied himself in soine ·manner or other that the ·gods were 
favourable to it. ' 

The dispositio,n here adverted to is one of those mental 
analogies pervading the whole Hellenic nati~n, which Hero-

l 
'foreknowledge, .or the beneficence, of the gods (c. 38). Then the veracity 
of the Delphian oracle had been demonstrat~d in innumerable.instances, 
of which Chrysippus had made a large collection·: and upon what other 

. supposition could the immense credit of the oracle. be explained (c. 19)'? 
"Collegit innufuerabilip. oracula Chrysippus, et,nullum sine locuplete teste 
et auctore : qure quia nota tibi sunt,relinquo. Defendo unum hoc : nunquam 
illud .oraculum Delphis tam c~lebre clarumque fuisset, neque tantis donis 
'refertum ·omnium populorum et regum, nisi omnis retas oraculorum illorum 
veritate"m esset experta , , ·, Man eat id, quod negari non potest, nisi omnem 
historiam perverterimus, ·multis sreculis verax fuisse id oraculum." Cicero 
admits that it had become less trustworthy in his.time, .. and tries to explain 
this decline of prophetic power : compare Plutarch, De Defect. Oracul. 

1 Xenophon, Anabas. vii.- 8, :zo ;--.•o 1!~ .'AtTLadT'I)s &<coliO'<ts liT& '!T&J\.w 
~ "'' "b To v Te9up.evos et?j 'i'!.evo<Pwv, ~~<tuJ\.((eT<tt, &c .. Xenophon. Hellen. iii; 
2, 22 :-p.1} XP'I10'T'1/pttl.(e0'9<t& Toh"EJ\.J\.'I)v<ts ~ip' 'EJ\.J\.flvc.>v·'IToJ\.ep.re-compare 
Iliad, vii. 450. 
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dotus indicates. And the common habit among all Greeks 
of respectfully listening to the oracle of Delphi will be found 
on many occasions useful in maintaining unanimity among men 
not accustomed to obey the same political superior. ln the 
numerous colonies especially, founded by mixed multitudes 
from distant parts of Greece, the minds of the emigrants were 
greatly determined towards cordial co-operation by their know
ledge that the expedition had been directed, the CEkist indi
cated, and the spot either chosen or approved, by Apollo of 
Delphi. Such in most cases was the fact : that god, according 
to the conception of the Greeks, "takes delight always in the 
foundation of new cities, and himself in person lays the first 
stone." 1 

These are the elements of union-over and above the com
mon territory, described in the last chapter-with which the 
historical Hellens take their start : community of blood, langu
age, religious point of view, legends, sacrifices, festivals, 2 and 
also (with certain allowances) of manners and character. The 
analogy of manners and character between the rude inhabitants 
of the Arcadian Kymetha 3 and the polite Athens, was indeed 
accompanied with wide differences: yet if we compare the two 
with foreign contemporaries, we shall find certain negative 
characteristics, of much importance, common to both. In no 
city of historical Greece did there prevail either human sacri~ 
flees 4-or deliberate mutilation, such as cutting off the nose, 
ears, hands, feet, &c.-or castration-or selling of children 
into slavery-or polygamy-or the feeling of unlimited obedi
ence towards one man : all customs which might be pointed 
out as existing among the contemporary Carthaginians, Egyp
tians, Persians, Thracians, 5 &c. The habit of running, wre~tling, 

1 Callimach, Hymn. Apoll. 55, with Spanheim's note; Cicero, De 
Divinat. i. I. 

2 See this point strikingly illustrated by Plato, Repub. v. p. 470-471 
(c. 16), and Isocrates, Panegyr. p. 102. 

3 Respecting the Arcadi,an Kynretha, see the remarkable observations of 
Polybius, iv. 17-23. 

4 See vol i. ch. vi. of this History. 
5 For examples and evidences of these practices, see Herodot. ii. 162 ; 

the amputation of the nose and ears of Patarbemis by A pries king of Egypt 
(Xenophon. Anab. i. 9-13). There were a large number of men deprived 
of hands, feet, or eyesight, in the satrapy of Cyrus the younger, who had 
inflicted all these severe punishments for the prevention of crime-he did not 
(says Xenophon) suffer criminals to scoff at him (•ta l(a-ra-yeA.ijv). The 
t1<-rop.-f7 was carried on at Sardis (Herodot iii. 49)-500 ?Tai'oes t1<-rop.ia1 
formed a portion of the yearly tribute paid by the Babylonians to the court 
oi Susa (Herod. iii. 92). Selling of children for exportation by the 
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.boxing, &c. in gymnastic contests, with the body perfectly 
naked-was common to all Greeks, having been first adopted 
as a Laced~monian fashion in the fourteenth Olympiad : 
Thucydides and Herodotus remark, that it was not only pot 
practised, but even regarded as unseemly, among non-Hellens.l 
Of such customs, indeed, at once common to all the Greeks, and 
peculiar to them as distinguished from others, we cannot specify 

·a great number; but we may see enough to convince ourselves 
that there did really exist, in spite of local differences; a gene'ral 
Hellenic sentiment and character, which counted among the 
cementing causes of a union apparently so little assured. 

For we must recollect, that in respect to political sovereignty, 
complete disunion was among their most cherished principles. 
The only source of supreme authority to which a Greek felt . 
respect and att3;chment, was to be sought within the walls Of 
his own city. Authority seated in another city might operate 
upon his fears-might procure for him increased sect1rity and 
advantages, as we shall have occasion hereafter to show with 
regard to Athens and her subject allies-might even be mildly 
.exercised, and inspire no special aversion : but still the principle 
of it was repugnant to the rooted sentiment of his mind, and 
he is. always found gravitating towards the distinct sovereignty 
of his own Boule or Ekklesia. This is a disposition common 
both to democracies and oligarchies, and operative even among 
the different towns belonging to the same subdivision of the 
Hellenic name-Ach~ans, Phokians, Bceotians, &c. ' The 
twelve Ach~an cities _are harmonious allies, with· a periodical 
festival which partakes of the character of a congress,__:but · · 
equal and independent _political communities. The Bceotian 
towns, under the presidency of Thebes, their reputed metro" 
polis, recognise certain common obligations, and obey, on 
various particular matters, chosen officers named Bceorarchs, 
-but we shall see, in this as in other cases,· the centrifugal 

Thracians (Herod. v. 6); there is some trace of this at Athens prior to the"" 
Solonian legislation (Plutarch, Sol6n, 23), arising probably out of the cruel 
state of the law between debtor and creditor. For the sacrifice of children 
to Kronus by the Carthaginians, in troubled times (according to the language 
of Ennius '' Pceni soliti snos sacrificare puellos "), Diodor. xx. 14 ; xiii. 86. 
Porphyr. de Abstinent. ii. 56 : the practice is abundantly illustrated in 
Mover's Die Religion der Phiinizier, p. 298-'304, · • · 

· Arrian blames Alexander for cutting. off the nose arid ears of the satrap 
B~ssus, saying that it was an act altogether barbaric (i.e. non-Hellenic), 
(Exp. Al. iv. 7, 6). About the 11'e/3aup.os 6eo1rpE1r~s 1repl -rov /3a11'<;\.Ea in 
Asia, see Strabo, xi. p. ·526. 

1 Thucyd. i: 6. ; Herodot. i. 10. 1-• · 
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tendencies constantly manifesting themselves, and resisted 
chiefly by the interests and power of Thebes. That great, 
successful, and fortunate revolution which merged the several 
.independent political communities of Attica into the single 
unity of Athens, took place before the time of authentic his
tory : it is connected with the name of the hero Theseus, but 
we know not how it was effected, while its comparatively large 
size and extent render it a signal exception to Hellenic tendencies 
generally. 

Political disunion-sovereign authority within the city walls 
-thus formed a settled maxim in the Greek mind. The rela
tion between one city and another was an international relation, 
not a relation subsisting between members of a common 
political aggregate. Within a few miles from his own city 
walls, an Athenian found himself in the territory of another 
city, wherein he was nothing more than an alien,-where he 
could not acquire property in house or land, nor contract a 
legal marriage with any native woman, nor sue for legal pro
tection against injury except through the mediation of some 
friendly citizen. The right of intennarriage and of acquiring 
landed property was occasionally granted by a city to some 
individual non-freeman, as matter of special favour, and some
times (though very rarely) reciprocated generally between two 
separate cities.l But the obligations between one city and 
another, or between the citizen of the one and the citizen of 
the other, are all matters of special covenant, agreed to by the 
sovereign authority in each. Such coe.xistence of entire politi
cal severance with so much fellowship in other ways, is per
plexing in modern ideas ; and modern language is not wel\ 
furnished with expressions to describe Greek political phreno
rnena. We may say that an Athenian citizen was an alim 
when he arrived as a visitor in Corinth, but we can hardly say 
that he was a foreigner/ and though the relations between 
Corinth and Athens were in principle z'nternational, yet that 
word would be obviously unsuitable to the numerous petty 
autonomies of Hellas, besides that we require it for describing 
the relations of Hellenes generally with Persians or Cartha
ginians. We are compel I ed to use a word such as interpolitical, 
to describe the transactions between separate Greek cities, so 
numerous in the course of this history. 

As, on the one hand, a Greek will not consent to look for 

1 Aristot. Polit. iii. 6, 12. It is unnecessary to refer to the many inscrip
tions which confer upon some individual non-freeman the right of br•"Yap.!a 
and ("YJC1"f/f1'<s. 
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sovereign authority beyond the limits of his own city, so, on 
the other hand, he must have a city to look to : scattered 
villages will not satisfy in his mind the exigencies of social 
order, security, and , dignity; Though the coalescence of 
smaller towns into a larger is repugnant to his feelings, that" of 
villages into a town appears to him a manifest advance in the 
scale of civilisation. Such at least is the governing sentiment 
of Greece throughout the historical period ; for there was 
always a certain portion of the Hellenic aggregate-the rudest 
and least advanced among them~who dwelt in unfortified 
villages, and upon whom the citizen of Athens, Corinth, or 
Thebes looked down. as inferiors. Such village residence 
was the character of the Epirots 1 universally, and prevailed 
throughout Hellas itself" in those very early and even ante
Homeric times upon which Thucydides looked back as deplor
ably barbarous ;-times of universal poverty and insecurity,
absence of pacific intercourse,-petty warfare and plunder, 
compelling every man to pass his life armed,-endless 
migration without any local attachments. Many of the con
siderable cities of Greece are mentioned as aggregations of 
pre-existing villages, some of them. in times comparatively 
recent. Tegea and Mantineia in Arcadia represent in this way 
the confluence of eight villages and five villages respectively.; 
Dyme in Achaia was brought together out of eight villages, 
and Elis in the same manner, at a period even later than the 
Persian invasion; 2. the like seems to have happened with 
Megara and Tanagra. A large proportion of the Arcadians. 
continued their village life down to the time of' the battle of 
1;.-euktra, and it suited the purposes of Sparta to keep them · 
thus disunited; a policy which we shall see hereafter illustrated 
by the dismemberment of Mantineia (into its primitive com
ponent villages) which the Spartan contemporaries of Agesilaus 
carried into effect, but which was reversed as soon as the power 
of Sparta was no longer paramount,-as well as by the founda~ 
tion of Megalopolis out of a large number of petty Arcadian· 
towns and villages, one of the capital measures of Epaminon
das. 3 As this measure was an elevation of Arcadian _importance, 

1 Skylax, Peripl. c. 28-33 ; Thucyd. ii. So. See Dio Chrysostom, Or.: 
xlvii. p. 225, vol. ii. ed. Reisk.-,uiill.ll.ov flpovwro Swt~ceicrOcu ICO:T?. KWf'O:s 
Tois /3o:p/3d.po<s Of'oious, -li <TXTJI-'"' ,.&ll.•ws 1eo:l ~vo,ua; 1x•w. ' 

2 Strabo, viii. p. 337,· 342, 386; Pausan. viii. 45, I; Plutarch, Qu:oest. 
Grrec. c. 17-37· . 

3 Pausan. viii. 27, 2-5 ; Diad. xv. 72 : compare Arist. Polit. ii. I 5· 
The description of the 5wi~<<U<S of Mantineia is in Xenophon, Helle~. v. 2 

6-8: it is a flagrant example of his philo-Laconian bias. We see ,by th~ 
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so the reverse proceeding-the breaking up of a city into its 
elementary villages--was not only a sentence of privation and 
suffering, but also a complete extinction of Grecian rank and 
dignity. 

The Ozolian Lokrians, the ..tEtolians, and the Akarnanians 
maintained their separate village residence down to a still 
later period, preserving along with it their primitive rudeness 
and disorderly pugnacity.! Their villages were unfortified, and 
defended only by comparative inaccessibility ; in case of need 
they fled for safety with their cattle into the woods and moun
tains. Amidst such inauspicious circumstances, there was no 
room for that expansion of the social and political feelings to 
which protected intra-mural residence and increased numbers 
gave birth ; there was no consecrated acropolis or agora-no 
ornamented temples and porticos, exhibiting the continued 
offerings of successive generations 2-no theatre for music or 
recitation, no gymnasium for athletic exercises-none of those 
fixed arrangements, for transacting public business with regu
larity and decorum, which the Greek citizen, with his powerful 
sentiment of locality, deemed essential to a dignified existence. 
The village was nothing more than a fraction and a subordinate, 
appertaining as a limb to the organised body called the City. 
But the City and the State are in his mind and in his language 
one and the same. While n? organisation less than the City 

case of the Phokians after the Sacred War (Diodor. xvi. 6o ; Pausan. x. 
3, 2) how heavy a punishment this owlKt<TtS was. Compare also the instruc
tive speech of the Akanthian envoy Kleigen@s at Sparta, when he invoked 
the Lacedremonian interference for the purpose of crushing the incipient 
federation, or junction of towns into a common political aggregate, which 
was growing up round Olynthus (Xm. Hellen. v. 2, II, 2). The wise and 
admirable conduct of Olynthus, and the reluctance of the Jesser neighbouring 
cities to merge themselves in this union, are forcibly set forth ; also the 
interest of Sparta in keeping all the Greek towns disunited. Compare the 
description of the treatment of Capua by the Romans (Livy, xxvi. r6). 

1 Thucyd. i. 5 ; iii. 94· Xenoph. Hellen. iv. 6, 5· 
2 Pausanias, x. 4, I ; his remarks on the Phokian '71'67us Panopeus indicate 

what he included in the idea of a '71'6AtS :-ef-ye ovop.&.crat TIS '71'6AtV Kal '1'0V'1'0vs, 
ofs -ye ovK &px<<a, ov ')1Vp.v&crt6v lcr'fw' ob 8oa'1'pov, ovK &')lopO.v lxovcrtv, ovx 
filiwp Ka-repx&p.evov ls t<p~v7Jv · &A.A.O. lv <T'f'E')I«<s t<o(A.ats t<a-rO. '1'0.s t<al\.6f3as 
p.rf.l\.t0''1'a '1'0.s lv '1'0LS opecrw, lv'1'av8a olt<OV<T!V t'71'l xap&op~. llp.ws OE 8pot ')IE 

'1'7)s XWpas elcrtv aho'is els '1'00s op.&povs, Kal ls 'fliP O'VA.l\.o-yov crvveopovs t<al 
o1JTOl wlp:tt'OV(J't TbV iJ.»wKLK6V. 

The p.tt<pl!. '71'ol\lcrp.a-rtt of the Pelasgians on the peninsula of Mount Ath6s 
(Thucyd. iv. rog) seem to have been something between villages and cities. 
When the Phokians, after the Sacred War, were deprived of their cities and 
forced into villages by the Amphiktyons, the ·Order wa;; that no village 
should contain more than fifty houses, and that no village should be within 
the distance of a furlong of any other (Diodor. xvi. 6o ). 
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can satisfy the exigencies I of an intelligent freeman, the City is 
its_elf a perfect and self-sufficient whole, admitting no incorpora
tion into any higher political unity. It deserves notice that 
Sparta even in the days of her greatest power was not (properly 
speaking) a city, but a mere agglutination of five· adjacent 
villages, retaining unchanged its old-fashioned trim : for the 
extreme defensibility of its frontier and the military prowess of 
its inhabitants supplied the absence of walls, while the discipline 
imposed upon t_he Spartan exceeded in rigour and minuteness 
anything known in Greece. And thus Sparta, though less than 
a city in respect to external appearance, was more than a city 
in respect to perfection of drilling and fixity of political routine. 
The contrast between the humble appearance and the mighty 
reality is pointed out by Thucydides. 2 The inhabitants of the 
small territory of Pisa, wherein Olympia is situated, had once 
enjoyed the hono1.1rable privilege of administering the Olympic 

, festival. Having oeen robbed of it and subjected by the more 
powerful Eleians, they took advantage of various movements 
and tendencies among the larger Grecian powers to try and 
regain -it ; and on one of these occasions we find their claim 
repudiated because they were villagers, and unworthy of so 
great a distinction. 3 There was nothing to be called a city in 
the Pisatid territory. 

In going through historical Greece, we are · compelled ·to 
accept the Hellenic aggregate with its constituent elements as 
a primary fact to start from, because the state of our. informa
tion does not enable us to ascend any higher. By what cir
cumstances, or out of what pre-existing elements, this aggregate 
was brought together and. modified, we find no evidence 
entitled to credit. There are indeed various names which are 
affirmed to designate ante-Hellenic inhabitants of many parts 
of 9reece,-the Pelasgi, the Leleges, the Kuretes, theKaukones, 
the Aones, the Temmikes, the Hyantes, the Telchines, the 
Bceotian Thracians; the Telebo<e, the Ephyri, the Phlegy<e, &c. 
These are names belonging to legendary, no~ to historical 
Greece-extracted out of a variety of conflicting legends, by 
the logographers and subsequent historians, who strung together 

1 A~istot. Polit. i. I, 8. f) a' ~/C 71'AE<OVWV ICWp.wv /CO<Vwvla TIAE<OS 71'0AIS, 
·.;, a~ wao"1/S txauua 1rlpas Ti)s abTetp~<<las. Compare also iii. 6, 14 ; and 
Plato, Legg. viii. p. 848. . 

2 Thucyd. i. IO. aliT,< ~vva<ICL0'8<{u'f/s TrOll.<ws, ·aliT< lepals /Cal /CetTetCTIC<va7s 
wal\VT<ll.lrn XP'f/O'etp.lv'l}s, /Ca.Tr. ICdJp.as a£. T(j Tretl\etl{j Ti)s 'Ell.i\aoas Tp07r'f 
ol~etu8elcr'Y]s, cpalvotT' &v {nroOeeu-r~pa. 

8 Xenophon, Hellen. iii. 2, 31. 
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out of them a supposed history of the past, at a time when the 
conditions of historical evidence were very little understood. 
That these names designated real nations may be true, but 
here our knowledge ends. We have no well-informed witness 
to tell us their times, their limits of residence, their acts, or 
their character ; nor do we know how far they are identical 
with or diverse from the historical Hellens-whom we are 
warranted in calling, not indeed the first inhabitants of the 
country, but the first known to us upon any tolerable evidence. 
If any man is inclined to call the unknown ante-Hellenic period 
of Greece by the name of Pelasgic, it is open to him to do so. 
But this is a name carrying with it no assured predicates, 
noway enlarging our insight into real history, nor enabling us 
to explain-what would be the real historical problem-how or 
from whom the Hellens acquired that stock of dispositions, 
aptitudes, arts, &c. with which they begin their career. Who
ever has examined the many conflicting systems respecting the 
Pelasgi,-from the literal belief of Clavier, Larcher, and Raoul 
Rochette (which appears to me at least the most consistent way 
of proceeding), to the interpretative and half-incredulous pro
cesses applied by abler men, such as Niebuhr, or 0. Mi.iller, or 
Dr. Thirlwall 1-will not be displeased with my resolution to 
decline so insoluble a problem. No attested facts are now 
present to us-none were present to Herodotus and Thucydides 
even in their age-on which to build trustworthy affirmations 
respecting the ante-Hellenic Pelasgians. And where such is 

1 Larcher, Chronologie d'Herodote, ch. viii. pp. 215, 274; Raoul 
Rochette, Histoire des Colonies Grecques, book i. ch. 5; Niebuhr, 
Romische Geschichte, vol. i. p. 26-64, 2nd ed. (the section entitled Die 
Oenotrer und Pelasger); 0. MUller, Die Etrusker, vol. i. (Einleitung, 
ch. ii. p. 7 5-100) ; Dr. Thirlwall, History of Greece, vol. i. ch. ii. p. 36-64. 
The dissentient opinions of Kruse and Mannert may be found in Kruse, 
Hellas, vol. i. p. 398-425 ; Mannert, Geographic der Griechen und 
Romer, Part viii. introduct. p. 4, seqq. 

Niebuhr puts together all the mythical and genealogical traces, many of 
them in the highest degree vague and equivocal, of the existence of Pelasgi 
in various localities; and then, summing up their cumulative effect, asserts 
("not as an hypothesis, but with full historical conviction," p. 54) "that 
there was a time when the Pelasgians, .perhaps the most extended people 
in all Europe, were spread from the Po and the Arno to the Rhyndakus" 
(near Kyzikus), with only an interruption in Thrace. What fs perhaps. the 
most remarkable of all, is the contrast between his feeling of disgust 
despair and aversion to the subject, when he begins the inquiry(" the nam~ 
Pe!asgi," he says, "is odious to the historian, who hates the spurious philology 
out of which the pretences to knowledge on the subject of such extinct people 
arise," p. 28), and the full confidence and satisfaction with which he 
concludes it, 
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the case, we may without impropriety apply the remark of 
Herodotus respecting one of the theories which he had heard 
for·explaining the inundation of the Nile by a supposed con
nexion with the circumf!uous Ocean-that "the man who 
carries up his story into the invisible world, passes out of the 
range of criticism." 1 

As far as 'our knowledge extends, there were no towns or 
. villages called Pelasgian, in Greece Proper, since 776 B.c. But 

there still existed in two different places, even in the age of 
Herodotus, people whom he believed to be Pelasgians. One 
portion ·or these ·occupied the towns of Plakia and Sky lake near 
Kyzikus, on the Propon.tis; another dwelt in a town called 
Kreston, near the Thermaic Gulf. 2 There were moreover 

'-eertain other Pelasgian townships which he does not specify
it 'st;ems indeed, from Thucydides, that there were some little 
Pelasgian townsl1ips on the peninsula of Athos.3 Now Hero
dotus 'acquaints us with the remarkable fact, that the people 

. of Kreston, those of Plakia and Sky lake, and those of. the 
other unnamed Pelasgian townships, all spoke the same lan
guage, and each of them respectively a different language from 
their neighbours around them. He informs us, moreover, tha:t 
their language was a barbarous (i.e. a non-Hellenic) language; 
and this fact he quotes as an evidence to prove that the ancient 
Pelasgian language was a barbarous language, or distinct from 
the Hellenic. He at the same tirrie states expressly that he 
has ,no positive knowledge what language the ancient Pelas
gians spoke-one proof, among others, that no memorials nor 
means of distinct information concerning that people could 
have been open to him. " 

This is the one single fact, amidst so many conjectures 
concerning the Pelasgians, which we can be said to know upon 
the testimony of a competent and contemporary witness : the 
few townships-scattered and inconsiderable, but all that 
Herodotus in his day knew as Pelasgian-spoke a barbarous 
language. . .t}.nd upon such~ a p'bint .he must be regarded as a~. 

1 Herodot. ii. 23 :-'0 a€ 7rEpl 'TOV '!lKeavoi) AE~as, ~s &¢avh ... ~, p.vOov: 
&vevelKas o~" fx« (}..e-yxov. ·· 

2 That lCr~st6[1 is the proper reading in Herodotus there seems every 
reason to believe-not Krot6n, as Dionys. Hal. represents it (Ant. Rom. 
i. 26)~in spite of the authority of Niebuhr in favour of the latter. 

8 Thucyd. iv. 109. Compare the new Fragmenta of Strabo, lib. vii.' 
edited frmn the Vatican MS. by Kramer, and since by TafeL (Ttibingen, 
I 844), sect. 34, p. 26,-teK'I/O"CtV o€ 'T~V XeNov'I)<TOV .,-aV'T'I)V 'TWV ~" A-f!p.vov 
fle}..au-ywv T<ves, els 7rEV'TE otpp'l/p.evot 7ro}..[up.aia· K}..<...,vh, '0}..6¢u~ov, 
'A·KpoOWovs, A."io'!, ®IJfJ'O"oP. ~ 
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excellent judge. If then (infers the historian) all the early 
Pelasgians spoke the same language as those of Krest6n and 
Plakia, they must have changed their language at the time when 
they passed into the Hellenic aggregate, or became Hellens. 
Now Herodotus conceives that aggregate to have been gradu
ally enlarged to its great actual size by incorporating with itself 
not only the Pelasgians, but several other nations once bar
barians; 1 the Hellens having been originally an inconsiderable 
people. Among those other nations once barbarian whom 
Herodotus supposes to have become hellenised, we may prob
ably number the Leleges; and with respect to them as well as 
to the Pelasgians, we have contemporary testimony proving the 
existence of barbarian Leleges in later times. Philippus the 
Karian historian attested the present existence, and believed. 
in the past existence, of Leleges in his country as serfs 

1 
or 

dependent cultivators under the Karians, analogous to-the 
Helots in Laconia or the Penestre in Thessaly. 2 We may be 
very sure that there were no Hellens-no men speaking the 
Hellenic tongue-standing in such a relation to the Karians. 
Among those many barbaric-speaking nations whom Herodotus 
believed to have changed their language and passed into 
Hellens, we may therefore fairly consider the Leleges to have 
been included. For next to the Pelasgians and Pelasgus, the 
Leleges and Lelex figure most conspicuously in the legendary 
genealogies ; and both together cover the larger portion of the 
Hellenic soil. 

Confining myself to historical evide~e, and believing that 
no assured results can be derived from the attempt to transform 
legend into history, I accept the statement of Herodotus with 
confidence as to the barbaric language spoken by the Pelas
gians of his day, and I believe the same with regard to the 
historical Leleges-but without presuming to determine any
thing in regard to the legendary Pelasgians and Leleges, the 
supposed ante-Hellenic inhabitants of Greece. And I think 
this course more consonant to the laws of historical inquiry 
than that which comes recommended by the high authority of 
Dr. Thirlwall, who softens and explains away the statement of 
Herodotus until it is made to mean only that the Pelasgians of 

1 Herod. i. 58. 1rpOC1K<X<»P'1"6rwv u.hrfl Ku.l ~ll.ll.wv ~evtwv fJu.pf3dpwv 
cruxvwv. • 

2 Athenre. vi. p. 271. 4>lll.t1r1ros ~v rrfl 1r<pl Ku.pwv Kal Aeli.J-ywv cru-y-ypdp.
p.a·rt, ICctTai\~~as -robs Aa~tEOatp.ovlC~Jv E1A.w.,-as 1eal Toils 9ETTa.i\ucoVs 
'lrEVEC'Tcts, 1ml.Kiipds </>'leTt -ro'is AJll.<~tv ws olKJ-ru.ts xpfJcru.cr8u.t 7r rJ. 11. u. t -r < 1< u.l 
vUv. 
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Plakia and Kreston spoke,a very bad Greek. The affirmation 
of Herodotus is distinct, and twice repeated, that the Pelasgians 
of these towns and of his own time spoke a barbaric language; 
and that word appears to me to admit of but one interpretation.l 

1 Herod. i. 57. dHv"Ttva lie yl\wffffav 7<ffavo1 ll<J\affyo(, ob~e 'lxw d'Tp<~e€ws 
<17rat. <l lie xpewv lff'TI T<ICfLalpOfC<VOJI AE')'<tV _'TOlffl viiv t.,.. ~OV(fl ll<.\auywv, 
TWV 01r€p Tvp<T'I)VWV Kp'I)<T'TWVa '11'0.\IV olJre6vTWV • • • ~eal 'TWV ll.\aid'l)v 1'< 

Kal 'lKv.\ci.K'I)V ll<ya<T'YWV olJa<Tci.vTow ~v. 'E.\.\'I)<T'II'OJIT<p ., • • Kal Hffa ll.\.\a 
ll<J\a<rytKil: MvTa '11'ol\[uf-laTa TG of!vofLa fL<'T€/3aJ\e- •I TOV'TOlO't T<l<fLatpO!J.<vov 
lie'i ,\eyew, ijuav oi lle.\a<r'Yol /3rl.p{3apov 'YAWff<Tav IEvT<S. El "Tofvvv i\v i<al 
'11'iiv Towii"To TO ll<J\ao:'Yu<6v, 'TO 'ATT<KOV lOvos, iov Ue.\a<T'Y'"6v, • li.p.a TV 
p.era{3o,\v TV is dE.\.\'I)vas Kal Tt/V 'YJ\w<T<Tav p.<TEp.aOe Kal· 'Yil:P Iii!' olfTe o! 
Kp17ffTWV<f/'Tal oUiiafLO'iff< 'TWV viiv ff<{><as '11'€ptotK<6vorwv elul df'O')'.\W(f<Tol, OiJT€ o! 
ll.\aK<'I)voi· ff<{>i<Tt li€ dfL6'Y.\W<TffOI' li17.\ovui n, 3-rt, orov flve!Kavoro 'Y J\ w <T ff'l) s 
xapa!Corf/pa f'€Ta{3a[voVT<S is TavTa Til: X"-'p[a, TOVTOV txov<Tt iv <f>v.\aK!l, 

In the next chapter Herodotus again calls the Pelasgian nation {3ci.pf3apov. 
I Respecting this language heard by Herodotus at Kr~stBn and Plakia, 
Dr. Thirlwall observes (chap. ii. ·p. 6o), "This language Herodotus 
describes as barbarous, and it is on this fact he grou·nds his general con· 
elusion as to the ancient Pelasgian tongue, Bqt he has not entered into 
any details that might have served to ascertain the manner or d~!gre€ in 
which it differed from !he Greek. Still the expressions he uses would have 
appeared to imply that it was essentially foreign, had he not spoken quite 
as strongly in another passage, where it is impossible to ascribe a similar 

. meaning to his words. When he is enumerating the dialects that prevailed 
among the Ionian Greeks, he observes that the Ionian cities in Lydia agree 
not at all in their tongue with those of Karia; and he applies the very 
same term to these dialects; which he had before used in speaking· of the 
remains of the Pelasgian language. This passage affords a measure by 
which we may estimate the force of the word barbarimt in the former. 
Nothing more can be safely inferred from it, than that .the Pelasgian 
language which Herodotus heard on the Hellespont; and elsewhere, 
sounded to him a strange jargon; as did the dialect of Ephesus to a 
Milesian, and as the Bolognese does to a Florentine. This fact leaves its 

, real nature and relation to the Greek quite uncertain ; and we are the less 
'jnstified in building on it, as the history of Pelasgian settlements is extremely 
obscure, and the traditions which Herodotus reports on that subject have 
by no means equal weight with statements made from his personal observa· 
tion." (Thirlwall, Hist. of Greece, ch. ii. p. 6o, 2nd edit.) ' 

In the statement delivered by Herodotus (to which Dr. Thirlwall here 
refers) about the language spoken in the Ionic Greek cities, the historian 
had said (i. 142),-rJ\wuuav li€ oil TiJv ahiJv o1!Tot vevop.iKau<, &.\.\il: Tp61rovs 
Terruepas '11'o.pa'Y"''Y€"'v. Miletus, Myus, and Priene,..:..lv TP Kapip KaToi"11v-rao 
KaTil: TauTil: li'ta.\eyof'evid <r¢•· Ephesm, Kolophon, &c.-a11Tal /i'e a! 'lrO.\tEs 
orp<rt '11'pOT€pov r..ex8el<f?J<TI bf'o.\oylov<Tt Ka'Til: y.\w<T<fa'v oblilv, fftpl li/; 6p.o· 
¢wv€ovut. The Chians· and Erythrreans-KaTil: Twiioro lito..\e'YwTa.<, 'lci.p.tot 
li€ br' ~wii'TWV f'OVVOI, OVTOI xapO.IlTf;pes "/AW<T<T17S 'TE<T<T<p<s 'YlVOV'TO.I. 

The words "/AW<fff'IJS xo.paKTiJp ("distinctive mode of speech ") are 
common to both these passages, but their meaning in the one and in the 
other is to be measured by reference to the subject-matter of which the 
author is speaking, as well as to the words which accompany them,
especially the word {3rl.pf3o.pos in the first passage. Nor can I think (with 
Dr. Thirlwall) that the meaning of {3:1.p{3a.pos is to be determined by refer-
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To suppose that a man who, like Herodotus, had heard almost 
every variety of Greek, in the course of his long travels, as well 
as Egyptian, Phcenician, Assyrian, Lydian, and other languages, 
did not know how to distinguish bad Hellenic from non-Hel
lenic, is in my judgement inadmissible; at any rate the suppo
sition is not to he adopted without more cogent evidence than 
any which is here found. 

As I do not presume to determine what were the antecedent 
internal elements out of which the Hellenic aggregate was 
formed, so I confess myself equally uninformed with regard to 
its external constituents. Kadmus, Danaus, Kekrops-the 
eponyms of the Kadmeians, of the Danaans, and of the Attic 
Kekropia-present themselves to my vision as creatures of 
legend, and in that character I have already adverted to them. 
That there may have been very early settlements in continental 
Greece from Phcenicia and Egypt, is nowise impossible; but 
I see neither positive proof, nor ground for probable infer
ence, that there were any such, though traces of Phcenician 

ence to the other two words : the reverse is in my judgement correct. 
Brf.p/3apos is a term definite and unequivocal, but ')IAWI1111JS xapa~<-rnp varies 
according to the comparison which you happen at the moment to be 
making, and its meaning is here determined by its conjunction with 
f3rfp/3apos. 

When Herodotus was speaking of the twelve Ionic cities in Asia, he 
might properly point out the differences of speech among them as so many 
different xa.paK-r~pes ')IAWI1111Js : the limits of difference were fixed by the 
knowledge which his hearers possessed of the persons about whom he was 
speaking; the lonians being all notoriously Hellens. So an author de
scribing Italy might say that Bolognese, Romans, Neapolitans, Genoese, 
&c., had different xapa~<-rnpes ')IAWI1111JS, it being understood that the differ
ence was such as might subsist among persons all Italians. 

But there is also a xapa~<-rhp ')IAWI1111JS of Greek generally (abstraction 
made of its various dialects and diversities) as contrasted with Persian, 
Phcenician, or Latin-and of Italian generally, as contrasted with German 
or English. It is this comparison which Herodotus is taking when he 
describes the language spoken by the people of KrestC\n and Plakia, and 
which he notes by the word /3rf.p/3apov as opposed to 'EAA1JVtK6v : it is with 
reference to this comparison that xapa~<-rhp ')IAWI1111Js in the fifty-seventh 
chapter is to be construed. The word /3rf.p/3apos is the usual and recognised 
antithesis of "EAA1JV or 'E}..}..1JVtKOS. 

It is not the least remarkable part of the statement of Herodotus, that 
the language spoken at Krestl'ln and at Plak'a was the same, though the 
places were so far apart from each other. This identity of itself shows 
that he meant to speak of a substantive language, not of a "strange 
jargon." 

I think il therefore. certain that Herodotus pronounces the Pelasgians 
of his day to speak a substantive language different .from Greek.; hut 
whether differing from it in a greater or less degree (e. g. in the degree of 
Latin or of Phoenician) we have no means of deciding. 
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settlements in some of the islands may doubtless be pointed 
out. And if we examine tbe character and aptitude of Greeks, 
as compared either with Egyptians or Pho.micians, it will ap
pear that there is not only no analogy, but an obvious and 
fundamental contrast: the Greek may occasionally be· found as 
a borrower from these ultramarine contemporaries, but he can
not be looked upon as their offspring or derivative. · Nor can I 
bring myself to accept an hypothesis which implies (unless we 
are to. regard the supposed foreign immigrants as very few in 
number, in which case the question loses most of its import
ance) that the Hellenic language-the noblest among the many 
varieties of human speech, and ,possessing within itself a per~ 
vading symmetry and organisation-is a mere confluence of 
two foreign barbaric languages (Phcenician and Egyptian) with 
two or more internal barbaric languages-Pelasgian, Lelegian, 
&c. In the mode of investigation. pursued by diHerent histor
ians into this question of early foreign colonies, there is great 
difference (as in the case of the Pelasgi) between different 
authors-from the acquiescent Euemerism of Raoul Rochette 
to the refined distillation of Dr. Thirlwall in the third chapter 
of his History. It will be found that the amount of positive 
knowledge which.Dr. Thirlwall guarantees to his.·readers in 
that chapter is extremely inconsiderable ; for though he pro
ceeds upon the general theory (different from that which I 
hold) that historical matter may be distinguished and elicited 
from the legends, yet when the question arises respecting any 
definite historical result, his canon of credibility is too just to 

· permit him to overlook the absence of positive evidence, even 
when all intrinsic incredibility is removed. That which I note 
as Terra Incognita, is in his view a land which may be known 
up to a certain point; but the map which he draws of it contains 
so few ascertained places as to differ very little from absolute 
vacuity. · • 

The most ancient district called Hellas is affirmed by 
Aristotle to -have been near D6d6na and the river Achel6us
a description which would have been unintelligible "(since the 
river does not flow near D6d6na), if it had not been qualified 
by the remark, that the river had often in former times 
changed its course. Be states moreover that the deluge of 
Deukali6n took.place chiefly in this district, which was in those 
early days inhabited by the Selli, and by the people then called. 
Grxci, but now Hellenes. I The Selli (called by Pindar Helli). 
are mentioned in the Iliad as the ministers of the Dodon<ean 

1 Atistotel. Meterol. i. 14. 
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Zeus-" men who slept on the ground and never washed their 
feet," and Hesiod in one of the lost poems (the Eoiai) speaks 
of the fat land and rich pastures of the land called Hellopia 
wherein D6d6na was situated.1 On what authority Aristotle 
made his statement, we do not know; but the general feeling 
of the Greeks was different,-connecting Deukali6n, Hellen, and 
the Hellenes, primarily and specially with the territory called 
Achaia Phthi6tis, between Mount Othrys and CEta. We can 
neither affirm nor deny his assertion that the people in the 
neighbourhood of D6d6na were called Grreci before they were 
called Hellenes. There is no ascertained instance of the 
mention of a people called Grreci in any author earlier than 
this Aristotelian treatise; for the allusions to Aikman and 
Sophokles prove nothing to the point. 2 Nor can we explain 
how it came to pass that the Hellenes were known to the 
Romans only under the name of Grreci or Graii. But the name 
by which a people is known to foreigners is often completely 
different from its own domestic name, and we are not less at a 
loss to assign the reason, how the Rasena of Etruria came 
to be known to the Romans by the name of Tuscans or 
Etruscans. 

CHAPTER III 

MEMBERS OF THE HELLENIC AGGREGATE, SEPARATELY 

TAKEN-GREEKS NORTH OF PELOPONNESUS 

HAVING in the preceding chapter touched upon the Greeks 
in their aggregate capacity, I now come to describe separately 
the portions of which this aggregate consisted, as they present 
themselves at the first discernible period of history. 

It has already been mentioned that the twelve races or 

1 Homer, Iliad, xvi. 234; Hesiqd, Fragm. I49, eel. Marktscheffel; 
Sofhokl. Trachin. II74; Strabo, vii. p. 328. 

Stephan. Byz. v. rpa<K6s.-rpaiKES li€ 7rctpa '("rp, Al\i<p.av< a/Twv 'El\71./jvwv 
fJ."Y)Tlpes, J<al 7rapa :So.poxl\Ei ~v llo<p.eow. ~.,.,.1 OE l) p.E-ra:tr71.aup.6s, l) -rils rpal~ 
•VO•las 1<Mt1~< et1T[v. 

The word rpaiJ<ES in Aikman, meaning "the mothers of the Hellenes," 
may well be only a dialectic variety of -ypa•s, analogous lo ~<71.4~ and ~pv<~, 
for I<"AEls, /Jpv<s, &c. (Ahrens, De Dialecto Doric&, sect. I I, p. 9I ; and 
sect. JI, p. 242), perhaps declined like -yvvaiJ<ES. 

The term used by Sophokles, if we may believe Photius, was not fpa<K6s, 
but 'Pa<K6s (Photius, p. 480, IS ; Dindorf, Fragment. Soph. 933; compare 
455). Eustalhius (p. 890) seems undecided between the two. 
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subdivisions, members of what is _'called the Amphiktyonic 
convocation, were as" follows :~ 

North of the Pass of Thermopylce,-Thessalians, Perrhce
bians, Magnetes, Achceans, Melians, .iEnianes, Dolopes. 

South of. the Pass of Thermopylce,-Dorians, Ionians, 
Bceotians, Lokrians, Phokians. 

Other Hellenic· races, not comprised among the Amphi
ktyons, were-

The .LEtolians and Akarnanians, north of the Gulf of 
Corinth. · 

The Arcadians, Eleians, Pisatans, and Triphylians, in the 
central and western portion of Peloponnesus: I do not here 
name the Achceans, who occupied the southern or Pelopon
nesian coast of the Corinthian gulf, because they may be 1 

presumed to have been originally of the same race as the 
Phthiot Achceans, and 'therefore participant in the Arnphi
ktyonic constit~ency, though their actual connexion with it 
may have been disused. 

The Dryopes, an inconsiderable, but seemingly peculiar 
subdivision, who occupied some scattered points on the sea
coast-Hermione on the Argolic peninsula; Stynis and 
Karystus in Eubcea; the island of Kythnus, &c. 

Though it may be said, in a general way, that ou·r historical 
discernment of the Hellenic aggregate, apart from the illusions 
of legend, commences with 776 B.c., yet with regard to the 
larger number of its subdivisions just enumerated, we can 
hardly be said tq possess any specific facts anterior to the 
invasion of Xerxes in 480 B.C. Until the year s6o B.C. (the 
epoch of Crcesus in Asia Minor, and of Peisistratus at Athens), 
the history of the Greeks presents hardly anything of a col
lective charaCter : the movements of each portion of the 
Hellenic world begin and end apart from the rest. The 
destruction' of Kirrha by the Amphiktyons is the first historical 
incident which brings into play, in defence of the Delphian 
temple,. a common Hellenic feeling of active obligation . 
. - But about 56o B.C:, two important changes are seen to come 
into operation which alter the character of Grecian history~ 
extricating it out of its former chaos of detail, and centralising 
its isolated phcenomena :-r. The subjugation of the Asiatic 
Greeks by Lydia and by Persia, followed by their struggles for 
emancipation-wherein "the European Greeks became impli
cated, first as accessories, and afterwards as principals. z. The 
combined action of the large mass of Greeks under Sparta, 
as their most powerful state and acknowledged chief, succeeded 
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by the rapid and extraordinary growth of Athens, the complete 
development of Grecian maritime power, and the struggle be
tween Athens and Sparta for the headship. These two causes, 
though distinct in themselves, must nevertheless be regarded 
as working together to a certain degree-or rather the second 
grew out of the first. For it was the Persian invasions of 
Greece which first gave birth to a wide-spread alarm and 
antipathy among the leading Greeks (we must not call it 
Pan-Hellenic, since more than half of the Amphiktyonic 
constituency gave earth and water to Xerxes) against the bar
barians of the East, and impressed them with the necessity of 
joint active operations under a leader. The idea of a leader
ship or hegemony of collective Hellas, as a privilege necessarily 
vested in some one state for common security against the 
barbarians, thus became current-an idea foreign to the mind 
of Sol6n, or any one of the same age. Next came the 
miraculous development of Athens, and the violent contest 
between her and Sparta which should be the leader ; the larger 
portion of Hell as taking ·side with one or the other, and the 
common quarrel against the Persian being for the time put out 
of sight. Athens is put down, Sparta acquires the undisputed 
hegemony, and again the anti-barbaric feeling manifests itself, 
though faintly, in the Asiatic expeditions of Agesilaus. But 
the Spartans, too incompetent either to deserve or maintain 
this exalted position, are overthrown by the Thebans-them
selves not less incompetent, with the single exception of Epa
minondas. The death of that single man extinguishes the 
pretensions of Thebes to the hegemony. Hellas is left, like 
the deserted Penelope in the Odyssey, worried by the com
petition of several suitors, none of whom is strong enough to 
stretch the bow on which the prize depends. 1 Such a mani
festation of force, as well as the trampling down of the com
peting suitors, is reserved, not for any legitimate Hellenic arm, 
but for a semi-hellenised 2 Macedonian, "brought up at Pella," 
and making good his encroachments gradually from the north 
of Olympus. The hegemony of Greece thus passes for ever 
out of Grecian hands; but the conqueror finds his interest in 
reviving, as a name and pretext, the old miso-Persian banner, 
after it had ceased to represent any real or earnest feeling, and 
had given place to other impulses of more recent growth. 

~ X~nop':_on, Hellen. vii. 5,,27;, Demosthene,s, I?_e Coron. c. 7, p. 231. 
-at\.t\.a 'rtS 1)v li.Kpt'rOS Kal 1rapa. 'rOV'rOtS Kal 1rapa, 'rOtS li.A.A.otS •EAA'lj<Ttv lpLS 
KalTapaxf!. 

2 Demosthen. de Coron. c. 21, p. 247• 
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The desolation arid sacrilege once committed by Xerxes at 
Athens is avenged by annihilation of the Persian empire. 
And this victorious consummation of the once powerful Pan
Hellenic antipathy-the dream of Xenophon 1 and the Ten 
Thousand Greeks after the battle of Kunaxa-the hope of 
Jason of Pherx-the exhortation of Isokrates 2-'-the project 
of Philip and the achievement of Alexander,-while it mani
fests the irresisti_ble might of Hellenic and Macedonian arms 
in the then existing state of the world, is at the same time the 
closing scene of substantive Grecian life. The citizen-feelings 
of Greece become afterwards merely secondary forces, sub
ordinate to' the preponderance of Greek mercenaries under 
Macedonian order, and to the rudest of all native Hellens
the JEtolian mountaineers. Some few individuals are indeed 
found, even in the third century B.c., worthy of the best times 
of Hellas, and the Achxan confederation of that century is an 
honourable attempt to contend against irresistible difficulties : 
but .on the whole, that free, social, and political march, which 
gives so much interest to the earlier centuries, is irrevocably 

" banished from Greece after the generation of Alexander the' 
Great. • 

The foregoing brief sketch will show that, taking the period 
from Crresus an,d- Peisistratus down to the generation of Alex
ander (56o-3oo B.c.), the phxnomena of Bellas generally, and 
her relations both foreign and inter-political, admit of being 
grouped together in masses with continued dependence on one 
or a few· predominant circumstances. They may be said to 
constitute a sort of historical epopee, analogous to that which 
Herodotus has constructed out of the wars between Greeks 
and qarbarians, from the legends of 16 and Europa down to 
the repulse of Xerxes. -But when we are called back to the 
period between 776 and 560 B.C., the phxnomena brought to 
our knowledge are scanty in number-exhibiting Jew common 
feelings or interests, and no tendency towards any one assign
able purpose, To impart attraction to this first period, so 
obscure and unpromising, we shall be compelled to consider 
it in its relation with the second; partly as a preparation,·partly 
as a contrast. 

1 Xenophon, Anabas. iii. 2, 25-26. 
2 Xenophon, Hellen. vi. 1, "12; Isokrates, Orat. ad Philipp., Orat. v. p. 

107. This discourse of Isokrat€s is composed expressly for the purpose of 
calling on Philip to put himself at the head of united Greece against the 
Persians: the Oralio iv., called Panegyrica, recommends a combination of 
all Greeks for the same puq)ose,,but under the hegemony of Athens, putting 
aside all intestine differences: ~ee Orat." iv. p. 45-68. 
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Of the extra-Peloponnesian Greeks north of Attica, during 

these two centuries, we know absolutely nothing; but it will be 
possible to furnish some information respecting the early con
dition and struggles of the great Dorian states in Peloponnesus, 
and respecting the rise of Sparta from the second to the first 
place in the comparative scale of Grecian powers. Athens 
becomes first known to us at the legislation of Drako and the 
attempt of Kylon (62o B.c.) to make himself despot; and we 
gather some (acts concerning the Ionic cities in Eubrea and 
Asia Minor during the century of their chief prosperity, prior 
to the reign and conquests of Crresus. In this way we shall 
form to ourselves some idea of the growth of Sparta and 
Athens,-of the short-lived and energetic development of the 
Ionic Greeks-and of the slow working of those causes which 
tended to bring about increased Hellenic intercommunication 
-as contrasted with the enlarged range of ambition, the grand 
Pan-Hellenic ideas, the systematised party-antipathies, and the 
intensified action both abroad and at home, which grew out of 
the contest with Persia. 

There are also two or three remarkable manifestations which 
will require special notice during this first period of Grecian 
history :-1. The great multiplicity of colonies sent forth by 
individual cities, and the rise and progress of these several 
-colonies; 2. The number of despots who arose in the various 
Grecian cities; 3· The lyric poetry ; 4· The rudiments of that 
which afterwards ripened into moral philosophy, as manifested 
in gnomes or aphorisms-or the age of the Seven Wise Men. 

But before I proceed to relate those earliest proceedings 
·(unfortunately too few) of the Dorians and Ionians during the 
'historical period, together with the other matters just alluded 
to, it will be convenient to go over the names and positions of 
those other Grecian states respecting which we have no 
information during these first two centuries. Some idea will 
thus be formed of the less important members of the Hellenic 
.aggregate, previous to the time when they will be called into 
action. We begin by the territory north of the pass of 
Thermo pyla:. 

Of the different races who dwelt between this celebrated 
pass and the mouth of the river Peneius, by far the most 
powerful and important were the Thessalians. Sometimes 
indeed the whole of this area passes under the name of 
'Thessaly-since nominally, though not always really, the power 
-of the Thessalians extended over the whole. We know that 
the Trac?inian Rerakleia, founded by the Laceda:monians in 
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. the early years of the Peloppnnesian \~ar dose at. the pass of 
Thermopyhe, was planted upon tl).e territory of the Thessalians.l 
But there were also within these' limits other races, inferior and 
dependent on the Thessalians, yet said to be of more. ancient 
date, and certainly not less genuine subdivisions of the Hellenic 
name. The Perrh::ebi 2 occupied the northern portion -of the 
territory between Jhe lower course of the river Peheius and 
Mount Olymp1,1s. · The. Magnetes 3 dwelt along the eastern· 

· coast, between Mount Ossa and Pelion on one side and the 
LEgeaiJ. 'on the other, comprising the SOI,lth-eastern cape and 
the eastern coast of the Gulf of Pagaste as far as I6lkos. The 
·Ach::eans' ,occupied 'the -territory called Phthi6tis, extending 
from riear Mount Pindus.on· the west to tne Gulf of Pagas::e on 
the east 4-along the mountain chain of· Othrys with its lateral 
projections northerly,into the Thessalian plain, and southerly 
even to its junction :with CEta. The 1 three tribes of the Malians 
dwelt between' Ach::ea Phtbi6tis and Thermopyl::e, including 
.both Tracljin and Herakleia. Westward of Ach::ea Phthiotis, 
the lofty region of, Pindus or Tymphrestus, with its <;J.eclivities · 
both westward and.ea~tward, was occupied by;the Dolopes. , 

All these·five. tribes or subdivisions-,--Perrhtebians; Magnetes; 
Ach::earis. of Phthiotis,. Malians, and ; J;>olopes, together with 
certain Epitotic .and Macedonian tribes besides, beyond the·_ 
boundaries of Pindus 'and Olympus-=-\Yere iri a'state of'irregular. 
dependence upon. the Thessaliims, who occupied the central 
plain or basin drained qy the Peneius. Thatl'river rec.eives . 

, . the streams· frqm . Olympus, from Pindus; .and fron:i Othrys-,-: . 
. flowing through a region which was supposed by its inhabitants,. 

to have beenonce alake, until Poseid6n,cut open the defile: 
of Tempe,., through which ·the waters fo"und an· efflux. :In ·: 1 

travelling northward from.Thermopylre,' the commericemel\t of 
·this· fertile ,region-the• implest .'space of land contirmously 
. prod!-lctive which Hellas presi:mts-is,,strikingly marked: by the ., 

.•.• - '·t,''' ·~;·.tl :··~·~,.~ .... 
1 Thucyd. m. 193·. o, ®<<ro-a;>..ol ~v livv.a,p.<• ovns rwv r<WTp·xwp{wv, 1<al.•· 

<liv ·~'11'1 -ijl-yj] ~wr'f{ero (Herakleia), &c: · - _ · · 
2 Herodot. vii. 173; 'Strabo, ix. p. 44o:-.-44I. ·Herodotus notices, the · ,. 

pass over the chain of Olympus or the Cani bunian mountains _by which,,·· 
Xerxes and his army passed out of Macedonia~info:Perrhrebia!: see ,the• " 
description of the pass and the neighbouring country in Leake, Travels in · 
Northern Greece, ch. xxviii. val. iii. p. 338-348; <;ompare Livy, xlii. 53· 

8 Sky lax, Peri plus, c. 66 ;· Herodot. vii. r8J'-r88: . ·' -
4 Sky lux, Peripl. c. 64; Strabo, ix. p. 433-434· -8ophokl€s included 

the territory of Trachin in the limits of Phthi6tis (Strabo, /, c.). Herodotus 
considers Phthi6tis as tern1inating a little north of the river Spercheitis 
(vii. 198). ' ,; l, ·•· 
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steep rock and ancient fortress of Thaumaki; I from whence 
the traveller, passing over the mountains of Achrea Phthiotis 
and Othrys, sees before him the plains and low declivities 
which reach northward across Thessaly to Olympus. A narrow 
strip of coast-in the interior of the Gulf of Pagasre, between 
the Magnetes and the Achreans, and containing the towns of 
Amphanreum and Pagasre 2-belonged to this proper territory 
of Thessaly, but its great expansion was inland : within it were 
situated the cities of Pherre, Pharsalus, ,Skotussa, Larissa, 
Krannon, Atrax, Pharkadon, Trikka, Metropolis, Pelinna, &c. 

The abundance of corn and cattle from the neighbouring 
plains sustained in these cities a numerous population, and 
above all a proud and disorderly noblesse, whose manners 
bore much resemblance to those of the heroic times. They 
were violent in their behaviour, eager in armed feud, but 
unaccustomed to political discussion or compromise ; faithless 
as to obligations, yet at the same time generous in their 
hospitalities, and much given to the enjoyments of the table.8 

1 See the description of Thaumaki in Livy, xxxii. 4, and in Dr. Holland's 
Travels, ch. xvii. val. ii. p. I I 2-now Thomoko. 

2 Skylax, Peripl. c. 65. Hesychius (v. na'l'a<T(T1JS 'A,..&ll.ll.aw) seems to 
reckon Pagas:e as Achrean. 

About the towns in Thessaly and their various positions, see Mannert, 
Geograph. der Gr. und Romer, Part vii. book iii. ch. 8 and 9· 

There was an ancient religious ceremony, celebrated by the Delphians 
every ninth year (Ennaeteris) : a procession was sent from Delphi to the 
pass of Tempe, consisting of well-born youths unrler an archi-thei'lr, who 
represented the proceeding ascribed by an old legend to Apollo ; that god 
was believed to have gone thither to receive expiation after the slaughter 
of the serpent Pytho : at least this was one among several discrepant 
legends. The chief youth plucked and brought back a branch from the 
sacred laurel at Tempe, as a token that he Jmd fulfilled his mission : he 
returned by "the sacred road," and broke his fast at a place called 
Ael7rv•&.s near Larissa. A solemn festival, frequented by a large concourse 
of people from the surrounding regions, was celebrated on this occasion at 
Tempe, in honour of Apollo Tempeites ('Ap.1rll.ovv1 Tep.7rdTCf in the lEolic 
dialect of Thessaly: see Inscript. in Boeckh, Corp. Ins. No. I767). The 
procession was accompanied by a flute-player. 

See Plutarch, Qurest. Grrec. ch. xi. p. 292; De Musicft, ch. xiv. p. II36; 
lE!ian, V. H. iii. I ; Stephan. Byz. v. Ae, ... v,&.s. 

It is important to notice these religious processions as establishing inter
course and sympathies between the distant members of Hellas : but the 
inferences which 0. Miiller (Dorians, B. ii. I, p. 222) would build upon 
them, as to the original seat of the Dorians and the worship of Apollo, are 
not to be trusted. 

3 Plato, Krito, c. 15, p. 53· l~~:ei ")'ttp lln 7rA.C<TT1J &.-a~Ca H:al ai<OAa<T(a 
(compare the beginning of the Meni'ln)-a remark the more striking since 
he had just before described the Bceotian Thebes as a well-regulated city 
though both Dikrearchus and Polybius represent it in their times as s~ 
much the contrary. 
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Breeding the finest h9rses in Greece they were distinguished 
for their excellence as cavalry ; but their infantry is little 
noticed, nor do the Thessalian cities seem to have possessed 
that congregation of free and' tolerably equal citizens, each 
master of his own arms, out of whom the ranks of hoplites. 
were constituted. . The warlike nobles, such as the Aleuadre 
at ·Larissa, or the Skopadre at Krannon, despising everything 
but equestrian service for· themselves>' furnished, from their 
extensive herds on the plain, horses for the poorer soldiers. 
These Thessalian cities- exhibit the extreme of turbulent 
oligarchy, occasionally trampled down by some one man of 
great 'vigour, but little tempered by that sense of political 

. communion and reverence for established 'iaw, which was 
found among the better cities o( Hellas. Both in Athens and 
Sparta, so different in mans respects from each other, this 
feeling 'jVill be found, if not indeed. constantly pred9minant,. 
yet constantly presenr and operative. . Both of them ·exhibit 
a contrast with Larissa or Pherre not unlike that between 
Rome and Capua-tlie former with her endless civil disputes 
constitutionally conducted, admitting the joint action of parties 
against a common foe;' the latter with her abundant soil 
enriching a luxurious oligarchy, and impelled according to 
the feuds of her great proprietors, the Magii; Blossii, an.d 
J ubellii.l . · 

The Thessalians are indeed in their character and capacity 
as much Epirotic or Macedonian as Hellenic, forming a sort 
of link between'the two. For the Macedonians, though trained . 
in aftertimes upon Grecian prinCiples by the genius of Philip 
and Alexander, so as to constitute the celebrated heavy-armed 
phalanx, were originally (even in the· Peloponnesian war) dis
tinguished chiefly for the excellence of their cavalry, like the. 
Thessalian ; 2 while the broad-brimmed hat or kausia, and the · 
short spreading mantle or chlamys, were common to both. 

We are told that the Thessalians were originally immigrants 
from Thesprotia in Epirus, and co11querors, of the plain of the 
Peneius, which (according to Herodotus) was' then called 

See alsci Demosthen, Olynth. i. ·c. g, p. I6, cont. Aristokrat. c. 29, p. 
657; Schol. ·Eurip. Phceniss, I466; Theopomp. Fragment. 54-178; ed. 
Didot; Aristophan~s, Plut. 52 I. . · 

The march of political affairs- in Thessaly is understood from Xenoph. 
Hellen. vi. I ; compare Anabas~ i. I, IO, and Thucyd. iv .. 78. · 

1 See Cicero, Orat. in Pison. c. I I ; De Leg. Agrar. cont. Rullum, c. 
34-35· ' ' . ' ' ' ' 

2 Compare the Thessalian cav~lry as described by Polybius,. iv. 8,, with · 
the Macedonian as described by Thucyc\id~s, ii. 100 •. 
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JEolis, and which they found occupied by the Pelasgi.l It 
may be doubted whether the great Thessalian families-such 
as the Aleuad::e of Larissa, descendants from Herakles, and 
placed by Pindar on the same level as the Laced::emonian 
kings 2-would have admitted this Thesprotian origin; nor 
does it coincide, with "the tenor of those legends which make 
the eponym, Thessalus, son of Herakles. Moreover, it is to 
be remarked that the language of the Thessalians was Hellenic, 
a variety of the JEolic dialect ; s the same (so far as we can 
make out) as that of the people whom they must have found 
settled in the country at their first conquest. If then it be 
true, that at some period anterior to the commencement of 
authentic history, a body of Thesprotian warriors crossed the 
passes of Pindus, and established themselves as conquerors in 
Thessaly, we must suppose them to have: been more warlike 
than numerous, and to have gradually dropt their primitive 
language. 

In other respects, the condition of the population of Thessaly, 
such as we find it during the historical period, favours the 
supposition of an original mixture of conquerors and conquered: 
for it seems that there was among the Thessalians and their 
dependents a triple gradation, somewhat analogous to that of 
Laconia. First, a class of rich proprietors distributed through
out the principal cities, possessing most of the soil, and con
stituting separate oligarchies loosely hanging together. 4 Next 
the subject Ach::eans, Magnetes, Perrh::ebi, different from the 
Laconian Periceki in this point, that they retained their ancient • 
tribe·name and separate Amphiktyonic franchise. Thirdly, a 
class of serfs or dependent cultivators, corresponding to the 
Laconian Helots, who tilling the lands of the wealthy oligarchs, 
paid over a proportion of its produce, furnished the retainers 
by which these great families were surrounded, served as their 
followers in the cavalry, and were in a condition of villenage,
yet with the important reserve that they could not be sold out 
of the country,5 that they had a permanent tenure in the soil, 

1 Herodot, vii. 176; Thucyd. i. I2, 
2 Pindar, Pyth. x. init. with the Scholia, and the valuable comment of 

Boeckh, in reference to the Aleuadre ; Schneider ad Aristot. Polit. v. 5, 9 ; 
and the Essay of Buttmann, Von dem Geschlecht der Aleu?.den, art. xxii. 
val. ii. p. 254, of the collection called'' Mythologus." 

3 Ahrens, De Dialect. JEolicil, c. I, 2. 
4 See Aristot. Polit. ii. 6, 3 ; Thucyd. ii. 99-100. 
5 The words ascribed by Xenophon (Hellen. vi. I, II) to Jason of 

Pherre, and the lines of Theocritus (xvi. 34), attest the numbers and vigour 
of the Thessalian Penestre, and the great wealth of the Aleuadre and 
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and that they maintained among one another the relations of 
family and village. This last-mentioned order of men, in. 
Thessaly called the Penestre, is assimilated by all ancient 
<!-Utho.rs to the Helots of LaCOt?ia, and in both cases the danger 
attending such a social arrangement is noticed by Plato and 
Aristotle. . Fdr the Helots as well as the Penestre had their .· 
own· common langu~ge and mutual .sympathies, a. separate · 
residence, arms, and. courage ; tq a certain extent, also, they 
possessed the means,.of acquiring property, since .we are told 
that some of the Penestre.·were richer than their.masters. 1 So 
many means. of action; combined with a degraded sociaJ 
position, gave rise to frequent revolt and incessant. apprehen
sions. As a. general rule, indee.d, the cultivation of the ·soil by 
slaves or dependents, for the benefit' of proprietors in the cities; 
prevailed throughout most parts of Greece. The rich men, of 
Thebes, Argos, Athens or Elis, must have derived their incomes 
in the· same •·nianner ; ·but it seems that there was bften iri 
other places a larger intermixture of bought foreign . slaves, 
and also that the number,.. fellow-feeling and. courage; of the 
degraded. village .. population was nowhere so great as in 
Thessaly and .·Laconia.' _ Now the. origin of the Penestre iri 
Thessaly' is ascribed . to the conquest of the territory by the 
Thesprotians, as that. of the Helots in Laconia is traced: to 
the 'Dorian .eonquest. The victors in 'both countries are said 
:o have ·entered into .a 'convention with the. vanquished' 
population; whereby the latter became· serfs and tillers of 'the 

3kopadre. Both. these'· families acquired cei~brjty .from the- v~rses -~.f.· 
3imonides; he was patronised and his muse invoked· by both of them ; see 
f.Elian, V. H. xii. I; Ovid, Ibis, 512:; Quintilian, xi~ 2, 15. P)ndar·aJso . 
Joasts'ofhis friendship with Thorax the Aleuad (Pyth. x. 99). · :'· .. · · .. 

The Thessalian &v5pa:rro5tcrral alluded 'to in Aristophan~s (Pltttus, '521) .,'< 
nust ha~e sold· men, out of the /comitry for slaves-either refractory 1 
?enestre, or Perrh.rebian, -'Magnetic, and Achrean freemen, seized· ·by 
riolence: ihe ' Athenian comic poet M11~simaclius, in jesting on the 
roracity of the Pharsalians; exclaims, ap. Athenre. x. p. 418- · 

•-.. -. ' .- dp&. ~01} ~· 
b1rTl?P.. KaT£uMovcn 1J'6Atv Axat:Kl]v.. 

?~gasre was celebrat~d a~. a place of export . for slaves (Hermippus ap. 
~thenre. i. 49). · •• J·i • . , • · · · 

Men6n of Ph1arsalus assisted th{ Athenians against Am phi polis ~ith 200 
>r 300, "Penestre on· horseback, of his own "---:(IT•vlcr-Tats lolois) Pemosthen. 
"flluvra~. c.' 9. p. I73· cont. Aristokrat. c. sr, p. 687. '· ' 

Archemachus. ap. Athenre. vi: p, 264 ; Plato, Legg, vi. p. 777 ; 
\.ristot. Polit. ii. 6, 3, vii. 9, .9 ; Dionys .. Halic. A. R. ii. 84. _ · . 

Both Plato and. Aristotle insist· on the·.extreme danger of having 
mmerous slaves, fellow-countrymen a.nd of: one langmige-(~,uopu:>-ot, ,, 
,u&tpwvot, 1ra-rp<wr.at &:>-~~:>-wv). · · 
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land for the benefit of the former, but were at the same time 
protected in their holdings, constituted subjects of the state, 
and secured against being sold away as slaves. Even in the 
Thessalian cities, though inhabited in common by Thessalian · 
proprietors and their Penestre, the quarters assigned to each 
were to a great degree separated : what was called the Free 
Agora could not be trodden by any Penest except when 
specially summoned.! 

Who the people were, whom the conquest of Thessaly by the 
Thesprotians reduced to this predial villenage, we find differ
ently stated. According to Theopompus, they were Perrhre· 
bians and Magnetes ; according to others, Pelasgians ; whil' J 

Archemachus alleged them to have been Bceotians of th . 
territory of Arne 2-some emigrating to escape the conquerors;! 
others remaining and accepting the condition of serfs. Buti 
the conquest, assuming it as a fact, occurred at far too early a 
day to allow of our making out either the manner in which it, 
came to pass or the state of things which .. preceded it. The, 
Pelasgians whom Herodotus saw at Kreston are affirmed b) I 
him to have been the descendanJ;s of those who quitted Thessal) 
to escape 3 the invading Thesprotians; though others held that 
the Bceotians, driven on this occasion from their habitations on 
the Gulf of Pagasre near the Achreans of Phthiotis, precipitated 
themselves on Orchomenus and Bceotia, and settled in it, 
expelling the Minyre and the Pelasgians. 

Passing over the legends on this subject, and confining our
selves to historical time, we find an established quadruple 
division of Thessaly, said to have been introduced in the time 
of Aleuas, the ancestor (real or mythical) of the powerful 
Aleuadre,-Thessaliotis, Pelasgiotis, Histireotis Phthiotis.4 Ir 

I Aristot. Polit. vii. II, 2. 
2 Theopompus and Archemachus ap. Athenre. vi. p. 264-266 ; com pan. 

Thucyd. ii. 12 ; Steph. Byz. v. 'Apv71-the converse of this story in Strabo, · 
ix. p. 401-411, of the Thessalian Arn~ being settled from Breotia. That' 
the villeins or Penestre were completely distinct from the circumjacent 
depende\).ts-Achreans, Magn~tes, Perrhrebians, we see by Aristot. Po!it. ii. 
6, 3· They had their eponymous hero l'enestes, whose descent was traced 
to Thessalus son of Herakles : they were thus connected with the mythical 
father of the nation (Schol. Aristoph. Vesp. 1271). 

3 Herodo(. i. 57: compare vii. 176. 
' Hellanikus, Fragm. 28, ed. Didot ; Harpokration, v. TeTpa.pxla. : the 

quadruple division was older than Hekatreus (Steph. Byz. v. Kp&vvwv). 
Hekatreus connected the Perrhrebians with the genealogy of JEolus 

tluough Tyr8 the daughter of Salm8neus : they passed as Aloll.€is (Heka · 
!reus, Frag. 334, ed. Didot ; Stephan. Byz. v. <l>all.a.vva. and r&vvo<). • , 

The territory of the city of Histirea (in the north part of the island 
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Phthi6tis were comprehe~ded the Achreans, whose chief towns 
were Melitrea, It6nus, Thebre Phthi6tides, Alos, Larissa Kre
maste and Pteleon, on or near the western coast of the Gulf of 
·Pagasre. Histire6tis,· to the north of the Peneius, com'prised 
the Perrhrebians with numerous towris strong in situation, .but 
of no great size or importance ; they occupied the passes ot 
Olympus I and are sometimes considered as extending west
ward across Pindus. Pelasgi6tis included the Magnetes, 
together with that which was called the Pelasgic plain border
ing on the western side_ of Pelion and Ossa.2 Thessali6tis 
-;omprised the central plain of Thessaly and the upper course 
!Jf the river Peneius. This was the political classification ofthe 
·:Sbessalian power, framed to _suit a time when the separate 
.ities were maintained in harmonious action by favourable 
circumstances or by some energetic individual ascendency j for 
::heir union was in general inter~upted and disorderly, and we 
find certain cities standing aloof while the rest went to war.3 

Though· a· certain political junction, and obligations of some 
-:~ind ta;wards a common authority, were: recognised in- theory 
·-:,y all, and a 'chief or · Tagus 4 was nominated to enforce 
obedience,~yet. it frequently happened that the disputes of 
the cities among themselves prevented the choice of a Tagus, 
or drove him out of the country; and left the alliance little 
more than ·nominal. · Larissa, Pharsalus 5 and Pherre-each' 
with its cluster of dependent towns as adjuncts~seem.tdhave 

·been nearly on a· par .in strength; and each ·torn by intestine 
faction, so· that· not only was· the suprema_cy over common 
dependents relaxed, but even the· means of repelling invaders 
\lreatly enfeebled; The dependence :of the Perrhrebians; · 
.:! . . ' .. . ' 

tubcea) was also. called Histire6tiS. 'The double .occurrence of this .name 
.:no uncommon thing i!l ·ancient Greece) seems to have given rise to ·the 
:'~atement, that the Perrhrebi had subdued the northern parts of Eubcea; 

·and carried over the inhabitants of the Eu):>cean Histirea captive into the: 
; ~orth-west ofThessaly (Strabo, ix. p; 437, x. p. 446). 

_1 .Pliny, H._ N. iv. I ; Stni.b"o, ix. p., 440.. , · 
2 Strabo, ix. p.- 443· · . 
3 Diodor. xviii .. II ; Thucyd. ii. 22.. . 
4 The inscription No. 1770 in. Boeckh's Corpus lnS!:ript. contains. a 

!tter of the .Roman consul, Titus Quinctius Flaminin)ls, addressed to 'the. 
ity of Kyretire (north of Atrax in. Perrhrebia). The letter is.addressed, 
:upe-rt,wv 'f'ois 'f'o:yols ~eal 'f'ji 11'~-\et-the title of Tagi seems thus to have· 
een given to the magistrates of s~parate Thessalian cities. . The Inscrip· . 
ons of Thaumaki (No. 1773-1774) have the title ilpxov_'f'es, not ~a-yot:' 
'he title 'f'<I')'Os was peculiar' to Thessaly (Pollux.' i. 128). . 

5 Xen<>pho!l_.Hellen. vi., i. 9. ;_ Diodor. xiv. 82_; ~'hucyd. i. 3· ·Herod; 
. 6, calls the Aleuadre eeuua-\(7Js /3autl\f/es. . _, 
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Magnetes, Ach<eans, and Malians, might under these circum
stances be often loose and easy. But the condition of the 
Penestre-who occupied the villages belonging to these great 
cities, in the central plain of Pelasgiotis and Thessaliotis, and 
from whom the Aleuadre and Skopadre derived their exuber
ance of landed produce-was noway mitigated, if it was not 
even aggravated, by such constant factions. Nor were there 
wanting cases in which the discontent of this subject class was 
employed by members of the native oligarchy,1 or even by 
foreign states, for the purpose of bringing about political 
revolutions. 

"When Thessaly is under her Tagus, all the neighbouring 
people pay tribute to her; she can send into the field 6ooo 
cavalry and IO,ooo hoplites or heavy-armed infantry," 2 observed 
Jason, despot of Pherre, to Polydamas of Pharsalus, in en
,deavouring to prevail on the latter to second his pretensions to 
that dignity. The impost due from the tributaries, seemingly 
considerable, was then realised· with arrears, and the duties 
upon imports at the harbours of the Pagasrean gulf, imposed 
for the benefit of the confederacy, were then enforced with 
strictness;, but the observation shows that while unanimous 
Thessaly was very powerful, her periods of unanimity were 
only occasional.3 Among the nations which thus paid tribute 
,to the fulness of Thessalian power, we may number not merely 
the Perrh<ebi, Magnetes, and Achreans of Phthiotis, but also 
the Malians and Dolopes, and various tribes of Epirots extend
ing to the westward of Pindus.4 We may remark that they 
were all (except the Malians) javelin-men or light-armed troops, 
not serving in rank with the full panoply; a fact which· in 
Greece counts as presumptive evidence of a lower civilisation; 

1 Xenophon, Memorab. i. z, 24 ; Hellenic. ii. 3, 37· The loss of the 
comedy called n6A.<~s of Eupolis (see Meineke, Fragm. Comicor. Grrec. p 
5I3) probably prevents us from understanding the sarcasm of Aristophane 
(Vesp. I263) about the 1rapa:rrpeu{Jeia of Amynias among the Penestre o 
Pharsalus; but the incident there alluded to can have nothing to do witl 
the proceedings of Kritias, touched upon by Xenophon. 

2 Xenophon, Hellen. vi. I, g-I2. 
8 Demosthen. Olynth. i. c. 3, p. IS; ii. c. 5, p. 21. The orator- hac 

occasion to denounce Philip as having got possession of the public authorit) 
of the Thessalian confederation, partly by intrigue, partly by force, and W< 
thus hear of the A.tp.~ves and the &')'opal which formed the revenue of th< 
confederacy. 

4 Xenophon (Hellen. vi. I, 7) numbers the Maparwi among thes< 
tributaries along with the Dolopes : the Maraces. are named by PlinJ 
(H. N. iv. 3) also along with the Dolopes, but we do not know where the] 
dwelt. 
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the Magnetes, too, had a peculiar close-fitting mode of dress, 
probably suited to movements in a mountainous country.1 

There' was even a time when the Thessalian power threatened 
to extend so~,~thward of Thermopylce, subjugated the Phokians, 
Dorians and Lokrians. So much were the Phokians alarmed 
at this danger, that they· had built a wall across the pass of 
Thermopylre for the purpose of more easily defending it against 
Thessalian invaders, who are reported to have penetrated more 
than once into the Phokian valleys, and. to have sustained some 
severe defeats. 2 At what preCise time these events happened, 
we find no information; but it must have been considerably 
earlier than the invasion of Xerxes, since the defensive wall 
which had been built at Thermopylce by the Phokians was 
found by Leonidas in a state .of ruin. But the Phokians, 
though they no longer felt the necessity of ke.eping up this 
wall, had not ceased to fear and .hate the 'Thessalians-an 
antipathy which will ·be found to manifest itself palpably in 
conne:x.ion with the Persian invasion. . On the whole the resist
:ance of the Phokians was successft,{l, for the power of the 
Thessalians .never reached southward of the pass. 3 . 

It will be recpllected that these different ancient races,
Perrhcebi, Magnetes, Achceans, Malians, Dolopes,-though 
tributaries of the Thessalians, still retained their Amphiktyonic 
Jranchise, and were considered as legitimate Hellenes : all f 

except the Malians are indeed mentioned in the Iliad. We 
shall rarely have occasion to speak much of them in the course 
of this history: they are found siding with Xerxes (~hiefly by 
constraint) in his attack of Greece, and almost indifferent in 
the ·struggle between Sparta and Athens. That the Achceans 
of Phthiotis ate a portion of the same race as the Achceans of 
Peloponnesus it seems reasonable to believe, though we trace 
no historical evidence to authenticate it. Achcea Phthit>tis is 
the seat of Hellen, the patriarch of the entire race,-:-of the 
primitive Hellas, by some treated as a town, by others as a 
district of some breadth,-and of the great national hero 
Achilles. Its connexion with the Peloponnesian Achceans is 
not unlike that of Doris with the Peloponnesian Dorians .. 4 

We have also to notice another ethnical kindred, the date 

1 Xenophon. Helle~. vi. r, 9; Pindar; Pyth, iv. So. 
2 Herodot. vii.,I76; viii, 27-28. 
3 The story of invading Thessalians at Keressus near Leuktra in Bceotia 

(Pausan. ix. IJ, r) is not at all probable. 
4 One story was, that these Achreans of Phthia went into Peloponnesus 

with Pelops, and settled in. Laconia (Strabo, viii. p. 365). 
VOL. III. " b 
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and circumstances of which are given to us only in a mythica 
form, but which seems nevertheless to be in itself a reality,
that of the Magnetes on Pelion and Ossa, with the two division: 
of Asiatic Magnetes, or Magnesia on Mount Sipylus an< 
Magnesia on the river Macander. It is said that these tw< 
Asiatic homonymous towns were founded by migrations of th< 
Thessalian Magnetes, a body of whom became consecrated t< 
the Delphian god, and chose a new abode under his directiom 
According to one story, these emigrants were warriors return 
ing from the siege of Troy; according to another, they sough 
fresh seats to escape from the Thesprotian conquerors c 
Thessaly. There was a third story, according to which th 
Tbessalian Magnetes themselves were represented as colonists 
from Delphi. Though we can elicit no distinct matter of fac 
from these legends, we may nevertheless admit the connexio 
of race between the Thessalian and the Asiatic Magnetes a 
well as the reverential dependence of both, manifested in thi 
supposed filiation, on the temple of Delphi. Of the MagnetE 
in Krete, noticed by Plato as long extinct in his time, we cannc 
absolutely verify even the existence. 

Of the Malians, Thucydides notices three tribes (y'vYJ) 
existing in his time-the Paralii, the Hieres (Priests), and th 
Trachinii, or men of Trachin : 2 it is possible that the secon 
of the two may have been possessors of the sacred spo o 
which the Amphiktyonic meetings were held. The prevalenc 

1 Aristoteles ap. Athenre. iv. p. 173 ; Conon, Narrat. 29 ; Stnibo, x> 
p. 647· 

Hoeckh (Kreta, b. iii. vol. ii. p. 409) attempts (unsuccessfully, in rr 
judgement) to reduce these stories into the form of substantial history 

2 Thucyd. iii. 92. The distinction made by Skylax (c. 61) and Diodor• 
(xviii. II) between M7JA.l€tS and MaA.te!s-the latter adjoining the former< 
the north-appears inadmissible, though Letronne still defends it (Perip 
de Marcien d'Heraclee, &c., Paris, 1839, p. 212). 

Instead of MaA.te!s, we ought to read Aap.te!s, as 0. Mtiller observ 
(Dorians, i. 6, p. 48). 

It is remarkable that the important town of Lamia (the modern Zeitu 
is not noticed either by Herodotus, Thucydioes or Xenophon ; Sky lax 
the first who mentions it. The route of Xerxes towards Thermopylre 1: 
along the coast from Alos. 

The Lamieis (assuming that to be the correct reading) occupied tl 
northern coast of the Maliac Gulf, from the north bank of the Sperchei 
to the town of Echinus ; in which position Dr. Cramer places the M71A.« 
llaptiA.tot-an error, I think (Geography of Greece, vol. i. p. 436). 

It is not- in1probable that Lamia first acquired importance during tl 
course of those events toward~;· the· close of.the Peloponnesian war, wh< 
the Lacedremonians, in defence of Herakleia,- attacked· the Ach::eans 
Phthi6tis, and even expelled the CEt::eans for a time from their seats (s 
Thucyd. viii. 3; Diodor. xiv. 38) . 

• 
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of the hoplites or heavy-armed· infantry among the Malians 
indicates that we are' stepping ,from Thessalian to more 
southe~ly Hellenic habits :•the Malians recognised every man 
as a qualified citizen who either ha'd servt:d, or was serving, in 
the ranks with his full panoply.1 Yet the panoply was probably 
not perfectly suitable to the mountainous regions 'by which 
they were surrounded ; for at the beginning of the Pelopon
nesian war, the aggressive mount~ineers of the neighbouring 
region of CEta had so harassed and overwhelmed them in war, 
that they. were forced to throw themselves on the protection of 
Sparta, and the establishment of the Spartan colony of Hera
kleia near Trachin was the result of their urgent application . 
.Of these mountaineers, described under the general name of 
illtreans, the principal. were the h:nianes (or Enienes, as they 
ue termed in the Homeric Catalogue as well as by Herodotus), 
;-an ancient Hellenic 2 Amphiktyonic race, who are said to 
have passed through several successive migrations in Thessaly 
and Epirus, but whq in the historical times had their settle
ment and their'chief town Hypata in the upper valley of the 
Spercheius, on the northern declivity of Mount CEta. But 
;Other tribes were probably also included in the name, such as 
;those h:tolian tribes, the Bomians and Kallians, whose high 
and cold abod~s approached near to the Maliac Gulf. It is in 
th;•:t sense that we are to understand the name, as comprehend

, ing all the predatory tribes along this extensive mountain range, 
when we are told of the damage done by the CEtreans both to 

'the Malians on the east, and to the Dorians on the south: but 
there are some cases in which the name CEtreans seems to 
designate expressly the h:nianes, especially when tl:iey are 
mentioned as eJSercising the ~mphiktyonic franchise. 3 . 

. The fine soil, abundant moisture, and genial exposure of the , 
·southern decliv.ities,.of.Qt.hr..y~,4 -"s~ec:::.~:;;•:~.~~i: ... wy-u!Atii? 
<Spercheius, th/ough which river all these waters pass away, ·and 
which annually gives forth a fertilising inundation-present a 

, 1 Aristot. Polit. iv. I<i, ro. ' ., 
2 Plutarch, Qurestion. Grrec, p. 294· 
8 Thucyd. iii. 92-97 ; viii. 3· Xenoph. Hellen. i. 2, r8; in another 

passage Xenophon expressly distinguishes the CEtrei and the .IEnianes 
(Hellen. iii. 5, 6). Diodor. xiv. 38. .IEschines, De Fals. Leg. c. 44, p. 
290. 

4 About the fertility as well as the beauty of this valley, see Dr. Holland's 
Travels, ch. xvii. vol. ii. p. 108, and Forchhammer (Hellenika, Griechen
Jand, im Neuen das Alte, Berlin, 1837). "I do not concur with Forch
hammer in his attempts to "resolve the mythes of H@rakles, Achilles, and 
others into physical phrenori1ena; but his descriptions of local scenery and 
attributes are most vivid and masterly. · 
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marked contrast with the barren, craggy, and naked masses of 
Mount CEta, which forms one side of the pass of Thermopyhe. 
Southward of the pass, the Lokrians, Phokians, and Dorians 
occupied the mountains and passes between Thessaly and 
Bc:eotia. The coast opposite to the western side of Eubc:ea, 
from the neighbourhood of Thermopyh:e as far as the Bc:eotian 
frontier at Anthed6n, was possessed by the Lokrians, whose 
northern frontier town, Alpeni, was conterminous with the 
Malians. There was, however, one narrow strip of Phokis
the town of Daphnus, where the Phokians also touched the 
Eubc:ean sea-which broke this continuity and divided the 

• Lokrians into two sections,-Lokrians of Mount Knemis, or 
Epiknemidian Lokrians, and Lokrians of Opus, or Opuntian 
Lokrians. The mountain called Knemis, running southward 
parallel to the coast from the end of CEta, divided the former 
section from the inland Phokians and the upper valley of the 
Kephisus : farther southward, joining continuously with Mount 
Pt6on by means of an intervening mountain which is now called 
Chlomo, it separated the Lokrians of Opus from the territories 
of Orchomenus, Thebes, and Anthed6n, the north-eastern 
portions of Bc:eotia. Besides these two sections of the Lokrian 
name, there was also a third, completely separate, and said to 
have been colonised out from Opus,-the Lokrians surnamed 
Ozolre,-who dwelt apart on the western side of Phokis, along 
the northern coast of the Corinthian Gulf. They reached from 
Amphissa-which overhung the plain of Krissa, and stood 
within seven miles of Delphi-to Naupaktus, near the narrow 
entrance of the Gulf; which latter town was taken from these 
Lokrians by the Athenians a little before the Peloponnesian 
war. Opus prided itself on being the mother-city of the 
Lokrian name, and the legends of Deukali6n and Pyrrha 
found a home there as well as in Phthi6tis. Alpeni, Nibea, 
Thronium, and Skarpheia, were towns, ancient but unimportant, 
of the Epiknemidian Lokrians; but the whole length of this 
Lokrian coast is celebrated for its beauty and fertility, both by 
ancient and modern observers.! 

1 Strabo, ix. p. 425; Forchhammer, Hellenika, p. II-12. Kynus is 
sometimes spoken of as the harbour of Opus, but it was a city of itself as 
old as the Homeric Catalogue, and of some moment in the later wars of 
Greece, when military position came. to .be more valuecl than legendarv 
celebrity (Livy, xxviii. 6; Pausan, x. r, I; Skylax, c. 61-62); the latte'r 
counts Thronium and Knemis or Knemides as being Phokian, not Lokrian · 
which they were for a short time during the prosperity of the Phokians at 
the beginning of the Sacred War, though not permanently (A!:schin. Fa!s. 
Legctt. c. 42, p. 46). This serves as one presumption about the age of the 

• 
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The Phokians were bounded on the north . by the little 

territories called Doris and Dryopis, which separated them 
from the Malians,-on the north-east, east, and south-west by 
the different branches of Lokrians,'-and on the south-east by 
the Bceotians. They touched the Eubcean sea (as ·has been 
menti~ned) at Daphnus, the point where it approaches nearest 
to their chief town Elateia; their territory also comprised most 

· part of the lofty and bleak range of Parnassus as far as its 
southerly termination, \vhere a lower portion of it, called 
Kirphis, projects into the Corinthian Gulf, between the two 
bays of Antikyra and Krissa; the latter, with its oncec fertile 
plain, was in proximity to the sacred rock of the Delphian 
Apollo. Both Delphi and Krissa originally belonged to the 
Phokian race. But the sanctity of the temple, together with 
Lacedremonian aid, enabled the Delphians to set up for them
selves, disavowing their connexion with the Phokian brother
hood. Territorially speaking, the most valuable part of Pbokis 1 

consisted in the valley of the river Kephisus, which takes its 
rise from Parnassus not far from the Phokian town of Lilrea, 
passes between CEta and Knemis on one side and Parnassus 
on the other, and' enters Bceotia near Chreroneia, discharging 
itself into the lake K6pals. It was on the projecting mountain 
ledges and rocks on each side of this river that the numerous 
little Phokian towns were situated. Twenty-two of them were 
destroyed and broken up into villages by the Amphiktyonic 
order after the second Sacred War; Abre (one of the few, if 
not the only one, that was spared) being protected by the 
sanctity of its temple and oracle. , Of these cities the most 
important was Elateia, situated on the left bank of the Kephisus, 
and on the road from Lokris into Phokis, in the natural march 
of an army from Thermopylre into Bceotia. The Phokiim 
towns 2 were embodied in. an ancient confederacy, which . . . 
Periplus of Sl~ylax (see the notes,of~Klausen ad Skyl. p. 269). These 
Lokrian towns lay along the important road from Thermopyl:"e to Elateia 
and Bceotia (Pausan. vii. rs, 2; Livy, xxxiii. 3). · ' 

l Pausan. x. 33, 4· ( 
2 Pausan. x. 5. r ; Demosth. Fals. Leg. c. 22-28 ;. Dioclor. xvi. bo, 

with ·the note of Wesseling. . · 
.The tenth book of -Pausanias, though the larger half of it is devoted to 

Delphi, tells us all that we know respecting the less important towns of 
Phokis. Compare also Dr. Cramer's Geography of Greece,. vol. ii. sect. 
ro; and Leake's Travels in Norther'n Greece,· vol. ii. ch. 13. 

Two funeral monuments o[the 'Phokian hero Schedius (who commands 
the Phokian troops before -Troy and. is slain in the Iliad) marked the two 
extremities of Pbokis,-one at Daphnus on the Eubcean sea, the other at 
Antikyra on the Corinthian Gulf (Strabo, ix. p. 425; .Pausan. x. 36, 4)~ 

• 
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held its periodical meetings at a temple between Daulis and 
Delphi. 

The little territory called Doris and Dryopis occupied the 
southern declivity of Mount ffita, dividing Phokis on the north 
and north-west from the h:tolians, h:nianes, and Malians. 
That which was called Doris in the historical times, and which 
reached, in the time of Herodotus, nearly as far eastward as 
the Maliac Gulf, is said to have formed a part of what had been 
one~ called Dryopis; a territory which had comprised the 
summit of ffita as far as the Spercheius northward, and which 
had been inhabited by an old Hellenic tribe called Dryopes. 
The Dorians acquired their settlement in Dryopis by gift from 
Herakles, who along with the Malians (so ran the legend) had 
expelled the Dryopes, and compelled them to find for them
selves new seats at Hermione and Asine, in the Argolic 
peninsula of Peloponnesus-at Styra and Karystus in Eubcea 
-and in the island of Kythnus; 1 it is only in these five last
mentioned places that history recognises them. The territory 
of Doris was distributed into four little townships-Pindus or 
Akyphas, Bceon, Kytinion, and Erineon-each of which seems 
to have occupied a separate valley belonging to one of the 
feeders of the r~er Kephisus-the only narrow spaces of 
cultivated ground which this "small and sad" region pre
sented.2 In itself this tetrapolis is so insignificant, that we 
shall rarely find occasion to mention it; but it acquired a 
factitious consequence by being regarded as the metropolis of 
the great Dorian cities in Peloponnesus, and receiving on that 
ground special protection from Sparta. I do not here touch 
upon that string of ante-historical migrations-stated by Hero
dotus and illustrated by the ingenuity as well as decorated 
by the fancy of 0. Muller-through which the Dorians are 
affiliated with the patriarch of the Hellenic race-moving 
originally out of Phthi6tis to Histire6tis, then to Pindus, and 
lastly to Doris. The residence of Dorians in Doris is a fact 
which meets us at the commencement of history, like that of 
the Phokians and Lokrians in their respective territories. 

'Ve next pass to the h:tolians, whose extreme tribes covered 
the bleak heights of ffita and Korax, reaching almost within 

1 Herodot. viii. 3r, 43, 46; Dioclor. iv. 57; Aristot. ap. Strabo, viii. p. 
373· 

0. Muller (History of the Dorians, book i. ch. ii.) has given all that can 
be known about Doris and Dryopis, together with some matters which 
aprear to me very inadequately authenticated. 

UOAE<S fW<pal «al l\v7rpOX"'PO<, Strabo, ix. p. 427 • 

• 
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sight of the Maliac Gulf, where they bordered on the Dorians 
and Malians-while their central and western tribes stretched 
along the frontier of the Ozolian Lokt·ians to the flat plain, 
abundant in marsh and lake, near the mouth of the Euenus. 
In the time of Herodotus and Thucydides they do not seem 
to have extended so far westward as the Achelous; but in later 
times this latter river, throughout the greater part of its lower ~ 
course, divided them from the Akarnanians : 1 on the north 
they touched upon the Dolopians and upon a parallel oflatitud~ 
nearly as far north as Ambrakia. There were three great 
divisions of the LEtolian name-the Apodoti, Ophioneis, and 
Eurytanes-each of which was subdivided into several different 
village tribes. The northern and eastern portion of the territory 2 

consisted of very high mountain ranges, and even in the 
southern portion, the mountains Arakynthus, Kurion, Chalkis, 
Taphiassus, are found at no great distance from the sea; while. 
the chief towns in LEtolia-Kalydon, Pl~uron, Chalkis,-seem 
to have been situated eastward of the Euenus, between the 
last-mentioned mountains and the sea. 3 The first two towns 
have been greatly ennobi~d in legend, but are little named in 
history ; while on the contrary, Thermus, the chief town of:the 
historical LEtolians, and the place where the aggregate meeting 
and festival of the LEtolian nilme, for the choice of a Pan-

.LEtolic general, was convoked, is not noticed by any one 
earlier than Ephorus.4 It was partly legendary renown, partly 
ethnical kindred (publicly acknowledged on both sides) with 

1 Herod. vii. 126; Thucyd. ii. 102. 
2 See the difficult journey of Fiedler from. Wrachori northward by 

Karpenitz, and then across the north-western portion of the mountains of 
.the ancient Eurytanes (the southern continuation of -.Mount Tymphrestus 
and CEta), into the upper? valley of the Spercheius (Fiedler's Reise in· 
Griechenland, vol. i. p. 177-191), a part of the longer journey from 
Missolonghi to Zeitun. ' 

Sky lax (c. :lS) reckons .iEtolia as extending inland as far as the bound
aries of the .iEnianes on the Spercheius-which is quite correct-.iEtolia 
Epiktetus-,u~xp• .,-ijg OlTalas, Strabo, x. p. 450. . • 

3 Strabo, x. p. 459-460. There is however great uncertainty about the· 
position of these ancient towns : compare Kruse, Hell as,· vol. iii. ch. xi. p. 
233-255, and Brandstater, Geschichte des .iEtolischen Landes, p. 121-134· 
c· 4 Ephorus, Fragm. 29, Marx. ap. Straho, p. 463. The situation of 

Thermus, "the acropolis as it were of all JEtolia," and placed on a spot 
almost unapproachable by an army, is to a certain extent, though not 
wholly, capable of being determined by the description which Polybius 
gives of the rapid maorch of Philip and the Macedonian army to surprise it. 
The maps, both of Kruse and Kiepert, place it too much on the north of 
the Jake Trich6nis : the map of Fiedler notes it more correCtly to the east 
of that lake (Polyb. v. 7-8; ,compare Brandstater, Geschichte des .iEtoL 
Landes, p. 133). 
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the Eleians in Peloponnesus, which authenticated the title of 
the .A<:tolians to rank as Hellens. But the great mass of the 
Apod6ti, Eurytanes, and Ophioneis, in the inland mountains, 
were so rude in their manners and so unintelligible 1 in their 
speech (which, however, was not barbaric, but very bad 
Hellenic), that this title might well seem disputable-in point 
of fact it was disputed in later times, when the .A<:tolian power 
and depredations had become obnoxious nearly to all Greece. 
And it is probably to this difference of manners between the 
.A<:tolians on the sea-coast and those in the interior, that we are 
to trace a geographical division mentioned by Strabo into 
Ancient .A<:tolia, and .A<:tolia Epiktetus (or acquired). When or 
by whom this division was introduced, we do not know. It 
cannot be founded upJn any conquest, for the inland .A<:tolians 
were the most unconquerable of mankind : and the affirmation 
,which Ephorus applied to the whole .A<:tolian race-that it had 
never been reduced to subjection by any one-is most of all 
beyond dispute concerning the inland portion of it. 2 

Adjoining the .A<:tolians were the Akarnanians, the western
most of extra-Peloponnesian Greeks. They extended to the 
Ionian Sea, and seem, in the time of Thucydides, to have 
occupied both banks of the river Achel6us in the lower part of 
its course-though the left bank appears afterwards as be1onging 
to the' .A<:tolians, so that the 'river came to constitute the 
boundary, often disputed and decided by arms, between them. 
The principal Akarnanian towns, Stratus and CEniadre, were 
both on the right bank ; the latter on the marshy and over
flowed land near its mouth. Near the Akarnanians, towards 
the Gulf of Ambrakia, were found barbarian or non-Hellenic 
nations-the Agrreans and the Amphilochians : in the midst 
of the latter, on the shores of the Ambrakian Gulf, the Greek 
colony called Argos Amphilochicum was established. 

Of the five Hellenic subdivisions now ::!numerated-Lokrians, 
Phokians, Dorians (of Doris), .A<:tolians, and Akarnanians (of 
whom Lokrians, Phokians and .A<:tolians are comprised in the 
Homeric catalogue)-we have to say the same as of those 
north 9f Thermopylre : there is no information respecting them 
from the commencement of the historical period down to the 
Persian -war; Even that important event brings into action 

1 Thucyd. iii. I02.-&-yvw<TT6TaTot IJ€ 7li.W<T<T&.v •l<T<, 1ml &p.o<{>J.')'ot & s 
71. € 'Yo"" a'· It seems that Thucydid~s had not himself seen or con
versed with them, but he does not call them fJ&,pfJapo<. 

2 Ephorus, Fragment. 29, ed. Marx. ; Skymn. Chius, v. 471 ; Strabo, 
X. P· 450. 
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only the Lokrians of the Eubcean Sea, the Phokians, and the 
Dorians: we have to wait until near the Pelopon~1esian war 
before we require information respecting the Ozolian Lokrians, 
the JEtolians, and the Akarnanians. These last three were 
unquestionably the most backward members of the Hellenic 
aggregate. Though not absolutely without a central town, they 
lived dispersed in villages, retiring,:when attacked, to inaccessible 
heights, perpetually armed and in readiness for aggression and 
plunder wherever they fo"und an opportunity.1 Very different 
was the condition of_ the Lokrians opposite Eubcea, the 
Phokians, and the Dorians. These were all orderly town 
communities, small indeed and poor, but not less well-ad minis-. 
tered than the average of Grecian townships, and perhaps 
exempt from those individual violences· which so frequently 
troubled the Bceotian Thebes or the great cities of Thessaly. 
Timreus affirmed (contrary, as it seems, to the supposition of 
Aristotle) that in early times there were no slaves either among 
the Lokrians or Phokians, and that the work required to be 
done for proprietors was performed by poor freemen ;2 a habit 
which is alleged to have been continued until the temporary 
prosperity of the Sacred War, when the plunder of the Delphian 
temple so greatly enriched the Phokian leaders. But this · ·· 
statement is too briefly given, and too imperfectly authenticated. 
to justify any inferences. 

We find in the poet Aikman (about 6ro B.c.) the Erysichrean · 
or Kalydonian shepherd named as a type of rude rusticity-the 
antithesis of Sardis, where the poet was born.s And among the 
suitors who are represented as coming forward to claim the 
daughter of the Sikyonian Kleisthenes in marriage,'· there 
appears both the Thessalian Diaktorides from Krannon, a 
in ember of the Skopad farriilY:--and the JEtolian Males, brother 
of that Titormus who in muscular strength surpassed all his 
contemporary Greeks, and who had ·seceded from mankind 
into the inmost recesses of JEtolia : this JEtolian seems to be 
set forth as a sort of antithesis to the delicate Smindyrides of 
Sybaris, the most luxurious of mankind. Herodotus introduces 

1 Thucyd. i. 6 ; iii. 94· Aristotle; however, included in his larg~ 
collection of llo;\tTei'at an 'A~~:apvrJ.v"'" lloAtTela as well as an Al'T(I)ACAIII 
lloAtTEla (Aristotelis Rerum Publicarilm Reliqui::e, ed. Neumann, p. 102; 
Strabo, vii. p. 321). · 

2 Timreus, Fragm. xvii. ed. Goller; Polyb; xii. 6c.7 ; Athen::eus, vi. p. 
264. 

8 This brief fragment of the llap9evela of Aikman is preserved by 
Stephan. Byz. ('Epvuix71), and alluded to by Strabo, x. p. 460: see 
Welcker, Alkm, Fragm. xi. and Bergk, Alk. Ft. xii. 

D 2 
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these characters into his dramatic picture of this memorable 
wedding.! 

·Between Phokis and Lokris on one side, and Attica (from 
which it is divided by the mountains Kithrer6n and Parnes) 
on the other, we find the important territory called Breotia, 
with its ten or twelve autonomous cities, forming a sort of con
federacy under the presidency of Thebes, the most powerful 
among them. Even of this territory, destined during the 
second period of this history to play a part so conspicuous 
and effective, we know nothing during the first two centuries 
after 776 B.C. We first acquire some insight into it on occasion 
of the disputes between Thebes and Platrea about the year 
szo B.c. Orchomenus, on the north-west of the lake K6pai"s, 
forms throughout the historical times one of the cities of the 
Breotian league, seemingly the second after Thebes. But 
I have already stated that the Orchomenian legends, the 
Catalogue and other allusions in Homer, and the traces of vast 
power and importance yet visible in the historical age, attest 
the early political existence of Orchomenus and its neigh
bourhood apart from Breotia.2 The Amphiktyony in which 
Orchomenus participated at the holy island of Kalauria near 
the Argolic peninsula, seems to show that it must once have 
possessed a naval force and commerce, and that its territory 
must have touched the sea at Haire and the lower town of 
Larymna, near the southern frontier of Lokris; this sea is 
separated by a very narrow space from the range of mountains 
which join Knemis and Pt6on, and which enclose on the east 
both the basin of Orchomenus, Aspled6n and K6pre, and the 
lake K6pai"s. The migration of the Breotians out of Thessaly 
into Breotia (which is represented as a consequence of the 

1 Herodot. vi. 127. 
2 See an admirable topographical description of the north part of B~otia

the lake K6pa\s and its environs, in Forchhammer's Hellenika, p. 159-r86, 
with an explanatory map. The two long and laborious tunnels constructed 
by the old Orchomenians for the drainage of the lake, as an aid to the insuffi
ciency of the natural Katabothra, are there very clearly laid down : one 
goes to the sea, the other into the neighbouring Jake Hylika, which is sur
rounded by higJ:t ~ocky banks and ca~ take !ll?re water without overflowing. 
The lake Kllpms rs an enclosed basm rece1vmg all the water from Doris 
and Phokis through the K&phisus. The positions of the two tunnels are 
indicated on the Map of Grrecia Extra Peloponnesus, Classical Atlas, 
Everyman'"s Library. .. 

Forchhammer thinks that it was nothing but the similarity of the name 
Itllnea {derived from l'T<a, a willow-tree) which gave rise to the tale of an 
immigration of people from the Thessalian to the B~otian lt<ln& (p. 148). 

The Homeric Catalogue presents K6pre, on the north of the lake as 
B~otian, but not Orchomenus nor Aspl&d6n (Iliad, ii. 502). ' 
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conquest of the former country by the Thesprotians) is 
commonly assigned as the compulsory force. which bceotised 
Orchomenus. By whatever cause or at whatever tim'e (whether 
before or after 776 B.c.) the transition may have been effected, 
we find Orchomenus completely Bceotian throughout the 
known historical ag~-yet still retaining its local Minyeian 
legends, and subject to the jealous rivalry 1 of Thebes, as being 
the second city in the Bceotian league. The direct road from 
the passes of Phokis southward into Bceotia w:ent through 
Ch~roneia, leaving Lebadeiaon the right and Orchomenus on the 
left hand, and passed the south-western edge of the lake K opa1s 
near the towns of Koroneia, Alalkomenre, and Haliartus. Here 
stood, between ·Mount Helikon and the lake, on the road 
from Phokis to Thebes, the important military post called 
Tilph6ssion. 2 The territory of this latter city occupied the 
greater part of central Bceotia south of the lake K6pa1s ; it 
comprehended Akr~phia imd Mount Ptoon, and probably 
touched the Eubcean Sea at the village of Salganeus south of 
Anthedon. South-west of Thebes, bordering on tlie south~ 
eastern extremity of Phokis with the Phokian town 'of Bulis, 
stood the city of Thespi~. Southward of the Asopus, but 
northward of Kith~ron and Parnes, were Plat~a and Tanagra : 
in the south-eastern cor~er of. Bceotia stood .prop us, the 
frequent subject of contention between Thebes and Athens; 
and in the road between the Eubcean Chalkis and Thebes, the 
town of Mykalessus. · 

From our first view of historical Bceotia downward, there 
appears a confederation which embraces the whole territory; 
and ,during the Peloponnesian war the The bans invoke "the 
ancient constitutional' maxims of the Bceotians" as a justifica
tion of ~xtreme rigour, as well as of treacherous breach of the 
peace, against the recusant Plat~ans.3 · Of this confederation 
the greater cities were primary members, while the lesser were 
attached to one or other of them in a kind of dependent union. 
Neither the names nor the number of these primary members 
can be certainly known : there seem grounds for including 
Thebes, Orchomenus, Lebadeia, Koroneia, Haliartus, Kop~, 

1 See 0. Muller, Orchomenos, cap. xx. p. 418 seq. . , 
2 See Demoslhen. De Fals. Legat. c. 43-45. Another portion of this 

narrow road is probably meant by the pass of Korilneia-Ta wepl Kop.lvetav 
<TTEvd. (Diodor. xv. 52; Xenoph. Helen. iv. 3, 15)-which Epaminondas 
occupied to prevent the invasion of Kleombrotus from Phokis. 

8 Thucyd. ii. 2-~<o.Ta Ta wci.Tpia Twv wci.vTwv BatwTwv: compare the speech 
of the Thebans to the Lacedremonians after the capture of Platrea, iii. 61, 
~~ . 
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Anthedon, Tahagra, Thespire, and Platrea before its secession.1 

Akrrephia with the neighbouring Mount Ptoon and its oracle, 
Skolus, Glisas and other places, were dependencies of Thebes : 
Chreroneia, Aspledon, Holmones and Hyettus, of Orchomenus: 
Siphre, Leuktra, Keressus and Thisbe, of Thespire.2 Certain 
generals or magistrates called Bceotarchs were chosen annually 
to manage the common affairs of the confederation. At the 
time of the battle of Delium in the Peloponnesian war, 
they were eleven in number, two of them from Thebes; 
but whether this number was always maintained, or in what 
proportions the choice was made by the different cities, we 
find no distinct information. There were likewise during 
the Peloponnesian war four different senates, with who'm 
the Bceotarchs consulted on matters of importance; a curious 
arrangement, of which we have no explanation. Lastly, there 
was the general concilium and religious festival-the Pambceotia 
-held periodically at Koroneia. Such were the forms, as far 
as we can make them out, of the Bceotian confederacy; each 
of the separate cities possessing its own senate and constitution, 
and having its political consciousness as an autonomous unit, 
yet with a certain habitual deference to the federal obligations. 
Substantially, the affairs of the confederation will be found in 
the hands of Thebes, managed in the interests of Theban 
ascendency, which appears to have been sustained by no other 
feeling except respect for superior force and bravery. The 
discontents of the mi.nor Bceotian towns, harshly repressed and 
punished, form an uninviting chapter in Grecian history. 

One piece of information we find, respecting Thebes singly 
and apart from the other Bceotian towns, anterior to the year 
700 B.c. Though brief and incompletely recorded, it is yet 
highly valuable, as one of the first incidents of solid and 
positive Grecian history. Diokles the Corinthian stands 
enrolled as Olympic victor in the 13th Olympiad, or 728 B.c., 
at a time when the oligarchy called Bacchiadre possessed the 
government of Cornith. The beauty of his person attracted 
towards him the attachment of Philolaus, one of the members 
of this oligarchical body,-a sentiment which Grecian manners 
did not proscribe; but it also provoked an incestuous passion 
on the part of his own mother Halkyone, from which Diokles 

1 Thucyd. iv. 91 ; C. F. Hermann, Griechische Staats Alterthtimer, sect. 
179; Herodot. v. 79: Boeckh, Commentat. ad Inscriptt. Bceotic. ap. Corp. 
Ins. Gr. part v. p. 726. 

2 _Herodot. viii. 135; ix. 15-43· Paus~n. ix. 13, I ; ix. 23, 3.; .ix. 24, 
3; IX. 32, 1-4. Xenophon, Hellen. VI. 4, 3-4: compare 0. Mliller, 
Orchomenos, cap. xx. p. 403. 
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shrunk with hatred and horror. He abandoned· for ever his 
native city and retired to Thebes, whither he was followed by 
Philolaus, and where both of them lived and died. Their 
tombs were yet shown in the .. "'time of Aristotle, close adjoining 
to each other, yet with an opposite frontage; that of Philolaus 
being so placed that the inmate could command a view of 
the lofty peak of his native city, while that of Diokles was so 
disposed as to block out all prospect of.the hateful spot. That 
which- preserves to us the memory of so remarkal;>le an incident, 
is,. the esteem entertained for Philolaus by the The bans-a 
feeling so pronounced, that they invited him to make laws for 
them. We shall have occasion to point out one or two similar 
cases in which Grecian cities·invoked the aid of an intelligent 
stranger: and the practic~ became common, among the Italian 
republics in the middle ages, to nominate a person not 
belonging to their city either as Podesta or as arbitrator in civil 
dissensions. Invould have been" highly interesting to know 
at length what laws Philolaus made for the The bans; but· 
Aristotle, with his usual condseness, merely alludes to his 
regulations respecting the adoption of children and respecting 
the multiplication of offspring in each separate family. His 
laws were framed with the view to maintain the original number 
of lots of land, without either subdivision or consolidation; 
but by what means the purpose was to be fulfilled we are not 
informed.1 There existed a law at Thebes, which perhaps 
may have been part of the scheme o( Philolaus, prohibiting 
exposure of children, and empowering a father under the 
pressure of extreme poverty to bring his new-born infant to 
the magistrates, who sold it for a price to any citizen-purchaser, 

1 Aristot. Polit. ii. 9. 6-7. NOJ.<OOET?)S a· a!JTo'is (to the Thebans) t"'GIIE'!'O 
4>tll.6ll.aos 7rEpl '1'' ttll.ll.wv TLI!wv f(al 7r<pl T~s 7ratao7rodas, oh f(al\ovl1'<v tf(<tvo·, 
v6p.ovs 8ET!Ilo6s· Kal _rqiJT' i&•dv lOlws tnr, ~JCelvou vevoJ.Lo6erwJ.Evov,' 81rws l 
-ap•OJ.tos 11'di(1)Ta< Twv f(l\~pow. A perplexing passage follows within three 
lines of this-<f>•ll.oll.clou a~ rauSv ~11''7'11/ ~ '!'WV oOI1'lWV UVOJ.tclll.wl1'ls-w hich 
raises two· questions: first, whether Philolaus can really be· meant in the 
second passage, which talks of what is 1awv to Philolaus, while the first 
passage had already spoken of something lolws V<VOJ.to0<T1)J.<GVov by the same 
person. Accordingly Gi:ittlirig and M. Barthelemy St. Hilaire follow one 
of the MSS. by writing 4>all..!ov in place of 4>tll.oll.clov. · Next, what is the 
meaning of &voJ.tclll.wi1'LS? 0. Miiller (Dorians, ch. x. 5, p. 209) conside1 s 
it to mean a "fresh equalisation, just as &vaoa11'J.t6s means a fresh division,'' 
adopting. the translation of Victorius and Schlosser. 

The point can hardly be decisively seltled; but if this translation of. 
&vopclll.wi1'LS be correct, there is good ground for preferring the word 4>all.eov 
to 4>•ll.oll.clov; since the proceeding described would harmonise bdter wi~h 
the ideas of Phaleas (Arislot. Pol. ii. 4, 3), 
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-taking from hrm the obligation to bring it up, but allowing 
him in return to consider the adult as his slave.1 From these 
brief allusions, coming to us without accompanying illustration, 
we can draw no other inference, except that the great problem 
of population-the relation between the well-being of the 
citizens and their more or less rapid increase in numbers-had 
engaged the serious attention even of the earliest Grecian 
legislators. We may however observe that the old Carinthia? 
legislator Pheidon (whose precise date cannot be fixed) IS 

stated by Artistotle 2 to have contemplated much the same 
object as that which is ascribed to Philolaus at Thebes; an 
unchangeable number both of citizens and of lots of land, 
without any attempt to alter the unequal ratio of the lots, 
one to the other. 

CHAPTER IV 

EARLIEST HISTORICAL VIEW OF PELOPONNESUS-DORIANS IN 

ARGOS AND THE NEIGHBOURING CITIES 

1VJ£ now pass from the northern members to the heart and 
head of Greece-Peloponnesus and Attica, taking the former 
first in order, and giving as much as can be ascertained 
respecting its early historical phrenomena. 

The traveller who entered Peloponnesus from Breotia during 
the youthful days of Herodotus and Thucydides, found an 
array of powerful Doric cities conterminous to each other, and 
beginning at the Isthmus of Corinth. First came Megara, 
stretching across the isthmus from sea to sea, and occupying 
the high and rugged mountain-ridge called Geraneia: next 
Corinth, with its strong and conspicuous acropolis, and its 
territory including Mount Oneion as well as the portion of the 
isthmus at once most level and narrowest, which divided its 
two harbours called Lechreum and Kenchrere. Westward of 
Corinth, along the Corinthian Gulf, stood Sikyon, with a plain 
of uncommon fertility, between the two towns : southward of 
Sikyon and Corinth were Phlius and Kleonre, both conter
minous, as well as Corinth, with Argos and the Argolic penin
sula. The inmost bend of the Argolic Gulf, including a . 

1 JEiian, V. H. ii. 7· 
2 Aristot. Polit. ii. 3, 7• This Pheidl'>n seems different from Pheidl'>n of 

Argos, as far as we are enabled to judge . 
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considerable space of flat and marshy ground adjoining to the 
sea, was possessed by Arg"os; the· Argolic peninsula was 
divided by Argos with the Doric cities of Epidaurus and 
Trcezen, and the Dryopian city of.Hermione, the latter possess
ing the south-western corner. Proceeding southward along 
the western coast of the gulf, and passing over the little river 
called Tanos, the traveller found ,himself in the dominion of 
Sparta, which comprised the entire southern region o( the 
peninsula from its eastern to its western sea, where the river 
N eda flows into the latter. He first passed from Argos across 
the difficult mountain range called Parnon (which bounds to 
the west the southern portion of Argolis), until he found him
self in the valley of the river CEnus, which he followed until it . 
joined the Eurotas. In the larger valley· of the Eurotas, far 
removed froin the sea, and accessible only through 'the; most 
impracticable mountain roads lay the five unwalled, unadorned,. 
adjoining villages, which bore collectively the formidable name 
of Sparta. The whole valley of the Eurotas, from Skiritis and 
Belemin"atis at the border of Arcadia, to the"'Laconian Gulf
expanding. in several parts into fertile plain, especially near to 
its mouth, where'-the towns of Gythium and Helos were found 
-belonged to Sparta;,_ together with ~he cold_ and high 
mountain range totthe eastwa~d whi~h proj.e~ts into the pro
montory of Malea-and the still loft1er cha111 of .Taygetus to 
the westward, which ends in the promontory of Trenarus. On 
the other, side of Taygetus, on the banks of the river Pamisus, 
which there flows into the .Messenian Gulf, lay the plain of 
Messene, the richest land in the peninsula .• This _plain had 
once yielded' its ample produce to the free Mes.senian Dorians, 
resident in the towns of Stenyklerus and An<:}ania. But in the
time of which we speak, the name of ¥essenians was borne 
only by a body of brave but homeless exiles, whose restoration 
to the land of their forefathers o:ier'passed even the exile's 
proverbialfy sanguine hope. Th&fr land w~s confounded with 
the western por:tion of Laconia;' which reached in a south-
\vesterly direction down to tJ:l extreme point of Cape Akritas, 
and northward as far as the ;fiver N eda. 

Throughout his whole jy\.uney to the point last-mentioned, 
from the borders of Bceotia and Megaris, the traveller would 
only step from one Doria,xi state into another. But on crossing 
from the south to the no'rth bank of theriver Neda, at a point 
riear to its mouth, he v!ould find himself out of Doric land 
altogether: first in the 1lerritory called Triphylia--,-next in that 
of Pisa or the Pisati<l-thirdly in the · more spacious and . ·I 
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powerful state called Elis; these three comprising the coast
land of Peloponnesus from the mouth of the Neda to that of 
the Larissus. The Triphylians, distributed into a number of1 

small townships, the largest of which was Lepreon-and the 
Pisatans, equally destitute of any centralising city-had both, 
at the period of which we are now speaking, been conquered 
by their more powerful northern neighbours of Elis, who 
enjoyed the advantage of a spacious territory united under one 
government; the middle portion, called the Hollow Elis, being 
for the most part fertile. The Eleians were a section of .LEtolian 
immigrants into Peloponnesus, but the Pisatans and Triphylians 
had both been originally independent inhabitants of the 
peninsula-the latter being affirmed to belong to the same race 
as the Miny::e who had occupied the ante-Bceotian Orchomenus: 
both too bore the ascendency of Elis with perpetual murmur 
and occasional resistance. 

Crossing the river Larissus, and pursuing the northern coast 
of Peloponnesus south of the Corinthian Gulf, the traveller 
would pass into Achaia-a name which designated the narrow 
strip of level land, and the projecting spurs and declivities, 
between that gulf and the northernmost mountains of the 
peninsula-Skollis, Erymanthus, Aroania, Krathis, and the 
towering eminence called Kyllene. Ach::ean cities-twelve in 
number at least, if not more-divided this long strip of land 
amongst them, from the mouth of the Larissus and the north
western Cape Araxus on one side, to the western boundary of 
the Sikyonian territory on the other. According to the accounts 
of the ancient legends and the belief of Herodotus, this territory 
had been once occupied by Ionian inhabitants, whom the 
Ach::eans had expelled. 

In making this journey, the traveller would have finished the 
circuit of Peloponnesus; but he would still have left untrodden 
the great central region, tnclosed between the territories just 
enumerated-approaching ne~rest to the sea on the borders of 
Triphylia, but never touching .it anywhere. This region was 
Arcadia, posst;ssed by inhabitants who are uniformly represented 
as all of one race, and all aboriginal. It was high and bleak, 
full of wild mountain, rock and forest, and abounding, to a 
degree unusual even in Greece, with. those land-locked basins 
from whence the water finds only a,subterra.neous issue. It 
was distributed among a large number('of distinct villages and 
cities. Many of the village tribes--.:the M::enalii, Parrhasii, 
Azanes, &c., occupying the central a\1d the western regions, 
were numbered among the rudest of th[ Greeks: but along its 
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eastern frontier there were several Arcadian cities which ranked 
deservedly among the more Civilised ~eloponnesians. Tegea, · 
Mantineia, Orchomenus, Stymphalus, Pheneus, possessed the 
whole eastern frontier of Arcadia from the borders of Laconia 
t'o those of Sikyon and Pellene in .Achaia : Phigaleia at the 
south-western corner, near the borders of Triphylia, and 
Herrea on the north bank of the Alpheius, near the place where 
that river quits Arcadia to enter the Pisatis, were also towns 
deserving of notice. ·Towards the north of this cold and 
thinly-peopled region, near Pheneos, was situated the small 
town of Nonakris, adjoining to which rose the hardly accessible 
crags where the. rivulet of Styx 1 flowed down : a point of 
common feeling for all Arcadians, from the. terrific sanction 
which this water was understood to impart to their oaths. 

The distribution.of J;>eloponnesus here sketched, suitable to' 
the Persian invasion and the succeeding half century, may also 
be said (with some· allowances) to be adapted to Jhe whole 
interval between about B.C. 550-3 70; from the time of the 
conquest of Thyreatis by Sparta to the. battle of Leuktra. But. 
it is not the earliest distribution which liistory presents to us. 
Not presuming 'to criticise the H,omeric map of Peloponnesus, 
arid going back only to 776 B.C., we find this material difference 
-that Spe~;rta occupies only a very smaii ·fraction of the large 
territory above described as belonging to her. Westward o( 
the summit of Moynt Taygetus are found another section 
of Dorians, independent of Sparta: the Messenian Dorians; 
whose city is on the hill of Stenyklerus, near the south-western 
boundary of Arcadia, and whose possessions cover the 'fertile 
plain of Messene along the river Pamisus to its mouth in the 
Messenian Gu.lf: it is to be noted that Messene was then the 
name of the plain generally, and that no town so called existed 

1 Herodot. vi. 74; Pausan. viii. rs; 2. See the description and print of 
the river S'tyx and the neighbouring rocks in Fiedler's Rdse durch 
Griechenland, vol. i. p. 400. · 

He describes a scene amidst these rocks, in 1826, when the troops of· 
Ibrahim Pasha were in the Morea, which realises the fearful pictures· of 
\var after the manner 'of the ancient Gauls or Thracians. A crowd of 
5000 Greeks of every age and sex had found shelter in a grassy and bushy 
spot em bosomed amidst these crags,-few of them armed .. They wet'e pur
sued by sooo Egyptians and Arabians: a very small resistance, in such 
ground, would have kept the troops at bay, but the poor men either could 
not or would not offer it. They were forced to .surrender: the youngest 
and most energetic cast themselves headlong from the rocks .and perished: 
3000 prisoners were carried away· captive, and .sold for slaves at Corinth, 
Patras, and Modon: all those who were unfit for sale were massacred on· 
the spot by the Egyptian troops. -
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until after the battle of Leuktra. Again, eastward of the valley 
of the Eurotas, the mountainous region and the western shores 
of the Argolic Gulf down to Cape Malea are also independent 
of Sparta ; belonging to Argos, or rather to Dorian towns in 
union with Argos. All the great Dorian towns, from the 
borders of the Megarid to the eastern frontier of Arcadia, as 
above enumerated, appear to have existed in 776 B.c.: Achaia 
was in the same condition, so far as we are able to judge, as 
well as Arcadia, except in regard to its southern frontier con
terminous with Sparta, of which more will hereafter be said. 
In · respect to the western portion of Peloponnesus, Elis 
(properly so called) appears to have embraced the same terri
tory in 776 B.C. as in 550 B.C.: but the Pisatid had been 
recently conquered, and was yet imperfectly subjected by the 
Eleians; while Triphylia seems to have been quite independent 
of them. Respecting the south-western promontory of Pelopon
nesus down to Cape Akritas, we are altogether without positive 
information : reasons will hereafter be given for believing that 
it did not at that time form part of the territory of the 
Messenian Dorians. 

Of the different races or people whom Herodotus knew in 
Peloponnesus, he believed three to be aboriginal-the Arca
dians, the Ach::eans, and the Kynurians. The Ach::eans, 
though belonging indigenously to the peninsula, had yet 
removed from the southern portion of it to the northern, 
expelling the previous Ionian tenants : this is a part of the 
legend respecting the Dorian conquest or Return of the 
Herakleids, and we can neither verify nor contradict it. But 
neither the Arcadians nor the Kynurians had ever changed 
their abodes. Of the latter I have not before spoken, because 
they were never (so far as history knows them) an independent 
population. They occupied the larger portion 1 of the territory 
of Argo lis, from Orne::e, near the northern 2 or Phliasian border, 
to Thyrea and the Thyreatis, on the Laconian border: and 
though belonging originally (as Herodotus imagines rather 
than asserts) to the Ionic race-they had been so long subjects 
of Argos in his time, that almost all evidence of their ante
Dorian condition had vanished. 

1 This is the only way of reconciling Herodotus (viii. 73) with Thucy
dides (iv. s6, and v. 4I). The original extent of the Kynurian territory is 
a point on which neither of them had any means of very correct informa
tion ; but there is no occasion to reject the one in favour of the other. 

2 Herod. viii. 73> .0!. I>~ Kuvo~pw1, ah&xBoves ~&vTEs, oo~e€ovcn p.ovvo1 .y,,.. ~lc.>VH' ~ICiiEiicoplEvVT<ll ~~~ 071'0 'TE 'Ap')IE!wv &px&p.~vo! iCal TOU xp&vov 
iJv'TES 'Opv<i)'Tal ICal 'll'<p(o!ICO!, ' 
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But the great Dorian states in Peloponnesus-the capital 

powers in the peninsula-were all originally immigrants, 
according to the belief not only of Herodotus;· but of all. the 
Grecian world : so also were the h:tolians of Elis, the Triphy-' 
lians, and the Dryopes. at Hermione and Asine. All these 
immigrations are so ,described as to give them a root in the 
Grecian legendary world : the Triphylians are traced back to 
Lemnos, as the offspring of the Argonautic heroes, 1 and we 
are too uninformed about them to venture upon any historical 
guesses. But respecting the Dorians, it may perhaps be 
possible; by examining the first historical situation in which 
they are presented to us, to offer some conjectures as to the 
probable circumstances under which they arrived. The 
legendary narrative· of it has already been given in the first 

. chapter of this volume-that great mythical e'vent called the 
Return of the Children of Herakles, by which the first 
establishment of the Dorians in the promised land of Pelopon
nesus was ex'plained to the full satisfaction of Grecian faith. 
One single armament and expedition, acting by the special 
direction of the Delphian god, and conducted by three 
brothers, lineal de·scendants of the principal Achceo-Dorian, 
hero through Hyllus (the eponymus of the principal tribe)
the national heroes of the pre-existing population vanquished 

· and expelled, and the greater part of the peninsula· both 
acquired and partitioned at a stroke-the circumsfances of th_e 
partition adjusted to. the historical relations of Laconia and 
Messenia-the friendly power of h:tolian Elis, with its Olympic 

, game"s as the bond of union in Peloponnesus, attached to this 
event as an appendage in the person of Oxylus-all these 
particulars. compose a narrative well-calculated to impress- the' 
retrospective imagination of a Greek. They exhibit an. epical 
fitqess and sufficiency which it would be unseasonable to 
impair by historical criticism. ' 

The Alexandrine chronology sets down a period of 328 ·yeai:s 
from the Return of the Herakleids to the first Olympiad 
(rro4 B.C.-776 B.c.),-a period measured by the lists of the 
kings of Sparta, on the trustworthiness of which some remarks 
have ali·eady been offered. Of these 328 years, the first zso, 
at the least, are altogether barren of facts ; and even if we 
admitted them to be historical, we should have nothing to 
recount except a· succession of royal names. Being unable 
either to guarantee the entire list, or to discover any valid test 
for discriminating the historical and the non-historical items, 

1 Herodot. iv. I45-'I46. 
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I here enumerate the Lacedremonian kings as they appear in 
Mr. Clinton's Fasti Hellenici. There were two joint kings at 
Sparta, throughout nearly all the historical time of independent 
Greece, deducing their descent from Herakles through 
Eurysthenes and Prokles, the twin sons of Aristodemus; the 
latter being one of those three Herakleid brothers to whom 
the conquest of the peninsula is ascribed-

SPARTAN KINGS 

Line if Eurysthenis. 

Ettrysthene;; . reigned 42 years. 
Agis. 31 
Echestratus. 35 
LabC>tas . 37 , 
Doryssus 29 , 
Agesilaus 44 
Archelaus 6o 
Teleklus. 40 , 
Aikamenes . 10 

328 

Line o/ p,-oklh. 

Prokles . 
Sons. 
Eurypi'\n 
Prytanis 
Eunomus 
Charilaus 
Nikander 
Theopompus 

. reigned 51 years. 

" 

" 
49 
45 
6o 
38 
IO 

" 

Both Theopompus and Alkamenes reigned considerably 
longer, but the chronologists affirm that the year 7 76 B.C. (or 
the first Olympiad) occurred in the tenth year of each of their 
reigns. It is necessary to add, with regard to· this list, that 
there are some material discrepancies between different authors 
even as to the names of individual kings, and still more as to 
the duration of their reigns, as may be seen both in Mr. 
Clinton's chronology and in Muller's Appendix to the History 
of the Dorians.l The alleged sum total cannot be made to 
agree with the items without great licence of conjecture. 0. 
Muller observes, 2 in reference to this Alexandrine chronology, 

1 Herodotus omits Sons between Prokles and EurypC>n, and inserts Poly. 
dektes between Prytanis and Eunomus : moreover the accounts of the 
Lacedremonians, as he states thetr., represented Lykurgus the lawgiver as 
uncle and guardian of LabC>tas, of the Em")'sthenid lwuse,-while 
Simonides made him son of Prytanis, and others made him son of 
Eunomus, of the Prok!id line: compare Herod. i. 65; viii. 13r. Plutarch, 
Lycurg. c. 2. 

Some excellent remarks on this early series of Spartan kings will be 
found in Sir G. C. Lewis's article in the Philological 1\f useum, vol. ii. p. 
42-48, in a review of Dr. Arnold on the Spartan Constitution. 

Compare also Larcher, Chronologie d'Herodote, ch. 13, p. 484-514. He 
lengthens many of the reigns considerably, in order to su:t the earlier 
epoch which he assigns to the capture of Troy and the Return of the 
IIerakleids. 

2 History of the Dorians, vol. ii. Append. p. 442 . 
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"that our materials only enable us to restore it to its original 
state, not to verify its correctness." In point of fact theyare 
insufficient even for the former· purpose, as the dissensions 
among learned critics attest. 

We have a succession of names, still more barren of facts, 
in the case of the Dorian sovereigns of Corinth. This city 
had its own line of Herakleids, descended from Herakles, bu( 
not through Hyllus. Hippotes, the progenitor of the Corinth
ian Herakleids, was reported in the legend to have originally 
joined the Dorian invaders of the Peloponnesus, but to have 
quitted them in consequence of having slain the prophet 
Karnus. 1 The three brothers, when they became masters of 
the peninsula, sent for Aletes the son of Hippotes, and placed 
him/in possession of Corinth, over which the chronologists' 
make him begin to reign thirty years after the Herakleid 
conquest. ·His successors are thus given_:_ · 

Aletes. 
Ixion. .· 
Agel as 
Pry1nnis. 
Bacchis . 
Agelas . 
Eud@mus. 
Aristom@des 
Agemon. 
Alexander 
Telest@s . 
Automenes 

. reigned 38 years. 
38 ,, 

37 " 
35 " 
35 " 
30 ,, 
25 " 35 " 

'·' 16 
" ,; 25 ,, 

" 
12 ~ 

" 
" 

~ 327 

I This story--that the "heroic ancestor of the great Corinthian Bacchiad::e 
had slain the holy man Karnus, and had been punished for it by long 
banishment and privation-leads to the conjecture, that the Corinthians 
did not celebrate the festival of the Karneia, common to the Dorians 
generally. 

Herodotus tells us, with i·egard to the Ionic cities, that all of them cele
brated the'festival of Apaturia, except Ephesus and Kolophon; and that 
these two cities did not celebrate it, "because of a certain reason of murder 
con1mitted,''-olirlJL 7ttp p.oVvqL 'IWvwv oiJJC li')'ovutv 'ATra-roVptu.• «al oO-rol 
KaTil. cp6vov Ttvil. O'K~o/<V (Herod. i. 147). 

The murder of Karnus by Hippotes was probably the cp6vov O"K~o/<s which 
forbade the Corinthians from celebrating the Karneia; at least this supposi
tion gives to the legend a special pertinence which is otherwise wanting to 
it. Respecting the Karneia and Hyacinthia see Schoell De Origine Gr::ed 
Dramatis, p. 7o-78. Tiibingen, .r828. , 

There were -various singular customs connected with the Grecian 
festivals, which it was usual to account for by some legendary tale. Thus 
no native of Elis ever entered himself as a competitor, or contended for 
the prize, at the Isthmian games. The legendary reason given for this 
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Such was the celebrity of Bacchis, we are told, that those 

who succeeded him took the name of Bacchiads in place of 
Aletiads or Herakleids. One year after the accession of 
Automenes, the family of the Bacchiads generally, amounting 
to 200 persons, determined to abolish royalty, to constitute 
themselves a standing oligarchy, and to elect out of their own 
number an annual Prytanis. Thus commenced the oligarchy 
of the Bacchiads, which lasted for ninety years, until it was 
subverted by Kypselus in 657 B.c.l Reckoning the thirty 
years previous to the beginning of the reign of Aletes, the 
chronologists thus provide an interval of 44 7 years between the 
Return of the Herakleids and the accession of Kypselus, and 
357 years between the same period and the commencement of 
the Bacchiad oligarchy. The Bacchiad oligarchy is unquestion
ably historical; the conquest of the Herakleids belongs to the 
legendary world ; while the interval between the two is filled 
up, as in so many other cases, by a mere barren genealogy. 

When we jump this vacant space, and place ourselves at the 
first opening of history, we find that although ultimately Sparta 
came to hold the first place, not only in Peloponnesus, but in 
all Hellas, this was not the case at the earliest moment of 
which we have historicar:cognisance. Argos, and the neigh
bouring towns connected with her by a bond of semi-religious, 
semi-political union,-Sikyon, Phlius, Epidaurus, and Trcezen, 
-were at first of greater power and consideration than Sparta ; 
a fact which the legend of the Herakleids seems to recognise by 
making Temenus the eldest brother of the three. And Hert;>
dotus assures us that at one time all the eastern coast of Pelo
ponnesus down to Cape Malea, including the island of Kythera, 
all which came afterwards to constitute a material part of 
Laconia, had belonged to Argos. 2 Down to the time of the 
first Messenian war, the comparative importance of the Dorian 
establishments in Peloponnesus appears to have been in the 

was, that H~rakl~s had waylaid and slain (at Kle6nre) the two Moiionid 
brothers, when they were proceeding to the Isthmian games as The6rs or 
sacred -:nvoys from the Eleian king Augeas. Redress was in vain demanded 
for this outrage, and- Molion~, n:>other of the slain envoys, imprecated a 
curse upon the Eleians generally if they shou!ct eve~ visit the Isthmian 
festival. This legend is the cp&vou <TK~Ijtts, explaining why no Eleian runner 
or wrestler was ever known to contend there (Pausan. ii. 15, I ; v. 2, 1-4. 
Ister, Fragment. 46; ed. Didot). 

1 Diodor. Fragm. lib. vii. p. 14, with the note of Wesseling. Strabo 
(viii. p. 378) states the Bacchiad oligarchy to have lasted nearly 200 years. 

2 Herodot. i. 82. The historian adds, besides Kythera, ""l a/ A.ot1ral 7 wv 
v-lw6Jv. What other islands are meant I do not distinctly understand . 
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order in which the. legend placed the,m,-Argos first, 1 Sparta 
second, Messene third. .It will be seen hereafter that the 
Argeians never lost the recollection of this early pre-eminence, 
from which the growth of Sparta had extruded them; and the 
liberty of entire Hellas was more than once in danger from 
their disastrous jealousy of a more fortunate competitor. 

At a short distance of about three miles from Argos, and at 
the exact point where that city approaches nearest to the sea, 2 

was situated the isolated hillock called Temenio:n, noticed both 
by Strabo and Pausanias. It was a small ~illage deriving both 
its name and its celebrity from the. chapel and tomb of the 
hero Temenus, who was there worshipped by the Dorians; 
and the statement which Pausanias heard was, that Temenus 
with his invading Dorians had seized and fortified the spot, 
and employed it as an armed post to make war upon Tisamenus 
and the Ach~ans. What renders this report deserving of the " 
greater attention is, that the same thing is affirmed with regard' 
''to the eminence called Solygeion near Corinth : this too was 
believed to be the place which the Dorian assailants. had 
occupied and fortified against the pre-existing Corinthians in 
the city. Situated close upon the Saronic Gulf, it was the 
spot which invaders landing from that gulf would naturally 
seize upon, and which· Nikias with his powerful Athenian fleet 
did actually seize and occupy against Corinth in the Pelopon
nesian war.3 In early days the only way of overpowering the 
inhabitants of a fortified town, generally also planted in a 
position itself very defensible, was-that the invaders, entrench
ing themselves in the neighbourhood, harassed the inhabitants,. 

· and -ruined their produce until they brought them to terms. 
Ev.en during the Peloponnesian war, when the art of besieging 

.had made some progress, we read of several instances in which 
this mode of aggressive warfare was adopted with efficient 
results. 4 We may readily believe that th.e Dorians obtained 

1 So Plato (Legg. iii. p. 692), whose mind is full of the old mythe and 
the tripartite distribution of Peloponnesus among the Herakleids~n o' q3, 
7rporrEVOu(]'a lv oro'is or6ore xp6vots ro'is 7rEpl or~v Otavop:fw: ~ 7rEpl oro-Ap-yos, &c. ' 

9 Pausan. ii. 38, I ; Strabo, viii. p. 368. Professor Ross observes 
respecting the line of coast nenr Argos, "The seaside is thoroughly flat and 

· for the most part marshy : only at the single point where Argos comes 
· nearest to the coast-between the mouth; now choked by sand, of the 

united Iriachus and Charadrus, and the efflux of the Erasinus, overgrown 
with weeds and bulrushes,-stands an eminence of some elevation, and com
posed of firmer earth, upon which the l/-ncient Temenion was placed." 
(Reisen im Peloponnes, val. i. sect. 5· .p. I49, Berlin,· r84r.) - · 

3 Thucyd. iv. 42. · 
4 Thucyd. i. r22; iii. 85; _vii. r8-27; viii. 38-46. 
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admittance both into Argos and Corinth in this manner. And 
it is remarkable that, except Sikyon (which is affirmed to have 
been surprised by night), these were the only towns in the 
Argolic region which are said to have resisted them ; the story 
being, that Phlius, Epidaurus, and Trcezen had admitted the 
Dorian intruders without opposition, although a certain portion 
of the previous inhabitants seceded. We shall hereafter see 
that the non-Dorian population of Sikyon and Corinth still 
remained considerable. 

The separate statements which we thus find, and the position 
of the Temenion and the Solygeius, lead to two conjectures-
first, that the acquisitions of the Dorians in Peloponnesus were 
also isolated and gradual, not at all conformable to the rapid 
strides of the old Herakleid legend ; next, that the Dorian 
invaders of Argos and Corinth made their attack from the 
Argolic and the Saronic Gulfs-by sea and not by land. It 
is indeed difficult to see how they can have got to the Temenion 
in any other way than by sea; and a glance at the map will 
show that the eminence Solygeion presents itself, 1 with reference 
to Corinth, as the nearest and most convenient holding-ground 
for a maritime invader, conformably to the scheme of opera
tions laid by Nikias. To illustrate the supposition of a Dorian 
attack by sea on Corinth, we may refer to a story quoted from 
Aristotle (which we find embodied in the explanation of an old 
adage) representing Hippotes the father of Aletes as having 
crossed the Maliac Gulf2 (the sea immediately bordering on 
the ancient Maleans, Dryopians and Dorians) in ships for the 
purpose of colonising. And if it be safe to trust the mention 
of Dorians in the Odyssey, as a part of the population of the 
island of Krete, we there have an example of Dorian settle
ments which must have been effected by sea, and that too at 
a very early period. "We must suppose (observes 0 Miiller,3 

l Thucyd. iv. 42. 
2 Aristot. ap. Prov. Vatican. iv. 4, M?Jl..ta~bv ?rl..oi'ov-also Prov. Suidas, 

x. 2. 
3 Hist. of Dorians, ch. i. g. Andr6n positively affirms that the Dorians 

came from Histire6tis to Krete ; but his affirmation does not seem to me 
to constitnte any additional evidence of the fact : it is a conjecture adapted 
to the passage in the Odyssey (xix. 174), as the mention of Achreans and 
Pelasgians evidently shows. 

Aristotle (ap. Strab. viii. p. 374) appears to have believed that the 
Herakleids retnrned to Argos out of the Attic Tetrapolis (where, accord
ing to the Athenian legend; they'hau obtained shelter when persecuted hv 
Eurystheus), accompanying a body of Ionianswho then !lcttled at Epidauru;. 
He cannot therefore have connected the Dorian occupation of Argos with 
the expedition from Naupaktus. 
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in reference to these Kretan Dotians) that the Dorians, pressed 
by want or restless from inactivity, constructed piratical canoes, 
manned these frail and narrow barks with soldiers who them• 
selves worked at . the . oar, and thus being changed from 
mountaineers into seamen-the Normans of Greece-set sail 
for the distant island of Krete." In the same manner we may 
conceive the expeditions of the Dorians against Argos and 
Corinth to have been effected : an<;i whatever difficulties ~ay 
attach to this· hypothesis, certain it is that the difficulties of a 
lon.g land march, along such a territory as Greece, are still more 
senous. 

The supposition of Dorian emigrations by sea, from the 
Maliac Gulf to the north-eastern promontory of Peloponnesus, 
is further borne out by the analogy of the Dry opes or Dryopians. 
During the historical times, this people occupied severa'l de~ 
tached settlements in various parts of Greece, all maritime and 
some insular :-they were found at Hermione, Asine, and 
Ei6n, in the Argolic peninsula (very near to the important 
Dorian towns constituting the Amphiktyony of Argos 1)-at 
Styra and Karystus in the island of Eubrea--in the island of 
K.ythnus, and even at Cyprus. These dispersed colonies can 
only have been planted by expeditions over the sea. Now we are 
told that the original" Dryopis, the native country of this people, 
comprehended both the territory near the river Spercheius, and 
north of CEta, afterwards occupied by the Malians, as well as 
the neighbouring district south of CEta, which was afterwards 
called Doris. From hence the Dryopians were expelled
according to one story, by the Dorians-according to another, 
by Herakles and the Malians: however this may be, it was 
from the Maliac Gulf that they started• on shipboard iri quest 
of new homes, which some of them found on the headlands of 
the Argolic peninsula.2 And it was from: this very country, -
according to Herodotus, s that the Dorians also set forth, in 
order to reach Peloponnesus. Nor does it seem unreasonable 
to imagine, that the same means of conveyance, which bore 
the Dryopians from the Maliac Gulf to Hermione and Asine, 
also carried the Dorians from the same. place to the Temenion 
and the hill Solygeion. · 

1 Herod. viii. 43-46; Dioclor. iv. 37; Pausan. iv. 34, 6. 
2

. Strabo,-viii. p. 373 ; ix. p. 434· Heroclot. viii. 43·- Pherekycl~s, Fr. 
23 and 38, eel. Didot. Steph. Byz. v. Apu611''fl• Apollodor. ii. 7, 7. Schol.. 
Apollon. Rhod. i. 1213. 

3 Heroclot. i. s6.-~v9<v'T<V Of Ct~'TIS ~s Thv Apvo'll'illa. p.<'T,/3'1/, Ketl ~/{ 'Tijs 
Apuo'll'lllos oliTws ~s ll<,\o11'6Vv'fluov ~,\96v, AwptJ<OV ~K,\~9'fl-tO the same 
purpose, viii. 31-43. 
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The legend represents Siky6n, Epidaurus, Trcezen, Phlius, 

and Kle6me, as all occupied by Dorian colonists from Argos, 
under the different sons of Temenus : the first three are on 
the sea, and fit places for the occupation of maritime invaders. 
Argos and the Dorian towns in and near the Argolic peninsula 
are to be regarded as a cluster of settlements by themselves, 
completely distinct from Sparta and the Messenian Stenyklerus, 
which appear to have been formed under totally different 
conditions. First, both of them are very far inland-Steny
klerus not easy, Sparta very difficult of access from the sea; 
next, we know that the conquests of Sparta were gradually 
made down the valley of the . Eurotas seaward. Both these 
acquisitions present the appearance of having been made from 
the land-side, and perhaps in the direction which the Herakleid 
legend describes-by warriors entering Peloponnesus across the 
narrow mouth of the Corinthian Gulf, through the aid or 
invitation of those ..tEtolian settlers who at the same time 
colonised Elis. The early and intimate connexion (on which 
I shall touch presently) between Sparta and the Olympic 
games as administered by the Eleians, as well as the leading 
part ascribed to Lykurgus in the constitution of the solemn 
Olympic truce, tend to strengthen such a persuasion. 

How Sparta came constantly to gain upon Argos will be 
matter for future explanation : 1 at present it is sufficient to 
remark, that the ascendency of Argos was derived not ex
clusively from her own territory, but came in part from her 
position as metropolis of an alliance of autonomous neighbour
ing cities, all Dorian and all colonised from herself-and this 
was an element of power essentially fluctuating. What Thebes 
was to the cities of Beeotia, of which she either was, or pro
fessed to have been, the founder· 2-the same was Argos in 
reference to Kle6me, Phlius, Siky6n, Epidaurus, Trcezen, and 
..tEgina. These towns formed, in mythical language, "the lot 

1 See Herodot. vii. 148. The Argeians say to the Lacedremonians, in 
reference to the chief command of the Greeks-KaiTot /CaT&. 'l'• Tb oi~<awv 
')'iveu8at .,.:qv TJ'J'<p.ov£1/v ~wuTwv, &c. Schweighauser and others explain 
the point by reference to the command of Agamemn6n ; but this is at best 
only a part of the foundation of their claim: they had a more recent 
historical reality to plead also : compare Strabo, viii. p. 376. 

2 'Hp.wv IC'TtU&.v.,.wv (so- runs·the accusation of the The ban orators against 
the captive Platreans, before their Lacedremonian judges, Thucyq, iii. 6r ). 
nl.ci.TataV IJuT<pOV 'Ti)S li.AA'f/S BotwT{as--oiJIC 1,~£ovv avTo{, tfJU7rEp lTCi.X8'1} Tb 
7rpwTov, TJ')'<p.ov<V<cr6at tup' 7Jp.wv, t~w ll€ Twv lfl.l.wv BotwTwv 11apal3aivovT<S 
Ta .,.&,.,.pta, ~?l"<toh 1rpo<T'I}Va')'IC&.(ovTo, 1rporr•xwp'l}rrav 1rpbs 'AO'I}valous /Cal ,.,. • .,.. 
av'TWV ?I"OAAa 7Jp.as ({3;\a?I"'TOV. 
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of Temenus," l-in real matter· of fact the confederated allies 
or subordinates of Argos: the first four of them were said to 

· have been dorised by the sons or immediate relatives of 
Temenus, and the kings of Argos, as acknowledged descendants 
of the latter, claimed and exercised a sort ·of suzerainete over 
them. Hermione, Asine, and Nauplia seem also to have beeB/ 
under, the supremacy of Argos, though not colonies.2 But fuis 
supremacy was~ not claimed directly and nakedly: agreeably 
to the ideas of the time, the ostensible purposes ofthe Argeian 
confederacy or .Amphiktyony were religious, though its secon
dary, and not less real effects, were political. The great patron
god of the league was Apollo Pythaeus, i11 whose name the 
obligations incumbent on the members o( the league were 
imposed. While in each of the confederated. cities th_ere was a 
temple to this god, his most holy and central sanctuary was 
on the Larissa or acropolis of Argos. At this central Argeian 
sanctuary solemn sacrifices were offered by Epidaurus as well 
as by other members of the confederacy, and as it should 
seem,accompanied by money-payments 3-which the Argeians, 
as chief administrators on behalf of· the common god, took 
upon them to enforce against defaulters, and actually tried to 
enforce during the Peloponnesian war against Epidaurus. On 
another occasion, during the 66th Olympiad (B.c. 514), they 
imposed the large fine of soo talents upon each of the two 
states Sikyon and ~gina, for having lent ships to the Spartan 
king Kleomenes wherewith he invaded~the Argeian territory. 
The lEginetans set the claim at defiance, but. the Sikyonians 

·1 Respecting Pheid6n, king of Argos, Ephorus said--rhv.,;>.ij~'" HA'I/V 
?x.v1Aa{3e -r'ijv T711J.Ivov oteo"rracrph'l/v els '11"Aelw p.€p71 (ap. Strabo. viii. p. 358). 

2 . The worship of Apollo ,Pythaeus, adopted 'from Argos both at • 
Hermione and Asine, shows the cpnnexion between them and Argos 
(Pausan. ii. 35, 2; ii. 36, 5): but Pamanias can hardly be justified in· 
saying that the Argeians actually dorised Hermione; it was Dryopian in 
the time of Herodotus, and seemingly for a long time afterwards (Herodot. 
viii. 43). The Hermionian Inscription, No. II93, in Boeckh's Collection, 
recognises their old Dryopian connexion with Asine in Laconia : that town 
had once been neighbour of Henni6ne, but was destroyed by•the Argeians, 
and the inhabitants received a new home from the Spartans. The dialect 
of the Hermionians (probably that of the Dryopians generally) was Doric. 
See Ahrens, De Dialecto Dorica, p. 2-12. · 

3 Thucyd. v. 53· Kvptw-r a-r o < -roli lepoii ;jO"av ol 'Aneiot. The word 
et0"'11"pa~<s, which the historian uses in regard to the claim of Argos against 
Epidaurus, seems to imply a money-payment withheld: compare t'he 
offerings exacted by Athens from Epidaurus (Herod. v. 82). 

The P,eculiar and intimate connexion between the Argeians, and Apollo 
with his surname of Pythaeus, was dwelt upon by' the Argeian poetess 
Telesilla (Pausan. ii. 36, 2). . 
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acknowledged its justice, and only demurred to its amqunt, 
professing themselves ready to pay roo talents.! There can 
be no doubt that at this later period the ascendency of Argos 
over the members of her primitive confederacy had become 
practically inoperative; but the tenor of the cases mentioned 
shows that her claims were revivals of bygone privileges, which 
had once been effective and valuable. • 

How valuable the privileges of Argos were, before the great 
rise of the Spartan power,-how important an ascendency they 
conferred in the hands of an energetic man, and how easily 
they admitted of being used in furtherance of ambitious views, 
-is shown by the remarkable case of Pheidon the Temenid. 
The few facts which we learn respecting this prince ·exhibit to 
us, for the first time, something like a real position of parties in 
the Peloponnesus, wherein the actual conflict of living, historical 
men and cities comes out in tolerable distinctness. 

Pheidon was designated by Ephorus as the tenth, and by 
Theopompus as the sixth, in lineal descent from Temenus. 
Respecting the date of his existence, opinions the most dis
crepant and irreconcileable have been delivered; but there 
seems good reason for referring him to the period a little before 
and a little after the 8th Olympiad,-between 770 B.C. and 730 
B.c.2 Of the preceding kings of Argos we hear little; one of 
them, Eratus, is said to have expelled the Dryopian inhabitants 
of Asine from their town on the Argolic peninsula, in 

1 Herodot. vi. 92. See 0. MUller, History of the Dorians; ch. 7. 13. 
2 Ephor. Fragm. 15, ed. Marx; ap. Strabo, viii. p. 358; Theopompus, 

Fragm. 30, ed. Didot ; ap. Diodor. Fragm. lib. iv. 
The Parian Marble makes Pheid6n the eleventh from H~rakles and 

places him B.c. 895 ; Herodotus, on the contrary (in a passage which 
affords considerable grounds for discussion), places him at a period which 
cannot be much higher than 6oo B.C. (vi. 127). Some authors suspect the 
text of Herodotus to be incorrect: at any rate, the real epoch of Pheid6n 
is determined by the eighth Olympiad. Several critics suppose two 
Pheid6ns, each king of Argos-among others, 0. MUller (Dorians, iii. 6, 
ro); but there is nothing to countenance this except the impossibility of 
reconciling Herodotus with the other authorities. And \Veissenborn, in a 
dissertation of some length, vindicate's the emendation of Pausanias pro· 
posed by some former critics,-altering the eighth Olympiad, which now. 
stamls in the text of Pausanias, into the twenty-eighth, as the date of 
l'heid6n's usurpation at the Olympic games. Weissenborn endeavours to 
show that Pheid6n cannot have fl.ouri,hed earlier than 6oo B.C. : but his 
arguments do not appear to me very forcible, and certainly not sufficient to 
justify so grave an alteration- in the number of Pansanias (Beitrage znr 
Griechischen Alterthumskunde, p. 18, Jena, 1844). Mr. Clinton (Fasti 
Hellenici, vol. i. App. r, p. 249) places Pheid6n between 783 and 744 B.C.: 
also Boeckh. ad Corp. Inscript. No. 2374, p. 335, and Miiller, .t'Eginetica, 
~~ . 

• 
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·~· onsequence of their having co-operated with the Spartan king 

ikander when he invaded the Argeian territory, seemingly 
uring the generation preceding Pheidon ; there is another; 

. amokratidas, whose date cannot be 'positively determined, 
.· ut he appears rather,as subsequent than as anterior to Pheidon.1 

r

r e are informed however that these anterior kings, even 
eginning with Medon, the grandson of Temenus, had bee_n 

orced to submit to great abridgement of their power and 
r. ivileges, an~ that a form of government su b~tantially po~ul,ar, 
hough nommally regal, ·had been establzshed. 2 Pherdon, 

f reaking though the limits imposed, made himself despot of 
:Argos. He then re-established the power of Argos over all the 
ftities of her confederacy, which had before been so nearly 
'dissolved as to ieave all the members. practically independent. 3 

;Nel(t, he is said to have acquired qominion over Corinth, and 
'to have endeavoured to assure it by treacherously entrapping 
1ooo of her warlike citizens: but his artifice·was divulged and 
frustr~ted by Abron, one of h~s confidential friends. 4 He is 
further reported to have aimed at extending his sway over the 
1greater part of Peloponnesus,-laying claim, as the descendant 
·of Herakles through the eldest son -of Hyllus, to all the cities 
which that restless and irresistible hero had ever taken. 5 

According to Grecian ideas, this legendary title was always 
seriously construed and often admitted as conclusive ; though 
of course, where there were strong opposing interests, reasons 
would be found to elude it. Pheidon would have the same 

' ' 

1 Pausan. ii. 36, 5 ; iv. 35, 2. 
2 Pau~an. ii. I 9, I. 'Ap-y€iot ol, liTe l<T'1}-yopiav !Cal TO auT6vop.ov 

a,ct7ridwres ei( wal\a'o~&.'Tov, 'Ta 'T1JS e~oucr{as TWV /3aO'LA.Ewv is iA.&xttJ''TOV 
wpooh")'a-yov, ws M-howvl T<ii Kel<TDV /Cal TOtS o:rro-y6vo<S TO ~vop.a A.wpO'i;val TOV . 
{3a<Ttil.lws p.ovov. This passage has all the air of transferring back to the 
early government of Argos feelings wbich ·we•e only true of the late,·. It 
is curious, that 1n this chapter, though devoted to the .Argeian regal line 
and government, Pausanias takes rio notice of J:>heid6n : he mentions him 
only with reference to the disputed Olympic ceremony. 

8 Ephorus, ut supra. <Pe£liwva Tbv 'Ap-y€iov, oiKaTav· 6vTa &wb T'1}p.tvov, 
ouvap.et OE {mep{3e/3il.'1]p.lvov TOUs /CaT' auT6v, ltcp' ~s dv TE il.'i;~tV 3A.'1]V &.vlil.a{3e 
TfJV T'1]p.evou o<E<T7ra<Tp.lv'1}v els 1ril.elw p.lp11, · &c. What is meant by the lot 
if Temenus has been already explained. 

4 Plutarch, Narrat. Amator. p. 772; Schol. Apollon. Rhod. iv. 1212 ; 
compare Didymus, ap. Schol. Pindar. Olymp. xiii. 27. 

I cannot, however, believe that Pheid6n, the ancient Corinthian law
giver mentioned by Aristotle, is the same person as Pheid6n the. king of 
Ar$os (Po!it. ii. 6, 4) . 

. , Ephor. ut supra. ITpos T06Tots, ~7rt0I<T8at /Cal Tats ucp' 'HpaiCAEOUS 
aipe8e(ucus 1r6A.eO't, 1eal roUs cl')'Wvas &~toVv rt8Evat a.VT6v, o£,s EKeLvos te11Ke· 
To6Twtl o~ elva< Kal TOV 'Oil.vp.maK6v, &c. · 

• 
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ground of right as that which, 2 so years afterwards, determinec 
the Herakleid D6rieus, brother of Kleomenes king of Sparta' 
to acquire for himself the territory near Mount Eryx in Sicily 
because his progenitor 1 Herakles had conquered it before birr. 
So numerous however were the legends respecting the conquest 
of Herakles, that the claim of Pheid6n must have covered thj 
greater part of Peloponnesus, except Sparta and the plain c 
Messene, which were already in the hands of Herakleids. 

Nor was the ambition of Pheid6n satisfied even with thes 
large pretensions. He further claimed the right of presiding a 
the celebration of those religious games or Ag6nes which ha( 
been instituted by Herakles;-and amongst these was numbere( 
the Olympic Ag6n, then, however, enjoying but a slende 
fraction of the lustre which afterwards came to attach to it 
The presidency of any of the more celebrated festivals curren 
throughout Greece was a privilege immensely prized. It wa 
at once dignified and lucrative, and the course of our histor: 
will present more than one example in which blood was she( 
to determine what state should enjoy it. Pheid6n marched t< 
Olympia, at the epoch of the 8th recorded Olympiad, or 74: 
B.C. ; on the occasion of which event we are made acquaintec 
with the real state of parties in the peninsula. 

The plain of Olympia-now ennobled only by immorta 
recollections, but once crowded with all the decorations o 
religion and art, and forming for many centuries the brightes 
centre of attraction known in the ancient world-was situatec 
on the river Alpheius in the territory called the Pisatid, hare 
by the borders of Arcadia. At what time its agonistic festival 
recurring every fourth year at the first full moon after the summe 
solstice, first began or first acquired its character of specia 
sanctity, we have no means of determining. As with so man' 
of the native waters of Greece-we follow the stream upward tc 
a certain point, but the fountain-head and the earlier flow o 
history are buried under mountains of unsearchable legend 
The first celebration of the Olympic contests was ascribed b' 
Grecian legendary faith to Herakles-and the site of the plac~ 
in the middle of the Pisatid with its eight small townships, i: 
quite sufficient to prove that the inhabitants of that !itt!( 
territory were warranted in describing themselves as the grigina 
administrators of the ceremony. 2 But this state of things seem 
to have beeh altered by the JEtolian settlement in Elis, whicl 
is represented as having been conducted by Oxylus anc 

1 Herodot. v. 43· 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. vii. 4, 28 ; Diodor. xv. 78 . 

• 
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i:dentified with the "Return of the Herakleids. The JEtolo
:Eleians, bordering upon the' Pisatid to the north, employed 
c-heir superior power in subduing their weaker neighbours? who 
::hus lost their autonomy and became annexed to the territory 
l)f Elis. It was the general rule throughout ·Greece, that a 
·:ictorious state undertook to 'perform 2 the current services of 
1pe conquered people towards the gods-such services being 
:;onceived as attaching to the soil. Hence the celebration of 
·pe Olympic games became numbered among the incumbencies 
;,[ Elis, just in the same way as the wgrship of the Eleusinian 
')emeter, when Eleusis lost its autonomy, was included among 
he religiQJ.ls _ obligations of Athens. The Pisatans however 

-1ever willingly acquiesced in this absorption of what had once 
?eeri their separate privilege. They long maintained their 
:Onviction -that the celebration of the games was their right, and 
\trove on several occasions to regain it. Of those occasions 

·!he earliest, so far as we hear, was connected with the interven
\ion of Pheidon. It was at their invitation that the king of 
\rgos went to Olympia, and celebrated the games himself, in 
jonjunction with the Pisatans, as the lineal successor of 

Herakles; while the Eleians, being thus forcibly dispossessed, 
:refused to include the 8th Olympiad in their register of the 
victorious rulmers. But their humiliation did not last long, for 
the Spartans took their part, and the contest ended in the 
defeat of Pheidon. In the next Olympiad, the Eleian manage
ment; and the regular enrolment appear as before. The 
Spartans are even saici to have confirmed Elis in· her possession 
both of Pisatis and Triphylia. 3 

Unfortunately these scanty particulars are all which we learn 
• ~specting the armed conflict at the 8th Olympiad, in which 

the religious and the political grounds of quarrel- are so 
• intimately blended~as we shall find to be often the case iri 
'Grecian history. But there is one act of Pheidon yet more 
memoraole, of which also nothing beyond a meagre notice has 

1come down to us. He first coined both copper ar.dsilver money 
, in JEgina, and first established a scale of weights and measures, 4 

·which, through his influence, became adopted throughout 
Peloponnes~s, and acquired ultimately footing both in all 

1 Strabo, viii. p. 354· 2 Thucyd. iv. 98. 
3 Pausan. v. 22, 2; Strabo, viii. p. 354-358; Herodot. vi. 127. The 

name of the victor (Antikles the Messenian), however, belonging to 
the 8th Olympiad, appears duly in the lists ; it must have been supplied 
afterwards. 

4 Herodot. vi. 127 ; Ephor. ap. S~rab. viii. p. 358-376 . 

• 
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the Dorian states, and in Bceotia, Thessaly, northern Bellas 
generally, and Macedonia-under the name of the h:gimean 
scale. There arose subsequently another rival scale in Greece, 
called the Euboic, differing considerably from the h:ginrean. 
We do not know at what time the Euboic came in, but it was 
employed both at Athens and in the Ionic cities genernlly, as 
well as in Eubcea-being modified at Athens, so far as money 
was concerned, by Solon's debasement of the coinage. 

The copious and valuable information contained in :.\f. 
Boeckh's recent publication on Metrology bas thrown new 
light upon these monetary and statical scales. 1 He has shown 
that both the h:gimean and the Euboic scales-the former 
standing to the latter in the proportion of 6 : s-had con
temporaneous currency in different parts of the Persian 
empire; the divisions and denominations of the scale being 
the same in both, roo drachmfe to a 111ina, and 6o minfe to a 
talent. The Babylonian talent, mina, and drachma are identical 
with the h:gimean: the word mina is of Asiatic origin; and it 
has now been rendered highly probable, that the scale cir
culated by Pheidon was borrowed immediately from the 
Phcenicians, and by them originally from the Babylonians. 
The Babylonian, Hebraic, Phcenician, Egyptian, and Grecian 
scales of weight (which were subsequently followed wherever 
coined money was introduced) are found to be so nearly 
conformable, as to warrant a belief that they are all deduced 
from one common origin ; and that origin the Chati:hean 
priesthood of Babylon. It is to Pheidon, and to his position 
as chief of the Argeian confederacy, that the Greeks owe the 
first introduction of the Babylonian scale of weight, and the 
first employment of coined and stamped money. 

If we maturely weigh the few, but striking acts of Pheidon 
which have been preserved to us, and which there is no reason 
to discredit, we shall find ourselves introduced to an early 

1 Metrologische Untersuchungen tiber Gewichte, Miinzfusse, und Masse 
des Alterthums in ihrem Zusammenhange dargestellt, von Aug. Boeckh; 
Berlin, I 838. 

See chap. 7, 1-3. But I cannot agree with M. Boeckh in thinking that 
Pheid6n, in celebrating the Olympic games, deduced from the Olympic 
stadium, and formally adopted, the measure of the foot, or that he at all 
settled measures of length. In general, I do not think that M. Boeckh's 
conclusions are well made out, in respect to the Grecian measures of length 
and capacity. In an examination of this eminently learned treatise (in
serted in the Classical Museum, 1844, vol. i.) I endeavoured to set forth 
both the new and interesting points established by the author, and the 
various others in which he appeared to me to have failed • 
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~istorica( state of Peloponnesus very different from that to 
~vhich another century will bring us. That Argos,· with the 
¥ederative cities attached to her, was at this early time de
cidedly the commanding power in that peninsula, is sufficiently 
shown by the establishment and reception of the Pheidonian 
weights, measures, and monetary. system-while the . other 
incidents mentioned completely harmonise with the saine idea. 
Against the oppressions of Elis, the Pisatans invoked Pheidon 
-partly as exercising a primacy in· Peloponnesus, just as the 
inhabitants of Lepreum in Triphylia,1 three centuries afterwards, 
called in the aid of Sparta for the same object, at a time when 
Sparta posse~sed the headship-and partly as the lineal 
representative of Herakles, who had founded those games 
from the management of which they had been unjustly ex
trude.d. On the other hand, Bparta appears as a second-rate 
power. The JEgimean scale of weight and measure was 
adopted there as elsewhere 2-the Messenian Dorians were 
still equal and independent.:_and we find Sparta 'interfering· to 
assist Elis by virtue of an obligation growing (so the ·legend 
represenls it) out of the common JEtolo-Dorian immigration: 
not at all from any acknowledged primacy, such as we shall 
see her enjoying hereafter. The first coinage of. copper and 
~ilver money is a capital event in Grecian history, and must 
be held to imply .considerable' commerce as well as those 
extensive views which belong only to a conspicuous and leading 
position. The ambition of Pheidon to resume all the ac
quisitions made by his ancestor Herakles, suggests the same 
large estimate of his actual power. · He is characterised as a 
despot, and even as the most insolent of all despots : 3 how 
far. he deserved such a reputation, we have no means of 
judging. We, may remark, however, that he lived before the 
age of despots or tyrants, properly so called, and before the 
Herakleid lineage had yet lost its primary, half-political; half
religious character. Moreover, the later historians have in
vested his actions _with a colour of exorbitant aggression, by 
applying them to a state of things which belonged to their 

1 T~?-ucyd. v. 3r. 
2 Plutarch, Apophthegm. Laconic. p. 226 ; Dikrearchus ap. Athenre. iv. 

)?· l4I. ' 
I' The A!:ginrean mina, drachma and oholus were the denominations em-
ployed in stipulations among the Peloponnesian states (Thucyd. v. 47). 

3 Herodot. vi. 127. <I>el8wvos Toll 'Apyeiw~ Tvpdwov-Tov iJ{3pirravTos· 
/AE')'t(J'Ta at] 'El\l\~IIWII hdvTwv. Pausanias (vi. 22, 2) copies the expression. 

Aristotle cites PheidC\n as a person who, being a {3arrtl\evs, made him-
self a TVpavvos (Politic. viii. 8, 5). ' ' 
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time, and not to his. Thus Ephorus represents him as havir 
deprived the Lacedremonians of the headship of Peloponnesu 
which they never possessed until long after him-and also : 
setting at nought the 'sworn inviolability of the territory of tl 
Eleians, enjoyed by the latter as celebrators of the Olymp 
games ; whereas the Agonothesia, or right of superintenden• 
claimed by Elis, had not at that time acquired the sanction 
prescription-while the conquest of Pisa by the Eleians ther 
selves had proved that this sacred function did 'not prote 
the territory of a weaker people. 

How Pheid6n fell, and how the Argeians lost that supr 
macy which they once evidently possessed, we have no positi· 
details to inform us : with respect to the latter point, howevE 
we can discern a sufficient explanation. The Argeians stoc 
predominant as an entire and unanimous confederacy, whi• 
required a vigorous . and able hand to render its intern 
organisation effective or its ascendency respected withm 
No such leaaer afterwards appeared at Argos, the whole his to 
of which city is destitute of eminent individuals : her line 
kings continued at least down to the Persian war,1 but see1 
ingly with ·only titular functions, for the government had l01 
been decidedly popular. The statemer~ts, which represe 
the government as popular anterior to the time of Pheido 
appear unworthy of trust. That prince is rather to be taken 
wielding the old, undiminished prerogatives of the Herakle 
kings, but wielding them with unusual effect-enforcing 1 

!axed privileges, and appealing to the old heroic-sentiment 
reference to Herakles, rather than revolutionising the existi1 
relations either of Argos or of Peloponnesus. It was in fa 
the great and steady growth of Sparta, for three centuries aft 
the Lykurgean institutions, which operated as a cause 
subversion to 'the previous order of command and obedien• 
in Greece. 

The assertion made by Herodotus-that in earlier times tl 
whole eastern coast of Laconia, as far as Cape Malea, inclu 
ing the island of Kythera and several other islands, had b 
longed to Argos-is referred by 0. Muller to about the so 
Olympiad, or sSo B.c. Perhaps it had ceased to be true 
that period; but that it was true in the age of Pheid6n, the 
seem good grounds for believing. What is probably meant i 
that the Dorian towns on this coast, Prasire, Zarex Epidauru 
Limcra, and Bcere, were once autonomous, and members , 
the Argeian confederacy-a fact highly probable, on ind 

I Herodot. vii. 149· 
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~Jendent evidence, with respect to Epidaurus Limera, inasmuch 
:.'ts that town was a settlement from Epidaurus in the Argolic 
)eninsula: and Brere too had it~ own rekist and eponym us, 
£he Hei:akleid Breus,1 noway connected with Sparta-perhaps 
derived from the same source as the name of the town Breon 
jn Doris. The Argeian confederated towns would thus com
. prebend the whole coast of the Argolic and Saronic gulfs, from 
: Kythera as far as JEgina, besides other islands which we do 
,not know ; JEgina had receiv~d· a colony of Dorians from 
Argos and Epidaurus, upon which latter town it continued for 
some time in a state of dependence.2 It will at once be seen 
that this extent of coast implies a considerable degree of 
commerce and. maritime activity. We have besides to con

; sider the range ofDoric colonies in the southern islands of the 
,JEgean and in the south-western corner of Asia Minor-Krete, 
iKos, Rhodes (with· its three distinct cities), Halikarnassus, 
Knidus, Myndus, Nisyrus, Syme, Karpathus, Kalydna, &c. 
;or the Doric establishments here named, several are connected 
.'(as has beeri before stated) with 'the great emigration of the 
·. Temenid Althremenes from Argos : but what we particularly 
,observe is, that they are often referred as colonies promiscu
·;ously to Argo;;, Trrezen, Epidaurus 3-more frequently how
,ever, as it seems, to Argos. All these settlements are 
:doubtless older than Pheidon,. and we may conceive· them 
j as pr~ceedin~ conjointly f~om the allied Dorian towns !n the 
. Argohc pemnsula, at a time when they were more m the 

1 ha.bit ?f united action than they. afterwar~s be:ame : a ;:aptain 
of emigrants selected from the lme of Herakles and Temenus 

·1was suitable to.the feelings of all of ~he:n .. We may thus .look 
back to a penod, at the very begmnmg of the Olympiads, 

;.when the maritime Doriaps on the east of Peloponnesus 
1 Pansan. iii. 22,. 9 ; iii.· 23, 4· 
2 Herodot. v. 83; Strabo, viii. P··375· • 
8 Rho&s, K6s, Knidu;r and I-Ialikarnassus are all treated by Strabo 

(xiv. p. 653) as colonies of Argos: Rhodes is so described by Thlicyrlicles 
(vii. ·57), and K()s by Tacitus (xii. 61). K6s, Kalydna, and Nisyrus are 
described by Herodotus as. colonies of Epidaurus (vii. 99) : Halikarnassus 
passes sometimes for a colony of Trrezen, sometimes 0f Troezen and Argos 

. conjointly:-" Cum 'Melas et Arenanius ab Argis et Troezene coloniam 
·communem eo loco indnxerunt, barbaros Caras et Leleges ejecerunt (Vitruv. 
)i. 8, 12 ; Steph. Byz. v. 'Al\<Kapva<r<r6s).'' Compare Strabo x. p. 479; 
;:::onon, Narr. 47; Diodor. v. 8o. · : 

Raoul Rochette (1-Iistoire des Colonies Grecques, t. iii. ch. 9) and 0. 
;Muller (History of the Dorians, ch. 6) have collected the facts about these 
Asiatic Dorians. · 

The little town of Boe::e had its counterpart of the same name in Krete 
(Steph. Byz. v. Bo!ov), . . . 
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maintained a considerable intercourse and commerce not only 
among themselves, but also with their settlements on the 
Asiatic coast and islands. That the Argolic peninsula formed 
an early centre for maritime rendezvous, we may further infer 
from the very ancient Amphiktyony of the seven cities 
(Hermione, Epidaurus, JEgina, Athens, Prasire, Nauplia, and 
the Minyeian Orchomenus), on the holy island of Kalauria, 
off the harbour of Trc:czen.l 

The view here given of the early ascendency of Argos, as the 
head of the Peloponnesian Dorians and the metropolis of the 
Asiatic Dorians, enables us to understand the capital innovation 
of Pheid6n-the first coinage, and the first determinate scale 
of weight and measure known in Greece. Of the value of such 
improvements, in the history of Grecian civilisation, it is super
fluous to speak, especially when we recollect that the Hellenic 
states, having no political unity, were only held together by the 
aggregate of spontaneous uniformities, in language, religion, 
sympathies, recreations, and general habits. We see both how 
Pheid6n came to contract the wish, and how he acquired the 
power, to introduce throughout so much of the Grecian world 
a uniform scale. \Ve also see that the Asiatic Dorians form 
the link between him and Phcenicia, from whence the scale 
was derived, just as the Euboic scale came in all probability, 
through the Ionic cities in Asia, from Lydia. It is asserted by 
Ephorus, and admitted even by the ablest modern critics, that 
Pheid6n first coined money "in lEgina:" 2 other authors 

·(erroneously believing that his scale was the Euboic scale) 
alleged that his coinage had been carried on "in a place of 
Argos called Eubcea." 3 Now both these statements appear 
highly improbable, and both are traceable to the same mistake 
-of supposing that the title, by which the scale had come to 
be commonly known, must necessarily be derived from the 
place in which the coinage had been struck. There is every 
reason to conclude, that what Pheid6n did was done in Argos, 
and nowhere else : his coinage and scale were the earliest 
known in Greece, and seem to have been known by his own 
name, "the Pheidonian measures," under which designation 
they were described by Aristotle in his account of the consti
tution of Argos.4 They probably did not come to bear the 

1 Strabo, p. 374· 
2 Ephorus ap. Strabo. viii. p. 376 ; Boeckh, Metrologie, Abschn. 7, I : 

see also the Marmor Parium, Epoch 30. 
3 Etymologicon Magn. EufJo<~<lw v61-''"!J."· 
4 Pollux, Onomastic. x. 179· Et1] 5' &.v H:al <I>e£5wv "' &yyei'ov l71a•-r:p6v, 
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specific epithet of A!.gz"nrean until there was another scale iri 
vogue, the Euboic, from which to "distinguish them; and both 
the epithets were probably derived, not from the place where 
the scale first origin a fed, but from the people whose commercial 

. activity tended to make them most ·generally known-in the 
one case, the ./Eginetans; in the other case the inhabitants of 
Chalkis and Eretria. I think, therefore, that we are to look · 
upon the Pheidonian measures as emanating from Argos, and 
as having, no greater connexion, originally, with .£gina, than 
with any other city dependent upon Argos. 

There is moreover another point which deserves notice. 
What was known by the name of the ./Egin<ean scale, as con
tt·asted with and standing in a definite ratio (6 : s) with the 
Euboic scale, related only to weight and money, so far as our 
.knowledge extends: 1 we have no eviderice to show that the 
same ratio extended either to measures of length or measures 
of capacity. But there seems ground for believing that the 
Pheidonian regulations, taken in their full 'comprehension, · 
embraced measures of capacity as well as weights.: Pheid6n, at 
the same time when he determined the talent, mina, and 
drachm, seems also. to have fixed the dry and liquid rneasures
the medimnus and metretes, with their parts and multiples: 

.and,there existed 2 Pheidbnian. measures of capacity, though· 
not of length, so far as we know. The ./Egimean scale may 
thus have comprised only a portion of what was established by 
Pheid6n, namely that which related to weight and money. 

CHAPTER V 

lETOLO-DORIAN IMMIGRATION INTO PELOPONNESUS--ELlS, 

LACQNIA, AND MESSENIA 

1T has already been stated that the territory properly called 
Elis, apart from the enlargement which it acquired by conquest; 
included the westernmost land in Peloponnesus, south of 
Achaia, and west of Mount Pholoe and Olenus in Arcadia_:_ 

lt1rO TWv q,etOwvlwv JJ.ETpwv WvoJ.La.f1'p.Evov {nrEp !Zv ~v 'Ap-yelwv 7rOl\.Lrd:z, 'Aptu .. 
'TOT€1\"YJS AE')'EL. I 

Also Ephorus ap. Strab. viii. p. 358. · Kctl p.hpa. ~~•vp• -ra <l>etlic.lvE<a. 
Ka.ll.oup.<va Kal a-ra8p.o6s, Kal v6p.<ap.a I«Xapa-yp.evov, &c. 

1 This differs from Boeckh's opinion : see the note in page 96. 
2 Theoph1ast. Character. c. 13; Pollux. x. 179. 
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but not extending so far southward as the river Alpheius, the 
course of which lay along the southern portion of Pisatis and 
on the borders of Triphylia. This territory, which appears in 
the Odyssey as "the divine Elis, where the Epeians hold 
sway," 1 is in the historical times occupied by a population of 
.!Etolian origin. The connexion of race between the historical 
Eleians and the historical .!Etolians was recognised by both 
parties, nor is there any ground for disputing it. 2 

That lEtolian invaders or immigrants into Elis would cross 
from Naupaktus or some neighbouring point in the Corinthian 
Gulf, is in the natural course of things-and such is the course 
which Oxylus, the conductor of the invasion, is represented by 
the Herakleid legend as taking. That legend (as has been 
already recounted) introduces Oxylus as the guide of the three 
Herakleid brothers-Temenus, Kresphontes, and Aristodemus 
-and as stipulating with them that in the new distribution 
about to take place of Peloponnesus, he shall be allowed to 
possess the Eleian territory, coupled with many holy privileges 
as to the celebration of the Olympic games. 

In the preceding chapter, I have endeavoured to show that 
the settlements of the Dorians in and near the Argolic pen
insula, so far as the probabilities of the case enable us to judge, 
were not accomplished by any inroad in this direction. But 
the localities occupied by the Dorians of Sparta, and by the 
Dorians of Stenyklerus in the territory called Messene, lead us 
to a different conclusion. The easiest and most natural road 
through which immigrants could reach either of these two 
spots, is through the Eleian and the Pisatid country. Colonel 
Leake observes 3 that the direct road from the Eleian territory 
to Sparta, ascending the valley of the Alpheius near Olympia 
to the sources of its branch the Theius, and from thence 
descending the Eurotas, affords the only easy march towards 
that very inaccessible city : and both ancients and moderns 
have remarked the vicinity of the source of the Alpheius to 
that of the Eurotas. The situation ofStenyklerus and Andania, 
the original settlements of the Messenian Dorians, adjoining 
closely the Arcadian Parrhasii, is only at a short distance from 
the course of the Alpheius; being thus reached most easily 
by the same route. Dismissing the idea of a great collective ' 

1 Odyss. xv. 297· 2 Straho, x. p. 479· 
3 Leake, Travelsin Morea, vol. iii. ch. 23, p. 29; compare Diodor. xv. 66. 
The distance from Olympia to Sparta., as mll;rked on a pillar which 

Pausanias saw at Olympia, was 660 stadia,-about 77 English miles 
(Pausan. vi. 16, 6). 

• 
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Dorian armament, powerful enougn to grasp at once the entire 
peninsula,-we may conceive two moderate . detachments ·of 
hardy mountaineers from the cold regions in and· near Doris, 

attaching themselves to the JEtolians their neighbours; .who 
were proceeding to the invasion of Elis. After having aided 
the JEtolians both to occupy Elis and to subdue the Pisatid, 
these Dorians advanced up the valley of the Alpheius in quest 
of settlements for themselves. One of these bodies ripens into 
'the stately, stubborn, and victorious Spartans; the other into 

· the short-lived, trampled, and struggling Messenians. 
Amidst the darkness which overclouds these original settle

ments, we seem to discern something like special causes to 
determine both of them. With respect to the Spartan Dorians, 
we are told that a person named Philonomus betrayed Sparta . 
to them, persuading the sovereign in possession to retire with 
his people into the habitations of the Ionians in the north of 
the peninsula-and that he received as a recompense for this 
acceptable service Amykla:: with the district around it. It is 
further stated-and this import·ant fact there seems no reason 
to doubt-that Amykla::, though only twenty stadia or two 
miles and a half distant from Sparta, retained both· its inde
pendence and its Achrean inhabitants 'long after the Dorian 
immigrants had acquired possession of the latter place, and was 
only taken by them under the reign ofTeleklus, one generation 
before the first Olympiad~1 Without presuming to fill up by· 
conjecture incurable gaps in the statements of our authorities, 
we may from hence reasonably presume that the Dorians were 
induced to invade, and enabled to acquire, Sparta, by the 
invitation and assistance of a party in the interior~ of the 
country. Again, with respect to the Messenian Dqrians, a 
different, but not less effectual temptation was presented by the 
alliance of the Arcadians in the south,-western portion of that 
central region of Peloponnesus. Kresphontes the Herakleid 
leader,. it is said, espoused the daughter 2 of the Arcadian king 
Kypselus, which procured for him the support of a powerful 
section of Arcadia. His settlement at Stenyklerus was a con
siderable distance from the sea, at the north-east· corner of 
Messenia,8 close to the Arcadian frontier; and it will be seen 
hereafter that this Arcadian alliance is a constant and material 

1 Strabo, viii. pp. 364, 365; Pausan. iii. 2, 5 : compare the story of 
Krius, Pausan. iii. r3, 3· . . 

2 Pausan. · iv. 3, 3 ; viii. 29, 4· · 
3 Strabo (viii. p. 366) blames Euripid~s for calling Me£s~n<l. an inland ~ 

country; but the poet seems to have been quite correct in doing so. 
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element in the disputes of the Messenian Dorians with 
Sparta. 

\Ve may thus trace a reasonable sequence of events, showing 
how two bodies of Dorians, having first assisted the lEtolo
Eleians to conquer the Pisatid, and thus finding themselves on 
tbe banks of the Alpheius, followed the upward course of that 
river, the one to settle at Sparta, the other at Stenyklerus. 
The historian Ephorus, from whom our scanty fragments of 
information respecting these early settlements are derived-it is 
important to note that he lived in the age immediately succeed
ing the first foundation of Messene as a city, the restitution of 
the long-exiled Messenians, and the amputation of the fertile 
western half of Laconia for their benefit, by Epaminondas
imparts to these proceedings an immediate decisiveness of 
effect which does not properly belong to them ; as if the 
Spartans had become at once possessed of all Laconia, and the 
Messenians of all Messenia; Pausanias, too, speaks as if the 
Arcadians collectively had assisted and allied themselves with 
Kresphontes. This is the general spirit which pervades his 
account, though the particular facts, in so far as we find any 
such, do not always harmonise with it. Now we are ignorant 
of the pre-existing divisions of the country either east or west 
of Mount Taygetus, at the time when the Dorians invaded it. 
But to treat the one and the other as integral kingdoms, handed 
over at once to two Dorian leaders, is an illusion borrowed 
from the old legend, from the historicising fancies of Ephorus, 
and from the fact that in the well-known times this whole 
territory came to be really united under the Spartan power. 

At what date the Dorian settlements at Sparta and Steny
klerus were effected we have no means of determining. Yet 
that there existed between them in the earliest times a degree 
of fraternity which did not prevail between Lacedremon and 
Argos, we may fairly presume from the common temple, with 
joint religious sacrifices, of Artemis Limnatis (or Artemis on 
the Marsh) erected on the confines of Messenia and ,Laconia.l 
Our first view of the two, at all approaching to distinctness, 
seems to date from a period about half a century earlier than 
the first Olympiad (776 B.c.),-about the reign of king 
Teleklus of the Eurystheneid or Agid line, and the introduction 
of the Lykurgean discipline.. Teleklus stands in the list as the 
eighth king dating from Eurysthenes. But how many of the 
seven kings before him are to be considered as real persons-

1 Pau,an. iv. 2, 2. f.L€T€'ixov o€ ctVTOV fJ.OIIO! Awpl~WV o·t .,.. ME<TIT~lllOl 
1<ctl AatcEiia<p.ovwt. 

• 
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or how much, out of the brief warlike expeditions ascribed to 
them, is to be treated as authentic history-! pretend not to 
define. 

The earliest determinable event in the internal history of 
Sparta is the introduction of the Lykurgean discipline; the 
earliest external events are the conquest of Amyklre, Pharis, 
and Geronthrre, effected by king Teleklus, and the first quarrel 
with the Messenians, in which that prince was slain. When we 
come to see how deplorably great •was the confusion and 
ignorance .which reigned with refer,ence to a matter sci pre
eminently important as Lykurgus and his legislation, we shall 
not be inclined to think that facts much .less important and 
belonging to an earlier epocfi, can have been handed down upon 
any good authority. And in like manner when we learn that 
Amyklre, Pharis, and Geronthrre (all. south of Sparta, and the 
first only two and a half miles distant from that city) were 
independent of the Spartans until the reign of Teleklus, we 
shall require some decisive testimony before we can believe 
that a community, so small and so hemmed in as Sparta must 
then have been, had in earlier times undertaken expeditions 
against Helos on the sea-coast, against Kleitor on the extreme 
northern side of Arcadia, against the Kynurians, or against the 
Argeians. If Helos and Kynuria were conquered by these 
early kings, it appears that they had to be conquered a second 
time by kings succeeding Teleklus. It would .be more natural 

. that we should hear when an!f how they conquered the places 
, nearer to them,-Sellasia, or Belemina, the valley of the <En us 

or the upper valley of the Eurotas. But these seem to be 
assumed as matters of course ; the proceedings ascribed to 
the early Spartan kings are such only as might beseem the 
palmy days when Sparta was undisputed mistress of all 
Laconia. 

The succession bf Messenian kings, beginning with Kres
phontes, the Herakleid brother, and continuing from father to 
son,-.&pytus, Glaukus,, Isthmius, Dotadas, Subotas, Phintas, 
the last being contemporary with Teleklus,..:__is still less marked 
by ineident than that of the early Spartan kings. It is said 
that the reign of K~esphontes was troubled, and himself 
ultimately slain by mutinies among his subjects : A<:pytus, then 
a youth, having escaped into Arcadia, was afterwards restored 
to the throne· by the Arcadians, Spartans, and Argeiahs.l From 
.&pytus the Messenian line of kings ar~ stated to have been 
denominated .&pytids in preference to Herakleids-which 

1 Pausan. iv. 3, 5-6. 
E 2 
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affords another proof of their intimate connexion with the 
Arcadians, since Epytus was a very ancient name in Arcadian 
heroic antiquity.l 

There is considerable resemblance between the alleged be
haviour of Kresphontes on first settling at Stenyklerus, and 
that of Eurysthenes and Prokles at Sparta-so far as we gather 
from statements, alike meagre and uncertified, resting on the 
authority of Ephorus. Both are said to have tried to place the 
pre-existing inhabitants of the country on a level with their 
own Dorian bands ; both provoked discontents and incurred 
obloquy, with their contemporaries as well as with posterity, by 
the attempt; nor did either permanently succeed. Kresphontes 
was forced to concentrate all his Dorians in Stenyklerus, while, 
after all, the discontents ended in his violent death. And Agis, 
the son of Eurysthenes, is said to have reversed all the liberal 
tentatives of his father, so as to bring the whole .of Laconia 
into subjection and dependence on the Dorians at Sparta, with 
the single exception of Amykla:. So odious to the Spartan 
Dorians was the conduct of Eurysthenes, that they refused to 
acknowledge him as their rekist, and conferred that honour upon 
Agis; the two lines of kings being called Agiads and Eury
pontids, instead of Eurystheneids and Prokleids. 2 We see in 
these statements the same tone of mind as that which pervades 
the Panathenaic oration of Isokrates the master of Ephorus,
the facts of an unknown period so coloured as to suit an ideal 
of haughty Dorian exclusiveness. 

1 Homer, Iliad, ii. 604-
o~ a: Exov J AJ!ICO.~t,.,v, inrO KvAA~Vl}S Opo) o.i1Tll, 
AL1TVTLOV rrapo. 'Tvp.fjov. 

Schol. ad toe. 0 a' At7rVTOS lx.pxa<OT<tTOS l]pws, 'Ap!ld.S Tb "fEVOS. 
2 Compare the two citations from Ephorus, Strabo, viii. p. 361-365. 

Unfortunately a portion of the latter citation is incurably mntilated in the 
text; 0. Muller (History of the Dorians, Book I. chap. v. 13) has pro
posed an ingenious conjecture, whith however cannot be considered as 
trustworthy. Grosskurd, the German translator, usually skilful in these 
restorations, leaves the passage untonched. 

For a new colouring of the death of Kresphont~s, adjnsted by Isokrat~s 
so as to suit the purpose of the address which he pnts into the mouth of 
A rchidamus king of Sparta, see the discourse in his works which passes 
under that name (Or. iv. p. 120-122). Isokrat~s says that the Messenian 
Dorians slew Kresphont~s, whose children fled as suppliants to Sparta, im
ploring revenge for the death of their father, and surrendering the territory 
to the Spartans. The Delphian god advised the latter to accept the 
tender, and they accordingly attacked the Messenians, avenged Kres
phont~s, and appropriated the territory. 

Isokrat~s always starts from the basis of the old legend, -the triple 
Dorian conquest made all at once : compare Panathenaic. Or. xii. 
p. 270-287. 
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Again, as Eurysthenes and Prokles appear, in the picture of 
Ephorus, to carry their authority at once over the whole of 
Laconia, so too does Kresphontes over the whole of Messenia,- • 
over the entire south-western region. of Peloponnesus, west
ward of Mount Taygetus and Cape Tcenarus, and southward of 
the ,river N eda. He sends an envoy to Pylus and Rhium,. the 
western and southern portions of the south-western promontory 
of Pelopoimesus, treating the entire territory as if it were one 
sovereignty, and inviting the inhabitants to submit under equal 
laws.l But it has already been observeq, that this supposed 
oneness .and--indivisibility is not less uncertified in regard to 
Messenia than in regard to Laconia. How large a proportion 
of the former territory these kings of Stenyklerus may have 
ruled, we have no means of determining, but ,there were cer
tainly portions o( it which they did not rule-not merely during 
the reign of Teleklus at Sparta, but still later, during the first 
Messeniaq war. For not only we are informed that Teleklus 
established three townships, Poieessa, Echeice,2 and Tragium, 
near the Messenian Gulf and on the course of the river 
Nedon, but we read also a further matter of eviden'ce in 
the roll of Olympic victors. Every competitor for the prize 
at one of these great festivals was always entered as member 
of some autonomous Hellenic community, which constituted 
his title to approach the lists ; if successful, he was proclaimed• 
with the name of the community to which he belonged. 
Now during the first ten Olympiads seven winners are pro
claimed as Messenians; 'in th~ eleventh Olympiad we find . -

1 Ephorus ap. Strabo: viii. p. 361. Dr. Thirlwall observes (Hist. of 
Greece, ch. vii. p. 300, 2nd edit.), "The Messenian Pylusseems long·to 
have retained its independence, and to have been occupied for several 
centuries by one branch of the family of Neleus; for descendants of Nestor 
are mentioned as allies of the Messenians in their struggle with Sparta in 
the latter half of the seventh century B. c." · - . 

For .this assertion Dr. Thirlwall cites Strabo (viii. p. 355). I agree with 
him .as to the matter of fact ; I see no proof that the Dor:ans of Steny
klerus ever ruled over what is called the Messenian Pylus ; for, of course, 
if they did not rule over it before the second Messenian war, they· never 
acquired it at all. But on referenc·e to the passage in Strabo, it will not 
be found to prove anything· to the point ; for Strabo is ~peaking, not of 
the.Messenian Pylus, but of the Triphylt"an Pylus: he takes pains to show 
that Nestor had nothing to do with the Messenian Pylus,-NI<roropos · 
lnr&JioYo< means the inhabitants of Triphylia near Lepreum : compare 
p. 350- "· . 

2 Strabo, viii. p. 360. Concerning the situation of Korflne in the 
· Messenian Gulf, see Pausanias, iv. 34, 2 ; Strabo, viii. p. 361 ; and the 
observations of Colonel Leake, Travels in Morea, ch. x. vol. i. p. 439-448. 
He places it near the modern Petalidhi, seemingly on good grounds. 
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the name of Oxythemis Koromeus,-Oxythemis, not of Koro
neia in Breotia, but of Korone in the western bend of the 
Messenian Gulf,1 some miles on the right bank of the Pamisus, 
and a considerable distance to the north of the modern Coren. 
Now if Korone had then been comprehended in Messenia, 
Oxythemis would have been proclaimed as a Messenian like 
the seven winners who preceded him; and the fact of his being 
proclaimed as a Koronrean proves that Korone was then an 
independent community, not under the dominion of the 
J:?_orians of Stenyklerus. It seems clear therefore that the 
latter did not reign over the whole territory commonly known 

1 See Mr. Clinton's Chronological Tables for the year 732 B.C. : 0. 
1-Hiller (in the Chronological Table subjoined to his history of the Dorians) 
calls this victor Oxythemis o.f Kor/Jneia, in Breotia. But this is inad
missible, on two grounds : I. The occurrence of a Breotian competitor in 
~hat early day at the Olympic games. The first eleven victors (I put aside 
'Oxythemis, because he is the subject of the argument) are all from western 
and southern Peloponnesus: then come victors from Corinth, Megara, and 
Epidaurus ; then from Athens ; there is one from Thebes in the 41st 
Olympiad. I infer from hence that the celebrity and frequentation of the 
Olympic games increased only by degrees, and had not got beyond 
Peloponnesus in the eighth century B.c. 2. The name Koronreus, Kopwvalos, 
is the proper and formal title for a citizen of Korllne, not for a 
citizen of Kor6neia ; the latter styles himself Kopwv£6s. The ethnical 
name Kopwv£vs as belonging to Korllneia in Breotia is placed beyond 
doubt by several inscriptions in Boeckh's collection; especially No. 1583, 
in which a citizen of that town is proclaimed as victorious at the festival of 
the Charitesia at Orchomenus: compare Nos. 1587-1593, in which the 
same ethnical name occurs. The Boeotian Inscriptions attest in like man
ner the prevalence of the same etymological law in forming ethnical names, 
for the towns near Koroneia: thus, Charoneia makes Ka1pwvevs; 
Lebadeia, Ae{3a.o£6s ; E!ateia, 'E;\.a.TEVS or 'E;\.aT£<£Vs. 

The Inscriptions afford evidence perfectly decisive as to the ethnical title 
under which a citizen of Kor6neia in Boeotia would have caused himself to 
be entered and proclaimed at the Olympic games; better than the evi
dence of Herodotus and Thucydides, who both call them Kopwvalo1 
(Herodot. v. 79 ; Thucyd. iv. 93) : Polybius agrees with the Inscription, 
and speaks of the Kopwvei's, f>£{3aoels, Katpwvels (xxvii. 1). 0. Miiller himself 
admits in another place (Orchomenos, p. 480) that the proper ethnical name 
is Kopwv£vs. The reading of Strabo (ix. p. 4II) is not trustworthy: 
see Grosskurd ad foe. ; compare Steph. Byz. Kop<f>V£1a and Kopwv17. 

In regard to the formation of ethnical names, it seems the general rule, 
that a town ending in 11 or a< preceded by a consonant had its ethnical deriva
tive in a<os; such as ~t<IWV1/, Topwv17, Kvp.17, ®i)f3a<, 'ABi)va<; while names 
ending in €Ia had their ethnicon in Evs, as 'A;\.E~cl.vopela, 'Ap.ci.ITEia, 
~e;\.£Vk£<a, AviT<p.ci.J(Ha (the recent cities thus founded by the successors of 
Alexander are perhaps the best evidences that can be taken of the analogies 
of the language), M£1\ci.p.?TE<a, Me;\.{THa, in addition to the Breotian names of 
towns above quoted. There is however great irregularity in particular 
cases, and the number of towns called by the same name created an 
anxiety to vary the ethnicon for each : see Stephan. Byz. v. 'Hpd.t<AEia. 
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as Messenia, though we are unable to assign the proportion of 
it which they actually possessed. 

The Olympic festival, in its origin doubtless a privilege ·of. 
th.e neighbouring Pisatans, seems to have derived its great and 
gradually expanding importance from the .!Etolo-Eleian settle
ment in Peloponnesus, combined with the Dorians of Laconia 
and Messenia. Lykurgus of Sparta and Iphitus of Elis are 
alleged to have joined their efforts for the purpose of establish
ing both the sanctity of the Olympic truce and the inviolability 
of the Eleian territory. Hence, though this tale is not to be 
construed as matter of fact, we may see that the Lacedremonians 
regarded the Olympic games as a portion of their own anti
quities. Moreover, it is certain both that the dignity of the 
festival increased simultaneously with their ascendency, 1 and 
that their peculiar fashions' were very early introduced into the 
practice of the Olympic competitors. Probably the three bands 
of co-operating invaders, .!Etolians and Spartan and Messenian 
Dorians, may have adopted this festival as a periodical renova
tion of mutual union and fraternity; from which cause the 
games became an attractive centre for. the western portion of 
Peloponnesus, before they were much frequented by people 
from the eastern, or still more from extra-Peloponnesian Bellas. 
For it cannot be altogether accidental, when we read the 
names of the first tw~lve proclaimed Olympic victors(oc.cupying 
nearly half a century from 776 B.c: downwards), to find that 
seven of them are Messenians, three Eleians, one from Dyme 
in Achaia, and one from Kor6ne ; while after the twelfth 
Olympiad, Corinthians, and Megarians and Epidaurians begin 
to occur; later still, extra-Peloponnesian victors. We may 
reasonably infer from hence that the Olympic ceremonies were 
at this early pe~iod chiefly frequented by visitors ·and com
petitors from the western regions of Peloponnesus, and that the 
affluence to them from the more distant parts of the Hellenic 
world did not become considerable until the first Messenian 
war had closed. 

Having thus. set forth the conjectures, to which our very 
scanty knowledge points, respecting the first establishment of 
the .!Etolian and Dorian settlements in Elis, Laconia, and 
Messenia, connected as they are with the. steadily-in,creasing 
dignity and frequentation of the Olympic festival, I proceed in 

1 The entire nakedness of the competitors at Olympia was adopted from 
the Spartan practice, seemingly in the 14th Olympiad, as is testified by the 
epigram on Orsippns the Megarian. Previous to that period, the Olympic 
competitors had aut(d!p.cmr. .,.•pl .,.a aloo<a (Thucyd. I. 6). 
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the next chapter to that memorable circumstance which both 
determined the character, and brought about the political 
ascendency, of the Spartans separately: I mean the laws and 
discipline of Lykurgus. 

Of the pre-existing inhabitants of Laconia and Messenia, 
whom we are accustomed to call Ach::eans and Pylians, so 
little is known, that we cannot at all measure the difference 
between them and their Dorian invaders, either in dialect, in 
habits, or in intelligence. There appear no traces of any 
difference of dialect among the various parts of the population 
of Laconia : the Messenian allies of Athens, in the Pelopon
nesian war, speak the same dialect as the Helots, and the same 
also as the Ambrakiotic colonists from Corinth: all Doric.1 

Nor are we to suppose that the Doric dialect was at all peculiar 
to the people called Dorians. As far as can be made out by 
the evidence of Inscriptions, it seems to have been the dialect 
of the Phokians, Delphians, Lokrians, A:tolians, and Ach::eans 
of Phthiotis : with respect to the latter, the Inscriptions of 
Thaumaki in Ach::ea Phthiotis afford a proof the more curious 
and the more cogent of native dialect, because the Phthiots 
were both immediate neighbours and subjects of the Thes
salians, who spoke a variety of the A:olic. So too, within 
Peloponnesus, we find evidences of Doric dialect among the 
Ach::eans in the north of Peloponnesus-the Dryopic inhabitants 
of Hermione 2-and the Eleuthero-Lacones, or Laconian town
ships (compounded of Periceki and Helots), emancipated by 
the Romans in the second century B.c. Concerning the speech 
of that population whom the invading Dorians found in Laconia, 
we have no means of judging : the presumption would rather 
be that it did not differ materially from the Doric. Thucydides 
designates the Corinthians, whom the invading Dorians attacked 
from the hill Solygeion, as being A:olians, and Strabo speaks 
both of the Ach::eans as an A:<:olic nation and of the A:olic 
dialect as having been originally preponderant in Peloponnesus. a 
But we do not readily see what means of information either of 
these authors possessed respecting the speech of a time which 
must have been four centuries anterior even to Thucydides. 

Of that which is called the A:olic dialect there are three 
marked and distinguishable varieties-the Lesbian, the Thes-

1 Thucyd. iii. II2; iv. 41: compare vii. 44, about the sameness of 
sound of the war-shout or prean, as delivered by all the different Dorians. 

" Corpus Inscriptt. 'Boeckh. Nos. 1771, 1772, 1773; Ahrens De 
Dialecto Doridl, sect. i.-ii. 48. ' 

3 Thucyd. iv. 42; Strabo, viii. p. 333· 
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· salian, and the Bceotian ; ·the Thessalian forming a mean term 
between the other two. Ahrens has shown that the ancient 
grammatical critics are accustomed ,to affirm peculiarities, as 
belonging to the JEolic dialect geperally, which in truth belong 
only to the Lesbian variety of it, or to the poems of Alkreus 
and Sappho, which these critics attentively studied, Lesbian 
JEolic, Thessalian JEolic, and Bceotian JEolic, are all different : 
and if,· abstracting from • these differences, we confine our 
attention to that which is common to all three, we shall find 
little to distinguish this abstract JEolic from the abstract Doric, or 
that which is.common to the many varieties ofthe Doric dialect.1 

These two are sisters, presenting both of them more or less the 
Latin side of the Greek language, while the relationship of 
either of them to the Attic and Ionic is more distant. Now it · 
seems that (putting aside Attica) the speech of all Greece, 2 from 
Perrhrebia and Mount Olympus to Cape Malea and Cape 
Akritas, consisted of different varieties either of the Doric or 
of the JEolic dialect; this being true (as far as we are able to 
judge) not less of the aboriginal Arcadians than of the rest .. 
The Laconian dialect contained more specialties of its own, 
and approached nearer to the JEolic, and to the Eleian, than 
any other variety of the Dorian : it stands at the extreme of 
what has been classified as the strict.Dorian-that is, the furthest 
removed from; Ionic and Attic. The Kretan towns manifest 
also a strict Dorism ; as well as the Lacedremonian colony of 
Tarentum, and seemingly most of the Italiotic Greeks, though 

1 See the valuable work of Ahrens, De Dialecto JEolidi, sect. Si. I-Ie 
observes, in reference to the. Lesbian; Thessalian, and Bceotian dialects:-
" Tres illas dialectos, qure optimo jure JEolicre vocari videntilr- quia, qui 
illis usi sunt, JEoles erant-comparantem mirum habere oportet, quod 
Asianorum .JEolum et.Bc:eotorum dialecthantum inter se distant, quantum 
vix ab aWl qua vis Grrecre lingure dialecto." (He then enumerates many 
points of difference ;) " Contra tot tantasque differentias pauca reperiuntur 
eaque fere levia, qure utrique dialecto, neque simul Doiicre, communia sint 
... Vides his· comparatis tantum interesse inter utramque. dialectum, ut 
dubitare liceat, an JEoles Bc:eoti non magi~ cum JEolibus Asianis conjuncti 
fuerint, quam qui hodie miro quodam casu Saxones vocantur cum antiquis 
Saxonibus. Nihilominus Thessalica dialecto in. comparationem vocata, 
diversissima qure videntur-aliquo vinculo conjungere licet. Quamvis. enim 
pauca de ea comperta habeamus, hoc tamen certum est, alia Thessalis cum .-
Lesbiis, alia cum solis Boootis communia esse/' (P. 222-223.) 1->· • 

2 About the JEolic dialect of the Perrhrebians see Stephan us Byz. v. 
· r&vvos, and ap. Eustath. ad Iliad. p. 335· ·· 

The Attic judgement in comparing these diffei·ent varieties of Greek 
speech is expressed in the story of a man being asked-Whether the 
Boeotians or the Thessalians were most barbaric in-speech? He answered 
-the Eleians (Eustath. a? Iliad. p. 304). 
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some of them are called Ach<ean colonies. Most of the other 
varieties of the Doric dialect (Phokian, Lokrian, Delphian, 
Acha::an of Phthiotis) exhibit a form departing less widely from 
the Ionic and Attic: Argos and the towns in the Argolic 
peninsula seem to form a stepping-stone between the two. 

These positions represent all our scanty information re
specting those varieties of Grecian speech which are not known 
to us by written works. The little presumption which can be 
raised upon them favours the belief that the Dorian invaders 
of Laconia and Messenia found there a dialect little different 
from that which they brought w:ith them-a conclusion which 
it is the more necessary to state distinctly, since the work of 
0. Muller has caused an exaggerated estimate to be formed of 
the distinctive peculiarities whereby Dorism was parted off from 
the rest of Hellas. 

CHAPTER VI 

LAWS AND DISCIPLINE OF LYKURGUS AT SPAR1;'A 

PLUTARCH begins his biography of Lykurgus with the follow
ing ominous words-

" Concerning the lawgiver Lycurgus we can assert absolutely 
nothing which is not controverted : there are different stories 
in respect to his birth, his travels, his death, and also his mode 
of proceeding, political as well as legislative : least of all is the 
time in which he lived agreed upon." 

And this exordium is but too well borne out by the unsatis
factory nature of the accounts which we read, not only in 
Plutarch himself, but in those other authors out of whom we 
are obliged to make up our idea of the memorable Lykurgean 
system. If we examine the sources from which Plutarch's life 
of Lykurgus is deduced, it will appear that-excepting the 
poets Aikman, Tyrt<eus, and Simonides, from whom he has 
borrowed less than we could have wished-he has no authorities 
older than Xenophon and Plato : Aristotle is cited several 
times, and is unquestionably the best of his witnesses, but the 
greater number of them belong to the century subsequent to 
that philosopher. Neither Herodotus nor Ephorus are named, 
though the former furnishes some brief but interesting particulars 
-and the latter also (as far as we can judge from the fragments 
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remaining) entered at large into the proceedings of the Spartan 
lawgiver .I 

Lykurgus is described by Herodotus as uncle and guardian 
to king Lab6tas, of the Eurystheneid or Agid line of Spartan 
kings ; and this would place him, according to the received -
chronology, about 220 years before the first recor-ded Olympiad 
(about B.C.· 996).2 All the other accounts, on the contrary, 
seem to represent him as a younger brother, belonging to the 
other or Prokleid line of Spartan kings, though they do not 
perfectly agree respecting his parentage. While Simonides 
stated him to be the son of Prytanis, Dieutychidas described 
him as grandson of Prytanis, son of Eunomus, brother of 
Polydektes, and uncle as well as guardian to Charilaus-thus 
making him eleventh in descent from Herakles.8 This latter 
account was adopted by Aristotle, coinciding, according to the 
received chronology, with the date of Iphitus the Eleian, and 
the ·first celebration of the Olympic games by Lykurgus· and 
Iphitus conjointly, 4 which Aristotle accepted as a fact. 
Lykurgus, on the hypothesis here mentioned, would stand 
about B.C. 88o, a century before the recorded Olympiads. 

1 ·see Heeren; Dissertatio de Fontibus Plutarchi, p. 19-2 5· 
2 Herodot. i. 65. Moreover, Herodotus gives this as the statement of . 

the Lacedremonians themselves. 
3 Plutarch, _Lykurg. c. r. According to Dionys. Halik. (Ant. Rom. 

ii. 49) Lykurgus was ·uncle, not son, of ·Eunomus. . , 
Aristotle consiuers Lykurgus as guardian: of Charilaus (Politic. ii. 7, I): 

compare v. ro, 3·. ·See 0. Miiller (!·Est. of Dorians, i. 7, 3). . 
4 Phleglln also adds Kleosthenes of pisa (De Olympiis ap. Meursii Opp. 

vii. p. 128). It appears that there existed a quoit at Olympia, upon which · 
the formula of the Olympic truce was inscribed together, with the names of 
Iphitus and Lykurgus as the joint authors and proclaimers of it. Aristotle 
believed this to be genuine, and accepted it as an evidence of th·e fact 
which it professed to certify: and 0. Miiller is also disposed to admit it as 
genuine--,-that is, as contemporary with the times to which it professes to 
relate. I come to a different conclusion : that the quoit existed, I do not 
doubt; but that the inscription upon it was actually set down in writing in 
or near B.C. 88o, would be at variance with the reasonable probabilities 
resulting from Grecian palreography. Had this ancient and memorable 
instrument existed at Olympia in the days of Herodotus, he could hardly 
have assigned to Lykurgus the epoch which we now read in his writings._ 

The assertions in MUller's History of the Dorians (i. 7, 7), about 
Lykurgus, Iphitus, and Kleosthenes, "drawing up the fundamental law of 
the Olympic armistice," are unsupported by any sufficient evidence. In 
the later times of established majesty of the Olympic festival, the Eleians 
did undoubtedly exercise the power which he describes ; but to connect 
this with any deliberate regulation of Iphitus and Lykurgus, is in my 
judgement incorrect. See the mention of a similar truce proclaimed 
throughout Triphylia by the Makistians as presidents of the common 
festival at the temple of the Samian P.oseidon (Strabo, viii. p. 343). 
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Eratosthenes and Apollodorus placed him "not a few years 
earlier than the first Olympiad." If they meant hereby the 
epoch commonly assigned as the Olympiad of Iphitus, their 
date would coincide pretty nearly with that of Herodotus; if 
on the other hand they meant the first recorded Olympiad 
(B.c. 776), they would be found not much removed from the 
opinion of Aristotle. An unequivocal proof of the inextricable 
confusion in ancient times respecting the epoch of the great 
Spartan lawgiver is indirectly afforded by Timceus, who supposed 
that there had existed two persons named Lykurgus, and that 
the acts of both had been ascribed to one. It is plain from 
hence that there was no certainty attainable, even in the third 
century before the Christian cera, respecting the date or 
parentage of Lykurgus. 

Thucydid@s, without mentioning the name of Lykurgus, 
informs us that it was " 400 years and somewhat more" 
anterior to the close of the Peloponnesian war, 1 when the 
Spartans emerged from their previous state of desperate in
ternal disorder, and entered upon "their present polity." We 
may fairly presume that this alludes to the Lykurgean discipline 
and constitution, which Thucydid@s must thus have conceived 
as introduced about B.C. 83o-8zo-coinciding with something 
near the commencement of the reign of king T@leklus. In so· 
far as it is possible to form an opinion, amidst evidence at once 
so scanty and so discordant, I incline to adopt the opinion of 
Thucydid@s as to the time at which the Lykurgean constitution 
was introduced at Sparta. The state of "eunomy" and good 
order which that constitution brought about-combined with 
the healing of great previous internal sedition, which had 
tended much to enfeeble them-is represented (and with great 
plausibility) as the grand cause of the victorious career begin
ning with king T@leklus, the conqueror of Amyklce, Pharis, and 
Geronthrce~ Therefore it would seem, in the absence of better 
evidence, that a date, connecting the fresh stimulus of the new 
discipline with the reign of T@leklus, is more probable than any 
epoch either later or earlier.2 

1 Thucyd. i. 18. 
2 Mr .. <;?li:;ton fixes the legislation. of Lykurgus, "in conformity with 

Thucyd1des, at about 817 B.c., and h1s regency at 852 B.c., about thirty
five years previous (Fasti Hellen. v. i c. 7, p. 141): he also places the 
Olympiad of Iphitus B.C. ~28 (F. H. vol. ii. !?· 410; App. c. 22 ). 

In that cllapter, .Mr. Clmton collects and d1scusses the various state
ments respecting the date of Lykurgus : compare also Larcher ad H erodot. 
i. 67, and Chronologie, p. 486-492. 

The differences in these statements must, after all, be taken as they 
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0. Miiller,1 after glancing at the strange and improbable cir~ 

cumstances handed down to us respecting Lykurgus, observes 
"that we have absolutely no account of him as an individual 
person." This remark is perfectly just: but another remark 
made by the same distinguished author, respecting the Lykur
gean system of laws, appears to me erroneous-and requires 
more especially to be noticed, inasmuch as the corollaries 
deduced from it pervade a large portion of his valuable history 
of the Dorians. He affirms that the Jaws of Sparta were con
sidered the true Doric institutions, and that their origin was 
identical with that of the people : Sparta is, in his view, the 
full type of Dorian principles, 'tendencies, and seJ.?timents-arid 
is so treated throughout his entire work. 2 ·But such an opinion 
is at once gratuitous (for the passage of Pindar cited in support 
of it is scarcely of any value) and contrary to the whole tenor 

stand, for they cannot. be reconciled except by the help of arbitrary sup
positions, which only mislead us by producing a show. of agreement where 
there is none in reality. I agree with Mr. Clinton in thinking that the 
assertion of Thucydides is here to be taken as the best authority. But I 
altogether dissent from the proceeding which he (in.common with Larcher, 
\'liesseling, Sir John Marsham, and others) employs with regard to the 
passage of Herodotus where that author calls Lykurgus the guardian and 
uncle of LabCJtas (of the Eurystheneid line). Mr. Clinton says-" From 
the notoriety of the fact that Lykurgus was ascribed to the other house 
(the Prokleids), it is manifest that the passage must be corrupted" (p. 144); 
and he then goes . on to correct the text of Herodotus, agreeably to the 
proposition of Sir J. Marsham. · . 

This proceeding seems to me inadmissible. The text of Herodotus 
reads·perfectly well, and is not contradicted by anything to be found else· 
where in Herodotus hi1Jzself: moreover, we have here a positive guarantee 
of its accu'racy, for Mr. Clinton himself admits that it stood in the days of 
Pansanias just as we now read it (Pausan. iij. 2, 3). • By w'hat right then 
dci we alter it? or what do we gain by doing so? Our only right to do so 
is the assumption that there must have been uniformity of belief, and 
means of satisfactory ascertainment, (respecting facts and persons Of the. 
ninth and Jenth centuries before the Christian rera,) existing among Greeks 
of the fifth and succeeding centuries; an assumption which I hold to be: 
incorrect. And all we gain is, an illusory unanimity produced by gratuit· 
ously putting wcrds into the mouth of one of our witnesses. 

If we can prove Herodotus to have been ,erroneously informed, it is 
right to do so ; but we have no ground for altering his disposition. · It 
affords a clear proof that there were very different stories as to the mere 
question, to which of the two lines of Herakleids the Spartan lawgiver 
belonged-and that' there was an enormous difference as to the time in 
which he lived. 

1 History of the Dorians, i. 7, 6. 
2 History of the Dorians, iii. I, 8. Alf. Kopstadt recognises this as an 

error in Miiller's works: see his recent valuable Dissertation "De Rerum 
Laconicarum Constitutionis Lycurgere Origine et Indole," Gryphire, 1849, 
sect. 3, p. r 8. . . 
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of ancient evidence. The institutions of Sparta were not 
Dorian, but peculiar to herself; 1 distinguishing her not less 
from Argos, Corinth, Megara, Epidaurus, Sikyon, Korkyra, or 
Knidus, than from Athens or Thebes. Krete was the only 
other portion of Greece in which there prevailed institutions in 
many respects analogous, yet still dissimilar in those two 
attributes which form the real mark and pinch of Spartan 
legislation, viz. the military discipline and the rigorous private 
training. There were doubtless Dorians in Krete, but we have 
no proof that these peculiar institutions belonged to them 
more than to the other inhabitants of the island. .That the 
Spartans had an original organisation and tendencies, common 
to them with the other Dorians, we may readily conceive ; but 
the Lykurgean constitution impressed upon them a peculiar 
tendency which took them out of the general march, and 
rendered them the least fit of all states to be cited as an 
example of the class-attributes of Dorism. One of the essential 
causes, which made the Spartan institutions work so im
pressively upon the Grecian mind, was their perfect singularity, 
combined with the conspicuous ascendency of the state in 
which they were manifested; while the Kretan communities, 
even admitting their partial resemblance (which was chiefly in 
the institution of the Syssitia, and was altogether more in form 
than in spirit) to Sparta, were too insignificant to attract notice 
except from speculative observers. It is therefore a mistake 
on the part of 0. Muller, to treat Sparta as the type and repre
sentative of Dorians generally, and very many of the positions 
advanced in his History of the Dorians require to be modified 
when this mistake is pointed out. 

The first capital fact to notice respecting the institutions as
cribed to Lykurgus, is the very early period at which they had 
their commencement: it seems impossible to place this period 
later than 825 B.c. vVe do not find, nor have we a right to 
expect, trustworthy history in reference to events so early. If 
we have one foot on historical ground, inasmuch as the in
stitutions themselves are real-the other foot still floats in the 
unfaithful region of mythe, when we strive to comprehend the 
-generating causes : the mist yet prevails which hinders us from 
distinguishing between the god and the man. The light in 
which Lykurgus appeared, to an intelligent Greek of the fifth 
century before the Christian rera, is so clearly, yet briefly 

1 Among the ma~y other evidences to this point, see Aristotle, Ethic. x. 
9; Xenophon, Republ. Laced. 10, 8. 
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depicted, in the following passage of Herodotus; that I cannot 
do better than translate it-

" In the very early times (Herodotus observes) the Spartans 
were among themselves the most lawless of all Greeks, and un
approachable by foreigners. Their transition to good legal 
order took place in the following manner. When Lycurgus, a 
Spartan of consideration, visited Delphi to consult the oracle, 
the instant that he entered the sanctuary, the Pythian priestess 
exclaimed- · 

"Thou art come, Lycurgus, to my fat shrine, beloved by 
Zeus and by all the Olympic gods. Is it as God or as man that 
I am to address thee in the spirit ? I hesitate-and yet, 
Lycurgus, I incline more to call thee a god." 

(So spake the Pythian priestess.) " Moreover, in addition 
to these words, some affirm that the Pythia· revealed to him the 
order of things now established among the Spartans. Bu~ the 
Lacedremonians themselves say, that Lycurgus, when guardian 
of his nephew Lab6tas king of the Spartans, introduc~d the~e 
institutions out of Krete. No sooner had he obtained this 
guardianship, than he changed all the institutions into their 
present form, and . took security against any trangression of it. 
Next, he constituted the military divisions, the Enomoties and 
the Triakads, as well as the Syssitia or public mess : he also, 
further, appointed the ephors and the senate. By this means 
the Spartans passed from bad to good order : to Lycurgus, 
after his death, they built a temple, and they still worship him 
reverentially. And as might naturally be expected in a pro
ductive soil, and with no inconsiderable numbers of men, they 
immediately took a 'start forward, and flourished so much that 
they could not be content to remain tranquil within their own 
limits," &c. ,._ 

Such is our oldest . statement (coming from Herodotus). . 
respecting Lykurgus, ascribing to him that entire order of 
things· which the writer witnessed at Sparta. Thucydides also, 
though not mentioning Lykurgus, agrees ·in stating that the 
system among the Lacedremonians, as he saw it, had been. 
adopted by them four centuries previously,-had rescued them 
from the most intolerable disorders, and had immediately con
ducted them to prosperity and success.1 Hellanikus,' whose 
writings a little preceded those of Herodotus, not ·only did not 
(any rriore than Thucydides) make mention of Lykurgus, but 
can hardly be thought to have attached any)rpportance to the 

' 
1 Hero.dot. i. 65-66; Thucyd. t ;8.:·;,' 

·, . .. . 
·: 
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name; since he attributed the constitution of Sparta to the first 
kings, Eurysthenes and Prokles.l 

But those later writers, from whom Plutarch chiefly compiled 
his biography, profess to be far better informed on the subject 
of Lykurgus, and enter more into detail. His father, we are 
told, was assassinated during the preceding state of lawlessness; 
his elder brother Polydektes died early, leaving a pregnant 
widow, who made to Lykurgus propositions that he should 
marry her and become king. But Lykurgus, repudiating the 
offer with indignation, awaited the birth of his young nephew 
Charilaus, held up the child publicly in the agora as the future 
king of Sparta, and immediately relinquished the authority which 
he had provisionally exercised. However, the widow and her 
brother Leonidas raised slanderous accusations against him, of 
designs menacing to the life of the infant king,-accusations 
which he deemed it proper to obviate by a temporary absence. 
Accordingly he left Sparta and went to Krete, where he studied 
the polity and customs of the different cities; next he visited 
Ionia and Egypt, and (as some authors affirmed) Libya, Iberia, 
and even India. While in Ionia, he is reported to have obtained 
from the descendants of Kreophylus a copy of the Homeric 
poems, which had not up to that time become known in 
Peloponnesus : there were not wanting authors, indeed, who 
said that he had conversed with Homer himself. 2 

Meanwhile the young king Charilaus grew up and assumed 
the sceptre, as representing the Prokleid or Eurypontid family. 
But the reins of government had become more relaxed, and 
the disorders worse than ever, when Lykurgus returned. Find
ing that the two kings as well as the people were weary of so 
disastrous a condition, he set himself to the task of applying a 
corrective, and with this view consulted the Delphian oracle; 
from which he received strong assurances of the divine en
couragement, together with one or more special injunctions 
(the primitive Rhetrre of the constitution) which he brought 
with him to Sparta.8 He then suddenly presented himself in 
the agora, with thirty of the most distinguished Spartans, all in 
arms, as his guards and partisans. King Charilaus, though at 
first terrified, when informed of the designs of his uncle, stood 

1 Strabo, viii. p. 363. . 2 Plutarch, Lykurg. 3, 4, 5· 
8 For an instructive review of the text as well as the meaning of this 

ancient Rhetra, see Urlichs, Ueber die Lycurgischen Rhetne, published 
since the first edition of this History. His refutation of the rash changes 
of Gottling seems to me complete: but his own conjectures are uot all 
equally plausible ; nor can I subscribe to his explanation of &.cplu-raulla<. 
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forward willingly to second them ; while the bulk of the 
Spartans respectfully submitted to the venerable Herakleid 
who came as reformer and missionary from Delphi.! Such 
were the steps by which Lykurgus acquired his ascendency : 

. we have now to see how he employed it. · 
His first proceeding, pursuant to the·· Rhetra or Compact 

brought from Delphi, was to constitute El:he Spartan senate,''!' 
consisting of twenty-eight ancient men; making an aggregate 
of thirty in conjunction with the two kings, who sat and voted 
in it. With this were combined periodical assemblies of the 
Spartan people, in the ·open air,- between the river Knaki6n 
and the bridge Babyka. · Yet cno discussion was permitted in 
these assemblies,-their functions were limited to the simple 
acceptance or rejection of that which had previously been 
determined in the senate.2 Such was the Spartan political 

1 Plutarch, Lycurg. c. S-6. Hennippus, the scholar of Aristotle, pro
fessed to give the nan1es of twenty out of these thirty devoted partisans. 

There was however a different "story, which represented tha:t Lykurgus; 
on his return from his travels, found Charilaus governing like a despot 
(Heraclid. Pontic. c. 2). 

2 The words of the 6ld Rhetra-tH~s 'Ell.ll.avlov Kal 'A8nvas 'Ell.ll.avlas 
Iep~v I5pvO"ap.evov, <j>vll.il.s <Pvll.a~avora, «al MJil.s .:.,s&~avora, -rptcf«ov-ra, ")IEpov"a-lav 
tiVv &pxa'Y~Tcus, ~ta;rauTi}Ua.·vTa, lf>pas .?~ &pas Cnrt:AA.d(€tv .j.L€Ta.;O Ba.,B6~eas 
Kal, Kva«lwvos, oli.rws elO"cp<pe<v T< Kal i'<cplurau8at· llap.'i' ll' i'<yopil.v <lp.<v KcU 
«pc!-ros. (Plutarch, ib.) 

·The reading i'<yopav (last word but three) is that of Coray's edition: 
other readings proposed are «vp(av, &vw")lcfv, ¢.")1oplav, &c. The MSS. how
ever are incurably· corrupt, and none of the conjectl1res can be pronounced 
certain. 

The:Rhetra contains various remarkable archaisms,-&?Tell.ll.t!(etv-l>.<j>if1-ra
"8at-the latter word in the sense of putting the question for decision, cor~ 
responding to the functionof the 'A<J>ecrr~p at Knidus (Plutarch, Qurest. 
Grrec. c. 4 ; see Schneider, Lexicon, ad voc. ). 

0. Miiller connects -rp<ctKovra. with w,Bas, and lays it down that there 
were thirty Obes at Sparta: I rather agree with those critics, who place 
the comma after .:.,e&~av-ra, and refer the number thirty to the senate. 
Urlichs, in.his Dissertation Ueber Die Lykurgisch. Rhetren (published in 
the Rheinisches Museum for !847' p. 204). introduces the word ?TpE0",8v-y<v<ias 
after -rpta«ovra, which seems a j_)lst conjecture when we look to the addition 
afterwards made by Theopompus. The state~ents of MUller about the 
Obes seem to me to rest on no authority.. · . 

The word Rhetra means a solemn compact, either originally, emanating 
from, or subsequently sanctioned by the gods, who are always parties' to 
such agreements ; see the old Treaty between the Eleians and Herreans,
~pchpa, between the two,-commemorated in the valuable inscription 
still prescrvcd,-as ancient, according to Boeckh, as Olymp. 40-60 (Boeckh, 
Corp. Inscript. No. II.- p. 26, Part I.). The words of Tyrtreus imply such 
a compact bet,veen contracting parties: first the kings, then the senate, 
lastly the people-eb8ela1s p~-rpa•s ¢.vTa7rap,~•,8op.lvovs-where the 
participle last occurring applies not to the people alone, but to 
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constitution as fixed by Lykurgus; but a century afterwards (so 
Plutarch's account runs), under the kings Polydorus and Theo
pompus, two important alterations were made. A rider was 
then attached to the old Lykurgean Rhetra, by which it was 
provided that "in case the people decided crookedly, the 
senate with the kings should reverse their decisions :" 1 while 

all the three. The Rhetra of Lykurgus emanated from the Delphian god; 
but the kings, senate, and people all bound themselves, both to each other 
and to the gods, to obey it. The explanations given of the phrase by 
Nitzsch and Schi:imann (in Dr. Thirlwall's note, ch. viii. p. 334)seem to me 
less satisfactory than what appears in C. F. Hermann (Lehrbuch der Griech. 
Staatsalterthlimer, s. 23). 

Nitzsch (Histor. Homer. sect. xiv. p. 50-55) does not take sufficient 
account of the distinction between the meaning of /rfvrpa. in the early and in 
the later times. In the time of the Ephor Epitadeus, or of Agis III., he 
is right in saying that p~-rpa. is equivalent to scitum-still however, with an 
idea of greater solemnity and uncho.ngeability than is implied in the word 
v&p.os, analogous to what is understood by a fundamental or organic enact
ment in modern ideas. The old ideas of a mandate from the Delphian 
god, and a compact between the kings and the citizens, which had once 
been connected with the word, gradually dropped away from it. There is 
no contradiction in Plutarch, therefore, such as that to which Nitzsch 
alludes (p. 54). 

Kopstadt's Dissertation (p. 22, 30) touches on the same subject. I agree 
with Kopstadt (Dissert. p. 28-30) in thinking it probable that Plutarch 
copied the words of the ofd Lykurgean. constitutional Rhetra, from the 
account given by Aristotle of the Spartan polity. 

King Theopompus probably brought from the Delphian oracle the im
portant rider which he tacked to the mandate as originally brought by 
Lykurgus-ol {Ja.O'<ll.iZs 0•o7rop.7ros JCa.l Iloll.vowpos -rci.oe TP P~"P'l- 7ra.pev~
-ypa.tjla.v. The authority of the oracle, together with their own influence, 
would enable them to get these words accepted by the people. 

1 At 15€ (J'JCO'A<?t.v .I 15iip.os ~ll.o<To, 'TOVs 7rpe(J'fJu-yev~as JCal &.pxa.-y€-ra.t &; ... o. 
(J'Ta.Tf)pas •lp.ev. (Plutarch, ib.) 

Plutarch tells us that the primitive Rhetra anterior to this addition, 
specially enjoined the assembled citizens either to adopt or reject, without 
change, the Rhetra proposed by the kings and senate, and that the rider 
was introduced because the assembly had disobeyed this injunction, and 
adopted amendments of its own. It is this latter sense which he puts on 
the word (J'Ko'A<ci.v. Urlichs (Ueber Lye. Rhetr. p. 232) and Nitzsch (Hist. 
Homer. p. 54) follow him, and the latter even construes the epithet 
Eu8eia<S {lfJ-rpa<s avTa'!l'ap.••fJop.<vous of Tyrtreus in a corresponding sense: he 
says, "Populos iis (rhetris) .Meia<s, i. e. nihil i•iflexis, suffragari jubetur : 
nam lex cujus Tyrtreus admonet, ita sanxerat-si populus rogationem 
i•ifle.xam (i. c. non nisi ad suum arbitrium immutatam) accipere voluerit, 
scnatores et auctores abolento totam." 

Now in the first place, it seems highly improbable that the primitive 
Rhetra, with its antique simplicity, would contain any such preconceived 
speciality of restriction upon the competence of the assembly. That 
restriction received its formal commencement only from the rider annexed 
by king Theopompus, which evidently betokens a previous dispute and 
refractory behaviour on the part of the assembly. 
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another change, perhaps intended as a sort of compensation 
for this bridle on the popular assembly, introduced into the. 
constitution a new executive Directory of five men, called the 
Ephors. This Board-annually chosen, by some capricious 
method the result of which could not well be foreseen, and 

. open to be filled by every Spartan citizen,-either originally 
received, or .gradually drew to itself, functions so extensive and 
commanding, in regard to internal administration and police, 
as to limit the authority of the kings to little more than. the 
exclusive command of the military force. Herodotus was in
formed at Sparta that the ephors as well as the senate had 
been constituted by Lykurgus ;' but the authority of Aristotle 
as well as the internal probability of the case, sanctions the 
belief that they were subsequently added.1 

In the- second .place, the explanation which these authors give of the 
words <Tt<Ol\tch and ebOdaLS, is not conformable to the ancient Greek, as we 
find it in Homer and Hesiod : and these early analogies are the proper 
test, seeing that we are dealing with a very· ancient document. In Hesiod, 
lOvs and <Tt<ol\o6s are used in a sense which almost exactly corresponds to 
right and w1·ong (which words indeed in their primitive etymology may be 
traced back to the meaning of straig!zt and crooked). See Hesiod, Opp. Di. 
36, I92, 218, 221, 226, 230, 250, 262, 264; als_o Theogon. 97, and.Fragm. 
2I7, eel. Giittling : where the phrases are constantly repeated, lOe'Lao lilt<a<, 
<Tt<o,>..•al lil~<a•, <Tt<ol\wl p.vOoo. There is also the remarkable expression; Opp. 
Di. 9, pe'La li~ -r' lOvv•• <Tt<ol\o6v: compare v. 263, lOvve-re p.vOovs: also 
Homer, Iliad, xvi. 387, Ot /3lv elv &7opji <Tt<ol\tas t<plvw<T< Oep.ur-ras; and 
xxiii. s8o, lO<'La.; xviii. so8, bs p.<Ta TOL(JI lilwrw lOvv-raTa et.,.-oo, &c. 

If we judge by these analogies, we shall see that the words of Tyrtreus, 
ebOelaos p~-rpaLS, mean "straighifm-ward, honest, statutes or conventions''
not proppsitions adopted without change, as Nitzsch' supposes. And so the 
words fJ'I<OAii'J.V ~AOITO, mean, ''adopt a Wrong or dishonest determination"
not a determination different from what was proposed to them. 

These words gave to the kings and senat~ power to cancel any decision of 
the public assem])ly which they disapproved. It retained only the power of 
refusing assent to s6me substantive propositions of the-authorities, first of 
the kings and senate, afterwards of the ephors. And . this limifed power it 
seems always to have preserved. · -

Kopstadt explains well the expression <Tt<ol\tciv, as the antithesis to the 
epithet of Tyrtreus, ebOelaos p~-rpaos (Dis~ertat. sect. IS, p. I24). · 

1 Herod. i. 6 5 ; compare Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 7 ; Aristot Po lit. v. 9, I 
(where he gives the answer of king Theopompus). 

Aristotle tells us that the ephors were chosen, but not how they were 
chosen; only- that it was in some manner excessively puerile,-.,.-aoliapo~li7)s-
yrJ.p itrrt l\[av (ii. 6, 16). . 

M. Barthelemy St. Hilaire in his note to the passage of Aristotle, presumes 
that they were of-course chosen in the same manner as the senators; but 
there seems no sufficient ground in Aristotle to countenance this. Nor is it 
~asy to reconcile the words of Aristotle respecting the election of the 
;enators, where he assimilates it to an a1p<rns livvau-revTtt<~ (Polit.:v. 5, 8; 
i.6, I8), with the description which Plutarch (Lyeurg. 26) gives of that 
~lection. · 
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Taking the political constitution of Sparta ascribed to 

Lykurgus, it appears not to have differed materially from the 
rude organisation exhibited in the Homeric poems, where we 
always find a council of chiefs or old men and occasional 
meetings of a listening agora. It is hard to suppose that the 
Spartan kings can ever have governed without some formalities 
of this sort; so that the innovation (if innovation there really 
was) ascribed to Lykurgus, must have consisted in some new 
details respecting the senate and the agora,-in fixing the 
number 1 thirty, and the life-tenure of the former-and the 
special place of meeting of the latter as well as the extent 
of privilege which it was to exercise ; consecrating the whole 
by the erection of the temples of Zeus Hellanius and Athene 
Hellania. The view of the subject presented by Plutarch as 
well as by Plato,2 as if the senate were an entire novelty, does 
not consist with the pictures .of the old epic. Hence we may 
more naturally imagine that the Lykurgean political constitu
tion, apart from the ephors who were afterwards tacked to it, 
presents only the old features of the heroic government of 
Greece, defined and regularised in a particular manner. The 
presence of two co-existent and co-ordinate kings, indeed, 
succeeding in hereditary descent and both belonging to the 
gens of Herakleids, is something peculiar to Sparta-the 
origin of which receives no other explanation than a reference 
to the twin sons of Aristodemus, Eurysthenes and Prokles. 
These two primitive ancestors are a type of the two lines of 
Spartan kings ; for they are said to have passed their lives in 
perpetual dissensions, which was the habitual state of the two 
contemporaneous kings at Sparta. While the co-existence of 
the pair of kings, equal in power and constantly thwarting each 
other, had often a baleful effect upon the course of public 
measures, it was nevertheless a security to the state against 
successful violence, 3 ending in the establishment of a despotism, 
on the part of any ambitious individual among the regal line. 

During five successive centuries of Spartan history, from 
Polyd6rus and Theopompus downward, no such violence was 
attempted by any of the kings, 4 until the times of Agis III. 

1 Kopstadt agrees in this supposition, that the number of the senate was 
probably not peremptorily fixed before the Lykurgean reform (Dissertat. ut 
.m{· sect. 13, p. 1.'?.9 ). . ... 

Plato, Legg. m. p. 691 ; Plato, Ep1st. vm. p. 354, B. 
8 Plato, Legg. iii. p. 691 ; Aristot. Polit. ii. 6, 20. 
4 The conspiracy of Pausanias, after the repulse of Xerxes, was against 

the liberty of combined Hellas,_ to constitute himself satrap of Hellas under 
the Persian monarch, rather than against the established Lacedremonian 
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and Kleomenes III. (240 B.c. to 220 B.C.) .. The importance 
of Greece had at this last-mentioned period irretrievably 
declined, and 'the independent political action which she once 
possessed had become subordinate to the more powerful force 
either of the LEtolian mountaineers (the rudest among her own 
sons) or to Epirotic, Macedonia!!\ and Asiatic foreigners, 
preparatory ·to the final absorption by the· Romans. But 
amongst all the Grecian states, Sparta had declined the most ; 
her ascendency was totally gone, and her peculiar training and 
discipline (to which she had chiefly owed it) had degenerated 
in every way. Under these untoward circumstances, two young 
kings, Agis and Kleomenes-the former a~generous enthusiast, 
the latter more violent and ambitious-conceived the "design 
of restoring the Lykurgean constitution in its supposed pristine 
purity, with the hope of reviving both the spirit of the people 
and the ascendency of the state. But the Lykurgean constitu- .,.. 
tion had been, even in the time ·of Xenophon,1 in part, an ideal, 
not fully realised in practice-much less was it a reality in the 
days of Kleomenes and Agis ; moreover it was an £deal which 
admitted of being coloured according to the fancy or feelings 
of those reformers who professed, and probably believed, that 
they were aiming at its genuine restm:ation. What the reform
ing kings found most in their way, was, the uncontrolled 
authority, and the conservative dispositions, of the ephors
which they naturally contrasted with the original fulness of the 
kingly power, when kings and senate stood alone. Among the 
various ways in which men's ideas of what the primitive con
stitution had been, were modified by the feelings of their own 
time (we shall presently "see some other instances of this), is 
probably to be reckoned the assertion of Kleomenes respecting 
the first appointment of the ephors.- Kleomenes ·affirmed that 
the ephors had originally been nothing more· than subordinates 
and deputies of the kings, chosen by the latter to perform for 
a time their duties during the long absence of the Messenian 
war. Starting from this humble position, and profiting by the 
dissensions of the two king~,2 they had in process of time, 
especially · by the ambition of the ephor Asteropus, found 

government; though undoubtedly one portion of his project was to excite 
the Helots to revolt, and Aristotle treats him as specially aiming to put 
down the power of the ephors (Polit. v. 5, 6; _compare Thucyd. i. 128-134; 
Herodot. v. 32). 

1 Xenophoii, Republic. Laced. c. 14· · 
2 Plutarch, Agis, c. 12. TOVTO -y&.p .-b apxeioll .(the ephors) luxoEw ~/( ' 

lilo.<f>opO.s .,r;, {3o.utll.~ow, &c. · 
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means first to constitute themselves an independent bo:trd, 
then to usurp to themselves more and more of the kingly 
authority, until they at last reduced the kings to a state of 
intolerable humiliation and impotence. As a proof of the 
primitive relation between the kings and the ephors, he alluded 
to that which was the custom at Sparta in his own time. When 
the ephors sent for either of the kings, the latter had a right 
to refuse obedience to two successive summonses, but the third 
summons he was bound to obey.l 

It is obvious that the fact here adduced by Kleomenes (a 
curious point in Spartan manners) contributes little to prove 
the conclusion which he deduced from it of the original 
nomination of the ephors as mere deputies by the kings. That 
they were first appointed at the time of the Messenian war is 
probable, and coincides with the tale that king Theopompus 
was a consenting party to the measure-that their functions 
were at first comparatively circumscribed, and extended by 
successive encroachments, is also probable. But they seem 
to have been from the beginning a board of specially popular 
origin, in contraposition to the kings and the senate. One 
proof of this is to be found in the ancient oath, which was 
every month interchanged between the kings and the ephors ; 
the king swearing for himself, that he would exercise his regal 
functions according to the established laws-the ephors swear
ing on behalf of the city, that his authority should on that 
condition remain unshaken. 2 This mutual compact, which 
probably formed a part of the ceremony during the monthly 
sacrifices offered by the king,8 continued down to a time when 
it must have become a pure form, and when the kings had long 
been subordinate in power to the ephors. But it evidently 
began first as a reality-when the king was predominant and 
effective chief of the state, and when the ephors, clothed with 
functions chiefly defensive, served as guarantees to the people 
against abuse of the regal authority. Plato, Aristotle, and 
Cicero,4 all interpret the original institution of the ephors as 

1 Plu,tarch, Kleome,nes,_ c., ro. CT71i<•?ov li~ To6Tov, Tb !'EXP' vvv, !'ETa· 
'II"E!<'II"Oi<<vwv TDV f3acrtll.<a Twv Ecp6pwv, &c. 

2 Xenophon, Republic. Laced ::em on. c. I 5· Kal 8pt<ovs !'~V aii.}I.~J\ots 
Ka:rO. !J..f}va 1rowilv-ra.'" "'Erpopot p.Ev {nr€p T1]s 11'01\ews, BautA€~s 0' {nrfp fauroV. 
'0 0€ SpJCos Eu-rl, -rep p.Ev /3acnAei, JCa:rCt. TaOs -r1}s 1r&Aews «.Etp.Evovs v6JJ.ovs 
{3acrtli.E6CTEIV' Tjl 0~ '11"0)\.Et, ~}J-'IrEOopl<oVJI'I"OS ~KEivov, acrTvcplll.tt<TOV Tt/11 
flacrtii.Eiav 1rape~Etv. 

3 Herodot, vi. 57· 
4 Plat~, Legg. iii. P·.69~,; Aristot. Polit. v. II~ r; Cicero de Republic. 

Fragm. u. 33, ed. Man- Ut contra consulare 1mperium tribnni plebis, 
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designed to protect the people and restrain the . kings : the 
latter assimilates them to the tribunes of Rome. 

~ 
Such were the relations which had once subsisted between 

he kings and the ephors : though in later times these 
elations had been so completely reversed, that Polybius con
iders the former as essentially subordinate to the latter

reckoning it as a point of duty in· the kings to respect the 
ephors ''as their fathers." 1 And such is decidedly the state 
of things throughout all the better-known period of history 
which we shall hereafter traverse. The ephors are the general 

l
irectors of public affairs 2 and the supreme controlling board 
olding in check every other authority in the state, without any 
ssignable limit to their powers. The extraordinary ascendency 
f. these magistrates is particularly manifested in the fact stated 
y Aristotle, that they exempted themselves from the public 
iscipline, so that- their self-indulgent year of office stood in 

marked contrast with the toilsome exercises and sober mess 
common to rich and poor alike.. The kings are reduced· to 
a certain number of special functions, combined with privileges 
partly religious, partly honorary : their most important political 
attribute is, .that they are ex qfficio generals of the military force 
pn' foreign expeditions. But even here we trace the sensible 
decline of their power. For whereas Herodotus was informed, 
md it probably had been the old privilege, that the king could 
levy, war against whomsoever he chose, and that no Spartan 
~f:-ould impede him on pain of committing sacrilege 3-we shall 

.

ee througho. ut the best-known periods of this history that it 
. usually -the ephors (with or without the senate and public 
ssem bly) who determine upon war-the king only takes the 
~ommand when the army is put on the march. Aristotle seems 
p treat the Spartan king as a sort of hereditary general ; but 
~ven in this privilege, shackles were put upon him-for two 
~ut of the five· ephors accompanied the army, and their power 
ieems to have beet1 not seldom invoked to ensure obedience to. 
!is orders.4 ; 

ic illi (ephori) contra vim regiam constituti; "-also De Legg. iii.. 7, and 
1 aler. l\f ax. iv. i. 
· Compare Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 7 ; Tittmann, Griechisch. Staatsverfassung, 
>. 108, seqq. 

I Polyb. xxiv. 8. 
2 Aristot. Polit. ii. 6, 14-16; 'E<TTl 8€ 1<al 1) 8ia<Ta Twv 'Ecp6pwv • obx 

5/-'0AO'YOU/-'EII'f/ 'T<iJ /3oull:i!!-'a'TI Ti)S 1r6ll.ews· ab'T~ /-'Ell 7il.p ai/~1/-'EII'f/ ll.fav l(J'T[' 
11 ae 'TOtS II.A.ll.o1s /-'Ull.ll.ov ~1rep/3J.ll.li.E1 l1rl 'TO (J'KA'f/p6v, &c. . . 

s Herodot, vi. 56 . 
• 4 Aristot. ii. 7, 4; Xenciph. Republ. Laced. c. 13. nau<Tavlas, ?Tel<Tcis 
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The direct political powers of the kings were thus great! 

curtailed ; yet importance in many ways was still left to then 
They possessed large royal domains, in many of the townshir 
of the Perireki : they received frequent occasional presents, an 
when victims were offered to the gods, the skins and otht 
portions belonged to them as perquisites; 1 they had the 
votes in the senate, which, if they were absent, were given o 
their behalf by such of the other senators as were most near: 
related to them : the adoption of children received its form 
accomplishment in their presence-and conflicting claims : 
law, for the hand of an unbequeathed orphan heiress, we1 
adjudicated by them. But above all, their root was deep in tl 
religious feelings of the people. Their pre-eminent linea£ 
connected the entire state with a divine paternity. They, tl 
chiefs of the Herakleids, were the special grantees of the sc 
of Sparta from the gods-the occupation of the Dorians beir 
only sanctified and blest by Zeus for the purpose of establishir 
the children of Herakles in the v.W.ley of the Eurotas.2 The 
represented the state in· its relations with the gods, being I 
right, priests of Zeus Laced:emon (the ideas of the god ar 
the country coalescing into one) and of Zeus Uranius, ar 
offering the monthly sacrifices necessary to ensure divine pr 
tection to the people. Though individual persons mig 
sometimes be put aside, nothing short of a ne'Y divine revelati< 
could induce the Spartans to step out of the genuine linea, 
of Eurysthenes and Prokles. Moreover, the remarkat 
mourning ceremony which took place at the death of eve 
king, seems to indicate that the two kingly families-whi• 

Twv 1E<J>6pwv Tpils, ~~&-yet <J>povp&v, Xenoph. Hellen. ii. 4, 29; </JpOVf 
(<J>rwav ol "E<J>opo<, iii. 2, 23. 

A special restriction was put on the functions of the king, as milita 
commander-in-chief, in 417, B.c., after the ill-conducted expedition of A1 
son of Arcilidamus against Argos. It was then provided that ten Spart: 
counsellors should a! ways accompany the king in every expedition (Thuc} 
v. 63)-

1 The hide-money (oepp.a1-tt<6v) arising from the numerous victims offer 
at public sacrifices at Athens, is accounted for as a special item of t 
public revenue in the careful economy of that city: see Boeckh, Pub 
Econ. of Athens, iii. 7, p. 333; Eng. Trans. Corpus Inscription. No. 15 

2 Tyrta!us, Fragm. 1 1 ed. Bergk ; Strabo, xviii. p. 362- . 
AVTO~ yO..p Kpovtwv tco.Mtcrrerf>O.vov 1r6crt!t ~"Hp'l'Js 
ZEV~ 'Hpo.KAE"i~a.tt n]vOe 0€0wKe '1T6Aw· 

Oluw O.p.a. 7rpoA.t1T6vTe~ 'EpCveov .Y,vefJ.6evTa. 
EVpeiav lltfAo1T05' vijcrov Ctrf>t.KOp.eOa,, 

Compare Thucyd. v. r6; Herodot. v. 39; Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 31 

Plutarch, Lysand, c. 22. 
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counted. themselves Achrean,1 not Doriap-were considered as 
. the great common bond of union between the three component 
~arts of the population of Laconia-Spartans, Perireki, and 
lielots. Not merely was dt required, on this occasion, that 
J.wo members of every house in ~parta should appear in sack
doth and ashes-but the death of the king was formally made 

· known throughout every part of Laconia ; and deputies from 
the townships of the Perireki and the villages of the Helots, 
to the number of several thousand, were summoned to Sparta 
to take. their share in the profuse and public demonstr?-tions of 
21rrow, 2 which lasted'for ten days, and which imparted to 'the 
hneral obsequies a superhuman solemnity. Nor ought we to 
a?rget, in enumerating the privilt!ges of t9e Spartan king, that 
cie (conjointly with .two officers called Pythii nominated by him) 
tarried on the communications between the state and the 
<1emple of Delphi, and had the custody of oracles and prophecies 
-~enerally: In most of the Grecian states, such inspired 
declarations were treasured up, and consulted in cases • of 
public emergency : but the intercourse of Sparta with the 
Delphian oracle was peculiarly frequent and intimate, and the 
l'esponses of the Pythian priestess met with more reverential 
<lttention from the Spartans than from any other Greeks. 3 So 
•nuch the more· important were the king's functions, as the 
;(nedium of this intercourse : the oracle always upheld his 
dignity, and often even seconded his underhand personal 
cchemes.4 

i Sustained by. so great a force of traditional reverence, a 
i:;partan king of. military talent and individual energy like 

,-atgesilaus exercised great ascendency.; but such cases were 
c'ery rare, and we shall find the king throughout the historical 
t!eribd only a secondary force, available on special occasions. 
"elor real political· orders, in the greatest cases as well ·as the 
c~ast, the Spartan looks -to the- council of ephors,, to whom 
sibedience is paid with a degree of precision which nothing 
L\:l.ort of the Spartan discipline could have brought about-by 

\1e most powerful citizens not less than by the meanest.5 Both 
~! ·o 
\_; 1 Herod. v. 72. See the account in Plutarch of the abortive stratagem 
~)Lysander to make the kingly dignity elective, by putting forward a youth 

;)'ho passed for the son of Apollo (Plutarch, Lysand. c. 25-26). 
-:) 2 ~Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 3, I. 'A-yts:_~ruxe rrep,vor€pa.sf) /Car' 15.vOpoJ'Irov 
ra.<j>71s. · " 

3 For the privileges of the Spar.tan kings, see Herodot. vi. 56-57 ; 
-Xenophon. Republ. Laced. c. 15; Plato, Alcib. i .. p. 123. · . 
' 4 Herodot. vi. 66, and Thucyd. v. 16, furnish examples of-this. 

5 Xenophon. Republ. Laced. c. ~· 2, and Agesilaus, cap. 7, 2. 
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the internal police and the foreign affairs of the state are in the 
hands of the ephors, who exercise an authority approaching. to 
despotism, and altogether without accountability. They appomt 
and direct the body of 300 young and active citizens, who 
performed the immediate police service of Laconia : they 
cashier at pleasure any subordinate functionary, and infliCt 
fine or arrest at their own discretion : they assemble the military 
force, on occasion of foreign war, and determine its destination, 
though the king has the actual command of it : they imprison 
on suspicion even the regent or the king himself: 1 they sit as 
judges, sometimes individually and sometimes as a board, upon 
causes and complaints of great moment, and they judge without 
the restraint of written laws, the use of which was peremptorily 
forbidden by a special Rhetra, 2 erroneously connected with 

1 Xenoph. Rep. Laced. 8, 4; Thucyd. i. 131; Aristot. Polit. ii. 6, 14 
-apx~v ll.lav 1-'E')!rill.rw Kal IO"oTvpavvov. Plutarch, Lycurg. c. I3-l-'~ 
xpi!0"8at VO!-'OLS ~'Y'YP&.<f>ots. . 

Plato, in his Republic, in like manner disapproves of any general enact· 
ments tying up beforehand the discretion of perfectly educated men like his 
guardians, who will always do what is best on each special occasion 
(Republic, iv. p. 425). · 

2 Besides the primitive constitutional Rhetra mentioned above, page I I8, 
various other Rhetrre are also attributed to Lykurgus; and Plutarch singles 
out three unrler the title of "The Three Rhetrre," as if they were either 
the only genuine Lykurgean Rhetrre, or at least stood distinguished by 
some peculiar sanctity from all others (Plutarch, Qurest. Roman. c. 87. 
Agesilaus, c. 26). 

These three were (Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 13; comp. Apophth. Lacon. p. 
227).-r. Not to resort to written laws. 2. Not to employ in housebuild
ing any other tools than the axe and the saw. 3· Not to undertake military 
expeditions often against the same enemies. 

I agree with Nitzsch (Histor. Homer. p. 6I-6S) that these Rhetrre, 
though doubtless not actually Lycurgean, are nevertheless ancient (that is, 
probably dating somewhere between 6so-sso B.c.) and not the mere 
fictions of recent writers, as Schiimann (Ant. Jur. Pub. iv. I; xiv. p. 
132) and Urlichs (p. 24I) seem to believe. And though Plutarch specifies 
the number three, yet there seem to have been still more, as the language 
of Tyrtreus must be held to indicate; out of which, from causes which we 
do not now understand, the three which Plutarch distinguishes excited 
particular notice. 

These maxims or precepts of state were probably preserved along with 
the dicta of the Delphian oracle, from which authority doubtless lU:.tny 
of them may have emanated-such as the famous ancient prophecy 
'A </><ll.oXP1JI-'arla ~1r&.p-rav oll.e7, ~ll.ll.o li< obli<v (Krebs, Lectiones, Diodorere 
p. I40. Aristotel. llepl lloli.<Te<wv, ap. Schol. ad Eurip. Andromach. 446: 
Schiimann, Comm. ad Plutarch. Ag. et Cleomen. p. I23). 

Nitzsch has good .. remarks in explanati0n of the prohibition against 
"using written laws." This prohibition was probably called forth by the 
circumstance that other Grecian states were employing lawgivers like 
Z9.leukus, Drako, Charondas, or Solon-to present them at once with a 
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Lykurgus him;elf, but at any rate ancient. On certain occa
sions of peculiar moment they take .the sen~e of the senate 
and the public assembly 1-such seems to have been· the. habit, 
on questions of war and peace. It appears however that 
persons charged with homicide, treason, 'or -capital offences 
generally, were tried before the senate:' We read of several 
instances in which the kings were tried and severely fined, and 
in which their houses were condemned to be razed to the 
ground,- probabiy by the senate on the proposition ·of the 
ephors: in one ·instance, it seems that the ephors inflicted 
by their own authority a fine even upon Agesilaus.2 

War and peace appear- to have been submitted, on most, if 
not on' all occasions, to the senate and the public assembly; 
no matter could teach the latter-until it_ had passed through 
the former. And we find some few occasions on which the· 
de,cision of the public assembly was a .real expressibn of opinion, 
and. operative as to the result-as for example, the assembly 
whiCh immediately preceded and resolved upon the Pelopon
hesia:n war. Here, in addition to the serious ·hazard of the 
case and the general caution of a Spartan temperament, there 
was the great personal weight and experience of king Archidamus 
opposed to the war, though the ephors were favourable to it.s 
The public assembly, under such peculiar circuinstances,.really~
manifested an opinion and came to a division. But. for the 
most part, it seems to have b_een little better than an inoperative. 
formality. The general rule permitted no open discussion, nor 
could any private citizen speak except by special leave froni 
t}le magistrates.' Perhaps even the general liberty to discuss, 
if given, might have been of no avail, ~or not only was there no 

series. of ,written enactments or provisions. Some Spartans may have 
proposed that an analogous lawgiver shouli:l be nominated for Sparta;'. 
upon. which proposition . a negative. was put in the most solemn. manner 

'

ossible, by a formal ·Rhetra, perhaps passed after advice from_l2<!lphi~ 
here is n. o such contradictio-n therefore (when we thus_.conceivethe ev.ent) · 

s some ·authors represent, in forbidd_ing-~he-'UseOf written Jaws by a · 
hetra itself put into writing:-Toemploy a phrase in greater analogy 
ith modem-contl'OVefsies-" The Spartans, on the direction of the oracle; 
solveto retain their unwritten common law',.and not to codify.:• 
1 ~E5o~€ To'is 'Ecp6po•s ICC<L "P ~J<ICII.'I)ui~:(Xen. Hellen •. iii. 2, 23). , . 
2_ THe case of Leotychides, Herod. vi. 72; of Pleistoanax, Thticyd. ii. 21-

v. 16; Agis II., Thucyd. v. 63; Agis III., Plutarch, Agis, ·c. 19: see ,, 

r
utarch, Agesilaus, c. 5· 
Respecting the ephors generally, see Wachsmuth, Hellen. Alterthuins· 
nde, v. 4, 42, vol. i. p. 22.3 ; Cragius,'Rep, Lac. ii. 4, p. 121. 
Aristotle distinctly marks the ephors as &vv1ml8vv01 : so that the story · 
uded to briefly in the Rhetoric (iii. 18) is not easy to be understood. · 

I 8 Thucyd. i. 67, So, 87. .~VMO')'OII <r<f>iliv a.biiliv TOll €l018o1'a. . 
~ ro~~~ F 
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power of public speaking, but no habit of canvassing public 
measures at Sparta : nothing was more characteristic of the 
government than the extreme secrecy of its proceedings.1 The 
propositions brought forward by the magistrates were either 
accepted or rejected, without any licence of amending. There 
could be no attraction to invite the citizen to be present at 
such an assembly : and we may gather from the language of 
Xenophon that in his time it consisted only of a certain numljler 
of notables specially summoned in addition to the senate, wn1ch 
latter body is itself called "the lesser Ekklesia." 2 Indeed the 
constant and formidable diminution in the number of qualified 
citizens was alone sufficient to thin the attendance of the 
assembly, as well as to break down any imposing force which 
it might once have possessed. 

An assembly thus circumstanced-though always retained, as 
a formality, and though its consent on considerable matters 
and for the passing of laws (which however seems to have been 
a rare occurrence at Sparta) was indispensable-could be very 
little of a practical check upon the administration of the ephors. 
The Senate, a permanent body with the kings included in it, 
was the only real check upon them, and must have been to a 
certain extent a concurrent body in the government-though 
the large and imposing language in which its political supremacy 
is spoken of by Demosthenes and Isokrates exceeds greatly the 
reality of the case. Its most important function was that of a 
court of criminal justice, before whom every man put on trial 
for his life was arraigned.3 But both in this and in their other 

1 Thucyd. v. 68. T1)s 'II'Oll.tTEla, To Kpv ... .,.&v: compare iv. 74; also his 
remarkable expression about sc1 distii)guished a man as Brasidas, ijv o~ ovK 
&.o6vaTos, ws AaK<O<ttfJ.&voos, <l'll'<lv, and iv. 24, about the Lacedremonian 
envoys to Athens. Compare Schomann, Antiq. Jur. Pub. Grrec. iv. r, So, 
p. 122. Aristotel. Polit. ii. 8, 3· 

2 Tt)v f'.'"pav Kall.ovfJ.EV1JV ~KKll.1]crlav (Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 3, 8), which 
means the -yepovT<s or senate, and none besides, except the ephors, who 
convoked it. (See Lachmann, Spart. Verfass. sect. 12, p. 216.) What is 
still more to be noted, is the expression o! lKKA'1J'TOI as the equivalent of 
7, ~KKll.'1]crla (compare Hellen. v. 2, II ; vi. 3, 3), evidently showing a 
special and limit~d number of persons convened: see also ii. 4, 38; iv. 6, 
3; v. 2, 33 ; Thucyd. v. 77· 

The expression o! lKICA'1]'TOI could never have got into use as an equivalent 
for the Athenian ecclesia. 

3 Xenoph. Repub. Laced. IO; Aristot. Polit. ii. 6, 17 ; iii .. r,. 7 ; 
Demosthen. cont. Leptin. c. 23, p. 489; Isokrates, Or. xii. (Panathenaic.) 
p. 266. The language of Demosthenes seems particularly,inaccurate. 

Plutarch (Agesilaus, c. 32), on occasion of some suspected conspirators 
who were put to death by Agesilaus and .. the ephors, when Sparta was in 
imminent danger from the attack of Epaminonda~, asserts, that this was 
the first time that any Spartan had ever been put to death without trial. 
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duties, we find ~the senators as weir as the kirigs ,and the ephors 
charged with corruption and venality,! As they were not 
appointed until sixty years of age and then held their offices 
for life, we may readily believe that some of them continued to 
act after the period of extreme and disqualifying senility
which, though the extraordinary respect of the Lacedremonians · 
for old age would doubtless tolerate it, could not fail to im-, 
pair the influence of the body as a concurrent element of 
government. ' · . . . , .. 
. The brief sketch here given of the Spartan government will' 

show, that though Greek theo~ists found a difficulty in deter
mining under what class they should arrange it, 2 it was in 
substance a close, unscrupulous, and well-obeyed oligarchy--, 
including within ·it, as subordinate, ~hose portions which. had 
once been dominant, the kings and the senate, and softening 
the odium, without abating ~the mischief; of the system, by its . 
annual change of the ruling ephors. We must at the same· 
time distinguish the government from the Lykurgean discipline 
and education, which doubtless tended much to· equalise rich 
and poor, in respect to practical life, habits, and enjoyments. 
HerodQtus (and seemingly also Xenophon) thought that the form 
just described was .that which the government had originally 
received from the hand of Lykurgus .. Now, though there is 
good reason for supposing otherwise, and for believing the 
ephors to be a subsequent addition-,-yet the mere f~ct, that 
Hero,dotus was I so informed at Sparta, points our attention to 
one- important attribute of the Spartan polity, which it is proper 
to bring into view. This attribute is, its unparalleled steadiness 
for four or·five successive centuries, in the midst of govern
ments like the Grecian, all of which had undergone . more or 
less of fluctuation. No considerable revolution-'-not everi ·any 
palpable or formal change:_occurred in it from the days of 
the Messenian war down to those of Agis IIL : in spite of 
the irreparable. blow which the power and territory of the state 

~
ustained from Epaminonpas and the Thebans; the form of 
overnment nevertheless remained unchanged. It was the only 

, 1 Aristot. I:olit. ii. 6, IS. Compar'" ,also Thucydid, i .. 131 about the 
guilty Pausanias,-?I'IO'Te6"'" XPfJp.arn l5•a.ll.60'ew T1)v 1ila.{3oll.1)v : · Herodot. v •. 
72; Thucyd. · v. r6-about the kings Leotychides and Pleistoanax; the 
brav.e and able Gylippus-Piutarch, Lysand. c. r6. · 
· 2 The ephors are. sometimes considered as a democratical element,. 
because every Spartan citizen had a chance of becoming ephor ; sometimes 
as a despotical element, because in the exercise of th~ir power they were 
•subject to little'restraint and no responsibility: see Plato, Legg. i:v. p. 712; 
iAristot. Polit. ii. 3, IO ; iv. 7, 4, S· 

I 
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government in Greece which could trace an unbroken peaceabl< 
descent from a high antiquity and from its real or supposec 
founder. Now this was one of the main circumstances (amonf 
others which will hereafter be mentioned) of the astonishinf 
ascendency which the Spartans acquired over the Helleni< 
mind, and which they will not be found at all to deserve. by an: 
superior ability in the conduct of affairs. The steadiness o 
their political sympathies-exhibited at one time by puttinf 
down the tyrants or despots, at another by overthrowing th< 
democracies-stood in the place of ability, and even the recog 
nised failings of their government were often covered by th< 
sentiment of respect for its early commencement and uninter 
rupted continuance. If such a feeling acted on the Greek 
generally, 1 much more powerful was its action upon the Spartan~ 
themselves in inflaming that haughty exclusiveness for whid 
they stood distinguished. And it is to be observed that th< 
Spartan mind continued to be cast on the old-fashioned scale 
and unsusceptible of modernising influences, longer than tha 
of most other people of Greece. The ancient legendary faith 
and devoted submission to the Delphian oracle, remainec 
among them unabated, at a time when various influences hac 
considerably undermined it among their fellow-Hellens anc 
neighbours. But though the unchanged title and forms o 
the government thus contributed to its imposing effect, both a 
home and abroad, the causes of internal degeneracy were no· 
the less really at work, in undermining its efficiency. It ha~ 
been already stated that the number of qualified citizens wen· 
on continually diminishing, and even of this diminished numbe: 
a larger proportion than before were needy, since the landec 
property tended constantly to concentrate itself in fewer hands 
There grew up in this way a body of discontent, which had no 
originally existed, both among the poorer citizens, and amoni 
those who had lost their franchise as citizens; thus aggravatin! 
the danger arising from Periceki and Helots, who will be present!: 
noticed. 

We pass from the political constitution of Sparta to the civi 
ranks and distribution, economical relations, and lastly th' 
peculiar system of habits, education and discipline, said to hav 
been established among the Lacedremonians by Lykurgm 
Here again we shall find ourselves imperfectly informed as t1 
the existing institutions, and surrounded by confusion when w 
try to explain how those institutions arose. 

1 A specimen of the way in which this antiquity was lauded, may b 
seen in lsokrates, Or, xii. (Panathenaic. )~p. 288. 
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i 
r • It seems however ·ascertained that the Dorians in all their 
settlements were divided into three tribes-the Hylleis, the 

· Pamphyli, and the Dymanes: in all Dorian. cities moreover, 
there were distinguished Hera~leid families from whom cekists · 
were chosen when new colonies were formed. These three 
tribes can be traced at Argos, Sikyon, Epidaurus, Trcez~n, 
Megara, Korkyra, and seemingly also at Sparta.! The Hylleis 
recognised, as their eponym and progenitor, Hyllus the son of 
Herakles, and were therefore in their own belief deseended 
from Herakles himself: we may suppose the Herakleids, 
specially so called; comprising the two regal families, to have 
been the Elder Brethren of the tribe of Hylleis, the whole of 
whom are sometimes spoken of as Herakleids or descendants 
of Herakles. 2 But there seem to have been aJso at Sparta, as 
in other Dqrian towns, non-Dorian inhabitants, apart from 
·these three tribes and embodied in tribes of their own. One 
of these, the JEgeids, said to have come from Thebes as allies· 
of the Dorian invaders, is named by Aristotle, Pindar, and 
Herodotus 8-while the lEgialeis at Sikyon, the tribe H yrnethia 
at Argos and Epidaurus, and others whose titles we do not 
know at Corinth, represent in like manner the non-Dorian 
portions of their respective communities.4 At Corinth the 
total numbf:lr of tribes is said to have been eight.5 But at 
Sparta, though we seem to make out the existence of the three 
Dorian tribes, we do not know how many tribes there were in 

1 · Herodot. v~, 68; Stephan. Byz. v. '"fll.}..€es and Avp.av; Q. Miillei, 
Dorians, iii. 5, 2; Boeckh, ad Corp. Inscrip. No. 1123. / 

Thucyd. i. 24, about Phalius the Herakleid at Corinth. 
2 See Tyrtreus, Fnigm. 8, r, ed. Schneid<;!win, and Pindar, Pyth. i. 6r, 

v. 71, where the expressions "descendants of H~rakl€s" plainly compre
hend more than the two kingly families. Plutarch, Lysand. c. 22; Diodor. 
xi. 58. · . · 1 • • 

3 Herodot. iv. 149; Pindar, Pyth. v. 67; Ari:<tot. AaH:wv. Ii'oll.tT. p. 
127, Fragm. ed. Neuman. The Talthybiadre, or he:·alds at Sparta, formed 

. a family or caste apart (Herod: vii. 134). · ' . · . 
i 0. Miiller supposes, without any proof, that the lEgeids must have been 

)

1 adopted into one of the three Dorian tribes ; this is one of the corollaries 
from his fundamental supposition, that Sparta is the type of pure Dorism 

': (vol. ii. p. 78). Kopstadt• thinks (Dissertat; p. 67)" that I have done 
inj~stice to 0. Miiller in· not' assenting to his proof: but on studying the 
pomt over.again, I can see no 'reason.for mcidifying·wnat is •here stated in. 
the text. The section of Schomannls work (Antiq. Jur. Pub!. Grrec;, iv •. 
r, 6, p. 115) on this subject asserts a.great deaJ: more than can be proved. 

4 · Herod. v .. 68-92; Boeckh; Corp; Inscrip. Nos. 1130, II3h ·Stephan. 
Byz. v.· 'Tpv£8"'"; · Pausan, ii. 28,. 3· .·. · . · • ., • ' · 

5 Photius n&vTa lli<TW; also Proverb. Vatic. Suidas, xi. 64; · compare 
Hesychius, v. Kvv&rpall.ot. 
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all ; still less do we know what relation the Obre or Obes, 
another subordinate distribution of the people, bore to the 
tribes. In the ancient Rhetra of Lykurgus, the Tribes and 
Obes are directed to be maintained unaltered : but the state
ment of 0. Muller and Boeckh 1-that there were thirty Obes 
in all, ten to each tribe-rests upon no other evidence than a 
peculiar punctuation of this Rhetra, which various other critics 
reject; and seemingly with good reason. We are thus left 
without any information respecting the Obe, though we know 
that it was an old, peculiar, and lasting division among the 
Spartan people, since it occurs in the oldest Rhetra of Lykurgus, 
as well as in late inscriptions of the date of the Roman empire. 
In similar inscriptions and in the account of Pausanias, there 
is however recognised a classification of Spartans distinct from 
and independent of the three old Dorian tribes, and founded 
upon the different quarters of the city-Limnre, Mesoa, Pitane 
and Kynosura; 2 from one of these four was derived the usual 
description of a Spartan in the days of Herodotus. There is 
reason to suppose that the old Dorian tribes became antiquated 
at Sparta (as the four old Ionian tribes did at Athens), and 
that the topical classification derived from the quarters of the 
city superseded it-these quarters having been originally the 
separate villages, of the aggregate of which Sparta was com
posed.s That the number of the old senators, thirty, was 
connected with the three Dorian tribes, deriving ten members 
from each, is probable enough, though there is no proof of it. 

Of the population of Laconia three main divisions are 
recognised-Spartans, Peri~ki, and Helots. The first of the 
three were the full-qualified citizens, who lived in Sparta itself, 
fulfilled all the exigencies of the Lykurgean discipline, paid 

1 MUller, Dorians, iii. 5, 3-7 ; Boeckh, ad Corp. Inscription. Part iv. 
sect. 3, p. 6og. · 

2 Pausan. iii 16, 6; Herodot. iii. 55 ; Boeckh, Corp. Inscriptt. Nos. 
1241, 1338, 1347, 1425; Steph. Byz. v. Meu&a; Strabo, viii. p. 364; 
Hesych. v. n • .,.&v'J1. 

There is much confusion and discrepancy of opinion about the Spartan 
tribes. Cragius admits six (De Republ. Lacon. i. 6) : Meursius, eight 
(Rep. Lacon. i. 7); Barthelemy (Voyage du J eune Anacharsis, iv. p. 185) 
makes them five. Manso has discussed the subject at large, but I think 
not very satisfactorily, in the eighth Beilage to the first book of his History 
of Sparta (vol. ii. p. 125); and Dr. Thirlwall's second Appendix (vol. i. p. 
517) both notices all the different modern opinions on this obscure topic, 
and adds several useful criticisms. Our scanty stock of original evidence 
leaves much room for divergent hypotheses, and little chance of any 
certain conclusion. 

8 Thucyd. i. 10. 
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their quota to the Syssitia or public mess, and were alone 
eligible to honours 1 or public offices.· These men h;td neither 
time nor taste even for cultivation of the land, still less for 
trade 'or han:dicraft: such occupations. were inconsistent with 
the prescribed training, even if they had ·not been positively ~ 
interdicted. They were maintained from the.lands round the 
city, and from the large proportion of Laconia which belonged 
to them ; the land being tilled for them ·by Helots, who seem 
to have paid over to them a fixed proportion of the produce : 
in some cases at least, as much as one half.2 Each Spartan 
retained his qualification,' and transmitted it to his children; on 
two . conditions-first, that of submitting to the prescribed 
discipline; next,· that of paying each. his stipulated quota to 
the public mess, which was only maintained by these individual 
contributions. The multiplication of childr~n in the ·poorer 
families, after acquisition of new territory ceased, continually 

. augmented both· the number and the proportion of citizens 
who were unable to fulfil the second of these conditions, and' 
who therefore lost their franchise : so thai' there ·arose towards 
the .close of the Peloponnesian war a· distinction, among the 
'Spartans themselves, unknown to the earlier times-the re- ' 
duced number of fully-qualified· citizens being called The 
Equals or Peers-the disfranchised poor, The Inferiors., The 
latter, disfranchised as .they were,· nevertheless did not become 
Periceki : it was probably still competent to them to resume 
their qualification, should any favourable-accident,enable theni 
to rriake their contril;>utions to the public mess. 

1 
' . 

The Pericekus was also a freeman ·and a citizen,' not of· 
Sparta, but of some one of the hundred townships of Laconia.8 

Both he and the community to which he belonged received 

. 1 One or two Pericekic officers appear in military command towards tHe 
end of the Peloponnesian war (Thucyd. viii. 6, 22), but these ·seem rare· 
exceptions even as to f9reign service by sea or land, while a Pericekus as 
magistrate at Sparta was unheard•of. 

2 One) half was paid by the enslaved Messenians (Tyrtreus, Frag. 4, 
Bergk): !l,c.wru ..-all,· 8o:O'oll 1<ap..-~11 llpovpa <P~p .... 

3 Strabo, viii. p. 362. Stephanus Byz. alludes ,to this total of 100 
town~hips in his notice of several different items ·among them-'Av6cfva 
w61\.<s AaK<>ill<l<:q p.(a Tow ~~<aTOll ; also v. 'A.ppo3tO'tcls, Boi'a<, livP/Jclx<ov, &c.; 
but he ;probably copied, Strabo, 1 and therefore cannot pass for a distinct 
authority. . The total of 100 townships belongs to the maximum of Spartan 

·power, after the conquest and before the seyerance of Messenia; for 
Aul6n, Boire and Meth6n~ (the• extreme, places) are included among 
them. . 
, Mr. Clinton (Fast. Hellen. ii. p. 401) has collected the names of above 
6o out of ~he 100. · 
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their orders only from Sparta, having no political sphere of 
their own, and no share in determining the movements of the 
Spartan authorities. In the island of Kythera,1 which formed 
one of the Pericekic townships, a Spartan bailiff resided as 
administrator. But whether the same was the case with others, 
we cannot affirm : nor is it safe to reason from one of these 
townships to all-there may have been considerable differences 
in the mode of dealing with one and another. For they were 
spread through the whole of Laconia, some near and some 
distant from Sparta: the free inhabitants of Amyklre must have 
been Periceki, as well as those of Kythera, Thuria, JEtheia, or 
Aulon : nor can we presume that the feeling on the part of the 
Spartan authorities towards all of them was the same. Be
tween the Spartans and their neighbours, the numerous 
Periceki of Amyklre, there must have subsisted a degree of 
intercourse and mutual relation· in which the more distant 
Periceki did not partake-besides that both the religious 
edifices and the festivals of Amyklre were most reverentially 
adopted by the Spartans and exalted into a national dignity : 
and we seem to perceive, on some occasions, a degree of con
sideration manifested by the Amyklrean hoplites,2 such as 
perhaps other Periceki might not have obtained. The class
name, Periceki 3-Circum-residents, or dwellers around the city 

1 Thucyd. iv. 53· 
2 Xenophon, Hellen. iv. 5, II ; Herod. ix. 7; Thucyd. v. rS-23. The 

Amyklrean festival of the Hyacinthia, and the Amyklrean temple of Apollo, 
seem to stand foremost in the mind of the Spartan authorities. AvTol ~eal 
ol ~-y-y6Ta.-a Tiiw 7repwl~ewv (Thucyd. iv. 8), who are ready before the rest 
and march against the Athenians at Pylus, probably include the 
Amyklreans. 

Laconia generally is called by Thucydides (iii. r6) as the "~~"•ptoL!ds of 
Sparta. 

3 The word 7r<plot~eo< is sometimes used to signify simply" surrounding 
neighbour states," in its natural geographical sense: see Thucyd. i. 17, 
and Aristot. Polit. ii. 7, r. 

But the more usual employment of it is, to mean, the unprivileged or 
less privileged members of the same political aggregate living without the 
city, in contrast with the full privileged burghers who lived within it. 
Aristotle uses it to signify in Krete the class corresponding to the Lacedre
monian Helots (Pol. ii. 7, 3): there did not exist in Krete any class 
corresponding to the Lacedremoniart Periceki. In Krete there were not 
two stages of inferiority-there was only one, and that one is marked by 
the word 7r<plot~eot ; while the Lacedremonian Pericekus had the Helot 
helnw .him. To an Athenian the word conveyed the id.ea of undefined 
degradation. 

To understand better the status of the Pericekus, we may contrast him 
with the Metcekus or Metic. The latter resides in the city, but he is an 
alien resident on sufferance, not a native : he pays a special tax, stands 
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-usually denoted native inhabitants of inferior political con-

. dition as contrasted with the full-privileged burghers who lived 
irtthe City, but it did not mark any precise or uniform degree 
of inferiority. It is sometimes so used by Aristotle as to imply 
a . condition no better than that of the Helots, so that in a 

excluded from all political functions, and cannot even approach the magis
trate except through a friendly citizen or Prostat€s ( i1rl 1rpD<T-r&:rov olt<<Zv
Lycurgus cont. Leocrat. c. 21-53) : he bears arms for the defence of the 
state. The situation of a Metic was however very different in different 
cities of Greece. At Athens that class were well protected in person and 
property, numerous and domiciliated : at Sparta, there were at first none 
-the Xen€1asy excluded them; but this must have been relaxed long 
before the days of Agis III. · r- . 

The Perirekus differs from the Metic in being a native of ~he soil, subject 
by birth to the city law. . 

M. Kopstadt (in his Dissertation above cited on Lacedremonian affairs, 
sect. 7, p. 6o) expresses much surprise at that which I ad vance in this note 
respecting Kr€te and Lacedremon-that in Kr€te there was no' class of 
men analogous to the Lacedremonian Perireki, but only two classes-i. e. , 
free citizens and Helots. He thinks that this position is "prorsus 
falsum." 

But I advance nothing-more here than what is distinctly stated.by Aris
totle, as Kopstadt himself admits (p. 6o, i1). Aristotle calls the subject 
class in Kr€te by the name of Ueplott<o<. And in this case, the general pre· 
sumptions go far to sustain the authority of Aristotle. -·For Sparta was a 
dominant or capital city, including in its'dependence not only a consider
able territory, but a considerable number of inferior, distinct, organised 
townships. In Krete, on the contrary, each autonomous state included 
only a town with its circumjacent territory, but, without any annexed town· 
ships. There was therefore no basis foi: the intermediate class called in 
Laconia Perireki: just .as Kopstadt himself remarks (p. '78) about the 
Dorian city of Megara. There were only the two classes Of free Kretan 
citizens, and self-cultivators in various modifications and subdivisions. 

Kopstadt (following Hoeck, Kr€ta, b. iii. vol. iii. p. 23) says that the 
authority of Aristotle on this point is overborne. by that of Dosiadas and 
Sosikrat€s-authors who wrote specially on Kr€tan affairs. Now if we 
were driven to make a choice, I confess that I should prefer the testimony. 
of Aristotle-considering that we know little or nothing respecting the 
other two. But in this case I do not think that we are driven to make a 
choice : Dosiadas (ap. Athenre. xiv. p. 143) is not cited in terms, so tpat 
we cannot affinri' him to contradict Aristotle; and Sosiki:at€s (upon w\Iom. 
Hoeck and Kopstadt rely) says something which does not necessarily .. 
contradict 'him, but admits of being explained so as to place the two 
witnesses in harmony with each other. 

Sosikrat€s says (ap. Athenre. vi. p. 263), T1w p.~v Kow1Jv llovA<lav ol 
Kpi)-res t<al\ovcn p.volav, -r1]v lle lalav &tpap.tw-ras,' -ro/Js ll€ 7T<ptalt<ovs {nr1JKOovs. 
Now the word 7r<ptolt<ous seems to be here used jusf as Aristotle would 
have used it, to comprehend the Kr€tan serfs universally :. it is not dis tin, 
tinguished from p.vrp-rat and &tpap.torra<, but comprehends both of them as 
different species under a generic term. The authority of Aristotle affords 
a reason for preferring to construe the passage in· this manner, and the 
words appear to me to admit of it fairly. · · 

F 2 
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large sense, all the inhabitants of Laconia (Helots as well as 
the rest) might have been included in it. But when used in 
reference to Laconia, it bears a technical sense whereby it is 
placed in contraposition with the Spartan on one side, and 
with the Helot on the other : it means native freemen and 
proprietors, grouped in subordinate communities 1 with more 
or less power of local management, but (like the subject towns 
belonging to Bern, Zurich, and most of the old thirteen 
cantons of Switzerland) embodied in the Lacedremonian 
aggregate, which was governed exclusively by the kings, senate, 
and citizens of Sparta. 

When we come to describe the democracy of Athens after 
the revolution of Kleisthenes, we shall find the demes, or local 
townships and villages of Attica, incorporated as equal and 
constituent fractions of the integer called The Deme (or The 
City) of Athens, so that a demot of Acharme or Sphettus is at 
the same time a full Athenian citizen. But the relation of 
the Pericekic townships to Sparta is one of inequality and 
obedience, though both belong to the same political aggregate, 
and made up together the free Lacedremonian community. 
In like manner, Ornere and other places were townships of men 
personally free, but politically dependent on Argos-Akrrephire 
on Thebes-Chreroneia on Orchomenus-and various Thessa
lian towns on Pharsalus and Larissa.2 This condition carried 
with it a sentiment of degradation, and a painful negation of 
that autonomy for which every Grecian community thirsted ;s 
while being maintained through superior force, it had a natural 
tendency, perhaps without the deliberate wish of the reigning 
city, to degenerate into practical oppression. But in addition 
to this general tendency, the peculiar education of a Spartan, 
while it imparted force, fortitude, and regimental precision, 
was at the same time so rigorously peculiar, that it rendered 
him harsh, unaccommodating, and incapable of sympathising 
with the ordinary march of Grecian feeling,-not to mention 
the rapacity and love of money, which is attested, by good 
evidence, as belonging to the Spartan character, 4 and which we 

1 The w&ll.ets of the Lacedremonian Periceki are often noticed : see 
Xenophon (Agesilaus, ii. 24; Laced. Repub. xv. 3; Hellenic. vi. 5, 21). 

2 Herod. viii. 7J-I35; Xenoph. Hellen. vi. .r-8; Thucyd. iv. 76-94· 
3 Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 3, 5, 9, 19. Isokrati!s, writing in the days of 

Theban power, after the battle of Leuktra, characterises the B~otian towns 
as wep(oti<OI of Thebes (Or. viii. De Pace, p. 182); compare Orat. xiv. 
Plataic. p. 299-303. Xenophon holds the same language, Hellen. v. 4, 
46 ; compare Plutarch, Agesilaus, 28. 

4 Aristot. Polit. ii, 6, 23. 
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should hardly have expect~d to find in the pilpils of Lykurgus. 
As Harmosts out of their native city,1 and in relations with. 
inferiors, the Spartans seem. to have been more unpopular .than 
other Greeks, and we may presume that a similar haughty. 
roughness pervaded, .their dealings with their own Periceki ;. 
who were bou.nd to them certainly by no tie of affection, and 
who for the .most part revolted after the battle of Leuktra as. 
soon as the invasion of Laconia by Epaminondas enabled 
them to do so with safety. 

Isokrates, taking his point of departure from the old 
Herakleid legend, with its instantaneous conquest and triple 
partition of all Dorian Peloponnesus among the three Hera
kleid brethren, deduces the first origin of the Pericekic 
townships from internal seditions among the conquerors of 
~parta. According to him, the period immediately succeeding 
the conquest was one of fierce intestine warfare in newly
'conquered Sparta, between th.e Few and the Many,-the 
oligarchy and the demus. The former being victorious, two 
important measures were the .. consequences of their victory, 
They banished the defeated Many from Sparta into Laconia, 
retaining the residence in Sparta exclusively for themselves; 
they assigned to them the smallest and least fertile half of 
Laconia, monopolising the larger and better for themselves; 
and they disseminated them into many very small townships, 
or subordinate little communities, while they, <;oncentrated 
themselves entirely at Sparta. To these precal}tions for en
suring dominion they added another not less important. They 
established among their own Spartan citizens equality of legal 
privilege and democratical government, so as to take the great
est securities f~r internal harmony ; which harmony, according 
to the judgement of Isokrates, had been but too effectually per
petuated; enabling the Spartans to achieve their dominion over 
.oppressed Greece,-like the accord of pirates 2 for the spolia
tion of the peaceful. The Pericekic townships (he tells us), 
while deprived of all the privileges of freemen, were exposed 
to ap the toils, as well as to an unfair share of the dangers, of 
war. The Spartan authorities put them in situations and upon 

1 Thucyd. i. 77-95 ; vi. 105. Isokrat~s (Panathenaic. Or. xii. p. 283), 
~7rapTtd.Tas OE {nrepo7rTLIWVs JCal -n:oA.E~J.tiCOUs Kc:d irAedvfwras, o1oVs 1rep alrroVs . 
•lvcu 1rci.v-r•s {mEt>.:{Jcpacn. Compare his Oratio de Pace (Or. viii. p. r8o-
'r8r); Oratio Panegyr. (Or. iv. p. 64-67). . 

2 Isokrat~s. Panathenaic. 'Or. xii. p. 280. durr• ovo•ls tr.v avTOVS ot& 'Ye 
TtJV Op.OVOtav 01/ca[w~ brawecrEtEV, OVOEV p.al\l\ov ·f) 'TOVS /Ca'Ta1I'OV'TtCJ''TaS 1<al 
A!1CJ''Ta~ /Cal 'TOV~ 11'Epl 'TaS ~)\;\as ~liudas 6vTas· /Cal 'Yap ~ICElJIOt crcplcrtJI avTo'is 
lip.ovoovvns Tov.s ll.l\l\ovs a7ro;\l\voucrt• . 
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enterprises which they deemed too dangerous for their own 
citizens; and what was still worse, the ephors possessed the 
power of putting to death, without any form of preliminary 
trial, as many Periceki as they pleased.1 

The statement here delivered by Isokrates, respecting the 
first origin of the distinction of Spartans and Periceki, is 
nothing better than a conjecture, nor is it even a probable 
conjecture, since it is based on the historical truth of the old 
Herakleid legend, and transports the disputes of his own time 
between the oligarchy and the demus into an early period to 
which such disputes do not belong. Nor is there anything, as 
far as our knowledge of Grecian history extends, to bear out 
his assertion that the Spartans took to themselves the least 
dangerous post in the field, and threw undue peril upon their 
Periceki. Such dastardly temper was not among the sins of 
Sparta; but it is undoubtedly true, that as the number of 
citizens continually diminished, so the Periceki came to con
stitute, in the later times, a larger and larger proportion of the 
Spartan force. Yet the power which Isokrates represents to 
have been vested in the ephors, of putting to death Periceki 
without preliminary trial, we may fully believe to be real, and 
to have been exercised as often as the occasion seemed to call 
for it. We shall notice presently the way in which these 
magistrates dealt with the Helots, and shall see ample reason 
from thence to draw the conclusion, that whenever the ephors 
believed any man to be dangerous to the public peace,
whether an inferior Spartan, a Pericekus, or a Helot,-the 
most summary mode of getting rid of him would be considered 
as the best. Towards Spartans of rank and consideration they 
were doubtless careful and measured in their application of 
punishment, but the same necessity for circumspection did not 
exist with regard to the inferior classes : moreover the feeling, 
that the exigencies of justice required a fair trial before punish
ment was inflicted, belongs to Athenian associations much 
more than to Spartan. How often any such summary 
executions may have taken place, we have no information. 

We may remark that the account which Isokrates has here 
given of the origin of the Laconian Periceki is not essentially 
irreconcileable with that of Ephorus, 2 who recounted that 

1 Isokrat@s, Orat: xii. (Par.athenaic.) p. 27o-271. The statement in the 
same oration (p. 246), that the Lacedremonians "had put ·to death with· 
out trial more Greeks (?rll..!ovs ,.r;, 'Ell.ll.'hv.,v) than had ever been tried at 
Athens since Athens was a city," refers to their allies or dependents out of 
Laconia. 

• Ephorus, Fragm. r8, ed. Marx; ap. Strabo. viii. p. 365. 
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. Eurysthenes and Prokles, on first conquering Lac,onia, had 
granted to the pre-existing population equ,al rights with the 
Dorians-but that Agis, son of Eurysthenes, had deprived 
them of this equal position, and degraded them into dependent 
subjects of the latter. At least the two narratives both agree 
in presuming that the Periceki had once enjoyed a better 
position, from which they had been extruded by violence. 
And the, policy"which Isokrates ascribes to the victorious 
Spartan oligarchs,-of driving out the demus from concen
trated residence in the city to disseminated residence in many 
separate and insignificant townships,-seems to be the ex
pression of that proceeding which in his time was numbered 
among the most efficient precautions against refractory sub-· 
jects,-the Dicekisis, or breaking up of a town-aggregate into 
villages. We cannet . assign to the statement any historical 
authority.1 Moreover the division of Laconia into six districts, 
together with its distribution into townships (or the distribution 
of settlers into pre-existing townships), which Ephorus ascribed 
to the first Dorian kings, are all deductions from the primitive 
legendari account, which described the Dorian conquest ·as 
achieved at one stroke, and !llUSt all be dismissed, if we 
suppose it to have been achieved -gradmtlly. This gradual 
conquest is admitted by" 0. M,iiller and by many "of the ablest 
subsequent inquirers-who nevertheless seem to have the 
contrary supposition involuntarily present to their minds when 
they criticise the early Spartan history," and always un
consciously imagine the Spartans as masters of all Laconia. 
We cannot even assert that Laconia was ever under one 

1 Dr. Arnold (in his Dissertation on the Spartan Constitution, appended 
to the first volume of his Thucydid@s, p. 643) places greater confidence in 
the historical value of this narrative of Isokrates than I am inclined to do . 
. On the other hand, Sir G. C. Lewis, in his Review of Dr. Arnold's 
Dissertation (Philological Museum, vol. ii. p. 45), considers the " account· 
of Isokrates as completely inconsistent with that of Ephorus" ; which is·· 
saying rather more, perhaps, than the tenor of the two strict! y warrants. 
In Sir G. Lewis's excellent article, most of the difficult points respecting 
the Spartan constitution will be found raised and discussed in a manne} 
highly instructive. . 

Another point in the statement of ·Isokrat@s is, that the Dorians at the 
time of the original conquest of Laconia were only 2000 in number (Or. 
xii. Panath. p. "286). Mr. Clinton rejects this estimate as too small, and 
observes, ."I suspect that Isokrat@s, m describing the numbers of: the 
.Dorians at the original conquest, has adapted to the description the actual 
numbers of the Spartans in his own time" (Fast. Hellen. ii. p. 408). 

This seems to me a probable conjecture, and it illustrates as well the 
absence of data under which Isokrates or his informants laboured, as the 
method which they took to supply the deficiency. 
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government before the consummation of the successive con
quests of Sparta. 

On the assertion of 0. Muller-repeated by SchOmann 1_ 

"that the difference of races was strictly preserved, and that the 
Peric:eki were always considered as Achreans "-I find no proof, 
and I believe it to be erroneous. Respecting Pharis, Geronthrre, 
and Amyklre, three Peric:ekic towns, Pausanias gives us to 
understand that the pre-existing inhabitants were expelled some 
long time after the Dorian conquest, and that a Dorian popu
lation replaced them.2 Without placing great faith in this 
statement, for which Pausanias could hardly have any good 
authority, we may yet accept it as representing the probabilities 
of the case and as counterbalancing the unsupported hypothesis 
of Muller. The Peric:ekic townships were probably composed 
either of Dorians entirely, or of Dorians incorporated in greater 
or less proportion with the pre-existing inhabitants. But 
whatever difference of race there may once have been, it was 
effaced before the historical times,5 during which we find no 

1 Schomann, Antiq. Jurisp. Grrecorum, iv. I, 5, p. II2. , 
2 Pausan. iii. 2, 6 ; iii. 22, 5· The statement of MUller is to be found 

(History of the Dorians, iii. 2, r) : he quotes a passage of Pausanias which 
is noway to the point 

Sir G. C. Lewis (Philolog. Mus. ut sup. p. 41) is of the same opinion as 
MUller. 

3 M. Kopstadt (in the learned Dissertation which I have before alluded 
to, De Rerum Laconicarum Constitutionis Lycurgere Origine et Indole, 
cap. ii. p. 3r) controverts this position respecting the Periceki. He appears 
to understand it in a sense which my words hardly present-at least a sense 
which I did not intend them to present : as if the majority of inhabitants 
in each of the hundred Pericekic towns were Dorians-" ut per centum 
Laconire oppida distributi ubique majorem incolarum numerum eff1cerent" 
(p. 32). I meant only to affirm that some of the Pericekic towns, such as 
Amyklre, were wholly or almost wholly, Dorian ; many others of them 
partially Dorian. But what may have been the comparative numbers 
(probably different in each town) of Dorian and non· Dorian inhabitants
there are no means of determining, M. Kopstadt (p. 35) admits that 
Amyklre, Pharis, and Geronthrre, were Pericekic towns peopled by 
Dorians ; and if this be true, it negatives the general maxim on the faith 
of which he contradicts what I affirm: his maxim is-"nunquam Dorienses 
a Doriensibus, nisi bello victi erant, civitate requoque jure privati sunt" 
(p. 31). 1t is unsafe to lay down such large positions respecting a supposed 
uniformity of Dorian rule; and practice. The high authority of 0. MUller 
has been misleading in this respect. 

It is plain that Herodotus (compare his expression, viii. 73 and i. 145) 
conceived all the free inhabitants of Laconia not as Achreans, but as 
Dorians. He believes in the story of the legend, that lire Achreans, driven 
out of Laconia by the invading Dorians and Herakleidre, occupied the 
territory in the north·west of Peloponnesus which was afterwards called 
Achaia,-expelling from it the Ionians. Whatever may .be the truth about 
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proof of Achreans, known as such, in Laconia. The Herakleids, 
the .l.Egeids, and the Talthybiads, all of whom-belongto Sparta, 
seem to be the only examples of separate races (partially dis
tinguishable from Dorians) known after the beginning of 
authentic history. The Spartans and the J>erireki constitute 
one political aggregate, and that too so completely melted 
together in the general opinion (speaking of the times bc:Jore 
the battle of Leuktra), that the peace of Antalkidas, which 
guaranteed autonomy to every separate Grecian city, was never 
so construed as i:o divorce the Perirekic towns from Sparta. 
Both are known as Laconians or Lacedremonians, and Sparta 
is regarded by Herodotus only as the first and bravest among the 
many and brave Lacedremonian cities.l The victors at Olympia 
are proclaimed not as Spartans, but as Laconians,-a title alike 
borne by the Perireki. And many of the numerous winners 
whose names we read in the Olympic lists as Laconians, may 
probably have belonged to Amyklre or other Perirekic towns. 

The Perirekic hoplites constituted always a large-in later 
times a preponderant-numerical proportion of the Lacedre
monian army, and must undoubtedly have been trained, more or 
less perfectly, in the peculiar military tactics ofSpartaj since they 
were called upon to obey the same orders as the Spartans in the 
field,2 and to perform the same evolutions. Some cases appear, 
though rare, in which a Perirekus has high command in a foreign 
expedition. In the time of Aristotle, the larger proportion of·· 
Laconia (then meaning only the country eastward of Taygetus, 
since the foundation of Messene by Epaminondas had been . 
consummated) belong to Spartan citizens, 8 but the remaining 

·this legendary statement-and whatever may have been the original pro
portions of Dorians and Achreans in Laconia-these two races had (in the 
fifth century B.c.) become confounded in one undistinguishable ethnical 
and political aggregate called Laconian or Lacedremonian-comprising 
both Spartans and Perireki, though with very unequal political franchises 
and very material differences in il)dividual training and habits. The case 
was different in Thessaly, where the Thessalians held in dependence. 
Ma,gnetes, Perrhrebi, and Achreans : the separate nationality of these latter 
was never lost. 

1 Herod. vii. 234· 
2 Thucyd. viii. 6-22. They did not however partake in the Lykurgean 

discipline; but they seem to be named ol ~I< Ti)s xwpas ?Ta'ioes as contrasted 
with ol ~" r~s ft')'w')'~s (Sosibius ap. Athenre. xv. p. 674). 
. 8 Aristot. Pol it. ii. 6, 23. IM. -yttp 'TO 'TWV 'l?Tap'Ttarwv elvat 'Tt/V ?Ti\.el<T'T'¥/V 
i'7iv, oliiC ~~erd.(ovt1U' O.A.A:I,ACJJV TO.s elucpop&s. . 

Sir G. C. Lewis, in the article above alluded to (PhiJolog. Mus. ii, p. 
54), says about the Perireki :-"They lived in the country or in small 
towns of the Laconian territory, and 'cultivated the land, which they did 
not· hold of any .individual citizen, but paid for it a tribute or rent to the 
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smaller half must have been the property of the Perireki, who 
must besides have carried on most of the commerce of export 
and import-the metallurgic enterprise, and the distribution 
of internal produce-which the territory exhibited ; since no 
Spartan ever meddled in such occupations. And thus the 
peculiar training of Lykurgus, by throwing all these employments· 
into the hands of the Perireki, opened to them a new source of 
importance which the dependent townships of Argos, of Thebes, 
or of Orchomenus, would not enjoy. 

The Helots of Laconia were Coloni or serfs bound to the 
soil, who tilled it for the benefit of the Spartan proprietors 
certainly-probably, of Perirekic proprietors also. They were 
the rustic population ofthe country, who dwelt, not in towns, but 
either in small villages 1 or in detached farms, both in the district 
immediately surrounding Sparta, and round .the Perirekic Laco
nian towns also. Of course there were also Helots who lived in 
Sparta and other towns, and did the work of domestic slaves
but such was not the general character of the class. We cannot 
doubt that the Dorian conquest from Sparta found this class in 
the condition of villagers and detached rustics ; but whether 
they were dependent upon pre-existing Achrean proprietors, or 
independent like much of the Arcadian village population, is a 
question which we cannot answer. In either case, however, it 
is easy to conceive that the village lands (with the cultivators 
upon them) were the most easy to appropriate for the benefit of 
masters resident at Sparta; while the towns, with the district 
immediately around them, furnished both dwelling and main-

state ; being exactly in the same condition as the possessores of the Roman 
domain, or the Ryots in Hindostan before the introduction of the Per
manent Settlement." It may be doubted, I think, whether the Periceki 
paid any such rent or tribute as that which Sir G. Lewis here supposes. 
The passage just cited from Aristotle seems to show that they paid direct 
taxation individually, and just upon the same principle as the Spartan 
citizens, who are distinguished only by being larger landed proprietors. 
But though the principle of taxation be the same, there was practical 
injustice (according to Aristotle) in the mode of assessing it. " The 
Spartan citizens (he observes) being the largest landed-proprietors, take 
care not to canvas strictly each other's payment o/ property-tax "-i.e. 
they wink mutually at each other's evasions. If the Spartans had been the 
only persons who paid EiO'cpop&. or property-tax, this observation of Aristotle 
would have had no meaning. In principle, the tax was assessed both on 
their larger properties, and on the smaller properties of the Periceki : in 
practice, the Spartans helped each other to evade the due proportion. 

1 The village-character of the Helots is distinctly marked by Livy, 
xxxiv. 27, in describing the inflictions of the despot Nabis :-" llotarum 
quidam (hi sunt jam inde antiquitus castella1ti, agreste genus) transfugere 
voluisse insimulati, per omnes vicos sub verberibus acti necantur." 
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tenance to the outgoing detachments of Dorians. If the Spartans 
had succeeded in their attempt to enlarge their territory by the 
conquest of Arcadia,1 they might very probably have converted 
Tegea and Mantineia into Perirekic .towns, with a diminished 
territory inhabited (either wholly or in part) by porian settlers 
-while they would have made over to proprietors in Sparta 
much of the village lands of the Mrenalii, Azanes, and Parrhasii, 
helotising the inhabitants. The distinction between a town and 
a village population seems the main ground of the different 
treatment of Helots and Perireki in Laconia. A considenible 
proportion of the Helots were of genuine Dorian race; being the 
Dorian Messenians west of Mount Taygetus, subsequently 
conquered and aggregated to this class of dependent cultivators, 
who, as a class, must have begun to exist from the very~first 
establishment of the invading Dorians in the district round 
Sparta. From whence the name of Helots arose we do not . 
clearly make out : Ephorus deduced it from the town of Hetus, 
on the southern coast, which the Spartans are said to have taken 
after a resistance so obstinate as to provoke them to deal very 
rigorously with. the captives. There are mimy reasons for reject
ing this story, and another etymology has be'en proposed 
according to which Helot is synonymous with captive: this is 
more plausible, yet still not convincing.2 The Helots lived in 
the rural villages as adscriptz' glebce, cultivating their lands and 
paying over their rent to the master at Sparta, but enjoying their 
homes, wives,. families, and mutual neighbourly feelings apart 
from the master's view. They were never sold out of the 
country, and probably never sold at all; belonging not so much 

_ to the master as to the state, which constantly called upon them 
for military service, and recompensed their bravery or activity 
with a grant of freedom. Meno the Thessalian of Pharsalus 
took out three hundred Penestre of his own to aid the Athenians 
against Amphipolis: these Thessalian Penestre were in many 
points analogous to the Helots,. but no individual Spartan 
possessed the like power over the latter. The Helots were thus. 
a part of the state, having their domestic and social sympathies 
developed, a certain power of acquiring property,3 and the 

1 Herodot i. 66. ~XP1/11T1/p<ci.(owro lv C.ell.cpo'itT< l1rl 7rci.o-p Tjj 'ApJCci.liwv 
xwpp. , 

2 See 0. Miiller, Dorians, iii. 3, I ; Ephorus ap. Strabo. viii. p. 365; 
Harpocration, v. E111.wTes. • 

• 8 Kleomenes III. offered manumission to every Helot who could pay 
down five Attic mime: he was in great immediate want of money, and he 
raised by this means 500 talents. Six thousand Helots must thus ,have. 
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consciousness of Grecian lineage and dialect-points of marked 
superiority over the foreigners who formed the slave population 
of Athens or Chios. They seem to have been noway inferior 
to any village population of Greece; while the Grecian observer 
sympathised with them more strongly than with the bought 
slaves of other states-not to mention that their homogeneous 
aspect, their numbers, and their employment in military service, 
rendered them more conspicuous to the eye. 

The service in the Spartan house was all performed by 
members of the Helot class; for there seem to have been few, 
if any, other slaves in the country. The various anecdotes 
which are told respecting their treatment at Sparta betoken less 
of cruelty than of ostentatious scorn 1-a sentiment which we 
are noway surprised to discover among the citizens at the mess
table. But the great mass of the Helots, who dwelt in the 
country, were objects of a very different sentiment on the part 
of the Spartan ephors, who knew their bravery, energy, and 
standing discontent, and yet were forced to employ them as an 
essential portion of the state army. The Helots commonly 
served as light-armed, in which capacity the Spartan hoplites 
could not dispense with their attendance. At the battle of 
Platrea, every Spartan hoplite had seven Helots,2 and every 
Pericekic hoplite one Helot to attend him: 3 but even in camp, 
the Spartan arrangements were framed to guard against any 
sudden mutiny of these light-armed companions, while at home, 
the citizen habitually kept his shield disjoined from its holding-

been in a condition to find five minre each, which was a very considerable 
sum (Plutarch, Kleomenes, c. 23). 

1 Such is the statement that Helots were compelled to appear in a state 
of drunkenness, in order to excite in the youths a sentiment of repugnance 
against intoxication (Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 28 ; also Adversus Stoicos de 
Commun. Notit. c. 19, p. 1067). 

2 Herod. ix. 29. The Spartans at Thermopylre seem to have been 
attended each by only one Helot (vii. 229). 

0. MUller seems to consider that the light-armed who attended the 
Pericekic hoplites at Platrea were not Helots (Dor. iii. 3, 6). Herodotus 
does not distinctly say that they were so, but I see no reason for admitting 
two different classes of light-armed in the Spartan military fore(!. 

The calculation which MUller gives of the number of :Periceki and 
Helots altogether proceeds upon very untrustworthy data. Among them is 
to be noticed his supposition that ozro/I.<Tuch xwpa. means the district of 
Sparta as distinguished from Laconia, which is contrary to the passage in 
Polybius (vi. 45) ; 'lrO/I.ITIKh xwpa. in Polybius means the territory of the 
state generally. 

3 Xenophon, Rep. Lac. c. 12, 4 ; Kritias, De Lacedrem. Repub. ap. 
Libanium, Orat. de Servitute, t. ii. p. ss, Reisk. &s. a'IWTTlas E1POKa. .-ijs 
ozrpos 'TOVs EZ\wTa.s l~a<pE£ p.EV ~ozrapnarljs Of/Col Tf)s 0.cnr{lfos T~W ozropozra.Ka., &c. 
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ring to prevent the possibility of its being snatched for the like 
purpose. Sometimes select Helots were clothed . in heavy 
armour, and thus served in the ranks, receiving .manumission 
from the state as the reward of distinguished bravery.1 

But Sparta, even at the maximum of her power, was more 
than once endangered by the reality, and always beset with the 
apprehension, of Helotic revolt. To prevent or suppress it, the 
ephors submitted to insert express stipulations for aid in their 
treaties with Athens-to invite Athenian troops into the heart 
of .Lacon,ia-'-and to practise combinations of cunning and 
atrocity which even yet stand without parallel in the long list.of 
precautions for fortifying unjust dominion. It was in the eighth 
year of the Peloponnesian war, after the Helots had been called 
upon for signal military efforts in various ways, and when the 
Athenians and Messenians were in possession ofPylus, that the 
ephors felt especially apprehensive of an outbreak. Anxious to 
single out the most forward and daring Helots, as the men from 

. whom they had most to dread, they issued proclamation that 
every member of that class who had rendered distinguished 
services should make his claims know at Sparta, promising liberty 
to the most deserving. A large number of Helots came forward 
to claim the boon : not less than zooo of them were approved, 
formally manumitted, and led in solemn procession round the 
temples, with garlands. on their heads, as an inaugurat:ion to 
their coming life of freedom. But the treacherous garland only 
marked them out as victims for the sacrifice : every man of them 
forthwith disappeared,-the manner of their death was an 
untold ·mystery. · 

For this dark and bloody deed Thucydides is our witness,2 

and Thucydides describing a contemporary matter into which 
he had inquired. Upon any less evidence we should have 
hesitated to believe the statement ; but standing' as it thus ( 
does above all suspicion, it speaks volumes as to the inhuman 
character of the Laced::emonian government, while it lays open 
to us at the same time the intensity of their fears from the.Helots. 
In the assassination of this fated regiment of brave men, a large 
number of auxiliaries· and instruments must have been con
cerned : yet Thucydides with all his inquiries could not find 
out how any of them perished : he tells us, that no man knew. 
We see here a fact which demonStrates unequivocally the 
impenetrable mystery in which the proceedings of the Spartan 

1 Thucyd. i. 101 ; iv. 8o; v. 14-23. . 
" Thucyd. iv. 8o. olll€ ov 'lrOAA<jJ f!crTEpov ~<f>&.v.cr&v TE o.lrrovs, KO.l ovoels 

pcr6eTo liT'f' TpO?r'f' eKO.trTos lheip6clp71· 
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government were wrapped, -the absence not only of public 
discussion, but of public curiosity,-and the perfection with 
which the ephors reigned over the will, the hands, and the 
tongues, of their Spartan subjects. The Venetian Council of 
Ten, with all the facilities for nocturnal drowning which their 
city presented, could hardly have accomplished so vast a coup 
d'etat with such invisible means. And we may judge from 
hence, even if we had no other evidence, how little the habits 
of a public assembly could have suited either the temper of 
;nind, or the march of government, at Sparta. 

Other proceedings, ascribed to the ephors against the Helots, 
:are conceived in the same spirit as the incident just recounted 
from Thucydides, though they do not carry with them the same 
·certain attestation. It was a part of the institutions of Lykur
:gus·(according to a statement which Plutarch professes to have 
borrowed from Aristotle) that the ephors should every year 
declare war against the Helots, in order that the murder of 
them might be rendered innocent ; and that active young Spar
tans should be armed with daggers and sent about Laconia, in 
order that they might, either in solitude or at night, assassinate 
such of the Helots as were considered formidable.! This last 
measure passes by the name of the Krypteia, yet we find some 
difficulty in determining to what extent it was ever realised. 
That the ephors, indeed, would not be restrained by any 
scruples of justice or humanity, is plainly shown by the murder 
of the 2ooo Helots above noticed. But this latter incident 
really answered its purpose; while a standing practice such as 
that of the Krypteia, and a formal notice of war given before
hand, would provoke the reaction of despair rather than en
force tranquillity. There seems indeed good evidence that the 
Krypteia was a real practice,2-that the ephors kept up a 
system of police or espionage throughout Laconia by the em
ployment of active young citizens, who lived a hard and solitary 
life, and suffered their motions to be as little detected as possi
ble. The ephors might naturally enough take this method of 
keeping watch both over the Perirekic townships and the Helot 
villages, and the assassination of individual Helots by these 
policemen or Krypts would probably pass unnoticed. But it 
is impossible to believe in any standing murderous order, or 

~- Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 28 ; Heraclides Pontic. p. 504, ed. Crag. 
2 Plato, Legg. i. p. 633 : the words of Qle Lacedremonian Megillus 

designate an existing Spartan custom. Compare the same· treatise, vi .. p. 
763, where Ast suspects, without reason, the genuineness of the word 
«pU1rTO[. 
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deliber~te annual assassination_ of Helots, for the purpose of 
intimidation, as Aristotle is alleged to have represented-for 
we may well doubt whether he really did make such. a repre-
sentation, when we see that he takes no notice of this measure 
in his Politics, where he speaks at some length both of the 
Spartan constitution and of the Helots. The well-known hatred 
and fear, entertained by the Spartans towards their Helots, has 
probably coloured Plutarch's description of the Krypteia, so as 
to exaggerate those unpunished murders- which occasionally 
happened, into a constant phrenomenon with express design. 
A similar deduction is to be made from the statement of 
Myron of Priene,1 who alleged that they were beaten every 
year without any special fault; in order to put them in mind of 
their slavery-and that those Helots, whose superior beauty or 
stature placed them above the visible stamp of their condition, 
were put to death ; whilst such masters as neglected to keep 
down the spirit of their vigorous Helots were punished. That 
secrecy, for which the ephors were so remarkable, seems 
·enough of itself to refute the assertion that they publiclY pro
claimed war against the Helots; though we may well believe 
that this unhappy class of men -may have been noticed .as 
objects for jealous observation in the annual ephoric oath of 
office. Whatever may have been the treatment of the Helots 
in later times, it is at all everts hardly to be supposed that any 
regulation hostile to them can have emanated from Lykurgus. _ 
For_ the dangers arising from that source did not become 
serious until after the Messenian war-nor indeed until after 
the gradual diminution of the number of Spartan citizens had 
made itself felt. "' 

The manumitted Helots did not pass into the class· of 
Periceki,-for this purpose a special grant, of the freedomf.o£
some Pericekic towi!ship, would probably be required,-but 
const,ituted a class apart, known at the time of the Pelopon
nesian war,by the name of Neodamodes. Being persons who 
had earned their liberty by signal bravery, they were of course 
regarded by the ephors with peculiar apprehension, and if 
possible, employed on foreign service,2 or planted on some 
foreign soil as settiers. In what manner these freedmen em
ployed themselves, we find no distinct information ; but we can 
hardly doubt that they quitted the Helot village and field, 

0 

together with the rural costume (the leather cap and sheepskin) __ _ 

I Myron, ap. Athenre. xiv. P· 657· ~71'ti<ll71'T<lV 'TOOS alipovp.ei!OU$ does not 
strictly or necessarily mean " to putto death." - · 

2 Thucyd. v. 34· , 
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which the Helot commonly wore, and the change of which 
exposed him to suspicion, if not to punishment, from his 
jealous masters. Probably they, as well as the disfranchised 
Spartan citizens (called Hypomeiones or Inferiors), became 
.congregated at Sparta, and found employment either in various 
trades or in the service of the government. 

It has been necessary to give this short sketch of the orders 
-of men who inhabited Laconia, in order to enable us to under
stand the statements given about the legislation of Lykurgus. 
The arrangements ascribed to that lawgiver, in the way that 
Plutarch describes them, presuppose, and do not create, the 
three orders of Spartans, Perireki, and Helots. We are told by 
Plutarch that the disorders which Lykurgus found existing in 
the state arose in a great measure from the gross inequality of 
property, and from the luxurious indulgence and unprincipled 
rapacity of the rich-who had drawn to themselves the greater 
portion of the lands in the country, leaving a large body of 
poor, without any lot of land, in hopeless misery and degrada
tion. To this inequality (according to Plutarch) the reforming 
legislator applied at once a stringent remedy. He redistributed 

-the whole territory belonging to Sparta, as well as the re
mainder of Laconia; the former in gooo equal lots, one to 
each Spartan citizen; the latter in 3o,ooo equal lots, one to 
each Perirekus : of this alleged distribution I shall speak 
further presently. Moreover he banished the use of gold and 
silver money, tolerating nothing in the shape of circulating 
medium but pieces of iron, heavy and scarcely portable; and 
he forbade 1 to the Spartan citizen every species of industrious 
or money-seeking occupation, agriculture included. He further 
constituted-though not without strenuous opposition, during 
the course of which his eye is said to have been knocked out 
by a violent youth, named Alkander-the Syssitia or public 
mess. A certain number of joint tables were provided, and 
every citizen was required to belong to some one of them and 
habitually to take his meals at it 2-no new member being 
admissible without a unanimous ballot in his favour by 
the previous occupants. Each provided from his lot of land a 
specified quota of barley-meal, wine, cheese and figs, and a 
small contribution of money for condiments : game was ob
tained in addition by hunting in the public forests of the state, 
while every one who sacrificed to the gods, 3 sent to his mess-

1 Xenophon, Rep. Lac. c. 7· 
2 Plutarch, Lykurg. c. 15; substantially confirmed by Xenophon, Rep. 

Lac. c. I, 5· 3 See the authors quoted in Athenreus, iv. p. 141. 
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table a part of the victim killed. ,....From boyhood to old age, 
every Spartan citizen took his sober meals at this public mess, 
where all shared alike ; nor was distinction of any kind allowed, 
except on signal occasions of service rendered by an individual 
to the state. 

These public Syssitia, under the management of the Polem
archs, were connected with the military distribution, the con
stant gymnastic training, and the rigorous discipline of detail, 
enforced by Lykurgus. From the early age of seven years, 
throughout his whole life, as youth and man no less than as 
boy, the Spartan citizen lived habitually in public, always ei~her 
himself under drill, gymnastic and military, or a critic and 
spectator of others-always under the fetters and observances 
of a rule partly military, partly monastic-estranged from the 
independence of a separate home-seeing his wife, during the 
first years after marriage, only by stealth, and maintaining little 
peculiar relation with his children. The supervision not only 
of his fellow-citizens, but also of authorised censors or captains 
nominated by the state, was perpetually acting upon him : his 
day was passed in public exercises and meals, his nights in" the 
public barrack to which he belonged. Besides the particular 
military drill, whereby the complicated movements, required· 
from a body of Lacedremonian hoplites in the field, were made 
familiar to him from his youth-he also be<;:ame subject to 
severe bodily discipline of other kinds, calculated to impart 
strength, activity, and endurance. To manifest a daring and 
pugnacious spirit-to sustain the greatest bodily torture un
moved-to endure hunger and thirst, heat, cold and fatigue
to tread the worst ground barefoot, to wear the same garment 
winter and summer-to suppress · external manifestations of 
feeling, and to exhibit in public, when action was not called 
for, a bearing shy, silent, and motionless as a statue-all these 
were the virtues of the accomplished Spartan youth.l . Two· 
squadrons were often matched against each other to contend 
(without arms) in the little insular circumscription called the 
Platanistus, and these contests were carried on, under the eye 
of the authorities, with the utmost ext'remity of fury. Nor was 
the competition among them less obstinate, to bear without 
.murmur the cruel scourgings inflicted before the altar of 

1 Xenoph. Rep. Lac. 2-3, 3-5, 4-6. The extreme pains taken to enforce 
~eap'Tepla (fortitude and endurance) in the Spartan system is especially dwelt 
upon by Aristotle (Politica, ii. 6, 5-16); compare Plato, De Legibus, i. p. 
633 ; Xenophon, De Laced. Repub. ii. g-with tlie references in Schneider's 
note-likewise Cragius, de Republica Laced. iii. 8, p. 325. · - · - · 
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Artemis Orthia, supposed to be highly acceptable to the god
dess, though they sometimes terminated even in the death of 
the uncomplaining sufferer.l Besides the' various descriptions 
of gymnastic contests, the youths were instructed in the choric 
dances employed in festivals of the gods, which contributed 
to impart to them methodised and harmonious movements. 
Hunting in the woods and mountains of Laconia was encour
aged, as a means of inuring them to fatigue and privation. 
The nourishment supplied to the youthful Spartans was pur
posely kept insufficient, but they were allowed to make up the 
deficiency not only by hunting, but even by stealing what
ever they could lay hands upon, provided they could do so 
with.out being detected in the fact; in which latter case 
they were severely chastised.2 In reference simply to bodily 

1 It is remarkable that these violent contentions of the youth, wherein 
kicking, biting, gouging out each other's eyes, was resorted to-as well as 
the ouzp.a.rr-rl')'w<ns or scourging-match before the altar of Artemis-lasted 
down to the closing days of Sparta, and were actually seen by Cicero, 
Plutarch, and even Pausanias. Plutarch had seen several persons die 
under the suffering (Plutarch, Lykurg. c. 16; 18-30 ; and Instituta Laconica, 
p. 239; Pausan. iii. 14, 9, 16, 7; Cicero, Tuscul. Disp. ii. 15). 

The voluntary tortures, undergone by the young men among the Mandan 
tribe of Indians at their annual religious festival, in the presence of the 
elders of the tribe,-afford a striking illustration of the same principles and 
tendencies as this Spartan ou:tp.arr-ri')'Wtrls. They are endured partly under 
the influence of religious feelings, as an acceptable offering to the Great 
Spirit-partly as a point of emulation and glory on the part of the young 
men, to show themselves worthy and unconquerable in the eyes of their 
seniors. The intensity of these tortures is indeed frightful to read, and far 
surpasses in that respect anything ever witnessed at Sparta. It would be 
incredible, were it not attested by a trustworthy eye-witness. 

See Mr. Catlin's Letters on the North American Indians, Letter 22, vol. 
i. p. 157 seqq. 

" These religious ceremonies are held, in part, for the purpose of conduct
ing all t~e young men of the tribe, as they annually arrive at manhood, 
through an ordeal of privation and torture; which, while it is supposed to 
harden their muscles and prepare them for extreme endurance-enables the 
chiefs who are spectators of the scene, to decide upon their comparative 
bodily strength and ability, to endure the extreme privations and sufferings 
that often fall to the lot of Indian warriors ; and that they may decide who 
is th.e most hardy and best able t_o lead a war-party in case of emergency."
Agam, p. 173, &c. 

The t<a.p-repia. or power of endurance (Aristot. Pol. ii. 6, 5-16) which 
formed one of the prominent objects of the Lykurgean training, dwindles 
into nothing compared to that of the Mandan Indians. 
· 2 Xenophon, Anab. iv. 6, 14; and De Repub. Lac. c. 2, 6; Isokrates, 
Or. xii. (Panath.) p. 277. It is these licensed expeditions for thieving, I 
presume, to which Isokrates alludes when he speaks of -rijs 1ra.iowv a.b-rovop.ia.s 
at Sparta, which in its natural sense would be the reverse of the truth 
(p. 277)-
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results,1 the training , at;, Spart~ was 'excellent, combining 
strength and agility with universal aptitude and .endurance, 
and steering clear of that mistake by which Thebes and other 
cities impaired the effect of their gymnastics-the attempt to 
create- an athletic habit, suited for the games, but•suited for 
nothing else. · - , · 

Of all the attributes of this remarkable community, there· is 
none more difficult to make out clearly than' the condition and 
:haracter of the 'Spartan women. Aristotle asserts that in his 
time they were imperious and unruly, without being really so 
brave and useful in moments of danger as other Grecian 
females ; 2 that they possessed great influence over tlie men, 
and even exercised_much ascendency over the course of public 
affairs ; and that · nearly half the landed property of Lacqnia 
had come to belong to them. The exemption of the women 
from all control formed, in his eye, a pointed contrast with the 
rigorous discipline imposed upon the -men,-:aq.d a contrast 
hardly less pointed with the condition of women in other 
Grecian cities, where they were habitually confined to the in
terior of the;house, and seldom appeared in public. While the 
Spartan husband went through the hard details of his ascetic 
life, and dihed ori the plainest fare at the Pheidition oi: mess, 
tl;le wife (it appears) maintained an ample and. luxurious 
establishment at home, and the desire to provide for such out
lay was one 'of the causes of that love of mon'ey which prevailed 
among men forbidden to enjoy it in the· ordinary ways. To 
explain this ·antithesis between the treatment of the two sexes_ 
at Sparta, Aristotle was informed that Lykurgus. had tried to 
bring the women no less than the men under a system of dis
cipline, but that- they made so obstinate a resistance .as to '' 
compe~ him to desist:3 

1 Aristotel. Po !it. viii. 3, 3-the remark is curious-vilv p.ev o3v al wi.lcurra. 
~0/COVO"<Xt Ttw ... &~c.wv brtp.Eli.EtCT8at TWV 'lfalowv "al_p.ev a8ll.nTtiC~/V ·~tV ·lp.7roiovCTt, 
l\wfJdJp.evat Tcf. T' Eto71 J<al T~W a!I~'I/O"tV TWV O"wp.cf.TwV' o/ ~E i\.ti.J<wVES -ra6T'I/V 
p.~v ovx 'l)p.oyrov T~V n}'.i:tpT(av, &c. Compare the remark in Plato, Protagor. 
p,_342. _ . 

2 Aristot. Po lit. ii. 6, 5; Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 3!. Aristotle alludes to 
i the conduct of the Spartari women on the occasion of the invasion of 

Laconia by the Thebans, a~ an evidence of his opinion respecting their 
1 want of courage.- His judgement in this respect seems hard upon them, 

and he probably had formed to hirpself exaggerated notions of what their 
courage under such circumstances ought to have been, as the result of their 
peculiar training. We may ·add that their violent demonstrations on that 
trying occasion may well have arisen quite as much from the 'agony of
·wounded honour as from fear; when we consider what an event the 
apfear~nce 

1 
of a. c~?quering enemy" near S,part~. was. 

Anstot. Poht. u. 6, 5, 8, II.• . .'· • . 

·' 
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The view here given by the philosopher, and deserving o 

course careful attention, is not easy to reconcile with that o 
Xenophon and Plutarch, who look upon the Spartan womer 
from a different side, and represent them as worthy an< 
homogeneous companions to the men. The Lykurgean systen 
(as these authors describe it), considering the women as a par 
of the state, and not as a part of the house, placed them unde 
training hardly less than the men. Its grand purpose, the 
maintenance of a vigorous breed of citizens, determined bot! 
the treatment of the younger women, and the regulations as t< 
the intercourse of the sexes. "Female slaves are good enougl 
(Lykurgus thought) to sit at home spinning and weaving
but who can expect a splendid offspring, the appropriate 
mission and duty of a free Spartan woman towards he 
country, from mothers' brought up in such occupations?" 
Pursuant to these views, the Spartan damsels underwent : 
bodily training analogous to that of the Spartan youth-bein1 
formally exercised, and contending with each other in running 
wrestling, and boxing, agreeably to the forms of the Grecia1 
agones. They seem to have worn a light tunic, cut open at th 
skirts, so as to leave the limbs both free and exposed to view
hence Plutarch speaks of them as completely uncovered, whil· 
<>ther critics in different quarters of Greece heaped similar n: 
proach upon the practice, as if it had been perfect nakedness. 
The presence of the Spartan youths, and even of the kings anc 
the body of citizens, at these exercises, lent animation to th 
scene. In like manner, the young women marched in the r~ 
ligious processions, sung and danced at particular festivals, an• 
witnessed as spectators the exercises and contentions of th 
youths ; so that the two sexes were perpetually intermingle• 
with each other in public, in a way foreign to the habits, a 
well as repugnant to the feelings, of other Grecian states. W 
may well conceive that such an education imparted to th 
women both a demonstrative character and an eager ir 
terest in masculine accomplishments, so that the expressio 
of their praise was the strongest stimulus, and that of the: 

1 Xenoph. Rep. Lac. i. 3-4; Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 13-14. 
2 Eurip. Androm. 598 ; Cicero, Tuscul. Qurest. ii. 15. The epithc 

<J><>wop.'1/piB<s, as old as the poet lbykus, shows that the Spartan wome 
were not uncovered (see Julius Pollux, vii. 55). 

It is scarcely worth while to notice the poetical allusions of Ovid an 
Propertius. 

How completely the practice of gymnastic and military training for your 
women, analogous to that of. the. other sex, was approved by Plato, may l 
seen from the injunctions in his Republic. 
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reproach the bitterest humiliation, to the youthful troop who 
heard it. ' ' 

The age of marriage (which in some· of the unrestricted 
cities of Greece was so early as tp deteriorat(,'! visibly the breed 
of citizens) 1 was deferred by the Spartan law, both in women 
flnd men, until the period supposed to be most consistent with 

!
he perfection of the offspring. And when we read the restric
wn which Sp;utan custom imposed upon the intercourse even 
etween marri~d I?erson~, we shall conclude w.ithout hesita~ion 
hat the public mterm1xture of .the sexes ·m the- way JUSt 
~escribed led to no such liberties, between ·persons not 
tnarried; as might be likely to arise from it under other circum
:;tances.2 Marriage was almost universal· among the citizens, 
enforced by general opinion at least, if not by law. ..The young 
Spartan carried away his bride by· a simulated abduction, but 
>he still seems, ifor some time at least, to have continued to 
reside with her family, visiting her husband in his barrack in 
~he disguise of male attire and on short and stolen occasions. 8 

fo ·some married·couples, according to Plutarch, it happened, 
th~t they had been married long enough to have two or three 
~hild):en, while they had scarcely seen each other apart by day
.ight. Secret intrigue on the part of married women was un~ 
mown at Sparta; but to bring, together the finest couples was 
:egarded by the citizens as desirable, and by the lawgiver as a 
iuty. No personal feeling or jealousy on the part of the· 
msband found sympathy from any one-and he permitted 
;yithout difficulty, sometimes ac'tively encouraged, compliances 
m the part of his wife consistent with this generally acknow
edged object. So far wa~ such toleration carried, that there 
li'ere some married women who were recognised mistresses of 
:wo houses,4 and mothers of two distinct families,-a sort ·of 

" t ) ' 

·1 Aristot. Polit. vii. 14, 4. ' 
2 '"It is certain (ob~erves Dr; Thirlwall, speaking of the Spartan un

narried women) that in this respect the Spartan morals were as pure as 
hose of any ancient, perhaps of any modern, people." (History of Greece, 
:h. viii. vol. i. p. 371.) , · . 

3 Plutarch, Lycurg. c. IS; Xenoph. Rep. Lac. i. 5, Xenophon does 
tot make any allusion to the abduction as a general custom. ·There occurred 
.ases in which it was real and violent: see Herod. v; 65. Demaratus, 
:arried off and married the betrothed bride of Leotrchides. · 

' Xenoph. Rep. Lac. i. 9• El. 1i~ Tis a~ ')IVJ/C<I!d p.<V uVVOI!ciiv p.tJ {3oiJ)I.mTo, 
'E/CVWV 1i~ a~w)l.6')1i.>V ~1rt8vp.o£1/, /Cal 'TOQT<p PO/J.OV ~11:0(1/u<V, ~V'TtVa ltv <iiT<ICVOV 
:al ')l<vvcila~ dp</>7J, 1r<icravTa Thv lxovTa, ~I< Ta6T1/S TEICV07roteiu8at, , Kal 
·o)l.)l.(t. p.tV 'TOtavTa uvv•xwp••· AY Te .ya.p ')IVVC<L/C·~ at'T'TOVS o!ICOVS 
I 0" )1. 0 117'" I /(aTE X.' v, o1 'TE. l£vop<;s aae)l.q,obs 'TOLS 1rat(fl 7rpou)l.ap./3&.vetv, ol 
IOU p.tv" ')IEVOVS /Cal Tils 1iw&p.•ws /COIVIA>VOV(fl, TiiJII liE xp'r/p.&.TwV 00/C avn-
JotoVvTa.L. · · ' ..,. 
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bigamy strictly forbidden to the men, and never permittee 
except in the remarkable case of king Anaxandrides, when tht 
royal Herakleidan line of Eurysthenes was in danger ofbecominf 
extinct. The wife of Anaxandrides being childless, the ephon 
strongly urged him, on grounds of public necessity, to repudiat( 
her and marry another. But he refused to dismiss a wife wh< 
had given him no cause of complaint; upon which, when the] 
found him inexorab~e, they desired him to retain her, but t< 
ma,rry another wife besides, in order that at any rate then 
might be issue to the Eurystheneid line. "He thus (say: 
Herodotus) married two ·wives, and inhabited two fami'ly 
hearths, a proceeding unknown at Sparta ; "1 yet the sam1 
privilege which, according to Xenophon, some Spartan womer 
enjoyed without reproach from any one, and with perfec 
harmony between the inmates of both their houses. 0. Muller 
remarks-and the evidence, as far as we know it, bears hin 
out-that love-marriages and genuine affection towards a wif, 
were more familiar to Sparta than to Athens ; though in th 
former, marital jealousy was a sentiment neither indulged no 
recognised-while in the latter, it was intense and universaJ.3 

To reconcile the careful gymnastic training, which Xenopho1 
and Plutarch mention, with that uncontrolled luxury and rt 
laxation which Aristotle condemns in the Spartan women, w 
may perhaps suppose, that in the time of the latter the wome: 
of high position and wealth had contrived to emancipate therr 
selves from the general obligation, and that it is of sue· 
particular cases that he chiefly speaks. He dwells especial! 
upon the increasing tendency to accumulate property in th 
hands of the women,4 which seems to have been still more cor 
spicuous a century afterwards in the reign of Agis III. And w 
may readily imagine that one of the employments of wealt 
thus acquired would be to purchase exemption from labori01: 
training,-an object more easy to accomplish in their case tha 
in that of the men, whose services were required by the state ~ 

1 Herodot. v. 39-40. M .. r¢ oe -rav-ra, -yuva'itcas txwv 06o, lil~h lu-rlc 
o!KEE, ?rOdCIJV olJ~ap.O. ~rrapTl'f]Tlkd. 

2 Muller, Hist. of Dorians, iv. 4, I. The stories recounted by B!utarc 
(Agis, c. 20; Kleomenl!s, c. 37-38) of the conduct of .(\~esistrata ar 
Kratesikleia, the wives of Agis and Kleomenl!s, and of the wife of Pante1 
(whom he does not name) on occasion of the deaths of their respecti• 
husbands, illustrate powerfully the strong conjugal affection of a Spartl 
woman, and her devoted adherence and fortitude in sharing with h 
husband the last extremities of suffering. . _ _ · 

8 See the Oration· of Lysias, De Crede Eratosthenis, Orat. i. p. 94 seq. 
4 Plutarch, Agis, c. 4· 
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· soldiers. By what steps so large a proportion as two-fifths ofthe 

landed property of the state came to be ·possessed by women, 
he partially explains to us. There were (he says) many 
sole heiresses,-the dowries given by fat~ers to their daughters 
were very large,-and the father had unlimited power of 
;testamentary bequest, which he was disposed to use to the 
tid vantage ·of his daughter over his, son. Perfect. equality 
•tof bequest or inheritance between the two sexes, without any 
'breference for females, would acc'omplish a great deal : but 
6esides this, we are told ,by Aristotle that there was in the 
<Spartan mind a peculiar sympathy and yielding disposition to
i\vards. women, which he ascribes to the warlike temper both of 
ithe citizen and of the state-Ares, bearing the yoke of Aphro-
1dite'.l But apart from such a consideration, if we~suppose on 
lthe part of a wealthy Spartan father the simple disposition to 
·treat sons and !laughters alike as to bequest,-nearly one-half 
.of thejnherited mass of property would naturally be found in 

., the hands of the daughters, since on an average of families the 
:number of the two sexes born is nearly equaL In most 
.,societies, it is the men who make new acquisitions : but this 
';geldom or never happened with' Spartan men, who disdained 
}all money-getting occupations. 
l Xenophon, a warm .panegyrist of Spartan manners, points 
with some pride to the tall and vigorous breed of citizens which 
,the Lykurgic institutions had produced. The beauty of the 
·:Laced::emonian women was notorious throughout Greece, • 
;'.1nd Lampi to,. the Laced::emonian woman introduced in the 
•Lysistrata . of Aristophanes, is made to receive from the 
IA.fhenian women the loudest compliments upon her. fine 

. /shape and masculine vigour. 2 We may remark that, on this as 
··well as on the other· points, Xenophcin emphatically insists' 
·,on .the peculiarity of Spartan institutions, contradicting thus 
the 'views of those who regard them merely as something a little 
•iHyper-Dorian. Indeed such peculiarity seems never to have 

i l;leen questioned in antiquity, either by the enemies or by the 
'admirers of Sparta. And· those who ·censured the public 
1masculine exercises of the Spartan maidens, as well as the 
•liberty tolerated in married women, allowed at the same time 
~that the feelings of both were actively identified with the state 

, .to a degree hardly kri0wn in Greece'; that the patriotism Of the 
, I . _,.. 

; ~' 1 Aristot: Polit. ii. 6, 6; Plutarch, Agis, c, 4· Toils ll.aK<liaqi.Oviovs 
· J:;aT1JK6ovs 6vTas cl.<l Tow -yvvcukwv, Kal 71'/l.iiov ~K<iva<s. TWV li1Jp.ot1iwv, J'l 
} ·(;JV lOlc.>v airro'is, 7roft.v7rpU./'IJ.OVE'iv OtO&wras. ' 
' : 2 Aristophan. Lysistr. 8o. , 
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men greatly depended upon the sympathy of the other sex, which 
manifested itself publicly, in a manner not compatible with 
the recluse life of Grecian women generally, to the exaltation of 
the brave as well as to the abasement of the recreant; and that 
the dignified bearing of the Spartan matrons under private 
family loss seriously assisted the state in the task of bearing UP' 
against public reverses. "Return either with your shield oi 
upon it," was their exhortation to their sons when departing 
for foreign service : and after the fatal day of Leuktra, those' 
mothers who had to welcome home their surviving sons in 
dishonour and defeat, were the bitter sufferers ; while those 
whose sons had perished, maintained a bearing comparatively 
cheerful.1 

Such· were the leading points of the memorable Spartan 
discipline, strengthened in its effect on the mind by the 
absence of communication with strangers. For no Spartan 
could go abroad without leave, nor were strangers permitted 
to stay at Sparta; they came thither, it seems, by a sort of 
sufferance, but the uncourteous process called xenelasy 2 was 
always available to remove them, nor could there arise in 
Sparta that class of resident metics or aliens who constituted 
a large part of the population of Athens, and seem to have 
been found in most other Grecian towns. It is in this universal: 
schooling, training and drilling, imposed alike upon boys andl 
men, youths and virgins, rich and poor, that the distinctive 

• attribute of Sparta is to be sought-not in her laws or political 
constitution. 

Lykurgus (or the individual to whom this system is owing, 
whoever he was) is the founder of a warlike brotherhood rather 
than the lawgiver o£ a politi~al community; his brethren live 
together like bees in a hive (to borrow a simile from Plutarch), 
with all their feelings implicated in the commonwealth, and 
divorced from house and home.3 Far from contemplating the 

1 See the remarkable account in Xenophon, Hellen. iv. 16; Plutarch, 
Agesilaus, c. 29; one of the most striking incidents in Grecian history. 
Compare also the string of sayings ascribed to Lacedremonian women, 
in Plutarch, Lac. Apophth. p. 241 seq. 

2 How offensive the Lacedremonian xenelasy or expulsion of strangers 
appeared in Greece, we may see from the speeches of Periklt!s in Thucy
dides (i. 144; ii. 39). Compare Xenophon, Rep. Lac. xiv. 4; Plutarch, 
Agis, c. 10; Lykurgus, c. 27; Plato, Protagoras, p. 348. 

No Spartan left the country without permission: Isokrates, Orat. xi. 
(Busiris), p. 225; Xenoph. ut. sup. 

Both these regulations became mucil. relaxed after the close of the; 
Peloponnesian war. 

s Plutarch, Lykurg. c. 25. 
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society ~s·a whole, with its multifarious wants and liabilities, he , 
interdicts beforehand, by one of the three primitive Rhetr::e, 
all written laws, that is to say, all formal and premeditated 
enactments on any special subject. When disputes are to be 
settled· or judicial interfe!ence is required, the magistrate is to 
,decide from ,his own -sense of equity; that the magistrate will 
f:lot depar-t fro~ th~ established ,custQms and recogni~e~ p_ur-
. Joses of the city, 1s presumed from the personal d!sc!plme· , 
:.vhich he and the select body to whom he belongs, have 
undergone. It is this select body, maintained by the labour 
of others, over whom Lykurgus exclusively watches, with- the 
provident eye of a trainer, for the purpose of disciplining them 
into a state of regimental preparation,1 single-minded obedience, 
and bodily' efficiency an:d endurance, so that they may be always 
fit and ready f9r defence, for conquest and for dominion. The 
parallel of the Lykurgean institutions is to be founq in the 
Republic of Plato, who approves the Spartan principle of select 
guardians carefully trained and administering· the community 
at discretion ; with this momentous difference indeed, that 
the. Spar~an chara_cter 2 formed by L:>:kurgus is of a low type, 
rendered savage and fierce by exclusive and' overdone bodily 
discipline;-de~titute even of the elements of letters,:-immersed 
:in their 0wn narrow specialities, and taught to despise all that 
~- ay h~nd,-possessing all the qualities requisite to· procure 
dominion, but none, of those calculated to render dominion 

I ~·. 

' 1 Plutarch observes justly about Sparta under the discipline of Lykurgus, 
that it was "not the polity of a city, ·but the life of a trained and skilful 
man ~'-ov. '11'61\ews 7} :i;'11'clf'T11 '11'01\tTE(av, al\1\' av/lpos aO'IC'1JTOV t<a.l uocpov 
{:Jlov txovcra (Plutarch, Lyk. c. 3b). . . 

About the perfect habit of obedience at Sparta, see Xenophon, Memorab. 
iii; 5, 9, 15-iv. 4, 15, the grand attribtites of Sparta in the eyes of its, 
admirers (Isokrates, .Panathen. Or. xii. p: 256-278), '11'Et8apxla-uw<Ppou-bV'1J 
---ril. "fV!J.Vcl<Tta -r&.tdi, t<a8e<TTWT_a /Cal '11'pos Tt/V li.<TIC'1J<Ttv ·rijs- &.vllplas /Cal 
'11'pos Tt/V op.&votav /Cal uvv&l\ws TfJV 'll'epl TOV '11'6'1\Ep.ov ~!J.'II'Etplav. ' ' 

2 Aristot. Polit. viii. f: 3· 01 Aat<wves • • • • 6'1Jptwlim lt'll'•p"ta(ov-ra• 
TOtS '11'6Vots. 

That the Spartans -were absolutely ignorant of letters, and could not read, 
is expressly stated by Isokrates (Panathen. ·or. ~ii. p. -277), ohot ll€ 
TOO"oiJ7ov &.'11'ol\El\etp.p.evot .,-ijs tiowijs 'll'atoElas /Cal <P•l\ouo.plas ilcrlv, 11>cr1-' 
·ovlie "fpap.p.aTa p;aJIBavovO"tv,_ &c. 

The preference of rhetoric to accuracy is so manifest in Ispkrates,' that 
we ought to understand his expressions with some reserve ; · but in this case • 
it is evident that he means literally what he says, for in another part of the 
·same discpurse there is an expression dropt. almost unconsciously. which 
confirms it. "The most rational Spartans (he says) will appreciate this 
·ti'scourse, if they find any one to read it to tketn-rw_ll.d.{J_w<n .,-lw &.vayvw· 
_-6p.evov " (p. 28 5)· - . · .. · · - · 
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popular or salutary to the subject ; while the habits and 
attributes of the guardians, as shadowed forth by Plato, are 
enlarged as well as philanthropic, qualifying them not ~imply 
to govern, but to govern for purposes protective, conciliatory 
and exalted. Both Plato and Aristotle conceive as the per
fection of society something of the Spartan type-a select 
body of equally privileged citizens, disengaged from industrious 
pursuits, and subjected to public and uniform training. Both 
admit (with Lykurgus) that the citizen belongs neither to him
self nor to his family, but to his city; both at the same time 
note with regret, that the Spartan training was turned only to 
one portion of human virtue-that which is called forth in 
a state of war ; 1 the citizens being converted into a sort of 
garrison, always under drill, and always ready to be called 
forth either against Helots at home or against enemies abroad. 
Such exclusive tendency will appear less astonishing if we con
sider the very early and insecure period at which the Lykurgean 
institutions arose, when none of those guarantees which after
wards maintained the peace of the Hellenic world had as yet 
become effective-no constant habits of intercourse, no custom 
of meeting in ,Amphiktyony from the distant parts of Greece, 
no common or largely frequented festivals, no multiplication 
of proxenies (or standing tickets of hospitality) between the 
important cities, no pacific or industrious habits anywhere. 
When we contemplate the general insecurity of Grecian life 
in the ninth or eighth century before the Christian :era, and 
especially the precarious condition of a small band of Dorian 
conquerors, in Sparta and its district, with subdued Helots on 
their own lands and Achreans unsubdued all around them-we 
shall not be surprised that the language which Brasidas in the 
Peloponnesian war addresses to his army in reference to the 
original Spartan settlement, was still more powerfully present 
to the mind of Lykurgus four centuries earlier-" We are a few 
in the midst of many enemies; we can only maintain ourselves 
by fighting and conquering." 2 

Under such circumstances, the exclusive aim which Lykurgus 
proposed to himself is easily understood; but what is truly 

1 Aristot. Polit. ii. 6, 22 ; vii. I 3, II ; viii. I, 3 ; viii. 3, 3· Plato, 
Legg. i. p. 626-629. Plutarch, Solon, c. 22. . . 
• 2 Thncyd. "iv. Ii6. or 'Y• J.<7)8€ cbrl> 'II"OAI"TEIWI' "TOIOO"TWV l!KE"TE, ~" aTs ob 
1rol\A.ol lJA.l'Y"'" li.pxovcTI, lxA.A.a 1rA.••&vwv J.<aA.A.ov ~A.&uuovs· ob" ·li.A.A.q> -rwl 
/C"T7)<TJ.J.<EVOI "T~V 8uvau-re£av 1) -rql J.<aXOJ.<EVOI 1Cpa-riiv. 

The most remarkable circumstance is, that these words are addressed by 
Brasidas to an army composed in large proportion of manumitted Helots 
(Thucyd. iv, 8x). • , 
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~
rprising, is the viol'ence of his means .and the success of 
e result. He realised his project of creating in the 8ooo or 

ooo Spartan citizens unrivalled habits of obedience, hardihood,. 
;elf-denial, and military aptitude-complete subjection on the 
p~rt of each individual to the local public opinion, and pre
ference of death to the abandonment of Spartan maxims
[ntense ambition on ·the part of every one to distinguish him
;elf within the prescribed sphere of duties, with little ambition 
for anything else. In what manner .so rigorous a system of 
individual training can have been 'first brought to bear upon 
any community, mastering the course of the thoughts and 
actions from boyhood to old age-a work far more difficult 
than ~ny political revolution~we are not ·permitted to dis
cover. Nor does even the influence of an earnest and energetic 
Herakleid man-seconded by the still more powerful working 
of the Delphian god behind, upon the strong pious suscepti
pili.ties of the Spartan mind-sufficiently explain a phrenomenon' 
~o remll;rkable. in the historr. of .mankind,. unless .. we s~ppose 
lhem a1ded by some co.mbmatwn of co-operatmg .c1rcumc 
stances which history has not transmitted to us,1 and,precedtd 
by disorqers so exaggerated as to render the citizens glad to 
escape from them a_t any .price. . 

Respecting. the an£e-Lykurgean Sparta we possess no. posi
tive information whatever. B.ut. although this unfortunate 
gap, cannot. be filled up, we may yet master. the negative 
probabilities of the case, sufficiently to see that in what 
Plutarch has told us (and ,from Plutarch. the modern views 
have, until hitely, been derive<:!), there is· indeed a. basis of 
reality, but there is also a large superstructure of romance,-
in no~ l:l. few particulars essentially misleading. For example,
j?lutarch treats Lykurgus as introducing his r~forms at a time 
f.vhen ~parta was mistress of Laconia, and distributing the 
~hole of that terri,tory among .the Periceki. Now. we know 
that Lacoriia was not then' in possession .of Sparta, .and tha~ t> 

~
he partition of Lykurgus (assuming it to be real) could only 
ave been 'applied to the land in the immediate vicinity of 
he latter. For even Amyklre, Pharis. and, Geronthrre· were 
ot conquered until the reign of· Teleklus, posterior to any 
eriod which we can reasonably assign to Lykurgus : nor cah 
ny such, distribution of Laconia have really. occurred. Further 

~ve ar~ told that Lykurgu~ banished [ro~. Spl!-rta coined ~old 
~nd s1lver, useless professwns and fnvohtres, eager pu~smt of 
1· 1 Plato treats the system of Lykurgus as emanating from the Delphian 
1\.pollo, and. Lykurgus as his missionary. (Legg. i. p. 632); .. ' ·· 

. YOL. III. • G . 
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gain, and ostentatious display. Without dwelling upon th'/ 
improbability that any one of these anti-Spartan characteristic 
should have existed at so early a period as the ninth centurJ 
before the Christian rera, we ·may at least be certain tha 
coined silver was not then to be found, since it was firs 
introduced into Greece by Pheidon of Argos in the succeedin! 
century, as has been stated in the preceding section. 

But amongst all the points stated by Plutarch, the mos 
suspicious by far, and the most misleading, because endles 
calculations have been built upon it, is the alleged redivisi01 
of landed property. He tells us that Lykurgus found fearfu 
inequality in the landed possessions of the Spartans ; nearly al 
the land in the hands of a few, and a great multitude withou 
any land; that he rectified this evil by a redivision of th• 
Spartan district into gooo equal lots, and the rest of Laconi. 
into 3o,ooo, giving to each citizen as much as would produc 
a given quota of barley, &c. ; and that he wished moreover t' 
have divided the moveable property upon similar principle 
of equality, but was deterred by the difficulties of carrying hi 
design into execution. . 

Now we shall find on consideration that this new and eqm 
partition of lands by Lykurgus is still more at variance wit 
fact and probability than the two former alleged proceeding1 
All the historical evidences exhibit decided inequalities c 
property among the Spartans-inequalities which tended c~n 
stantly to increase ; moreover, the earlier authors do nc 
conceive this evil as having grown up by way of abuse ot 
of a primreval system of perfect equality, nor do theY. kno 
anything of the original equal redivision by Lykurgus. Eve 
as early as the poet Alkreus (B.c. 6oo-s8o) we find bittt 
complaints of the oppressive ascendency of wealth, and tl: 
degradation of the poor man, cited as having been pronounce 
by Aristodemus at Sparta: "Wealth (said he) makes the rna 
-no poor person is either accounted good or honoured." 
Next, the historian Hellanikus certainly knew nothing of tl 
Lykurgean redivision-for he ascribed the whole Spartan poli 
to Eurysthenes and Prokles, the original founders, and hard 
noticed Lykurgus at all. Again, in the brief but impressi' 
description of the Spartan lawgiver by Herodotus, sever 
other institutions .are alluded to, but nothing is said abo 

1 Alcrei Fragment. 41, p. 279, ed. Schneidewin-
•ns- yap 0-l]rroT~ • Aptcn68o.JJ-6P 4>a.tu' olnc d.mL\ap.vov tv ~ 1r &. p T q. A 6 'Yo l" 

Ei.mw-Xp?ffL«T' O.v?]p· 7r~VLXft0~ 8' oti8e's 1reA.eT' f:o1JA0s oV8e Tip.tos. 

Compare the Schol. ad Pindar. Isthm. ii. 17, and Diogen. Laert. i. 31. 
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51 redivision of the lands; and this latter point IS m itself of'\ 
tluch transcendent moment, and was so recognised among all 
""Jreciari thinkers, that the omission is almost a demonstration 
'of ignorance. Thucydides certainly could not have believed 
that equality of property was an original feature of th~ Lykur" 
gean system; for he ·says that at Lacedremo~ "the rich men 

. assimilated themselves greatly in respect of clothing and general 
habits of life to the simplicity of the poor, and thus . set an 
example which was partially followed in the rest of Greece':" 
~ema;rk which both implies the existence of unequal property, 

.. and gives a just appreciation of the real working of Lykurgic 
· institutions.1 The like is the sentiment of Xenophon: 2 he 
• observes tha:t the rich at Sparta gained little by their wealth in 
1point of superior comfort; but he never glances at any original 
•measure carried into effect by Lykurgus for equalising posses
·'sions. Plato too,8 while he touches upon the great advantage 
l:>ossessed by' the Dorians, immediately after their conquest of 
~feloponnesus, in being able to apportion land suitably 10 all
tnever hints that this original distribution had degenerated into 
:an abuse, and that an entire subsequent redi~ision had been, 
resorted to by Lykurgus : moreover, he is himself deeply sen
sible of the hazards of that formidable proceeding. Lastly, 

1 
Aristotle clearly did not believe that Lykurgus had redivided 

· the soil. For he informs us, first, that " both in Lacedrerhon . 
and in Krete, the legislator had rendered the enjoyment of 
property common through the establishment of the Syssitia or 
;public me~s." 4 Now this remark (if read in the chapter ·of 
'which it forms part, a refutation of the scheme of Communism • 
Jfdr the select guardians in the Platonic Republic) will be seen 
:to tell little for its point, if we assume that Lykurgus at the 
-·same time equalised all individual possessions. Had Aristotle 
'known that fact, he could not have failed to notice it: nor 
'.'::ould he have assimilated the legislators. in Lacedremon and 
tK.rete, seeing that' in the latter no one pretends that 'any 
tiuch equalisation was ever brought about. Next,· not only 
l•lpes f..ristotle dwell upon the actual inequality of property at 
t~parta as a serious public evil, but he nowhere treats this as 
1., 1 Thncyd. i~ 6. p.erpi~ o' do t;,.8i)n Kal h -i;ov vvv .,.p61rov 1rpO,.,.~, 

· ·HaiCeoa<p.ovw• lXP~<TaVTo, ICal. ts .,.il, 1!1\A.a: 1rpos Tobs 11'01\1\obs oi .,.il, p.ei("' 
r~eic-r'flp.evo• luoola<-ro< p.J:I\<<T'Ta KaTE<T'T'fi<Tav. See also· Plutarch, Apoph·" 
\thegm. Lacon. p. 2!0. A.-F. ' 
, 2 Xenoph. Republ. Laced. c. 7· 
'·, 8 Plato, Legg: iii. p. 684. . 

. • 4 Aristotel. Politic. ii. 2, ' 10. {f,unp -ril. 11'Epl Til.s ICT-hue.s ~v Aat<eoal-
•p.o•·• Kal Kp~'T?I 'TOts <Tu<T<T<Tiou 6 vop.o8E'T'fiS. lKpivw<re. 
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having grown out of a system of absolute equality once enacted 
by the lawgiver as a part of the primitive constitution : he 
expressly notices inequality of property so far back as the 
second Messenian war. Moreover, in that valuable chapter of 
his Politics where the scheme of equality of possessions is 
discussed, Phaleas of Chalked6n is expressly mentioned as the 
first author of it, thus indirectly excluding Lykurgus.1 The 
mere silence of Aristotle is in this discussion a negative argu
ment of the greatest weight. Isokrates 2 too speaks much about 
Sparta for good and for evil-mentions Lykurgus as having 
established a political constitution much like that of the earliest 
days of Athens-praises the gymnasia and the discipline, and 
compliments the Spartans upon the many centuries which they 
have gone through without violent sedition, extinction of debts 
and redivision of the land-those ''monstrous evils " as he 
terms them. Had he conceived Lykurgus as being himself the 
author of a complete redivision of land, he could hardly have 
avoided some allusion to it. 

It appears then that none of the authors down to Aristotle 
ascribe to Lykurgus a redivision of the lands, either of Sparta 
or of Laconia. The statement to this effect in Plutarch, given 
in great detail and with precise specification of number and 
produce, must have been borrowed from some author later 
than Aristotle ; and I think we may trace the source of it, 
when we study Plutarch's biography of Lykurgus in conjunc
tion with that of Agis arld Kleomenes. The statement is taken 
from authors of the century after Aristotle, either in, or shortly 
before, the age when both those kings tried extreme measures 
to renovate the sinking state : the former by a thorough change 

1 Aristot. Politic. ii. 4, 1, about Phaleas; and about Sparta and Krete, 
generally, the whole sixth and seventh chapters of the second book ; also 
v. 6. 2-7· 

Theophrastus (apud Plutarch. Lycurg. c. 10) makes a similar observation, 
that the public mess, and the general simplicity of habits, tended to render 
wealth of little service to the possessor: T~v 1rl\o!irov l't1ril.ouTov ""•n&uauOa& 
Tfi ~eo&v6T?)'TL To!ll li<l7rV<>!11, ~eal TV '11"Epl 'T~V lila&Tav <bT<il.•lrt. Compare Plu
tarch, Apophthegm. Lacon. p. 226 E. The wealth therefore was not 
formally done away with in the opinion of Theophrastus : there was no 
positive equality of possessions. 

Both the Spartan kings dined at the public mess at the same pheidition 
(Plutarch, Agesilaus, c. 30). 

Herakleides Ponticus mentions nothing either about equality of Spartan 
lots or fresh partition of lands by Lykurgus (ad calcem Cragii, De Spartan
arum Repub. 'p. 504); though,he,op~aks abou! the Spartan lots and law of 
succession as well as about Lykurgus. 

2 Isokrates, Panathen. Or. xii. pp. 266, 27o, 278: obli• xp•wv &,.o~e07ras 
obli~ -yijs &vaoa<Tp.~v o~li' /l.l\11.' obli~v 'TWV fxV7JI<EIT'TO>V ~ea~ewv. 
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of system and property, yet proposed and accepted according 
to constitutional forms·; the latter by projects· substantially 

·similar, with violence to enforce them. The accumulation of. 
landed property in few hands, the· multiplication of poor, and. 
the decline. in the number of citizens, 'which are depicted as 
grave mischiefs by Aristotle, had become greatly aggravated 
during the. century between him and Agis. The number of 
citizens, reckoned by Herodotus in the time o( the Persian 
invasion at Sooo, had dwindl·ed down in the time of Aristotle 
to 1ooo, and in that of Agis to 7oo, out of which latter number 
100 alone possessed most of the landed property of the state.1 

Now by the ancient rule of Lykurgus, the qualification for 
citizenship ·was the ability to furnish the prescribed quota, 
incumbent on each individual, at the public mess : so soon 
as-a citizen became too poor to an~wer to this requisition, he 
lost his franchise and. his eligibility to offices.2 The smaller 
lots of land, though it was held discreditable either to buy or· 
sell them,3 and though some have.asserted (without--ground I 

1 Plutarch, Agi~, c. iv. . . 
2 Aristot. Pol it. ii. 6, 2 r. IIapu IJ€ -ro'is A&Kwrrw iiKarr-rov IJe'i cp~p••v, Kal 

rrcpolipa. 7rev{]TwV ~vlwv • ~vTwv, 1<al -rovTO -ro &v&.ll.wp.a. ov livvap.€vwv lia.ira.· 
· v~v ••• "Opos_lie -ri)s 7roli.<Tdas oOTO s lrr-r<v b 1r&.-rpw·s, -ro_v p.7! 
livv&.p.evov TOvTo TO -r€ll.os cp€pe•v, 'p.n p.e-rexe•v a.v -r1)s. So also 
Xenophon, Rep. Lac. c. vii. 1aa- p.'Ev cp€pew els TU l'Tr!TfJIJ«a, . bp.olws 
IJ€ o<aiTarr8a< Ta~a.s. . 

The existence of this rate-paying qualification is the capital fact in the 
. history of the Spartan constitution ; especially when we couple it with the'· 
other fact, that no Spartan acquired anything by any kind of industry. ' 

3 Herakleides Po'nticus, ad calcem Cragii de Repub. Laced. ·p. 504. 
Compare Cragius, iii. 2, p. 196. · 

Aristotle (ii. 6, ro) states that it was discreditable to buy or sell a lot ofland, 
but that the lot might be either given or bequeathed at pleasure. He 
mentions nothing about the prohibition to divide, and he even states· what . 
contradicts it,--:that it was the practice to give a large dowry when a rich 
man's·daughter married (ii. 6, II). The sister of Agesilaus, Kyniska, was 
a person of large property, which apparently implies the division of his 
father's estate (Plutarch, Agesilaus; 30}. · · 
_ Whether there was ever any law prohibiting a father from dividing his· 

lot among his children_ may well be doubted. The Rhetra of the ephor 
Epitadeus (Plutarch, 'Agis, S) granted unlimited power of testamentary 
disposition to the possessor, so that he might give away or bequeath his 
land to ·a stranger if he chose. To this law great' effects are ascribed: but. 
it is evident that the tendency to accumulate property in few 'hands, and 
the tendency to diminution in the number of qualified citizens, were power
fully manifested before the time of Epitadeu,;, who came after Lysander. 
Plutarch in another place notices Hesiod, Xenokrates and Lykurgus, as 
having concurred with Plato in thinking that it was proper to leave only 
one single heir (gva. p.&vov KA'fJpov&p.ov 1C<XTall.<7reL'v). ('T1rop.v{jp.aTa els 'HaloiJov, 
Fragm. vol. v. p. 777, Wyttenb.). But.Hesiod does rtot lay down this as 
a necessity or as a universal rule; he only says that a man is bette~ off who. 
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think) that it was forbidden to divide them-became insuffi
cient for numerous families, and seem to have been alienated 
in some indirect manner to the rich; while every industrious 
occupation being both interdicted to a Spartan citizen and 
really inconsistent with his rigorous personal discipline, no 
other means of furnishing his quota, except the lot of land, 
was open to him. The difficulty felt with regard to these 
smaller lots of land may be judged of from the fact stated 
by Polybius,l that three or four Spartan brothers had often 
one and the same wife, the paternal land being just sufficient 
to furnish contributions for all to the public mess, and thus to 
keep alive the citizen-rights of all the sons. The tendency to 
diminution in the number of Spartan citizens seems to have 
gone on uninterruptedly from the time of the Persian war, and 
must have been aggravated by the foundation of Messene, with 
its independent territory around, after the battle of Leuktra, 
an event which robbed the Spartans of a·large portion of their 
property. Apart from these special causes, moreover, it has 
been observed often as a statistical fact, that a close corpora
tion of citizens, or any small number of families, intermarrying 
habitually among one another, and not reinforced from without, 
have usually a tendency to diminish. 

The present is not the occasion to enter at length into that 
combination of causes which partly sapped, partly overthrew, 
both the institutions of Lykurgus and the power of Sparta. 
But taking the condition of that city as it stood in the time of 

has only one son (Opp. Di. 374). And if Plato had been able to cite 
Lykurgus as an authority for that system of an invariable number of 
separate H:A~po• or lots, which he sets forth in his treatise De Legibns 
(p. 740), it is highly probable that he would have done so. Still less can 
Aristotle have supposed that Lykurgus or the Spartan system either 
ensured, or intended to ensure, the maintenance of an unalterable number 
of distinct proprietary lots ; for he expressly notices that scheme as a 
peculiarity of Philolaus the Corinthian, in his laws for the The bans (Polit. 
ii. 9. 7). 

1 Polybius, Fragm. ap. Maii. Collect. Vett. Scrip. vol. ii. p. 384. 
Perhaps, as 0. MUller remarks, this may mean only, that none except 

the eldest brother could afford to marry ; but the feelings of the Spartans 
in respect to marriage were in many other points so different from ours, 
that we are hardly authorised to reject the literal statement (Hhtory of the 
Dorians, iii. 10, 2)-which indeed is both illustrated and rendered credible 
by the permission granted in the laws of Sol6n to an brl~~:;-..7Jpos who had 
been claimed in marriage by a relative in his old age-a~ o ~~:pa,-wv 
~~:al H:Op1os ')'<'yovws ~~:aTlt. Tlw 110!'011 aOTOS !L:q l!vvaTos if "II'A7JO'U!(~w u"II'O Twv 
f')I'YIO'Ta Tov &.vl!pos o"ll'vle0'8a• (Plutarch, So16n, c. 20). 

I may observe, that of 0. Muller's statements respecting the lots of land 
at Sparta, several are unsupported and some incorrect. 
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Agis III. (say about 250 B.C.),'we know that its citizens had 
become few in number, the bulk of them miserably poor, and 
all the land in a small number of hands: The old discipline · 
and the public mess (a's far as the rich were concerned) had. 
degenerated into mere forms-a numerous body' of strangers 
or: non-citizens (the ·old xenelasy, or prohibition of resident 
strangers, being long discontinued) were domiciled in the town, 
forming a powerful moneyed interest ; and lastly, the dignity 
and ascendency of the state amongst its neighbours were· al
together ruined. It was insupportable to a young enthusiast 
like king Agis, as well as to many ardent spirits among his 
contemporaries, to contrast this degradation with the previous 
glories of their country ; nor did they see any other way of 
reconstructing the old ·Sparta except ,by ag~in admitting the 
di'sfranchised poor citizens, redividing the. lands, cancelling all 
debts, and restoring the public mess and military training i'n 
all their strictness. Agis. endeavoured to carry through these 
subversive measures, (such as no demagogue in the extreme 
democracy of Athens would ever have ventured to glance at,) 
with the consent of .the senate and public assembly, and the 
acquiescence of the rich. His sincerity is attested by the fact 
that his own property, and that of his female relatives, among 
the .largest in the state, was cast as the· first sacrifice into the 
common stock. But he became the dupe of unprincipled co
adjutors, and perished in the unavailing attempt to realise his 
scheme by persuasion. His successor Kleomenes afterwards 
accomplished by violence a change substantially similar, though 
the intervention of foreign arms speedily overthrew both him-
self and his institution.s. · ' \. 

Now it was under the state of public feeling which gave )Jirth 
to. these projects: of Agis and Kleomenes at Sparta, that the 
historic fancy, unknowri to Aristotle and his predecessors, first 
gained ground, of the absolute equality of property as a primi
five institution of Lykurgus. How much such a belief would· 
favour the schemes of innovation is too obvious to require 

,notice; and without supposing any deliberate imposture, we 
cannot be astonished that the predispositions of enthusiastic 
patriots interpreted according to their own partialities an old 
unrecorded legislation from which they were sepiuated by more 
than five centuries. The Lykurgean discipline tended forcibly 
to suggest . to men's minds the t'dea of equality among the 
citizens,-that is, the negation of all inequality not founded , 
on some personal attribute-inasmuch as it assimilated the 
habits, enjoyments and capacities of the rich to those. of the 
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poor; and the equality thus existing in idea and tendency, 
which seemed to proclaim the wish of the founder, was strained 
by the later reformers into a positive institution which he had 
at first realised, but from which his degenerate followers had 
receded. It was thus that the fancies, longings, and indirect 
suggestions of the present assumed the character of recollec
tions out of the early, obscure, and extinct historical past. 
Perhaps the philosopher Sphrerus of Borysthenes (friend and 
companion of Kleomenes,1 disciple of Zeno the Stoic and 
author of works now lost both on Lykurgus and Sokrates and 
on the constitution of Sparta) may have been one of those who 
gave currency to such an hypothesis. And we shall readily 
believe, that if advanced, it would find easy and sincere cred
ence, when we recollect how many similar delusions have 
obtained vogue in modern times far more favourable to 
historical accuracy-how much false colouring has been 
attached by the political feeling of recent days to matters 
of ancient history, such as the Saxon Witenagemote, the 
Great Charter, the rise and growth of the English House of 
Commons, or even the Poor Law of Elizabeth. 

When we read the division of lands really proposed by king 
Agis, it is found to be a very close copy of the original division 
ascribed to Lykurgus. He parcels the lands bounded by the 
four limits of Pellene, Sellasia, Malea, and Taygetus, into 4500 
lots, one to every Spartan; and the lands beyond these limits 
into 15,ooo lots, one to each Pericekus; and he proposes to 
constitute in Sparta fifteen Pheiditia or public mess-tables, 
some including 400 individuals, others 2oo,-thus providing a 
place for each of his 4500 Spartans. With respect to the 

1 Plutarch, Kleomenes, cap. 2-II, with the note of Schomann, p. 175; 
also Lycurg. cap. 8; Atheme. iv. p. 141. - ~ : 

Phylarchus also described the proceedings of Kleoment!s, seemfugly with 
favour (Athen<e. ib.); compare Plutarch, Agis, c. 9· 

Polybius believed that Lykurgus had introduced equality of landed 
possession both in the district of Sparta and throughout Laconia : his 
opinion is probably borrowed from these same authors, of the third century 
before the Christian <era. For he expresses his great surprise how the best
informed ancient authors (ot ll.o-y<r!JTctTO< Twv IJ.pxalwv crv-y-ypacp€wv), Plato, 
Xenophon, Ephorns, Kallistheni\s, can compare the Kretan polity to the 
old Lacedremonian, the main features of the two being (as he says) so 
different-equality of property at Sparta, great inequality of property in 
Krete, among other differences (Polyb. vi. 45-48). 

This remark of Polybius exhibits the difference of opinion of the earlier 
writers, as compared with those during the third century before the 
Christian rera. The former compared Spartan and Kretan institutions, 
because they did not conceive equality of landed property as a feature in 
old Sparta. 
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division originally ascribed to Lykurgu~, diff~rent. accounts were · 
given.' S01ne considered it to have set out gooo ,lots for. the 
district of Sparta, and 3o,ooo for the rest of Laconia; 1 others 
affirmed that 6ooo lots had been giyen by Lykurgus, and 3000 
added afterwards by king Polydorus; a third tale was, that 
Lykiugus had assigned 4500 lots, and king Polydorus as many 
more. This last scheme is much the same ~s what was really 
proposed by Agis. · . _ . · · 
. In the preceding argument respecting the redivision of land 

'ascribed to Lykurgus, I have taken that measure as it is de-
scribed by Plutarch. But there. has been a-tendency, in some 
able modern writers, while admitting the general fact. of such 
redivision, to reject the account· given by Plutarch in some of 
its main circumstances. That, for instance, which is ·the capital 
feature in Plutarch's narrative, and which gives so_uhandjneari
ing to his picture of the lawgiver-thee quality of partition
is now rejected by many as incorrect, and it is supposed Jhat 
Lykurgus made some new agrarian regulations ,tending towards 
a general equality of landed property, but not an entirely 'new 
partition; that he may have resumed from' the wealthy men 
lands which they had unjustly taken from the conquered 
Achreans, and. thus provided allotments both for the poorer 
citizens and· for the_ su.bject Laconians. Such is the opinion 
of Dr. Thirlwa)l, who at the same time adnii.ts that the· exact 
proportion of. the Lykurgean distributio~" can hardly be 
ascertained. 2 . • •. · " · • . · 

1 · Respecting Sphrerus, see Plutarch, Lycurg .. c. 8; Kleomer'l: c. 2; 
Athenre. iv. p. I4I ; Diogen. Laert. vii. sect. I37·· · 

. 2 Hist. of Greece, ch. viii. vol. i. p. 344-347. ·. · 
C. F. Hermann, on the contrary, considers. the equal partition ·of 

Laconia into lots .indivisible and inalienable as·" an essential condition" 
(eine -':ltliche Bedingung) of the whole Lyku'rgean system (Lehrbuch 
der Grirn'uschen Staatsalterthiimer, sect. 28). • . · ' , . 

Tittmann· (Griechische .Staatsverfassungen, p. sSS"-596) states iuid seems 
to adn\it the equal partition as a fact, withoutany:commentary. _ 
· Wachsmuth (Hellenisch. Alterthumskunde;• v. '4, 42,. p. 217) supposes 
"that the best land was already parcelled, before\the time of Lykurgus, 
into lots of eqiial magnitude, 99rresponding . to the num her of Spartans, 
which number afterwards increased to nine tl~ousand." For· this assertion 
I ~now no evideric~; it departs from Plutarch~ 'without .~.ubstitutin·g ariy
thrng better authenticated or more plausible. c Wachsmuth notices the 
partition of Laconia· among the Peria::ki in 30;0oo equal_lots, without any 
comment, and seemingly as if there were no doubt of it (p. 2i8) . 

. Manso also .supposes that .. there, had once been· an equal division of land 
pnor to Lyklirgus,.,-that it had degenerated into abuse-and that Lykurgus 
corrected it, restoring, not absolute_equality, but something near to equality 
(Manso, Spg,rta, vol. i. p. uo-121). This is the same gratuitoussuppositioli 
as that of Wachsmuth. · 

G2 
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I cannot but take a different view of the statement made by 

Plutarch. The moment that we depart from that rule of 
equality, which stands so prominently marked in his biography 
of Lykurgus, we step into a boundless field of possibility, in 
which there is nothing to determine us to one point more than 
to another. The surmise started by Dr. Thirlwall, of lands 
unjustly taken from the conquered Ach::eans by wealthy Spar· 
tan proprietors, is altogether gratuitous; and granting it to be 
correct, we have still i:o explain how it happened that this 
correction of a partial injustice came to be transformed into 
the comprehensive and systematic measure which Plutarch 
describes ; and to explain, further, from whence it arose that 
none of the authors earlier than Plutarch take 'any notice of 
Lykurgus as an agrarian equaliser; These two difficulties will 
still remain, even if we overlook the gratuitous nature of Dr. 
Thirlwall's supposition, or of any other supposition which can 
be proposed respecting the real Lykurgean measure which 
Plutarch is affirmed to have misrepresented. 

It appears to me that these difficulties are best obviated by 
adopting a different canon of historical interpretation. We 
cannot accept as real the Lykurgean land division described in 
the life of the lawgiver; but treating this account as a fiction, two 
modes of proceeding are open to us. We may either consider 
the fiction, as it now stands, to be the exaggeration and distortion 
of some small fact, and then try to guess, without any assistance, 
what the small'fact was; or we may regard it as fiction from first 
to last, the expression of some large idea and sentiment so 
powerful in its action on men's minds at a given time, as 
to induce them to make a place for it among the realities of 

0. MUller admits the division as stated by Plutarch, though he says 
that the whole num her of 9000 lots cannot have been set out before the 
Messenian war; and he adheres to the idea of equality as contained in Plutarch; 
but he says that the equality consisted in "equal estimate of average pro
duce,"-not in equal acreable dimensions. He goes so far as to tell us that 
"the lots of the Spartans, which supported twice as many men as the lots 
of the Perireki, must upon the whole have been twice as extensive (i.e. 
in the aggregate) : each lot must therefore have been seven times greater'' 
(compare History of the Dorians, iii. 3, 6; iii. 10, 2). He also supposes 
that "similar partitions of land had been made from the time of the first 
occupation of Laconia by the Dorians." Whoever compares his various 
positions with the evidence brought to support them, will find a painful 
disproportion between the basis and the superstructure. 

The views of Schomann, so far as I collect from expressions somewhat 
vague seem to coincide with those of Dr. Thirlwall. He admits howevet" 
that the alleged Lykurgean equalisation is at variance wi!h the representa· 
tions of Plato (Schomann, Antiq. Jur. Pub. iv. r, 7, note 4, p. I 16), 
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the past~ Now the latter supposition, applied to the times of 
Agis III., best meets the case before us. The eighth chapter 
of the life of Lykurgus by Plutarch, in recounting the partition 
·of land, describes the dream of king Agis, whose mind is full 
of two sentiments-grief and shame for the actual condition of 
~his country-together with reverence for its past glories, as well 
as for the lawgiver from whose institutions those glories had 
emanated. Absorbed with this double feeling, the reveries 
of Agis go back to· the old ante-Lykurgean Sparta as. it 
stood more than five c-enturies 'before. He sees in the spirit 
the same mischiefs and disorders as those which afflict his 
waking eye -gross inequalities of property, with a few 
insolent and luxurious rich, a crowd of mutinous and suffer
ing poor, and nothing but fierce. antipathy· reigning. between 
the two. Into the midst of this froward: lawless, and 
distempered community steps the venerable missionary from 
Delphi,-breathes into men's minds new impulses, and an 
impatience to .shake off the old soda! and political Adam-

. and persuades the rich, volunta.rily abnegating their temporal. 
advantages, to welcome with satisfaction a new system wherein 
no distinction shall be recognised, except that of good or evil 
desert.1 Having thus regenerated the national mind, he 
parcels out the territory of ·Laconia into equal lots, leaving 
no superiority to any one. ·Fraternal harmony becomes the 
reigning sentiment, while the 'coming harvests present the 
gratifying spectacle of a paternal inheritance recently distri
buted, with the brotherhood contented, rnodest ·and docile. 
Such is the picture with which "mischievous Oneirus " cheats 
the fancy. of . the patriotic Agis, whispering the treacherous 
message that the gods have promised him success _in a similar 
attempt, and thus seducing him into that fatal revolutionary 
course, which is destined to bring himself, ,his ''wife and his . 
aged mother to the dungeon and the hangman's rope. 2 : · 

That the ·golden dream just described was dreamt by some 
Spartan patriots is certain, because it· stands recorded in 
Plutarch; that it was not dreamt by the authors of centuries 
preceding Agis, I have already endeavoured to show; that the 
earnest feelings, of sickness of the present and yearning for a. 

1 Plutarch.- Lykurg. c. s: uvvbr•ur• 'rf)V xC:,pa; a'II'CI.<TCI.Y •ls p.tiTOY 8tll'ras, 
~~ &pxijs avaoci.uatr8a<, !Cal (j}v #.•or' al\ll:f(Awv a1ravoras, op.all.eis !Cal luoiCli.{Jpovs 
'I'OlS f3to<S -y<vop.{;vovs, '1'0 3e 7rpwor<lOV ap<orj} p.<or<OVoras·. &Js ltl\li.'I)S E'I'Eprp 7rp0S 
Eor<pov obiC O~IT'I)S 3w.cpopCis, obo' av<ITOT'I)'I'OS, 1rll.:qv 8u1jV aluxpow 'fo-yqs opl(•• 
ICCI.l ICaA.wv r1ra<vos. ...E ... c!.-ywv Of ortjJ l\o-yrp orb lp-yov, lidv•ip.•, &c. 

2 Plutarch, Agis, c. 19-20. · ·· · . . 
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better future under the colours of a restored past, which filled 
the soul of this king and his brother reformers-combined with 
the levelling tendency between rich and poor which really was 
inherent in the Lykurgean discipline-were amply sufficient to 
beget such a dream and to procure for it a place among the 
great deeds of the old lawgiver, so much venerated and so 
little known,-this too I hold to be unquestionable. Had 
there been any evidence that Lykurgus had interfered with 
private property, to the limited extent which Dr. Thirlwall and 
other able critics imagine-that he had resumed certain lands 
unjustly taken by the rich from the Ach::eans-I should have 
been glad to record it ; but finding no such evidence, I cannot 
think it necessary to presume the fact simply in order to account 
for the story in Plutarch.! 

The various items in that story all hang together, and must 
be understood as forming parts of the same comprehensive fact, 
or comprehensive fancy. The fixed total of 9000 Spartan, and 
3o,ooo Laconian lots, 2 the equality between them, and the rent 

1 I read with much satisfaction in M. Kopstadt's Dissertation, that the 
general conclusion which I have endeavoured to establish respecting the 
alleged Lykurgean redivision of property, appears to him successfully 
proved. (Dissert. De Rerum Laconic. Const. sect. 18, p. 138.) 

He supposes, with perfect truth, that at the time when the first edition 
of these volumes was published, I was ignorant of the fact that Lachmann 
and Kortiim had both called in question the reality of the Lykurgean 
redivision. In regard to Professor Kortiim, the fact was first brought to 
my knowledge by his notice of these two volumes in the Heidelberger 
Jahrbiicher, 1846, No. 41, p. 649. 

Since the first edition I have read the treatise of Lachmann (Die 
Spartanische Staats Verfassung in ihrer Entwickelung und ihrem Verfalle, 
sect. ro, p. 170) wherein the redivision ascribed to Lykurgus is canvassed. 
He too attributes the origin of the tale as a portion of history, to the social 
and political feelings current in the days of Agis III. and Kleomenes III. 
He notices also that it is in contradiction with Plato and Isokrates. But 
a large proportion of the arguments which he brings to disprove it, are 
connected with ideas of his own respecting the social and political consti
tution of Sparta, which I think either untrue or uncertified. Moreover he 
believes in the inalienability as well as the indivisibility of the separate lots of 
land-which I believe to be just as little correct as their supposed equality. 

Kopstadt (p. 139) thinks that I have gone too far in rejecting every 
middle opinion. He thinks that Lykurgus must have done something, 
though much less than what is affirmed, tending to realise equality of 
individual property. 

I shall not say that this is impossible. If we had ampler evidence, 
perhaps such facts might appear. But as the evidence stands now, there 
1s nothing whatever to show it. Nor are we entitled (in my judgement) to 
presume that it was so, in the absence of evidence, simply in order to make 
out that-the Lykurgean mythe is only an exaggeration, and not entire fiction. 

2 Aristotle (Polit. ii. 6, II) remarks that· the- territory of the Spartans 
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accruing from each, represented by a given quantity of moist and 
dry produce,-all these particulars are alike true or alike unceiti
fied. Upon the various numbers here given, many authors have 
raised calculations as to the population and produce of Laconia, 
which appear to me destitute l'lf any trustworthy foundation. 
Those who accept the history, that Lykurgus constituted the 
above-mentioned numbers both of citizens and of lots of land, 
and that he contemplated the maintenance of both riumbers in 
unchangeable proporti_on---'-are perplexed to assign the means 
·whereby this adjustment was kept undisturbed. Nor are they 
much assisted in the solution of this embarrassing problem by 
the statement of Plutarch, who tells us that the number re
mained fixed of itself, and that the succession ran on from 
father to son without either consolidation or multiplication 
of parcels, down to the period when foreign wealth flowed into 
Sparta, as a consequence of the successful conclusion of the 
Peloponnesian war. Shortly after that ,period (he tell_ us) a 
citizen named Epitadeus became ephor-a vindictive and 
malignant man, who, having had a quarrel with his son, and 

, wishing to oust him from the succession, introduced and 
obtained sanction to a new Rhetra, whereby power was granted 
to every father of a family either to make over during life, or to 
bequeath. after death, his house and his estate to any one -1 

. whom he chose.l But it is plain that this story (whatever be 
the truth about the family quarrel of Epitadeus) 'does not help 
us out of the difficulty. From the time of Lykurgus to that of 
this disinheriting ephor, more· than four centuries must be 
reckoned : now had there been real causes at work sufficient 
to maintain inviolate the identical number of lots and families 
during this long period, we see no reason why his new Ia~, 
simply permissive and nothing more, should- have overthrown 
it. We are not told by Plutarch what was the law of succes
sion prior to Epitadeus. If the whole estate went by law to 
one son in the family, what became of the other sons; to whom 
industrious acquisition in any shape was repulsive as well as 
interdicted ? If, ·on the other hand, the estate was divided 
between the sons equally (as it was by the law of succession ·at 
Athens) how can we defend the maintenance of an unchanged 
aggregate number of parcels? · · · 

would maintain 1500 horsemen and 30,000 hoplites, while the number of-
citizens was in point of fact-less than 1000. Dr. Thirlwall seems to prefer 
the reading of ·Gottling-3000 instead of 30,000; but the latter seems 
better supported by MSS., and most suitable. · 

1 .Plutarch, Agis, c. 5· · · 
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Dr. Thirlwall, after having admitted a modified interference 

with private property by Lykurgus, so as to exact from the 
wealthy a certain sacrifice in order to create lots for the poor, 
and to bring about something approaching to equi-producing 
lots for all, observes :-" The average amount of the rent (paid 
by the cultivating Helots from each lot) seems to have been 
no more than was required for the frugal maintenance of a 
family with six persons. The right of transfer was as strictly 
confined as that of enjoyment: the patrimony was indivisible, 
inalienable, and descended to the eldest son; in default of 
a male heir, to the eldest daughter. The object seems to 
have been, after the number of the allotments became fixed, 
that each should be contantly represented by one head of 
a household. But the nature of the means employed for 
this end is one of the most obscure points of the Spartan 
system. . . . . In the better times of the commonwealth, 
this seems to have been principally effected by adoptions 
and marriages with heiresses, which provided for the mar
riages of younger sons in families too numerous to be 
supported on their own hereditary property. It was then 
probably seldom necessary for the state to interfere, in order 
to direct the childless owner of an estate, or the father of a 
rich heiress, to a proper choice. But as all adoption required 
the sanction of the kings, and they had also the disposal of the 
hand of orphan heiresl)es, there can be little doubt that the 
magistrate had the power of interposing on such occasions, 
even in opposition to the wishes of individuals, to relieve 
poverty and check the accumulation of wealth." (Hist. Gr. 
ch. 8, vol. i. p. 367.) 

I cannot concur in the view which Dr. Thirlwall here takes 
of the state of property, or the arrangements respecting its 
transmission, in ancient Sparta. Neither the equal modesty of 
possession which he supposes, nor the precautions for perpetu
ating it, can be shown to have ever existed among the pupils 
of Lykurgus. Our earliest information intimates the existence 
of rich men at Sparta : the story of king Aristo and Agetus, in 
Herodotus, exhibits to us the latter as a man who cannot be 
supposed to have had only just "enough to maintain six 
persons frugally "-while his beautiful wife, whom Aristo 
coveted and entrapped from him, is expressly described as 
the daughter of opulent parents. Sperthies and Bulis the 
Talthybiads are designated as belonging to a distinguished 
race, and among the wealthiest men in Sparta.l Demaratus 

~ Herod. vi. 6r. oTa 0.~8prfnrolll n oll.fll'IIP Otrya·dpa, &c. ; vii. 134. 
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. was the only king of Sparta, in the days of Herodotus, who 

had ever gained a chariot victory in the Olympic games ; but 
we know by the case of Lichas during the Peloponnesian. war, 
Evagoras, and -others, that private Spartans were equally 
successful ; 1 and for one Spartan who won the prize, there 
must· of course have been many who bred their horses and 
started their chariots unsuccessfully. It need hardly be 
remarked that chariot-competition at Olympia was one of the 
most significant evidences of a wealthy house : nor were there 
wanting Spartans who kept horses and dogs without any 
exclusive view to the games. We know from Xenophon, that 
at the time of the battle of Leuktra, "the very rich Spartans" 
provided the horses to be mounted for the state-cava!ry.2 

These and other proofs, of the existence of rich men at Sparta; 
are inconsistent with the idea of a body of citizens each possess
ing what was about enough for the frugal maintenance of six 
persons, and no more. · 

As we do not find that such was in practice the state of 
property in the Spartan community, soneither can we discover 
that .the lawgiver ever tried either to make or to keep it so. 
What he did was to impose a rigorous public discipline, with 
simple clothing and fare, incumbent alike upon the rich and 
the poor (this was his special present to Greece, according to 
Thucydides,3 and his great point of contact with democracy, 
according to Aristotle); but he took no pains either to restrain 
.the enrichment of the former, or to prevent th,e impoverish
ment of the latter. He meddled little with the distribution of 
property; a1;d such neglect is one of the capital deficiencies for 
which Aristotle censures him. That philosopher tells us, 
indeed, that the Spartan law had made it dishonourable (he 
does ·not say, peremptorily forbidden) to .buy or sell landed 
property, but that there was the fullest liberty both of donation 
and bequest: and the same results (he justly observes) ensued 
from the practice tolerated as would have ensued from the 
practice discountenanced-since it was easy to disguise a 
real sale under an ostensible donation, He notices pointedly 
the tendency of property at Sparta to concentrate itself in 
fewer hands, unopposed by any legal hindrances : the fathers 
married their daughters to w~10msoever they chose, and gave 
dowries according to their own discretion, generally very 

1 Herod. vi. 70-103; Thucyd. v. 50. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 4, I I ; Xenoph. de Rep. Lac. v. 3 ; Mol pis ap. 

Athenre. iv. p. I4I; Aristot. Polit. ii. 2, 5· 
a Thucyd. i. 6; Aristot. Polit. iv. 7, 4, 5; viii. I, 3· 
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large : the rich families moreover intermarried among one 
another habitually and without restriction. Now all these are 
indicated by Aristotle as cases in which the law might have 
interfered, and ought to have interfered, but did not-for the 
great purpose of disseminating the benefits of landed property 
as much as possible among the mass of the citizens. Again, 
he tells us that the law encouraged the multiplication of 
progeny, and granted exemptions to such citizens as had three 
or four children-but took no thought how the numerous 
families of poorer citizens were to live, or to maintain their 
qualification at the public tables, most of the lands of the state 
being in the hands of the rich.l His notice, and condemnation 
of that law, which made the franchise of the Spartan citizen 
dependent upon his continuing to furnish his quota to the 
public table-has been already adverted to ; as well as the 
potent love of money 2 which he notes in the Spartan character, 
and which must have tended continually to keep together the 
richer families among themselves : while amongst a community 
where industry was unknown, no poor citizen could ever become 
rich. 

If we duly weigh these evidences, we shall· see that equality 
of possessions neither existed in fact, nor ever entered into the 
scheme and tendencies of the lawgiver at Sparta. And the 
picture which Dr. Thirlwans has drawn of a body of citizens 

1 Aristot. Polit. ii. 6, 10-13; v. 6, 7· 
2 The panegyrist Xenophon acknowledges much the same respecting the 

Sparta which he witnessed; but he maintains that it had been better in 
former times (Repub. Lac. c. 14). 

8 The view of Dr. Thirlwall agrees in the main with that of Manso and 
0. Miiller (Manso, Sparta, vol. i. p. I 18-128 ; and vol. ii. Beilage, 9, p. 
129; and Miiller, History of the Dorians, vol. ii. B. iii. c. ro, sect. 2, 3). 

Both these authors maintain the proposition stated by Plutarch (Agis, c. 
5, in his reference to the ephor Epitadeus, and the new law carried by 
that ephor), that the number of Spartan lots, nearly equal and rigorously 
indivisible, remained with little or no change from the rime of the original 
division down to the return of Lysander after his victorious close of the 
Peloponnesian war. Both acknowledge that they cannot understand by 
what res:ulations this long unalterability; s~ improbable in itself, was main· 
tained : but both affirm the fact positively. 

The period will be more than 400 years, if the original division be 
referred to Lykurgus: more than 300 years, if the 9000 lots are understood 
to date from the Messenian war. 

If this alleged fact be really a fact, it is something almost without a 
parallel in the history of mankind: and before we consent to believe it, we 
ought at least to be satisfied that there is considerable show of positive 
evidence in its favour, and not much against it. But on examining Manso 
and Muller, it will be seen that not only is there very slender evidence in 
its favour-there is a decided balance of evidence against it. 
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each possessing a lot of land about adequate to the frugal 
maintenance .of six. persons--:-o( adoptions and .marriages of 

The evidence produced to prove the indivisibility of .the Spartan lot is a 
passage of Herakleid@s Ponticus, c. 2 (ad calc. Cragii, p. 504); 1rwA.iiv lie 
-yi)v .AaKelia<p.avla<s alcrxpbv .vev&p.<cr-ra<--r~s· &pxalas p.o!pas &vavlJL•rr8a< (or 
veveJLfirr8a<) uvliev l~•cr'TI. The first. portion of this .assertion is confirmed 
by, and probably borrowed from,. Aristotle,. who says the same thing nearly 
in the same words: the second portion of the sentence ought, according to 
all reasonable rules of construction,. to be understood with reference to the 
first part; that is, to the sale of .the original, lot. "To sell land is .held 
disgraceful among the Lacedremonians, nor is it permitted· to sever off any 
portion of the original lot," i. e. for sale. Herakleid@s is riot here speak
ing of the law of succession to property at. Lacedremon, nor can we infer 
from his words that the whole Jot was transmitted entire to one son. No 
evidence .except this very irrelevant sentence is produced by MUller. and 
Manso to justify their positive assertion, that the Spartan Jot of land was 
indivisible in respect to inheritance. 
· Having thus determined the indivisible transmission of lots to one. son 

of a family, Manso and MUller presume, witho.ut any proof, that that son 
must be the. eldest: and MUller proceeds to state something equally 
unsupported by proof:-" The extent :of his rights, however, was perhaps 
no further than that he was, considered m.aster of the house and property ; 
while the other members of the family had an equal right to the enjoyment 
of .it •••. The master of the family was therefore obliged to contribute 
for all these .to. the syssitia, .without which contribution no one. was 
admitted.''-pp. 199, 200. . . '. · 

All this is completely gratuitous, and will be found to produce as.many 
. difficulties in one way as it remov:es in .another. . 

The next law as to the transmission of property which Manso states to 
have· prevailed, is, that all daughters were. to marry without receiving .any 
dowry-the case of a sole daughter is here excepted. For this proposition 
he cites Plutarch, Apophtheg. Laconic. p. 227; Justin. iii. 3; Ai:lian. V. 
H. ·vi. 6. These authors do certainly. affirm that there was Stich a regula
tion, ·and both Plutarch and Justin assign reasonsfor it, real or supposed. 
"Lykurgus being asked why he directed that maidens should be married 
witho)lt dowry; answered,~ In order that maidens· of. poor families might 
not remain unmarried, and that character and virtue might be exclusively 
attended to in the choice of a wife." The same general reason is given 
by Justin. Now the reason here given for the prohibition of dowry, goes 
indirectly to prove tha\ there existed no such law of general succession as 
that. which had been bef..,re staten, viz. the sacred indivisibility. of the 
primitive lot. For had this latter been recognised, the reason would have 
been obvious why daughters could receive no dowry: the father's whole 
landed property' (and a Spartan could have little of any other property, 
since he never acquired anything by industry) was under the strictest entail 
to his eldest son. Plutarch and Justin, therefore, while in their statement 
as to !he matter. of fact they warrant Manso in affirming the prohibition of 
dow'ry (about this matter of fact, more presently), do by the reason which 
they give, discountenance. his former supposition as to the indivisibility of 
the primitive family lots. ' 

Thirdly, Manso understands Aristotle (Po!it. ii. 6, II), by the use of the 
adverb vvv,. to affirm something respecting his own time specially,. and to 
imply at the same time that the ancient custom.had been the reverse.· .I 
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heiresses arranged with a deliberate view of providing for the 
younger children of numerous families-of interference on the 

cannot think that the adverb, as Aristotle uses it in that passage, bears out 
such a construction : vilv al; there does not signify present time as opposed 
to past, but the antithesis between the actual custom and that which 
Aristotle pronounces to be expedient. Aristotle gives no indication of 
being aware that any material change had taken place in the laws of 
succession at Sparta; this is one circumstance, for which both Manso and 
Muller, who both believe in the extraordinary revolution caused by the 
permissive law of the ephor Epitadeus, censure him. 

Three other positions are laid down by Manso about the laws of property 
at Sparta. r. A man might give away or bequeath his land to whomso· 
ever he pleased. 2. But none except childless persons could do this. 3· 
They could only give or bequeath it to citizens who had no land of their 
own. Of these three regulations, the first is distinctly affirmed by Aristotle, 
and may be relied upon : the second is a restriction not noticed by Aristotle, 
and supported by no proof except'that which arises out of the story of the 
ephor Epitadeus, who is said to have been unable to disinherit his son 
without causing a new law to be passed: the third is a pure fancy. 

So much for the positive evidence, on the faith of which Manso and 
Muller affirm the startling fact, that the lots of land in Sparta remained 
distinct, indivisible, and unchanged in number, down to the close of the 
Peloponnesian war. I venture to say that such positive evidence is far too 
weak to sustain an affirmation in itself so improbable, even if there were no 
evidence on the other side for contradiction. But in this case there is 
powerful contradictory evidence. 

First, the assertions of these authors are distinctly in the teeth of Aris
totle, whose authority they try to invalidate by saying that he spoke 
altogether with reference to his own time at Sparta, and that he miscon
ceived the primitive Lykurgean constitution. Now this might form a 
reasonable ground of presumption against the competency of Aristotle, if 
the witnesses produced on the other side were older than he. But it so 
happens that every one of the witnesses produced by Manso and Muller are 
youn,g-er than Aristotle : Herakleides Ponticus, Plutarch, Jus tin, JE!ian, &c. 
Nor is it shown that these authors copied from any source earlier than Aris
totle-for his testimony cannot be contradicted by any inferences drawn 
from Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenopbon, Plato, Isokrates or Ephorus. 
None of these writers, anterior to or contemporary with Aristotle, counten
ance the fancy of equal, indivisible, perpetual lots, or prohibition of dowry. 

The fact is, that Aristotle is not only our best witness, but also our oldest 
witness, respecting the laws of property in the Spartan commonwealth. I 
could have wished indeed that earlier testimonies had existed, and I admit 
that even the most sagacious observer of 340-330 B.C. is liable to mistake 
when he speaks of one or two centuries before. But if Aristotle is to be 
discredited on the ground of late date, what are we to say to Plutarch? To 
insist on the intellectual eminence of Aristotle would be superfluous: and 
on this subject he is a witness the more valuable, as he had made careful, 
laborious and personal inquiries into the Grecian governments generally, 
and that of Sparta among. them=the. great pobzt de mt"r.; for ancient specu
iative politicians. 

Now the statements of Aristotle distinctly exclude the idea of equal, in
divisible, inalienable, perpetuallots,-and prohib:tion of dowry. He par
ticularly notices the habit of giving very large dowries, and the constant tend-
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part of the kings ·to ensure this object-of a fi-xed number of 
lots of land, each represented by one head of a household-

• ·~ r, 

ency of the lots of land to become consolid~ted m fewer ~.nrl fewer hands. He 
tells us nothing upon the subject which is not perfectly consistent, intelli
gible, and-uncontradicted by any known statements h~longing to his own 
or to earlier times. But the reason why men refuse to believe him, and 
either set aside or explain away his evidence,:is, that they sit down to study 
with their minds full of the division of landed property ascribed to Lykurgus 
by Plutarch. I willingly conce.de that on this occasion we have to choose 
bet~een Plutarch ·:~nd Aristotle. vVe cannot reconcile them except by arbi
trary suppositions, every one of which breaks up the simplicity, beauty and 
symmetry of Plutarch's agrarian idea-and every one of which still leaves 
the perpetuity of the original lots unexplained. And I have no hesitation in 
preferring the authority of Aristotle (which is in perfect consonance with 
what we indirectly gather from other authors, his contemporaries and pre
decessors) as a better witness on every ground; rejecting the statement of 
Plutarch, and rejecting it altogether with all its consequences . 

. But the authority of Aristotle is not the only argument-which may be 
urged to refute this supposition, that the distinct Spartan: lots remained 
unaltered in number. down to the time of Lysander. For if the number 
of distinct lots remained undiminished, "the number of, citizens cannot 
have greatly diminished. Now the conspiracy of KinadCln falls during 
the life of Lysander, within the first ten years after the close of the 
Peloponnesian war : and in the account. which Xenophon gives of that 
conspiracy, the paucity of the number of citizen~ is brought out in the 
clearest and most emphatic manner. And this must be before the time 
when the new law of Epitadeus is said to have passed, at.least before that 
law can have had room to produce any sensible effects. If then the "ancient 
9000 lots still remained all separate, without either consolidation or subc 
division, how are we to account for the small number of citizens at the time 
of the conspiracy of Kinadiln ? 

This examination of the evidence (for the purpose of which I have been 
compelled to prolong the present note) shows-I. That the hypothesis of 
indivisible, inalienable lots, maintained for a long period in undiminishecl 
number at Sparta, is not only sustained by the very minimum of affi(mative 
evidence, but is contradicted by very good negative evidence. 2.- That the 
hypothesis which represents dowries to daughters as being prohibited hy 
law, is indeed affirmed by Plutarch, JE!ian and Justin, but.is contradicted 
by the better authority of Aristotle, 

The recent edition ofHerakleides Ponticus, published by Schneidewin in 
r847 since my ~rst edition, presents an amended text \vhich completely 
bears out my interpretation. His text; derived from a fuller comparison of 
existing MSS., as well as from better critiCal judgement (see his Prolegg. c. 
iii. p. liv. ), stands-nwA.<i'v ~~ "')"i/V AaK<~a<p.ovlo<s alcrxpbv v£v6p.<crora< · ori)s 
~~ &pxalas p.olpas obOe (~<<TT<v (p. 7). It is plain that all this.passage relates 
to sale of land, and not to testation, or succession, or division.·· ·Thus much 
negatively is certain, and Schneidewin remarks in his note (p~ 53) that it 
contradicts MUller, Hermann, anrl Schomann-adding, that the distinction 
drawn is, between Janel inherited from the original family lots, and land' 
otherwise acquired, by donation, bequest, &c. Sale of the former was ab
solutely illegal : sale of the latter was discreditable; yet not absolutely 
illegal. Aristotle in the Politics (ii. 6, ro) takes no notice of any such 
distinction, between land inherited from the primitive lots, and land other· 
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this picture is one, of which the reality must not be sought on 
the banks of the Eurotas. The "better times of the common
wealth," to which he refers, may have existed in the glowing 
retrospect of Agis, but are not acknowledged in the sober 
appreciation of Aristotle. That the citizens were far more 
numerous in early times, the philosopher tells us, and that 
the community had in his day greatly declined in power, we 
also know: in this sense the times of Sparta had doubtless 
once been better. We may even concede that during the three 
centuries succeeding Lykurgus, when they were continually 
acquiring new territory, and when Aristotle had been told that 
they had occasionally admitted new citizens, so that the aggre
gate number of citizens had once been ro,ooo-we may concede 
that in these previous centuries the distribution of land had 
been less unequal, so that the disproportion between the great 
size of the territory and the small number of citizens was not 
so marked as it had become at the period which the philosopher 
personally witnessed; for the causes tending to augmented 
inequality were constant and uninterrupted in their working. 
But this admission will still leave us far removed from the 
sketch drawn by Dr. Thirlwall, which depicts the Lykurgean 
Sparta as starting from a new agrarian scheme not far removed 
from equality of landed property-the citizens as spontaneously 
disposed to uphold this equality by giving to unprovided men the 
benefit of adoptions and heiress-marriages-and the magistrate 
as interfering to enforce this latter purpose, even in cases where 
the citizens were themselves unwilling. All our evidence 
exhibits to us both decided inequality of possessions and 
inclinations on the part of rich men the re":erse of those which 

wise acquired. Nor was there perhaps any well-defined line of distinction, 
in a country of unwritten customs like Sparta, between what was simply dis
graceful and what was positively illegal. Schneidewin in his note, however, 
assumes the original equality of the lots as certain in itself, and as being the 
cause of the prohibition: neither of which appears to me true. 

I speak of this confused compilation still under the name of Herakleid~s 
Ponticus, by which it is commonly known ; though Schneidewin in the 
second chapter of his Prolegomena has shown sufficient reason for believing 
that there is no authority for connecting it with the name of Herakleides. 
He tries to establish the work as consisting of Excerpta from the lost 
treatise of Aristotle's 7r€pl IToAI"Tf<iilV: which is well made out with re· 
gard to some parts, but not enough to justify his inference as to the whole. 
The article, wherein Welcker vindicates the ascribing of the work to an 
Excerptor oCHenikleides, is unsatisfactory (Kleine Schriften, p. 451). 

Beyond this irrelevant passage of Herakleides Ponticus, no further evi
dence is produced by Miiller and Manso to justify their positive assertion, 
that the Spartan lot of land wa$ indivisible in respect to inheritance. 
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Dr. Thirlwall indicates; nor will the powers of. interference 
which he ascribes to the magistrate be found sustained by the 
chapter of Herodotus on which he seems to rest them.1 

To conceive correctly, then, the Lykurgean system, as far as 
obscurity and want of evidence will permit, it seems to me that 
there are two current misconceptions which it is essential to 
discard. One of these is, that the system included a repartition 
of landed property, upon principles of exact or approximative 

1 Herod. vi. 57, in enumerating the privileges and perquisites of the 
kingS-O!ltcf(etV o€ p.OVVOIJ$ 'TOVs {3a(ft)\.'6a.s 'I'O<Tcfoe P,OVVCJ.' 7rf!-'TpOVXOV 'TE 7rap8~
VOV 1r~p•, ls Tov IKv~eTat lxew, 'l)v p.f, 1rep o 1rti-r~p ab.,.~v l-y-yv-h<Trr "al olJow 
l$7Jp.O<Tt~wv· 1r~p•· Kal 1jv -rts 6eToV 1ra'il$a 'lrOtEE<T6at t6~ll,p,. {3a<Ttll.fJwv lvavTlov 
1rod€G'Oal. 

It seems curious that 7raTpovxos '11"ap6~vos should mean a damsel who has 
no .father (literally Iucus a non lucendo); but I suppose that we must accept 
this upon the authority of Julius Pollux and Timreus. Proceeding on this 
ihterpretation, Valckenaer gives the meaning of the passage very justly : 
" Orbre nuptias, necdum a patre desponsatre, si plures, sibi vindicarent, 
fieretque 7) t'II"IK'A71pos, ut Athenis Ioquebantur, lrrllJucos, Spartre lis ista 
dirimebatur a regibus sol is." 

Now the judicial function here described is something very different from 
the language of Dr. Thirlwall,, that "the kings had the disposal of the hand 
of orphan heiresses in cases where the fath,er had not signified his will." Such 
disposal would approach somewhat to that omnipotence which Aristophanes 
(Vesp. 585) makes old Philokleon claim for the Athenian dikasts (an exag
geration well-calculated to serve the poet's purpose of making the dikasts 
appear monsters of caprice and injustice), and would be analogous to the 
power which English kings enjoyed three centuries ago as feudal guardians 
over wards. But the language of Herodotus is inconsistent with the idea that 
the kings chose a husband for the orphan heiress. She was claimed as of 
right by persons in certain degrees of relationship to her. Wli.ether the law 
about d'J'Xl<TTeia (affinity carrying legar rights) Was the same as at Athens 
we cannot tell; b~t the question submitted for adjudication, at Sparta to 
the kings and at Athens to the dikasteries, was certainly the same, agree
ably to' the above note of Valckenaer-namely, to whom, among the various 
claimants for the marringe, the best. legal title really belonged. It is indeed 
probable enough, that the two royal descendants of Herakles might abuse 
their judicial function, as there are various instances known in which they 
take bribes ; but they were not likely to abuse it in favour of an unprovided 
youth. • 

Next, as to adoption·,_: Herodotus tells us that the ceremony of adoption 
was performed before the kings : probably enough· there was some fee paid 

.with it. But this affords no ground for presuming that they had any hand 
in determining whom the childless father was to adopt. According to the . 
Attic law about adoptioJ?, there were conditions to be fulfilled, consents to 
be obtained, the absence of disqualifying circumstances verified, &c. ; and 
some authority before which this was to be done was indispensable (see Meier 
and Schomiinn, Attisch. Prozess. b. iii. ch. ii. p .. 436). At Sparta such 
authority was vested by ancient custom in the king ; but we are not told,. 
nor is it probable, "that he could interpose, in opposition to the wishes of 
individuals, to ;.elieve poverty," as Dr. Thir!wall supposes, 
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equality (distinct from that appropriation which belonged to the 
Dorian conquest and settlement), and provisions for perpetuat
ing the number of distinct and equal lots. The other is, that 
it was first brought to bear when the Spartans were masters of 
all Laconia. The illusions created by the old legend-which 
depicts Laconia as all one country, and all conquered at one 
stroke-yet survive after the legend itself has been set aside as 
bad evidence : we cannot conceive Sparta as subsisting by 
itself without dominion over Laconia, nor Amykh:e, Pharis and 
Geronthr:e, as really and truly independent of Sparta. Yet, if 
these towns were independent in the time of Lykurgus, much 
more confidently may the same independence be affirmed of 
the portions of Laconia which lie lower than Amykl:e down 
the valley of the Eurotas, as well as of the eastern coast, which 
Herodotus expressly states to have been originally connected 
with Argos. · 

Discarding then these two suppositions, we have to consider 
the Lykurgean system as brought to bear upon Sparta and its 
immediate circum jacent district, apart from the rest of Laconia, 
and as not meddling systematically with the partition of 
property, whatever that may have been, which the Dorian 
conquerors established at their original settlement. Lykurgus 
does not try to make the poor rich, nor the rich poor; but he 
imposes upon both the same subjugating drill 1-the same habits 
oflife, gentlemanlike idleness, and unlettered strength-the same 
fare, clothing, labours, privations, endurance, punishments, 
and subordination. It is a lesson instructive at least, however 
unsatisfactory, to political students-that with all this equality 
of dealing, he ends in creating a community in whom not 
merely the love of pre-eminence, but even the love of money, 
stands powerfully and specially developed.2 

How far the peculiar of the primitive Sparta extended we 
have no means of determining ; but its limits down the valley 
of the Eurotas were certainly narrow, inasmuch as it did not 
reach so far as Arnykl:e. Nor can we tell what principles the 
Dorian conquerors may have followed in the original allotment 
of lands within the limits of that peculiar. Equal apportion
ment is not probable, because all the individuals of a conquer
ing band are seldom regarded as possessing equal claims; but 
whatever the original apportionment may have been, it remained 
without any general or avowed' disturbance until the days of 
Agis III. and Kleomenes III. Here then we have the primitive 

1 ~"c!.p7a. 8ap.a.u(p.f3poTos, Simonides, apud Plutarch. Agesilaus, c. I. 
2 Aristotel. Polit. ii. 6, g, 19, 23. TO cptll.onp.ov-To cpt>..oxp~p.a.Tov. 
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Sparta, including Dorian warriors with their Helot subjects, but 
no Periceki. And it is upon these Spartans separately, perhaps 
after the period of aggravated disorder and· lawlessness noticed 
by Herodotus and Thucydides, that the painful but invigorating 
discipline above sketched must have been originally brought to 
bear. . · · 

The gradual conquest of Laconia, with the acquisition of 
additional lands and new Helots, and the formation of the order 
of Periceki, both of which were a consequence of it-is to be . 
considered as posterior to the introduction of the Lykurgean 
system at Sparta, and as resulting partly from the increased 
force which that system imparted. The career of conquest 
went on, beginning from Teleklus, for nearly three centuries
with 'some interruptions indeed, and in the case of the Mes
senian war, with a desperate and even precarious struggle-so 
that in the time of Thucydides, and for some time previously, 
the Spartans possessed two-fifths of Peloponnesus. And this 
series of new acquisitions and victories disguised the really weak 
point of the Spartan system, by rendering it possible either to 
plant the poorer citizens as Periceki in a conquered township, or 
to supply them with lots of land, of which they could receive 
the produce without leaying the city-so that their numbers 
and their military strength were prevented from. declining.· it 
is even affirmed by Aristotle, that during these early times 
they augmented the number of their citizens by fresh ad
missions, which of course implies the acquisition of additiona~ 
·Jots of land.1 But successful war (to use an expression sub
stantially borrowed from the same philosopher) was ~ecessaty 
to their salvation : the establishment of their ascenden.cy, and 
of their maximum of territory, was followed, after no 'very long 
interval, by symptoms of decline. 2 It will hereafter b'e seen 
that at the pe~iod of the conspiracy of Kinadon (395 ·B.c.), the 
full citizens (called Homoioi or Peers) were considerably in
ferior in number to. the Hypomeiones, or Spar.tans who could 
no longer furnish their qualification, and had become dis
franchised. f\.nd the loss thus sustained was very impe_rfectly 
repaired by the admitted practice sometimes resorted to by 
rich men, of.associating with their own children the children 
of poorer citizens, and paying the contribution of these latter 
to the public table~~ so as· to enable .them to go through the 
prescribed 1course of education and discipline-whereby they 

1 Aristot. Polit. ii. :6, 12. 
2 Aristot. Polit. ii. 6, 22. ,Tot-yapovv E<Tw(ov-ro 'II'DMp.ovvns, a'ti'WADII'rD a~ 

lfp~avns, &c. Compare also vii. 13, 15. · • 
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became (under the title or sobriquet of Mothakes 1) citi;ens, 
with a certain taint of inferiority, yet were sometimes appointed 
to honourable commands. 

Laconia, the state and territory of the Lacedremonians, Wll.S 
affirmed at the time of its greatest extension to have compre
hended roo cities 2-this after the conquest of Messenia, so 
that it would include all the southern portion of Peloponnesus, 
from Thyrea on the Argolic Gulf to the southern bank of the 
river Nedon in its course into the Ionian Sea. But Laconia, 
more strictly so called, was distinguished from Messenia, and . 
was under.stood to designate the portion of the above-mentioned 
territory which lay to the east of Mount Taygetus. The 

1 Plutarch, Kleomen. c. 8; Phylarch. ap. Athenre. vi. p. 27r. 
The strangers called Tp6cptp.ot, and the illegitimate sons of Spartans, whom 

Xenophon mentions with eulogy, as "having partaken in the honourable 
training of the city," must probably have been introduced in this same way, 
by private support from the rich (Xenoph. Hellen. v. 3, g). The xen~lasy 
must have then become practically much relaxed, if not extinct. 

2 Strabo, viii. p. 362 ; Steph. Byz. Ate .. a. 
Construing the word '11'6A.Hs extensively, so as to include townships small 

as well as considerable, this estimate is probably inferior to the truth; since 
even during the depressed times of modern Greece a fraction of the ancient 
Laconia (induding in that term Messenia) exhibited much more than roo 
bourgs. 

In reference merely to the territory called Maina, between Calamata in 
the Messenian Gulf and Capo di Magna, the western part of the peninsula 
of Trenarus, see a curious letter addressed to the Due de Nevers in 1618 (on 
occasion of a projected movement to liberate the Morea. from the Turks, 
and to assure to him the sovereignty of it, as descendant of the Palreologi) 
by a confidential agent whom he despatched thither-M. Chateaurenaud
who sends to him " une sorte de tableau statistique du Magne, ou sont 
enumeres 125 bourgs ou villages renfermans 4913 feux, et pouvans fournir 
10,000 combattans, dont 4000 armes, et 6000 sans armes (between Calamata 
and Capo di Magna)." (Memoires de l'Academie des Inscriptions, t. xv. 
1842, p. 329. Memoire de M. Berger de Xivrey.) 

This estimate is not far removed from that of Colonel Leake towards the 
beginning <Jf the present century, who ·considers that there were then in 
Mani (the same territory) 130 towns and villages ; and this too in a state 
of society exceedingly disturbed and insecure-where private feuds and 
private towers (or pyrghi) for defence were universal, and in parts of which, 
Colonel Leake says, "I see men preparing the ground for cotton, /With a 
dagger and pistols at their girdles. This, it seems, is the ordinary armour 
of the cultivator when there is no particular suspicion of danger : the shep
herd is almost always armed with a musket." . . . "The Maniotes reckon 
their population at JO,ooo, and their muskets at IO,ooo." (Leake, Travels 
in Morea, vol. L ch. vii. pp. 243, 263-266.) 

Now under the dominion of Sparta all Laconia doubtless enjoyed com
plete internal security, so that the idea of the cultivator tilling his land in 
arms would be unheard of; Realioning· upon the basis of what has just 
been stated about the Maniote population and number of townships, zoo 
'lfOA.Hs for all Laconia is a very moderate computation. 
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conquest of Messenia by the Spartans we sh~ll presently touch 
upon; but that of Laconia :froper is very imperfectly narrated 
to us. Down to 'the ,reign of Teleklus, as has been before 
remarked, Amyklre, Pharis and Geronthrre were still Achrean : 
in the reign of that prince they 'were first conquered, and.the 
Achreans either, expelled oi: subjugated." It cannot be doubted 
that Amykl.re had been previously a place 'C?f consequence : in 
point of l;leroic antiquity and memorials, this city, as well as 
Therapnre, seems to have surpassed· Sparta. And the war of 
the Spartans against it is represented as a struggle of some 
moment-indeed in those times 'the· capture Of any walled 
city was tedious and difficult. Timomachus, an -JEgeid from . 
Thebes,l at the head of a body of his countrymen, is said to 
have rendered essential service to the Spartans in the conquest 
of the Achreans of. Amyklre; and the brave resistanc~ of the 
latter was commemorated by a monument 'erected to Zeus, 
Tropreus at Sparta, which was still to be seen in the time of 
Pausa1;1ias.2 The Achreans of Pharis and· Geronthrre, alarmed' 
by the fate of Amyklre, are said to have surrendered their·tow!ls 
with little or no resistance : after which the inhabitants, of all 
the three ·cities, either wholly or in part, went into exile beyond 
sea; giving place to colonists' from Sparta. 3 From·. this. time 

. forward; according to Pausanias; Amyklre continued as a village. 4 

·B.ut as the Amyklrean hoplites constituted a valuable portion 
.of'~he Spartan army, it must have been numbered, among the 
cities of the ·Perireki, as one of the hundred ; 5 the distinction 
between a•dependent city and a village not being ve~y, strictly. 
drawn. The festival of the Hyacinthia, celebrated at Hfe great 
temple of the Amyklrean Apollo, was among the most,solemn 
and venerated ·in th~ Spartan calendar. . ·; · . 

It was in the time of Alkamenes the son of Teleklus·that the 
Spartans conquered Helus, a maritime town on the left.'bank 
of the Eurotas, 'and reduced its inhabitants to· bonda.ge:.....Ofrom 
whose riame,6 according to various authors, 'the general title · 

1 Ai'istot. Aa.~"'"· llol\t-rela., ap. SchoJ.. Pindar. Isth. vii. 18. · • 
I agree witli M. Boeckh, that Pindar himself identifies this march of the 

h:geids to Amyklre with the original Herakleid conquest of Peloponnesus. 
(Notre Criticre ad Pindar. Pyth. v .. 74, p. 479.) 

2 Pausan; iii. 2, 6; iii. 12, 7· 3 Pausan. iii. 22, 5· 
4 Pausan. iii; 19,·5· ., .5 Xenoph.' Hellen. iv. 5, 11. 
6 ~ausan . ._iii: 2, 7 ; iil. ,2o, 6. · Stnibo, viii. p. 363. . . 
If 1t be true (as Pausanias states) that the Argeians aided. He! us to·resist, 

their assistance must probably have been given by sea; perhaps from Epi- · 
daurus •Limi!ra, or Prasire, w.hen these towns formed part of the Argeian . 
federation. · •·. · •• · · 
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Helots, belonging to all the serfs of Laconia, was derived. But 
of the conquest of the other towns of Laconia-Gytheium, 
Akrire, Therapnre, &c.-or of the eastern land on the coast of 
the Argolic Gulf, including Brasire and Epidaurus Limera, or 
the island of Kythera, all which at one time belonged to the 
Argeian confederacy, we have no accounts. 

Scanty as our information is, it just enables us to make out 
a progressive increase of force and dominion on the part of the 
Spartans, resulting from the organisation of Lykurgus. Of this 
progress a further manifestation is found, besides the conquest 
of the Achreans in the south by Teleklus and Alkamenes, in 
their successful opposition to the great power of Pheidon the 
Argeian, related in a previous chapter. We now approach, 
the long and arduous efforts by which they accomplished the 
subjugation of their brethren the Messenian Dorians. 

CHAPTER VII 

FIRST AND SECOND, MESSENIAN WARS 

THAT there were two long contests between the Lacedrec 
monians and Messenians, and that, in both, the former wece 
completely victorious, is a fact sufficiently attested. A11.:i if 
we could trust the statements in Pausanias-our chief and 
almost only authority on the subject-we should be in a situa
tion to recount the history of both these wars in considerable 
detail. But unfortunately the incidents narrated in that writer 
have been gathered from sources which are, even by his own 
admission, undeserving of credit-from Rhianus, the poet of 
Bene in Krete, who had composed an epic poem on Aristo
menes and the second Messenian war, about B.c. 22o-and 
from Myron of Priene, a prose author whose date is not exactly 
known, but belonging to the Alexandrine age, and not earlier 
than the third century before the Christian rera. From Rhianus 
we have no right to expect trustworthy information, while the 
accuracy of Myron is much depreciated by Pausanias himself 
-on some points even too much, as will presently be shown. 
But apart from the mental habits either of the prose writer or 
the poet, it does not seem ·that any good l!leans .of knowledge 
were open to either of them; except the poems of Tyrtreus, 
which we are by no means sure that they ever consulted. The 
account of the two wars, extracted from these two authors by 
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ausanias, is a string of. tab.leaux, several of them indeed highly 
oetical, but destitute of historical coherence or sufficiency; 

md 0. Muller has justly observed, that "absolutely no reason 
.s given in them for the subjection. of Messenia."1 Theyiare 
tccoun.ts unworthy of being transcribed in detail into the pages 
)[ general history, npr can we pretend to do anything more· 
:han verify a few leading facts of the war. 
- The poet Tyrta::us was himself engaged on the side of the 
3partans in the second war, and it is from him that we learn 
:he few indisputable facts respecting both the first and the 
;econd. If the Messenians had never been re-established in 
Peloponnesus, we should probably never have heard any further 
ietails respecting these early contests. That re-establishment, · 
·ogether with the first foundation of the city' called Messene 
m Mount Ith6me, was among the capital wounds inflicted on 1 

3parta by Epaminondas, in the year B.c. 369-between 300 and 
zso years after th~ conclusion of the second .Messenian war. 
fhe descendants of the old Messenians, who had remained for 
;o long a period :v;ithput any fixed position in Greece, were 
ncorporated in the new city, together with various Helots and 
niscellanecius settlers who had no claim to a 'similar genealogy.' ' 
fhe gods and heroes of the Messenian race were reverentially 
.nvoked at this great ceremony, especially the great hero Aristo
:n'enes ; 2 .and the sight of Mount Ith6me, the ardour of the . 
1e~ly-established citizens, the hatred and apprehension of 
3parta;·-.op.erating as a powerful stimulus to the creation and 
:n,ultiplication of what are called traditions, sufficed to expand 
:he few facts known respecting the struggles of the old Mes
;enians into.a variety of details. In almost all these stories we 
:iiscover a colouring unfavourable to Sparta, contrasting forcibly 
.vith the account given by Isokrates in his Discourse called 
1\.rchidamus, w,herein we read the view which a Spartan might 
:ake of the ancient conquests of his forefathers. But a clear 
?roof that these Messenian stories had no real basis of tradition, 

1 History of the Dorians, i. 7, IO (note). It seems that Diodorus had 
~iven a history of the Messenian wars in .considerable detail, if we may judge 
·rom a fragment of the last seventh book, containing the debate between 
lGeonnis and Aristomenes. Very, probably it was taken from Ephorus-
.hough this we do not know. ' 

For the statements of·Pausanias respecting Myr6n and Rhianus, se'e iv. 6. ' 
Besides Myr6n and Rhianus, however, he ·seems to ·have received oral state- · 
nents from contemporary Messenians and Lacedremonians; at least on 
;om'e occasions he states and contrasts the two contradictory stories (iv. 
~. 4; iv. 5, I). · 

' 
2 Pausan. iv. 27, 2-3; Diodor. xv. 77· 
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is shown in the contradictory statements respecting the prin 
cipal hero Aristomenes ; for some place him in the first 
others in the second, of the two wars. Diodorus and Myr61 
both placed him in the first ; Rhianus in the second. Thougl 
Pausanias gives it as his opinion that the account of the latter 
is preferable, and that Aristomenes really belongs to the second 
Messenian war, it appears to me that the one statement is 
as much worthy of belief as the other, and that there is no 
sufficient evidence for deciding between them-a conclusion 
which is substantially the same with that of Wesseling, who 
thinks that there were two persons named Aristomenes, one in 
the first and one in the second war.l This inextricable con
fusion respecting the greatest name in Messenian antiquity, 
shows how little any genuine stream of tradition can here be 
recognised. , 

Pausanias states the first Messenian war as beginning in B.C. 

743 and lasting till B.C. 724-the second as beginning in B.C. 
685 and lasting till B.c. 668. Neither of these dates rest upon 
any assignable positive authority; but the time assigned to the 
first war seems probable, while that of the second is apparently 
too early. Tyrtreus authenticates both the duration of the first 
war, twenty yea,rs, and the eminent services rendered in it by 
the Spartan king Theopompus.2 He says moreover (speaking 

1 See Diodor. Fragm. lib. viii. vol. iv. p. 30 : in his brief summary of 
Messenian events (xv. 66) he represents it as a matter on which authors 
differed, whether Aristomen@s belonged to the first or second war. Clemens 
Alexand. (Prot. p. 36) places him in the .first, the same as Myr6n, by men
tioning him as having killed Theopompus. 

Wcsseling observes (ad Diod. l. c.), "Duo fuerunt Aristomenes, uterque 
in Messeniorum contra Spartanos bello illustrissimus, alter posteriore, priore 
alter bello." 

Unless this duplication of homonymous persons can be.shown to be pro· 
bable, by some collateral evidence, I consider it only as tantamount to a 
confession, that the difficulty is insoluble. 

Pausanias is reserved in his manner of giving judgement,-6 p.fv-ro< 
'Apur-rop.evr)s ll&tp 'l'e lp.ii ')'E')'ovev l1rl -roil 1roll.ep.ou -roil vu-repou (iv. 6). 
Miiller (Dorians, i. 7, 9) goes much too far when he affirms that the state· 
ment ofMyr6n was "in the teeth of all tradition." Miiller states incorrectly 
the citation from Plutarch, Agis, c. 21 (see his note h). Plutarch there says 
nothing about Tyrtams: he says that the Messenians affirmed that their hero 
Aristomen@s had killed the Spartan king Theopompus, whereas the Lacedre
monilms said .. that he had only .wounded the _king .. Acc()rding to both 
accounts, then, it would appear that Aristomen@s belonged to the .first 
Messenian war, not to the second. 

2 Tyrtreus, Fragm, 6, Gaisford. But Tyrtreus ought not to be understood 
to affirm distinctly (as Pausanias, Mr. Clinton, and Muller, all think) th~] 
Theopompus survived and put a close to the war: his language might consisj 
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Itnring the second war), "the fathers of our fathers conquered 
Messene ; " thus loosely indicating the relative dates of the two. 
:,' The Spartans (as we learn from Isokrate.s, whose words 
date from a time when the city of Messene was only a recent 
foundation) professed to 'have seized the territory, partly in 

. revenge for the impiety of the Messenians in killing their own 
king the Herakleid Kresphontes, whose relative had appealed 
to Sparta .for aid--:partly by sentence of the Delphian oracle . 

. Such were·the causes which had induced them first to invade 
: the country, and they had conquered it after a struggle of 

twenty years.l The Lacedremonian explanations, as given in 
. Pausanias, seem for the most part to be counter-statements 
arranged after the time when the Messehian version, evidently 
the interesting and popular account, had become circulated. 

It has already been stated that the Lacedremonians and 
· Messenians had a joint border temple and sacrifice in honour 
:of Artemis Limnatis, dating from the earliest times of their . 
:establishment in Peloponnesus. The site of this temple near. 
the upper course of the river Nedon, in the mountainous ter
ritory north-east of Kalamata, but west of the highest ridge bf 
Taygetus, has recently been exactly verified~and it seems in 
these early days to ha,ve belonged to Sparta. That the quarrel 

"i<began at one of these border sacrifices was the statement of
·.both parties, Lacedremonians and MGssenians, Acc<;>rding to 
' the latter, the Lacedremoniap. king Teleklus laid a snare for 

the Messenians, by dressing up some youthful Spartans as 
1 virgins and giving 'them daggers,; whereupon a contest ensued, 
: in which the Spartans were worsted and Teleklus slain .• That . 
: Teleklus was slain at the temple by ·the Messenians, was also 
i the account of the Spartans-but they affirmed tqat he was slain 
. in attempting to defend some young Lacedremonian maidens, 
, who were sacrificing at the temple, against outrageous violence 

from the Messenian youth: 2 In spite of the death of this king, 

with' the supposition that. Theopompus·had been slain in the war-•ov 8•« 
(Theopompus), Mecrufwrw •YA.op.•v.•bpvxopov. • .. 

. For we surely might be authorised in saying-" It was through Epam-
- inondas that the Spartans- were conquered' and humbled : or it was 
'·through Lord Nelson that the French fleet was destroyed in the last war," · 

though both of them perished in the accomplishment, 
Tyrtreus therefore does n·ot contradict the assertion, that Theopompus was 

slain by Aristomen€s, nor can he be cited as a witness to prove that Aristo
men€s did n,ot live during the first Messenian war ; which is the purpose for 
which Pausanias quotes him (iv. 6). · · 

' 1 Isokrat@s (Archidamus),- Or. vi. p. 121-122. 
• 2 Strabo (vi. p. 257) gives a similar account of the sacril~ge and murderous 
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however, the war did not actually break out until some littl• 
time after, when Alkamenes and Theopompus were kings a 
Sparta, and Antiochus and Androkles, sons of Phintas, kingt 
of Messenia. The immediate cause of it was, a private alter 
cation between the Messenian Polychares (victor at the fourtr 
Olympiad, B.c. 764) and the Spartan Emephnus.' Polychare~ 
having been grossly injured by Emephnus, and his claim fo; 
redress having been rejected at Sparta, tookorevenge by aggres· 
sions upon other Laced~monians. The Messenians refused tc 
give him up; though one of the two kings, Androkles, strongly 
insisted upon doing so, and maintained his opinion so earnestly 
against the opposite sense of the majority and of his brother 
Antiochus, that a tumult arose, and he was slain. The Lace
d~monians, now resolving upon war, struck the first blow with
out any formal declaration, by surprising the border town of 
Ampheia, and putting its defenders t6 the sword. They fur
ther overran the Messenian territory, and attacked some othet 
towns, but without success. Euphaes, who had now suc
ceeded his father Antiochus as king of Messenia, summoned 

conduct of the Messenian youth at the temple of Artemis Limnatis. His 
version, substantially agreeing with that of the Laceda!monians, seems to be 
borrowed from Antioch us, the contemporary of Thucydid~s, and is therefore 
earlier than the foundation of Messene by Epaminondas, from which event 
the philo-Messenian statements take their rise. Antiochus, writing during 
the plenitude of Lacedremonian power, would naturally look upon theMes
senians as irretrievably prostrate, and the impiety here narrated would it 
his mind be the natural cause why the divine judgements overtook therr. 
Ephorus gives a similar account (ap. Strabo. vi. p. z8o). . ' 

Compare Herakleid~s Ponticus (ad calcem Cragii. De Rep. Laced. p 
szS) and Justin, iii. 4· 

The possession of this temple of Artemis Limnatis-and of the Age 
Dentheliates, the district in which it was situated-was a subject of cons tan 
dispute between the Lacedremonians and Messenians after the foundatior 
of the city of Mess~ne, even down to the time of "the Roman empero 
Tiberius (Tacit. Annal. iv. 43). See "Stephan. Byz. v. Ll.el\.8cl.vw<; Pausan 
iii. 2, 6; iv. 4, 2; iv. 3I, 3· Strabo, viii. p. 362. 

For the situation of the temple of Artemis Limnatis, and the description 
of the Ager Dentheliates, see Professor Ross, Reisen im Peloponnes, i. p. 
S-II. He discovered two boundary-stones with inscriptions, dating from 
the time of the early Roman emperors, marking the confines of Lacedremon 
and Messen~; both on the line of the highest ridge of Taygetus, where the 
waters_ separate east and west, and considerably to the eastward of the 
temple of Artemis Lininatis; so that at that time the Agcr Dentheliate~ 
was considered a part of Messenia. 

I now finQ. that Colonel Leake (Peloponnesiaca, p. r8r) regards these 
Inscriptions discovered by Professor Ross as not proving that the temple of 
Artemis Limnatis was situated near the spot where they were found. His 
authority weighs much with me on such a point, though the arguments 
which he here employs do not seem to me conclusive. 
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.he forces of the country and carried on the war against 
hem with energy and boldness. .For the first four years of 
he· war the Lacedremonians made no progress, and even in
:urred the ridicule of the old men of their nation as faint
learted warriors. In the fifth year, however, they undertook 
L more vigorous invasion, under their two kings, Theopompus 
md Polydorus, who were met by Euphaes with the full force 
>f the Messenians. A ·desperate battle ensued, in which it 
ioes nC?t seerh that either side gained much advantage : never
heless the Messenians found themselves so much enfeebled by . 
t, that they were forced to take refuge on the fortified .mountain 
>f !thOrne, abandoning the rest of the country. In their dis- . 
ress they sent to solicit counsel and protection from De,lphi, 
)Ut their lllessenger brought back the appalling answer. that a 
rirgin of the royal race of J.Epytus must be sacrificed for their 
;alvation. At the tragic scene which ensues,.Aristodemus puts 
o ·death his owri daughter, yet without satisfying the exigencies, 
>f the oracle. The war ·still continued, and in the thirteenth 
rear of'it another hard-fought battle took place, in which the 
>rave Euphfl.es was· slain, but the result was again indecisive. 
\ristodemus, being elected king in his place, prosecuted the 
var strenuously. The fifth year of his reign is signalised by a 
bird general battle, wherein the Corinthians assist the Spartans, 
1.nd the Arcadians and Sikyonians are on the side of Messenia; 
he: victory-js here decisive on the side of Aristodemus, and the 
C,atedremonians are driven back into their own territory.1 It ' 
vas .now their turn to send· envoys and ask advice from the 
)elphian oracle. 'The remaining events of the war exhibit a 
eries, partly of. stratagems to fulfil the injunctions o( .the 
>riestess,-partly of prodigies in which the divine wrath is 
nanifested against the Messenians. The king Aristodemus, 
.goriised with the tliought th;lt he has. slain his own da11ghter 
vithout saving his country, puts an end to his own life. 2 In 
he twentieth year of the war ·the Messenians abandoned 
thorne, which the Lacedremonians razed to the ground : the 
est of the country being speedily conquered, such ,of the in
tabitants as' did not flee either to Arcadia or to Eleusis, were 
educed to complete submission. ·, 
1 It is perhaps to this occasion that the story of the Epeunakti in Theo· 

ompus referred (ap . .1\thenre. ·vi. p; 271),-.,.Helots adopted into the 
eeping-place of th~ir masters who had been slain. in the war, and who 
·ere subsequently enfranchised. 
The story of the Parthenire, obscure and'unintelligible as it is, belongs tO• 

te foundation of the qolony of Taras or .Tarentum (Strabo, vi. p. 279). 
' 2 See Plutarch, De Superstitione, P•. 168. . .' . 
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Such is the abridgement of what Pausanias 1 gives as thenar 

rative of the first Messenian war. Most of his details bear th1 
evident stamp of mere late romance; and it will easily be see1 
that the sequence of events presents no plausible explanati01 
of that which is really indubitable-the result. The twent: 
years' war, and the final abandonment of Ith6me is atteste( 
by Tyrt::eus beyond all doubt, as well as the harsh treatment o 
the conquered. ''Like asses worn down by heavy burthens" 
(says the Spartan poet), "they were compelled to make over t1 
their masters an entire half of the produce of their fields, an1 
to come in the garb of woe to Sparta, themselves and thei 
wives, as mourners at the decease of the kings and principa 
persons." The revolt of their descendants, against a yoke s' 
Qppressive, goes by the name of the second Messenian war. 

Had we possessed the account of the first Messenian war a 
given by Myr6n and Diod6rus, it would evidently have bee1 
·very different from the above, because they included Aristc 
menes in it, and to him the leading parts would be assignee 
As the narrative now stands in Pausanias, we are not intrc 
duced to that great Messenian hero-the Achilles of the epi 
of Rhianus 3-until the second war, in which his gigantic pr< 
portions stand prominently forward. He is the great champio: 
of his country in the three battles which are represented a 
taking place during this war : the first, with indecisive resul1 
at Der::e ; the second, a signal victory on the part of th 
Messenians, at the Boar's Grave; the third, an equally sigm 
defeat, in consequence of the traitorous flight of Aristokrate~ 
king of the Arcadian Orchomenus, who, ostensibly embracin 
the alliance of the Messenians, had received bribes from Spart< 
Thrice did Aristomenes sacrifice to Zeus Ithomates the sacrific 
-called Hekatomphonia,4 reserved for those who had slain wit 
their own hands 100 enemies in battle. At the head of 

1 See Pausan. iv. 6-14. 
An elaborate discussion is to be seen in Manso's Sparta on the authoriti1 

·whom Pausanias has followed in his History of the Messenian Wars, I! 
Beilage, t. ii. p. 264. 

"It would evidently be folly (he observes, p. 270) to suppose that in tb 
history of the Mcssenian wars, as Pausanius lays them before us, we posse! 

-the true history of these events." 
2 Tyrtreus, Fragm. 5, 6 (Schneidewin). 
C. F. Hermann conceives the treatment of the Messenians after the fi" 

war as mild in comparison with what it became after the second (Lehrbuc 
der Griech. Staatsalterthiimer, sect. 31), a supposition which the emphat' 

··words of Tyrtreus render inadmissible. 
3 ThisTs the-express comparison introduced by Pausanias, iv. 5, 2. 
4 Plutarch, Sept. Sapient. Convivium, p. 159. 
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chosen band he carried his incursions more than once into the 

· heart of th~ Lacedremonian territory, , surprised Amyklre and · 
Pharis, and even penetrated ·by night into the unfortified pre
cinct of Sparta itself, where he suspended his shield as a token 
of defiance in the temple of Athene Chalkie£kus. Thrice was · 
he taken prisoner, but on two occasions marvellously escaped 
before he could'be conveyed· to Sparta:· the third occasion was 
more fatal, and he was cast by order of the Spartans into the 

'Keadas, a deep rocky' cavity in Mount Taygetus into which it ' 
was their habit to precipitate criminals. But even in· this 
emergency the divine aid 1 was not withheld from him. While 
the fifty ,Messenians who shared his punishment were all· killed 
by the shock, he alone was both supported by the gods so as 
to reach the bottom unhurt, and enabled to find.an unexpected 

. means of escape. For when, abandoning all hope, he had 
wrapped himself up in his cloak to die, he perceived a fox 
creeping about among the dead bodies : waiting until the 
animal approached him, he grasped its tail, defending himself 
from its bites as well as he could by means of his cloak ; and 
being thus enabled,to find the aperture by which the f~x had 
entered, enlarged· it sufficiently for crawling out himself. To 
the surprise both of friends and enemies he again appeared 

,, 'alive and vigorous at Eira. That fortified rhountain, on the 
banks of the river Nedon, and near the Ionian sea, had been 
occ:upied by the Messenians after the battle in which they .had 
been betrayed by Aristokrates, the Arcadian; it was there .that 

· they h&-d concentrated their whole force, as in the former war · 
, at Ith6me, abandoning the rest of the' country. Under the 
conduct of Aristomenes, assisted by the prophet Theoklus, 

· they maintained this strong position for eleven years.· At · 
·length they were compelled to abandon it. Yet, as in the 
case of Ith6me, the final determining circumstances are repre
sented to have been, not any superiority of bravery or organ
isation on the part of the Lacedremonians, but treacherous 
betrayal and stratagem, seconding the fatal decree of the gods. 
Unable to maintain Eira longer, Aristomenes, with his sons 
and a ])ody cif his countrymen, forced his way through the 
assailants and quitted the country-some of them retiring to 
Arcadia and Elis, and finally migrating to · Rhegium. He 

· 1 Pausan. iv. r8, 4· 'ApurTOiJ.EV1Jv~3e ls T€ T.a ~A:A.a· 8•wv T<s, tcal 3h tcal 
TOTE ~rpvA.a<T<TEV. . · . 
~Plutar'ch (De 'Herodot: Malignitat. p. 856) stntcs that· Herodotus !)ad. 

mentioned Aristomenes as having been made prisoner by the Laced~
monians: but Plutarch must here have been deceived by his memory, for 
Herodotus does not mention Aristomenes. 1 
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-that he was sent through the Delphian oracle-that he was 
an impressive and efficacious minstrel-and that he had more
over sagacity enough to employ his talents for present purposes 
and diverse needs; being able not merely to re-animate the 
languishing courage of the baffled warrior, but also to soothe 
the discontents of the mutinous. That his strains, which long 
maintained undiminished popularity among the Spartans,1 

contributed much to determine the ultimate issue of this war, 
there is no reason to doubt j nor is his name the only one to 
attest the susceptibility of the Spartan mind in that day towards 
music and poetry. The first establishment of the Karneian 
festival with its musical competition, at Sparta, falls during the 
period assigned by Pausanias to the second Messenian war : 
the Lesbian harper Terpander, who gained the first recorded 
prize at this solemnity, is affirmed to have been sent for by the 
Spartans pursuant to a mandate from the Delphian oracle, and 
to have been the means of appeasing a sedition. In like 'manner, 
the Kretan Thaletas was invited thither during a pestilence, 
which his art (as it is pretended) contributed to heal (about 
6zo B.c.); and Aikman, Xenokritus, Polymnastus, and Sakadas, 
.all foreigners by birth, found favourable reception, and acquired 
popularity by their music and poetry. With the excep6on of 
Sakadas, who is a little later, all these names fall in the same 
century as Tyrt::eus, between 66o B.c.-6ro B.c. The fashion 
which the Spartan music continued for a long time to maintain', 
is ascribed chiefly to the genius of Terpander.2 ' 

The training in which a Spartan passed his life consisted of 
exercises warlike, social, and religious, blended together. While 
the individual, strengthened by gymnastics, went through his 
painful lessons of fatigue, endurance and aggression- the 
citizens collectively were kept in the constant habit of simul
taneous and regulated movement in the warlike march, in the 
religious dance, and in the social procession. Music and song, 
being constantly employed to direct the measure and keep 
alive the spirit 3 of these multitudinous movements became 
as~ociated with the most powerful feelings which the' habitual 
self-suppression of a Spartan permitted to arise, and especially 
with.thos~ sympathies which are communicated at once to an 
assembled crowd:-- Tndeed.the musician and the minstrel were 
the only persons who ever addres-sed themselves to ·the .feelings 
of a Laced::emonian assembly. Moreover the simple music of 

1 Philochorus, Frag. 56, ed. Didot ; Lycurgus, cont. Leokrat p 163. 
" See Plutarch, De Musicil., pp. II34, II42, II46. ' ' 
3 Thucyd. v. 69; Xenoph. Rep. Laced. c. 13. 
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I 

that early day, though' d~stitute. of artistical merit and super
seded afterwards by more complicated combinations, had 
nevertheless a pronounced ethical character. It wrought much , . 
more powerfully on the impulses and resolutions of the hearers,' 
though it .tickled the ear less gratefully, than the scientific 
compositions of after-days. Further, each particular style _of 
music had its own appropriate mental effect.:.......the Ph)"ygian 
mode imparted a wild and maddening stimulus; the Dorian 
mode created a settled and deliberate resolution, exempt alike 
from the desponding and frm~ the impetuous sentiments.! 

, What is called the Dorian mode, seems to be in reality the old 
native Greek mode as contradistinguished from the Phrygian 
and Lydian-these being the three primitive modes, subdivided 
and combined only in later times, with which the first Grecian 
musicians became conversant. It probably acquired its title 
of Dorian from the musical celebrity of Sparta and Argos, 
during the seventh and sixth centuries before the Christian 
rera; but it belonged as much to the Arcadians and Achreans 
as to the Spartans and Argeians. And the -marked ethical 
effects, produced both by the Dorian and the {'hrygian modes 
ip. ancient times, are facts perfectly well-attested, however 
diffi~ult they may be to explain upon any general theory of 
mUSIC. 

, That the impression produced by Tyrtreus at Sparta, there
with his ma,rtial music, and emphatic exhortations to 

in "the field, as well as union at home, should have 
considerable, is1perfectly consistent with the character 

the ;J.ge. and of the people ; ,especially as he is repre
to have appeared pursuant to the injunction of the . 

.....,,,,~-'"'~"' oracle. Fr?m the scanty fragments remaini,ng· to us.' 
elegies and anaprests, however, we can satisfy ourselves 

only of two facts: first, that the war was· long, obstinately 
contested, and dangerous to Sparta as well as to the Messe
nians; next, that other parties in Peloponnesus took part on', 
botli sides, especially on the side of the Messenians. So 
frequent and harassing were the aggressions, of the latter upon 
the Spartan territory, that a large portion of the border land 
was left uncultivated : scarcity ensued, and the proprietors of 

1 See the treatise of Plutarch, De Musicil., passim, especially c. ·17, 
p. 1136, • &c.; 33, p. 1143; Plato, Republ. iii. p. 399 ; Aristot. Polit. 
viii. 6, s-8. . 

The excellent treatise De Metris Pindari, prefixed by 1{ •. Boeckh to his 
edition of Pindar, is full of instruction upon this !ls well as upon all other 
points connected with the Grecian music (see lib .. iii. c. 8, p. -238). · 
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the deserted farms, driven to despair, pressed for a redivision 
of the landed property in the state. It was in appeasing these 
discontents that the poem of Tyrtreus called Eunomia, "Legal 
order," was found signally beneficial.l It seems certain that a 
considerable portion of the Arcadians, together with the Pisatre 
and the Triphylians, took part with the Messenians; there are 
also some statements numbering the Eleians among their allies, 
but this appears not probable. The state of the case rather 
seems to have been, that the old quarrel between the Eleians 
and the Pisatre respecting the right to preside at the Olympic 
games, which had already burst forth during the preceding 
century in the reign of the Argeian Pheid6n, still continued. 
Unwilling dependents of Elis, the Pisatre and Triphylians took 
part with the subject Messenians, while the masters at Elis and 
Sparta made common cause, as they had before done against 
Pheid6n. 2 Pantale6n king of Pisa, revolting from Elis, acted 
as commander of his countrymen in co-operation with the 
Messenians ; and he is further noted for having, at the period 
of the 34th Olympiad (644 B.c.), marched a body of troops to 
Olympia, and thus dispossessed the Eleians, on that occasion, 
of the presidency : that particular festival-as well as the 8th 
Olympiad, in which Pheid6n interfered,- and the ro4th 
Olympiad, in which the Arcadians marched in,-were always 
marked on the Eleian register as non-Olympiads, or informal 
celebrations. We may reasonably connect. this tempo~a 
triumph of the Pisatans with the Messenian war, inasmuc 
they were no match for the Eleians single-handed, while 
fraternity of Sparta with Elis is in perfect harmony with 
scheme of Peloponnesian politics which we have observed 
prevalent even before and during the days of Pheid6n.8 ThE 

1 Aristot. Po lit. v. 7, I ; Pausan. iv. r8, 2. 
2 Pausan. vi. 12, 2 ; Strabo, viii. p. 355, where the Nlo-Topos &.1r6'Yovo 

mean the Pylians of Triphylia. , 
3 Respecting the position of the Eleians and Pisatre during the secane 

Messenian war, there is confusion in the different statements: as the• 
cannot all be reconciled, we are compelled to make a choice. · 

That the Eleians were allies of Sparta, and the Pisatans of Messenia
also that the contests of Sparta and Messenia were mixed up with those o 
Elis and Pisa about the agonothesia of the ,Olympic games-is conformabl· 
to one distinct statement of Strabo (viii. pp. 355, 358), and to the passag 
in Phavorinus v. A~')'<!a.s, and is moreover indirectly sustained by the vie' 
given in Pausanias respecting the relations between Elis and Pisa (vi. 22, 2; 
whereby it clearly appears that the agonothesia was a matter of standin 
dispute between the two, until the Pisatans were ·finally crushed by th 
Eleians in the time of Pyrrhus, son of Pantalebn. Further, this same vie• 
is really conformable to another passage in Strabo, which, as now printec 
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second Messeni.an war wi.ll thus stand as beginning somewhere 
about the 33rd Olympiad, or 648 B.c., between seventy and 
eighty years after the close of the first, ·and lasting, according 
to Pausanias, seventeen years; according to Plutarch, more 

· than twenty years,l 

appears to contradict it, but which is recognised by MUller and others as 
needing correction, though the correction which they propose seems to me 
not the best. The passage (viii. p. 362) stands thus: llll.eov&tm ll' ~7ro}.e· 
p:qrra.v (Messenians and Lacedremonians) ot?t. Ti!.S &7rorrT&rrets 'TWV Meirrr"'vlwv. 
T1w pev ovv 7rpWT'f/V KaTc!tCT'f/!J'LV a.OTWV <f>'f/ul TvpTa'ios·. ev TOts 7rot1Jpa.ut tCaT?t. 
Tolls Twv 1t'aTepwv '7ra.Tepa.s -yeverrOa.t· T17v ll< llevTepa.v, Ka8' tqv ~71.6wvot 
uupp&xous 'Hll.elous tCal 'Ap-yelous Kal lltrraT?t.s &7rE!J'T'f/<Tav ''Ap«allwv pev 
'AptrrTOicp&T'f/V Tbv 'Opxopevou {3arrtll.ea 1rapexopEvwv !J'TpaT'f/'Y6v, lltrraTwV lle 
navTall.eovTa Tbv. 'Op<f>a/l.lwvos· 'hvlKa </>'f/!J'lv aiJTbs !J'TPU.T'f/'Yfirrat TI>V 11'6/l.epov 
Tots Aa.Keoatpovlats, &c. Here it is obvious that in 

1
the enumeration of 

allies, the Arcadians ought to have been included; accordingly both 0. 
MUller and Mr. Clinton (ad annum 672 B.c.) agree in altering the passage 
thus:. they insert the words Kal 'ApKalias after the word 'Hll.elovs, so 
that· botk Eleians and Pisatans appear· as allies of Messenia at once. I 
submit that 'this is impr.obable in itself, and inconsistent with the passage 
of Strabo previously noticed: the proper way of altering the passage is 
(in my judgement) to substitute the word 'Ap«alias in place of the word 
'Hll.elovs, which makes the two passages of Strabo consistent with each 
other, and hardly does greater violence to the text. · ' 

As opposed to the view here adopted, there is und:oubtedly the ·passage 
of Pausanias (iv. rs, 4) which numbers the Eleians among the allies of . 
Messenia, and takes no notice of the Pisatre. The affirmation of Julius. 

l
·canus (ap. Eusebium Chronic. i. p. i45, that the Pisatre revolted from ' 

in the 36th Olympiad, and celebrated the Olympic games themselves' 
01. 52, for twenty-two successive ceremonies) is in contradiction_:_ 

. with Pausanias (vi. 22, 2), which appears to me a clear and valuable 
~ent, from its particular reference to t,he tltree non-Olympiads-'
ndly, with Pausanias (v. 9, 4. ), when the Eleians in the. 5oth Olympiad· 
rmine the number of Hellanodikre. I agree with Corsini (Fasti Attici; 

L iii. p. 47) in setting aside the passage of Julius African us: Mr. Clinton 
(F. H. p. 253)is displeased with Corsini for this suspicion, but he hiri1self 
virtually does the same thing, for in order to reconcile Jul. African us with 
Pausanias, he introduces a supposition quite different from what -is asserted 
by either of them ; z" .. e. a joint agonothesia by Eleians and Pisatans 
together. This hypothesis of Mr. Clinton appears to tne gratuitous and 
inadmissible : Africanus himself meant to state something quite different, 
and I imagine him to have been misled by an erroneous authority. See 
M.r. Clinton, F. H. ad ann. 66o B.c. to 580 D.C. 

1 Plutarch, De Serf!.Num. Vind. p. 548; Pausan. iv. r5,. I; iv. 17, 3; 
~~~ . ' 

The elate of the second Messenian war, and the .interval . between the 
second and the first, are points respecting which also there is irreconcileable 
discrepancy of statement: we can only choose the ntost probab)e: see the 
passages collected and canvassed, in 0. MUller (Dqrians, i. 7, II, and in 
Mr. Clinton, Fast. Hellen. val. L' Appendix 2, p. 257')· · · 

According to Pausanias, the second war lasted from D.C. 685-668 
and th'ere was an interval between the first and the second war of'39 years: 
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Many of the Messenians who abandoned their country after 

this second conquest are said to have found shelter and 
sympathy among the Arcadians, who admitted them to a new 
home and gave them their daughters in marriage; and who 
moreover punished severely the treason of Aristokrates, king 
of Orchomenus, in abandoning the Messenians at the battle 
of the' Trench. That perfidious leader was put to death and 
his race dethroned, while the crime as well as the punishment 
was further commemorated by an inscription, which was to be 
seen near the altar of Zeus Lyka'!us in Arcadia. The inscription 
doubtless existed in the days of Kallisthenes, in the generation 
after the restoration of Messene. But whether it had any 
existence prior to that even,t, or what degree of truth there may 
be in the story about Aristokrates, we are unable to determine : 1 

the son of Aristokrates, named Aristodemus, is alleged in 
another authority to have reigned afterwards at Orchomenus.2 

Justin (iii. 5) reckons an interval of eighty years; Eusebius an interval of 
ninety years. The main evidence is the passage of Tyrtreus, wherein that 
poet, speaking during the second war, says, "The fathers of our fathers 
conquered M essene." · 

Mr. Clinton adheres very nearly to the view of Pausanias; he supposes 
that the real date is only six years lower (679-662). But I agree with 
Clavier (Histoire des Premiers Temps de Ia Grece, t. ii. p. 233) and 0. 
Miiller (/. c.) in thinking that an interval of thirty· nine years is too short to 
'";'<I« ph>Me •ff"hm' f"""'· Spolldog ffi <he P'~"' Y= (<84~ 
would not be held proper to say, "The fathers of our fathers carried 
the war between 1793 and the peace of Amiens;" we should rather 
"The fathers of our fathers carried on the American war and the S 
Years' war." An age is marked by its mature and even elderly memb 
by those between thirty-five and fifty-five years of age. 

Agreeing as I do here with 0. Miiller, against Mr. Clinton, I also ag 
with him in thinking that the best mark which we possess of the date o 
the second Messenian war is the statement respecting Pantale6n : the 34th 
Olympiad, which Pantale6n celebrated, probably fell within the time of the 
war; which would thus be brought down much later than the time assigned 
by Pausanias, yet not so far down as that named by Eusebius and Ju;tin: 
the exact year of its commencement, however, we have no means of fixing. 

Krebs, in his discussions on the Fragments of the lost Books of Diodorus, 
thinks that that historian placed the beginning of the second Messenian 
war in the 35th Olympiad (B.C. 640) (Krebs, Lectiones _Diodorere, p. 254-
26o). • 

1 Diodor. xv. 66 ; Poly b. iv. 33, who quotes Kallisthenes ; Paus. viii. 
5, 8. Neither the inscription, as cited by Polybius, nor the allusion in 
Plutarch (De Sera Numin. Vindicta, P· 548), appear to fit the narrative oJ 
Pausanias, -for both of them imply secret and long-concealed treason, 
tardily brought to light by the interposition of the gods; whereas Pausanias 
describes the treason of Aristokrates at the battle of the Trench as palpable 
and flagrant. 

2 Herakleid. Pontic. ap. Diog. Laert. i. 94· 
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That which stands strongly marked is, the sympathy of Arca
dia~1s and Messenians against Sparta-a sentiment which 
was in its· full vigour at the time of the restoration of 
Messene. 

The second Messenian war was thus terminated by the 
complete subjugation of· the Messenians. Such of. them as 
remained in the country were reduced to a servitude ptooably 
not less hard than that which Tyrt:oeus described them as 
having e11dured' between the first war and the second. In 
after·tirrtes~. the whole territory which figures on the map as 
.Messenia,-south of the river Nedon, and westward of the 
summit of Taygetus,-appears as subject to Sparta, and as· 
forming the western portion of Laconia; distributed (in what 
proportion we know not) between Perirekic towns. and Helot 
villages. ' By what steps, or after what degree of further resist
ance, the Spartans conquered this country we have no informa
tion; but we are told that they made over As in~ to the expelled. 
Dryopes from the Argolic peninsula, and Moth6ne to · the. 
fugitives from Naupl~a,l Nor do we hear of any serious revolt 
'from Sparta in this territory until 150 years afferwards,2 subse- . 
quent to t!J.e Persian invasion,-a revolt which Sparta, after 
serious efforts, succeeded in crushing, so that the territory 
remained in her power until her defeat at Leuktra, which led 
to the foundation of Messene by Epaminondas. The fertility · 

t
the plains-especially of the central portion near the river 

misus, so much extolled by observers, modern as well as 
ient-rendered. it an acquisition highly valuable. At some 
e .. or other, it must of course have been formally partitioned 
ong the Spartans, but it is probable that different an~. sue~ 
sive allotments were made, according as the various portions 

of territory, both to the east and to the west of Taygetii.s, were 
conquered.' Of all this we have no information.s · 

Imperfectly as these two Messenian wars are known to u~,. 
we may ·see enough to warrant us in making two remarks. 
Both were tedious, protracted, and painful, showing how 
slowly the results of war were fhen gathered, and adding one 

1 Pausan. iv. 24, 2; iv. 34, 6; iv. 35, 2. 
2 Thucyd. i. ror. . •/ . , 
3 Pausanias says, T~v f'EV li.A.A.71v M<<T<T71vlav, 'II'J\.~v T~s 'Au1valwv, abTol 

o!Ell.&.7xavov, &c. (iv. 24, 2). . • · , 
In. an apophthegm ascribed to King Polydorus, leader of 'the Spartans 

during the first M·essenian· war, he is asked, whether he is really taking 
arms against his brethren, to which lie replies, '' No; I am only marching 
to the unallotted portion of the territory." (Piuta~ch, Apophthegm. 
Lakonic; P· 231).-brl 1'~1< li.KA.npwrov xwpa;v. 

H2 
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additional illustration to prove how mu,ch the rapid and 
instantaneous cor)quest of Laconia and Messenia by the 
Dorians, which the Herakleid legend sets forth, is contradicted 
by historical analogy. Both were characterised by a similar 
defensive proceeding on the part of the Messenians-the 
occupation of a mountain difficult of access, and the fortifica
tion of it for the special purpose and resistance-Ith6me 
(which is said to have had already a small town upon it) in 
the first war, Eira in the second. It is reasonable to infer 
from hence that neither their principal town Stenyklerus, ncir 
any other town in their country, was strongly fortified, so as to 
be calculated to stand a siege; that there were no walled 
towns among them analogous to Mykenre and Tiryns on the 
eastern portion of Peloponnesus : and that perhaps what were 
called towns were, like Sparta itself, clusters of unfortified 
villages. The subsequent state of Helotism into which they 
were reduced is in consistency with this dispersed village 
residence during their period of freedom. 

The relations of Pisa and Elis form a suitable counterpart 
and sequel to those of Messenia and Sparta. Unwilling 
subjects themselves, the Pisatans had lent their aid to the 
Messenians-and their king Pantale6n, one of the leaders of 
this combined force, had gained so great a temporary success, 
as to dispossess the Eleians of the agonothesia or administra
tion of the games for one Olympic ceremony, in the·· 3 
Olympiad. Though again reduced to their condition of 
jects, they manifested dispositions to renew the revolt at 
48th Olympiad, under Damoph6n, the son of Pantale6n, 
the Eleians marched into their country to put them down, 
were persuaded to .retire by protestations of submission. 
length, shortly afterwards, under Pyrrhus, the brother of Damo
ph6n, a serious revolt broke out. The inhabitants of Dyspon
tium and the other villages in the Pisatid, assisted by those ol 
Makistus, Skillus, and the other towns in Triphylia, took up 
arms to throw off the yoke of Elis; but their strength was 
inadequate to the undertaking. They were completely con
quered; Dyspontium was dismantled, and the inhabitants ol 
it obliged to flee the country, from whence most of them 
emigrated to the coLonies of Epidamnus ami· Apollonia in 
Epirus. The inhabitants of Makistus and Skillus were alsc 
<.based from their abodes, while the territory became morE 
thoroughly subject to Elis than it had been before. ThesE 
incidents seem to have occurred about the soth Olympiad, 01 

B.C. sSo j and the dominion of Elis over her Pericekid territOr) 
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was thus as well assured as that of Sparta.l The separate 
denominatioNs poth of Pisa and Triphylia became more and 

· more merged in the sovereign name of Elis : the town of 
Lepreum- alone, in Triphylia, seems to have maintained a 
separate riame and a sort of half-autonomy down to the time 

, of the Peloponnesian war, not without perpetual struggles 
against the Eleians.2 But towards the period of the Pelo
ponnesian war, the political interests of Lacedremon had 
'become considerably changed, and. it was to her advantage to 
maintain the independence of the subordinate states against 
the superior : accordingly, we find ·her at that time upholding ' 
the autonomy of Lepreum. From what cause the ·devastation 

· of the Triphylian towns by Elis, which Herodotus mentions as 
having happened in his time, arose, we d<;> not know; the fact 
seems to indicate a continual yearning for their original inde
pendence, which was still commemorated, down to a much 
later period, by the ancient Amphiktyony at Samikum in 
Triphylia in honour of Poseidon-a common religious festival 
frequent~d by all the Triphylian towns and celebrated by the 
inhabitants of Makistus, who sent round .proclamation of a · 
formal truce for the holy period.3 The Laced::emonians, alter 
the close of the Peloponnesian war had left them undisputed 
heads· of Greece, formally upheld the independence of the 
Triphylian towns against Elis, and seem to have countenanced 

i.
r, en~e. avo. urs to attach themselves to the. Ar.ca. dian aggr~~ 

e, whiCh however was never fully accomplished. Their 
endence on Elis became loose and uncertain, but was 
er wholly shake? off.4 · _ . : · 

Pausan. vi. 22, 2 ; v. 6, 3 ; v. 10, 2: Strabo, viii. p. 3S5-357. · · 
The temple ·in .honour of Zeus at Olympia was first ere~ted by the 

B:leians out of the spoils of this expeditio11 (Pausan. v. 10, 2). · 
' 2 Thucyd. v. 31. Even Lepreum is characterised as Eleian, however 

Aristoph. Aves, 149): compare also Steph. Byz. v. Tpupuil.la, i) "'Hil.ts. 
Even in the sixth Olympiad an inhabitant of Dyspontium is proclaimed 

ts victor at the stadium, under the denomination, of " an Eleian from 
Dyspontium ;'' proclaimed by -the.Eleians of course-the like in the 27th 
)lympiad : see Stephan. Byz. v. Llucnr6vTwv, which shows that the inhabi
ants of the Pisatid cannot have rendered themselves independent of Elis 
n. the. 26th Olympiad, as Strabo alleges (viii. p. 365). ' 

8 Her6dot. iv. 149; Strabo, viii. p. 343· · 
4 Diodor. xiv. 17; xv. 77 ; Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 2, 23, 26. . 
It was about this period probably that the idea of the local eponymus 

['riphylus, son of Arkas, was first introduced (Poly b. iv. 77). ' 
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONQUESTS OF SPARTA TOWARDS ARCADIA AND ARGOLIS 

I HAVE described in the last two chapters, as far as our 
imperfect evidence permits, how Sparta came into possession 
both of the southern portion of Laconia along the course of 
the Eurotas down to its mouth, and of the Messenian territory 
westward. Her progress towards Arcadia and Argolis is now 
to be sketched, so as to conduct her to that position which she 
occupied during the reign of Peisistratus at Athens, or about 
560-540 n.c.,-a time when she had reached the maximum of 
her territorial possessions, and when she was confessedly the 
commanding state in Hellas. 

The central region of Peloponnesus, called Arcadia, had 
never received any immigrants from without. Its indigenous 
inhabitants-a strong and hardy race of mountaineers, the 
most numerous Hellenic tribe in the peninsula, and the con
stant hive for mercenary troops 1-were among the rudest 
and poorest of Greeks, retaining for the longest period their 
orig·inal subdivision into a number of petty hill-villages, each 
independent of the other; while the union of all who bore 
the Arcadian name (though they had some common sacrifices 
such as the festival of the Lykrean Zeus, of Despoina, daug~ 
of Poseidon and Demeter, and of Artemis H ymnia 2) 

more loose. and ineffective than that of Greeks gener 
either in or out of Peloponnesus. The Ar'cadian villa 
were usually denominated by the names of regions, coinci . 
with certain ethnical subdivisions-the Azanes, the Parrhasi1 
the Mrenalii (adjoining Mount Mrenalus), the Eutresii, th• 
JEgytre, the Skiritre, 3 &c. Some considerable towns howeve 

1 Hennippus ap. Athen::e i. p. 27. 'Av8p&:rroo' ~" <fopu')'la.s, &.1rb 1 
'Apt<a.lila.s ~"'"o6pous. Also Xenoph. Hellen vii. I, 23. 1rli.Eilf-rov 1'i 
cplill.ov -rwv 'Eli.'A'I)VLt<WV TO 'Apt<a.litt<lw et'l), &c. 

2 Pausan. viii. 6, 7; viii. 37, 6; viii. 3S, 2. Xenias, one of the general 
of Greek mercenaries in the service of Cyrus the younger, a native of th 
Parrhasian district in Arcadia, celebrates with great solemnity, during th' 
march upward, the festival and games of the Lyk::ea (Xenoph. Anabas. i 
2, ro; compare Pindar, Olymp. ix. 142). 

Many of the forests.in Arcadia contained not only wild boars, but bears 
in the days of Pausanias (viii. 23, 4):- . . 

3 Pausan. viii. 26, 5 ; Strabo, viii. p. 388. 
Some geographers distributed the Arcadians into three subdivisions 

Azanes, Parrhasii, and Trapezuntii. Azan passed for the son of Areas 
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there w_ere-aggregations of villages or demes which had been · 
mice autonomous. Of these the principal were Tegea and 
Mantineia, bordering on Laconia and Argolis-Orchomenus; 
Pheneus, and Stymphalus, towards the north-east, bordering 'on 
Achaia and Phlius-Kleitor and Her~a, westward, where the 
country is divided from Elis and Triphylia by the woody 
mountains of Pholoe i!-nd Erymanthus-and Phigaleia, on the 
south-western border near to Messenia. The most· powerful 
of ·all· were Tegea and Mantineia 1-conterminous towns, 
nearly !'!qual in force, dividing between them the cold and . 
high plain of Tripolitza, and separated .by one of those cap" 
ricious torrents which' only escapes through katabothra. To 
regulate the efflux of this water was a difficult task, requiring 
friendly.· co-operation of both the towns; and when their 
frequent jealou~ies brought on, a quarrel, the more aggre~sive 
of the two ,inundated . the territory of its neighl:>our as one 
means of annoyance, The power of Tegea, which had growri 
up· out of nine constituent townships originally separate,2 

appears to have been more ancient than that of its ri:val; as 
we may judge from its ·splendid heroic prete1isions connected '. 
with the mime of Echemus, and from the post conceded to 
its hoplites in joint Pelop6nnesian armaments, which was 
secorid in distinction only to that of the Laced~monians. 3 

'If it be \correct, as Strabo asserts, 4 that th~ incorporation of' 

•

his lot in the division of the paternal inheritance was said to have· 
ained seventeen town's (&s tll.axev 'A(1,v). Stephan. Byz. v. 'A(av(a_:_ 
acr(a. '· Kleit6r seems the chief place in Azania, as far as we can infer 
genealogy (Pausan. viii, 4, 2, 3). Preus or Paos, from whence the 

1ian suitor· of the daughter of Kleisthen@s presented himself, was 
een Kleit(lr and Ps(lphis (Herod. vi. 127 ; Paus. viii. 23, 6). 'A 

~elphian oracle, however, reckons the .inhabitants of Phigaleia, in the 
south-western corner of Arcadia, among the Azanes (Paus. viii. 42,:' 3). · 

The burial-place of Areas was supposed to be on Mount Mrenalus (-Paus. 
viii. 9, 2). ' ,. . , 

1 Thncyd .. v. 65. Compare the description of the ground in Professor · 
Ross (Reisen-iri1 Peloponnes, iv. 7). . 

2 Strabo, viii. p. 3J7• · 
8 . Her9dot. ix. 27. ' 1 
4 Strabo, l. c. Mantineia is' reckoned· among the oldest cities of Arcadia 

(Polyb. ii. 54). ' Both Mantineia;/and Orchomenus had originally occupied 
very lofty hill sites, and had been rebuilt on a larger scale, lower down 
nearer to the plain (Pausan. viii. 8, 3 ; 12, 4; l3, 2). 

In regard to the relations, during the early histor_ical period, betWeen 
Spai'ta, Argos, and Arcadia, there is a new fragment of Diodorus (among 
those recently published by. Didot out of the Excerpta in the Escurial 
library, Fragment. Historic; Grrecor. vol. ii. p .. viii.). The Argeians had 
espoused the cause of the Arcadians against Sparta ; and at the expense of 
considerable loss and suffering, had regained sue~ portions of Arcadia as 
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the town of Mantineia, out of its five separate demes, was 
brought about by the Argeians, we may conjecture that the 
latter adopted this proceeding as a means of providing some 
check upon their powerful neighbours of Tegea. The plain 
common to Tegea and Mantineia was bounded to the west 
by the wintry heights of M::enalus,l beyond which, as far as 
the boundaries of Laconia, Messenia, and Triphylia, there was 
nothing in Arcadia but small and unimportant townships or 
villages-without any considerable town, before the important 
step taken by Epaminondas in founding Megalopolis, a short 
time after the battle of Leuktra. The mountaineers of these 
regions who joined Epaminondas before the battle of Man
tineia (at a time when Mantineia and most of the towns of 
Arcadia were opposed to him) were so inferior to the other 
Greeks in equipment, that they still carried as their chief 
weapon, in place of the spear, nothing better than the ancient 
club.2 

Both Tegea and Mantincia held several of these smaller 
Arcadian townships near them in a sort of dependence, and 
were anxious to extend this empire over others: during the 
Peloponnesian war; we find the Mantineians establishing and 
garrisoning a fortress at Kypsela among the Parrhasii, near the 
site in which Megalopolis was afterwards built.8 But at this 

she had conquered. The king of Argos restored this recovered terri'tor 
to the.Arcadians: but .the Argeians generally were angry that he did 
retain it and distribute it among them as a reward for their losses in 
contest. They rose in insurrection against the king, who was forced to 
and take refuge at Tegea. 

\Ve have nothing to illustrate this fragment, nor do we know to 
king, date, or events, it relates. 

1 Matvall.£71 8v(l'xelf.'epos (Delphian Oracle, ap. Paus. viii. 9, 2). 
2 Xenophon, in describing the ardour with which Epaminondas inspired 

his soldiers before this final battle, says (vii. 5, 20), 7rpo8Vf.tws f.'Ev ~1\evlcouvT< 
ol lw7reis TQ; Icpdv'1], JCeAeVovTos J,celvov· €1rE"ypcfq,ovro 0~ 1eal Tilw 'Ap1a!Bwl 
0'1T'A.7-rat, ~&7raAa. txovTes, &s en13aLoL l)v'TES" 7rcl.wres Of 1]KoVWVTO H:a 
71.&-yxas «al f.'axctlpas, «al ~7I.U.f.t7rplwovTo Til.s a(I'Tr[8as. 

It is hardly conceivable that these Arcadian clubmen should have pos 
sessed a shield anrl a full panoply. The language of Xenophon in callin! 
them hoplites, and the term breypci<J>ovTo (properly referring to the inscrip 
tion on the shield) appear to be conceived in a spirit of contemptnou· 
sneering, proceeding from Xenophon's miso-The ban tendencies : "th• 
Arcadian hoplites with their clubs put themselves forward to be as good a 
the Thebans." That these tendencies of Xenophon show themselves i1 
expressions very unbecoming to the dignity of history (though curious a 
evidences of the time) may ~be seen by vii. -~' 12, where he says of th• 
Thebnns-<1vTctU8a on ol7rup 1rVEOVT<s, ol JIEVLIC711<0TES TOh har.fBa'f.'DVlous 
of rrf# 11'"awrl wA€oves, &c. 

3 Thucyd. v. 33, 47, 8r. 
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period, Sparta, as the political chief- of Hellas~having a 
:strong interes~ in keepitig all the Grecian towns, small and 
great; a:s much isolated .from each other as possible, and in 
checking all schemes for the formation of local coitfederacies 
_:stood· forward as the protectress . of the autonomy of these 
smaller Arcadians, and drove back the Mantineia:ns within 
their own limits.l At a somewhat later period, during the 
acme of her power, a few years before the battle of Leuktra, 
she even proceeded to the extreme length qf breaking up the 
unity of Mantineia itself; causing the walls to be razed, and · 
the inhabitants to be again parcelled into their five, original 
demes~a violent arrangement which the turn of political 
events very soon revetsed.2 It was not until after the battle 
of Leuktra and the depression of Sparta ·that any measures 
were taken for the formation of an Arcadian political con
federacy ; 8 and even then the jealousies of the separate cities 
rendered it incomplete and· short-lived. The great permanent 
change, the establishment of Megalopoli~, was acc'omplished 
by tP.e ascendency of . Epamihondas. Forty petty Arcadian 
tOWnships; among those . situated to · the west of Mount 
M:oenalils; were aggregated into the new city; the jealousies 

, of Tegea, Mantineia; and Kleitor, were for a while suspended ; 
'and cekists came from all of them, as well as from tP.e districts 
.of- the Ma::nalii and Parrhasii, in order to impart to the new 
~tstat)w·mrrten a genuitie Pan-Arcadian character.4 It was thus 

arose for the first time a powerful city on the borders 
and Messenia, rescuing the Arcadian townships 
dependence on Sparta, and imparting to them . 

interests of_their own; which rendered· them both a 
upon their former chief and a support to the re-estab- " 

lished Me.ssenians. · · 
It has been necessary thu,s t6 bring the attention of the 

1 Thucyd. i. c. Compare the instructive speech of Kl!"iget,~s, the 
envoy from Akanthus, addressed to the Lacedreinonians, B.c. 382 .(Xen. 
Hellen. v. 2, IS-I6). . ·. "• ' 

2 Xenoph. Hellen. V'. 2, I-6 ; Dio~ot. ltv. 19. 
3 Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 5, Io-i I ; _vii. I, 23-25. . . 
' Pausan. viii. 27, 5· No cekist is mentioned from Orchoineni.ls, though 

three of the petty townships contn'buting ( <TvvTei\ovvTa) to .Orchomenus 
were embodied in the new city. The feud'between the neighbouring cities 
of Orchomenus and Mantineia was bitter (Xen. Hellen. vi. 5, II-22). 
Orthomenus and Hi!t'rea both opposed the political confederation of 
Arcadia. . 

The oration of Demosthenes, l11r~p Me')'a.\o'll'o.\tTwv, str.ongly atteSts the' 
importance of this city, especially c. Io--~C.v• p.~v &vatp<Ow<Tt ""l otatKt<TOw<Tw, 
l<Txvpo'is AaKeoatp.ov[ots e i'J 8 6 s l<T'Ttil elvat,. &c. ' ' · 
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reader for one moment to events long posterior in the order of' 
time (Megalopolis was founded in 370 B.c.), in order that he 
may understand, by contrast, the general course of those 
incidents of the earlier time, where direct accounts are wanting. 
The northern boundary of the Spartan territory was formed by 
some of the many small Arcadian townships or districts, several 
of which were successively conquered by the Spartans and 
incorporated with their dominion, though at what precise time 
we are unable to say. We are told that Charilaus, the reputed 
nephew and ward of Lykurgus, took JEgys, and that he also 
invaded the territory of Tegea, but with singular ill-success, for 
he was defeated and taken prisoner : 1 we also hear that the 
Spartans took Phigaleia by surprise in the 3oth Olympiad, but 
were driven out again by the neighbouring Arcadian Orestha
sians. 2 During the second Messenian ~ar the Arcadians are 
represented as cordially seconding the Messenians : and it may 
seem perhaps singular, that while neither Mantineia nor Tegea 
are mentioned in this war, the more distant town of Orcho
menus, with its king Aristokrates, takes the lead. But the 
facts of the contest come before us with so poetical a colouring! 
that we cannot venture to draw any positive inference as to the 
times to which they are referred. 

CEnus 3 and Karystus seem to have belonged to the Spartanff 
in the days of Aikman : moreover the district called Skiritis 
bordering on the territory of Tegea-as well as Belemina anc 
Maleatis, to the westward, and Karyce to the eastward and sou~ 
eastward, of Skiritis-forming all together the entire north 
frontier of Sparta, and all occupied by Arcadian inhabitant 
had been conquered and made part of the Spartan territo 

1 Pausan. iii. 2, 6 ; iii. 7, 3 ; viii. 48, 3· 2 Pausan. viii. 39, 2. 
3 Aikman, Fr. rs, Welcker; Strabo, x. p. ¥6. 
4 That the Skiritre were Arcadians is well known (Thuc. v. 47 ; Steph 

Byz. v. ~1dpos) ; the possession of Belemina was disputed with Sparta, ii 
the days of her comparative humiliation, by the Arcadians : see Plutarch 
Kleomenes, 4; Pausan. viii. 35, 4. 

Respecting Karyre (the border town of Sparta, where the (itaf3aT-hp« 
were sacrificed, Thuc. v. 55) see Photzizs KapvctT«a-~opTh 'ApT,p.<lios· Ta 
~E Kap6as 'Ap~t&Owv ofJcras &1rerEp.ov-ro Aa~ee0a!p.6vtot. 

The readiness with which Karyre and the Maleates revolted agains 
Sparta after the battle of Leuktra, even before the invasion of Laconia b• 
the Thebans, exhibits them apparently as conquered foreign dependencie~ 
of Sparta, without any kindred of race (Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 5, 24-26 
vii. r, 28). Leuktron in the Ma1eatis seems to have formed a part o 
the territory, of Megalopolis in the days of Kleomen~s III. (Plutarch 
Kleomenes, 6) ; in the Peloponnesian war it was the frontier town 'c 
Sparta towards Mount Lykreum (Thuc. v. 53). 
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before 6oo B.c~ And Herodotus 'tells us, that at this period the 
Sp<\.rtan kings Leon and Hegesikles contemplated ,nothing less 

l' than the conquest of entire Arcadia, and sent to ask from the 
! Delphian· oracle a blessing oh thl'!ir enterprise.1 The priestess 

dismissed their wishes as extravagant, in reference to the whole 
of Arqtdia, but encouraged them, though with the usual equi
vocations of language, to try their fortune against Tegea. 
Flushed with their course of previous success, not less. than by 
the favourable construction which, they put upon the words of 
the oracle, the Lacedremonians. marched against Tegea with 
such entire confidence of success, as to carry with them chains 
for the purpose of binding their expected prisoners. But the 
result was disappointment and O.efeat. They were repulsed 
with toss; and the prisoners whom they left behind, bound in 
the very chains which their own army had brought, were· 
constrained to servile labour on the plain of Tegea-the words 
of the qracle being thUs literally fulfilled, though in a sense 

·different from that in ,which .the Lacedremonians had first 
understood them.2 

For one whole generation, we are told, they were constantly 
unsuccessful in their campaigns against the ·Tegeans, and, this 
strenuous resistance probably prevented them from ext~nding 
':heir conquests further among the petty states of Arcadia.. , 

At length, in the reign of Anaxandrides and Arist6, the succ 
~essors of Leon and Hegesikles (about s6o ·B.c.), the Delphian 

l
cle, in reply to a question from the Spartans-which of the 
s they ought to propitiate in order to become victorious
Jined them to find and carry to Sparta the'bone's of Orestes, 
of Agamemnon. After a-. vain search, since they did not 
w wliere the body of Orestes was to be found; they applied. 

o the oracle for more specific directions, and were told that 
he·son of Agamemnon was buried at Tegea itself, in a place 
'where two blasts were blowing under p~werful constraip.t,:__ 
'lhere there was stroke and countercstroke, arid destruction . 
1pon destruction.". 'These mysterious words were elucidat~d 
)y a luc~y accident. D.uring a truce with Tegea, Lichas, .one ' 
)f the chiefs of the 300 Spartan chosen youth who acted as the 
noveable police of the country under the ephors, 

1 
visited the 

)}ace, and entyred the forge of a blacksmith-who m~ntioned 

1 . Herod. i. 66. Ka;a<j>pov~O"aVT<S 'ApKcl.5wv !CpE(fO"oves e1vat, ~XP'I/UT'I)ptcl.
:ovTo ~v il.el<<j>otO't ~"l 7rci.0'!7 TV 'ApKcl.5wv xcf.pv-

2 Herod. i. 67 ; Pausan. iii. J, 5 ; viii. 45, 2. 
Herodotus saw the identiGal chains susl?ended i.n dv:' temple of A,th~n~ 

\lea at Tegea. . , ' · · 
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to him, in the course of conversation, that in sinking a well in 
his outer court he had recently discovered a coffin containing 
a body seven cubits long ; astounded at the sight, he had left 
it there undisturbed. It struck Lichas that the gigantic relic 
of aforetime could be nothing else but the corpse of Orestes, 
and he felt assured of this when he reflected how accurately 
the indications of the oracle were verified ; for there were the 
"two blasts blowing by constraint," in the two bellows of the 
blacksmith : there was "the stroke and counter-stroke" in his 
hammer and anvil, as well as the "destruction upon destruc
tion " in the murderous weapons which he was forging. Lichas 
said nothing, but returned to Sparta with his discovery, which 
he communicated to the authorities, who, by a concerted 
scheme, banished him under a pretended criminal accusation. 
He then again returned to Tegea, under the guise of an exile, 
prevailed upon the blacksmith to let to him the premises, and 
when he found himself in possession, dug up and carried off to 
Sparta the bones of the venerated hero.l 

From and after this fortunate acquisition, the character of 
the contest was changed ; the Spartans found themselves 
constantly victorious over the Tegeans. But it does not seem 
that these victories led to any positive result, though they 
might perhaps serve to enforce the practical conviction of 
Spartan superiority ; for the territory of Tegea remained un
impaired, and its autonomy noway restrained. During th~ 
Persian invasion Tegea appears as the willing ally of La~ 
d::emon, and as the second military power in the Peloponnesu 
and we 1pay fairly presume that it was chiefly the · strenu 
resistance of the Tegeans which prevented the Laced::einoni 
from extending their empire over the larger portion of 
Arcadian communities. These latter always maintained thei1 
independence, though acknowledging Sparta as the presidin~ 
power in Peloponnesus, and obeying her orders implicitly as t< 
the disposal of their military force. And the influence whid 
Sparta thus possessed over all Arcadia was one main item ir 
her power, never seriously shaken until the battle of Leuktra 
which took away her previous means of ensuring success an< 
plunder to her minor followers.B 

Having thus related the extension of the power of Sparta 01 

1 H~rod. i. 69-70, 2 Herod. ix. 26. 
8 Xenoph. Hellen. v. 2,·19- •na"1rep'Ap1d8es, 8.-av p.eO' 6p.wv twu<, .-&. T 

a6Twll qdJ(oVO"I Kal Ta &71.71.6TpLa ap7rcl.(oVO"L, &C; 
This was said to the Lacedremonians about ten years before the battle c 

Leuktra, • 
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her northern or Arcadian frontier, it remains to mention her 
acquisitions on the' eastern and north-eastern side, towards 
Argos. Originally (as has been before stated) not mer.ely the 
province of Kynuria and the Thyreatis, but also the· whole 
coast down to the promontory of Malea, had either been part 
of the territory . of Argos or belonged to the Arg~ian con
federacy. We learn from Herodotus,1 that b'efore the time 
when the embassy from Crcesus king ·of Lydia came to solicit 
aid in Greece (about 547 B.c.), the whole. of this territory had 
fallen into the power of Sparta;' but how long before, or at 
-what precise epoch; we have no informatiop. A considerable 
victory is said to have been gained by the Argeians over the 
Spartans in the 27th Olympiad or 669 B.c., ai: Hysire, on the 
road between lArgos and Tegea.2 ·At that time it· does not 
seem probable that Kynuria could have been in the possession 
of the Spartans~so that ·we must refer the acquisition to som'e · 
period .in the following century; though Pausanias places it 
much earlier, during the reign of Theopompus 3-and Eusebius 
,connects it with the first establishment of the festival called 
Gymnopredia at Sparta in 678 B.c. 

About ;the year 547 B.c., the Argeians ·made an effort to 
reconquer Thyrea from Sparta, which led to a combat long· 
memorable in the annals of Grecian her9ism. It was agreed . 
between the two powers that the . possession of this territory 
should be determined by a combat of 300 select champions on 

l
h, side ; the .armies of both retiri~g, in order, to leav. e .t.he 
d clear. So undaunted, and so· equal was the valour of 
se two chosen .companies, that the battle terminated by· 
ving only three of them alive-Alken6r and Chromius· 

~mong the Argeians; Othryades among the Spartans. The 
tw<:> Argeia:J;l warriors hastened home to report their victory, bu~ 
Othryades remained on the field, carried off the arms of 'the 
enemy's dead into the Spartan camp, and ·kept his position 
until he' was joihed by his countrymen the next . morning. 
Both Argos and Sparta claiined the victory for their respective 
champions, and the 'dispute after all was decided by a general 
conflict, in which the Spartans were the-conquerors, though not· 
without much' slaughter' on both sides. · The brave Othryades, 
ashamed to return home as the single survivor of the 300, fell 
apon his own sword on the field of battle.4 . ' 

This defeat decided the possession of Thyrea, which did not 
again pass, until a very late period of Grecian history,· under 

1 Herod. i. 82. 
·8 Pausan. iii. 7, 5· 

2 Pausan. ii. 25, I. . 
4 . Herod. i. 82 ; Strabo, viii. p. 376. 
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the power of Argos. The preliminary duel of 3oo, with its 
uncertain issue, though well-established· as to the general fact, 
was represented by the Argeians in a manner totally different 
from the above story, which seems to have been current among 
the Laced::emonians.1 But the most remarkable circumstance 
is, that more than a century afterwards-when the two powers 
were negotiating for a renewal of the then expiring truce-the 
Argeians, still hankering after this their ancient territory, 
desired the Laced::emonians to submit the question to arbitra
tion; which being refused, they next stipulated for the privilege 
of trying the point in dispute by a duel similar to the former, 
at any time except during the prevalence of war or of epidemic 
disease. The historian tells us that the Laced::emonians 
acquiesced in this proposition, though they thought it absurd,2 

in consequence of their anxiety to keep their relations with 
Argos at that time smooth and pacific. But there is no reason 
to imagine that the real duel, in which Othryades contended, 
was considered as absurd at the time when it took place or 
during the age immediately succeeding. It fell in with a sort 
of chivalrous pugnacity which-is noticed among the attributes 
of the early Greeks,3 and also with various legendary exploits, 
such as the single combat of Echemus and Hyllus, of Melanthus 
and Xanthus, of Menelaus and Paris, &c. Moreover, the 
heroism of Othryades and his countrymen was a popular themo 

1 The Argeians showed at Argos a statue of Perilaus, son of Alk~~o 
killing Othryad~s (Pausan. ii. 20, 6 ; ii. 38, 5 ; compare x. 9, 6, and 
references in Larcher ad Herodot. i. 82). The narrative of Chryser 
h Tphq> neli.07TOVV?)O"Lal<wV (as given in Plutarch, Parallel. Hellenic. 
306), is different in many respects. 

Pausanias found the Thyreatis in possession of the Argeians (ii. 38, 
They told him that they had recovered it by adjudication ; when or b 
whom we do not know : it seems to have passed back to Argos bef01 
the close of the reign of Kleomen~s III. at Sparta (220 B.c.), Polyl 
iv. 36. 

Strabo even reckons Prasire as Argeian, to the south of Kynuria (viii. 1 
368), though in his other passage (p. 374), seemingly cited from Ephom 
it is treated as Lacedremonian. Compare Manso, Sparta, vol. ii. Beilag 
i. p. 48. 

Eusebius, placing this duel at a much earlier period (01. 27, 3, 678 B.c. 
ascribes the first foundation of the Gynmopredia at Sparta to the desire c 
commemorating the event. Pausanias (iii. 7, 3) places it still further bad 
in the reign of Theopompus. 

2 Thucyd. v. 4L To!s a€ fla!<<5a<p.ovlo<S TO p.ev "PWTOV i56!<E< p.wpl 
<lva< Taunt, ('II'«Ta (breevp.ouv -yilp 'll'ttv'l'ws 'l'O ~Ap-yos cplll.wv txe<v) ~uvex~ 
prJrrav tcp' oTs -i,~lovv, 1<al ~vve-ypdl/JavTo. 

8 Herodot. vii. g. Compare the challenge which Herodotus alleges t 
~ave been proclaimed to t~ Sp~rtans by .Mardonius, through a hcralC 
JU5t before the battle o!f'latrea (ix. 48). 
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for. poets not only at the Spartan gymnop::edia, 1 but also else
where,. and appears· to have been frequently. celebrated. The 
absurdity attached to this proposition, then, during the Pelopon· 
nesian w~r-ip. the minds even of the Spartans, the most old
fashioned and unchanging people in Greece-is to be .ascribed 
to a change in the Grecian• political mind, a.t and· after the 
Persian war. The habit of political calculation had made such 
decided progress among them, that the leading states especially 

· had become familiarised with· something like a statesmanlike 
. view of their resources, their dangers, and their obligations . 
. How lamentably deficient this sort of sagacity was during the 
Persian invasion, will appear when we come to describe that 
imminent crisis of Grecian independence.: but the events of. 
those days were well calculated to sharpen it .for the future, arid 
the Greeks of the Peloponnesian war had become far more 
refined political schemers than their forefathers. And ,thus· it 
happened that the proposition to settle a territorial dispute by 
a duel of chosen champions, admissible and even becoming a. 
century before, came afterwards to be derided as childish. . 

The inhabitants of Kynuria are st:;tted by Herodotus to have 
been Ionians, but completely dorised through their long sub
jection to Argos, by whom they were governed as Perjcek~. 
Pausanias gives a different account of their race, which he 
traces to. the eponymous hero Kyni1rus, son of Perseus; but 
he does -not connect them with the Kynurians, whom he 

l
tions in another place as a portion of the inhabitants of 

adia.2 It i~ evident, that even in the time of Herodotus, 
traces \of their primitive descent were nearly effaced. He. 

they" were ·" Orneates and Periceki" to Argos ; and it ' 
rears . that the inhabitants of Orne::e also, whom Argos 

had reduced to the same dependent condition, traced their 
eponymous hero to an Ionic stock-Orneus was· the son of 
the Attic Erechtheus. 3 Strabo seems to have conceived the 
Kynurian's as occupying originally not only the frontier dis
trict of Argolis and ·Laconia, wherein Thyrea is situated, but 
also the north-wes'tern portion of Argolis, under the. ridge 
called Lyrkeium, which separates the latter from the Arcadia:!! 

1 Athenre. xv. p. 678. · ,. 
2 Herod, viii. 73; Pausan. Hi. 2, 2 ; viii. 27, 3· 
8 Pimsan. ii. 25, 5· Mannert (Geographie der Griechen und Romer, 

Griechenland, book ii. ch. xix. p. 618) c<:mnects the Kynurians of Arcadia 
aJ?.d Argo! is, though Herodotus tells us~ that the latter were Ionians : he 
~ives to this name much greater importance and extension than the evidence 
bear~ out. 
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territory of Stymphalus.1 This ridge was near the town of 
Ornere, which lay on the border of Argolis, near the confines 
of Phlius; so that Strabo thus helps to confirm the statement 
of Herodotus, that the Orneates were a portion of Kynurians, 
held by Argos along with the other Kynurians in the condition 
of dependent allies and Periceki, and very probably also of 
Ionian origin. 

The conquest of Thyrea (a district valuable to the Lacedre
monians, as we may presume from the large booty which the 
Argeians got from it during the Peloponnesian war) 2 was the 
last territorial acquisition made by Sparta. She was now 
possessed of a continuous dominion, comprising the whole 
southern portion of the Peloponnesus, from the southern bank 
of the river N edon on the western coast; to the northern 
boundary of Thyreatis on the eastern coast. The area of 
her territory, including as it did both Laconia and Messenia, 
was equal to two-fifths of the entire peninsula, all governed 
from the single city, and for the exclusive purpose and benefit 
of the citizens of Sparta. Within all this wide area there was 
not a single community pretend'ing to independent agency. The 
townships of the Periceki, and the villages of the Helots, were 
each individually unimportant; nor do we hear of any one of 
them presuming to treat with a foreign state. All consider 
themselves as nothing else but subjects of the Spartan ephors 
and their subordinate officers. They are indeed discontente1 
subjects, hating as well as fearing their masters, and not to~b 
trusted if a favourable opportunity for secure revolt prese 
itself. But no individual township or district is strong eno 
to stand up for itself, while combinations among them 
prevented by the habitual watchfulness and unscrupulo 
precautions of the ephors, especially by that jealous secre 
police called the Krypteia, to which allusion has already bee 
made. 

Not only therefore was the Spartan territory larger and i1 
population more numerous than that of any other state i 
Hellas, but its government was also more completely centra 
ised and more strictly obeyed. Its source of weakness wa 
the discontent of its Perireki and Helots, the latter of whor 

1 Strabo, viii. p. 37o--~ ~Ivaxos txwv -ras 1rrryd.s ~" Avp"eiov -rov ~rao 
Kvvouplav 6povs -rfis 'Apt<a'l'ilas. Coray and Grosskurd gain nothing he 
by the conjectural reading of' Anelas in place of 'Ap~ea3las, for the ridge 
Lyrkeium ran between the two, and might therefore be connected wil 
either without impropriety. 

2 Thucyd. vi. 95· 
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were not (like the slaves of other states) imported barbarians 
from different cou1;1tries, and speaking a 'broken Greek, but 
genuine Hell ens-of 1 one dialect and lineage, sympathising 
with each other, ·and as much entitled to the proteetion. of 
Zeus Hellanius as their inasters-from whom indeed t:P,ey. 
stood distinguished by no other line except the perfect train-: 
ing, individual and collective, which was peculiar to :the 
Spartans. During the period on which we are at present 
dwelling, it do~s. not seem that this discontent .comes sensibly 
into .operation; but we shall observe its manifestations ver¥ 

· unequivocally after the Persian and during the Peloponnesian. 
war. . 

To such auxiliary causes of Spartan predominance we must 
add another-the excellent military position of Sparta, and the' 
unassailable character of Laconia generally. On three sides 
that territory is washed by the sea,l with a coast remarkably 
dangerous and qestitute of harbours; hence Sparta had nothing 
to apprehend from this quart_er until the Persian ·invasion and 

. its consequences-one 'o( the most remarkable of which was, 
the· astonishing development gf the Athenian haval .force.' 
The city· of Sparta, far removed, from the sea, was admirably 
defended by an almost impassable northern frontier, composed 
of those districts/ which we. have observed-above to have :been 
conquered from Arcadia-Karyatis, Skiritis, Maleatis, and 
Beleminatis. The difficul~y as well as .danger of marching . 

1
9 Laconia by these rnOlm,tain passes_, noticed by Euripides,, 
s keenly felt by every enemy of the Lacedremonians, and 

bE;en powerfully .stated by a first-rate modern observer, 
:on.el Leake.2 No site could be better chosen for holding 
Xenophqn. Hellen. iv. 8, 7 : <f>o{3ovp.evos 'rfJV lt.A.tp.ev67"'1/7"a Ti]s xJJpas . . 

2 Xenoph .. Hellen, v. 5, · ro ; Eurip. ap. Strabo. viii. p. 366 ; Lea:ke,' 
Travels in Morea, vol. iii;. c.- xx-ii. p. 25. · 

·"It is to the strength of the frontiers, and the comparatively large extent 
of country enclosed withiri them, that we must trace the primary' cause of 
the Lacedremonian power. These enabled the people, when strengthened 
by a rigid military discipline, and put in motion by an ambitious sphit, 
first to triumph .over their weaker neighbours o.f Messenia, by' this additional 
strength to overawe the disunited republics of Arcadia, and at length for 
centuries to hol<l. an acknowledged military superiority over every other 
state' in Greece. 

"It is remarkable 'that all th~ principal passes into Laconia lead to orie 
point :. this point is Sparta ; a fact which shows at once how well the 
position of that city was· chosen for the defence of the province; and how 
-well it was adapted, especially as long as it continued to be unwalled, to· 
maintain a perpetual vigilance and readiness for defence, which are the , 
surest means of offensive success. · 

"The natural openings into the plain of.('lparta are only two; one by the 
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the key of all the penetrable passes than that of Sparta. 
This well-protected frontier was a substitute more than suffi
cient for fortifications to Sparta itself, which always maintained, 
down to the times of the despot Nabis, its primitive aspect of 
a group of adjacent hill-villages rather than a regular city. 

When, along with such territorial advantages, we contemplate 
the personal training peculiar to the Spartan citizens, as yet 
undiminished in their numbers,-combined with the effect of 
that training upon Grecian sentiment, in inspiring awe and 
admiration,-we shall not be surprised to find, that during the 
half-century which elapsed between the year 6oo B.c., and the 
final conquest of Thyreatis from Argos, Sparta had acquired 
and begun to exercise a recognised ascendency over all the 
Grecian states. Her military force was at that time superior 
to that of any of the rest, in a degree much greater than it 
afterwards came to be; for other states had not yet attained 
their maximum, and Athens in particular was far short of the 
height which she afterwards reached. In respect to discipline as 
well as number, the Spartan military force had even at this early 
period reached a point which it did not subsequently surpass; 
while in Athens, Thebes, Argos, Arcadia, and even Elis (as 
will be hereafter shown), the military training in later days 
received greater attention, and improved considerably. The 
Spartans (observes Aristotle)! brought to perfection their 
gymnastic training and their military discipline at a time when 

upper Em·otas, as the course of that river above Sparta may be termed j' 
other by its only large branch CEnus, now the Kelefina, which, as I 
already stated, joins the Eurotas opposite to the north-eastern extremit 
Sparta. All the natural approaches to Sparta from the northward 
to one or the other of these two valleys. On the side of M essenia, 
northerly prolongation of Mount Taygetum, which joins Mount Lyceun 
at the pass of Andania, now the pass of Makryplai, furnishes a continued 
barrier of the loftiest kind, admitting only of routes easily defensible; and 
which-whether from the Cromitis of Arcadia to the south-westward of the 
modern Londari, from the Stenykleric plain, from the plain of the Pamisus, 
or from Pherre, now Kalamata-all descend into the valley of the upper 
Eurotas, and conduct to Sparta by Pellana. There was indeed a br:wch of the 
last-mentioned route which descended into the Spartan plain at the modern 
Mistra, and which must have been a very frequent communication between 
Sparta and the lower part of Messenia; but, like the other direct passes 
over Taygetum, it was much more difficult and defensible than those 
whh:h· I have called the natnml.entrances of_tl'-e province." 

1 Aristot. Po1it. viii. 3' 4· "'E-n oe a.{rroVs ToVs .t\c£icwvas f(f}J.EV, 'Ews tJ.h 
aiiToi 7rpo<T1}0peuov -rats <f>ti\o7rovlcus, U7replxovTas TWv lti\i\aw· vUv OE, Kal Tots 
"'(vp.vaulots Kal To'is 7roAEp.H£o'is O:'}'Wcn, Aet7rop.Evous ETEpwv· oU f'Ctp T¥ Toils 
vEovs f'UIJ.V&(ew T0v Tp61rov TotTov8LEcpepov, &i\i\Ct .,.cp p.6vov p.1, 1rpO; G.O'KoVvTa.s 
Cunce'iv. 0 0 0 0 • 'Av'TO.f'WJit(JTU.s f'a.p Tijs 7rat0ela.s viiv ~XOV(]"L" 7rp&Tepov aE 
oiJK elxov. 
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other Greeks neglected' both the one and the other: their early 
su"periority was that of the ·trained men over the uptra.ined, and 
ceased in after-days when other states came to subject their 
citizens to systematic exercises of analogous _character or 
tendency. This fact.:_the early period at which Sparta 
attained her maximum of discipline, power, and territory.:_ 
is important to bear in mind when we are explaining the 
general acquiescence which her ascendency met with in 
Greece, and which her subsequent acts would certainly not 
have enabled her to earn. That acquiescence first began, 
and became a habit of the Grecian mind, at a time when. 
Sparta had no rival to coD;~e near her-when she bad com
pletely shot ahead of Argos-and when the vigour of the 
Lykurgean discipline had been manifested in a long series 
of conquests, made during the stationary period of o~her . 
states, and ending only (to use the somewhat exaggerated 
phrase of Herodotus) when she 'had subdued the greater, 
part of Peloponnesus.! . . · 
· . Our accounts of the memorable military organisation of 
Sparta are scanty, and insufficient to place the details of it 
clearly ,before u?. Tlie arms of the Spartans, as .to all material 
poil)ts; were not different from those of other Greek hoplites. 
But one grand pe·culiarity is observable from the beginning, 
as an item in the LykJlrgean institutions. That · lawgiver 

l
sta~.lished military. divisions q-uite. distinct from the ~ivil 

swns; whereas, m the other states of Greece, unhl a 
od much lat~r than that which we have now reached, 
two were confounded-the hoplites or horsemen ·of the 
e tribe or' ward being marshalled together on the field of 
le. Every Lacedremonian was bound to military service 

from the age of twenty to sixty, and the ephors; when they 
sent forth an expedition, called to arms all the men within 
some given limit of age. Herodotus tells us that Lykurgus 
established both the Syssi'tia or public mess and the en6moties 
and triakads, or the military subdivisions peculiar to Sparta.2 

.The triakads are not mentioned elsewhere, nor can we 
distinctly make out what they were; but the enomoty . was 

1 He~oC!ot. i. 68. I !fil'l/ /)' tr<f>t t<O:l ;, 7ro71.An . T~S nE71.01rOVV-f)trov ~" I<O:TEo 
trTft>:P.fJ-•"'11· 

Herodot. i. 67 : compare Larcher's note. · 
Concerning the obscure and difficult subject of the military arrangements 

of Sparta, see Cragius, Repub. Laced. iv. 4 ; Manso, Sparta, 'ii. Beilage . 
18, p. 224; 0. MUller, Hist. Dorians, iii. 12 ; Dr. Arnold's note on Thncy
did~s, v. 68; and Dr. Thirlwall, Hist. of Greece, vol. i. Appendix 3, 
P· 520. . . • . ) 
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the special characteristic of the system, and the pivot upon 
which all its arrangements turned. It was a small company 
of men, the number of whom was variable, being given 
differently at 25, 32, or 36 men-drilled and practised together 
in military evolutions, and bound to each other by a common 
oath.1 Each enomoty had a separate captain or enomotarch, 
the strongest and ablest soldier of the company, who always 
occupied the front rank, and led the enomoty when it marched 
in single file, giving the order of march as well as setting the 
example. If the en6moty was drawn up in three, or four, or 
six files, the enomotarch usually occupied the front post on the 
left, and care was taken that both the front rank men and the 
rear rank men, of each file, should be soldiers of particular 
merit. 2 

It was upon these small companies that the constant and 
severe Laced::emonian drilling was brought to act. They were 
taught to march in concert, to change rapidly from line to file, 
to wheel right or left in such manner as that the enomotarch 
and the other protostates or front-rank men should always be 
the persons immediately opposed to the enemy. 3 Their step 

1 Pollux. i. ro, 129. 'llilws piv-rot TWV AaKeliatp.ovlwv, ~vwp.orla, Kal p.6pa: 
compare Suidas and Hesych. v. 'Evwp.oTla ; Xenoph. Rep. Lacon. c. I I ; 
Thucyd. v. 67-68; Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 4, I2. 

Suidas states the eni'\moty at 25 men ; in the Lacedremonian army which 
fought at the first battle of Mantineia (4I8 B.C.), it seems to have consisted 
of >boo< 3' moo (Th•o I.<.)' o< <he bo<<le of Le•k<m of 36 mffi (~ 
Hellen. l. c.). But the language of Xenophon and Thucydidl!s does 
imply that the number of each en6moty was equal. 

2 0. Mi.\ller states that the enomotarch, after a 1rapa-yw-y~ or deploy 
into phalanx, stood on the right hand, which is contrary to Xenoph. 
Lac. II, 9·-*0n o€ 0 li.pxwv ebwvup.os -yl-yve'Tat, obli' 'v TOV'T'f' p.EtOVEK 

1ryovvTat <'<'-'-' llfnv 8re ""l 7rAeovetere7v-the lfpxwv was the first enomotarc 
of the lochus, the 7rpwTOO"Trl.T7JS (as appears from II, 5), when the en6moty 
marched in single file. To put the rryep.dJv on the right flank, was done 
occasionally for special reason-'l)v U 1roTe €vet<a rtvos liot<j)l;up.<f>opew, 
'TOV 7)-y<p.ova o<~ tov ~<<pas ~x••v, &c. I understand Xenophon's descriptioi1 
of the 1rapa-yw'Y~ or deployment differently from MUller-it rather seem! 
that the en6moties which stood first made a side movement to the left, sc 
that the first enomotarch still maintained his place on the left, at the sam€ 
time that the opportunity was created for the en&moties in the rear to com€ 
up and form equal front (rrp ~vwp.oTapxv 7rape'f-yuaTat <is p.orw1rov 1rap 
dG'1rilia t<a8lG'TaG'8at)-the words 1rap' dG'1rilia have reference, as I imagine, 
to the proceeding of the first enomotarch, who set the example of side 
movement to the left-hand, as it is shown by the words which follow
t<al lit a 1ravros e~r&s l<f.,.' li.v ~ <f>rl'-a'Y~ ~vav.,.(a t<aTalfrj). The phalam 
was constituted when all the lochi formed an equal and continuous front 
whether the sixteen eni'\moties (of which each loch us was compo;;ed) migh 
be each in one file, in three files, or in six files. 

8 See Xenoph. Anab. iv. 8, IO upon the advantage of attacking th< 
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was regulated by the fife, "which played in martial measures pecu
'liar to Sparta, and was employed in actual battle as well as in 
military practice; and so perfectly were they habituated to the 
movements of the en6moty, that if their order was deranged 
by any adverse accident, scattered soldiers could spontaneously 
form themselves into the same order, each man knowing per
fectly the· duties belonging to the place into which chance had 
thrown him.1 Above the en6moty wete several larger divi· 
sions...:....the pentekostys, the lochus, .and the mora,2 of which 

' enemy with ~p81o1 11.6xo•, in which case the str~ngest and· best soldiers all 
came first into conflict. It is to be recollected, however, that the practice 
of the Cyreian troops cannot be safely quoted as authority for tbe practice 
at Sparta. Xenophon and his colleagues established lochi, pentekosties 
and enllmoties in the Cyreian army : the loch us consisted of roo men, but 
the numbers of the other two divisions are not stated (Anab. iii. 4, 2I ; 
iv. 3, 26 : compare 'Arrian, Tactic. cap. 6). , 

1 The words of Thucydid~s indicat<:! the peculiar marshalling of the 
Lacedremonians, as distinguished both from their enemies and from their 
allies at the battle of M·antineia-Kal eb8us 01rb <T7rovoiis 1<a8!<Travro ~ s 
·I<&<Tp.ov rbv ~avrwv, "A7•1'ios rov /3a<TI'Atws ~l<a<T-ra i~71')'0vp.€vov 1<ara v6p.ov.: 
again, c. 68~ . 

About the music of the flute or fife, Thucyd. v. 69; Xen_. Rep. Lac. IJ, 9; 
Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 22. · . 

2 Meursius, Dr. Arnold and Racchetti (Della Milizia dei Grechi Antichi, 
. Milan, r8o7, p. r66) all think that lochus and mora were different names 

or the same division ; but if this is to be reconciled with the statement 
>f Xenophon in Repub. Lac. c. II, we must suppose an actual change 
>f nomenclature after the Peloponnesian 

1
war, which ·appears. to be Dr. 

l
id's opinion-yet it is not easy to account for. . 

here is one point, in Dr. Thirlwall's Appendix which is of some import
' and in which I cannot but dissent from his opinion. He says, after 
ig the nomenclature and classification of the Spartan m. ilitary force as 
1 by Xenophon, " Xenophon speaks only of Spartans,. as appears by 
epithet 7toll.•r•~<ow," p. 52I : the words of Xenophon are, 'E~<ci<TT1/ a;, 

·wv 1roli.ITt1<wv p.opwv txe• 7roll.lp.apxOJI gva, &c. (Rep. Lac. I r ). 
It appears to me that Xenophon is here speaking of the aggregate 

l.acedremonian heavy-armed force, including both Spartans and Perireki
wt of Spart:uis alon'e. The word 1roll.~nl<wv does not mean Spartans as. 
!istinguished from Periceki, ; but Lacedremonia11s, as distinguished ·from 
tllies. . Thus when Agesilaus returns home from the blockade' of Philus, 
>cenophon tells us that Tavra "lrOI{J<TaS TOVS p..v ltup.p.&xovs &.cpfi~<e, .T~ a;. 
roll.tTII<~JI otliaoe &.1r{j')'a')'E (Hellen. V. 3, 25). , 

0. MUller also thinks that the whole number of 5740 men, who fought 
tt the first battle of Mantineia in the thirteenth year of the Peloponnesian 
;var, were furnished by the city of Sparta itself (Hist. of Dorians, iii. I2, 2) :, 
md to prove this he refers to the very passage just cited from the Hellenica 
>f Xenophon, which, as far as it proves anything, proves the contrary of his 
)Osition. He gives no oth~r evidence to sujiport it, and I think it in the' 
1ighest degree improbable. I have already remarked that he understands 
he expression 7roll.•r•~<1J xrf>pa (in Polybius, vi. 45) to mean the district of 
Sparta itself as contradistinguished from Laconia-a construction which 
;eems to me not warranted by the passage in Polybius: 
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latter there seem to have been six in all. Respecting the 
number of each division, and the proportion of the larger to 
the smaller, we find statements altogether different, yet each 
resting upon good authority,-so that we are driven to suppose 
that there was no peremptory standard, and that the en6moty 
comprised 25, 32, or 36 men; the pentekostys two or four 
enomoties; the loch us two or four pentekosties, and the mora 
400, soo, 6oo, or 900 men-at different times, or according to 
the limits of age which the ephors might prescribe for the 
men whom they called into the field. 1 

What remains fixed in the system is, first, the small number, 
though varying within certain limits, of the elementary company 
called en6moty, trained to act together, and composed of men 
nearly of the same age,2 in which every man knew his place; 
secondly, the scale of divisions and the hierarchy of officers, 
each rising above the other,-the enomotarch, the pentekonter, 
the lochage, and the polemarcb, or commander of the mora,
each having the charge of their respective divisions. Orders 
were transmitted from the king, as commander-in-chief, through 
the polemarchs to the lochages,-from the lochages to the 
pentekonters, and then from the latter to the en6motarchs, 
each of whom caused them to be executed by his enomoty. 
As all these men had been previously trained to the duties 
of their respective stations, the Spartan infantry possessed the 
arrangements and aptitudes of a standing army. Originally 
they seem to have had no cavalry at all, 3 and when cav~l 
was at length introduced into their system, it was of a 
inferior character, no provision having been made for it in 

1 Aristotle, Aai<WVC<IV Uol\t'rEla, Fragm. s-6, ed. Neumann: Photiu 
Aoxos. Harpokration, M&pa. Etymologic. Mag. M6pa. The statement o 
Aristotle is transmitted so imperfectly that we cannot make out clear!} 
what it was. Xenophon says that there were six morre in all, comprehend. 
ing all the citizens of military age (Rep. Lac. II, 3). But Ephorus stated 
the mora at 500 men, Kallisthenes at 700, and Polybius at goo (Plutarch, 
Pelopid. 17 ; Diodor. xv. 32). If all the citizens competent to bear arm! 
were comprised in six mon:e the numbers of each mora must of course have 
varied. At the battle of Mantineia there were seven Lacedremonian lochi, 
each loch us containing four pentekosties, and each pentekosty containing four 
en6moties: Thucydidlls seems (as I before remarked) to make each en(lmoty 
thirty-two men. BufXenophon tells us that each mora had fourlochi, each 
lochus two pentekosties, ar.d each pentekosty two en6moties (Rep. Lac. 
II, 4). The names of these divisions remain the same, but the numben 
varied. 

2 This is implied in the fact, that the men under thirty, or under thirty. 
five years ()[age, were oft~n <!_etached in a battle to pursue the light troop! 
of the enemy (Xen. Hellen. iv. 5, 15-r6). 

8 Xenoph. Hellen. vi; 4, 12. 
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Lykurgean training. But the military force of the other cities 
of Greece, even down to the close of the Peloponnesian war, 
enjoyed little or no special training, having n·either any small 
company like the enomoty, consisting of particular men drilled 
to act together-nor fixed al).d disciplined officers-nor triple 
scale of subordination and subdivision. Gymnastics and .the 
use of arms~made a part of education ever:ywhere, and it is to 
be presumed that no Grecian hoplite was entirely without some 
practice of marching in line and military evolutions, inasmuch 
as the obligation to serve was universal and often enforced. · 
But such practice was casual and unequal, nor had any 
individual of Argos or Athens a fixed military place and duty.· 
The citizen took arms among his tribe, under a taxiarch cl1osen 
from it for the occasion, and was placed in a rank or line 
wherein neither his place nor his immediate neighbours were 
predetermined. , The tribe appears to have been the only 
military classification k'nowri to Athens, 1 and the taxiarch the. 
only tribe officer for infantry, as the phylarch was.for cavalry, · 
under the general-in-chief. Moreover, orders from the general 
were proclaimed to the liqe collectively by a herald of loud . 
. voice, not communicated to the taxiarch so as to make him 
responsible for the proper ~"ecution of them by his _division. 
With an arrangement thus perfunctory and unsystematised, 
we shall be surprised to find how well the military. d'uties were· 
often performed. But every Greek who contrasted it with 
the symmetrical structure of the Laced::.emonian armed force, 
and with the laborious preparation of every Spartan for his 

r 
i Herodot.- vi. II r ; Thucyd. vi. 98 ; Xenoph. Hellen. iv. 2, 19. · 
The same marshalling of hoplites, accorc\ing t'o the civil tribes to which 

.they belonged, is seen in the inhabitants of :(\iess@n@ in Sicily as well as 'of 
Syracuse (Thucyd. iii. 90; vi. roo). 

At Argos there was a body of rooo hoplites, who during the Peloponne
sian war received training in· military manoeuvres at the cost of the city 
(Thucyd. v. 67), but there is reason .to believe that this arrangement was 
not introduced until about the period of the peace of Nikias in the tenth or 
eleventh year of the Peloponnesian war, when the truce between Argos and 
Sparta was just expiring, and when the former began to entertainschemes 
of amqitioh. The Epariti in Arcadia began at a much later time, after the 
battle of Leuktrn (Xenoph. Hellen. vii. 4, 3-3). . 

About the Athenian taxiarchs, ohe to each tribe, see Mschines ne Fals. 
Leg. c. 53, p. 300 R. ; Lysias, pro Mantitheo, Or. xvi. p. 147 ; Demosth. 
adv. Boeotum pro nomine, p. 999, R. Philippic. i. p. 47· 

See the advice given by Xenophon (in h;s Treatise De Officio Magistri 
Equitum) for the remodelling of the Athenian cavalry, and for the introduc
tion of small divisions, each with its snecial commander. The division into 
tribes is all that he finds recognised (Off. M:E.C._ii. 2-iv. 9); he strongly 
recommends giving orders-li•« ?ra.oa.')'')'EA<tEws, and not a1ro K-l,ovKos. 
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appropriate duty, felt an internal sentiment of inferiorit: 
which made him willingly accept the headship of "these pro 
fessional artists in the business of war," 1 as they are ofte1 
denominated. 

It was through the concurrence of these various circumstance 
that the willing acknowledgment of Sparta as the leading stat. 
of Hellas became a part of Grecian habitual sentiment, durin; 
the interval between about 6oo B.C. and 547 B.C. During thi 
period too, chiefly, Greece and her colonies were ripening inti 
a sort of recognised and active partnership. The commm 
religious assemblies, which bound the parts together, not onl 
acquired greater formality and more extended devel~pment 
but also became more numerous and fre~uent-while th· 
Pythian, Isthmian, and Nemean g~mes were exalted into : 
national importance, approaching to that of the Olympic. Th 
recognised superiority of Sparta thus formed p~t and parcE 
.of the first historical aggregation of the Grecian states. I 
was about the year 547 B.c., that Crcesus of Lydia, when presset 
by Cyrus and the Persians, solicited aid from Greece, addres~ 
ing himself to the Spartans as confessed presidents of th 
whole Hellenic body.2 'And the tendencies then at work 
towards a certain degree of inqeased intercourse and cc 
operation among the disperseq memb~s of the Hellenic nam{ 
were doubtless assisted by the existence of a state recognise< 
by all as the first-a state whose superiority was the mor 
readily acquiesced in, because it was earned by a painful an< 
laborious discipline, which all admired, but none chose t· 
copy.a It 

1 Plutarch, Pelopid. c. 23. ncfvrwv li.~<pot TEXVtTat 1<al rrocpunal.,.wv 1ro'A.ep. 
ICWV ~liTES ol "2.1raprtuTa1, &c. (Xenoph. l\ep. Lac. c. 14) 7,')''1/<Ta'io IJ.v, Tal 
p.Ev lii\A.ous aiJTocrxeOta(J"TO.s elvat TWv t1''Tpa-rtwTtJcWv, Aa1ceOatp.ovlous 0~ p.&vot 
Trj) 6vTI TEXvi'Tas TWJI 7ro'A.•p.11Ca)JI. • • . d !lrrn TWV oeop.evwv ')'i')'VE(J"8al oM< 
&1rope'i-ra<' ob8€v 'YiiP C,..,.poO'JC<7rTOv ~()'"'"· 

2 "'Cp.eas 'YUP 1rvv8cfvop.a• 1rpoerrorcfva• .,.~s 'E'A.'A.cfoos (Herodot. i. 69): con 
pare i. 152; v. 49; vi. 84, about Spartan hegemony. 

3 Xenoph. Repub. Lac. ro, 8. •hra•vovO'L p.ev 1rcfvTes orii TotavTa ~7riT1)0Et 
p.aTa., ,.up.elrr6a• BE aU-rd. oOOe~-tla. w&Ats teeAet. 

The magnificent funeral discourse, pronounced by Perikles in the earl 
part of the Peloponnesian war over the deceased Athenian warriors, includ< 
a remarkable contrast of the unconstrained patriotism and bravery of tt 
Athenians, with the austere, repulsive and ostentatious drilling to which t]
Spartans wcre·subject from their.earliest youth.;. at the.same time it t\ttes 
the powerful effect which that drilling produced upon the mind of Gree< 
(Thucyd. ii. 37-39). 7rL<TT<VovTes ov Tats 7raparr~<<va'is 'TO 1r'A.eov JCal ihcfTa< 
'f) 'Trj) &cp' 7,p.wv avTWII ~s .,.;;, tP'Ya EVtfVX'I'' JCal ~" Tats 7ralo<lats ol P.~" (tl 
Spartans) ~7ri'7TOv<p &O'x.f)O'<t •Ml!S veoo 6vns TO &vop<iov JlET~pxovorat, &c. 

The impression of the light troo12~ when tl;!.e.y J;irst began to attack tl 
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Whether it be true (as 0. Muller and other learned men 

conceive) that the Homeric mode of fighting was the general 
:practice in Peloponnesus and the. rest of Greece anterior to the 
:invasion of the Dorians, a1id that the latter fi~sf introduced the 
habit of fighting with close ranks and protended spears, is a 
point which cannot be determined. Throughout all our 
historical knowledge of Greece, a close rank among the' hop lites, 
charging with spears always in hand, is the prevailing practice; 
though there are cases of exc~ption, in which the spear is 
hurled, when troops seem afraid of coming to dose quarters.! 
No~ is it by any means certain, that the Homeric manner of 
fighting ever really prevailed in Peloponnesus, which is a 
cou'ntry eminently inconvenient for the use of war~chariots. 
The descriptions of the bard may perhaps have been founded 
chiefly upon what he and his auditors witnessed on the coast 

. of Asia Mino_r, where chariots Wei"e more employed, and where 
.the country was much more favourable to them. 2 We have no 

. historical knowledge of any military practice in ;r>eloponnesus 
, . anterior to the hop lites with close ranks and pro tended 
;spears. 
~ . One Peloponnesian state there was, and one alone, which 
\:lisdained to acknowledge the superiority or headship of Lace~ 
. 'dcemon. Argos never forgot that she had· once byen the chief 
{power ,iii the pe!'linsula, and her feeling towards Sparta was that 
: of a. jealol!s, but iWJpotent, competitor. Ry what steps the 
· dechne -of her power had taken place, we ate unable ti:i make 
' out, nor can we trace the succession of 'her kings subsequent 

to Pheid6n. It has been already stated that _about 669 B.c., 
, the Argeians gained ·a victory over the Spartans at Hysice, and 
: that·they'expelled froin- the port of Nauplia its pre-existing 

', inhabitants, who found shelter; by favour of the Lacedcemo-
nians,_ at the port of Moth6ne in Messynia : 3 Damokratidas 

' was then -king of Argos. · Pausanias tells us that Meltas the 
, son of Lakides was the last descendant of Temenus who sue-· 
', ceed'ed to this dignity; he being condemned and deposed by 
, the people. Plutarch however states that the family of the 
: Herakleids died out, and that another king, named JEg6n, was 
'chosen by the people at the indication of the Delphian oracle.4 

I , 
- Lacedremonian hoplitcs in the island of Sphakt<;ria is strongly expres~ecl by 
~-T~ucyclides (iv. 34)-.,-jl -yvdJf-1.'[1 oeooul\c~f.ev6c ws brl ll.o.~<elio.tp.ovlo_us, &c. 

Xenoph. Hellen. v. 4, 52: compare 111. 5, 20. 
2 Xenoph. Hellen. iii. 4, 19. 
8 Pausan. iv. 24, 2; iv. 35, 2. 
4 Pausan . . ii: 19, 2; Plutarch (Cur Pythia nunc non reddat oracula, &c. c. 

5, p. 396; De Fortuna Alexandri, c. 8, p. 340). ·Lakides, king of Argos, 
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Of this story, Pausanias appears to have known nothing. His 
language implies that the kingly dignity ceased with Meltas
wherein he is undoubtedly mistaken, since the title existed 
(though probably with very limited functions) at the time of 
the Persian war. Moreover there is some ground for presum
ing that the king of Argos was even at that time a Herakleid
since the Spartans offered to him .a third part of the command 
of the Hellenic force, conjointly with their own two kings. 1 

The conquest of Thyreatis by the Spartans deprived the 
Argeians of a valuable portion of their Pericekis, or dependent 
territory. But Ornere and the remaining portion of Kyn~ria 2 

still continued to belong to them : the plain round their city 
was very productive; and, except Sparta, there was no other 
power in Peloponnesus superior to them. M ykeme and Tiryns 
nevertheless, seem both to have been independent states at the 
time of the Persian war, since both sent contingents to the 
battle of Platrea, at a time when Argos held aloof and rather 
favoured the Persians. At what time Kleome became the ally 
or dependent of Argos, we cannot distinctly make out. During 
the Peloponnesian war it is numbered in that character along 
with Ornere: 3 but it seems not to have lost its autonomy about 
the year 4 70 B.c., at which period Pin dar represents the Kleo
nreans as presiding and distributing prizes at the N emean 
games.4 The grove of Nemea was less than two miles from 
their town, and they were the original presidents of this great 
festival-a function, of which they were subsequently robbed 

is also named by Plutarch as luxurious and effeminate (De capienda ab 
hostibus utilitate, c. 6, p. 89). 

0. Miiller (Hist. Dorians, iii. 6, 10) identifies Lakid~s son of Meltas, 
named by Pausanias, with Le6k~d~s son of Pheid6n, named by Herodotus 
as one of the suitors for the daughter of Kleisthenes the Sikyonian (vi. 127) ; 
and he thus infers that Meltas must have been deposed and succeeded 
by lEgon, about 560 B. c. This conjecture seems to me not much to be 
trusted. -

1 Herodot. vii. 149· 
2 Herodot. viii. 73· 
Strabo distinguishes two places called Ornere ; one a village in the 

Argeian territory, the other a town between Corinth and Siky6n; but I 
doubt whether there ever were two places so called : the town or village 
dependent on ,:\rgos seems the only place (Strabo, viii. p. 376). 

• Thucyd. v. 67-vi. 95· 
The Kleonreans, are also said to have aided the Argeians in the destruc

tion of Myken::e,c9njointly with the Tegeatans: from hence, however,_ we 
cannot infer anything as to their dependence at that time (Strabo, viii. 
p. 377). -
. • Pindar, Ne~. x. ,4?·, ,K":_••wa.lwv 7rpos &vopow ,..,.pc!.t<•s (compare Nem. 
1v. 17). KP-•wva.wu,. a.'ll' a.')'wvos, &c. 
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by the Argeians, in the same manner as the Pisatans had been 
treated by the Eleians with reference to the Olympic'Agon. 
The extinction of the autonomy of Kleome, and the acquisition 
of the presidency of the Nemean festival by Argos, were doubt
less simultaneous, but we are unable to mark the exact time. 
For the statement of Eusebius, that the Argeians celebrated 
the Nemean festival as early as the 53rd Olympiad,'or 568 
B.c.', is contradicted by the more valuable evidence of Pindar.1 

Of Corinth and Sikyon it will be more convenient to ·speak 
when we survey what is -called the Age of the Tyrants or 
Despots; and of the inhabitants of Achai,a (who occupied the 
southern coast of the Corinthian Gulf, westward of Siky6n as 
far as Cape Araxus, the north-western point of Peloponnesus), 
a few words exhaust our whole knowledge, down to the time at 
which we are arrived. These Achreaps are given to us ·as 
representing the ante-Dorian inhabitants of Laconia, whom the 
legend affirms to have retired under Tisamenus to the northern 
parts of Peloponnesus._, from whence they expelled the pre-· 
existing Ionians and occupied the country. The race of their 
kings is said to have lasted from Tisainenus down to Ogygus 2 

~ho'w long we do not know. After the death· of the latter,' 
the Achrean towns formed each a separate republic, but with . 
periodical festivals and sacrifice at the temple of Zeus 
Homarius, affording opportunity of settling differences .and 
arranging their common concen1s. Of these towns, twelve are 
known. from. Herodotus and· Strabo-Pellene, Y.Egira, . .iEgre, 
Bura, Helike, .iEgium, Rhypes, Patrre, Pharre, Olenus, Dyme, 
Tritrea.3 But there must originally have been some other 
autonomous towns besides \these' twelve ; for in the 2 3rd 
()lympiad, ·Ikarus 'of Hyperesia was proclaimed as victor, and 
there seems good. reasop to believe that Hyperesia, an old. 
town of the ;Homeric Catalogue,·was in Achaia. 4 . It is affirmed, 

. . : ' 1 See Corsini Dissertation. Agonisticre, iii. 2. · 
The tenth Nemean Od'e of Piridar is.on this point peculiarly good evi

dence, inasmuch as it is composed for, and St)pp'osed ,to be ,s"ung by 
Theireus, a native of Argos. . Had there been any jealousy then subsisting 
between Argos and KletJnre on the· subject of, the presidency of this 
festival, Pindar would' never on such an occasion have mentioned expressly 
the Kleon:i!ans as presidents. . 
· The statements of the .Scholia on Pindar, that the Corinthians at one 
time celebrated the Nemean games, or that they '''ere of old celebrated at 
Sikytln, seem unfounded (Schol. Pind. Arg. Nem.,'and Nem. x. 49). . 

2 Polyb. ii. 41. · 
. 

3 Herodot. i. 145; Strabo, viii. p .. 385. . 
' Pa,usari. i'!'. 15, I ; Strabo,. viii. p. 383; Homer, Iliad, ii. 573· 

Pausanias seeri).s to have forgotten this statement when he tells us that the 
VOL. III.. I 
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that before the Achrean occupation of the country, the Ionians 
had dwelt in independent villages, several of which were subse
quently aggregated into towns; thus Patrre was formed by a 
coalescence of seven villages, Dyme from eight (one of which 
was named Teuthea), and .tEgium also from seven or eight. 
But all these towns were small, and some of them underwent a 
further junction one with the other; thus .tEgre was joined with 
.tEgeira, and Olenus with Dyme.1 All the authors seem dis
posed to recognise twelve cities, and no more, in Achaia ; for 
Polybius, still adhering to that number, substitutes Leontium 
and Keryneia in place of .tEgre and Rhypes ; Pausanias gives 
Keryneia in place of Patrre.2 We hear of no facts respecting 
these Achrean towns until a short time before the Peloponnesian 
war, and even then their part was inconsiderable. 

The greater portion of the territory comprised under the 
name of Achaia was mountain, forming the northern descent of 
those high ranges, passable only through very difficult gorges, 
which separate the country from Arcadia to the south, and 
which throw out various spurs approaching closely to the Gulf 
of Corinth. A strip of flat land, with white clayey soil, often 
very fertile, bet;yeen these mountains and the sea, formed tlze 
plain of each of the Achrean towns, which were situated forth~ 
most part upon steep outlying eminences overhanging it. From 
the mountains between Achaia and Arcadia, numerous streams 
flow into the Corinthian Gulf, but few of them are perennial, 
and the whole length of coast is represented as harbourless.3 

CHAPTER IX 

CORINTH, SIKYON, AND MEGARA-AGE OF THE GRECIAN 

DESPOTS 

I HAVE thus brought down the history of Sparta to the perioc 
marked by the reign of Peisistratus at Athens ; at which time 
she had attained her maximum of territory, was confessedly the 
most powerful state in Greece, and enjoyed a proportionate 
name of H yperesia was exchanged for that of h:geira, during the time of tho 
Ionian occupation of the country (vii. z6, I ; Steph. Byz. copies him, v 
At'Y«pa). It is doubtful whether the two names designate the same place 
nor does Strabo conceive that. they did. 

1 Strabo, viii. pp. 337, 342, 386. 
2 Polyb. ii. 4r. -
8 See LeA.ke's Travels in Morea, c. xxvii. and xxxi. 
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degree of deference from the rest. I nowproceed to touch upon 
the·three Dorian cities on and near to the Isthmus-Corinth, 
Sikyon, and Megara, as they existed at this same period. 

Even amidst the scanty information which' has' reached us, 
'we trace the marks of considerable maritime energy and com-

: merce among the Corinthians, as far back·as the eighth century 
B.C. The foundation of Korkyra and Syracuse, in the eleventh 
Olympiad, or 7 34 B.C. (of which I shall speak further in con- . 
nexioq with Grecian colon· :ttion generally), by expeditions from 
Corinth, affords proof that they knew how to turn to account 
the excellent situation which connected them with the sea on 
both sides of Peloponnesus. Moreover Thucydides,1 while he · 

, notices them as the chief liberators 'of the sea in early times 
. from pirates, also tells u's that the first great'improvement in 
, ship-building-the construction of the trireme, or ship of war,
: with a full deck and triple banks for the rowers-,-was the fruit 
·of Corinthian ·ingenuity. It was in the year 703 B.c., that the 
. Corinthian Ameinokles built four triremes for the Samians, the . 
.''first which those !slanders. had ever possessed. )'he notice of ' 
'this fact attests as well the importance attached to the new in~ 

.; ventiorl, as the humble scale on which the naval' force in those 
'eady days was equipped. And it is a fact of not less moment, 
·in proof of the maritime vigour of Corinth in the seventh cen- · 
Hury B.c., that the earliest naval ba.ttle -known to Thucydides 
; was one which took place between the Corinthifl,nS and the 
' Korkyrreans, B.C. 664. 2 · , 

It has already been stated that the line of Herakleid kings 
in Corinth subsides gradually, through a series of empty names, 

: into the oligarchy denominated Bacchiadre or Bacchiads, under 
·. whqm our first historical knowledge of the city begins. The, 
persons so named were all accounted descendants of Herakles, 

, and formed th~ governing caste .in the . city ; intermarrying 
i usually ~mong themselves, and choosing, from their own num
: ber an annual prytanis, or president, for the administration of 
: affairs. Of their h1ternal government ../ve have no accounts, ex
; cept the tale respecting Archias the founder of Syracuse,B·one 
,·of their number, who bad made him~elf so detested by an act 
f of brutal violence terminating in· the death of the beautiful 

1 Thucyd. i. 1j. t 2 .Ibid. i. 13. 
8 Plutarch, Amator. Nan'at. c. 2, p. 772; Diodor. Fragm .. lib. VIU, 

' p. 26. Aieximder Ai:tolus (Fragm. i:' 5, ed. Schneidewin), and the 
, Scholiast. ad. Apollon. Rhod.· iv. 1212; seem to connect this act of outrage 
! with .the expulsion of the Bacchiadre from Corinth; which 'did not take · 
\place until long afterwards. ' · •· .· · 
~ ' . . 
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youth Aktreon, as to be forced to expatriate. That such a man 
should have heen placed in the distinguished post of CEkist of 
the colony of Syracuse, gives us no favourable idea of the Bac
chiad oligarchy : we do not however know upon what original 
authority the story depends, nor can we be sure that it is 
accurately recounted. But Corinth under their government 
had already become a powerful commercial and maritime 
city. 

Megara, the last Dorian state in this direction eastward, and 
conterminous with Attica at the point where the mountains 
called Kerata descend to Eleusis and the Thriasian plain, is 
affirmed to have been originally settled by the Dorians of 
Corinth, and to have remained for some time a dependency of 
that city. It is further said to have been at first merely one 
of five separate villages-Megara, Herrea, Peirrea, Kynosura, 
Tripodiskus-inhabited by a kindred population, and generally 
on friendly terms, yet sometimes distracted by quarrels, and on 
those occasions carrying on war with a degree of lenity and 
chivalrous confidence which reverses the proverbial affirmation 
respecting the sanguinary character of enmities between kin
dred. Both these two statements are transmitted to us (we know 
not from what primitive source) as explanatory of certain current 
phrases : 1 the author of the latter cannot have agreed with the 
author of the former in considering the Corinthians as masters 
of the Megarid, because he represents them as fomenting wars 
among these five villages for the purpose of acquiring that 
territory. Whatever may be the truth respecting this alleged 

1 The first account seems referred to D&m6n (a write~ on Attic archre
ology, or what is called an 'AT8t~6')'paq,os, whose date is about 28o B.C. See 
Phanod&mi, Dem6nis, Clitodemi, atque Istri, 'AT8[~wv, Fragmenta, eel. 
Siebelis, Prrefatio, p. viii.-xi.). It is given as the explanation of the 
locution-b At~s K6ptv8os. See Schol. ad Pindar. Nem. vii. ad finem; 
Schol. Aristophan. Ran. 440: the Corinthians seem to have represented 
their eponymous hero as son of Zeus, though other Greeks did not believe 
them (Pausan. ii. I, I). That the Megarians were compelled to come to 
Corinth for demonstration of mourning on occasion of the decease of any of 
the members of the Bacchiad oligarchy, is, perhaps, a story copied from 
the regulation at Sparta regarding the PeriCBki and Helots (Herodot. vi. 
57; Pausan. iv. I4, 3; Tyrtreus, Fragm.). Pausanias conceives the vic
tory of the Megarians over the Corinthians, which he saw commemorated 
in the Megarian 81)<ravp6s at Olympia, as having taken place before the first 
Olympiad, when Phorbas was life-archon at Athens: Phorbas is placed by 
chronologers fifth in the series from Medon son of Codrus (Pausan. i. 39, 4; 
vi. r9, 9)- The early enmity between Corinth and Megara is alluded to in 
Plutarch, De Malignitate'I-ierodoti, ,p., 868, c. 35· 

The second story noticed in the text is given by· Plutarch,, Qurestion. 
Grrec. c. I7, p. 295, in illustration of the meaning of the word Aop6~evos. 
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early subjection of Megara, we know it 1 in the historical age, 
and that too as early as the fourteenth Olympiad, only as an in
dependent Dorian city, maintaining the 'integrity of its territory 
under its leader Orsippus the famous_ Olympic runner, against 
some powerful epemies, probably the Corinthians. It was of 
no mean consideration, possessing a. territory which extended 
across Mount Geraneia to the Corinthian Gulf, on which the 
fortified town and port of Pegre, belonging. to the Megarians, 
was situated. It was mother of early and distant colonies,-and ' 
competent, during the time of Solon, to carry on a protracted 
contest with the Athenians, for the possession of Salamis ; 
wherein, although the latter were at last victorious, it was not 
without an intermediate period of ill-success and despair. 

Of the early history of Siky6n, from the period when it be
came Dorian down to the 'severith century B.c., we know 
nothing. Our first information respecting it, concerns the 
establishment\ of the despotism of Orthagoras;- about 68o-67o, 
B.c.· And it is a point deserving. of notice,. ~hat all the three 
above-mentioned towns,- Corinth, Siky6n, and Megara
underwent during the course of this same century a similar; 
change of government. · In each of them a despot established 
·himself: Orthagoras in Siky6n; Kypselus 'i9 Corinth; Thea-
genes in Megara. · . _ 

Unfortunately we have too little evidence as. to the state of 
things by which·this chi:mge of government was preceded and 
brought about, to be able to appreciate fully its bearing.,· But 
what draws our attention to it more ,particularly is, that the like 
phrenomenon -seems· to have occurred contemporaneously 
throughout a large number of cities, continental, insular and 
'colonial,· in many different parts of the Grecian world. The 
period between 65o and soo B.c. witnessed the rise and down
fall of niany despots and despotic dynasties, each in its own 
separate city. During the succeeding interval between soo and· 
350. B.c., new despots, though occasionally springing up, be
came more rare. Political dispute takes another tu~n, and the 
question is raised directly and ostensibly between the many and 
the few~the people and the oligarchy. But in the still later 
times which follow the battle of Chreroneia, in proportion as 
Greece, declining in civic not less than in: military spirit, is 
dr-iven to the constan~ employment of mercenary troops, and 
humbled by ·the overruling interference of foreigners-the 
despot with his standing foreign body-guard becomes again 

1 Pausanias, i. 44, 1, and the epigram upon Orsippus in Boeckh, Corpus 
Inscript. Gr. No. 1050, with Boeckh's commentary. 
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a characteristic of the time ; a tendency partially counter
acted, but never wholly subdued, by Aratus and the Achcean 
league of the third century B.C. 

It would have been instructive if we had possessed a faithful 
record of these changes of government in some of the more 
considerable of the Grecian towns. In the absence of such 
evidence, we can do little more than collect the brief sentences 
of Aristotle and others respecting the causes which produced 
them. For as the like change of government was common, 
near about the same time, to cities very different in locality, in 
race of inhabitants, in tastes and habits, and in wealth, it must 
partly have depended upon certain general causes which admit 
of being assigned and explained. 

In a preceding chapter I tried to elucidate the heroic 
government of Greece, so far as it could be known from the 
epic poems-a government founded (if we may employ modern 
phraseology) upon divine right as opposed to the sovereignty of 
the people, but requiring, as an essential condition, that the 
king shall possess force, both of body and mind, not unworthy 
of the exalted breed to which he belongs.l In this govern
ment the authority, which pervades the whole society, all resides 
in the king. But on important occasions it is exercised through 
the forms of publicity: he consults, and even discusses, with 
the council of chiefs or elders-he communicates after such 
consultation with the assembled agora,-who hear and ap
prove, perhaps hear and murmur, but are not understood to 
exercise an option or to reject. In giving an account of the 
Lykurgean system, I remarked that the old primitive Rhetrce 
(or charters of compact) indicated the existence of these same 
elements ; a king of superhuman lineage (in this particular case 
two co-ordinate kings)-a senate of twenty-eight old men, 
besides the kings who sat in it-and an Ekklesia or public 
assembly of citizens, convened for the purpose of approving or 
rejecting propositions submitted to them, with little or no 
liberty of discussion. The elements of the heroic government 
of Greece are thus found to be substantially the same as those 
existing in the primitive Lykurgean constitution ; in both cases 
the predominant force residing in the kings-and the functions 
of the senate, still more those of the public assembly, being 
comparatively narrow and restricted : in 'both'cas'es the regal 
authority being upheld by a certain religious sentiment, which 
tended to exclude rivalry and to ensure submission in the people 

1 .See a striking passage in Plutarch, Prrecept, Reipubl. Gerend. c. 5, 
p. 8or. 
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up to a certain point, in spite of misconduct oi:' deficiency in 
the reigning individuaL ' Among ·the principal Epirotic tribes 
this governrn,ent subsistE1d ·down to the third century B.c.,I ' 
though some of•them had 'passed. out of it, -and were in 'the 
habit of electing-annually a president out of the gens to which 
the king belonged. · 
' Starting from these points; common tC> the Grecian heroic 
government, and to the original Lykurgean system, we find that 
ih the. Grecian cities generally the king is replaced by an oli
;garchy, consisting of a· limited number of families--,-while at 
Sparta the kingly authority, though greatly curtailed, is never 
abolished. And the different turn of events at Sparta ad'mits 
of being ·partially explained. ;It so happene'd that for five 
centuries neither of the two co-ordinate lines· of Spartan kings 
was· ever without some male representatives, so tHat the 
sentiment of divine right, upon which their pre-~min:ence was 
founded, always proceeded in an undeviating channel. · .That 
sentiment never whoHy died out in. the tenacious mind of Sparta, 
but it became sufficiently enfeebled to occasion a demapd for 
·g1.1arantees against abuse. . IFthe senate had been a more 
numerous body, co'mposed of a few principal families, and com
prising men of all ages, it. might perhaps hiwe extended. its · 
powers so .much as to absorb those of the king. But a council 
of twenty-eight very old men, chosen indiscriminately from all 
Spartan families, was essentially an adjunct and secondary' 
force. It was ·insufficient even as a restraint upon the king-' 
still less was it competent to bec~me his rival ; and it served 
indi~ectly even as a support to ·him, by preventing the form:a- · 
tion of any other privileged order powerful enough 'to be an 
ov~rmatch for his authority. -This insufficiency on the. part of , 
the senate \vas one of the causes which occasioned 'the forma:. 
tion of the· anriually reneweJl Council of Five, called the·.· 
Ephors; originally, a defensive boar:d like the Roman Tribunes, 
intendeq as a restraint upon.;;J;li>~$e of power in the kings, but 
afterwards expanding into ac;·p;;~.ramount 'and umesponsible 
Executive Directory, Assisted o,y endless dissensions between 
the two co-ordinate kings, the ~phors' encroached. upon the·ir 
power ori every side, limited them to certain special functions,' 
and even rendered them accountable and liable, to· punishment, 
but neve; aspired to abolish the dignity. That which the 
'regal authority .lost in extent (to .borrow the just remark of 
king Theopompus 2) it gained in durability. The descendants 

1 Plutarch, Pyrrh. c.' 5·' ·· Aristot. PO'Jit. ~. 9, I. 
2 Aristot, Polit. v. g, I. ' ( . : ' 
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of the twins Eurysthenes and Prokles continued in possession 
of their double sceptre from the earliest historical times down 
to the revolutions of Agis III. and Kleomenes III. -generals 
of the military force, growing richer and richer, and reverenced 
as well as influential in the state, though the Directory of 
Ephors were their superiors. And the Ephors became in time 
quite as despotic, in reference to internal affairs, as the kings 
could ever· have been before them. For the Spartan mind, 
deeply possessed with the feelings of command and obedience, 
remained comparatively insensible to the ideas of control and 
responsibility, and even averse to that open discussion and 
censure of public measures or officers, which such ideas imply. 
We must recollect that the Spartan political constitution was 
both simplified in its character and aided in its working by the 
comprehensive range of the Lykurgean discipline, with its, 
rigorous equal pressure upon rich and poor, which averted 
many of the causes elsewhere productive of sedition-habitu
ating the proudest and most refractory citizen to a life of un
deviating obedience-satisfying such demand as existed for 
system and regularity-rendering Spartan personal habits of life 
much more equal than even democratical Athens could paral
lel; but contributing at the same time to engender a contempt 
for talkers, and a dislike of methodical and prolonged speech, 
which of itself sufficed to exclude all regular interference of the 
collective citizens, either in political or judicial affairs. 

Such were the facts at Sparta. But in the rest of Greece the 
primitive heroic government was modified in a very different 
manner : the people outgrew, much more decidedly, that 
feeling of divine right and personal reverence which originally 
gave authority to the king. Willing submission ceased on the 
part of the people, and still more on the part of the inferior 
chiefs; and with it ceased the heroic royalty. Something like 
a system of constitution came to be demanded. 

Of this discontinuance of kinship, so universal in the political 
march of Hellas, one main cause is doubtless to be sought in 
the smallness and concentrated residence of each distinct 
Hellenic society. A single chief, perpetual and unresponsible, 
was no:way essential for the maintenance of union. In modern 
Europe, for the most part, the different political societies which 
grew up out of the extinction of the Roman empire embraced 
each a considerable population and a wide extent of territory. 
The monarchical form presented itself as the only known means 
of union between the parts; the only visible and imposing 
symbol of a national identity. Both the military character of 
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the Teutonic invaders, as well as the traditions,of the Roman 
. empire which they dismembered; tended towards the establish

ment of a moriarchicaJ chief. The abolition of his dignity 
would have been looked upon as equivalent, and would really 
have been eq.uivalent, to the breaking up of the nation; since 
the maintenance of a collective union by means of general 
assemblies was so burdensome, that the kings themselves 
vainly tried to exact it by force, and representative govern
ment was then unknown. 

The history of the middle ages-though exhibiting constant 
resistance on the part of powerful subjects, frequent deposition ' 
of individual kings, and occasional changes of dynasty-con
tains few instances of any attempt to maintain a large politiCal 
aggregate united without a king, either hereditary or electi~e. · 
Even towards the close of the last century, at the period when 
the federal constitution of the United States of America was 
first formed, many reasoners regarded 1 as an impossibility the 

. application of any other system than the monarchical to a 
territory of large size and population, so as to combine union 
of the whole with equal privileges and. s~curities to each of the 
parts. And it, might perhaps be a real impossibilitY.. among 
any rude peopl~, with strong local peculiarities, difficult means 
of communitation, and habits of representative government 
not yet acquired. Hence throughout all the larger nations. of 
mediceval and mo(iern Eur9pe, with few exceptions, the pre_
vailing sentiment·has been favourable to monarchy; but _wherever 
any single city or district, or cluster of villages, whether in th.e 
plains of:' Lombardy or in the mountains of Switzerland, has 
acquired independence-wherever any small fractio~ has severed 
itself,,from the aggregate-the opposite sentiment has been 

·found, and the natural tendencf'has been towards some modi
fication of republican government; 2 out of. w_hich indeed, as in 

1 See this subject discussed in the admirable collection of letters, .called 
the Fede'rali'st, written in 1787, during the time when the federal constitu-. 
tion of the United States of Americ.a was under discussion-Letters 9, 10, 
14, by Mr. Madison. . 

"II est de Ia nature d'une republique (says Montesquieu" Esprit des 
Loix, viii .. 16) ,?e n'avoir qu'un petit territoire : sans c'ela, ella ne peut 
guere subs1ster. . . . . 

2 David· Hume, in his Essay xv. (vol. i. p. 159, ed. 1760), after remark, 
ing "that 'Ill kinds of government., free and despotic, seem to have under· 
gone in modern times (i.e. as compared with ancient) agre'atchangetothe 
'better, with regard both to ,foreign and dome8tic management," proceeds 
to say- , · 

" But though' all kin cis of government be improved in mode!'n times, yet 
monarchical government seems to, have made the greatest advances towards 

I 2 
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Greece, a despot has often been engendered, but always through 
some unnatural mixture of force and fraud. The feudal system, 
evolved out of the disordered state of Europe between the 
eighth and thirteenth centuries, always presumed a permanent 
suzerain, vested with large rights of a mixed personal and 
proprietary character over his vassals, though subject also to 
certain obligations towards them : the immediate vassals of the 
king had subordinate vassals of their own, to whom they stood 
in the same relation: and in this hierarchy 1 of power, property, 
and territory blended together, the rights of the chief, whether 
king, duke, or baron, were conceived as constituting a status 
apart, and neither conferred originally by the grant, nor re
vocable at the pleasure of those over whom they were exercised. 
This view of the essential nature of political authority was a 
point in which the three great elements of modern European 
society-the Teutonic, the Roman, and the Christian-all 
concurred, though each in a different way and with different 
modifications; and the result was, a variety of attempts on the 
part of subjects to compromise with their chief, without any 
idea of substituting a,delegated executive in his place. On 
particular points of these feudal monarchies there grew up 
gradually towns with a concentrated population, among whom 
was seen the remarkable combination of a republican feeling; 
demanding collective and responsible management in their 
own local -affairs, with a necessity of union and subordination 
towards the great monarchical whole ; and hence again arose a 
new force tending both to maintain the form, and to predeter-

perfection. It may now be affirmed of civilised monarchies, what was for
merly said in praise of republics alone, that they are a government of laws, 
not of men. They are found susceptible of order, method, and constancy 
to a surprising degree. Property is there secure ; industry encouraged ; 
the arts flourish; arid the prince lives secure among his subjects, like a 
father among his children. There are perhaps, and have been for two 
centuries, near two hundred absolute princes, great and small, in Europe; 
and allowing twenty years to each reign, we may suppose that there have 
been in the whole two thousand monarchs or tyrants, as the Greeks would 
have called them ; yet of these there has not been one, not even Philip II. 
of Spain, so bad as Tiberi us, Caligula, Nero, Domitian, who were four in 
twelve amongst the Roman emperors. It must however be confessed that 
though monarchical governments have approached nearer to popular ones 
in gentleness and stability, they are still much inferior. Our modern edu
cation and customs instil more humanity and moderation than the ancient, 
but have not as yet been able to overcome entirely the disadvantages of that 
form of government." 

1 See the Lectures of M. Guizot, Cours d'Histoire Moderne, Les:on 30, 
vol iii. p. I 87, edit. I 829. 
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mine the march, of kingly government.1 And it ha,s been found 
in practice possible to attain this latter object-to. combine 
regal government with fixity of administration, equal law im
partially executed, security to person and property, and freedom 
of discussion under representative forms,-in a degree whicli 
the wisest ancient Greel( would have deemed hopeless.2 Such1 
3:n improvement in the practical working of this species of 
government, speaking always comparatively with the kings of 
ancient times in Syria, Egypt, Jud<ea, the Grecian cities, and 
Rome,-coupled with the increased force of· all established 
routine, and the greater durability of all institutions and creeds 
which have once obtained footiqg throughout any wide extent 
of territory and people-has caused the monarchical sentiment 
to remain predominant in the European mind (though not 

1 , M. Augustin Thierry observes, Lettres sur"l'Histoire de France, Lettre 
xvi. P• :235 : . 

·« Sans aucun souvenir de l'histoire Grecque ou Romaine, les bourgeois 
des onzieme et douzierne siecles, soit que leur ville flit sous Ia seigneurie 
d'un: roi, d'un comte, d'un due, d'une eveque ou· d'une abbaye, aUaieiit droit a . 
Ia republique : mais Ia reaction du pouvoir etabli les rejetait souvent e1i, 
arriere. Du ·balancement de ces deux forces opposees resultait pour Ia-ville 
une sorte de gouvernernent mixte, et c'est ce qui arriva, en general, dans le 
nord de Ia France, comme le prouvent les chartes de commune." , .· 

, Even among the Italian cities, which became practically self-governing,< 
and produced despots as many in number and as unprincipled in character 
as the Grecian (I shall touch upon this comparison more largely hereafter),.· 
Mr. Hallam observes, that " the sovereignty of the emperors, though not 
very effective, was in theory always admitted : their mime was used in 
public r;cts and appeared upc;m the coin. "-View of the Middle Ages, 
Part I. ch. 3, p. 346, sixth edit. · ' 

See also · M. Raynouard, Histoire du Droit Mmiicipal en France, 
·BooJ-iii.ch. r:z, vol. ,ii. p. 156: "Cette separation essentielle et fonda
mental'e entre les actes, les agens dn gouvernement-;-et les actes, les agens de 
l'admirtistration locale pour les affaires lo'cales-cette demarcationpolitique, 
dont !'empire Romain avoit donne l'exemple, et qui concilioit le gou
vernement monarchique avec une administration P.opulaire-continua plus 
ou mains expressement sons les trois dynasties .• 

M. Raynouard presses too far his theory of the continuous preservation of 
the municipal powers in .towns from the Roman empire down to the third 
French dynasty; but into this question it is not necessary for my purpose 
to enter. . . 

2 In r~ference to the Italian republics of the middle ages, .M. Sismondi 
observes, speaking of Philip della Torre, denominated signo1' by the people 
of Como, V ercelli and Bergamo, " Dans ces villes, non plus que dans 
celles que son frere s'etait auparavant assn jetties, le peuple pe croyoit point 
renoncer a sa liberte : il n'avoit ooint voulu choisir un maitre, mais seu]e: 
ment un protecteut contre les nobles, un capitaine des'gens de ·guerre,, et• 
un chef de la justice. L'experience lui apprit .trap tard, que ces prerog!l
tives reunies constituoient une souverain."-Republiques ltaliennes, 
~~~~~~ . . 
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without vigorous occasional dissent) throughout the increased 
knowledge and the enlarged political experience of the last 
two centuries. 

It is important to show that the monarchical institutions and 
monarchical tendencies prevalent throughout medireval and 
modern Europe have been both generated and perpetuated by 
causes peculiar to those societies, whilst in the Hellenic societies 
such causes had no place-in order that we may approach 
Hellenic phrenomena in the proper spirit, and with an impartial 
estimate of the feeling universal among Greeks towards the 
idea of a king. The primitive sentiment entertained towards 
the heroic king died out, passing first into indifference, next
after experience of the despots-into determined antipathy. 

To an historian like Mr. Mitford, full of English ideas 
respecting government, this anti-monarchical feeling appears of 
the nature of insanity, and the Grecian communities like mad-

. men without a keeper : while the greatest of all benefactors is 
the hereditary king who conquers them from without-the 
second best is the home despot who seizes the acropolis and 
puts his fellow-citizens under coercion. There cannot be a 
more certain way of misinterpreting and distorting Grecian 
phrenomena than to read them in this spirit, which reverses 
the maxims both of prudence and morality current in the 
ancient world. The hatred of kings as it stood among the 
Greeks (whatever may be thought about a similar feeling now) 
was a pre-eminent virtue, flowing directly from the noblest and 
wisest part of their nature. It was a consequence of their 
deep conviction of the necessity of universal legal restraint; 
it was a direct· expression of that regulated sociality which 
required the control of individual passion from every one 
without exception, and most of all from him to whom power 
was confided. The conception which the Greeks formed of an 
unresponsible One, or of a king who could do no wrong, may 
be expressed in the pregnant words of Herodotus : 1 " He 
subverts the customs of the country : he violates women : he 
puts men to death without trial." No other conception of the 
probable tendencies of kingship was jus.tified either by a general 
knowledge of human nature, or by political experience as it 
stood from Solon downward : no other feeling than abhorrence. 
could be entertained for the character so conceived: no other 
than a man of unprincipled ambition would ever seek to invest 
himself with it. 

1 Herod. iii. So. 
CufplTovs. 
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Our larger political experience has taught us to modify this 

opinion, by showing that under-the conditions-of monarchy in 
the best governments of modern Europe the enormities de
scribed by Herodotus-do nortake place-and that it is possible, 
by means ofiepresentative constitutions acting under a 'certain 
force of manners, customs, and historical recollection, to obviate 
many of the mischiefs likely to flow from proclaiming the duty 
of· peremptory. obedience to an· hereditary and unresponsible 
king, who cannot be changed without extra-constitutional force. 
But such larger observation was not open to Aristotle, the wisest 
as well as the most cautious of ancient theorists; nor if it had 

, been open,, could he have applied with assurance its lessons to 
the governments of the single cities of Greece. The theory of , 
a -constitutional king, especially, as it exists in' England, w9uld · 
have appeared to him impracticable: to establish a king ~hci 
\yill reign without- governing-'i.n whose. name all government 
is carried on, yet whose personal will is in practice of _little or 
no effect-'-:-exempt fro!ll all responsibility, without making use 
of the exemption-receiving from eyery one 11nmbsured 
demonstrations-of homage, which are neyer translated _into act 
except within •the bounds of a known ·law'---surrouhded with all 
the· paraphernalia of power, yet acting as a passive· instrument~ 
'in 'the hands of ministers marked out for his choice by. indi~a
tions which he is not at liberty to resist. · This .remarkable 
combination of the fiction ofsuperhuinan gran,deur and licence· 
with the reality of an invisible strait-waistcoat, is w,hat an 
Englishman has in his mind when he speaks of a constitutional_ 
king.- The events of our hi~tory hav~ brought it to' passin ·· 
England, amidst an aristocracy the most powerf\!1 that the. 
world has yet seen-but we have still to learn wh'eq1er it'ca:n. 
be made to exist elsewhere, or whether the occurrence of a· 

·single king, at once able, aggressive, and resolute, may not 
suffice to break' it up. To· Aristotle, certainly,, it could not • 

. have appeared-otherwise than unintelligible apd imprat;:ticable: 
'not likely even in a single case-'but altogether inconceivable 
as a permanent system and with all the diversities of temper
inherent in the successive members of an hereditary dynasty~ 
When the Greeks thought of a man exempt from legal respon- . 
sibility, they conceived him as really and truly such, in· qeed ·as 
well as in name, with a defenceless community exposed to his 
oppressions ; and their fear and hatred of him was measured. by 
their'reverence fqr a governmentofequallaw and free speech,1 , 

1 Euripidi!s (Supplices, 429) states plainly the idea· of a TVpa,vvos, as. 
received in Greece; the antithesis to laws-

t. 
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with the ascendency of which their whole hopes of security 
were associated,-in the democracy of Athens more perhaps 
than in any other portion of Greece. And this feeling, as it 
was one of the best in the Greek mind, so it was also one of 
the most widely spread,-a point of unanimity highly valuable 
amidst so many points of dissension. vVe cannot construe or 
criticise it by reference to the feelings of modern Europe, still 
less to the very peculiar feelings of England, respecting king
ship : and it is the application, sometimes explicit and some
times tacit, of this unsuitable standard, which renders Mr. 
Mitford's appreciati<m of Greek politics so often incorrect and 
unfair. 

When we try to explain the course of Grecian affairs, not 
from the circumstances of other societies, but from those of 
the Greeks themselves, we shall see good reason for the dis
continuance as well as for the dislike of kingship. Had the 
Greek mind been as stationary and unimproving as that of the 
Orientals, the discontent with individual kings might have led 
to no other change than the deposition .of a bad king in favour 
of one who promised t'o be better, without ever extending the 
views of the people to any higher conception than that of a 
personal government. But the Greek mind was of a pro
gressive character, capable of conceiving and gradually of 
realising amended social combinations. Moreover it is in the 
nature of things that any government-regal, oligarchical or 
democratical-which comprises only a single city, is far less 
stable than if it embraced a wider surface and a larger popula
tion~ When that semi-religious and mechanical submission, 
which made up for the personal deficiencies of the heroic king, 
became too feeble to serve as a working principle, the petty 

OiJ8E:v 111p&.vvov 3vup.ev€a"upov 1T6A.et• 
"01Tov, -rO p.Ev rrpWncrrov, oiJK eicnv v61J-Ot 
Kowal, Kpa.Tei 8' e!~ 1"0v v6f.LOV KEKTl]fJ.Efvo~ 
AVTO~ 1ro.p' aiiT4'. 

Cotnpare Soph. Antigen. 737· See also the discussion in Aristot. Polit. 
iii. sect. 10 and II, in which the rule of the king is discussed in comparison 
with the government of laws; compare also iv. 8, 2-3. The person called 
"a king according to law" is, in his judgement, no king at all : '0 p.€v 
")'ap ICI1.Ta vop.ov ll.e")'Op.evos /3a.utii.EVS oi$1< tU'Ttv el/ios H:a.Oa:rrep e!11'op.ev {3a.utll.e[a.s 
(iii. II, I}. 

Respecting 1<rovof.il"', 1u1}"fopl1}, 'ltap~'r}u(a.-equal laws and equal spe'ech
.as opposed to monarchy, see Herodot. iii. 142, v. 78-92; Thucyd. iii. 62 ; 
Demosthen. ad Leptin. c. 6, p. 461 ; Eurip. Ion. 671. 

Of Timoleon it was stated, a3 a part of the grateful V()te passed after his 
death by the Syracusan assembly-Sr• rol>s 'Tvpavvovs H:«Tet71.6uas,-11'1re8wH:E 
'TOVS vop.ovs TOtS ~LI<Ell.td.Tats. (Plutarch. Timoleon, c. 39-') 

See Karl Fried. Hermann, Griech. Staats Alterth\imer, sect. 61-65. 
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prince was in too close contact with his people, arid too humbly 
furnished out in every way, to get up a prestige or delusio_n of 
any other kind. He had no means of overawing their iinagina" 
tions by that combination of pomp, seclusion, and mystery, 
which Herodotus and Xenophon so well appreciate among the 
artifices of kingcraft.1 As there was· no new feeling . upon 
which a perpetual chief could' rest his power, so there was ' 
nothivg in the circumstances of the community which rendered 
the maintenance of such a dignity necessary for visible and 
effective union. 2 In a single city, and· a small circumjacen~ 
comihunity, collective ·deliberation and general rules, with 
temporary and responsible magistrates, were practicable without 
difficulty. · 

To maintain an unresponsible king, and then to contrive 
accompaniments which shall extract from him the benefits of 
responsible government, is in reality a highly complicated 
system, though, as has been remarked, we have become familiar ' 

·with it in modern Europe. The more simple and obvious 
cha11g~ is, to substitute one or more temporary and responsible 
·magistrates ih place of the king himself. Such was the course 
which affairs took in Greece. The inferior chiefs; who had 
originally served as council to the .king, found it possible .to 
supersede him, and to alternate the functions of administration 
among themselves'; retaining probably the occasional con
vocation of the general assembly, as it had exist'ed before, and 
with as little practical efficacy. Such was in substance . the 
cparacter of that mutation which occurred generally throughout 
the Grecian states, with the exception of Sparta: kingship·was. 
abolished, and· an oligarchy took its . place-a council de
liberating collectively, deciding general matters by the m:;tjority· 
of voices, and selecting some individuals of their own ·body as 
temporary and accountable ad¢inistrators. It was always an 
oligarchy which arose on the defeasance of the heroic kingdom. 
The age.of democratical movement was yet far dist,ant, and the 
condition of the people-the general body of freemen-was 
not immediately altered, either for better or worse, ·by the 

1 Se~ th~ account of DeioHs the fi;st Median king in rlerodotus, i. 99,, 
evidently an outline drawn by Grecian imagination: also the Cyrop~dia of · 
Xenophon, viii. r, 40; viii! 3, 1~14 ; vii. 5, 37 . . • '. ob Tu{rrq> p.6vq; 
~v6p.<(• (Kvpos) XP.~Va< Taos lfpxwr:as -row &pxop.<vwv 1hacp<pe<v ,-r<ii f3•Mlovas 
avTWV elva<, lJ.A.A.a tcal llaTa'YUrJTEV<lV rpe-ro Xp~vaL avTOVs, &c. ' · . 

2 David Hume, 'Essay xvii. On the.Rise and Progress of the Arts and 
Sciences, p. 198, ed. 1760. The effects of the greater or le_ss extent of. 
territory, upon' the nature .of, the government, are also well discnssed in' 
Destutt Tracy, Commentaire sur l'Espi·it ·qe~ Lo~x de Montesquieu~ ch. viij~ . 
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revolution. The small number of privileged persons, among 
whom the kingly attributes were distributed and put in rotation, 
were those nearest in rank to the king himself; perhaps members 
of the same large gens with him, and pretending to a common 
divine or heroic descent. As far as we can make out, this 
change seems to have taken place in the natural course of 
events and without violence. Sometimes the kingly lineage 
died out and was not replaced; sometimes, on the death of a 
king, his son and successor was acknowledged 1 only as archon 
-or perhaps set aside altogether to make room for a Prytanis 
or president out of the men of rank around. 

At Athens, we are told that Kodrus was the last king, and 
that his descendants were recognised only as archons for life. 
After some years, the archons for life were replaced by archons 
for ten years, taken from the body of Eupatridre or nobles; 
subsequently, the duration of the archonship was further 
shortened tG one year. At Corinth, the ancient kings are said 
to have passed in like manner into the oligarchy of the Bac
chiadre, out of whom an annual Prytanis was chosen. We are 
only able to make out the general fact of such a change, with
out knowing how it was brought about-our first historical 
acquaintance with the Grecian cities beginning with these 
oligarchies. ' 

Such oligarchical governments, varying in their details but 
analogous in general features, were 'common throughout the 
cities of Greece Proper as well as of the colonies, throughout 
the seventh century B.C. Though they had little immediate 
tendency to benefit the mass of the freemen, yet when we com
pare them with the antecedent heroic government, they indicate 
an important advance -the first adoption of a deliberate and 

1 Aristot. Polit. iii. 9-7 ; iii. ro, 7-8. ' 
M. Augustin Thierry remarks, in a similar spirit, that the great political 

change, common to so large a portion of medireval Europe in the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries, whereby the many different communes or city 
constitutions were formed, was accomplished under great varieties of 
manner and circumstances; sometimes by violence, sometimes by harmonious
accord. 

"C'est une controverse qui doit finir, que celle des franchises municipales 
obtenues par !'insurrection et des franchises municipales accordees. Que! que 
face du problSme qu'on envisage, il reste bien entendu que les constitutions 
urbaines du xii. et du xiii. siecle, comme toute espece d'institutions poli
tiques dans tous les temps, ont pu s'etablir a force ouverte, s'octroyer 
de guerre lasse ou de plein gre, etre arrachees ou sollicitees, vendues 
ou rlondees gratuit~ment : les grandes revolutions sociales s'accomplissent 
par tous ccs moyens a Ia fois:"-(Aug: Thierry, Recits des Temps 
Merovinr;iens, Preface, p. rg, 2de €dit.) 
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preconceived ~ystem in .the,managerr;tent of public affairs.l 
They exhibit the first evidences of new and important political 
ideas . .in. the Greek mind-the sep~raJion of legislative aiJ.d 
.execu.tive powers; the former. ve~ted in a collective body, not 
merely deliberating but also finally deciding-while the latteris 
confided to temporary individual magistrates, responsible to that 
body at the end of their period of office., We. are . first intro" 
duced to a community of citizens, according tq the definition of. 
Aristotle-men qualified, and thinking themselves qualified, to\ 
take turns in command and obedience. .The colle~tive soye
reign, called The City, is thus constituted .. It is true that this 
first community of citizens comprised only a small proportion 
of the men personally free; but the . ideas upon which it \vas 
founde.d began gra,dually to dawn upon the . minds of all. 
Political power had lost its heaven-appointed character, and 
had_ become an attribute legally communicable as well as-deter-_ 
mined to certain definite ends : and the. ground was thus laid 
for those. thousand questions which agitated so many of the . 
Grecian cities during the ensuing three centuries, partly respectc. 
ing its apportionment, partly respecting its employment,
questions sometimes raised among the members of the privi~ 
leged _oligarchy itself, sometimes between that order as ,a whole 
and the· non-privileg__ed Many. The seeds of. those popular 
movements, which called forth so ·much profound emotion, so 
muc,h bitter antipathy, so much energy and _talent, throughout.· 
the Grecian world,_ with" different modifications in each particular l 
~ity, may thus be trll,ced back, to that early revolution which 
erected the primitive oligarchy upqri t.he ruins, of the ·heroic 
kingdom. 
· How these first oligarchies. were administered we have no 
direct information. But the narrow and anti-popular interests 
naturally belonging to a privileged few, together with the general · 
violence of ,private manners and passions, leave us no ground· 
for presuming favourably respecting either their prudence or 
their good feeling ; and the facts which we learn respecting the 
condition of Attica prior to the Solonian ·legislation (to be 

.recounted .in .the next. chapter) raise 'inferences ·l!-11. of an 
unfavourable character. __ _ , 

1 Aristot. Pol it. iii. IO, 7· 'E1relll€ (i, e .. after the early kings: had had 
their day) uvv#la.tve 'Yl'Yveu8a.t 1ro;\.;\.o~s dl-'olovs. 1rpos &peT'fw, ob~etirdm(l-'evov 1 
('T.'JV ~a.cTtAE(a.v) a;\.;1.' ~(fJ'TOVV ICOtV6V Tt, ~ea.l 1r0AtTela.V i<ctelO'Tri.O'C1.V. 

Kotv6v Tt, a commtt11e, the great object for which the European towns in 
the middle ages, in the twelfth century, struggled with so much energy, and 

. ultimately obtained : a charter of in-corporation, and a qualified privilege of 
internal self-government. • 
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The first shock which they received, and by which so many 

of them were subverted, arose from the usurpers called Despots, 
who employed the prevalent discontents both as pretexts and 
as aids for their own personal ambition, while their very frequent 
success seems to imply that such discontents were wide spread 
as well as serious. These despots arose out of the bosom of the 
oligarchies, but not all in the same manner.1 Sometimes the 
executive magistrate, upon whom the oligarchy themselves had 
devolved important administrative powers for a certain tem
porary period, became unfaithful to his choosers, and acquired 
sufficient ascendency to retain his dignity permanently in spite 
of them-perhaps even to transmit it to his son. In other 
places, and seemingly more often, there arose that noted 
character called the Demagogue, of whom historians both 
ancient and modern commonly draw so repulsive a picture: 2 

a man of energy and ambition, sometimes even a member of 
the oligarchy itself, who stood forward as champion of the 
grievances and sufferings of the non-privileged Many, acquired 
their favour, and employed their strength so effectively as to 
put down the oligarchy by force, and constitute himself despot. 
A third form of despot, some presumptuous wealthy man, like 
Kyli'm at Athens, without even the pretence of popularity, was 
occasionally emboldened, by the success of similar adventurers 
in other places, to hire a troop of retainers and seize the acro
polis. And there were examples, though rare, of a fourth variety 
-the lineal descendant of the ancient "kings-who, instead of 
suffering himself to be restricted or placed under control by the 
oligarchy, found means to subjugate them, and to extort by 
force an ascendency as great as that which his forefathers had 
enjoyed by consent. To these must be added, in several 
Grecian states, the .tEsymnete or Dictator, a citizen formally 
invested with supreme and unresponsible power, placed in 
command of the military force, and armed with a standing body-

1 The definition of a despot is given in Cornelius Nepos, Vit. Miltiadis, 
c, 8 :-" Omnes habentur et dicuntur tyranni, qui potestate sunt perpetuft 
in eft civitate, qu::e libertate usa est : " compare Cicero de Republicft, ii. 
26, 27 ; iii. 14. 

The word 'TVpa.vvos was said by Hippias the sophist to have first found 
its way into the Greek language about the time_of, Archilochus (B.C. 66o): 
Boeckh thinks that it came from the Lydians or Phrygians (Comment. ad 
Corp. Inscrip. No. 3439). 

2 Aristot. Polit. v. 8, 2, 3, 4· Tvpa.vvos-lt< '11'pocna.·rlll'¥1S pl(11s t<a.l obt< 
ll.l\.l\.o9ev lt</31\.a.tr·.,.&.vet (Plato. Repub. viii. c. 17, p. 565). obaevl -yap Bh 
II.B71l\.ov, g.,., 'll'cts 'TVpa.vvos lt< Bw•ot<ol\.a.ICos cpve.,.a.t (Dionys. Halic. vi. 6o): a 
proposition decidedly too general. 
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guard; but only for a time named, and in order to deal with 
~orne urgent peril or ruinous internal dissensions.! The person 
thus exalted, always enjoying a large measure of confidente, 
and generally a man of ability, was sometimes so successful, or 
made himself so·essential to the community, that the term of 
his office was prolonged, and he became practically despot for 
life; or even if the commu~ity were not disposed to concedt; to 
him this permanent ascendency, he was often strong enough to 
keep it against'their will. ~ 

Such were the different modes in which the numerous Greek 
despots of the seventh and sixth centuries B.C. acquired their· 
power. Though we know thus much in general terms from the 
brief statements of Aristotle, yet unhappily we have no· con· 
temporary picture of any one of these communities, so as to 
give us the means of appreciating the change in detail. Of the 
persons who, possessing inherited kingly dignity, stretched their 
paternal power so far as to become despots, Aristotle gives us 
Pheidoh of Argos as an example, whose reign has been already 

. narrated. Of those who made themselves despots by means of 
official power previously held under an oligarchy, he names' 
Phalaris at Agrigentum and the despots at Miletus anCl other 
cities of the Ionic Greeks: among others who raised themselves· 
by becoming demagogues, he specifies Pametius in the Sicilian 
town of Leontirii, Kypselus at Corinth, and Peisistratus at. 
Athens: 2 of lEsymnetes or chosen despots, Pittakus of Mity
lene is the prominent instance. The military and aggres~ive 
demagogue, subverting an oligarchy which had degraded and 
'ill-used. him, governing as a cruel -despot- for several years, and · 
at last dethroned. and slain, is further depicted by Dionysius of 
·Halikarnassus in the history of Aristodemus of the· Italian 
Cumre.3 

From the general statement of Thucydides as well as of Aris
totle, we learn that the seventh and sixth centuries ·B.C. were 
centuries of progress for. the Greek cities generally, in wealth, 

1 'Aristot. iii. 9, 5; iii. • ro, r-10; iv. 8, 2. AlCTu!J.vrrrac-c.f,To~<pdTopes 
,_,.&vapxoc ~" Tols &pxalocs "EA.A.'fJO'c-a!peTn Tupa.vv(s: compa~e Theophrastus, 
Fragment. 1repl BaucA.elas, and Dionys. Hal. A. R. v. 73-74; Strabo. xiii. 
p. 617; and Aristot. Fragment. Rerum Publicarum, ed. Neumann, p. 122, 
Ku!J.a.lc.>v UoA.cTela. · • 

2 Aristot.·Polit. v. 8, 2; 3, 4; v. 4, 5· Aristotle refers to one of the 
songs of Alk::eus as his eyidence respecting the elevation of Pitta)<:us : a 
very sufficient proof doubtless-but we may see that he had .no other 
informants, except the poets, about these early times. 

I 8 Dionys. Hal. A. R. vii. 2, 12. The reign of A~istodemus .falls about 
sro n.c. . . .. 
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in power, and in population ; and the numerous colonies founded 
during this period (of which I shall speak in a future chapter) 
will furnish further illustration of such progressive tendencies. 
Now the changes just mentioned in the Grecian governments, 
imperfectly as we know them, are on the whole decided evidences 
of advancing citizenship. For the heroic government, with 
which Grecian communities begin, is the rudest and most 
infantine of all governments : destitute even of the pretence of 
system or security, incapable of being in any way foreknown, 
and depending only upon the accidental variations in the 
character of the reigning individual, who in most cases, far from 
serving as a protection to the poor against the rich and great, 
was likely to indulge his passions in the same unrestrained way 
as the latter, and with still greater impunity. 

The despots, who in so many towns succeeded and supplanted 
this oligarchical government, though they governed on principles 
usually narrow and selfish, and often oppressively cruel, " taking 
no thought (to use the emphatic words of Thucydides) except 
each for his own body and his own family "-yet since they 
were not strong enough to crush the Greek mind, imprinted 
upon it a painful but improving political lesson, and contributed 
much to enlarge the range of experience as well as to determine 
the subsequent cast of feeling. 1 They partly broke down the 
wall of distinction between the people-properly so called, the 
general mass of freemen-and the oligarchy: indeed the dema
gogue-despots are interesting as the first evidence of the growing 
importance of the people in political affairs. The demagogue 
stood forward as representing the feelings and interests of the 
people against the governing few, probably ~.vailing himself of 
some special cases of ill-,usage, and taking pains to be concilia
tory and generous in his own personal behaviour. When the 
people by their armed aid had enabled him to overthrow the 
existing rulers, they had thus the satisfaction of seeing their own 
·chief in possession of the supreme power, but they acquired 
neither political rights nor increased securities for themselves. 
What measure of positive advantage they may have reaped, 
beyond that of seeing their previous oppressors humiliated, we 
know too little to determine.2 But' even the worst of despots 

1 Thucyd. i. I 7. T6pavvot o€ 8uot ;juav lv 'Tats 'Ell.li.?JVtl<ats 11'0A<Ut, 'TO 
icp' ~av'T!;>V p.ovov 11'p6optf>iJ.eVot ~S·'fE.'fO rrwp.a J<al ls 'TO 'TOV towv oiJ<oV a!J~<tV ot' 
Q.crcpaAela.s OO'ov E86va.vTo p.ti.AtUTa, -rO.s 1r6i\.€ts ipliovv. 

2 Wachsmuth (Hellenische Alterthumskunde, sect. 49-51) and Tittmann 
(Griechisch. Staatsverfassungen, p. 527-533) both make too much of the 
supposed friendly connexion and mutual goodwill between the despot and 
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was_ more formidable to the rich than to the poor; and the 
latter may perhaps have gained by the change, in comparative 
importance, notwithstanding their share in the rigours and 
exactions of'· a government which had no other permanent 
foundation than naked fear. 

A remark made by Aristotle deserves especial notice here, as· 
illustrating the poli-tical advance and education of the Grecian 
communities. He draws a marked distinction between the 
early. demagogue of the, seventh and sixth centuries, and the 
·later demagogue, such as he himself, and the generations immedi
ately prece,ding, had witnessed. The former was a military 
chief, daring and full of resource, who took arms at the head of 
a body of popular insurgents, put down the government by force, 
and made himself the master both ~f those whom he depGsed 
and of those by whose aid he deposed them.; while the latter 
was a speaker, possessed of all the talents necessary for moving 
an audience, but neither inclined to, nor qualified for, armed 
attack-accomplishing all his purposes by pacific and constitu
tional rnethoc\s. This valuable change-substituting discussion 

-and the vote of an assembly in place of an appeal to arms; and 
procuring for_ the pronounced decision of the assembly suc;h an 
inffuence over men's minds as to render it final and respected 
even by disseritients'-arose from the continued practical work
ing of .democratical institutions. I shall have occasion, at a 
later period of this history, to' esti'mate the value of that un
measured obloquy which has been heaped on the Athenian 
demagogues of the Peloponnesian war-Kleon and Hyperbolus·; 
but assuming the whole to be well-founded, it will not be the 
less true that these men were a material improvement on the ' 

. earlier. demagogues such as Kypsehis and Peisistratus, who 
employed the armed agency of the people for the purp'ose of 
subverting the established government and acquiring despotic . 
authority .for themselves. The demagogue was essentially a· 
leader of opposition, who gained his influence by denouncing the 

,_men in real ascendency, and in actual executive functions. Now 
, ·under the early oligarchies his opposition could be shown only 

by armed insurrection, and it conducted him either to personal 
· .·sovereignty or to destruction. But the growth of democratical 

institutions ensured both to him and to his political opponents 
full liberty of speech, and a paramount assembly to determine 
between them; whilst it both limited the range of his ambition -

" ,.. . . \ 

the poorer freemen. Community of ;ntipathy against the old oligarchy 
was a bond essentially .temporary, dissolved as soon as that oligarchy was. 
put dO\~n. · · 
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and set aside the appeal to armed force. The railing dema
gogue of Athens at the time of the Peloponnesian war (even if 
we accept literally the representations of his worst enemies) 
was thus a far less mischievous and dangerous person than the 
fighting demagogue of the earlier centuries ; and the " growth 
of habits of public speaking" l (to use Aristotle's expression) 
was the cause of the difference. Opposition by the tongue was 
a beneficial substitute for opposition by the sword. 

The rise of these despots on the ruins of the previous oli
garchies was, in appearance, a return to the principles of the 
heroic age-the restoration of a government of personal will in 
place of that systematic arrangement known as the City. But 
the Greek mind had so far outgrown those early principles, that 
no new government founded thereupon could meet with willing 
acquiescence, except under some temporary excitement. At 
first doubtless the popularity of the usurper-combined with 
the fervour of his partisans and the expulsion or intimidation 
of opponents, and further enhanced by the punishment of rich 
oppressors-was sufficient to procure for him obedience; and 
prudence on his part might prolong this undisputed rule for a 
considerable period, perhaps even throughout' his whole life. 
But Aristotle intimates that these governments, even when they 
began well, had a constant tendency to become worse and worse. 
Discontent manifested itself, and was aggravated rather than 
repressed by the violence employed against it, until at length 
the despot became a prey to mistrustful and malevolent anxiety, 
losing any measure of equity or benevolent sympathy which 
might once have animated him. If he was fortunate enough to 
bequeath his authority to his son, the latter, educated in a 
corrupt atmosphere and surrounded by parasites, contracted 
dispositions yet more noxious and unsocial. His youthful 
appetites were more ungovernable, while he was deficient in the 
prudence and vigour which bad been indispensable to the self
accomplished rise of his father. 2 For such a position, mercenary 

1 Aristot. Polit. v. 4, 4; 7. 3· 'E.,..l a€ 'TOW apxalwv, 8-re 7EPO<'TO ~ ab-rhs 
a1/fJ.C<7W7DS 1<al u-rpar1)76s, els Tupavviaa J.l.ETE/3a71.71.oJJ" UX<ahv 7il.p ol '1rAELU'TOL 
-rwv &pxa.lwv -rup&.vvwv ~t< li11fJ."-7"'i'"'" -y•-y&va.u<. Atnov o€ -roil -r&re p.€v 
7EVEU8a<, VVJI a€ wh, 5-r< -r&-re p.b:, ol 01/fJ-"7"'7"1 ;jua.v lt< 'TWV <1Tp<t'T1/706vrwv· 
ou 7&.P .,..., OE<Vol ;jqav AE7E<V" vvv o€, -rfis P1/T0p<1<1is 1/Uf.1/J.l.EV'f/S, ol ouv&.p.•vot 
AE7E<V 011J.l."7"'70VU< p.ov, ol a'1rE<plav ii€ 'TOJII '1r0AEJ.l.<I<WP obi< lmrl8evra<, '1rAl)V 
et '1rOV {3pax6 T< 7E70P€ 'TO<OVTOV. 

2 Aristot. Polit; v; 8, 20 •. The whole tenor of this eighth chapter (of 
the fifth book) shows how unreotrain'ed were the personal passions-the 
lust as well as the anger-of a Grecian -r6pavvos. 

T&v TO< -r6pavvov •uu</3eiv ob /J4owv (Sophokles ap. Schol. Aristides, vol, 
iii. p. 291, ed. Dindorf). 
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guards and a 'fortified acropolis were the only stay-guards fed 
at. the ~xperise of the citizens, and. thus requiring constant 
exactions on ,behalf of that which was nothing better than a 
hostile garrison. It was essential to the security .of the despot 
that he should keep down the spirit of the free people whom 
he governed ; that he should isolate them from each other, arid 

, prevent those meetings and mutual communications which 
'G-recian cities habitually presented in the School, the Lesche, 
·or the Pal~stra; that he should strike off the overtopping ears 
-of corn in the field (to use the Greek locution) or crush the · 

_ ·exalted and enterprising -minds.l Nay, he had even to a 
certain extent an interest in degrading and impoverishing them, 
or at least .in debarring them frmn the acquisition either of 
wealth or leisure. The ·extensive constructions undertaken by 
Polykrates at Samos, as well as the rich donations of Periander 
to th~ temple at Olympia, are considered by Aristotle to have 
'been extorted by these de'spots with -the express view of en: · 
grossing the time and exhausting the means of'their subjects. 
-.. It is not to be imagined that all were alike cruel or un
principled. .But the perpetual supremacy of one man or o~e 
family 'had become so offensive to the jealousy of those who 
felt themselves to be his equals, and to the general feeling of 
'the people, that repression and severity were inevitable, whether 

1 ·roriginally intended or not. And even if an usurper, having 
'once·-entered upon this career ofviolence; grew sick an,daverse 
'to its 'continuance, abdication only left him. in imminent _peril, 

- 1 Aristot. Polit. iii. 8, 3 ; v. 8, 7- He'rodot. v:- 92. Herodotus gives 
the story as if Thrasybulus had been the person to suggest this hint by 
conducting the messenger of Periander into a corn-field and there striking 
·off the tallest ears with his stick : Aristotle reverses the two, and makes 
Periander .the adviser: Livy (i. 54) transfers the scene to Gabii arid Rome,• , 
with Sexti1s Tarquinius as the person sen~ing for coullsel to his father at 

··Rome. Compare Plato, Republ.. viii. c. 17, p: 565 ; Eurip. Supplic. 
•444-455· . ' ' 
' The discussion which Herodotus ascribes to the Persian conspirators; 

'after ~he assassination of the Mngial1 king, whether they should constitute 
the Persian 'government as a monarchy, an oligarchy; _or a democracy, 

-exhibits a· vein of ideas purely Grecian, and altogether foreign to the 
Oriental conception of, government. But it- sets forth-briefly, yet with 
•great perspicuity and penetration-the advantages and disadvantages of all 
·'-t}~e three. The .case made out. against monarchy is by far the strongest,. 
while the counsel on behalf·of monarchy assumes as a part of his case that 
the individual monarch is to be the best man in the state. The anti
·monarchical champion Otanes concludes- a. long string of -ctiminations 

' against the despot with these words above lloticed,-" He subverts ·the· 
-customs of the· country : he violates women: he· puts men to death 
untrred" (Herod. iii. 8o-82). 
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exposed to the vengeance 1 of those whom he had injured
unless indeed he could clothe himself with the mantle of 
religion, and stipulate with the people to become priest of some 
temple and deity; in which case his new function protected 
him, just as the tonsure and the monastery sheltered a de
throned prince in the middle ages.2 Several of the despots 
were patrons of music and poetry, courting the goodwill of 
contemporary intellectual men by invitation as well as by 
reward. Moreover there were some cases, such _as that of 
Peisistratus and his sons at Athens, in which an attempt was 
made (analogous to that of Augustus at Rome) to reconcile the 
reality of personal omnipotence with a certain respect for pre
existing forms. 3 In such instances the administration-though 
not unstained by guilt, never otherwise than unpopular, and 
carried on by means of foreign mercenaries-was doubtless 
practically milder. But cases of this character were rare; and 
the maxims usual with Grecian despots were personified in 

1 Thucycl. ii. 63. Compare again the speech of Kleon, iii. 37-4o-C:,s 
Tupa.vvlOa. ')'Ctp fxere aVT.f,v, 'hv l\a[3e'iv p.Ev lUitiCov Ooxe£ eivat, &cpe'ivat BE 
E-rrtiClvOvvov. 

The bitter sentiment against despots seems to be as old as Alkreus, and 
we find traces of it in Solon and Theognis (Theognis, 38-50; Solon, 
Fragm. vii. p. 32, eel. Schneidewin). Phanias of Eresus had collected in 
a book the " Assassinations of Despots from revenge " (Tup&vvwv ii.va.<p,<TE<S 
be -n,uwpla.s-Athenreus, iii. p. 90; x. p. 438). 

2 See the >tory of Mreanclrius, minister and successor of Polykrat@s of 
Samos, in Herodotus, .iii. 142, 143. 

3 Thucyd. vi. 54· The epitaph of Archedik@, the daughter of Hippias 
(which was inscribed at Lampsakus, where she died), though written by a 
great friend of Hippias, conveys the sharpest implied invective against the 
usual proceedings of the despots-

~-u 1rarp6s- TE Kal. Q.y8p0S' &.lieArf>Wv ,-• otlcra. TVp&.vvwv 
llcx.lOwv T', oVK '5P611 voilv Es- 0.Ta.u8o..hi:rw. 

(Thuc. vi. 59·) 
The position of Augustus at Rome, and of Peisistratus at Athens, may 

be illustrated by a passage in Sismondi, Republiques Italiennes, vol. iv. ch. 
26, p. 208-

" Les petits monarques de chaque ville s'opposaient eux·m@mes ace que 
leur pouvoir fUt attribue a un droit hereditaire, parceque l'heredite aurait 
presque toujours ete retorque contre eux. Ceux qui avaicnt succede a 
une~ republique, avaient abaisse des nobles plus anciens et plus illustres 
qu'eux: ceux qui avaientsuccede a d'autres seigneurs n'avaient tenu aucun 
compte du droit de leurs predecesseurs, et se sentaieut·interesses a le .nier. 
Ils se disaient done mandataires du peuple: ils ne prenaient jamais le com
mandement d'une ville, lors meme qu'ils l'avaient soumise par les armes, 
sans se faire attribuer parIes anciens ou par l'assemblee du peuple, selon 
que les uns ou les autres se montraient plus dociles, le titre et les pouvoirs 
de seigneur general, pour un an, pour cinq ans, ou pour toute leur vie, 
avec une paie fixe, qui devoit etre prise sur Ies deniers de Ia communaute." 
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Periander the Kypselid of Corinth-:--'"a harsh and brutal person, 
though not destitute either of vigour or intelligepce. . 

The position of a Grecian despot, as depicted by Plato, by 
Xenophon and by Aristotle,1 and further sustained by the 
indications in Herodotus, .ThucyClides, and Isokrates, though 
always- coveted by ambitious men, reveals clearly enough 
"those wounds and lacerations of mind" whereby the internal 
Erinnys avenged the community upon the usurper who 
trampled them down. Far from considering success in usurpa
tion as a justification cif the a-ttempt (according to ·the theories 
now prevalent respecting. Cromwell and Bonaparte, who are 
often blamed because they kept out a legitimate king, but never 

· because they seized an unauthorised power over the people), 
these philosophers ;egard the despot as among the ·greatest of 
criminals. The man. who assassinated him was an object of 
public honour and reward, 3;nd a vir'tuous Greekwould seldom 
have scrupled to carry his sword concealed in myrtle branches, 

1 Cons~lt especially the treatise of Xenophon, called Hiero, or 
Tvpavvut6s, in which the interior life and feelings of the Grecian 'd.espot are 
strikingly set forth, in a supposed dial'ogue with the poet, Simonides.. The 
tenor of Plato's remarks in the eighth and ninth books of the Republic, and 
those of Aristotle in the fifth book (ch. 8 and 9) of the Politics, display the 
same picture, though not with such fulness of detail. The speech of one 
of the assassins of Euphri'in (despot of Sikyon) is remarkable, as a specimen 
of Grecian feeling (Xenoph. Hellen. vii. 3, 7-12). The expressions both 
of Plato and Tacitus, in regard to the mental wretchedness of the despot, 
are the strongest which the language affor<;ls :-Kal 1rlv71s Tji &.1'.718elif 
· tpalvETat, Uv Tts 81'.71v lf!vx~v ~1rle1T'f/Tat e.&.e1ae18at, ~eal tp6!3ov 'Ylp.o:v lit a 
1ravros roil /3lov, crtpallacrp.wv .,.. ~eal oll<•va·v 1rA11P'qs • • • • 'Av&'Y"'Yf ~eal 
•lva.t, ~eal l'Tt p.a/'./'.ov 'Yi'Yv•cr8a.t a·~'Trji f) 1rp6r•pov llta 'T~V &.pxfw, <j>9ov•prji, 
&.1rle1rcp, aiJ[K<p; &.</>[/l.<p, &.vocr[cp, ICttl 'lrttC17fS ·l(alelas 'lrttVOOitEi TE Kttl -rpo</>ei, r<a.l 
€( ·0.1T&v-rCJJV Tolrrwv p.&A.tUTa p.~'v alvrqi livO'-ruxet elvat, t1retTa. 0€ «al ~oVs 
il'.'f/C1iov a~'TOV. 'TOtOV'TOVS ¢.1rEp"ttt(ecr8a.i. (Republic. ix. p. 580.) 

And Tacitus, in the well-known passage (Annal.. vi. 6): "Neque 
frustra prrestantissimus sapientire firmare solitus est, si recludantu'r tyran
I?orum mentes, posse aspici laniatus et ictus: quando ut corpora 
verberibus, ita srevitiil, libidine) malis consultis, animus dilaceretur. 
Quippe Tiberium non fortuna, ·non solitudines, protegebant; quin tormenta 
pectoris suasque ipse pamas fateretur." 

It ,is not easy to imagine power. more completely surrounded with all 
circumstances. calculated to render it repulsive to a man of ordinary 
benevolence : the. Grecian despot had large means of doing harm,-scarcely 
any means of doing good. Yet the acquisition of power over othets, un·der . 
any conditions, is a motive so all-absorbing, that even this precarious ·and . 
,anti-social sceptre was always intensely coveteci,-Tvpa.vvls xpfip.a 
crcpa.i'.epo••, 1r01'.1'.ol ll~ a.~Tfis ~pacrTa.i eltr< (Herod. iii. 53). See the striking 
lines of Solon (Fragment. vii. eel. Schneidewin), and the saying of Jason of 
Pherre, who used, to declare that he felt hunger until he became despot,-
1rEtvav, 8-r• p.~ rvpa.vvei· &s ob~e ~1rte1Tap.•vos llltW'T'f/S elva< (Aristot. l'olit. iii. 
2, 6). 
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like Harmodius and Aristogeiton, for the execution of the 
deed.1 A station, which overtopped the restraints and obliga
tions involved' in citizenship, was understood at the same time 
to forfeit all title to the common sympathy and protection ; 2 so 
that it was unsafe for the despot to visit in person those great 
Pan-Hellenic games in which his own chariot might perhaps 
have gained the prize, and in which the Theors or sacred 
envoys, whom he sent as representatives of his Hellenic city, 
appeared with ostentatious pomp. A government carried on 
under these unpropitious circumstances could never be other
wise than short-lived. Though the individual daring enough 
to seize it, often found means to preserve it for the term of his 
own life, yet the sight of a despot living to old age was rare, and 
the transmission of his power to his son still more so. 8 

1 See the beautiful Skolion of Kallistratus, so popular at Athens, xxvii. 
P· 456, apud Schneidewin, Poet. Grrec.-'Ev p.OpTou I<Aaol TO el<f>os 
<f>op{JlTw, &c. 

Xenophon, Hiero, ii. 8. 0[ TOpavvo• .,.&.vns 7l"aJITaxi/ &s odt 71"0A€p.las 
rropeoovTa<. Compare Isokrates, Or. viii. (De Pace) p. 182; Polyb. ii. 59; 
Ci9ero; Orat. pro Milone, c. 29. 

Aristot. Polit. ii. 4, 8. 'E71"€l &oti<OV(fi ")'E Ttt P,E")'LlTTa oti't. TttS 011"Ep/3ol.cfs, 
lJ.;>.;>.' ov Ottt TlJ.va-yl<ata" ofov Tupavvovutv, OVX 1va p.f} {lL")'WlTL" 0!0 1<al a[ Ttp.al 
p.eydAat, ttv &.7ro~tTelvp 'rts, o~ KAE7rT7JV, lt.A.i\Ct 'TVpavvov. 

There cannot be a more powerful manifestation. of the sentiment 
entertained towards a despot in the ancient world, than the remarks of 
Plutarch on the conduct of Timoleon in assisting to put to death his brother 
the despot Timophanes (Plutarch, Timoleon, c. 4-7, and Comp. of 
Timoleon with Paulus Mmilius, c. 2). See also Plutarch, Comparison of 
Dion and Brutus, c. 3, and Plutarch, Pnecepta Reipublicre Gerendre, c. II, 
p. 805; c. 17, p. 813; c. 32, p. 824,-he speaks of the putting down of a 
despot (Tupavviowv l<aTcfl.ucns) as among the most splendid of human 
exploits~and the account given by Xenophon of the assassination of Jason 
of Pherre, Hellenic. vi. 4, 32. 

2 Livy, xxxviii. so. "Qui jus requum pati non possit, in cum vim haud 
injustam esse." Compare Theognis, v. rr83, ed. Gaisf. . 

3 Plutarch, Sept. Sapient. Conviv. c. 2, p. 147.-&s ~pwT1)8els t,.,./) 
MoA7l"a-y&pou Tov "Iwvos, Ti 7rctpaoo~6TaTov et71s ~wpa~<ws, lJ.,.oKplva•o, TOpavvov 
-yJpovTa .. -Compare the answer of Thales in the same treatise, c. 7, p. 152. 

The orator Lysias, present at the Olympic games, and seeing the Theors 
of the Syracusan despot Dionysius also present in tents with gilding and 
purple, addressed an harangue inciting the assembled Greeks to demolish 
the tents (Lysire A&-yos 'Ol.up.,.<al<&s, Fragm. p. 911, ed. Reisk. ; Dionys. 
Halicar. De Lysia Judicium, c. 29-30). Theophrastus ascribed to 
Themistokles a similar recommendation in reference to the Theilrs :md the 
prize chariots of the Syracusan despot Hiero (Plutarch, Themistokles, c. 
2$). 

The common-places of the rhetors afford the best proof how unanimous 
was the tendency in the Greek mind to rank the despot among the most 
odious criminals, and the man who put him to deat.b .among the benefactors 
of humanity. 'The rhetor Theon, treating upon commott-places, says: 
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' Amidst . the· numerous points of· contention in , Grecian 
political' morality, this rooted antipathy to a permanent heredic 
tary ruler stood apart as a sentiment almost unanimous, in 
which the thirst for .pre-eminence felt by the wealthy few, and 
the love of equal freedom in the bosoms of t,he many, alike 
concurred. It first began among the oligarchies of the seventh 
and sixth centuries B.c., being a reversal of. that pronounced 
monarchical sentiment which we now read in the Iliad;. and it 
was transmitted by. them to the democracies which· did not 
arise until a later period. The conflict between oligarchy and 
despotism preceded that between oligarchy and democracy, 
·the Laced::emonians standing forward actively on both.occasions . 
to. uphold the oligarchical principle. A mingled. sentiment of 
fear and repugnance led them to put down despotism-in several 
cities of Greece during the sixth century B.C., just as during 
their contest with Athens in the following century, they assisted 
the oligarchical party to .overthrow democracy. And it was 
thus that.the demagogue-despot of these earlier times-bFinging 
out ·the name of the people as a pretext, and the arms of the· · 
people as a means -of accomplishment, for. his owri ambitious 
designs-served as a preface to the reality of democracy whi~h . 
manifested itself at Athens a short time before the Persian' war; 
as a development of the seed plimted by Solon. 

As far as our imperfect informatic;m enables us to trace; these 
early oligarchies of the Grecian. states, against which the· first 
usurping despots contended, contained in . themselves ·more 
repulsive elements of inequality, and more mischievous 
barriers between the component parts of the population, than 
the oligarchies of later days. What was true of Hellas as· ai1 
aggregate, was Jtrue, though in a less degree, of each separate 
community . which went to compose . that aggregate. Each 
included a variety of clans, orders; reJigious brotherhoods, and 
local 'or professional sections, very imperfectly cemented· to:
gether: so that the oligarchy was not -(like the government so 
denominated in subsequent times) the .government of a rich 
few over the less rich and the poor; but that of a·peculiar order, 
sometimes a P~trician order, over all the remaining society. In 

T611"0S irTTI 71.6J'OS ab~71'TII<~S 6 p. 0 }(OJ' 0 v p. 'v 0 v 1~pd)'p.C%'TOSl _1]'TOL ap.ap'T~fJ.C%'TOS, ' 
'f) ~vopa7a~~p.a1·os\ 'ErTTI ?ap otTTOs 6 Tthos; 6 p.ev ns, H:aTO. 'T~v .... ,.ov_?]P•·v~ · 
JH_vwv, owv H:aTa Tvpavvov, 1rpoo6Tov, &.voporp&vov, arTwT·ov'"tl 5i! 
•nr, {nrEp TiJv XP7JUT6v "' 'Sta7r€1rpa')'!-L'vwv· oTov {nr~p Tvpa.vVOICT6vou, 
&.ptrTTews, vop.o8eTov. (Theon, Progymnasmata, c. vii. ap. Walz. Coli. 
Rhett. vol. .i. p. 222. Compare Aphthonius, Progymn. c .. vii. p; 82 of the 
same volume, and Dionysius Halikarn. Ars Rhetorica; x. 15, p. 390, ed. 
Reiske. 
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such a case the subject Many might number opulent and 
substantial proprietors as well as the governing Few; but these 
subject Many would themselves be broken into different hetero
geneous fractions not heartily sympathising with each other, 
perhaps not in,termarrying together, nor partaking of the same 
religious rites. The country-population, or villagers who tilled 
the land, seem in these early times to have been held to a 
painful dependence on the great proprietors who lived in the 
fortified town, and to have been distinguished by a dress and 
habits of their own, which often drew upon them an unfriendly 
nickname. These town proprietors often composed the 
governing class in early Grecian states; while their subjects 
consisted- I. Of the dependent cultivators living in the district 
around, by whom their lands were tilled. 2. Of a certain 
number of small self-working proprietors (avTovpyo£), whose 
possessions were too scanty to maintain more than themselves 
by the labour of their own hands on their own plot of ground
residing either in the country or the town, as the case might be. 
3· Of those who lived in the town, having no land, but 
exercising handicraft, arts or commerce. 

The governing proprietors went by the name of the Gamori 
or Geomori, according as the Doric or Ionic dialect might be 
used in describing them, since they were fotind in states be
longing to one race as well as to the other. They appear to 
have constituted a close order, transmitting their privileges to 
their children, but adn1itting no new members to a participation. 
The principle called by Greek thinkers a Timocracy (the ap
portionment of political rights and privileges according to com
parative property) seems to have been little, if at all, applied 
in the earlier times. We know no example of it earlier than 
Solon. So that by the natural multiplication of families and 
mutation of property, there would come to be many individual 
Gamori possessing no land at ali,l and perhaps worse off than 
those small freeholders who did not belong to the order; while 
some of these latter freeholders, and some of the artisans and 
traders in the towns, might at the same time be rising in wealth 
and importance. Under a political classification such as this, 
of which the repulsive inequality was aggravated by a rude state 
of manners, and which had no flexibility to meet the changes 
in relative position amongst individual inhabitants, discon
tent and outbreaks were unavoidable. The earliest despot, 
usually a wealthy man of the disfranchised class, became 

1 Like various members of the Polish or Hungarian noblesse in recent 
times. 
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·champion 'and leader of the malcontents.1 However oppressive 
his rule might be, at least it was an oppression which bore with 
indiscriminate severity upon all the fractions of the population ; 
'and· when the hour of reaction against him or against his 
successor arrived; so that the common enemy was expelled by 
i.the united efforts of all, it was hardly possible to revive the pre
lexisting system of exclusion and inequality without some 
[considerable abatements. 
1: As a general rule, every Greek city-community included in 
tits population, independent of bought slaves, the three elements 
!above noticed,-consid~rable land-proprietors with rustic de
>pendents, small self-working proprietors, and town-artisans,
the three elements being found everywhere in different pro~ 
pqrtions. But the progress of ·.events in Greece, from the 
seventh century B.C. downwards, tended continually to elevate 
the comparative importance of the two latter; while in those 
early days the ascendency of the former, was at its maximum, 
and altered pnly to decline. The military force of most of the 
cities was at first in the hands of the great proprietors, and 
formed by them. It consisted of cavalry, themselves and 
their retainers, -with horses fed upon their lands. Such w!ls 
.the primitive oligarchical militia, a:s constituted in the seventh 
andsixth centuries B.c.2 at Chalkis and Eretria in Eubrea, as 
twell as at. Kolophon and other cities in Ionia, and as it con-

~
.nued in Thessaly down to the fourth century B.c. But the 
radual rise of the ~m,a!l proprietors and t. <?wn. -arti.s~h~ was 

narked by the substitutiOn of heavy-armed mfantry m place 
f cavalry. Moreover a further change not less important took 

place, when the resistahce to Persia led to the great multipli
cation of Grecian ships of war; manned'by a host of seamen 
who dwelt congregated in the maritime towns. All , these 
movements in the Grecian communities tended to break up the 
close and exclusive oligarchies with \V.hich our first historical 
knowledge commences ; and to conduct them, either to 
oligarchies rather more open, embracing all men of a certain 
amount of property-or 'else to democracies. But the transi
tion in both cases was usually attained through the interlude of , 
the despot. · · 
t In enumerating the distinct and unharmonious elements of 
lw!_lich the population of these early Grecian communities was 
lffi~de up, \~e must not forget one further _element which was to 

~ . Thucyd. 1. 13. 
· 2 Aristot. Polit. iv. 3, 2 ; I I, 10. Aristot. Rerum Public. Fragin, ~d ... 
reumann, Fragm. v. Ev/3oewv 1I'Oi\LTfta<, P· II2; Strabo, x. p. 44-~' 
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be found in the Dorian states generally-men of Dorian, a 
contrasted with men of noil-Dorian, race. The Dorians w~n 
in all cases immigrants and conquerors, establishing themselve 
along with and at the expense of the prior inhabitants. Up01 
what terms the co-habitation was established, and in what pro 
portions invaders and invaded came together-we have littl• 
information. Important as this circumstance is in the histor: 
of these Dorian communities, we know it only as a genera 
fact, without being able to follow its results in detail. But W< 

· see eno.ugh' to satisfy ourselves that in those revolutions whicl 
overthrew the oligarchies both at Corinth and Siky6n-per 
haps also at Megara-the Dorian and non-Dorian elements o 
the community came into conflict Im')re or less direct. 

The despots of Siky6n are the earliest of whom we have an: 
distinct mention. Their dynasty lasted 1 oo years, a loi?ger perioc 
than any other Grecian despots known to Aristotle ; they ar, 
said 1 moreover to have governed with mildness and with mud 
practical respect to the pre-existing laws. Orthagoras, 'th, 
beginner of the dynasty, raised himself to the positiqn o 
despot about 676 B.c., subverting the pre-existing Doria1 
oligarchy; 2 but the cause and circumstances of this revolutior 
are not preserved. He is said to have been originally a cook 
In his line of successors we find mention of Andreas, Myr6n 
Arist6nymus and Kleisthenes. Myr6n gained a chariot victor: 
at Olympia in the 33rd Olympiad (648 B.c.), and built at th< 
same holy place a thesaurus containing two ornamented alcove 
of copper, for the reception of commemorative offerings fron 
himself and his family.s Respecting Kleisthenes (whose ag• 

1 Aristot. Polit. v. g, 21. An oracle is said to have predicted to th. 
Sikyonians that they would be subjected for the period of a century to th 
hand of the scourger (Diodor. Fragm. lib. vii.-x. ; Fragm. xiv. ed. Maii) 

2 Heredot. vi, 126; Pausan. ii. 8, I. There is some confusion ab6ut th 
names of Orthagoras and Andreas ; the latter is called a cook in Diodoru 
(Fragment. Excerpt. Vatic. lib. vii.-x. Fragm. xiv.). Compare Libaniu 
in Sever. vol. iii. p. 251, Reisk. It has been supposed, with some proha 
bility, that the same person is designated under both names : the tw• 
names do not seem to occur in the same author. See Plutarch, Se1 
Numin. Vind. c. 7· p. 553· 

Aristotle (Polit. v. ro, 3) seems to have conceived the dominion a 
ha\'ing passed direct from Myr6n to Kleisthen~s, omitting Arist6nymus. 

3 Pausan. vi. rg, 2. The Eleians informed Pausanias that the brass i1 
these alcoves came from Tartessus (the south-western coast of Spain fron 
the Strait of Gibraltar to the territory beyond Cadiz): he declines to guar 
antee the statement. But 0. MUller treats it as a certainty,-" tw• 
apartments inlaid·with Tartessia,n brass, and adorned with Doric and Ioni· 
columns. Both the architectural orders employed in this building, and th 
Tartessian brass, which the Phocreans had then brought to Greece in Jnrg• 
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must ·be placed between 6oo-s6o B.c:, . huf. can hardly: .be 
determined accurately), some facts are reported to us highly 
burious, but of a nature not altogether easy to follow or 
verify. · · · · ·: · · 

We learn from the ·narrative of Herodotus that -the tribe·~tO" 
which Kleisthenes1 himself (and of course his progenitors 
Drthagoras and the other Orthagoridre also) belo11ged, was dis- .·. 
;inct from the three Dorian ~ribes; who h'iwe been already named 
·n my previous chapter respecting·the• Lykurgean constitution 
ft Sparta--the Hylleis, Pamphyli, ·and Dymanes .. We also learn 
hat these tribes were common- to ·the . Sikyonians and the 

Argeians. Kleisthenes, being in a state of bitter,hostility·with 
.. ·Argos, tried in several ways to abolish the· points of community 

:)etween the two. Sikyon, originally J dorised by settlers from 
. Argos, was included in the ''lot of Temenus;" or: among the 
towns of the Argeian confederacy. The coherence of this con-. 
federacy had become weaker and .weaker; partly.without ·doubt 
through. the influence of the predecessors of ·Kleisthenes; -but 
the Argeians may perhaps have tried to .revive it, t-hus.placing 
themselves iri a state of wa1: with the latter;· and inducing him 
to disconnect palpably and violently Sikyon fro'm Argos. There 
were two ·anchors by which the connexion held-first, legendc 
~iy and religious sympathy; next', the civil rites and ·denomi-
1ations current among the Sikyonian Dorian's:, botll'of them 
'irete torn up ~y Kleisthenes. He changed the names botlv. of 
1he three Dorian tribes, and of that non-Doria1Hrihe to .which 
l:e himself belonged : the last he called -by- the complimentary 
'itle of Archelai (commanders of the people) ; the'f1rst three he 
ityledby theinsulting.names of Hyatre; Oneatre, and Chcereatre, 
/tom the three' Greek WOI;ds signifying a boar, an' ass, and. a 
,little pig. The extreme bitterness of. such: ari insult can ·only 

• be appreciated when we fancy to ourselves. the. reverence with 
which the tribes in a Grecian city regarded the hero from 
whom 'their na:me was borrowed. That these new denomina
tions, given, by I<:leisthenes, involved an intentional degradation 
quantities from the ho;il)itable king Arganthonius, attest' the iutercoU:rse of 
'Myren with the Asiatics." (Dorians, i. 8, 2;) So also Dr. Thirlwall · 

tates· the fact: "copper of Tartessus, which had -not long been intr.odui:ed 
1to Greece." (fj:ist .. Gr. ch. x. P·. '483, 2nd ed.) Yet, if we examine ~he 
hrondlogy of the case,. we shall see that the thirty-(hird Olympiad· (648 
:c.) must have been earlier even than the fii·st discovery -of Tiutessus by 
·1e Greeks,-:-before the accidental voyage of the· Samian merchid1t K6laeus 
'st made the region known to them,. and. more thari half a· 'century" (at 
,ast) earlier than tlie commerce of the Phokreans with Arganthoriius. 

:ompare Herod. iv. 152; i. 1'63, 167; '·· 
\·1, Heredot.. v .. 67. · ' 

\ 
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of the Dorian tribes as well as an assumption of superiority for 
his own, is affirmed by Herodotus, and seems well-deserving 
of credit. 

But the violence of which Kleisthenes was capable in his 
anti-Argeian antipathy, is manifested still more plainly in his 
proceedings with respect to the hero Adrastus and to the 
legendary sentiment of the people. Something has already 
been said in a former chapter 1 about this remarkable incident, 
wh!ch must however be here again briefly noticed. The hero 
Adrastus, whose chapel Herodotus himself saw in the Sikyonian 
agora, was common both to Argos and to Siky6n, and was the 
object of special reverence at both. He figures in the legend 
as king of· Argos, and as the grandson and heir of Polybus 
king of Siky6n. He was the unhappy leader of the two 
sieges of Thebes, so famous in the ancient epic. The Sikyon
ians listened with delight both to the exploits of/the Argeians 
against Thebes, as celebrated in the recitations of the epical 
rhapsodes, and to the mournful tale of Adrastus and his family 
misfortunes, as sung in the tragic chorus. Kleisthenes not 
only forbade the rhapsodes to come ~o Siky6n, but further 
resolved to expel Adrastus himself from the country-such is 
the literal Greek expression,2 the hero himself being believed 
to be actually- present and domiciled among the people. He 
first applied to the Delphian oracle for permission to carry 
this banishment into direct effect; but the Pythian .priestess 
returned an answer of indignant refusal,-" Adrastus is king 
of the Sikyonians, but thou art a ruffian." Thus baffled, he 
put in practice a stratagem calculated to induce Adrastus to 
depart of his own accord.3 He sent to Thebes to beg that he 
might be allowed to introduce into Siky6n the hero Melanippus; 
and the permission was granted. Now Melanippus-being 
celebrated in the legend as the puissant champion of Thebes 
against Adrastus and the Argeian besiegers, and as having slain 
both Mekisteus the brother, and Tydeus the son-in-law, of 
Adrastus-was pre-eminently odious to the latter. Klei
sthenes brought this anti-national hero into Siky6n, assigning 
to him consecrated ground in the prytaneium or government
house, and even in that part which was most strong! y fortified: 4 

(for it seems that Adrastus was conceived as likely to assail 
I See vol. ii. ch. 21. 
2 Herod. v. 67. TovTov br<8Vp.'f/<1'< <I Kll.<<u8ev'ls, MvTa. 'Ap-y€!ov, 

IKfJaAEtv ~IC T1j~· xWpT'JS. 
3 Herod. v. 67. 'E<f>povT<(• P.'flxavlw Tjl a.hbs o "Aop'f/UTos &.1ra.ll.ll.ci.~•'""'' • 
4 'E ... a-ya.-yop.<vos o€ <I Kl\€L<J'8EV'f/S '1'bV M•h.ci.iii'II"'II"OI!, TEJLEVOS ol &,,-lo·~· iv 

ahrji .,.<i' ,.puTa.v'f/"tq;, Ka.£ fl'" ~v8a.v'1'a. 1opuu• ~" .,.<i' luxupo-rci.-rq;, (Herod. ib,) 
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and do battle with the intruder)-moreover he took away both 
the tragic choruses and the sacripce from Adrastus, assigning 
the former to· the god Dionysus, and the latter tq Melanippus. 

The religious manifestations of Sikyon being thjls transferred 
from Adrastus to his morta) foe, and from the cause of the 
Argeians in the siege of Thebes ·to that of the The bans, 
Adrastus was presumed to have voluntarily retired (rom the 
place. And the purpose which Kleisthenes contemplated, of 
breaking the community of feeling between S~kyon and Argos, 
was in part accomplished. . 

A ruler WflO could do such violence to the religious and ·' 
legendary sep.timent of his community may well be supposed 
capable of inflicting that deliberate insult upon the Dorian 
tribes which is implied in their new appellations. As we are 
uninformed, however, of the state of things which preceded, 
we kno\v not how far it may have been a retaliation for previous 
insult in the opposite direction. It is plain tliat the Dorians 
of §iky6n maintained themselves and their ancient tribes quite 
apart from the remaining community ; though what the other 
constituent portions of the population were, or in what relation 
they stood to these Doriahs, we are not enabled to make out. 
We h~ar indee'd of a dependent rural population in the territory 
of Sikyon, as well as in that of Argos and Epidaurus, analogous 
to the Helots1n Laconia. In Sikyon this class was termed the 
Korynephori (club-men) or the Katonakophori, from 'the thick 
woollen maritle which they wore, with a sheepskin sewn on to 
the skirt : in Argos they were called Gymnesii, from their not 
possessing the military panoply or the use of .regular arms : in 
Epidaunis, Konipodes or the Dusty-footed.1 We may conclude 
that a similar class existed in Corinth, in Megara, and 'in each 
of the Dorian towns of the Argolic Akte. But besides the 
Dorian ,tribes and these rustics, there must probably have 
~xisted non-Dorian proprietors and town residents, .and upon 
chem we may suppose that the power of · the Orthagorid~ 
md of Kleisthenes was founded, perhaps more friendly and 
ndulgent to the rustic serfs than that of the Dorians had been 
)reviously. The moderation, which Aristotle ascribes to the 
)rthagorid~ generally, is belied by the proceedings of Klei- . 
:thenes. But we may probably believe that his predecessors, 

1 Julius Pollux. iii. 83; Plutarch,' Qu~st. Grrec. c. I. p .. 291 ;. Theo
•ompus ap. Athenreum, vi. p. 271; Welcker, Prolegomen. ad Theognid. 
. 19, p. xxxiv. ~ .' 

As an analogy to this name of Konipodes, we may notice the .ancient 
ouits of justice called Courts of Pie-powder in England, Pieds-poudrts. 

VOL. III.- K 
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content with maintaining the real predominance of the non
Dorian over the Dorian population, meddled very little with 
the separate position and civil habits of the latter-while 
Kleisthenes, provoked or alarmed by some attempt on their 
part to strengthen alliance with the Argeians, resorted both to 
repressive measures and to that offensive nomenclature which 
has been above cited. The preservation of the power of 
Kleisthenes was due to his military energy (according to 

·Aristotle) even more than to his moderation and popular 
conduct. It was aided probably by his magnificent displays 
at the public games, for he was victor in the chariot-race at 
the Pythian games sSz B.C., as well as at the Olympic games 
besides. Moreover he was in fact the last of the race, nor did 
he transmit his power to any successor.! 

The reigns of the early Orthagorida! then may be considered 
as marking a predominance, newly acquired but quietly 
exercised, of the non-Dorians over the Dorians in Sikyon: 
the reign of Kleisthenes, as displaying a strong explosion ol 
antipathy from the former towards the latter. And though 
this antipathy, with the application of those opprobrious tribe
names in which it was conveyed, stand ascribed to Kleisthene~ 
personally-we may see that the non-Dorians in Sikyon share( 
it generally, because these same tribe-names continued to b{ 
applied not only during the reign of that despot, but also fO! 
sixty years longer, after his death. It is hardly necessary tc 
remark that such denominations could never have beer 
acknowledged or employed among the Dorians themselves 
After the lapse of sixty years from the death of Kleisthenes 
the Sikyonians came to an amicable adjustment of the feud 
and placed the tribe-names on a footing satisfactory to al 
parties. The old Dorian denominations (Hylleis, Pamphyli 
and Dymanes) were re-established, while the name of th• 
fourth tribe, or non-Dorians, was changed from Archelai t< 
.A<=gialeis-JEgialeus son of Adrastus being constituted thei 
eponymus.2 This choice, of the son of Adrastus for a1 
eponymus, seems to show that the worship of Adrastus himsel 
was then revived in Sikyon, since it existed in the time c 
Herodotus. 

1 Aristot. Polit. v. 9, 2I; Pausan. x. 7, 3· 
2 Herod. v. 68. To61"o«n 'To?O"< o~v6f.<ct0"< 'TWV <f>vl>.iwv lxplwv'To , 

~ucvWvwt, Kal brl Ki\etu8Eveos &pxovTos, Kal bccdvou Te6veWTos ~Tt br' tTE 

e~{)JCOV'Tct" /lf'Tf7rEI'l"ct f.'EV'TOI J>.o-yov O"</J(O"I 1J&VTES1 /lETt{3a;J...ov ls TOts "'fAJI.ec 

Ka1 na.p.cp{,Aovs Kal Avp.o.vd.Tas' 'TETcfpTOUS OE aVTollrt 7rpouE6eV'TO brl 'f"( 

'AiipfJO"TOV 7rctiOOS A}y<ctl>.EOS· Thv ~7rwvup.(rJV 7rOIE6/lEVOI ICEICl>.'r)O"Octl Al")'tctll.fct 
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.. Of the w.ar which Kleisthenes helped to conduct against 
Kirrha, for the protection of the Delphian temple, I shall 

· ·speak in another place. His death and the cessation of his 
:. dynasty seem to have occurred about 560 B.C., as far ·as the 

chronology can be made out.1 That he was put down by the 
, Spartans (as K. F. Hermann, 0. Muller, and Dr. Thirlwall 
suppose) 2 can be hardly admitted consistently with the narrative 

: of Herodotus, who mentions the continuance of the insulting 
'names imposed by him upon .the Dorian tribes for many years 
; after his death. Now, had the Spartans forcibly interfered for 
1 the suppression of his dynasty, we may reasonably presume 
' that, even if they did not restore the decided preponderance of 
' the Dorians in Sikyon, they would at least have rescued the . 

1 The chronology of Orthagoras and his dynasty is perplexing. The 
commemorative offering of Myr6n at Olympia is marked for 648 B.c., and 
this must throw back the beginning of Orthagoras to a period between68o-
67o. Then we are told by Aristotle that tile entire dynasty lasted roo 
years; but it must have lasted probably somewhat longer, for the death of 
Kleisthenes can hardly be. placed earlier than 560 B.C. The )'Tar against 
Kirrha (595 B.c.) and the Pythian victory (582 B.c.) fall within his reign: ., 
but the marriage of his daughter Agariste with Megakles can hardly be put 
earlier thari 570 B. c.'· if so high ; for Kleisthenes the Athenian, the son of 
that marriage, effected the democratical revolution at Athens in 509 or 
so8 B.C. Whether the daughter whom Megnkl~s gave in marriage to 
Peisistratus about 554 B. c., was also the offspring of that marriage, as 

, Larcher contends, we do not know. . 
Megakles was the son of that Alkmreon who had assisted 'the deputies _sent 

, by Crcesus of Lydia into Greece to consult the different oracles, and whom 
· Crcesus rewarded so liberally as to make his fortune (compare Herod. i. 
: 46 ; vi. 125) : and the marriage of Megakles was in the next generation 

after this enrichment of Alkmreon.::_,ueTci. o€, 'J'<vejl o<v'Tiipp ii<TT<pov (Herod. 
vi. 126). Now the reign of Crcesus extended from 560-546 B.c., and his 

·. deputation to the oracles in Greece appears to have taken place about 
. 556 B.C. If this chronology be admitted, the marriage of Megakles with ·. 
the daughter of the Sikyonian · Kleisihenes cannot have taken place until 

·considerably after 556 B.c. See the long, but not very satisfactory, note 
of Larcher, ad Herodot. v. 66. · 

But I shall show grounds for believing, when I recount the interview 
between Solon and Crcesus, that Herodotus in his conception of events 
misdates very considerably the reign and proceedings of Crcesus as well as 
of Peisistratus. · This is a conjecture of Niebuhr which I think very just, 

· and which is rendered still more probable by what we find here ·stated 
' about the succession of the Alkmreonidre. For it is evident tbat Herodotus 

here conceives the adventure between Alkmreon and Crcesus as· having 
occurred one generation (about twenty-five or thirty years) anterior to the 
marriage between Megakles and the daughter of Kleisthenes. That 
adventure will thus stand about 590-585 B.C>, which would be about the 

. time of the supposed interview (if real) between Solon and Croesus 
describing the maximum of the power and prosperity of the Iauer. ' 

· 2 MUller, Dorians, book i. 8, 2; Thirlwall, Hist. of Greece, vol. i. ch, 
' x. p. 486, 2nd ed. 
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Dorian tribes from this obvious ignominy. But it seems 
doubtful whether Kleisthenes had any son: and the extra
ordinary importance attached to the marriage of his daughter 
Agariste, whom he bestowed upon the Athenian Megakles of 
the great family Alkmxonidx, seems rather to evince that she 
was an heiress-not to his power, but to his wealth. There 
can be no doubt as to the fact of that marriage, from which was 
born the Athenian leader Kleisthenes, afterwards the author of 
the great democratical revolution at Athens after the expulsion 
of the Peisistratidx ; but the lively and amusing details with 
which Herodotus has surrounded it bear much more the stamp 
of romance than of reality, Drest up apparently by some 
ingenious Athenian as a compliment to the Alkmxonid lineage 
of his city, which comprised both Kleisthenes and Perikles, the 
narrative commemorates a marriage-rivalry between that lineage 
and another noble Athenian house, and at the same time gives 
a mythical explanation of a phrase seemingly proverbial at 
Athens-" Htppoklet"des don't care." 1 

1 Herod. vi. 127-13!. The locution explained is-Ob <j>powrls 'l7r7ro· 
llii.Elov: compare the allusions to it in the Parcemiographi, Zenob. v. 31; 
Diogenian. vii. 21 ; Suidas, xi. 45, ed. Schott. 

The convocation of the suitors at the invitation of Kleisthenes from all 
parts of Greece, and the distinctive mark and character of each, is prettily 
told, as well as the drunken freak whereby Hippokleides forfeits both the 
favour of Kleisthenes and the hand of Agariste which he was on the point 
of obtaining. It seems to be a story framed upon the model of various 
incidents in the old epic, especially the suitors of Hellen. 

On one point, however, the author of the story seems to have overlooked 
both the exigencies of chronology and the historical position and feelings 
of his hero Kleisthenes. For among the suitors who present themselves at 
Siky6n in conformity with the invitation of the latter, one is Leokedes, 
son of Pheid6n the despot of Argos. Now the hostility and vehement 
antipathy towards Argos, which Herodotus ascribes in another place to 
the Sikyonian Kleisthenes, renders it all but impossible that the son of 
any k_ing of Argos could have become a candidate for the hand of Agariste. 
I have already recounted the violence which Kleisthenes did to the 
legendary sentiment of his native town, and the insulting names which he 
put upon the Sikyonian Dorians-all under the influence of a strong anti
Argeian feeling. Next, as to chronology: Pheid6n king of Argos lived 
some time between 760-730; and his son can never have been a candidate 
for the daughter of Kleisthenes, whose reign falls 6oo-56o B.C. Chrono
logers resort here to the usual resource in cases of difficulty : they recognise 
a second and later Pheid6n, whom they affirm that Herodotus has con
founded with the first ; or they alter the text of Herodotus by reading in 
place of·'~son of Pheidon," "descendant of Pheid6n." But neither of 
these conjectttres _rests upon any basis : the text of Herodotus is smooth 
and clear, and thesecond Pheidon is nowhere else authenticated. See 
Larcher and Wesseling ·ad-!oc.: compare also Part II. ch. 4, of this 
History. · 
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Plutarch numbers lEschines of Siky6n 1 among· the despots 
put down by Sparta : at what period this took place, or how 
it is to be connected with the history of Kleisthenes as given 
in Herodotus, we are unable to. say. 

. Contemporaneous with the Orthagoridce at Siky6n-but 
. begi1;1ning a little lat~r and closing somewhat earlier-we find 

the despots Kypselus and Periander at Corinth. The former 
appears as the subverter of the oligarchy called the Bacchiadce. 
Of the mann!"r in which he a~complished his object we find no 
information : and this historical blank is inadeql.1ately filled up 
by various religious prognostics and oracles, foreshadowing the 
rise, the harsh rule;. and the dethronement after two generations, 
of these powerful despots. · . . . 

A<;cording to an idea deeply seated in the Greek mind, the 
destruction of a great prince or of .a great power is usually 
signified by the gods beforehand, thougl1 either through hard
ness of heart or inadvertence no heed ·is taken of the warning. 
In reference to K.ypselus and the Bacchiadce, we are informed 
that Melas, the ·ancestor of the former, was one of the original 
settlers at Corinth who accompanied the first Dorian chief 
Aletes, and that Aletes was in vain warned by an oracle not 
to admit him. 2 Again too, immediately before Kypselus was 
born, the Bacchiadce received notice that his mother was about 
to give birth to one who would prov\'! their ruin : the dangerous 
infant escaped destruction only by a hair's breadth, being 

· preserved from the intent of his destroyers by lucky conceal
ment in a chest. Labda, the mother of Kypselus, was daughter 
of Amphion, who belonged to the gens·or sept of the Baccliiadce; 
but she was -lame, and none of the gens would consent to marry 
her with that deformity. Eeti6n, son of Bchekrates, 'who 
became her husband, belonged to a different; yet hardly-less 
distinguished, heroic genealogy. · He was of the Lapith:e, 
descended from Kceneus, and dwelling in the. Corinthian 
deme called Petra. We see thus that Kypselus was not only 
a, high:born man in the city, but a Bacchiad by half-birth : 
both of these circumstances were likely to make exclusion frorri 
the government intolerable to him. He rendered himself 
highly popular with the people, and by their aid overthrew and 
expelled the Bacchiadce, continuing as despot at Corinth for 
thirty years until his death (B.c. 6ss-6zs). According to 
Aristotle, he maintained throughout life the same conciliatory 
behll:viour by which his power had first been acquired; and 

1 Plutarch, De Herod. Malign. c. zr, p. 859. 
2 Pausan. ii. 4, 9· . 

..... 
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his popularity was so effectually sustained that he had never 
any occasion for a body-guard. But the Corinthian oligarchy 
of the century of Herodotus (whose tale that historian has 
embodied in the oration of the Corinthian envoy Sosikles 1 to 
the Spartans) gave a very different description, and depicted 
Kypselus as a cruel ruler, who banished, robbed, and murdered 
by wholesale. 

His son and successor Periander, though energetic as a 
warrior, distinguished as an encourager of poetry and music, 
and even numbered by some among the seven wise men of 
Greece-is nevertheless uniformly represented as oppressive 
and inhuman in his treatment of subjects. The revolting 
stories which are told respecting his private life, and his rela
.tions with his mother and his wife, may for the most part be 
regarded as calumnies suggested by odious associations with 
his memory. But there seems good reason for imputing to 
him tyranny of the worst character. The sanguinary maxims 
of precaution, so often acted upon by Grecian despots, were 
traced back in ordinary belief to Periander 2 and his con
temporary Thrasybulus despot of Miletus. He maintained a 
powerful body-guard, shed much blood, and was exorbitant 
in his exactions, a part of which was employed in votive 
offerings at Olympia. Such munificence to the gods was 
considered by Aristotle and others as part of a deliberate 
system, with the view of keeping his subjectf: both hard at 
work and poor. On one occasion we are told that he invited 
the women of Corinth to assemble for the celebration of a 
religious festival, and then stripped them of their rich attire 
and ornaments. By some later writers he is painted as the 
stern foe of everything like luxury and dissolute habits
enforcing industry, compelling every man to render account 
of his means of livelihood, and causing the procuresses of 
Corinth to be thrown into the sea.s Though the general 
features of his character, his cruel tyranny no less than his 
vigour and ability, may be sufficiently relied on, yet the 
particular incidents connected with his name are all extremely 

1 Aristot. Polit. v. 9, 22; Herodot. v. 92. The tale respecting Kypselus 
and his wholesale exaction from the people, contained in the spurious 
second book of the CEconomica of Aristotle, coincides with the general 
view of Herodotus (Aristot. CEconom. ii. 2); but I do not trust the 
statements· of"this treatise for facts of the sixth or seventh centuries, B.c. 

2 Aristot. Po lit. v. 9. 2-22 : iii. 8, 3· Jlerodot. v. 92. 
3 Ephorus, Frag. 106, ed. Marx. ; Herakleid<!s Ponticns, Frag. v. ed. 

Kohler; Nicolaus Damasc. p. so, ed. Orell. ; Diogen, Laert. i. 96.,.98 ; 
Suidas, v. Kvl/ieil.l~wv O.v0.0'11-'a.. 
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dubious. The most credible of all seems to be the tale of his 
inexpiable quarrel with his son and his brutal treatment of 
many noble Korkyrrean youths, as related in Herodotus. 
Periander is said to have put to death his wife Melissa, 
daughter of Prokles despot of Epidaurus. His son Lykophron, 
informed of this deed, contracted an incurable antipathy against 
him. Periander, after vainly trying both by rigour and by 
conciliation, to conquer this feeling on the part of his son, 
sent him to reside at Korkyra, then dependent upon his rule ; 
but when he found himself growing old and disabled, he recalled 
him to Corinth, in order to ensure the continuance of the 
dynasty. Lykophron still obstinately declined all personal 
commu.nication with his father, upon which the latter desired 
him to come to Corinth, and engaged himself to go over to 
Korkyra. So terrified were the Korkyrreaus at the 1 idea of 
a visit from this formidable old man, that they put Lykophron 
to death-a deed which Periander avenged by seizing three 
hundred youths of their noblest families, and sending them 
over to the Lydian king Alyattes at Sargis; in order that they 
might be castrated and made to serve as eunuchs. The 
Corinthian vessels in which the youths were. despatched for~ 
tunately touched at Samos in the way ; where the Samians 
and Knidians, shocked at a proceeding which outraged all 
Hellenic sentiment, contrived to rescue the youths from the 
miserable fate intended for them, and after the death of 

· Periander sent them back to their native island.! 
While we turn with displeasure from the 'political life of this 

man, we are at the same time made acquainted with the great · 
extent of his power-greater than that which was ever pos
sessed by Corinth after the extinctiqn of his dynasty. Korkyra, 
Ambrakia, Leukas, and Anaktorium, all Corinthian colonies, 
but in the next century independent states, appear in his time 
dependencies of Corinth. Ambrakia is said to have been 
under the rule of another despot named Periander, probably 
also a Kypselid by birth. It seems indeed that the towns of 
Anaktorium, Leukas, anO. Apollonia in the' Ionian Gulf, were 
either founded by the Kypselids, ·or received reinforcements 
of Corinthian colonists, during their dynasty, though Korkyra 
was established considerably earlier.2 

1 Herodot. iii. 47-54· He details at some length this tragical story. 
Compare Plutarch, De Herodoti Malignitat. c. 22, p. 860. · 

2 Aristot. Polit. v. 3, 6; S,. 9· Plutarch, Amatorius, c. 23, p. 768, and. 
De Sera Numinis Vindicta, c. 7, p. 553· Strabo, vii. p. 32.s; x. p. 452·. 
Scymnus Chius, v. 454, and Antoninus Liberalis, c. iv., who quotes the 
lost work called 'Ap./3paK<Ktf. of Athanadas. 
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The reign of Periander lasted for forty years (B.c. 625-585): 

Psammetichus son of Gordius, who succeeded him, reigned 
three years, and the Kypselid 'dynasty is then said to have 
closed, after having continued for seventy-three years_! In 
respect of power, magnificent display, and wide-spread con
nexions both in Asia and in Italy, they evidently stood high 
among the Greeks of their time. Their offerings consecrated at 
Olympia excited great admiration, especially the gilt colossal 
statue of Zeus and the large chest of cedar-wood dedicated in 
the temple of Here, overlaid with various .ligures in gold and 
ivory. The figures were borrowed from mythical and legendary 
story, while the chest was a commemoration both of the name 
of Kypselus and of the tale of his marvellous preservation in 
infancy.2 If Plutarch is correct, this powerful dynasty is to be 
numbered among the despots put down by Sparta.3 Yet such 
intervention of the Spartans, granting it to have been matter of 
fact, can hardly have been known to Herodotus. 

Coincident in point of time with the commencement of 
Periander's reign at Corinth, we find Theagenes despot at 
Megara, who is also said to have acquired his power by dema
gogic arts, as well as by violent aggressions against the rich 
proprietors, whose cattle he destroyed in their pastures by the 
side of the river. We are not told by what previous conduct 
on the part of the rich this hatred of the people had been 
earned; but Theagenes carried the popular feeling completely 
along with him, obtained by public vote a body of guards 
ostensibly for his personal safety, and employed them to over-

1 See Mr. Clinton, Fasti Hellenici, ad ann. 625-585 B.c. 
2 Pausan. v. 2, 4; 17, 2. Strabo, viii. p. 353· Compare Schneider, 

Epimetrum ad Xenophon. Anabas. p. 570. The chest was seen at Olympia 
both by Pausanias and by Dio Chrysostom (Or. xi. p. 325, Reiske). 

3 Plutarch, De I-Ierodot. Malign. c. 21, p. 859. If Herodotus had 
known or believed that the dynasty of the Kypselids at Corinth was put 
down by Sparta, he could not have failed to make allusion to the fact in 
the long harangue which he ascribes to the Corinthian Sosikles (v. 92). 
Whoever reads that speech, will perceive that the inference from silence 
to ignorance is in this case almost irresistible. 

0. Miiller ascribes to Periander a policy intentionally anti-Dori~n
" prompted by the wish of utterly eradicating the peculiarities of the Doric 
race. For this reason he abolished the public tables, and prohibited the 
ancient education." (0. M:iiller, Dorians, iii. 8, 3·) 

Jtq!it cannot be shown that. anypublic..tables. ( uvuui'l'm) or any, peculiar 
education, analogous to those of Sparta, ever existed at Corinth. If 
nothing more be meant by these uuuuh1a than public banquets on 
P.articular festive occasions (see Welcker, Prolegom. ad Theognid. c. 20, 
p. xxxvii. ), these are noway peculiar to Dorian cities. Nor does Theognis, 
v. 270, bear out W elcker in affirming "syssitiorum vet us institutum" at 
Megara. -
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thro~ the oligarchy.! Yet he did not maintain his power even 

·for his own life. A second revolution dethroned and expelled 
him, on which occasion, after a ·short interval of temperate \ 
government, the people are said tb' have renewed in a still 
more marked way their antipathies against tile rich ; banishing · 
'some of them with confiscation of property, intruding into the 
houses of others with demands for forced hospitality, and even 
passing a formal Palintokia-or decree. to ·require, from the 
rich who had lent money on interest, the refunding of all past 
interest.paid to them by their debtors.2 To appreciate cor
rectly such a demand, we must recollect tl:iat the practice of 
taking interest for money lerit was regarded by a large pro
portion of early ancient society )Vith feelings of unqualified. 
reprobation. And it will be seen, when we come to the legis
lation of Solon, how much ·such violent reactionary fe<:;ling 
against the creditor was provoked by the antecedent working 
of the harsh law determining his rights. _ 

We hear: in general terms of more 'than one revolution in 
the' government of Megara-a disorderly democracy subverted 
by returning oligarchical exiles, and t~ese again unable long to 
maintain themselves; s but we are alike uninformed as to .dates 
and details. And- in respect to one of these struggles we are 
adrr_itted to the outpourings of a contemporary and a sufferer
the.Megarian poet Theognis. Unfortunately his elegiac verses 
as we possess them are in -a state so broken, incoherent and 
interpolated, that we make out no distinct conception of: the 
events .which •call them forth. Still less can we discover in the 
verses of Theognis that strength and peculiarity of pure Dorian. 
feeling, which, since the publication of 0. Muller's Histoty of 
the Dorians, it has been the fashion to look for so extensively. 
But we -see that the poet was aonnected with an oligarc,hy of 
birth, and not of wealth, which had recently been subverted by 
the breaking in of the rustic population previously subject and 
d.egraded-that these ~ubj<:;cts were content to sub~it ~t~ a 
smgle-headed despot,, m order to escape from theu former 
rulers-and that Theognis had himself been betrayed qy his 
own friends and companions, stripped of his property .and 
exiled, through the .wrong doing " of enemies whose blood he 
hopes one day to be permitted to drink." 4 The condition 'of 
the subject cultivators previous to this revolution he depicts in 

1 Aristot. Polit. v. 4, 5 ; Rhetor. i. 2, 7. 
2 Plutarch, Qurest. Grrec. c .. 18, p. 295. 
3 Aristot. Polit. iv. 12, IO; v. 2; 6; 41 3· , 
4 Theognis, vv. 262, 349, 512, 6oo, 8z8, 834, rug, 1200, Gaisf. edit.

T~v E~rJ JJ.O .. a.v a.ip.a 1Tte~v, &c. 
K2 
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sad colours : they "dwelt without the city, clad in goat-skins, 
and ignorant of judicial sanctions or Jaws:" 1 after it, they had 
become citizens, and their importance had been immensely 
enhanced. Thus (according to his impression) the vile breed 
has trodden down the noble-the bad have become masters, 
and the good are no longer of any account. The bitterness 
and humiliation which attend upon poverty, and the undue 
ascendency which wealth confers even upon the most worth
less of mankind,2 are among the prominent subjects of his 
complaint. His keen personal feeling on this point would be 
alone sufficient to show that the recent revolution had no way 
overthrown the influence of property ; in contradiction to the 
opinion of Welcker, who infers without ground, from a passage 
of uncertain meaning, that the land of the state had been 
formally re-divided.3 The Megarian revolution, so far as we 

1 Theognis, v. 349, Gaisf.-
Ktlpve, 7T6Ats p.€v EO' i]OE rr6.\ts, Aa.ol Oe 01, 0..AAot, 

ot 1Tp6cr6' oiJTe OCKas jj8€<TO.V oihe v6p.ovs, 
'AAA' o.p.tf>'i.. 7rA.€Vpficn OopOs alyWv KO.T€TptfJov, 
"E~w o· Wu'T' €Ao.rflot 'Tijo-.3' l:.v€p.OV'TO 7r6Aeos. 

2 Theognis, vv. 174, 267, 523, 700, 865, Gaisf. 
3 Consult the Prolegomena to Welcker's edition of Theognis; also those 

of Schneidewin (Delectus Elegiac. Poetar. p. 46-55. 
The Prolegomena of Welcker are particularly valuable and full of 

instruction. He illustrates 'at great length the tendency common to 
Theognis with other early Greek poets, to apply the words good and bad, 
not with reference to any ethical standard, but to wealth as contrasted 
with poverty- nobility with low birth-strength with weakness-con
servative and oligarchical politics as opposed to innovation (sect. 10-18). 
The ethical meaning of these words is not absolutely unknown, yet rare, 
in Theognis : it gradually grew up at Athens, and became populari,ed by 
the Socratic school of philosophers as well as by the orators. But the 
early or·political meaning always remained, and the fluctuation between the 
two has been productive of frequent misunderstanding. Constant attention 
is necessary when we read the expressions ol lt')'a8ol, l<TBll.ol, {J€li.Tt<TTot, 
t<all.otclt')'a8ol, XP'T/<TTOl, &c.' or on the other hand, ol ICUI<Ol, aetll.ol, &c.' to 
examine whether the context is such as to give to them the ethical or the 
political meaning. Welcker seems to go a step too far when he says 
that the lntter sense "fell into desuetude, through the influence of the 
Socratic philosophy." Proleg. sect. II, p. xxv.) The two meanings both 
remained extant at the same time, as we see by Aristotle (Polit. iv. 8, 2)
<TXeabv 'Yap 'lrapa 'TOlS 'lrll.d<TTO!S ol el!7ropot, TO)JI KUAWII t<lt')'a8wv aoKOV<Tt 
t<aT€xetv xcfJpav. A careful distinction is sometimes found in Plato and 
Thucydid~s, who talk of the oligarchs as "the persons called super
excellent "-Tovs ~eall.ous tdt')'a8ovs ovop.a(op.€vovs (Thucyd. viii. 48)-u1ro 
Twv 1rll.ov<Tlwv Tf ~ral ~eall.wv t<lt')'ci8wv ll.eyojJ.€vwv iv Til 1r6A.e• (Plato, Rep. 
viii. p. 569). ' 

The same double sense is to be found equally prevalent in the Latin 
language: "Botdque et mali cives appellati, non ob merita in rempublicam, 
omnibus pariter corruptis : sed uti quisque locupletissimus, et injuriit 
validior, quia prresentia defendebat, pro bono habebatur." (Sallust. Hist. 
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apprehend it from Theognis, appears to have improved materi
ally the condition of the cultivators around the town, and to 
have strengthened a certain class whom he considers ''the bad 
rich "-while it extinguished the. wivileges of that governing 
order, to which he himself belonged, denominated in his 
language "the good and the virtuous," with ruinous effyct upon 
his own individual fortunes. How far this governing order 
was exclusively Dorian, we have no means of determining. The 
political change by which ,Theognis suffered, and the new 
despot whom he indicates as either actually installed or nearly 
impending, must have come considerably after the despotism 
of Theagenes ; for the life of the poet seems' to fall between 
570-490 B.c., while Theagenes must have ruled about 63o-
6oo B.C. From the unfavourable picture therefore, which the 
p'oet gives as his own early experience, of the condition of the 
rural cultivators, it is evident tJ:lat the despot Theagenes had 
neither conferred upon them any permanent benefit, nor given 
them access to the judicial protection of the city. 

It is thus· that the despots of Corinth, Sikyon and Megara 
serve as samples of those revolutionary influences .which towards 
the beginning of the sixth century B.c. seem to have sha.ken or 
overturned fhe oligarchical governments in very many cities 
throughout the Grecian world. There existed a certain sym
pathy and alliance between the despots of Corinth and Sikyon : 1 

how far such feeling was further extended to Megara we do 
not know. ·The latter city seems evidently to have been more 
populoqs and powerful during the seventh and sixth centuries' 
B.C. than we shall afterwards find her throughout the two 
brilliant centuries of Grecian history. Her colonies, found as 
far distant as Bithynia and the Thracian Bosphorus on. one 
side, and as Sicily on the other, argue an extent of trade as 
well as naval force once not inferior to Athens'; ·SO that we 
shall be the less surprised when we approach· the life of Solon, 

Fragment. ·lib. i. p. 935, Cort.) And again Cicero (De Republ. i. 34): 
"Hoc errore vulgi cum rempublicam opes paucorum, non virtutes, tenere 
cceperunt, nomen illi principes optimatz'um mordicus tenent, re autem 
carent eo nomine." In Cicero's Oration pro Sextio (c. 45) the two mean
ings are intentionally confounded together, when he gives his definition of 
optimus quisque. Welcker (P~oleg. s. 12)produces several other examples 
of the like equivocal meaning. There are not wanting instances of the 
same use of language in the laws and customs of the early Germans
bani homines, probi homines, Rachinburgi, Gudemiinner. See Savigny,' 
Geschic,hte des Riimisch. Rechts im Mittelalter, vo!. i. p. 184; vol. ii; 
p. xxii. 

1 Herodot. vi. 128. 
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to find her in possession of the island of Salamis, and long 
maintaining it, at one time with every promise of triumph, 
against the entire force of the Athenians. 

CHAPTER X 

IONIC PORTION OF HELLAS-ATHENS BEFORE SOLON 

HAVING traced in the preceding chapters the scanty stream 
of Peloponnesia.n history, from the first commencement of an 
authentic chronology in 776 B.c., to the maximum of Spartan 
territorial acquisition, and the general acknowledgement of 
Spartan primacy, prior to 547 B.c., I proceed to state as much 
as can be made out respecting the Ionic portion of Hellas 
during the same period. This portion comprehends Athens 
and Eubrea--the Cyclades islands-and the Ionic cities on 
the coast of Asia Minor, with their different colonies. 

In 'the case of Peloponnesus, we have been enabled to 
discern something like an order of real facts in the period 
alluded to-Sparta makes great strides, while Argos falls. 
In the case of Athens, .unfortunately, our materials are less 
instructive. The number of historical facts, anterior to the 
Solonian legislation, is very few indeed : the interval between 
776 B.C. and 624 B.c., the epoch of Drako's legislation a short 
time prior to Kylon's attempted usurpation, gives us merely a 
list of archons, denuded of all incident. 

In compliment to the heroism of Kodrus, who had sacri
ficed his life for the safety of his country, we are told that 
no person after him was permitted to bear the title of king.l 
His son Med6n, and twelve successors-Akastus, Archip
pus, Thersippus, Phorbas, Megakles, Diognetus, Pherekles, 
Ariphr6n, Thespieus, Agamest6r, JEschylus, and Alkm~6n
were all archons for life. In the second year of Alkm~6n 
( 7 52 B.C.), the dignity of archon was restricted to a duration 
of ten years : and seven of these decennial archons are num
bered-Charops, JEsimides, Kleidikus, Hippomenes, Leokrates, 
Apsandrus, Eryxias. With Kre6n, who succeeded Eryxias, the 
archonship was not only made annual, but put into commission 
and distributed among nine persons. These nine archons 
annually changed continue throughout all the historical period, 
interrupted only by the few intervals of political disturbance 

I Justin. ii. 7, 
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and foreign ·compression. Down to Kleidikus and Hippo
menes (7 14 B.c:), the dignity 1 of archon had continued to 
belong exclusively to the Medontida! or descendants of 
Med6n and Kodrus; I· at that period it was thrown open to 
all the Eupatri'ds, or order of nobility in the state. . · 

Such is the series of names by which we step down from the 
level oflegend to that of history. All our historical knowledge 
of Athens is confined to the period' of the annual archons; 
which series of eponymous archons, from Kre6n downwards, 
is perfectly trustworthy.2 Above 683 B.c., the Attic antiquaries 
have provided us with a string of names, which we must take 
as we find them, without being able either to warrant the whole 
·or to separate the false from the true. There is no reason to 
doubt the general.fact that Athens, like so many other com
munities of Greece, was in its primitive times governed by an 
hereditary line of kings, and that it passed from that form of 
·government into a commonwealth, first oligarchical, afterwards 
democratical. 

We are in no condition to determine the civil classification 
and political constitution of Att~ca, even at the period 'of the 
archon ship of Kre6n, '683 B.c., when. authentic Athenian 
chronology first commenc€s-much less can we pretend to 
any knowledge of the anterior centuries. Great political 
changes were introduced first by Solon (about 594 B.c.), next 
by Kleisthenes (509 B.c.), afterwards by Aristeides, :Perikles 
and Ephialtes, between the Persian and Peloponnesian wars : 
so that the old ante-Solonian-nay even the real Solonian
polity was thus put more and. more out of date and out of 
knowledge. But all the information which we pussess respect
ing that old polity is derived from authors who lived after all or 
most of these great changes-and who, finding no records, nor 
anything better than•current legends, explained the fore!ime as 
well as they could by guesses more or, less ingenious, generally 
attached to the dominant legendary names. They were some
times able to. found their conclusions upon religious usages, 
periodical ceremonies, or common sacrifices, still subsisting in 
their own time. These were doubtless the best evidences to 
be found respecting Athenian antiquity, since such practices 

1 Pausar\., i. 3, 2 ·; Suidas, 'l7r7rOfJ.~li'IJS; Diogenian. Centur. Proverb. iii .. 
I. 'Al1'e/3E(rrepov ~hr7ro}J.Evovs. . 

2 See Boeckh ori the Parian Marble, in Corp. Inscrip. Grrec. part I2j 
sect. 6, pp. 307, 310, 332. · · · 

From the beginning of .the reign of, Med6n son of Kodrus, to the first 
annual ~rchon Kre6n, the Parian Marble computes 407 years, E~sebius 387. 
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often continued unaltered throughout all the political changes. 
It is in this way alone that we arrive at some partial knowledge 
of the ante-Solonian condition of Attica, though as a whole 
it still remains dark and unintelligible, even after the many 
illustrations of modern commentators. 

Philochorus, writing in the third century before the Christian 
rera, stated, that Kekrops had originally distributed Attica into 
twelve districts-Kekropia, Tetrapolis, Epakria, Dekeleia, 
Eleusis, Aphidnre, Thorikus, Braur6n, K ytherus, Sphettus, 
Kephisia, Phalerus-and that these twelve were consolidated 
into one political society by Theseus,! This partition does 
not comprise the Megarid, which, according to other state
ments, is represented as united with Attica, and as having 
formed part of the distribution made by king Pandi6n among 
his four sons, Nisus, .A<:geus, Pallas and Lykus-a story as old 
as Sophokles at least.2 In other accounts, again, a quadruple 
division is applied to the tribes, which are stated to have been 
four in number, beginning from Kekrops-called in his time 
Kekropis, Autochthon, Aktrea and Paralia. Under king 
Kranaus, these tribes (we are told) received the names of 
Kranai:s, Atthis, Mesogrea and Diakria 3-under Erichthonius, 
those of Dias, Athenals, Poseidonias, Hephrestias : at last, 
shortly after Erechtheus, they were denominated after the four 
sons of I6n (son of Kreusa daughter of Erechtheus, by Apollo), 
Geleontes, Hopletes, .A<:gikoreis, Argadeis. The four Attic or 
Ionic tribes, under these last-mentioned names, continued to 
form the classification of the citizens until the revolution of 
Kleisthenes in 509 B.c., by . which the ten tribes were intro
duced, as we find them down to the period of Macedonian 
ascendency. It is affirmed, and with some etymological plausi
bility, that the denominations of these four tribes must originally 
have had reference to the occupations of those who bore them 
-the Hopletes being the warrior-class, the .A<:gikoreis goatlzerds, 
the Argadeis artisans, and the Geleontes (Teleontes, or Gede
ontes) cultivators. Hence some authors have ascribed to the 
ancient inhabitants of Attica 4 an actual primitive distribution 

1 Philochorus ap. Strabo. ix. p. 396. See Schomann, Antiq. J. P. 
Gnec. b. v. sect. 2-5. 

2 Strabo, ix. p. 392. Philochorus and Andr6n extended the kingdom of 
Nisus from the isthmus of Corinth as far as the Pythium (near CEnoe) and 
Eleusis (Str. ib.) ; but ~here were many different tales. 

3 Pollux, viii. c. 9, 109-Il I. 
4 ll)n, the father of the four heroes after whom these tribes were named 

was affirmed by one story to be the primitive civilising legislator of Aiiica 
like Lycurgus, Numa', or Deukalii)n (Plutarch. adv. KoWten, c. 31, p. II25)· 
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into hereditary professions or castes, similar to that which pre
vailed in India and Egypt. If we should even gra11t that such 
a division into castes might originally have prevailed, it must 
have grown obsolete long befort: the time.of Solon: but there 
seem no sufficient grounds for believing that it ever did prevail. 

. The names of the tribes may have been originally borrowed 
from certain professions, but it does not necessarily follow that 
the reality corresponded. to this, derivation, or that every indi
vidual who belonged to any tribe w.as a member of the pro
,fession from whence the ·name had originally been derived. 
From the etymology of the names, be it ever so clear, we 
cannot safely assume the historical· reality of a -classification 
according to.professions. And this objection (which would be 
weighty even if the etymology had been clear) becomes irresist
ible when we add that even the etymology is not beyond dis
pute; 1 that the names themselves are written with a diversity 
which cannot be reconciled; and that the four professions 
named by Strabo omit the goatherds and include the priests; 
while those specified by Plutarch leave out the latter' and 
include the former. 2 

All that seems certain is, that these were the four ancient 
Ionic tribes (analogous to the Hylleis, Pamphyli and Dymanes 
among the Dm:ians) which prevailed not only at Athens,~but 
among several of the Ionic cities derived from Athens.""' 'The 
Geleontes are mentioned in inscriptions now remaining belong
ing to Teos in Ionia, and all the four are named in'those of 
Kyzikus in the Propontis, which ·was a foundation from the 
Ionic Miletus.3 The four tribes, and the four names (allowing 

1 Thus Euripid~s derives the Al-yt~<op€is, not from at~ a goat, but from 
Ai-yls the lEgis of Atheii~ (Ion. 1581): he also gives Teleontes, derived 
from an eponymous Teleo1t son of IIJn, while the inscriptions at Kyzikus 
concur with Herodotus and others in giving Geleontes. Plutarch (Solon, 
25) gives Gedeontes. In an Athenian inscription recently published by 
Professor Ross (dating seemingly in the first century after the· Christian 
rera), the worship of Zeus GeleiJn at Athens bas been for the first time 
'verified-;:-~<os reA.oowros lepo~<iipv~ (Ross, Die Attz"schm Demen, p. vii.-ix. 
Halle, I 846 ). · • 

2 Plutarch (Solon, c. 25); Strabo, viii. p. 383. Compare Plato, 
Kritias, p. IIO. ·. 

3 Boeckb, Corp. Inscr. Nos. 3c78, 3079, 3665. The elaborate com
mentary on this last-mentioned inscription, in which Boeckh ·vindicates 
the early historical reality of the classification by professions,· is noway 
satisfactory, to my mind. -

K. F. Hermann (Lehrbuch der Griechischen Staats· Alterthiimer, seCt. 
91-96) gives a summary of all that can he known respecting these old 
Athenian tribes. Compare ligen; De Tribuhus Atticis, p. 9 seq. Tittmann, 
Griechische Staats Verfassungen, p. 57o--582; Wachsmuth, Hellenische 
Alterthumskunde, sect. 43, 44· · · 
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for some variations of reading), are therefore historically verified. 
But neither the time of their introduction, nor their primitive 
import, are ascertainable matters ; nor can any faith be put in 
the various constructions of the legends of Ion, Erechtheus, 
and Kekrops, by modern commentators. 

These four tribes may be looked at either as religious and 
social aggregates, in which capacity each of them comprised 
three Phratries and ninety Gentes ; or as political aggregates, 
in which point of view each included three Trittyes and twelve 
Naukraries. Each Phratry contained thirty Gentes: each 
Trittys comprised four Naukraries: the total numbers were 
thus 360 Gentes and 48 Naukraries. Moreover each gens is 
said to have contained thirty heads of families, of whom 
therefore there would be a total of 1o,8oo. 

Comparing these two distributions one with the other, we 
may remark that they are distinct in their nature and proceed 
in opposite directions. The Trittys and the Naukrary are 
essentially fractional subdivisions of the tribe, and resting upon 
the tribe as their higher unity : the Naukrary is a local circum
scription, composed of the Naukrars or principal householders 
(so the etymology seems to indicate), who levy in each respec
tive district the quota of public contributions which belongs to 
it, and superintend the disbursement-provide the military 
force incumbent upon the district, being for each Naukrary 
two horsemen and one ship,-and furnish the chief district
officers, the Prytanes of the Naukrari.l A certain number of 
foot-soldiers, varying according to the demand, must probably 
be understood as accompanying these horsemen ; but the 

1 About the Naukraries, see Aristot. Fragment. Rerum Public. p. 8g, 
ed. Neumann ; Harpokration, vv. f>il!.tapxos, Nav«papud; Photius, v. 
Navt<papla; Pollux, viii. ro8; Schol. ad Aristoph. Nubes, 37· 

O! 7rpvr&.vts .,.r;,., Navt<pcl.pwv, Herodot. v. 71 : they conducted the 
military proceedings in resistance to the usurpation of Kyl6n. 

The statement that each Naukrary was obliged to furnish one ship can 
hardly be true of the time before Solon : as Pollux states it, we should be 
led to conceive that he only infers it from the name vavt<papos (Pollux, viii. 
108), though the real etymology seems rather to be from va[w (Wachsmuth, 
Hellen. Alt. sect. 44, p. 240). There may be some ground for believing 
that the old meaning also of the word va6r71s connected it with va(w ; such 
a supposition would smooth the difficulty in regard to the functions of the 
vavrdlitt<at as judges in cases of illicit admission into the phratries. See 
H esychius and Harpokration, v. Navr&lltt<at; and Baumstark, De 
Curatoribus Emporii, Friburg, 1828, p. 67 seq. ; compare also the 
fragment of the Solonian-law,-'17-i•pi;;v, l>p-ylwv :f) va.vrat, which Niebuhr 
conjecturally corrects. Rom. Gesch. v. i. p. J2J, znd ed. ; Hcsychius, 
Navu.,.iJp•s-ol olt<~Tal. See Pollux. NavAuv, and Lobeck, 'Pwu>Ttt<Ov, 
sect. 3, p. 7 ; 'Ae111afi.,.a• 7rapa M<A1Jtrlo•s? Plutarch, Qurest. Grrec. c. 32, 
p. 298. 
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quota is not specified, as it was, perhaps, thought unnecessary 
to limit precisely the· obligations of any except the 'wealthier 
men who served on horseback,-at a period when oligarchical 
ascendency was paramount, and when the bulk of the people 

. was in .a state of comparative subjection. The forty-eight 
Naukraries are thus a systematic subdivision of the four tribes, 

, embracing altogether the· ~hole territory, population, contribu
tions, and military force of Attica,-'-a subdivision framed 
exclusively for purposes connected with the entire state. 

f3ut the Phratries and Gentes are a distribution completely 
different from this. They seem aggregations of small primitive 
unities into larger ; they are independent of, and do ·not pre
suppose; the tribe; they~tise separately and spontaneously:, 
without preconcerted uniformity, and I without reference t~ 
a common political purpose; the legislator finds th,em pre
existing, and adapts or modifies them to answer some national 
scheme. We must distinguish the general fact of the classifica
tion, and the successive subordination in the scale, of the 
families to the gens, of the gentes to the phratry, and of the 
phrat'ries to the tribe-from the precise nuq:terical symmetry 
with which this subordination is invested, as we read it,-'-thirty 
families to a gens, thirty gentes to a phratry, three phratries to 
each tribe. If such nice equality of numbers could ever have 
been procured, by legislative constraint 1 operating upon pre
existent natural elements, the proportions could not have been 
permanently maintained. But. we may reasonably doubt 
whether it ever did so exist: it appears more like the fancy of 
an antiquary who pleased himself by supposing an original 
systematic creation in times anterior to records, by multiplying 
together the number of days in tpe month and of months in 
the year. That every phratry contained an equal number of 
gentes, an~ every gens an equal number of families, is a 
supposition hardly admissible without·· better evidence than 
we possess·.· But apart from this questionable precision of 
.numerical scale, the Phratries and Gentes themselves were real, 
ancient, and durable associations among the Athenian people, 
highly important to be understoo~i.2 The basis of the whole 

1 Meier, D~ Gentilitate Attica, p. zz-24, conceives that this numerical 
completeness was enacied by Solon; but of this there is no proof, nor is it 
in harmony with the general tendencies of Solon's legislation .. 

2 S!) in reference to the ~nglo-Saxon Tyfhings and Hundreds, and to 
the still more widely-spread division of the Hundnd, whichiseems to 
pervade the whole of Teutonic and Scandinavian antiquity, 'much more 
extensively than the tythiw: ;-there is no ground for believing that these 
precise numerical proportions were i,n ~eneral practic<:: , rc;:alised : th~;. 
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was the house, hearth or family,-a number of which, greater 
or less, composed the Gens or Genos. This gens was there
fore a clan, sept, or enlarged, and partly factitious, brotherhood, 
bound together by,-1. Common religious ceremonies, and 
exclusive privilege of priesthood, in honour of the same god, 
supposed to be the primitive ancestor and characterised by 
a special surname. 2. By a common burial-place. 3· By 
mutual rights of succession to property. 4· By reciprocal 
obligations of help, defence, and redress of injuries. S· By 
mutual right and obligation to intermarry in certain deter
minate cases, especially where there was an orphan daughter or 
heiress. 6. By possession, in so~. cases at least, of common 
property, an archon and a treasure}-;jf their own. 

Such were the rights and obligations characterising the 
gentile union.l The phratric union, binding together several 
gentes; was less intimate, but still included some mutual rights 
and obligations of an analogous character; especially a com
munion of particular sacred rites, and mutual privileges of 
prosecution in the event of a phrator being slain. Each 
phratry was considered as belonging to one of the four tribes, 
and all the phratries of. the same tribe enjoyed a certain 
periodical communion of sacred rites, under the presidency of 
a magistrate called the Phylo-Basileus or Tribe King, selected 
from the Eupatrids : Zeus Geleon was in this manner the 
patron god of the tribe Geleontes. Lastly, all the four tribes 
were linked to.gether by the common worship of Apollo 
Patrous as their divine father and guardian; for Apollo was 
the father of Ion, and the Eponyms of all the four tribes were 
reputed sons of Ion. 

systematic nomenclature served its purpose by marking the idea of 
graduation and the type to which a certain approach was actually made. 
Mr. Thorpe observes respecting the Hundred, in his Glossary to the 
'Ancient Laws and Institutes of England,' v. Hundred, Tytlting, Frid
Borg, &c. "In the Dialogus de Scaccario, it is said that a Hundred 
'ex hydarum aliquot centenariis, sed non determinati3, constat: quidam 
cnim ex pluribus, quidam ex paucioribus constat.' Some accounts make 
it consist of precisely a hundred hydes, others of a hundred tythings, others 
of a hundred free families. Certain it is, that whatever may have been its 
original organisation, the Hundred, at the time when it becomes known to 
us, differed greatly in extent in various parts of Englatld." 

1 See the instructive inscription in Professor Ross's work (Uber die 
De!Ilen von Attika, p. :26) of the 'Y~vos 'Ap.uva.voptowv, commemorating the 
archon of that gem, the priest of Kekrops, the Ta.p.fas or treasurer, and the 
names of the members, with the deme and tribe of each individual. 
Compare Bossler, De Gent. Atticis, p. 53· About the peculiar religious 
rites of the gens called Gephyrrei, see I-lerodot. v. 61. 
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Thus stood- the primitive religious and social union of the 

population of Attica in its gradmilly ascending scale-,-as distin
guished from the political' union, probably of later introduction, 

· represented at first by the Trittyes and Naukrarie~, and in 
after -times by the ten Kleisthenean tribes, subdivided into. 
Trittyes and Demes. The religious and family bond of aggre
gation is the earlier of the two : but the political bond, though_ 
beginp.ing later, will be found to acquire constantly increasing 
infiuepce throughout the greater part of this history. 'In the 
former, personal relation is the essential and predominant 
characteristic 1-local n~lation being subordinate: in the latter, 
property and residence become the chief considerations, and 
the personal element counts only as measured along with these 
accompaniments. All these phratric and gentile, associations, 
the larger as well as the smaller, were founded upol') the same 
principles and tendencies of the Grecian rnind 2-a coalescence 
of the idea of worship with that -of· ancestry, or of communion 
in certain special religious rites with communion of blood, real 
or supposed. The god or hero, to whom the assembled 
me1nbers offered their sacrifices, was conceived as the primitive 
ancestor to whom they owed their origin; often through a long 

1 <J>uA.al ")'EV!Ical opposed to <f>uA.al 1'0?I'tl<a1.-Dionys. Hal. Ant. Rom. 
iv. 14. .- , · 

2 Plato, Euthydem. p. 302 ; Aristot. ap. Schol. in Platon. Axioch. p. 
465, ed. Bek. 'Apt<TTO'r~A'f/S cpnrrl· roii 8ll.ou ?rA1,8ous 5'11P'f/1-'~vou ., A8fwvrr<v 

'ets re -roVs f'EwpyoVs- teal ToVs Oru.uoup'Yo6s, cpvA.Ct.s cdJTWv elvcu T'truapas, -r&v 
5€ cpull.wv ~l<ci.O'T1JS 1-'olpas elvat Tpe<s, &s 7p<TT6as TE 1<all.ovrrt 1<al cppa7plas·. 
EKci.O'T1JS Of To{rrwv TpufKovTa. elvat 'Y~V'fl, -rO B€ ryevos ~IC Tpui.KovTa.. O.vOpiA>v 
uuvtuT&vat·. To{J'rovs 131} -roVs els T£1 ')'fV'fl TeTa'}'p.,vous ')'evv{Jras KaAoiJO"t'. 
Pollux, viii. 3· Olf.'ETEXOVTES Toil ")'€vous, ")'<VVi)Tat 1<al ~f.'O")'ci.ll.ai<Tes· ')'EVE< 
f.'Ev oil ?rpoO'.f,KovTes, ~I< 5i_Tijs rrvv6oou o5n• ?rpo'O'a")'opEu61-'evot: compare also 

·iii. '52 ; M ceris. Atticist. p. ro8. . · · _ 
Harpokrat. ~· , A?r61\ll.wv lla'rpq!os, ®eolvtov, revvi)Tat, 'Op")'EWVES, &c. 

Etymol. Magn. v. revvi)Tat; Suidas, v. 'Op-yewves; Pollux, viii. 85 ; . 
Demosthen. cont. Eubulid. p. 1319. e!Ta cppci.Topes, eha 'A?r6li.A.·w••os 
?raTp<eou 1<al .ll.tos ~Ep1<e!ov ")'Evvi)Tat; and cont .. Nereram, p. 1365. Isreus 
uses op")'ewves as synonymous with 'l'•vvi)Tat (see Orat. ii. p. 19, 2o-28, ed. 
Bek.). Schi:imann (Antiq. J. P. Grrec. § xxvi.) considers the two as 
essentially distinct. <l>p!}Tp'f/ and cpvA.ov both occur in the. Iliad, ii. 362. 
See the Dissertation of Bnttmann, Ueber den Begriffvon cppaTpla (Mytho: 
logus, c. 24, p. 305); and that of Meier, De Gentilitate Attica, where the 
points of knowledge attainable respecting the Gentes are well put together 
and discussed. , . 

In the Therrean Inscription (No. 2448 ap. Boeckh. Corp. Inscr., see his 
comment, p. 310) containing the testament of Epikt~ta, whereby a bequest 
is ·made to ol rTV")'"fEVe'is-6 b.vope<os Twv ""'Y'Yevwv-this latter word does not 
mean ki1idred or blood relations, but a variety of the gentile unipn
·« tliiasus '? or '' sodalitium" (Boeckh.). 

l .';. I '• 

~"! ~ ..... ' 
.•. 
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list of intermediate names, as in the case of the Milesian 
Hekatreus, so often before adverted to.l Each family had 
its own sacred rites and funereal commemoration of ancestors, 
celebrated by the master of lhe house, to which none but 
members of the family were admissible : so that the extinction 
of a family, carrying with it the suspension of these religious 
rites, was held by the Greeks to be a misfortune, not merely 
from the loss of the citizens composing it, but also because the 
family gods and the names of deceased citizens were thus 
deprived of their honours 2 and might visit the country with 
displeasure. The larger associations, called Gens, Phratry, 
Tribe, were formed by an extension of the same principle-of 
the family considered as a religious brotherhood, worshipping 
some common god or hero with an appropriate surname, and 
recognising him as their joint ancestor; and the festivals 
Theoenia and Apaturia 3 (the first Attic, the second common - . 

1 Herodot. ii. 143. 'E~<u;ralcp-'Y<V<'T/AO'Y1!G"awri -re €wv-r~v /Cal &vao1!lJ'av-rt 
-r~v 1ra-rpt~v ~s E/Ct<atoha-rov 8e&v. Again, 'Y<V<'1/A.o'Y1!G"av-rt €wv-r~v t<al 
&vao1!lJ'av-r• ~s El<t<atoha-rov 8e&v. The Attic expression-&'YX•lJ'-reia /epwv 
t<al bG"Iwv-illustrates the intimate association between family relationship 
and common religious privileges.-Isreus, Orat. vi. p. 89, ed. Bek. 

2 Isreus, Or. vi. p. 61 ; ii. p. 38; Demosth. adv. Makartatum, p. 1053~ 
1075; adv. Leochar. p. 1093. Respecting this perpetuation of the family 
sacred rites, the feeling prevalent among the Athenians is much the same 
as what is now seen in China. 

Mr. Davis observes-" Sons are considered in this country, where the 
power over them is so absolute through life, as a sure support, as well as a 
probable source of wealth and dignities, should they succeed in learning. 
But the grand object is, the perpetuation of the race, to sacrifice at the 
family tombs. Without sons, a man lives without honour or satisfaction, 
and dies unhappy ; and as the only remedy, he is permitted to adopt the 
sons of his younger brothers. 

"It is not during life only that a man looks for the service of his sons. 
It is his consolation in declining years, to think that they will continue the 
performance of the prescribed rites in the hall of ancestors, and at the 
family tombs, when he is no more; and it is the absence of this prospect 
which makes the childless doubly miserable. The superstition derives 
influence from the importance attached by the government to this species 
of posthumous duty; a neglect of which is punishable, as we have seen, by 
the laws. Indeed, of all the subjects of their care, there are none which 
the Chinese so religiously attend to as the tombs of their ancestors, con
ceiving that any neglect is sure to be followed by worldly misfortune." 
-(The Chinese, by John Francis Davis, chap. ix. p. 131-134, ed. Knight, 
1840.) 

Mr. Mill notices the same state of feeling among the Hindoos.
(History of British India, book ii. chap. vii. p. 381, ed. 8vo.) 

3 ~enoph. Hellen. i. 5, 8; Herodot. i. 147; Suidas, 'A7ra-rovpta-Zebs 
<1>p&.-rptos-'A671vala cppa.-rpla, !_he presiding god of the phratric union.
Plato, Euthydem. c. 28, p. 302 ; Demosth, adv. Makart. p. 1054. See 
Meier, De Gentilitate Attica, p. II-14. · 
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to all the Ionic race) annually brought together the 'members 
of these phratries and gentes for worship,, festivity, and mainte
nance of. special sympathies; thus strengthening the larger ties 

· without effacing the smaller. 
Such were the manifestations of Grecian sociality, as we read 

them in the early constitution, not merely of Attica, but of other 
Grecian states besides. To Aristotle and Dikrearchus it was 
an interesting inquiry to trace back all political society into 
certain assumed elementary atoms, and to show· by what 
motives and means the original families, each having its 
separate meal-bin and fireplace, 1 had been brought together 
into larger, agg!\egates. B.ut the historian must accept a;s an 
ultimate fact tile earliest state of things which his witnesses 
make known to him, and in the case now before us, the gentile 
and phratric unions are matters into the beginning of which we 
cannot pretend to penetrate. · . 

Pollux. (probably from Aristotle's lost work on the .Con
stitutions o( Greece) informs us distinctly that the members of 
the same gens at Athens were not commonly related by blood, 
-and even withoutany express testimony we might have con
cluded such to be the fact.. To what extent the gens at. the I 

unknown epoch of its first formation was based upon actual 
relationship, we have no means of determining, either with 
regard to the Athenian or the Roman gentes, which were in all 
main points analogous. Gentilism is a tie by itself; distinct 
from the family ties, but presupposing their existence and 
extending them by an artificial analogy, partly founded ip 
religious belief and partly qn positive compact, so as to com
prehend strangers in blood. .All the members of one gens, or 
even of one· phratry, believed themselves to be sprung, not 
irideed from the same grandfather or great-grandfather, but 
from the same divine o.r heroic ancestor. All the contemporary 
members of the phratry of Hekatreus had a common god for 
their ancestor in the sixteenth degree ; and this fundamental 
belief, into which the Greek mind passed with so much facility, 
was adopted and converted by· positive compact into. the 
Gentile and Phratric principle of union. It is because such a 
transfusion, not recognised by Christianity, is at variance w'i~hc 

The 'li'Olrp<al at Byzantium, which .were different from O(acrot, and which 
possessed corporate property ( ,.&. Te Ota<TOJTuci't. Kal Tit 'll'txTptOJTIKd, Adstot. 
<Economic. ii. 4), are doubtless the parallel of the Athenian phratries. · 

1 Dikrearchus ap. Stephen. Byz. v. OaTpi't.; Aristot. Polit. i. r, 6 ; 
'O!J.O<Tl'll'vos and O!J.oKd ... vovs are the old words cited by the latt<::I from 
Charo!l~f!S alld Epimenid~s, · 
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modern habits of thought, and because we do not readily 
understand how such a legal and religious fiction can have 
sunk deep into the Greek feelings, that the Phratries and Gentes 
appear to us mysterious. But they are in harmony with all the 
legendary genealogies which have been set forth in the pre
ceding volume. Doubtless Niebuhr, in his valuable discussion 
of the ancient Roman Gentes, is right in supposing that they 
were not real families, procreated from any common historical 
ancestor. Still it is not the less true (though he seems to 
suppose otherwise) that the idea of the gens involved the belief 
in a common first father, divine or heroic-a genealogy which 
we may properly call fabulous, but which was consecrated and 
accredited among the members of the gens itself, and served 
as one important bond of union between them.1 And though 
an analytical mind like Aristotle might discern the difference 
between the gens and the family, so as to distinguish the 
former as the offspring of some special compact-still this is 
no fair test of the feelings usual among early Greeks. Nor is 
it certain that Aristotle himself, son of the physician Niko
machus, who belonged to the gens· of: the Asklepiads,2 would 
have consented to disallow the procreative origin of all these 
religious families without any exception. The natural families 
of course changed from generation to generation, som.e extend
ing themselves while others diminished or died out ; but the 
gens received no alterations, except through the procreation, 

1 Niebuhr, Romische Geschichte, vol. i. p. 317-337. Varro's language 
on that point is clear:-" Ut in hominibus quredam sunt cognationes et 
gentilitates, sic in verbis. Ut enim ab .!Emilio homines orti .!Emilii et 
gentiles, sic ab &milii nomine declinatre voces in gentilitate nominali." 
Paul. Diacon. p. 94. "Gentilis dicitur ex eodem genere ortus, et is qui 
simili nomine appellatur," &c. See Becker, Handbuch der Romischen 
Alterthumer, part 2, abth. 2, p. 36. 

The last part of the definition ought to be struck out for the Grecian 
gentes. The passage of Van·o does not prove the historical reality of the 
primitive father or Genarch .!Emilius, but it proves that the members of the 
gens believed in him. 

Dr. Wilda, in his learned work, 'Das Deutsche Strafrecht' (Halle, 1842), 
dissents from Niebuhr in the opposite direction, and seems to maintain 
that the Grecian and Roman gentes were really distant blood relations (p. 
123). How this can be proved, I do not know : and it is inconsistent 
with the opinion which he advances in the preceding page (p. 122) very 
justly-that these quasz' families are primordial facts_in early hum au society, 
beyond which we cannot carry our researches. "The further we go back 
in history, ·the· ·more does the community exhibit the form of a family, 
though in reality it is not a mere family. This is the limit of historical 
re;ear~h which no man can transgress with impunity" (p. 122). 

Dwgen. Lacrt. v. 1. 
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extinction, or subdivision of these component families. Accord
ingly the relations o.f the families .with the gens were in 
perpetual course of fluctuation, and the gentile ancestorial 
genealogy, adapted as it doubtless was· to the early condition 
of the gens, became in process of time partially obsolete and 
unsuitable. We hear of this genealogy but rarely, because it is 
only brought before the public in certain cases pre-eminent 
and venerable. But the humbler gentes had their common 
rites, and common superhuman ancestor and genealogy, as well 
as the more celebrated : the scheme and ideal basis was the 
same in all. / 

Analogies, borrowed from very different people and parts of 
tpe world, prove. how readily these enlarged and factitious 
family unions assort with the ideas of an early stage of society. 
The Highland clan, the. Irish sept? the ancient legally con-

1 See 'colonel Leake's Travels in Northern Greece, ch. 2, p. 85 (the 
Greek word cpp&Tptat seems to be adopted in Albania) ; Boue, La Turquie 
en Europe, vol. ii. ch. I, p. I$-I7; chapc 4, p. 530; Spenser;s View of 
the State of Ireland (vol. vi. p. I542-I543 ofTonson'sedition of Spenser's 
Works, I7I5); Cyprien Robert, Die Slaven in Turkey; b. I, ch. I, and 2. 

So too, in the laws of King Alfred in England on the subject of murder, 
the guild-brethren or members of the same guile;! are made to rank in 
the position of distant relatives if there happen to be no blood relative~-

" If a man, kinless of paternal relatives, fight and slay a man, then if he 
have maternal relatives, let them pay a third of the wer: his guild-brethren 
a third part : for a third let him flee. If he have no maternal relatives, let 
his guild-brethren pay half:· for half let him flee .... If a man kill 
a man thus circumstanced, if he have no relatives, let half be paid to 
the king, half to his guild-brethren." (Thorpe, Ancient Laws and Institutes 
of England, vol. i. p. 79-8I .) Again, in the same work, Leges Henrici 
Primi, vol. i. p. 596, the ideas of the kindred and the guild run together in 
the most intimate manner :-" Si quis hominem occidat-Si eum tunc 
cognatio sua deserat, et pro eo gildare nolit," &c. ln the Salic law, the· 
members of a contubernium were invested with the same rights and 
obligations one towards the other. (Rogge, Gerichtswesen der Germanen, 
ch. iii. p. 62). Compare Wilda, Deutsches Strafrecht; p. 389, and the 
valuable special treatise of the same author (Das Gildenwesen in Mittelalter. 
Berlin, r83r), where the origin and progress of the guilds from the primitive 
times of German heathenism is unfolded. He shows that these associations 
have their basis in the earliest' feelings and habits of the Teutonic race 
-the family was as it were a natural guild-the guild, a factitious family. 
Common religious sacrifices and festivals.....,-mutual defence and help, as 
well as mutual responsibility-were the recognised bonds among the 
conl:ildones; they were sororz'tates as ·well as .fratendtates, comprehending 
both men and women (ueren Genossen wie die Gliecler einer Familie eng 
unter einander verbunden waren, p. 145). Wilda 'explains how this 
primitive social and religious phratry (someti,mes·this very expression.fratria 
is used, seep. 109) passed into something like the more political tribe or 
phy!§ (see pp. 43, 57," 6o, II6, 126, 129, 344). The sworn commune, 
which spread so much throughout Europe in the beginning of the twelfth 
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stituted families in Friesland and Dithmarsch, the Phis or 
Phara among the Albanians, are examples of a similar practice : 1 

and the adoption of prisoners by the North American Indians, 
as well as the universal prevalence and efficacy of· the ceremony 
of adoption in the Grecian and Roman world, exhibit to us a 

century, partakes both of the one and of the other-conjuratio-amicitia. 
jurata (pp. 148, 169). 

The members of an Albanian phara are all jointly bound to exact, and 
each severally exposed to suffer, the vengeance of blood, in the event 
of homicide committed upon, or by, any one of them (Boue, ut supra). 

1 See the valuable chapter of Niebuhr, Rom. Gesch. vol. i. pp. 317, 350, 
2nd. edit. 

The A!berghi of Genoa in the middle ages were enlarged families created 
by voluntary compact:-" De tout temps (observes Sismondi) les families 
puissantes avaient ete dans !'usage, a Genes, d'augmenter encore leur 
puissance en adoptant d'autres familles mains riches, mains illustres, ou 
mains nombreuses-auxquelles elles communiquoient leur nom 'et leurs 
armes, qu'elles prenoient ainsi !'engagement de proteger-et qui en retour 
s'associoient a toutes leurs querelles. Les maisons dans lesquelles on 
entroit ainsi par adoption, etoient nommees des alberghi (auberges) ; et 
il y avoit peu de maisonS illustres <J,Ui ne se fussent ainsi recrutees a 
!'aide de quelque famille etrangere. ' (Republiques Italiennes, t. xv. 
ch. 120, p. 366.) 

Eichhorn (Deutsche Staats und Rechts-Geschichte, sect. r8, vol. i. p. 
84, 5th edit.) remarks in regard to the ancient Germans, that the German 
'' familire et propinquitates" mentioned by Tacitus (Germ. c. 7), and the 
"gentibus cognationibusque hominum" of Cresar (B. G. vi. 22), bore 
more analogy to the Roman gens than to relationship of blood or wedlock. 
According to the idea of some of the German tribes, even blood-relation
ship might be formally renounced and broken off, with all its connected 
rights and obligations, at the pleasure of the individual: he might declare 
himself ~I<'II"O<'IIT6<, to use the Greek expression. See the Titul. 63 of the 
Salic law as quoted by Eichhorn, !. c. 

Professor Koutorga of St. Petersburg (in his Essai sur !'Organisation de 
la Tribu dans I'Antiquite, translated from Russian into French by M. 
Chopin, Paris r839) has traced out and illustrated the fundamental analogy 
between the social classification, in early times, of Greeks, Romans, 
Germans, and Russians (see especially pp. 47, 213). Respecting the early 
history of Attica, however, many of his positions are advanced upon very 
untrustworthy evidence {seep. 123 seq.). 

Among the Arab tribes in Algeria there are some which are supposed to 
be formed from the descendants, real or reputed, of some holy man or 
marabout, whose tomb, covered with a white dome, is the central point of 
the tribe. Sometimes a tribe of this sort is divided into ftrka or sections, 
each of which has for its head or founder a son of the Tribe-eponymus 
or fom1der. Sometimes these_t_!'ibes are enlarged, by adjunction or adoption 
of new elements ; so that they "become larger tribes, -" formees a la fois 
par le developpement de l'element familial, et par l'agnigaticin d'elemens 
etrangers."-" Tout cela se naturalise par le contact, et chacun des 
nouveaux venus prend la qualite d'Amri (homme des Beni Amer) tout 
aussi bien que les descendans d'Amer lui-meme." (Tableau de la Situation 
des Etablissemens Fran<;ais en Algerie, Mar. 1846, p. 393). 
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solemn formality under certain circumstances, originating an 
union and affections similar to those of kindred. Of this same 
nature were the Phratries and Gentes at Athens, the Curire and 
Gentes· at Rome. But they were peculiarly modified by the 
religious imagination of the ancient world, which always traced 
back' the past time to gods and heroes : and religion thus 
supplied both the common genealogy as their basis, and the 
privileged communion of special sacred rites· as means of com
memoration and perpetuity. The Gentes, both at Athfns and 
in other parts of Greece, bore a patronymic name, the .stamp 
of their believed common paternity: we find the Asklepiadre 
in many parts of Greece-the Aleuadre in Thessaly-th~ 
Midylidre, Psalychidre, Blepsiadre, Euxenidre, at JEgina-the · 
Branchidre at Miletus-the N ebridre at Kos-the Iamidre and 
Klytiadre at Olympia-the Ak~storidre at Argos-the Kinyradre 
in Cyprus -the Penthilidre at Mitylene 1-the Talthybiadre at 
Sparta-not less than the K<;>dridre, Eumolpidre, Phytalidre, . 
Lykomed::e, Butadre, Euneidre, Hesychid::e, Brytiad::e, &c. ir:t 
Attica.2 To each of these corresponded a mythical ancestor 
more or less known, and passing for .the first father as well as 
the eponymous hero of the gens-Kodrus, Eumolpus, Butes, 
Phytalus, Hesychus, &c. 

The revolution of Kleisthenes in 509 B.c. abolished the old 
tribes for civil purposes, and created ten new tribes-leaving 
the phratries and gentes unaltered, but introducing the local 
distribution according to demes or cantons, as the foundation 
of his new political tribes. A certain number of demes be
longed to each, of the ten Kleisthenean tribes (the demes in 
the same tribes were not usually contiguous, so that the tribe 
was not coincident with a definite circumscription), and the 
deme, in which every individual was then registered, continued 
to be that in which ·his descendants were also registered. But 
the gentes had no connexion, as such, with these. new tribes, 
and the members of the same gens might belong to different 

I 

1 Pii1dar, Pyth, viii. 53; Isthm. vi. 92; Nem. vii. 103; Strabo, ix. p. 
421 ; Stephen. Byz. v. Kiiis; Herodot. v. 44; vii. 134 ; ix. 37 ; Pausan. 
x. r, 4; Kallimachus, Lavacr. Pallad. 33; Schol.· Pindar. Pyth. ii. 27 ; 
Aristot. Pol. v. 8, 13; 'A;>.ev&.l!wv 'TOVs "'Pc!;.,.ous, Plato, Menon. '1, which 
marks them as a numerous gens. . See Buttmann, Dissert. on the Aleuadre,' 
in the Mythologus, vol. ii. p. 246. Bacchiadre at Corinth, il!lllouav Kctl 

ij-yovTo i~ &;>.ll:hAwv (Herod. v. 92). . • 
2 Harpokration, v. 'E.,.eo{Jou.,.d.l!a<, BovTdiJat ; Thucyd. viii. 53 ; Plutarch, 

Theseus, 12; Themistokles, I ; Demosth. cont. Nerer. p. 1365; Polemo 
ap. Schol. ad Soph. CEdip. Koh 489; Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator. p. -841-
844· See the Dissertation of 0. Miiller, De Minervii Poliade, c: 2. 
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demes.l It deserves to be remarked, however, that to a 
certain extent, in the old arrangement of Attica, the division 
into gentes coincided with the division into demes, £. e. it 
happened not unfrequently that the gennetes (or members of 
the same gens) lived in the same canton, so that the name of 
the gens and the name of the deme was the same. Moreover, 
it seems that Kleisthenes recognised a certain number of new 
demes, to which he gave names derived from some important 
gens resident near the spot. It is thus that we are to explain 
the large number of the Kleisthenean demes which bear 
patronymic names.2 

1 Demosth. cont. Nerer. p. 1365. Tittmann (Griechische Staatsverfass. p. 
277) thinks that every citizen, after the Kleisthenean revolution, was of 
necessity a member of some phratry, as well as of some deme : but the 
evidence which he produces is in my judgement insufficient. The ideas 
of the phratry and the tribe are often confounded together ; thus the 
h:geidre of Sparta, whom Herodotus (iv. 149) calls a tribe, are by Aristotle 
called a Phratry, of The bans (ap. Schol. ad Pindar. Isthm. vii. r8). Com
pare Wachsmuth, Hellenische Alterthumskunde, sect. 83, p. 17. 

A great many of the demes seem to have derived their names from the 
shrubs or plants which grew in their neighbourhood (Schol. ad Aristophan. 
Plutus, 586, Mvppwovs, 'Pa~vovs, &c.). 

2 For example, A!:thalidre, Butadre, Koth6kidre, Dredalidre, Eiresidre, 
Epieikidre, Erceadre, Eupyridre, Echelidre, Keiriadre, I<ydantidre, Lakiadre, 
Pamb6tadre, Perithoidre, Persidre, Semachidre, Skamb6nidre, Sybridre, 
Titakidre, Thyrgonidre, Hybadre, Thymcetadre, Preonidre, Philaidre, 
Chollidre : all these names of demes, bearing the patronymic form, are 
found in Harpokration and Stephanus Byz. alone. 

We do not know that the' Kepa~eis ever constituted a 'YJvos, but the name 
of the deme Kepa~eis is evidently given, upon the same principle, to a 
place chiefly occupied by potters. The gens Kotp~vtoat are said to haye 
been called 4>tA.te7s (? 4>A.ve7s) and nept8o7oat as well as Kotp~vtoat: the 
names of gentes and those of demes seem not always distinguishable. 

The Butadre, though a highly venerable gens, also ranked as a deme (see 
the Psephism about Lycurgus in Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator. p. 852) : yet 
we do not know that there was any locality called Butadre. Perhaps some 
of the names above noticed may be simply names of gentes, enrolled as 
demes, but without meaning to imply any community of abode among the 
members. 

The members of a Roman gens occupied adjoining residences, on some 
occasions-to what extent we do not know (Heiberg, De Familiari Pa
triciorum Nexu, ch. 24, 25. Sleswic, r829). 

We find the same patronymic names of demes and villages elsewhere : in 
K6s and Rhodes (Ross. Inscr. Gr. ined., No. 15-26. Halle, 1846); 
listadte in Naxos (Aristotle ap. Athenre. viii. p. 348); Botachidm at Tegea 
(Steph. Byz. in v.); Branchidce near Miletus, &c.; and an interesting 
illustration is afforded, in other times and other places, by the frequency of 
the ending ikon in villages near Zurich in Switzerland,-Mezikon, Nennikon, 
Wezikon, -&c .. :Bliintschli, in his,history of Znrich, shows that these ter
minations are abridgements of inghoven, includinf; an origimil -patronymic 
element-indicating the primary settlement of members of a family, or of a 
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There is one remarkable difference between the Roman and 
the Grecian gens, arising from the different practice in regard 
to naming. A Roman Patrician bore habitually three na~es 
-the gentile name, with one name following it to. denote his 
family, and another preceding it peculiar to himself in that 
family. But in Athens, at least after the revolution of Kle~
sthenes, the gentile name was not employed : a man was de-. 
scribed by his own single name, followed first by the name of · 
his father and next by that of the 'deme to which he belonged 
-'-as ./Eschines, son of A tronzetus, a Koth6kid. Such a differ
ence in the habitual system of naming tended to make the 
gentile tie mo~e present to every one's mind at Rome than-in 
the Greek cities. 

Before the pecuniary classification of the Atticans introduced 
by Solon, the Phratries and Gentes, and the Trittyes and 
Naukraries, were the only recognised bonds among them, and 
the only basis of legal rights and obligations, over and above 
the natural family. The gens constituted a close incorpora
tion, both as to property and as to persons. Until the time of 
Solon, no man had any power of testamentary disposition. -If 

·he died without children, his gennetes succeeded to his 
property,1 and so they continued to do even after Solon, if he 
died intestate. An orphan girl might be claimed in marriage 
of right by any member of the gens, the nearest agnates being 
preferred ; 2 if she was poor, and he did not choose to marry 
her himself, the law of Solon compelled him to provide her 
with a dowry proportional to his enrolled scale of property, and 
to giv:e her out in marriage to another ; and the magnitude of 
the dowry required to be given (large even as fixed by Solon 
and afterwards doubled) seems a proof that the lawgiver in- • 
tended indirectly to enforce actual marriage.8 If a man was 

band bearing the name of its captain, on the same spot (Biiintschli, Staats 
uncl Rechts Geschichte der Stadt Zurich, vol. i. p. 26). • 

In other inscriptions from the island of Kl>s, published hy Professor Ross, 
we have a deme mentioned (without name), composed of three coalescing 
ge~tes, " tn hoc et sequente titulo alium jam deprehendimus demum Coum, . 
e tribus gentibus appellatione patronymica conflatum, 'Antimachidarum, 
.A!:giliensium, Archiclarum." (Ross; Inscript. Grrec. Ined. Fascic. iii. No. 
307. p. 44, Berlin, 1845·) Thjs is a specimen of the process systematically 
introduced by Kleistheni!s in Attica. 

1 Plutarch, Solon, 21. We find a common cemetery exclusively belong
ing to the gens and tenaciously preserved (Demo~th. cont. Eubulid. p. 
1307 ;· Cicero: Legg. ii. 26). . 

? Demosth. cont. Makartat. p. 1068. See the singular additional proviso 
in Plutarch, Solon. c. 20. 

3 See Meursius, Themis Attica, i. 13. · 
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murdered, first his near relations, next his gennetes and phra
tors, were both allowed and required to prosecute,. the crime at 
law ; 1 while his fellow demots, or inhabitants of the same 
deme, did not possess the like right of prosecuting. All that 
we hear of the most ancient Athenian laws is based upon the 
gentile and phratric divisions, which are treated throughout as 
extensions of the family. It is to be observed that this division 
is completely independent of any property qualification-rich 
men as well as poor being comprehended in the same gens. 2 

Moreover the different gentes were very unequal in dignity, 
arising chiefly from the religious ceremonies of which each 
possessed the hereditary and exclusive administration, and 
which, being in some cases considered as of pre-eminent sanc
tity in reference to the whole city, were therefore nationalised. 
Thus the Eumolpidre and Kerykes, who supplied the Hiero
phant and superintended the mysteries of the Eleusinian 
Demeter-and the Butadre, who furnished the priestess of 
Athene Polias as well as the priest of Poseid6n Erechtheus in 

1 That this was the primitive custom, and that the limitation pixpts 
&v€1/ILaawv (Meier, De Bonis Damnat. p. 23, cites &v<o/taawv teal 
cppa-ropwv) was subsequently introduced (Demosth. cont. Euerg. et 
Mnesib). p. II6I), we may gather from the law as it stands in Demosth. 
cont. Makartat. p. Io6g, which includes the phrators, and therefore, a 
fortiori, the gennetes or gentiles. 

The same word -y<vos is used to designate both the circle of nameable 
relatives, brothers, first cousins ( &'J'XL<TT<ts, Demosth. cont. Makartat. c. 
g, p. 1058), &c., going beyond the olJCos-and the quasi-family or gens. 
As the gentile tie tended to become weaker, so the former sense of the 
word became more and more current, to the extinction of the latter. 
Oi ~v -y<v<t or oi 7rpou{J~<ov-r<s would have borne a wider sense in the days 
of Drako than in those of Demosthenes: ~v·Y'Y•v'hs usually belongs to 
-y<vos in the narrower sense, -y<vv{JT7/S to -y<vos in the wider sense, but 
Isreus sometimes uses the former word as an exact equivalent of the latter 
(Orat. vii. pp. 95, 99, 102, I03 1 Bekker). TptaJCci.s appears to be noted in 
Pollux as the equivalent of -y<vos or gens (viii. I I I), but the word does not 
occur in the Attic orators, and we cannot make out its meaning with 
certainty : the Inscription of the Deme of Peirreeus given in Boeckh. 
(Corp. Insc. No. IOI, p. qo) rather adds to the confusion by revealing 
the existence of a -rptaH:ci.s constituting the fractional part of a deme, and 
not connected with a gens : compare Boeckh's Comment. ad foe. and his 
Addenda and Corrigenda, p. goo. 

Dr. Thirlwall translates ')'Evos, house; which I cannot but thmk incon
venient, because that word is the natural equivalent of oltcos-a very 
important word in reference to Attic feelings, and quite different from 
-y<vos (Hist. of Greece, vol. ii. p. I4, ch. II). It will be found impossible 
to translate it by any known English word which does not at the same 
time suggest erroneous ideas : which I trust will he accepted as my excuse 
for adopting it untranslated into this history, ~ · 

~ Demosthen. cont. Makartat. /, c. 
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the acropolis-seem to have been reverenced .above all the 
other' gentes.l When the name .Butadre was selected in the 
Kleisthenean arrangement as the name of a deme, thE< holy 
gens . so called adopted the distil)cti ve denomination of 
Eteobutadre,' or "The true Butadre." 2 

A great many of,the ancient gentes of Attica are known to 
·us by name; but there is only one phratry (the Achniadre) 
whose title has come down to us.3 These phratries and 
gentes probably never at any time included the whole popula
tion of the country-and the proportion not ·included in them 
tended to become larger and larger, in the times anterior to 
Kleisthenes, 4 as well.as afterwards. They remai~1ed, under his 
constitution and throughout the subsequent history, as religious 
quasi-families or corpora~~ons, conferring rights and imposing 

1 See JEschines de Falsa Leg~t. p. 292, c. 46 ; Lysias cont. Andokid. 
p. 108 ; Andokid. de Mysteriis, p. 63, Reiske; Deinarchus and I-Iellanikus 
ap. I-Iarpokration. v. 'I<potp&vr7JS. 

In case of crimes of impiety, particularly in offences against the sanctity 
of the Mysteries, the Eumolpidre' had a peculiar tribunal of 1 their own 
number, before which offenders were brought by the king archon. 
Whethe,r it was often used, seems doubtful. They had also certain un
written customs of great antiquity, according to which they pronounced 
(Demosthen. cont. Androtion, p. 6or ; Schol. ad Demosth. vol. ii. p. 
137, Reiske: compare Meier and Schomann, Der Attische Prozess, p. 
II7). The Butadre also had certain old unwritten maxims (Androtion ap. 
Athenre. ix. p. 374). . 

. Compare Bossler, De Gentibus et Familiis Atticre, p. 20, and Oster· 
mann, De Prreconibus Grrecor. sect. 2 and 3 (Marpurg. r845). 

2 Lycurgus the orator is described as rov o'ijp.ov BovTJ.ons, ')!ovovs roiJ Tow 
'Eno/3ov'Taliwv (Plutarch, Vit. X. Orator. p. 841). • · 

8 In an inscription (\lpud Boeckh. Corpus Inscrip. No. 465). 
Four names of the. phratries at the Greek city of Neapolis, and six names 

out of the thirty Roman curire, have been preserved (Becker, I-Iandbuch 
der Riimischen Altcrth\imer, p. 32; Eoeckh, Corp. Inscript. ii. p. 650). 

Each Attic phratry seems to' have had its own separate laws and 
customs, distinct from the rest, .;.OLS tppci.7oprn, /Ca'Ta 'TOVS ~IC<lvwv 
v&/;.ovs (Isreus. Or. v.iii. p. I 15, ed. Bek.; vii. p. 99: iii. p. 49). 

Hossler (De Gentibus et Famiiiis Attica:, Darmstadt, 1833), and Meier 
(De Gentilitate Attica, p. 41-54) have given the names of those. Attic 
•gentes that are known : the Jist of Meier comprises seventy-nine in number 
(see Koutorga, Organis. Trib. p. 122). 

4 Tittmann (Griech. Staats Alterthl\mer, p. 271) is of opinion that 
Kleisthenes augn\ented the number of phratries, but the passage of Aris
totle brought to support this opinion is insufficient proof (Polit. vi. 2, rr). 
Still less can we agree with Platner, (Beytrage zur Kenntniss des Attischen 
Rechts, p. 74-77), that three new phratries were assigned to each of the 
new Kleisthenean tribes. · · 

Allusion is made in I-Iesychius, 'A'TptdKaO''Tot, "E~w Tptadlios, to persons, 
not included in· any gens, but this can hardly be understood to refer to 
times anterior to Kleisthenes, as Wachsmuth would argue (p. 238). · 
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liabilities which were enforced in the regular dikasteries, but 
not directly connected with the citizenship or with political 
functions : a man might be a citizen without being enrolled in 
any gens. The forty-eight naukraries ceased to exist, for any 
important purposes, under his constitution. The deme, instead 
of the naukrary, became the elementary political division, for 
military and financial objects; while the demarch became the 
working local president, instead of the chief of the naukrars. 
Th.e deme, however, was not coincident with a naukrary, nor 
the demarch with the previous chief of the naukrary, though 
they were analogous and constituted for the like purpose.1 

While the naukraries had been only forty-eight in number, the 
demes formed smaller subdivisions, and (in later times at least) 
amounted to a hundred and seventy-four.2 · 

But though this early quadruple division into tribes is 
tolerably intelligible in itself, there is much difficulty in 
reconciling it with ·that severalty of government which we 
learn to have originally prevailed among the inhabitants of 
Attica. From Kekrops down to Theseus (says Thucydides) 
there were many different cities in Attica, each of them 
autonomous and self-governing, with its own prytaneium and 
its own archons. It was only on occasions of some common 
danger that these distinct communities took counsel together 
under the authority of the Athenian kings, whose city at that 
time comprised merely the holy rock of Athene on the plain 3 -

(afterwards so conspicuous as the acropolis of the enlarged 
Athens), together with a narrow area under it on the southern 
side. It was Theseus (he states) who effected that great 
revolution whereby the whole of Attica was consolidated into 
one government-all the local magistracies and councils being 

a 
1 The language of Photius on this matter (v. NauKpapla p.~v ,J.,.o<&v,T< 7J 

o-up.p.opia Kal o 81Jp.os· vavKpapos 8€ o1roi'6v T< o 8-f,p.apxos) is more exact than 
that of Harpokration, who identifies the two completely-v. ilt/p.apxus. 
If it be true that the nankraries were continued under the Kleisthenean 
constitution, with the alteration that they were augmented to fifty in. 
number, five to every Kleisthenean tribe, they must probably have been. 
continued in name alone without any real efficiency or functions. Kleide-
mus makes this statement, and Boeckh follows it (PubEc Economy of 
Athens, I, ii. ch. 21, p. 256): yet I cannot but doubt its correctness. For 
the -rp<-r-rvs (one-third of a Kleisthenean tribe) was certainly retained and 
was a working and available division (see Demosthenes de Symmoriis, 
c. 7, p. 184), and it seems hardly' probable that there should be two 
co-existing divisions, one representing the third part, the other the fifth 
part, of the same tribes. 

2 Strabo, ix. p. 396. 
3 Strabo, ix. p. 396, 1rl-rpa lv 11'E1ilrp 1repwuwvp.lwq KVICll.rp. Euripid. 

Ion, 1578, <TK61rell.ov ot valovO'' lP,6v (Ath€ne). 
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made to centre in the prytaneium. and senate of Athens. His 
combined sagacity and power enforced upon all the inhabi
tant~ of Attica the necessity of recognising Athens as the one 
city in the country, and of occupying their own abodes simply 
as constituent portions of Athenian territory. This important 
move, which naturally produced a great extension of the 
central city, was commemorated throughout the historic:rl 
times by the Athenians in the periodical festival called 
Syncekia, in honour of the goddess Athene.l 

Such is the account which Thucydides gives of the original 
severalty and subsequent consolidation of the different por
tions of Attica. Of the general fact there is no reason to 
doubt, though the operative cause assigned by the historian
the po·wer and .sagac'ity of Theseus-belongs to legend and 
not to history. Nor can we pretend to determine either the 
real steps by which such a change was bro~tght. about, or its 
date, or the number of portions which went to constitute the 
full-grown. Athens-further enlarged at some early period, 
though we do not know when, by voluntary junction of the 
Bceotian or semi-Bceotian town Eleutherre, situated among the . 
valleys of Kithrer6n between Eleusis and Platrea. It was the . 
standing habit of the ·popul3:tion of Attica, even down to the. 
Peloponnesian war, 2 to reside ih their· several cantons, where 
their ancient festivals and temples yet continued as relics of 
a state .of previous autonomy. Their visits to the city were 
m:fde only at special times, for purposes religious or political, 
and diey still looked upon the country residence as their real 
home. How deep-seated this <;:antonal feeling was among 
them, we· may see by the fact that it ·survived the temporary· 
exile forced' upon them by the Persian invasion, and was. 
resumed when the expulsion of that destroying host enabled 
thelll t<;> rebuild their ruined dwellings in Attica.8 

1 Thucyd. ii. rs·; Theophrast. Charact. 29, 4- Plutarch (Theseus, 24) 
gives the proceedings of Theseus in greater detail, and with a stronger' 
tinge pf democracy.· · 

2 Pausan. i. 2, 4 ; 38, 2. Diodor. Sicul. iv. 2. Schol. ad Aristophan, 
Acharn. "242. 

The Athenians transferred from Eleutherre to Athens both a venerable 
;tatue of Dionysus and a religious ceremony in honour of that god. The 
.unction of the town with Athens is stated by Pausiwia,s to have taken· 
)]ace in consequence of the hatred of its citizens for Thebes, and must have 
Jccurred before 509 B.C., about. which period we find Hysire to be the 
'rontier deme of Attica (Herodot. v. 72 ; vi. ro8). 

3 Thucyd. ii. rs, r6 . . obo€v lfl\l\o 'I; 71'0A<V ·rrw ~<WTOU &.7rol\€[7rWV'E!C(,(TT0S 

-respecting the A\henians from the country who were driven into Athens 
lt the first invasion during the Peloponnesian war. · 
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How many of the demes recognised by Kleisthenes had 

originally separate governments, or in what local aggregates 
they stood combined, we cannot now make out. It must be 
recollected that the city of Athens itself contained several' 
demes, while Peirreeus also formed a deme apart. Some ofi 
the twelve divisions, which Philochorus ascribes to Kekrops,: 
present probable marks of an ancient substantive existence-' 
Kekropia, or the region surrounding and including the cityj 
and acropolis; the Tetrapolis, composed of CEnoe, Trykory-l 
thus, Probalinthus and Marathon ; 1 Eleusis; Aphidnre and' 
De'keleia, 2 both distinguished by their peculiar mythical con
nexion with Sparta and the Dioskuri. But it is difficult to 
imagine that Phalerum (which is one of the separate divisions 
named by Philochorus) can ever .have enjoyed an autonomy 
apart from Athens. Moreover we find among some of the 
demes which Philochorus does \not notice, evidences of stand
ing antipathies, and prohibitions of intermarriage, which might 
seem to indicate that these had once been separate little 
states.3 Though in most cases we can infer little from the 
legends and religious ceremonies which nearly every deme 4 

1 Etymologicon Magn. v. 'E.,.a.~epia. xC:,pa. ; Strabo, viii. p. 383 ; Stephan. 
Byz. v. TeTpd7ro71.ts. 

The T<Tpd.~ewp.ot comprised the four deines, iletpo:"Let:r, <Pa71.rrpiis, i::v7r€Tewves, 
EJvp.oiTa.oa.t (Pollux, iv. 105): whether this is an old division, however, has 
been doubted (see Ilgen, De Tribubus Atticis, p. 51). 

The 'E.,.a.~ep~wv Tptrr6s is mentioned in an inscription apud Ross (Die 
Deme1;1 von Attika, p. vi.). Compare Boeckh ad Corp. Inscr. No. 8z: 
among other demes, it comprised the deme PWtheia. Mesogrea also (or 
rather the Mesogei, ol Mecr&')'ewt) appears as a communion for sacrifice 
and religious purposes, and as containing the deme Batt!. See Inscri p
tiones Atticre nuper reperlre duodecim, by Ern. Curtius; Berlin, 1843; 
Inscript. i. p. 3· The exact site of the deme Bale in Attica is unknown 
(Ross, Die Demen von Attika, p. 64): and respecting the question, what 
portion of Attica was called Mesogrea, very different conjectures have been 
started, which there appears to ue no means of testing. Compare Scho
mann de Comitiis, p. 343, and Wordsworth, Athens and Attica, p. z29, 
2nd edit. 

2 Dihearchus, Fragm. p. 109, ed. Fnhr.; Plutarch, Theseus, c. 33· 
3 Such as that between the Pallenreans and Agnusians (Plutarch, 

Theseus, I 2 ). 
Acharme was the largest and most populous deme in Attica (see Ross, 

Die Demen von Attika, p. 62; Thucyd. ii. 21); yet Philochorus does not 
mention it as having ever constituted a substantive .,.&i~ts, 

Several of the demes seem to have stood in repute for peculiar qualities, 
good or bad: see Aristophan. Acharn. 177, with Elmsley's note. 

• Strabo, ix. p. 396; Plutarch, Theseus, 14. Polemo had written a 
book expressly on the eponymous heroes of the Auic demes and tribes 
(Preller, f'olemonis Fragm. p. 42): the Atthidographers were all rich on 
the same subject : see the Fragments of the Atthis of Hellanikus (p. 24, 
ed. Pre!ler), also those of Istrus, Philochorus, &c. 
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had peculiar to itself, yet those of Eleusis are so remarkable, 
as to establish the probable autonomy of that township down 
to,:a comparatively late period. .The Homeric Hymn to 
Demeter, recounting the visit of that goddess to Eleusis after 
the abduction of her daugl].ter, and the. first establishment of 
the Eleusinian ceremonies, specifies the eponymous prince 
Eleusis, and the various chiefs .of the place-Keleos, Tri
ptolemus, Diokles, and Eumolpus. It also notices the Rharian 
plain in the neighbourhood of Eleusis. But not the least 
allusion is made to Athens or to any concern of the Athenians 
in. the presence or wor.ship of the goddess. There is reason 
t.o, believe that at the time when this hymn was composed, 
Eleusis was an independent town : what that time was, we 
have no means of settling, though Voss puts it as low as the 
3oth Olympiad.l And the proof hence derived is so much 
the more valuable, because .the Hymn to Demeter presents 
a colouring . strictly special and local : · moreover -the story 
told by Solon, to Crcesus, respecting Tell us the Athenian 
who perished in battle against the neighbouring townsmen of 
Eleusis, 2 assumes in like manner the ihdependence of the 
latter in earlier times. Nor is it unimportant to notice, that 
even · so low as 300 B.c. the observant visitor · Dibearchus. 
professes to. detect a difference between the native Athenians 
and. the Atticans, as well in physiognomy as in character and 

8 • - ; . . ,taste. . · 
~: f\In the; hist?ry set forth to us of the p:oce~dings of Theseus, 
rllO mentJOn lS made of these four lome tnbes ; but another 
and a. totally different ·distribution of the people into. Eupa
tridce, Ge6mori and Demiurgi, which· he is said to have 
first introduced, is brought ' to our notice : Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus gives only a double division-Eupatridce and . 
dependent cultivators ; corresponding· to his idea of the 
patricians and clients in early Rome.4 As far as we can 
understand this triple distinction, .it seems to be disparate 
and unconnected with the four tribes above-mentioned. The 
Eupatridce are the wealthy and powerful men, belonging to 
the most distinguished families in all the .various gentes, and 
principally living in the city of Athens, after the consolidation 
of Attica : from them are distinguished the middling and lower ' 

1 J. I-i. Voss; Erlaiiteru~ge'n, p. I: see thti hymn,· g6-Io6, 451-475: 
compare Hermesianax ap. Athen. xiii. p. 597. 

2 Herodot. i. 30. 
3 Dikrearch. Vita Grrecire, p. 141, Fragm. ed. Fuhr. 
' Plutarch, Theseus, c. 25 ; Dionys. Hal.· ii. 8. 
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people, roughly classified into husbandmen and artisans. To 
the Eupatrid<e is ascribed a religious as well as a political and 
social ascendency. They are represented as the source of all 
authority on matters both sacred and profane ; 1 they doubtless 
comprised those gentes, such as the Butad<e, whose sacred 
ceremonies were looked upon with the greatest reverence by 
the people; and we may conceive Eumolpus, Keleos, Diokles, 
&c., as they are described in the Homeric Hymn to Demeter, 
in the character· of Eupatrid<e of Eleusis. The humbler 
gentes, and the humbler members of each gens, would appear 
in this classification confounded with that portion of the 
people who belonged to no gens at all. 

From these Eupatrid:oe exclusively, and doubtless by their 
selection, the nine annual archons--Probably also the Prytanes 
of the Naukrari-were taken. That the senate of Areopagus 
was formed of members of the same order, we may naturally 
presume. The nine archons all passed into it at the expiration 
of their year of office, subject only to the condition of having 
duly passed the test of accountability; and they remained 
members for life. These are the only political authorities of 
whom we hear in the earliest imperfectly known period of the 
Athen1an government, after the discontinuance of the king, 
and the adoption of the annual change of archons. The 
senate of Areopagus seems to represent the Homeric council 
of old men; 2 and there were doubtless, on particular occasions, 
general assemblies of the people, with . the same formal ano 
passive character as the Homeric agora_:__at least we shall 
observe traces of such assemblies anterior to the Solonian 
legislation. Some of the writers of antiquity ascribed the first 
establishment of the senate of Areopagus to Solon, just af 
there were also some who considered Lycurgus as having first 
brought together the Spartan' Gerusia. But there can be litth 
doubt that this is a mistake, and that the senate of Areopagw 
is a primordial institution, of immemorial antiquity, though it! 
constitution as well as its functions underwent many changes 
It stood at first alone as a permanent and collegiate authority 

1 Elymologic. Magn. Eb1ra-rpl~at-ol abTo TO lfuTu olu:ovVTES, u:a 
p.e-r~xov-res ToV /3arJ'tA.ttcoU 'YEvovs, Kal -r1,v -rWv lt:pWv ~trtp.tA.eta.v 'TrOtoVp.EVOt 

The /3autluu:bv yevos includes not only the Kodricls hut also the Erechtheicls 
Panclionids, Pallantids, &c. See also Plutarch, Theseus, c. 24 ; Hesy 
chi us, 'AypotwTat. 

Yet Iiokrates seems to speak of the great family of the Aikmreanidre ? 

tzot included among the Eupatrid[e (Orat. xvi. De Bigis, p. 351, p. 50 
Bek.). 

2 Meier und Schomann, Der Attische Prozess. Einleitung. p. ro. 
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. originally by the side of the kings and afterwards by the side 
',of the archons. It would then of course be known by the 
' title of The Boule-The senate or council ; its distinctive title, 
: "Sevate of Areopagus" (borrowed from the place where its 

··sittings were held), would not be bestowed until the f9rmation 
· by Solon of the second senate or council, from which there 
: was need to discriminate it. 
:. . This seems to explain the reason why it was never mentioned 
, in the ordinances of Drako, whose silence supplied one argu-
ment in favour of the opinion that it did not exist in his time, 

, and that it was first constituted by Solon.1 We hear of the 
senate of Areopagus chiefly as a judicial tribunal, because it 
acted in this character constantly throughout Athenian history, 
and because the orators have most frequent occasion to allude 
to its decisions on matters of trial. But its functions were 
originalfy of the widest senatorial character, directive generally 

• as well as judicfai. And althou'gh the gradual increase of 
' democracy at Athens (as will be hereafter explained) both 
;.abridged its powers and contributed still further comparatively 
1to lowe·r it, by enlarging the direct working of the people in 
i assembly and judicature, as well as that of the senate of Five 
' Hundred, which was a permanent adjunct' and auxiliary of the 
: public assembly-yet it seems to have been, even down to the 
: time of Perikles, the most important body in the state.. ·And 
1
, after it had been cast into the background by the political 
'reforms of that great man, we still find it on particular 

• :occasions stepping forward to reassert its ancient powers, and ito assume. for the moment that undefined interference which 
:it had enjoyed without dispute in antiquity. The attachment 
; of the .Athenians to their ancient institutions gave to the 
1.· ser1ate . of Areopagus a constant and powerful hold on their 
, 'minds, and this feeling was rather strengthened than weakened 

'
1 

when it ceased to be an object of popular jealousy-when it 
, could no longer be employed as an auxiliary of oligarchical 
, pretensions. , . . 
( . Of the nine archons, whose •number continued unaltered 
~ from 683 B.c. to the end of the free democracy, three bore . 
;, special titles-the Archon Eponymus, from whose name the 
' designation of the year was derived, and who was spoken of as 
·; Tlze Arclzon; the Archon Basileus (king), or more frequently, 
, the Basileus; and the Polemarch. The remaining six passed . 

. . . 1 Plutarch, Solon, c. 19; Aristotle, Polit. ii. 9, 2; Cicero, De Offic. 
: i. 22. Pollux seems to follow the opinion that Solon first instituted the 
· .senate of Areopagus (viii. 125). 
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by the general title of Thesmothet~. Of the first three, each 
possessed exclusive judicial competence in regard to certain 
special matters : the Thesmothet~ were in this respect all on 
a par, acting sometimes as a board, sometimes individually. 
The Archon Eponymus determined all disputes ,relative to the 
family, the gentile, and the phratric relations : he was the legal 
protector of orphans and widows.l The Archon Basile us (or 
king archon) enjoyed competence in complaints respecting 
offences against the religious sentiment and respecting homi
cide. The Polemarch (speaking of times anterior to Klei
sthenes) was the leader of the military force and judge in 
disputes between citizens and non-citizens. Moreover each of 
these three archons had particular religious festivals assigned 
to him, which it was his duty to superintend and conduct. 
The six Thesmothet~ seem to have been judges in disputes 
and complaints, generally, against citizens, saving the special 
matters reserved for the cognisance of the first two archons. 
According to the proper sense of the word Thesmothet~, all 
the nine archons. were entitled to be so called, 2 though the 
first three had especial designations of their own. The word 
Thesmoi (analogous to the Themistes 3 of Homer) includes in 
its meaning both general laws and particular sentences-the 
two ideas not being yet discriminated, and the general law 

1 Pollux, viii. 89-91. 
2 We read the OeO'J.I.oMrwv lx.vcf.Kp<O'<s in Demosthen. cont. Eubulidem, 

c. 17, p. 1319, and Pollux, viii. 85; a series of questions which it was 
necessary for them to answer before they were admitted to occupy their 
office. Similar questions must have been put to the Archon, the Basileus, 
and the Polemarch: so that the words O<O'p.oOJrwv O.v&.!<p<O'<s may reasonably 
be understood to apply to all the nine archons, as indeed we find the words 
Tovs ~vvJa ll.pxovras O.va!<plv<T< shortly afterwards, p. 1320. Besides, all 
the nine, after passing the diOvva< at the close of their official year, became 
members of the Areopagus, 

3 Respecting the word fNp.<O'T<s in the Homeric sense, see vol. ii. ch. xx. 
Both Aristotle (Polit. ii. g, 9) and D~mosthenes (contr. Euerg. et 

Mnesibul, c. 18, p. II61) call the ordinances of Drako v&J.I.a<, not Oeqp.ol. 
Andokides distinguishes the OeO'p.ol of Drako and the v&p.ot of Solon (De 
Mysteriis, p. 1 1). This is the adoption of a phrase comparatively modern; 
Solon called his own laws 8<a'p.o£. The oath of the 1repl1roil.o< t¢11/101 (the 
youth who formed the armed police of Attica during the first two years of 
their military age), as given in Pollux (vii. 106), seems to contain many 
ancient phras~.§_: this .phrasec::-Kat To 'is .eerrJ.I.o'is Toi!>' 11ipvp.evots 'lr<ia'op.at-is 
remarkable, as it indicates the ancient association of religious sanction 
which adhered to the word OeO'p.ol; for Uip6<a'8at is the word employed in 
reference to the establishment and domiciliation of the gods who pro
tected the country-81u8at v&p.ovs is the later expression for making laws. 
Compare Stobaeus De Republic. xliii. 48, ed. Gaisford, and Demosthen. 
cont. Makartat. c. 13, p. Io6g. 
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being conceived only in its application to some particular 
case. Drako was the first Thesmothet who was <:;alled upon 
to set down his Thesmoi in writing, and thus to invest them 
essentially with a chll;racter of more or less generality. 
' In the later and better-known times oli Athenian Jaw, we 
find these archons deprived in great measure· of their powers 
of judging and deciding, and restricted to the task of first 
hearing the p~rties and collecting the evidence, next, of 
introducing the matter for trial into the appropriate dikastery, 
over which they presided. But originally there was no separa
tion of powers ; the archons both juclged and administered, 
sharing among themselves those privileges' which had once 
been united in the hands of the king,·and probably accountable 
at the end of their year 6f office to the senate of Areopagus. 
It is probable also that the functions.of that senate, and those 

·of the prytanes of the naukrars, were· of the same double and 
confused nature. All of these functionaries belonged to the 
Eupatrids, and all of them doubtless acted moi:e or less in the 
narrow interest of their.order : moreover there was ample room 
for favouritism, in the way .of connivance, as well as antipathy, 
on the part of the archons .. That such was decidedly the case, 
·and that disco]ltent .began to be serious, we may infer from 
the duty imposed on the thesmothet Drako, B.C. 624, to put 
in writing the Thesmoi or Ordinances, so that they might 
be "shown publicly" and known ,beforehand.1 Jie did not 
meddle with the political CO!J.stitution, and in his ordinances 
Aristotle finds little w9rthy of remark except the extreme 

. sev~rity 2 of the punishments awarded : pe,tty ·thefts, or even 
proved idleness,of life, being visited with death or disfranchise- ' 
ment. , 

But we are not to construe this remark as demonstrating 
any special inhumanity l.n the character of Drako, who was · 
not invested with ~he large power which Solon afterwards 
enjoyed, and cannot be imagined to have irnposed upon the 
community severe laws of his own invention. Himself of 
course an Eupatrid, he set forth in w~iting such ordinances ~s 

1 ;0-r• IJ<<Fp.or ~cpcfvrt lili•-such is the exact expression of Solon's law 
(Plutarch, Solon, c. 19) ; the word IJ•<Fp.6s is found in Solon's own poems, 
IJ•up.ovs li' l!p.olovs T<fi 1ccu<<ii T€ ~e&:yall<fi. . · . 

2 Aristot. Po \it. ii. 9, 9; Rhetoric. ii. 25, 1 ; Au! us •Gell. N. A. xi. 18; 
Pausanias, ix. 36, 4; Plutarch, Solon. c. 19; though Pollux (viii. 42) does 
not agree with him. Taylor, Lectt. Lysiacre, ch. 10. · 

Respecting the lleup.ol of Drak;o, see J{ uhn. ad A!:lian. V. H. viii. 10. · 
The preliminary sentence which Por.phyry (De Abstinentia, iv. 22) ascribes 
to Drako can hardly be genuine; : • 

/'·;·' 
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the Eupatrid archons had before been accustomed to enforce 
without writing, in the particular cases which came before 
them ; and the general spirit of penal legislation had become 
so much milder, during the two centuries which followed, that 
these old ordinances appeared to Aristotle intolerably rigorous. 
Probably neither Drako, nor the Lokrian Zaleukus, who some
what preceded him in date, were more rigorous than the 
sentiment of the age : indeed the few fragments of the Drako
nian tables which have reached us, far from exhibiting in
discriminate cruelty, introduce, for the first time, into the 
Athenian law, mitigating distinctions in respect to homicide ; 1 

founded on the variety of concomitant circumstances. He is 
said to have constituted the judges called Ephet<e, fifty-one 
elders belonging to some resp~cted gens or possessing an 
exalted position, who held their sittings for trial of homicide 
in three different spots, according to the difference of the cases 
submitted to them. If the accused party, admitting the fact, 
denied any culpable intention and pleaded accident, the case was 
tried at the place called the Palladium ; when found guilty of 
accidental homicide, he was condemned to a temporary exile, 
unless he could appease the relatives of the deceased, but his 
property was left untouched. If, again, admitting the fact, he 
defended himself by some valid ground of justification, such 
as self-defence, or flagrant adultery with his wife on the part of 
the deceased, the trial took place on ground consecrated to 
Apollo and Artemis, called the Delphinium. A particular spot 
called the Phreattys, close to the seashore, was also named for 
the trial of a person, who while under sentence of exile for 
an unintentional homicide, might be charged with a second 
homicide, committed of course without the limits of the 
territory : being considered as impure from the effects of the 
former sentence, he was not permitted to set foot on the soil, 
but stood his trial on a boat hauled close in shore. At the 
Prytaneium or government-house itself, sittings were held by 
the four Phylo-Basileis or Tribe Kings, to try any inanimate 
object (a piece of wood or stone, &c.) which had caused death 
to any one, without the proved intervention of a human hand : 
the wood or stone, when the fact was verified, was formally 
cast beyond the border.2 All these distinctions of course 

1 Pausanias, ix. 36, 4· Ll.pcl.t<oVTos 'AOrwalo<s O<riJJ.oOeT'iwavTos ~"' .Tow 
~t<elvov t<aT~CTT'II v6JJ.wV ots ~')'pacpev brl Ti)s &pxfis, ltil.ll.wv TE b1r&awv ltlieLaV 
elva• xp-h, t<al lih .~<al TL!J.wplas JJ.O<xov: compare Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. 
p. 637 ; Lysias de Crede Eratosthen. p. 3 r. 

9 Harpokraiion, vv. 'Ecpha<, 'E,.l Ll.ell.cp<vlcp, 'E,.) ITail.ll.a5icp, 'Ev 
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imply the preliminary investigation of the case (called Anakrisis) 
by the king archon, in order that it might be known what was 
the issue and where the sittings of the Ephet::e were to be 
held. · 

So intimately was the mode of dealing with homicide con
nected with the religious feelings of the Athenians, that these 
old regulations, never formally abrogated throughout the 
historical times, were read engraved on their column by the 
contemporaries of Demosthenes.l The Areopagus continued 
in judicial· operation, and the Ephet::e are spoken of as· if they 
were so, even through the age of Demosthenes ; though their 
func~ions were tacitly usurped or narrowed, and their dignity 

<l>p<a'T'TOL ;-Pollux, viii. II9, 124, 125 ; Photius, v. 'Ecj>e'Tat; Hesychius, ~s 
<l>pea'TOU; Di?mosthen. cont. Aristokrat. ,c. I5-I8, p. 642-645; cont. 
Makar! at. c. 13, p. ro68. vVhen Pollux speaks of the five courts in which 
the Ephetre judged, he probably includes the Areopagus {see Demosthen. 
conL Aristokrat. c. 14, p. 641). 

About the judges ~v <l>p<a'T'ToL', see Aristot. Polit. iv. 13, 2. On the 
general subject of this ancient and obscure criminal procedure, see Matthire, 
De Judiciis Atheniensium (in Miscellan. Philologie, vol i. p. 143 seq.); 
also Schiimann, Antiq. J ur. Pub. Att. sect. 6r, p. 288 ; Platner, Prozess 
und Klagen bey den Attikern, b. i. ch. I ; and E. W. Weber, Comment • 
. ad Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. pp. 627 641 ; Meier und Schoinann, · 
Attisch. Prozess, p. 14-'-19. 

I cannot consider the Ephetre as judges in appeal, and I agree with those 
(Schiimann, Antiq. Jur. Pub. Gr. p. 171; Meier und Schiimann, Attisch. 
Prozess, p. i6 ; Platner, Prozess und Klagen, t. i. p., I 8) who distrust the 
etymology which connects this 'l'onl with ~cpecrt!'os. The active sense of 
the word, akin to ~cpi<i>a' (A<:sch. Prom. 4) and lcj><'T!'-iJ, meets the case 
better: see 0. MUller, Prolegg. ad My.thol. p. 424 (though there is no 
reason for believing the Ephetre to be older ·than Drako): compare how
ever K. F. Hermann, Lehrbuch der Griechischen Staats Alterthi\mer, sect. 
103, 104, who thinks differently. 

The trial, condemnation and banishment of inanimate objects which had 
been.the cause of death, was founded on feelings widely diffused throu~
out the Grecian world (see Pausan. vi. II, 2; and Theokritus, Idyll. xxiii. 
6o):. analogous in principle to the English law respecting deodand, and to 
the spirit pervading the ancient Germanic codes 'generally (see Dr. C. 
Trtimmer, Die Lehre von der Zurechnung, c. 28-38.. Hamburg, 1845). 

The Germanic codes do not content themselves with imposing a general 
obligation to appease the rel'atives and gentiles of the slain party, but deter
mine beforehand the sum which shall be sufficient for the purpose, which, 
in the case of· involuntary homicide, is paid to the surviving relatives as a 
compensation. As to the difference between culpable homicide, justifiable 
homicide, and accidental homicide, see the elaborate treatise of Wilda, Das 
Deutsche Strafrecht, ch. viii. p. 544-559, whose doctrine however is dis
puted by Dr. Triimmer in the treatise above noticed.' 

At Rome, according to the Twelve Tables and earlier, involuntary homi
cide was to be expiated by the sacrifice of a ram (Walter,.Geschichte des 
Riimisch. Rechts, sect. 768). 

1 Demosth. cont. Euerg. et Mnesib. p.:II6r. 
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impaired,l by the more popular dikasteries afterwards created. 
It is in this way that they have become known to us, while the 
other Drakonian institutions have perished : but there is much 
obscurity respecting them, particularly in regard to the relation 
between the Ephet~ and the Areopagites. Indeed so little 
was known on the subject, even by the historical inquirers of 
Athens, that most of them supposed the council of Areopagus 
to have received its first origin from Solon; and even Aristotle, 
though he contradicts this view, expresses himself in no very 
positive language. 2 That judges sat at the Areopagus for the 
trial of homicide, previous to Drako, seems implied in the 
arrangements of that lawgiver respecting the Ephet~, inasmuch 
as he makes no new provision for trying the direct issue of 
intentional homicide, which, according to all accounts, fell 
within the cognisance of the Areopagus : but whether the 
Ephet~ and the Areopagites were the same persons, wholly or 
partially, our information is not sufficient to discover. Before 
Drako, there existed no tribunal for trying homicide, except 
the senate, sitting at the Areopagus. And we may conjecture 
that there was something connected with that spot-legends, 
ceremonies, or religious feelings-which compelled judges 
there sitting to condemn every man proved gllilty of homicide, 
and forbad them to take account of extenuating or justifying 
circumstances.8 Drako appointed the Ephet~ to sit at different 
places ; places so pointedly marked, and so unalterably main
tained, that we may see in how peculiar a manner those special 
issues, of homicide under particular circumstances, which he 
assigned to each, were adapted in Athenian belief, to the 
new sacred localities chosen,4 each having its own distinct 

1 Demosthen. cont. Aristokrat. p. 647. -rotro{rro<s li<Katr-r7Jp{Ots, & 8eol 
KaTeOe<~av, Kal p.ETtt 'TC1.VTC1. fiv8pw7rO< XPWVTC1.< 1rcl.v-ra -rbv Xp6vov, p. 643.-ol 
'Tav-r' i~apxiis -r&. v6p.<p.o. lita8ev-res, oY-rwes 1ro-r' i\trav, et8' l)pw•s, et-re 8eol. 
See also the Oration cont. Makartat. p. 1062; JEschin. cont. Ktesiphon, 
p. 636; Antiph. De Crede Herodis, c. 14. 

The popular Dikastery, in the age of Isokrates and Demosthenes, held 
settings i1rl Ila,\,\aolrp for the trial of charges of unintentional homicide-a 
striking evidence of the special holiness of the place for that purpose 
(see Isokrat. cont. Kallimachum, Or. xviii. p. 381 ; Demosth. cont. Nerer. 
p. 1348). 

The statement of Pollux (viii. 125), that the Ephetre became despised, is 
not confirmed by the language of Demosthenes. 

2 Plutarch, Solon, c. 19 ; Aristot. Polit. ii. 9, 2. 
· 8 Read on this subject the maxims laid down 1ry Plato, about theft(Legg. 

xii. p. 9'p). Neve~thel.ess -Plate;> copies, t~ ~ great degr~e! the arrange
ments ol the ephet1c tnbunals, m Ius provisions for hom1c1de (Legg. ix. 
p. 865-873). 

~ I know no place in which the special aptitude of particular localities, 
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ceremonial and procedure appointed by the gods themselves. 
That the religious feelings of the Greeks were associated in 
the most intimate manner with particular localities, has already 
been often remarked; and Drako proceeded agreeably to them 
in his arrangements for mitigating the indiscriminate con
demnation of every man found guilty of homicide, which was 
unavoidable so long as the Areopagus. remained the on~y place 
of trial. The man who either confessed, or was proved, to 
have shed the blood of another, could not be acquitted or. 
condemned to less than the full penalty (of death or perpetual 
exile with confiscation of property) by the judges on the hill of 
Ares, whatever excuse he might have to offer : but the judges 
at the Palladium and Delphinium might hear him, and even 
admi_t his plea, without contracting the tairit of irreligion.1 

consecrated each to its' own purpose,, is so powerfully set forth,. as in the -
speech of Camillus against the transfer of !'orne to Veii (Livy, v. 52). 

1 It has been remarked to me that what I here state is inconsistent with 
the Eumenides of .!Eschylus; which introduce Orestes as tried at the Areo
pagtis and _acquitted, although his matricide is confessed ; because the justi
fication preferred by Apollo in his behalf, that Klytremnestra had deserved 
her death by having previously slain Agamemnon, is held sufficient. · I 
think, however, that an attentive study of that very curious drama, far from 
contradicting what is here said in the text, will further illustrate and 
confirm it. ' . _, ' 

The cause tried represents two parties: first, the official 'prosecutors or , 
avenging goddes~es (the Eumenides),_ who claim Orestes as their- victim-, ' 
peremptorily, and without even listening to any excuse, the moment that 
the fact of his matricide-is vecified: next, Orestes himself, who admits the 
act, but pleads that he has corrimitted it h> avenge his father, under the, 
sanction and even investigation of A polio, who appears as his witness and 
champion. 

Two points of view, respecting homicide, are here put in conflict: one 
represented by the Eumenides,-=the other by Apollo, acting indirectly with 
the sanction of Zeus. 

The cjivine privileges of the Eumenides are put in on one side, those of 
Apollo on the other: the forme,· complain that the latter interferes with 
them, and meddles with proceedings which do not legitimately (227-715) 
belong to him ; while they each hold out. terrible menaces of the mischief 
which they will do respe~tively to•Attica, if the verdict be ·given .against 
them (7ro-7I4). 

Athene, as patroness of Attica, has .to protect her territory against injury 
from both sides, and to avoid giving offence to either. This is really con
trived, as much as it is possible to do consistent with finding any verdict at 
all. The votes of the Dikasts or Jurors are made to be equal, so that they 
at least, as _Athenians, 7;nay not exasperate either of the· powerful antago-

- nists: and the acquittal of Orestes ensues, because Athene herself has pro
nounced in his favour, on the ground that her sympathies are with the male 
sex rather than the female, and thlJ-t the murcler of Agamemnon counts with 
her for more t)'mn that of Klyta:mnestra. This trial, as;sumed as the first 
ever held .for blood spilt (..-pwTas lil1<as !CplvovTes aYp.aTos xuTov-682), 

L2 
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Drako did not directly meddle with, nor indeed ever mention, 
the judges sitting in Areopagus. 

In respect to homicide, then, the Drakonian ordinances 
were partly a reform of the narrowness, partly a mitigation of 
the rigour, of the old procedure ; and these are all that have 
come down to us, having been preserved unchanged from the 
religious respect of the Athenians for antiquity on this peculiar 

terminates in a verdict of acquittal pronounced by Ath@ne as casting vote 
among equal numbers of the Dikasts. 

Upon this the Eumenides burst into violent expressions of complaint and 
menace, which Ath@n@ does her best to appease. They complain of having 
been vanquished and dishonoured : she tells them that they have not been 
so, because the votes were equal : and that she decicied herself in favour of 
Orestes, because he had been acting under the sanction and guarantee of 
Apollo, indirectly even of Zeus ; to both of whom the responsibility of the 
act really belonged. She then earnestly entreats the Eumenides to renounce 
their displeasure, and to accept a domicile in Attica, together with the 
most signal testimonies of worship and reverence from the people. For a 
long time they refuse: at length they relent, and agree to become inmates 
along with her in Athens (oe~op.a< IIaA.A.&oos ~VVO!Idav, 917-p.ETO!Idav o' 
ip.hv eli cr€{3ovTes, 1017). Athi!n@ then conducts them, with solemn pro
cession, to the resting-place appointed for them (1rpoTepav ll' ?p.~ XPh 
(fTElXE<V 8all.cf.p.ous a1ro/lel~oucrav, 1001 ). 

Now this resting-place, consecrated ever afterwards to the Eumenides, 
was close by, or actually upon the hill called Areopagus. (Pausan. i. 28, 
6, Schol. ad Thucyd. i. 126. ll.s (~•p.v.h 8eas) p.ETtt T~v 'Opecr-rrw ol 'A8'f}va'io< 
'lrA'f}criov Tov 'Apelou .,.&-you 1/lpvcravTo, 1va 1roA.A.i)s T<p.fis Tvxwcr<v.) The 
Areopagus is thus made over and consecrated to them : and as a conse
quence, the procedure against homicide, as there conducted, must be made 
conformable to their point of view : peremptory condemnation of the guilty 
person, without admitting either excuse or justification. AtMn@, in her 
bargain with them, engages that they shall never again be exposed to such 
an humiliation as they have recently undergone by the acquittal of Orestes: 
that they shall receive the highest measure of reverential worship. In 
return for this, they promise to ensure abundant blessings to the land 
(940-985). 

Here, then, is the result of the drama of JEschylus, showing how those 
goddesses became consecrated on or close to the Areopagus, and therefore 
how their view of homicide became exclusively paramount on t!zat locality. 

It was not necessary, for the purpose of JEschylus, to say what provision 
Ath@n@ made to instal Apollo and to deal with his view of homicide, 
opposed to that of the Eumenides. Apollo, in the case of Orestes, had 
gained the victory, and required nothing more. Yet his view and treat
ment of homicide, admitting of certain special justifications, is not to be 
altogether excluded from Athens, though it is excluded from the Areopagus. 
This difficulty is solved by-providing the new judgement seat at Delphinium, 
or the temple of Apollo Delphinius (Plutarch, Theseus, c. 12-14. K. F. 
Hermann, Gottesdienst •. Alterthiimer Griech. 6o, 3), where the procedure 
of Apollo, in contradistinction to that of the Eumenides, is followed, and 
where justifiable homicide may be put in plea. 

The legend of Apollo and the Delphinium thus forms the sequel and 
complement to that of the Eumenides and the Areopagus. 
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matter. The rest of his ordinances are said to have· been 
repealed by Solon, on account of their intolerable severity. So 
they doubtless appeared, to the Athenians of a later day, who 
had come to measure offences by a different scale.; and even 
to Solon, who had to calm' the wrath of a suffering people .in 
actual mutiny. ' 

That under' this eupatrid oligarchy and severe legislation, 
the people of Attica were sufficie~1tly miserable, we shall · 
presently see when I recount the proceedings of Solon. But 
the age of democracy had not yet begun, and the government 
received its first shock from the hands of an ambitious 
Eupatrid who aspired to the despotism. Such was. the phase· 
(as has been remarked in the preceding chapter) through 
which, dqring the century now under consideration, a large 
proportion of the Grecian governments passed. 

Kylon, an Atheni~n patrician-who superadded, to a great 
family position, the personal celebrity of a victory· at Olympia, 
as runner in the double stadium-conceived the design of 
seizing. the acropolis and constituting himself despot. Whether 
any special event had occurred at home to stimulate this project, 

· we do not know ; but he obtained both encouragement and 
valuable aid from his father-in-law Theagenes of Megara, who, 
by means of his popularity with. the people, had already sub
verted the Megarian oligarchy, and become despot of his native 
city. Previous to. so hazardous an attempt, however, Kylon 

·consulted the Delphian oracle, and was advised by the god in 
reply, to take the opportunity of "the greatest festival of Zeus" 
for seizing the ·acropolis. Such expressions, in the natural 
interpretation put upon thein by every Greek, designated the 
Olympic games in Peloponnesus. To Kylon, moreover, . 
himself an Olympic victor, that interpretation came recom- · 
mended .by' an apparent peculiar propriety. But Thucydides; 
not indifferent to the credit of the oracle, reminds his readers 
that no question was asked nor any· express direction given, 
wlure the intended " greatest festival of Zeus "was to be sought 
-whether in Attica or elsewhere-and that the public festival 
of the Diasia, celebrated periodically and solemnly in the 
neighbourhood of Athens, was also denominated the "greatest 
festival of Zeus Meilichius." Probably no such exegetical 
scruples presented themselves to any one, until after the miser
able failure of the conspiracy; least of all to Kylon· himself, 
who, at the recurrence of the next ensuing Olympic ga,mes, put 
himself at the_ head of a force, partly furnished by Theagenes, 
partly composed of his friends at ho'me, and took sudden 
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possession of the sacred rock of Athens. But the attempt 
excited general indignation among the Athenian people, who 
crowded in from the country to assist the archons and the 
prytanes of the Naukrari in putting it down. Kylon and his 
companions were blockaded in the Acropolis, where they soon 
found themselves in straits for want of water and provisions; 
and though many of the Athenians went back to their homes, 
a sufficient besieging force was left to reduce the conspirators 
to the last extremity. After Kylon himself had escaped by 
stealth, and several of his companions had died of hunger, 
the remainder, renouncing all hope of defence, sat down as 
suppliants at the altar. The archon Megakles, on regaining 
the citadel, found these suppliants on the point of expiring 
with hunger on the sacred ground, and to prevent such a 
pollution, engaged them to quit the spot by a promise of 
sparing their lives. No sooner however had they been 
removed into profane ground, than the promise was violated 
and they were put to death : some even, who, seeing the fate 
with which they were menaced, contrived to throw themselves 
upon the altar of the Venerable goddesses (or Eumenides) 
near the Areopagus, received their death wounds in spite of 
that inviolable protection.l 

Though the conspiracy was thus put down, and the govern
ment upheld, these deplorable incidents left behind them a 
long train of calamity-profound religious remorse mingled with 
exasperated political antipathies. There still remained, if not 
a considerable Kylonian party, at least a large body of persons 
who resented the way in which the Kylonians had been put 
to death, and who became in consequence bitter enemies 
of Megakles the archon, and of the great family of the 
Alkmx6nidx, to which he belonged. Not only Megakles 
himself and his personal assistants were denounced as smitten 
with a curse, but the taint was supposed to be transmitted to 
his descendants, and. we shall hereafter find the wound 
re-opened, not only in the second and ,third generation, but 
also two centuries after the original event.2 When we see that 
the impression left by the proceeding was so very serious, 
even after the length of time which had elapsed, we may well 
believe that it was sufficient, immediately afterwards, to poison 
altogether the tranquillity of the state. The Alkmreonids and 
their partisans long defied their opponents, resisting any public 

1 The narrative is given in Thucyd. i. 126; Herod. v. 71 ; Plutarch, 
Solon, r2. 

2 Aristophan. Equit. 445, and the Scholia ; Herodot, v. 70. 
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trial. . The dissensions continued without hope of termination, 
until Solon, then enjoying a lofty reputa~ion for sagacity and 
patriotism, as well as for bravery;persuaded them to submit tb 
judicial cognisance,-at a moment so far distant from the event, 
that several, of the actors were dead. They were accordingly 
tried before· a special judicature of 300 Eupatrids, Myron of 
the de me Phlyeis being their accuser. In defending .themselves 
against the charge that they had sinned against the reverence 
due to the gods and the consecrated right of asylum, they . 
alleged that the Kylonian suppliants, whim persuaded to quit 
.the holy ground, had tied a cord round the statue of the 
goddess and clung to it for prote~~ion in their; march; but on 
approaching the· altar of the Eumenides, the cord accidentally 
broke-and this critical event (so the accused ·persons argued) 
proved that the goddess had herself withdrawn from the:m her 
protecting hand and abandoned them to their fate: 1 Their 
argument, remarkable as an illustration of the feelings of the 
time, was .not however accepted as an excuse; They were 
found guilty, and while such of them as were alive retired into 
banishment, those who had already died were disinterred and 
cast beyond the borders. yet. their exile; continuing as it did 
only for a time, was f!Ot held sufficient to expiate , the impiety 
for which they had been condemned. The Alkm;:eonids, one 
of the most powerful families in Attica, long continued to be 
looked upon as a tainted race,2 and in cases of public calamity 
wen:!. liable to be singled out as having by their sacrilege drawn 
down the judgement of the gods upon their countrymen.3 

The banishment of the guilty parties was not found sufficient 
to restore tranquillity. Not only did pestilential disorders 
prevail, bu.t the religious susceptibilities and apprehensions of 
the Athenian community also remained deplorably e1'<;ited. 
They were oppressed with sorrow and despondency,· saw 
ph~ntoms and hean:J supernat!lral menaces, and felt the curse 

1 Plutarch, Solon, c. 12. If the story of the breaking of the cord had 
been true, Thucydides could hardly have failed to notice it ; but there is no' 
reason to doubt that it was 'the real defence urged by the Alkm:e6nids. 

When Ephesus was besieged by Crcesus, the inhabitants sought protec- . 
tion to their town by dedicating it to Artemis: they carried a cord from 
the walls of the town to the shrine of the goddess, which was situated 
without the walls (Herod. i. 26). The Samian despot Polylmltes, when he 
consecrated to the Delian' Apollo the neighbouring island of Rheneia, con
nected it with the island of Delos by means of a ch;lin (Thucyd. iii. 104). 

These analogies illustrate the powerful effect of visible or material 
continuity on the Grecian imagination. 

2 Herodot. i. 61. 
a See Thucyd. v. 16, and his language respecting Pleistoanax of Sparta. 
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of the gods upon them without abatement.l In particular, it 
appears that the minds of the women (whose religious impulses 
were recognised generally by the ancient legislators as requir
ing watchful control) were thus disturbed and frantic. The 
sacrifices offered at Athens did not succeed in dissipating 
the epidemic, nor could the prophets at home, though they 
recognised that special purifications were required, discover 
what were the new ceremonies capable of appeasing the divine 
wrath. The Delphian oracle directed them to invite a higher 
spiritual influence from abroad, and this produced the memor
able visit of the Kretan prophet and sage Epimenides to 
Athens. 

The century between 6zo and soo B.c. appears to have been 
remarkable for the first diffusion and potent influence of distinct 
religious brotherhoods, mystic rites, and expiatory ceremonies, 
none of which (as I have remarked in a former chapter) find 
any recognition in the Homeric epic. To this age belong 
Thaletas, Aristeas, Abaris, Pythagoras, Onomakritus, and the 
earliest proveable agency of the Orphic sect.2 Of the class 
of men here noticed, Epimenides, a native of Ph::estus or 
Knossus in Krete,3 was one of the most celebrated-and the 
old legendary connexion between Athens and Krete, which 
·shows itself in the tales of Theseus and Minos, is here again 
manifested in the recourse which the Athenians had to this 
island to supply their spiritual need. Epimenides seems to 
have been connected with the worship of the Kretan Zeus, in 
whose favour he stood so high as to receive the denomination 
of the new Kurete 4 (the Kuretes having been the primitive 
ministers and organisers of that worship). He was said 
to be the son of the nymph Balte ; to be supplied by the 
nymphs with constant food, since he was never seen to eat ; 
to have fallen asleep in his youth ·in a cave, and to have 
continued in this state without interruption for fifty-seven 
years ; though some asserted that he remained all this time a 
wanderer in the mountains, collecting anrl studying medicinal 
botany in the vocation of an Iatromantis, or Leech and Prophet 
combined. Such narratives mark the idea entertained by 
antiquity of Epimenides the Purifier, 5 who was now called in 

1 Plutarch, Solon, c. I2. Kaltp&fJot•nvh ~" lletcnllat!J.DVlas li.!J.a Kaltpdu,.a-ra 
JCa-r<<x• -r1w 1r6Juv, &c. 

2 Lobeck, Aglaophamus, ii. p. 313; Hoeckh, Kreta, iii. 2, p. 252. 
B The statements respecting Epimenid~s are collected and discussed in 

the treatise of Heinrich, Epimenides aus Kreta. Leipsic, 1801. 
4 Diogen. Laert. i. II4, II$. 
~ Plutarch, Solon, c. 12; Diogen. Lacrt, i. 109-IIS; Pliny, II. N. vii. 
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to heal both the epidemic and the mental affliction prevalent 
among the Athenian people, in the same manner as his 
countryman and contemporary Thaletas had been, a few years 
before, invited to Sparta to appease a pestilence by the effect 
of his music ·and religious hymns. I The favour of Epimenides 
with the gods, his knowledge of propitiatory ceremonies, and 
his power of working upon the religious feeling, was completely 
successful in restoring both health and mental tranquillity at 
Athens. He is said to have turned out some black and white 
sheep on the Areopagus, directing attendants to follow and 
watch .th~m, and to erect new altars to the appropriate local 
deities on the spots where the animalslaydown. 2 He founded 
new chapels and established various lustral cerelllonies·; and . 
more especially he regulated the worship paid by the women · 
in such manner as to. calm the violent impulses which had 
before agitated them. We know hardly anything of the details 
of .his· proceeding, but the general fact of his visit, and the 
salutary effects produced in removing the religious despondency 
which oppressed the Athenians, are well .attested. Consoling 
assuranc~s and new ritual precepts, from the lips of a person 
supposed to stand high in the favour of Zeus, were, the 
52. 8<orpt'Ah.s ~;al crorpos 1r<pl Tii 8iia Thv ~v8ovcrtaO'TtJ{hv Kdl T<lli<O'Ttkhv 
<To cp [a v, &c. Maxim. Tyrius, xxxviii. 3· liELvhs Til. 8e'ia, oil 1J.a8?i>v &.'A"-' 
fi1rvov aim)! Ol1)")'EL'TO p.aKphv Kal ~v<tpov litli&.crKa,\.ov. • 

'IaTpJp.avT<s, .tEschyl. Supplic. · 277 ; Ka8apTf,s, Iamblichus,. Vit. 
Pythagor. c: 28. ' · 
, Plutarch (Sept. Sapient. Conviv. p. I 57) treats Epimenidfls simply as 
having lived up to the precepts of the Orphic life, or vegetable diet: to this 
circumstance, I presume, Plato (Legg. iii. p. 677) must be understood.J~~I"""" 
refer, though it is not very clear. See the Fragment of the lost Kdles of 
Euripides, p. 98, ed. Dindorf. · 

Karmanor of Tarrha in Krete had purified Apollo himself for the 
·slaughter of Pytho (Pausan. ii. 30, 3). · 

1 Plutarch, De Musidl, p. I 134-!146; Pausanias, i. 14, 3· 
2 Cicero (Legg. ii. I 1) states that Epimenides directed a temple to be 

erected Ht Athens to "T{3ptS 'and 'Availiw< (Violence and Impudence): 
Clemens said that he had erected altars to the same two goddesses (Pro
trepticon, p. 22) : TheQphrastus said that there were altars at Athens 
(without mentioning Epimenides) to these same (ap. Zenobium Proverb. 
Cent. iv. 36). Ister spoke of a l<pov 'Ava•li•ia's at Athens (Istri' Fragm. ed. 
Siebelis, p. 62). I question whetheF this story has any other foundation 
than the fact stated- by Paus.anias, that the stones which were placed before 
the tribunal of Areopagus, for the accuser ·and the accused to stand upon, 
were called by these names-"Tf3p<ws, that of the accused; 'Avatlielas, that 
of the accuser (i. 28, 5). The confusion between stones and altars is not 
difficult to be understood. -The other story told by'Neanthes of Kyzikus 
respecting Epimenides, that he had offered two young men as human 
sacrifices, was distinctly pronounced to be untrue by Polemo; .and it reac\s 
completely like a rO!nanC? (Athenreqs, xiii. P· 6o2). 
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remedy which this unhappy disorder required. Moreover, 
Epimenides had the prudence to associate himself with Solon, 
and while he thus doubtless obtained much valuable advice, 
he assisted indirectly in exalting the reputation of Solon 
himself, whose career of constitutional reform was now fast 
approaching. He remained long enough at Athens to restore 
completely a more comfortable tone of religious feeling, and 
then departed, carrying with him universal gratitude and 
admiration, but refusing all other reward, except a branch from 
the sacred olive tree in the acropolis.l His life is said to have 
been prolonged to the unusual period of I 54 years, according · 
to a statement which was current during the time of his younger 
contemporary Xenophanes of Kolophon.2 The Kretans even 
ventured to affirm that he lived 300 years. They extolled him 
not merely as a sage and a spiritual purifier, but also as a poet
very long compositions on religious and mythical subjects 
being ascribed to him ; according to some accounts, they even 
worshipped him as a god. Both Plato and Cicero considered 
Epimenides in the same light in which he was regarded by his 
contemporaries, as a prophet divinely inspired, and foretelling 
the future under fits of temporary ecstacy. But according to 
Aristotle, Epimenides himself professed to have received from 
the gods no higher gift than that of. divining the unknown 
phrenomena of the past.s 

The religious mission of Epimenides to Athens, and its 
efficacious as well as healing influence on the public mind, 
deserve notice as characteristics of the age in which they 
occm:red.4 If we transport ourselves two centuries forward to 
the Peloponnesian war, when rational influences and positive 
habits of thought had acquired a durable hold upon the 
superior minds, and when practical discussions on political and 
judicial matters were familiar to every Athenian citizen, no 
such uncontrollable religious misery could well have subdued 
the entire public ; while, if it had, no living man could have 
drawn to himself such universal veneration as to be capable of 

1 Plutarch. Prrecept. Reipubl. Gerend, c. 27, p. 820. 
2 Diogen. Laert. l. c. 
8 Plato, Legg. i. p. 642; Cicero, De Divinat. i. 18; Aristot. Rhet. 

iii. 17. 
Plato places Epimenid<"!s ten years before the Persian invasion of Greece, 

whereas his real date is near upon 6oo .Jl.C.-a .. remarkable example of 
carelessness_as.to.chronology. · - · 

4 Respecting the characteristics of this age, see the second chapter of 
the treatise of Heinrich above alluded to, Kreta und Griechenland in 
Hinsicht auf Wunderglauben. 
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effecting a cure. Plato,1 admitting .the real healing influence 
of rites. and ceremonies, fully believed in Epimenides as· an 
inspired prophet during the past; but towards those who 
preferred claims to supernatural power in his own day, he was 
not so easy of faith. He, as well as Euripides and Theo
phrastus, treated. with indiffe>ence, and even with conteni:pt, 
the Orpheotelestre of the later times, who advertised themselves 
as possessing the same patent knowledge of ceremonial rites, 
and the same means · of guiding the will of the gods, as 
Epimenides had wielded before them. These Orpheotelestre 
unquestionably numbered a considerable tribe of believers, and 
speculated with great effect, as well as with, profit to themselves, 
upon the timorous consciences of rich men. 2 But they enjoyed 
no respect with the general public, or with those to whose 
authority tb,e public habitually looked up: Degenerate as they 
were, however, they were the legitimate representatives of the 
prophet and purifier from Knossus, to whose presence the 
Athenians had been so much indebted two centuries before : 
and ·their altered position was owing less to any falling off in 
themselves, than to an improvement in the mass upon whom 
they sought to operate. Had · Epimenides himseif come to 
'Athens in those days, his visits would probably have been as 

, much inoperative to· all public purposes as a repetition of the 
stratagem of Phye, clothed and equipped -as the goddess Athene, 
which had succeeded so completely in the days of Peisistratus 
-a stratagem which eveh Herodotus treats as incredibly absurd, 
although a century before his time, both the city· of Athens 
·and· the De!I}es of Attica had obeyed, as a divine mandate,
the orders of this magnificent and stately woman to restore 
Pei/;istFatus. 2 

/ CHAPTER XI 

SOLONIA~ LAWS AND CONSTITUTION 

' 
WE now approach a new rera in Grecian history-the first 

known example of a genuine and disinterested constitutional 
reform, and the first foundation-stone of that great fabric, which 
afterwards became the type of democracy in Greece. ').'-he 

1 Plato, Kratylus, p. 405 ; Phredr. p. 244. 
2 Eurip. Hippolyt. 957; Plato, Repu~J. ii. p. 364; Theophrast. 

Charact. c. 16. 
8, Herodot. i. 6o. 
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archonship of the eupatrid Solon dates in 594 B.c., thirty years 
after that of Drako, and about eighteen years after the con
spiracy of Kylon (assuming the latter event to be correctly 
placed B.C. 612). 

The lives of Solon by Plutarch and by Diogenes (especially 
the former) are our principal sources of information respecting 
this remarkable man, and while we thank them for what they 
have told us, it is impossible to avoid expressing disappointment 
that they have not told us more. For Plutarch certainly had 
before him both the original poems, and the original laws, of 
Solon, and the few transcripts, which he gives from one or the 
other, form the principal charm of his biography. But such 
valuable materials ought to have been made available to a more 
instructive result than that which he has brought out. There 
is hardly anything more to be deplored, amidst the lost treasures 
of the Grecian mind, than the poems of Solon; for we see by 
the remaining fragments, that they contained notices of the 
public and social phrenomena before him, which he was 
compelled attentively to study-blended with the touching 
expression of his own personal feelings, in the post alike 
honourable and difficult, to which the confidence of his 
countrymen had exalted him. 

Solon, son of Exekestides, was a Eupatrid of middling 
fortune,! but of the purest heroic blood, belonging to the gens 
or family of the Kodrids and N eleids, and tracing his origin to 
the god Poseidon. His father is said to have diminished his 
substance by prodigality, which compelled Solon in his earlier 
years to have recourse to trade, and in this pursuit he visited 
many parts of Greece and Asia. He was thus enabled to 
enlarge the sphere of his observation, and to provide material 
for thought as well as for composition. His poetical talents 
displayed themselves at a very early age, first on light, after
wards on serious, subjects. It will be recollected that there 
was at that time no Greek prose writing, and that the acqui
sitions as well as the effusions of an intellectual man, even in 
their simplest form, adjusted themselves not to the limitations 
of the period and the semicolon, but to those of the hexameter 
and pentameter. Nor in point of fact do the verses of Solon 
aspire to any higher effect than we are accustomed to associate 
with an earnest, touching, and admonitory prose composition. 
The advice and appeals which he frequently addressed to his 
countrymen 2 were delivered in this easy metre, doubtless far 

1 Plutarch, Solon, i. ; Diogen. Laert. iii. i; Aristot. l'olit. iv. g, 10, 
2 Plutarch, Solon, v. 
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less difficult than the elaborate prose of subsequent writers or 
speakers, su<;h as Thucydides, Isokrates, or Demosthenes. 
His poetry and his reputatioh becatne known throughout many 
parts of Greece, so that he was classed along with Thales of 
Miletus, Bias of Priene, Pittakus of Mitylene, Periander of 
Corinth, Kleobulus of Lindus, Cheil6n of Lacedremon_:_ 
altogether forming the constellation afterwards renowned as the 
seven wise men. , 

The first particular event in respect to which Solon appears 
as an active politician, is the possession of the island of Salamis, · 
then disputed between Megara and Ataens. Megara was at 
that time able to cohtest with Athens, and for some time to 
contest with success, the occupation of thi~ imp~rtant island
a remarkable fact, which perhaps may be explained by supposing 
th!tt the inhabitants of Athens and its neighbourhood carried 
on the struggle with only partial aid from the rest of Attica. 
However this may be, it appears that the Megarians had actually 
established themselves in Salamis, at ·the time when Solon 
began his political career, and that the Athenians had experi-

. enced so much loss in the struggle, as to · have formally 
prohibited any citizen from ever submitting a proposition for 
its reconquest. Stung with this, dishonourable abnegation, 
Solon counterfeited a state of -ecstatic excitement, rushed into 
the agora, and there on the ston_e usually occupied by the 
official herald, pronounced to the surrounding crowd a short 
elegiac· poem 1 which he had previously composed on the 
subject of Salamis. Enforcing upon them _the disgrace of 
abandoning the island, he wrought so powerfully upo,n ~heir 
feelings, that they rescinded the prohibitory law :-"Rather 
(he exclaimed) would I forfeit my native city and become a 
citizen of Pholegandrus, than be stilled . named ·an Athenian, 

·branded with the shame of surrendered Salamis ! " The Athe-
nians again entered into the war, and conferrtld upon him the 
·command of it-partly, as we are told, at the inst~gation of 
Peisistratus, though the latter must have been at this time 
(6oo-594 B.c.) a very young man, cir rather a boy.2 

1 Plutarch, Solon, viii. It was a poem of roo lines, · xap<~VTws 1rcl.vu 
'n'E7rOt7Jp.Evwv. -

Diogenes te11s us that " Solon read the verses to the people through the 
medium of the herald "-a statement not less deficient in taste thnn in 
accuracy, and which ·spoils the whole effect of the vigorous exordium, Ahos 
icf)pu~ ijA.8oV o<f/ /p.epTf)S laA.ap.tVOS, &c. 

. 2 Plutarch, l. c. ; Diogen. Laert. i. 47· Both Herodotus (i. 59) and 
some authors read by Plutarch ascribed to Peisistratus an active part in the 
war against the Megarians, and even the capture of Nisrea the port of 
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The stories in Plutarch, as to the way in which Salamis was 

recovered, are contradictory as well as apocryphal, ascribing to 
Solon various stratagems to deceive the Megarian occupiers. 
Unfortunately no authority is given for any of them. According 
to that which seems the most plausible, he was directed by the 
Delphian god first to propitiate the local heroes of the island; 
and he accordingly crossed over to it by night, for the purpose 
of sacrificing to the heroes Periphemus and Kychreus on the 
Salaminian shore. Five hundred Athenian volunteers were 
then levied for the attack of the island, under the stipulation 
that if they were victorous they should hold it in property and 
citizenship.! They were safely landed on an outlying promon
tory, while Solon, having been fortunate enough to seize a ship 
which the Megarians had sent to watch the proceedings, manned 
it with Athenians and sailed straight towards the city of 
Salamis, to which the soo Athenians who had landed also 
directed their march. The Megarians marched out from the 
city to repel the latter, and during the heat of the engagement, 
Solon, with his Megarian ship and Athenian crew, sailed 
directly to the city. The Megarians, interpreting this as the 
return of their own crew, permitted the ship to approach 
without resistance, and the city was thus taken by surprise. 
Permission having been given to the Megarians to quit the 
island, Solon took possession of it for the Athenians, erecting 
a temple to Enyalius, the god of war, on Cape Skiradium, near 
the city of Salamis. 2 

Megara. Now the first usurpation of Peisistratus was in 550 v.c., and we 
can hardly believe that he can have been prominent and renowned in a 
war no less than forty years before. 

It will be see1i hereafter (see the note on the interview between Solon 
and Kroesus towards the end of this chapter) that Herodotus, ~tnd perhaps 
other authors also, conceived the Solonian legislation to date at a period 
later than it really does; instead of 594 B.c., they placed it nearer to the 
usurpation of Peisistratus. 

1 Plutarch, Solon, Jevp(ovs elva< 'I"Ov 1rolurevp.aros. The strict meaning 
of these words refers only to the government cJf the island ; but it seems 
almost certainly implied that they would be established in it as Kleruchs 
or proprietors of land, not meaning necessarily that all the pre-existing 
proprietors would be expelled. 

2 Plutarch, Solon, 8, g, ro. Da!machus of Platrea, however, denied to 
Solon any personal share in the Salaminian war (Plutarch, comp. Solon 
and Public. c. 4). 

Polyrenus (i. 20) ascribes a different stratagem to Solon: compare 
JElian, V. H. viL 19. )tis h_ardly necessary. to .say thRt the.account which 
the 'Megarfans gave of the way in which they lost the island was totally 
different : they imputed it to the treachery of some exiles (Pausan. i. 40, 4) : 
compare Justin, ii. 7· 
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The citizens of Megara, however, made various efforts for the 

recovery of so valuable a possession, so .that a war ensued long 
as well as disastrous to both parties. At last it was agreed 
between them to refer the dispute to the arbitration of Sparta, 
and five Spartans were appointed to decide it-Kritolaidas, 
Amompharetus, Hypsechidas, Anaxilas and. Kleomenes. The 
verdict in favour of Athens •was founded on evidence which it 
is somewhat curious to- trace. Both parties, attempted to show 
that the dead bodies buried in the island conformed to their 
own peculiar mode of interment, and both parties are said to 
have cited verses from the catalogue of the Iliad 1-each 
accusing the other of error or .interpolation. But the Athe
nians had the advantage on two points; first, there were oracles 
from Delphi, wherein· Salamis was mentioned with the epithet 
Ionian ; next Philoeus and Eurysakes, sons of the Telamonian 
Ajax, the great hero of the island, had- accepted the citizenship 
of Athens, made over Salamislo the Athenians, and transferred 
their own residences to Brauron and Melite in Attica, where the 
deme or gens Philaidoe still worshipped Philoeus as its epony
mous ancestor. Such a title was held sufficient, and Salamis 
was adjudged by the five Spartans to Attica,2 with which it ever 
afterwards remained incorporated until the days of Macedonian 
supremacy. Two centuries and a half later, when the orator 
h:schines argued the Athenian right to Amphipolis against 
Philip of Macedon, the legendary elements of the title were 
indeed put forward, but more in the way of preface or intro
duction to the substantial political grounds.3 But in the year 
6oo B.c., the authority of the legend was more deep-seated and 
operative, and adequate by itself to determine a favourable 
verdict. 

In addition to the conquest of s·alamis, Solon increased his 
'reputation by espousi'ng the cause of the Delphian ·temple 

against the extortionate proceedings of . the inhabitants of 
Kirrha, of which more will be said in a coming chapter; ano 

l Aristot .. Rhet. i. 16, ~· 
2 Plutarch, Solon, 10: compare Aristot. Rhet. L 16. Alkibiades traced 

up his ')levos to Eurysakes (Plutarch, Alkibiad. c. r); Miltiades traced up his 
to Philreus (H erodot. vi. 35). 

According to the statement of Hheas theM egarian, both his countrymen 
and the Athenians had the same way of interment : both interred the dead 
with· their faces towards the west. This statement therefore affords no 
proof of any peculiarity of Athenian custorri in burial. · 

The Eurysakeium, or precinct sacred to the liero Eurysakes, stood in 
the deme of Melite (Harpokrat. ad v.), which formed a portion of" the city 
of Athens. , ; ' 

3 A<:schin. Fals. Legat. p. 250, c. 14; 
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the favour of the oracle was probably not without its effect in 
procuring for him that encouraging prophecy with which his 
legislative career opened. 

It is on the occasion of Solon's legislation that we obtain our 
first glimpse-unfortunately but a glimpse-of the actual state 
of Attica and its inhabitants. It is a sad and repulsive picture, 
presenting to us political discord and private suffering combined. 

Violent dissensions prevailed among the inhabitants of 
Attica, who were separated into three factions-the Pedieis, or 
men of the plain, comprising Athens, Eleusis, and the neigh
bouring territory, among whom the greatest number of rich 
families were included; the mountaineers in the east and north 
of Attica, called Diakrii, who were on the whole the poorest 
party; and the Paralii in the southern portion of Attica from 
sea to sea, whose means and social position were intermediate 
between the two.l Upon what particular points these intestine 
disputes turned we are not distinctly informed. They were 
not however peculiar to the period immediately preceding the 
archontate of Solon. They had prevailed before, and they 
reappear afterwards prior to the despotism of Peisistratus ; the 
latter standing forward as the leader of the Diakrii, and as 
champion, real or pretended, of the poorer population. 

But in the time of Solon these intestine quarrels were 
aggravated by something much more difficult to deal with-a 
general mutiny of the poorer population against the rich, 
resulting from misery combined with oppression. The Thetes, 
whose condition we have already contemplated in the poems 
of Homer and Hesiod, are now presented to us as forming the 
bulk of the population of Attica-the cultivating tenants, 
metayers, and small proprietors of the country. They are 
exhibited as weighed down by debts and dependence, and 
driven in large numbers out of a state of freedom into slavery
the whole mass of them (we are told) being in debt to the rich, 
who were proprietors of the greater part of the soiJ.2 They 

1 Plutarch, Solon, c. IJ. The language of PJutarch, in which he talks 
of the Pedieis as representing the oligarchical tendency, and the Diakrii as 
representing the democratical, is not quite accurate when applied to the 
days of Solon. Democratical pretensions, as such, can hardly be said to 
have then existed. 

2 Plutarch, Solon, IJ. dA-rras ,...~, ')'ttp ~ B~p.os ;jv o-rr&xp•ws TOW 'lrAOVCJ'[wv
'1) ')'ttp ~')'EdJp')'OVv h<ElVOlS <!tc-ra row ')'Wop.Jvwv Teil.ovvres, EKT7Jp.Optot 7rpOCJ'ayo
pev&p.evo• KO.l Oij-res· 'I) xpJa il.ap.{3&voVTES brl TOLS CJ'dJp.o.CJ'w, &-yd!-ytp.ot TOLS 
Ba.ve[(ovcnv ~uav• oi p.~v cdJToV Oovi\eOovTES, oi 0~ c?1rl 'Tp ~fvp 1rL7rpa(fK6p.evof.. 
IToil.il.ol B/o K"-l 7ro.IBas iolovs -lwa-yK&(ov-ro 1rwil.e"iv, Kal -rfw 1r0il.w cpe6-ye•v B1i't 
.;:~;, )(ail.e'lr6T1/TO..TWV BavEl(]'TWV • . on~ '7ril.etiiTOLKal' {iwp.ail.idJ7-aiol CJ'vv(u"iavTo 
Kal -rrape«&.il.ovv &11.11.-l}il.ovs p.~ 7rep•op~v, &c. 
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had either borrowed money for their own necessities, or they 
tilled the lands of the rich as dependent tenants, paying a 
stipulated portion of the produce, and in this capacity they 
were largely in arrear. . 

All the calamitous effects were here seen of the old harsh 
law of debtor and creditor-once prevalent in Greece, Italy, 
Asia, and a large portion of the world~combined with the 
recognition of slavery as a legitimate status, and of the right 
of one man to sell himself as well as that of another man to 
buy him. Every debtor unable to fulfil his contract was liable 
to be adjudged as the slave of his creditor, until he could find 
means either of paying it or work_ing it out ; and not only he 
himself, but his minor sons and unmarried daughters and sisters 
alSo, whom the law gave him the power of selling.1 :The poor 
man thus borrowed upon the security of his body (to translate 
literally the Greek phrase) and upon that of the persons in his 
family: So severely had these oppressive contracts been en
forced, that many debtors had been .reduced f~om freedom to 
slavery in Attica itself,-many others had· been sold for ex
portation,-and some had only hitherto preserved their ·own 
freedom by selling their. children. Moreover a great number 
of the smal,ler properties ia Attica were m1der mortgage, 
signified (a,ccording to the formality usual in the Attic law, and 
continued 'down throughout the historical times) by a stone 
pillar erected on the land, inscribed with the. name of q:;e . 
lender and the amount of the loan. The propnetors of these 

. _mortgaged lands, in case of an unfavourable turn of events, . 
had no other prospect except that of irremediable :;lavery for 
themselves and their families, either in their own native country 
robbed of all its delights, or in some barbarian region wh,ere 

Respecting these Hekt@mori, " tenants paying one-sixth portion;" we find 
little or no information; they are just noticed in Hesychius (v. 'E~<T-hf'apa<, 
'E7rlf'opTas.) anci in Pollux, vii.' 151; from wht>m we learn that brlf'apTas 'Y~ 
was an expression which occ':lrred in one of the Splonian laws. Whether 
they paid to the· landlord •:me-sixth, or .retained for themselves only one-
sixth, has been 'doubted (see Photius, U€ll.dTa<). · 

Dionysius Hal. (A. R. ii. 9) compares the Thetes in Attica to the Roman 
clients: that both agreed in being relations of personal and proprietary de
pimdence is certain ; but we can hardly carry the comparison further, nor 
is there any evidence in Attica of that sanctity of obligation which is said 
to have bound the Rom·an patron to his client. 

I So the Frisii, when \unable to pay· the tribute· imposed by the· Roman 
empire, "primo boves 'ipsos, mox agros, postremo corpora con jugum et 
liberorum, servitio tradeBant" (Tacit. Annal; iv. 72). About the selling of 
children by parents, to pay the taxes, in the later times of the Roman 
empire, sec Zosimus, ii. 38.; Libanius, t. ii. p; 427, ed. Paris 16~7. 

' ' . ' 
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the Attic accent would never meet their ears. Some had fled 
the country to escape legal adjudication of their persons, and 
earned a miserable subsistence in foreign parts by degrading 
occupations. Upon several, too, this deplorable lot had fallen 
by unjust condemnation and corrupt judges; the conduct of 
the rich, in regard to money sacred and profane, in regard to 
matters public as well as private, being thoroughly unprincipled 
and rapacious. 

The manifold and long-continued suffering of the poor under 
this system, plunged into a state of debasement not more 
tolerable than that of the Gallic plebs 1-and the injustices of 
the rich in whom all political power was then vested-are facts 
well attested by the poems of Solon himself, even in the short 
fragments preserved to us.2 It appears that immediately pre
ceding the time of his archonship, the evils had ripened to 
such a point-and the determination of the mass of sufferers, 
to extort for themselves some mode of relief, had cbecome so 
pronounced-that the existing laws could no longer be enforced. 
According to the profound remark of Aristotle-that seditions 
are generated by great causes but out of small incidents 3-we 
may conceive that some recent events had occurred as im
mediate stimulants to the outbreak of the debtors,-like those 
which lend so striking an interest to the early Roman annals, 
as the inflaming sparks of violent popular movements for which 
the train had long before been laid. Condemnations by the 
archons, of insolvent debtors, may have been unusually 
numerous; or the maltreatment of some particular debtor, 
once a respected freeman, in his condition of slavery, may 
have been brought to act vividly upon the public sympathies
like the case of the old plebeian centurion at Rome 4 (first 

1 Cresar. Bell. Gall. vi. r 3· 
2 See the Fragment 'II"Epl rns 'Aerwalwv '71"07\LTElas, No. 2, Schneidewin-

.6.1p.ov 9' 7J-ye!J-6vwv 0.8tKOt; v6or;, o!utv Erotp.o~ 
Yf3r,w,t; ,eK Jf€''/&), .. "?r; if.A.y~a 1toAAO. 1ra~ei.'v. 

,, .... 0v9 tepwv KTE"aVWV OVTe 1'£ 8YJJ.LOULWV 

4let061Levot, KA€1T'Tovutv €4>' O.p7rayfj &AA.oiev CiAAor;, 
ovoe </JvA.&.uuovro.t uep.vO. OlKYJS 8if.J,e8A.a . 

.... . . Tailra p.€v iv Orfl-'-cr cnp€4>era.L Ka~e&. · TWv 86 1TEVtXp;;w 
•lKvEVvTat tro.\Ao~ ya.t"o.v €s &.AA.o0a17.YJV 

llpa8€JI'Ter;, Oecrp.olc:n. r' O.etKeAloLCTt Oe9€vres. 
3 Aristot. Polit. ')ll')IVOVTO.l o€ altTrcl.lTE<S ou 7rEpl !J.llcpwv, &A.A. li< !J.<I<pwv. 
·4 Livy, ii. 23 ; .Diony~, Hal. A. R. vi. 26: compare Livy, vi. 34-36. 
"An placeret, famore circumventam plebem, potius quam.sorte creditum 

sol vat, corpus in nervum ac supplicia dare? et gregatim quotidie de foro ad
dictos duci, et repleri vinctis no biles domos? et ubicunque patricius habitet, 
ibi carcerem privatum esse?" 

The exposition of Niebuhr respecting the old Roman law of debtor and 
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impbverished by the plunder of the enemy, then reduced 1 to 
borrow, and lastly adjudged to his creditor· as an insolvent), 
who clai~ed the protection cif the people in the forum, rousing 
their feelings to the highest pitch by. the marks of the slave
whip visible on his person. Some such incidents had probably 
happened, though we have no historians to recount them. 
Moreover it is not unrea.sonable to imagine, that that public 
mental affliction which the purifier Epimenides had been in· 
voked to appease, as it'sprung in part from pestilence, so it 
had its cause paitly in years 'of sterility, which must of course 
have aggravated the distress of the small cultivators. ,However 
this may be, such was the condition of things in 594 B.c., 
through mutiny of the poor freemen and Thetes, and uneasi
ness of the middling· citizens, that the governing oligarchy, 
unable either to ·enforce their private debts or to maintain their 
political power, were obliged to invoke the well-known wisdom 
and integrity of Solon. Though his vigorous protest (which 
doubtless rendered him acceptable to the mass of the people) 
against the iniquity of the existing system, had already been 
proclaimed in his poems-they still hoped that ~e would serve 
as. an auxiliary to help them over their diffichlties. · They there
fore chose him, nominally as archon along with Philombrotus, 
but with power in substance dictatorial. 

It had happened in several Grecian states, that the governing 
oligarchies, either by quarrels among their own members or by 
the general bad condition of the people. under their govern
ment, were deprived of that hold upon the public mind· w:1,ich 
was essential to their power. ~ometimes (as in the case of 
Pittakus of Mitylene anterior to the archonship of Solon, and 

. often in the factions of the. Italian republics in the middle 
ages) the collision of opposing forces had rendered sqciety 
intolerable, and driven all parties to acquiesce in the choi,ce 
of some reforming dictator. Usually, however, in the early· 
Greek oligarchies, thisultimate crisis was anticipated by some 

·ambitious individual, .who availed himself of the public discon-
tent to overthrow the oligarchy .and usurp the powers of a 
despot. And so probably it might have happened in Athens, 
had. not the recent failure of Kylon, with all its miserable 

creditor (Rom. Gesch. i. p. 6oz seq. ; Arnold's Roman liist., ch. viii. vol. i. 
.p. 135), and the explanatio11 which he there gives of the Nexi as distin
guished from the Addicti, have been shown to be incorrect by lVL von 
Savigny, in an excellent.Dissertation Uber.das Alt-Riimische Schuldrecht 
(Abhandlungen Berlin Acaclem. 183·3, p. 7o-73), an abstract of which will 
be found in an n .ppenclix at the· close of this ~hapte~, · 
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conseqtences, operated as a deterring motive. It is curious 
to read, in the words of Solon himself, the temper in which 
his appointment was construed by a large portion of the com
munity, but most especially by his own friends: bearing in 
mind that at this early day, so far as our knowledge goes, ' 
democratical government was a thing unknown in Greece-all 
Grecian governments were either oligarchical or despotic, the 
mass of the freemen having not yet tasted of constitutional 
privilege. His own friends and supporters were the first to 
urge him, while redressing the prevalent discontents, to multiply 
partisans for himself personally, and seize the supreme power. 
They even "chid him as a madman, for declining to haul up 
the net when the fish were already enmeshed." 1 The mass of 
the people, in despair with their lot, would gladly have seconded 
him in such an attempt; while many even among the oligarchy 
might have acquiesced in his personal government, from the 
mere apprehension of something worse if they resisted it. That 
Solon might easily have made himself despot, admits of little 
doubt. And though the position of a Greek despot was 
always perilous, he would have had greater facility for maintain
ing himself in it than Peisistratus possessed after him; so that 
nothing but the combination of prudence and virtue, which 
marks his lofty character, restricted him within the trust 
specially confided to him. To the surprise of every one,-to 
the dissatisfaction of his own friends,-under the complaints 
alike (as he says) of various extreme and dissentient parties, 
who required him to adopt measures fatal to the peace of 
society 2-he set himself honestly to solve the very difficult and 
critical problem submitted to him. 

Of all grievances the most urgent was the condition of the 
poorer class of debtors. To their relief Solon's first measure, 
the memorable Seisachtheia, or shaking off of burthens, was 
directed. The relief which it afforded was complete and 
immediate. It cancelled at once all those contracts in which 

1 See Plutarch, Solon, 14 ; and above all, t~e Trochaic tetrameters of 
Solon himself, addressed to PhC\kus, Fr. 24-26, Schneidewin-

OVI( €¢v ~6Awv fja(hJrjJprov, oVB€ f3ovA:rjets tiv1]p, 
'EuOAU Y,iiP e.eo,.V Ot06v,To~, d.~T05', oVt; e_oe§o:ro. . 
lleptf3o.Awv 0 aypav, ayauOet') OVfC aveu1racuv f.u.ya. 
AlK:TVov, Bvp.oV (J' tiJJ.ap-rij Kal t/JpfrvWv &:rrocnpaAeC-;. 

11 Aristides, .rrepl -rov napo.<pOe')'p.a-ros, ii. p. 397 ; and Fragm. 29, Schn. 
of the Iambics of Solon-

. . . . . . • . ei yap i78eAov 
.. A -ro'L~ €vavT{ourw 1jv8avEv T6Te, 
AV8v; 8' 0. -rot:cr-w 0.-nf!lOt'i Opiirra.t. •••• 
UoMWv cXv tiv&pWv ~0' fxTJpW81J rrOAt~. 
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the debtor had borrowed on the security either of· his person 
or of his land : it forbad all future loans or contracts in which 
the person of the debtor was pledged as security : it deprived 
the creditor in future of all power to imprison, or enslave, or 
extort work from, his debtor, and confined him to an effective 

judgement at Jaw authorising the seizure of the property of the 
latter. It swept off all the numerous mortgage pillars from the 
landed properties in Attica, leaving the land free from all past. 
claims. It liberated and restored to their full rights all debtors 
actually in slavery under previous legal adjudication; and it 
even provided the means (we do not know how) of re-purchasing 
in foreign lands, and bringing back to a renewed life of liberty, 
in Attica, many insolvents who had been sold for exportation.! 
And while Solon forbad every Athenian to pledge or sell his 
own person into slavery; he took a step further in the same 
direction by forbidding him to pledge or sell his son, his 
daughter, or an unmarried sister under his tutelage-excepting 
only the case in which either of the latter might be detected in 
unchastity. 2 ·Whether this last ordinance was contemporaneous 

1 See the valuable fragment of his Iambics, preserved by Plutarch and 
Aristides, the expression· of which is rendered more emphatic. by the appeal 
to the personal Earth, as having passed by his measures from slavery into 
freedpm (compare Plat:o, Legg. v. p. 740-741)- . 

~VfJ-JLCI.PTVpo{'Y} Ta:VT' av €v BLKn Kp6vov 
Ml]rqp, f.LE.,"'/{CTrYJ Oo.t.p.Ovwv 'Oi..vp:rriwv, 
.. Aptcna, r7j p.iA.atvo., Tij~ €yW 7TOT€ 

..,Opovs civElAov 7roAX.ax.71 1l"t:7r'I1Y6Tas, 
llp6o-8E'Y 0€ Oov.\.eVovua, vilv €A€v0€pa. 
TioAAoiJS' 0' 'A91jvaS', rrarp{IJ' els 0E6wn-rov 
'Av~yayov 1tpa9€.,.Tas, ClAAov €KOf.Kwq, 
.. AJV..ov Ouca{ws· 'TOilS'. 8' avayKa{'IJS' ihro 
XplJO"fJ.'OV Al:yov;a,r;, yAWcruav _o{ndr' 'ATTLI(l?V 
"Iivra.s, W~ av rroA..Ao.xfi 1rAavwp.€Povs· 
TolJS' 8'. EvlM.S' aVr01J Sovl\irw O.et~ela. 
"ExovrttS', .;]8~ lieo-1t6ras rpop.£vp.lvovS", 
'EAev8E?povS" e81JKa.. · 

also Plutarch, Solon, c. 15. 
2 Plutarch, Solon, c. 23: compare c. IJ. The statement in Sextus 

Empiricus (Pyrrhon. Hypot. iii. 24, 2II) that Solon enacted a law permit
ting fathers to kill (tf>OvevELv) their children cannot be true, and must be 
copied from some untrus~worthy authority: compare Dionys. Hal. A. R. 
ii. 26, .where Dionysius contrasts the prodigious extent of the patria potestas 
among the early Romans, with the restrictions which all the Greek legis
lators alike-Solon, Pittakus, Charondas-either. found or introduced : he 
says however that the Athenian father was permitted to disinherit.legitimate 
male children, which does not seem to be correct. · 

Meier (Der Attische Proz,ess, iii. 2, p. 427} rejects the above-mentioned 
statement of Sextus Empiricus, and further contends that the exposure of 
new-born infants was not only rare, but discountenanced as well by law as 
by opinion ; the evidence in the Latin comedies to the contrary, he con
siders as manifestations .of Roman, and not of Athenian, manners. In 
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with the Seisachtheia, or followed as one of his subsequent 
reforms, seems doubtful. 

By this extensive measure the poor debtors-the Thetes, 
small tenants, and proprietors-together with their families, 
were rescued from suffering and peril. But these were not the 
only debtors in the state : the creditors and landlords of the 
exonerated Thetes were doubtless in their turn debtors to 
others, and were less able to discharge their obligations in 
consequence of the loss inflicted upon them by the Seisachtheia. 
It was to assist these wealthier debtors, whose bodies were in 
no danger-yet without exonerating them entirely-that Solon 
resorted to the additional expedient of debasing the money 
standard. He lowered the standard of the drachma in a pro
portion something more than 25 per cent., so that 100 

drachmas of the new standard contained no more silver than 
73 of the old, or roo of the old were equivalent to 138 of the 
new. By this change the creditors of these more substantial 
debtors were obliged to submit to a loss, while the debtors 
acquired an exemption, to the extent of about 27 per cent.1 

Lastly, Solon decreed that all those who had been condemned 
by the archons to atimy (civil disfranchisement) should be 
restored to their full privileges of citizens-excepting however 
from this indulgence those who had been condemned by the 
Ephet~, or by the Areopagus, or by the Phylo-Basileis (the 
four kings of the tribes), after trial in the Prytaneium, on 
charges either of murder or treason.2 So wholesale a measure 
of amnesty affords strong grounds for believing that the 
previous judgements of the Archons had been intolerably harsh; 
and it is to be recollected that the Drakonian ordinances were 
then in force. 

Such were the measures of relief with which Solon met the 

this latter opinion I do not think that he is borne out, and I agree in the 
statement of Schi:imann (Ant. J. P. Grrec. sec. 82), that the practice and 
feeling of Athens as well as of Greece generally, left it to the discretion of 
the father whether he would consent, or refuse. to bring up a new-born 
child. 

1 Plutarch Solon, c. 15. See the full exposition given of this debasement 
of the coinage in Boeckh's Metrologie, ch. ix. p. IIS. 

M. Bocckh thinks (ch. xv. s. 2) that Solon not only debased the coin, but 
also altered the weights and measures. I dissent from his opinion on this 
latter point, and have given my reasons for so doing in a review of his 
valuable treatise in the Classical Museum, No. 1. 

2 Plutarch, Solon, c. '"19.-- In thegeneral restoration of exiles'throughout 
the Greek cities, proclaimed first by order· of Alexander_ the Great, after
wards by Polysperchon, exception is made of men exiled "for' sacrilcge.or 
homicide (Diodor. xvii. 109; xviii. 8-46). 
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:dangerous discontent then prevalent, That the wea1thy men 
and leaders of the people-whose insolence and iniquity he 
has himself severely denounced in his poems, and whose views 
in nominating him he had greatly disappointed 1___:should have 

. detested propositions which robbed them without compensation 
) of many legal rights, it is easy to imagine. But the statement 
'of Plutarch, that the poor emancipated debtors were also dis-
satisfied, from having expected that Solon would not only remit 
their debts, but also redivide the· soil of Attica, seems utterly 
incredible ; nor is it confirmed by any passage now remaining 
of the Solonian poems.2 Plutarch conceives the poor debtors 
as having in their minds the compqrison with Lykurgus and the 

.. equality of property at Sparta, which (as I have already endea
.. voured to show) a is a fiction; and even had it been true as 
· matter of history long past and antiquated, would not have 

been likely to. work upon the minds of the multitude of Attica 
in the forcible way that the biographer supposes. The !?eisa
chtheia must ha'Ve exasperated the feelings and diminished the 
fortunes of many persons; but it gave to the 'large body of 
Thetes and small proprietors all-that they.could possibly have 
hoped. We are told that after a short interval it became 
eminently accep,table in the general public mind, and procured 

1 for Solon a great increase of popularity-all ranks·· concurring 
in a common sacrifice of thanksgiving and harmony. 4 One 
incident th.ere was which occasioned an outcry of indignation. 
Three rich friends of .Solon, all men of great family in the 
state,' and bearing names which will hereafter reappear in this 

! history as borne by their descendants-Konon, Kleinias and 
I Hipponikus-having obtained from Solon some previous hint 
1 of his designs, profited by it, first, to borrow money, :l:nd next, 

to make purchases of lands; and this selfish breach of confi
dence•would. have disgraced Solon himself, had it not been 
found that he was. personally a great loser, having lent money 
to the extent of five talents.5 ' · 

In regard to the.whole measure of the Seisachtheia, indeed, 
though the poems of Solon were open to every one, ancient 
authors .gave different statements both of its purport and of its 

1 Plutarch, Solon, c. I 5· 000~ p.a'A.al<ws, ovo' '011'fil<wV 'TOtS ouvap.~vots, 
ovo~ 7rpOs f,oov~v TWII ~'Aop.evwv, l0€TO TOh v6p.ovs, &c. ~ · ' 
. 2 Plutarch Solon, c. r6. 

• Sec vol. iii. ch. vi. 4 Plutarch, l. c. tOvcr&.v Tf Kou:p; ~etcr&.:)(Oetav T~v Ovcrlav 6vo/J.&.(ovTes, 
&~ . 
, 

6 The anecdote is noticed, but without specification of the names of the 
friends, in Plutarch, Reipub. Gerend. Prrecep. p. 8o7. · . 
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extent. Most of them construed it as having cancelled indis
criminately all money contracts; while Androtion and others 
thought that it did nothing more than lower the rate of interest 
and depreciate the currency to the extent of 27 per cent., 
leaving the letter of the contracts unchanged. How Androtior 
came to maintain such an opinion we cannot easily understand .. 
For the fragments now remaining from Solon seem distinctly to 
refute it, though, on the other hand, they do not go so far as to 
substantiate the full extent of the opposite view entertained by 
many writers,-that all money contracts indiscriminately '\Yere 
rescinded : 1 against which there is also a further reason, that if 
the fact had been so, Solon could have had no motive to 
debase the money standard. Such debasement supposes that 
there must have been some debtors at least whose contracts 
remained valid, and whom nevertheless he desired partially to 
assist. His poems distinctly mention three things :-r. The 
removal of the mortgage-pillars. 2. The enfranchisement of 
the land. 3· The protection, liberation, and restoration, of 
the persons of endangered or enslaved debtors. All these ex
pressions point· distinctly to the Thetes an~ small proprietors, 
whose sufferings and peril were the most urgent, and whose 
case required a remedy immediate as well as comple.te. We 
find that his repudiation of debts was carried far enough to 
exonerate them, but no further. 

It seems to have beeri the respect entertained for the 
1 Plutarch, Solon, c. IS. The statement of Dionysius of Halic. in 

regard to the bearing of the Seisachtheia is in the main accurate-xpe&'w 
IJ.peO'tV t/J'TJ<P<O'O.JI.fV'YW -ro'Ls tt1r&pots (v. 65)-to the dehtors who were liable 
on the security of their bodies and their lands, and who were chiefly poor 
-not to all debtors. 

Herakleides Pontic. (no.>.tT. c. I) and Dio Chrysostom (Or. xxxi. p; 
331) express themselves loosely. 

Both Wachsmuth (Hell. Alterth. v. i. p. 259) and K. F. Hermann (Gr. 
Staats Alter. s. i:o6) quote the Heliastic oath and its energetic protest 
against repudiation, as evidence of the bearing of the Solonian Seisachthcia. 
But that oath is referable only to a later period; it cannot be produced in 
proof of any matter applicable to the 'time of SoJon ; the mere mention· of 
the senate of Five Hundred in it, shows that it belongs to times subsequent 
to the Kleisthenean revolution. Nor does the passage from Plato (Legg. 
iii. p. 684) apply to the case. 

Both Wachsmuth and Hermann appear to me to narrow too much· the 
extent of Solon's measure in reference to the clearing of debtors. But on 
the other hand, they enlarge the effect of his measures in another way, 
without any·sufficieul evidence-they think that he raised the villein tenantJ 
into .free proprietors. Of this I see no proof, and think it improbable. A 
large proportion of the small debtors whom Solon exonerated were probabl) 
free proprietors before ; the existence of the 8pot or mortgage pillars upor. 
their land proves this. · 
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:haracter of Solon which partly occasioned Jhese various mis
:onceptions of his ordinances for the relief of debtors. Andro
ion in ancient, and some eminent critics in modern times, are 
:-nxious to. make out that he gave relief without loss or injustice 
:~) any one. But this opinion seems inadmissible. The loss 
: • .:> creditors by the wholesale abrogation of numerous pre
~xisting contracts, and by the partial depreciation of the coin, 
s a fact not to be disguised. The Seisachtheia of Solon, unjust 
;o far as it. rescinded previol\s agreements, but highly salutary 
nits consequences, is to be vindicated by ·showing that in no ' 
:lther way could the bonds. of government have been held 
:ogether, or the misery of the multitude alleviated. We are to 
:onsider, first, the great personal cruelty of these pre-existing 
:on tracts, which condemned. the body of the free debtor and 
lis family to slavery; next, the profound detestation created by 
mch a system in the large mass of the poor, against both the 
udges and the creditors by whom it had been enforced, Wfich 
·errdered their feelings unmanageable, so. soon as they came 
ogether under the sentiment of a common danger and with 
.he determination to ensure to each other mutual protection. 
\1oreover, the law which vests a credit!)r with power over the 
)erson of his debtor, so as to convert him into a slave, is likely 
0. give rise~t'ja class of loans which inspire nothing· but abhor
ence-money' lent with the foreknowledge that the borrower 
vill be unable to repav it. hnt .<>1c" ;~,~2::;<:;;;;~;;~,iV"rf1tG~'i?'. 
ral1:i?"oCms person as a. slave will make good the loss; thus 
educing him to a condition of extreme misery, for the purpose 
ometimes of aggrandising, sometimes of enriching, the lender. 
~ow the foundation on which the respect for contracts rests,. 
tnder a good law of debtor and creditor, is the very reverse of 
his. It rests on the firm conviction that such contracts are 
t~antageous to both parties as a class, and that to break up 
h confidence essential to their existence ·would produce 
~x ensive mischief throughout all society. The man whose 
·e .;erencefor the obli&ation of a ·contract is now the most pro
(mnd, would have entertained a very .different sentiment if ·he 
md witnessed the dealings of lender andvbOr.xGww.,at Atpens 
,.,r],~-•h...-;,1~--:zh~mm=rrm:vi:o="The ohgarchy· had tried 
heir. best to enforce 'this law of debtor and creditor with its 
lisastrous series of crmtracts; and the only reason why they 
:onsented to invoke the aid of Solon, was because they qad 
osi the P,Ower of enforcing it any longer, in cohsequenc~ of the 
tewly-aw~kened courage and combination of the people. That 
vhich they could not do for themselves, Solon 'could not have 

I . 
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done for them, even had he been willing. Nor had he in hio 
position the means either of exempting or compensating thost: 
creditors who, separately taken, were open to no reproach 
indeed, in following his proceedings, we see plainly that ht: 
thought compensation due, not to the creditors, but to the pas! 
sufferings of the enslaved debtors, since he redeemed several o 
them from foreign captivity, and brought them back to theiJ 
home. It is certain that no measure, simply and exclusive!) 
prospective, would have sufficed. for the emergency. Then 
was an absolute necessity for overruling all that class of pre 
existing rights which had produced so violent a social fever 
While, therefore, to this extent, the Seisachtheia cannot b1 
acquitted of injustice, we may confidently affirm that tht 
injustice inflicted was an indispensable price paid for tht 
maintenance of the peace of society, and for the final abroga 
tion of a disastrous system as regarded insolvents.1 And the 
feeling as well as the legislation universal in the moden 
European world, by interdicting beforehand all contracts fo 
selling a man's person or that of his children into slavery, goe 
far to sanction practically the Solonian repudiation. 

One thing is never to be forgotten in regard to this measure 
combined with the concurrent amendments· introduced h 
Solon in the law-'it settled finally the question to which I 
referred. Never again do we hear of the law of debtor an1 
creditor as disturbing Athenian tranquillity. The general senti 
ment which grew up at Athens, under the Solonian money-la' 
and under the democratical government, was one of hig: 
respect for the sanctity of contracts. Not only was there neve 
any demand in the Athenian democracy for new tables or 
depreciation of the money standard, but a formal abnegation c 
any such projects was inserted in the solemn oath take 
annually by the numerous Dikasts, \vho formed the popula 

1 That which Solon did for the Athenian people in regard to debts, 
less than what was promised to the Roman plebs (at the time of its secessio 
to the Mons Sacer in 49I B.C.) by Menenius.Agrippa, the envoy of n 
senate, to appease them, though it does not seem to have been ever 1·ealist 
(Dionys. Halic. vi. 83). He promised an abrogation of all the debts c 
debtors unable to pay, without exception-if the language of Dionysius 
to be trusted, which probably it cannot be. 

Dr. Thirlwall justly observes respecting Solon, ''He must be considere 
as an arbitrator to whom all the parties interested submitted their claim 
with the avowed. intent that they should be decided by him, not upon tl 
footing of legal right, but according to his own view of th~ public in teres 
1 t was in this light that he himself regarded his office, and he appears 
have discharged it faithfully and discreetly.'' (History of Greece, ch. , 
vol. ii. p. 42). 
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fjudicial body call~d Helicea or the Heliastic jurors-the same 
·'oath which pledged them to uphold the democratical constitu
tion, als() bout'ld them to repudiate all proposals either for an' 
abrogation of debts or for a redivision of the lands. I . Th~re" 
can be little doubt that under the Solonian law, which enabled 
the creditor to seize the property of his d~btor, but gave hirri 
no power over the person, the system of money-lending assumed 
a more beneficial character. The old noxious contracts, mere 
snares for the liberty of a poor freeman and his children, dis~ 
appeared, and loans of money took their place, founded on: the" 

'property and prospective earnings of the debtor, which were in 
'the main useful to both parties, and therefore maintained their 
place in the moral sentiment of the ptiblic. And though Solon 
had found himself compelled to rescind all the mortgages od 
land subsisting in his time, we see money freely lent upon 
this same security, throughout the historiCal times of Athens,· 
·and the evidentiary mortgage pillars remaining. ever after 
undisturbed. 

~· In the sentiment of an early society, as in the old Roman 
flaw, a distinction is commonly made between the principal and 
:the interest of a loan, though the creditors have sought to blend 
i . fl. • 

!· . 1 Demosthen. cont. Timokrat. p. · 746. o~Bl; Twv. xp•wv rwv lBlwv 
,a1To1Co1Tas, ·o~Bi; ')'~s .avaBaap.hv. T~s 'AOrwa(t>Jv, o~B' olKtwv (1/111</nov!"at); com
pare Dio Chrysostom, Orat. xxxi. p. 332, who also dwells upon the 
anxiety of various Grecian cities to fix a curse upon all propositions for 
XPEWV a1TO/C01T~ and 'Y~S avaBa(J"I"6s. What is not Jess remarkable is, that 
Dio seems not to be aware of any one welJ,authenticated case in Grecian 
history in which a redivision of lands had ever actually taken. place-~ 1"1111' 
'AWS _t(J"/"EV Et 1TOTE (J"VV,f37J. (f. C.) . ' , 

For the Jaw of debtor and creditor as it stood during the times of the ' 
rators at Athens, see Heraldus, Animadv. ad Salmasium, p. 174-286; 
eier und Schi:imann, Der Attische Prozess, b. iii. c. 2, p. 497 seqq. 

though I doubt the distinction which they there draw between xpeos "and . 
clvewv); Platner, Prozess und !Gagen, Il. ii. absch. II, pp. 349, 361. ,, 

There was one exceptional case, in which the Attic law always continued 
the creditor that power over the person of the insolvent debtor which 

II creditors had possessed originally-it was when the creditor hadJ,ent_ 
o~ey for the express pur!i!OSJ!~~<;{;>mi""""'~ ... :,,.,,-,~rr-=prry1ty
n~~-~' _ __,,.".-n·nro~:Z49) analogous to the ActiO Depensi' m 
he old Roman law. · · 

Any citizen who owed money to the public treasury and whose debt 
ecame overdue, was deprived for the time of all civil rights until he had 
eared it off. . ' 
Diodorus (i. 79) gives us an alleged law of the Egyptian king Bocchoris. 
leasing the per!'ons of debtors and rendering their properties only liable, 
hich is affirmed to have served as an example for Solon to copy. If we 
n trust this historian, lawgivers in other parts of Greece still retained the 
d severe .law ·enslaving the debtor's person: compare a passage in 
okrates (Orat. xiv. Plataicus, p. 305; p. 414 Bek.). 

VOL. III. . 
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them indissolubly together. If the borrower cannot fulfil hi: : 
promise to repay the principal, the public will regard him as 
having committed a wrong which he must make good by his 
person. But there is not the same unanimity as to his pre>mise 
to pay interest: on the contrary, the very exaction of interest 
will be regarded by many in the same· light in 'vhich the 
English law considers usurious interest, as tainting· the whole 
transaction. But in the modern mind, principal, and\interest 
within a limited rate, have so grown together, tl1at we hardly 
understand how it can ever have been proiwunced unworthy of 
an honourable citizen to lend money on interest. Yet such is 
the declared opinion of Aristotle and other superior men of 
antiquity ; while at Rome, Cato the censor went so far as to 
denounce the practice as a heinous crime.1 It was compre
hended by them among the worst of the tricks of trade--and 
they held that all trade, or profit derived from interchange, was 
unnatural, as being made by one man at the expense of 
another: such pursuits therefore could not be commended, 
though they might be tolerated to a certain extent as a matte·· 
of necessity, but they belonged essentially to an inferior orde .. 
of citizens. 2 What is remarkable in Greece is, that the anti
pathy of a very early state of society against traders and 
money-lenders lasted longer among the philosophers than 
among the mass of the people-i~ harmonised more with the, 
social ideal of the former, than with the practical instincts oi' 
the latter. 

In a rude condition such as that of the ancient Germans de 
scribed by Tacitus, loans on interest are unknown. Habitually 
careless of the future, the Germans were gratified both ir 
giving and receiving presents, but without any idea that the 

1 Aristot. Polit. i. 4, 23 ; Cato ap. Cicero. de Offic. ii. 25. Plato i1 
his Treatise de Legg. ·(v. p. 742) forbids all lending on interest; indeed ho 
forbids any private citizen to possess either gold or silYer. 

To illustrate the marked difference made in the early Roman lav, 
between the claim for the principal and that 4>r the interest, I insert in a1 
Appendix at the end of this Chapter the explanation given by M. VOJ 

Savigny of the treatment of the Nexi and Addicti-connected as it is b; 
analogy with the Solonian Scisachtheia. 

2 Aristot. Polit. i. 4, 23. Tijs 5€ fJ.ETa.fl!l.'lJT<n:iis lJI•/'OfJ.lV'l]S 5Lira.lws (o 
J'd.p Ka:rd <Piunv, ltA}I..? cbr' &A.A:f(ACJJv l'u-rtv), El/A.o-ycfJ7·a-ra p.tcn:'i-ra~ -fi Oj3oA.oa'Tt 
T<n:-h, &c. Compare Ethic. Niko·m. iv. r. 

Plutarch borrows from Aristotle the quibble derived ·from the war 
T&n:os (the Greek expression for interest), which has given birth to tl 
well-known dictum of Aristotle-that money being naturally barren, _1 

extract t?ffi-pri1lg from it must necessarily be cotttrary to 1tature (see Plutarc. 
De Vit. .t'Er. AI. p. 829). 
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1hereby either imposed or contracted an obligation.1 To a 
people in this state of feeling, a loan on interest presents the 

. repulsive idea of making profit out of the distress of 'the 
· borrower. Moreover, it is worthy of remark, that the first 
borrowers must have been for the most part men driven to 

I this necessity by the pressure of want, and contracting debt as 
~~a desperate resource; without any fait prospect of ability to re
pay : debt an.d famine run together. in the mind of the poet 
,Hesiod. 2 The. bo"rrower is, in this unhappy state, rather a dis
:tressed ·man soliciting aid, than a solv'eht man capable of 
·,making and fulfilling a contract. If he cannot find a friend 
to make him a free gift in the former character, he will not, 

.. /under the latter character, obtain a loan from· a stranger, 
i except by the p~omise of exorbitant interest, 8 and by the 

1 Tacit. Germ. 26. "Fcenus agitare et in usuras extendere; ignotum ; 
ideoque magis servatur quam si vetitum esset:" (c. 21.) "Gau,dent 

'- muneribtts: sed nee data imputant, nee acceptis obligantur~" 
\.. 2 · Hesiod, Opp. Di. 647, 404. BoVA?)<i< xpla. 'T< 'lreoif>V"fElV, t<<d ALjJ.~JI 
' ~~.;•1"'11· Some good observations on this subject are to be found in the 

ixcellent treatise of M. Turgo~, wri,tten in I 763, '' Memoire·sur Ies Prets 
:d'Argent"- , · 
) "Les causes qui avoient autrefois rendu odieux le pri!t a interet, ont 
cesse d'agir avec tant de force .•. De toutes ces circonstances. reunies, il 
. est resulte que les emprunts faits par le pauvre pour subsister ne sont plus 
'qu'un objet a peine sensible ,dans Ia somme totale d'empntnts: qtte Ia plus 
grande partie des prets se font a I'liomme riche, Ol\ du moins a l'homme' 
industt,ieux, qui espere se procurer de grands profits par I'emploi de !'argent· 

· iu'il emprunte . . . Les preteurs sur gage a gros interet, les seuls qui 
pretent veritablement all P,anvre p'our ses besoins journaliers et non pour !e. 
\1ettre en etat de gagner, ne font point le 'meme mal que les anciens 

'isuriers qui conduisoient par degresa Ia misere eta l'esclavage les pauvres · 
Jitoyens auxquels ils·avoient procure des secours funestes ; .. Le creancier 
'i,ui pouvait reduire son debiteur en esclavage y trouvait tin profit: c'etoit 
:n esclave qu'il acquetait; mais aujourd'hlti le creancier sait qu'en privant 
on debiteur de Ia liberte, il n'y g\lgnera autre chose que d'etre oblige de Ie 
1ourrir en prison : aussi ne s'avise-t-on pas de faire contracter a un homme 
'li n'a rien, et qlii est reduit a emprunter pour vivre, des engagemens qui 
:inportent la contrainte par corps. La seule s\lrete vraiment solide contre. 
'homme pau'vre -est le ga~e : et l'hon'lme pauvre s'estime heureux de 
rouver un secours pour Je moment sans autre danger que de perdre ce 
rage, Aussi le peuple a-t-il plut6t de la recpnnoissance pour ces petits 
~uriers qui Je secourent dans son besoin, quoiqu'ils' lui vendent assez cher 

i
, ecours;'.' (Me·m· oi.re sur les. Pre• t.s d' Argent, .in.·the.· colle.ction of CE.uvr!!s Turgot, by Dupont de Nemours, vol. v. sect. xxx. xxx1. pp. 326, 327; 

. ' ., 

"In Bengal (observes Adam Sinith, Wealth of Nations, b. i. ch. 9, p. 
ed. 1812) money is frequently· lent to the farmers at 40, 50, and 6d 

cent., and the succeeding crop is mortgaged Jor the payment," 
especting this commerce at Florence in the middle ages, M. Depping · 

ei-ves :~" Il semblait que !'esprit commercial fut inne chez les 
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fullest eventual power over his person which he is in a cm 
dition to grant. In process of time a new class of borrower. 
rise up, who demand money for temporary convenience 01 

profit, but with full prospect of repayment-a relll.tion ol 
lender and borrower quite different from that of the earlier 
period, when it presented itself in the repulsive form of misery 
on the one side, set against the prospect of very large profit on 
the other. If the Germans of the time of Tacitus looked to 
the condition of the poor debtors in Gaul, reduced to servitude 
under a rich creditor, and swelling by hundreds the crowd of 
his attendants, they would not be disposed to regret their own 
ignorance of the practice of money-lending.1 'How much the 

Florentins: deja aux 12m• et 13me siecles, on les voit tenir des banques et 
preter de !'argent aux princes. Ils ouvrirent partout des maisons de pret, 
mnrcherent de pair avec les Lombards, et, il faut le dire, ils furent souvent 
maudits, comme ceux-ci, par leurs debiteurs, a cause de leur rapacite. 
Vingt pour cent par an etait le taux ordinaire des pretenrs Florentins: et 
il n' etait pas rare qu'ils en prissent trente et quarante." Depping, Hi&toin 
du Commerce entre Je Levant et I' Europe, vol. i. p. 235. 

Boeckh (Public Economy of Athens, book i. ch. 22) gives from 12 to 18 
per cent. per annum as the common rate of interest at Athens in the time 
of the orators. 

The valuable Inscription (No. 1845 in his Corpus Inscr. Pars viii. p. 23. 
sect. 3) proves that at Korkyra a rate of 2 per cent. per month, or 24 per 
cent. per annum, might be obtained from perfectly solvent and responsible 
borrowers. For this is a decree of the Korkyt'h:an government, prescribing 
what shall be done with a sum of money giv.en to the state for the Dionysiac 
festivals-placing that money under the care of certain men of property and 
character, and directing them to lend it out exactly at 2 per cent. per month, 
neither mo1·e nor less, until a given sum shall be accumulated. This In
scription dates about the third or second century B.c., according to Boeckh's 
conjecture. . -

The Orchomenian Inscription, No. 1569, to which Boeckh refers in the 
passage above alluded to, is unfortunately defective in the words determining 
the rate of interest payable to Eubulus: but there is another, the Therrean 
Inscription (No. 2446), containing the Testament of Epikt@ta, wherein the 
annual sum payable in liett of a principal sum bequeathed, is calculated at 
7 per cent.; a rate which Boeckh justly regards as moderate, considered ir 
reference to ancient Greece. 1 

1 Cresar, B. G. i. 4, respecting the Gallic chi.,fs and plebs: "Die consti
tuta causre clictionis, Orgetorix ad judicium omnem suam familiarn, acl 
hominum rnillia decem, undique coegit : et omnes clientes, ob.xratosque suos·1 
quorum magnum numerum habebat, eodem conduxit : per eos, ne causa 
diceret, se eripuit." Ibid. vi. 13: "Plerique, cum aut .x.-e alieno, a1 

magnitudine tributorum, aut injuria potentiorum, premuntur, sese in serv 
tutem dicant nobilibus. In hos eadem omnia sunt jura, qure dominis ' 
servos." The wealthy Rcmans cultivated their large possessions partly l 
the han-ds· ofadju(fgecl debtors, in the·time of·Columella (i. 3, 1:4) :· "mo 
prrepotentium, qui possident fines gentium, quos •• , aut occupatos ne· 
civium, aut ergastulis, tenent." 

According to the Teutonic codes also, drawn up several .centuries sub! 
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',:;terest of money was then regarded as an 'undue profit 
~xtorted from distress, is powerfully illustrated by the old 
fewish law; the Jew being permitted to take interest from 
foreigners (whom the lawgiver did not think himself obliged· to 
protect), but not from his own countrymen.1 The Koran 

quently to Tacitus, it seems that the insolvent debtor falls under the power 
Qf his creditor and is suhject to personal fetters and chastisement (Grimm, 
Deutsche Rechts Alterthlimer, p. 612-615): both he and Von Savigny 
assimilate it to the terrible process of personal· execution and addiction in 
the old law of Rome, against the insolvent debtor on loan. King Alfred 
exhorts th'e creditor tb lenity (Laws of King Alfred, Thorpe, AnCient Laws 
of England, vol. i. p. 53, law 35). 

A. striking evidence of the alteration of the character and circumstances 
of debtors, between the age of Sol0!1 and that cif Plutarch, is afforded by 
the treatise of the latter, "De Vitando h:re Alieno," wherein he sets forth 
in the most vehement manner the miserable consequences of getting into 
debt. " The poor," he says, "do not get into debt, for 1zo one will lend 
the1n nzo1tey (To 'is -y?tp 0.1r6pots oU Bcr.vel(ovcnv, &.i\i\?x. {Jo,vltop.~vou e.inropla.v TUICt 
eavTots ICTilu6a< ~eal p.apTvpo. lilliw<T< ~eo.l {3e/3o.<dJTiJV lf~wv, 8T< tx" 7ri<TTe6eu6a<) : 
the borrowers are men who have still some property and some security to, 
offer, but who wish to keep up a rate of expenditure beyond what they can 
'1-fford, 'and become utterly ruined by contracting debts." (Plut. pp; R27, 
830.) This shows how intimately the multiplication of 'poor deht6rs was 
connected with the liability of their persons to enslavement. Compare 
Plutarch, De Cupidine Divitiarum, c. 2, p. 523. 

·1 Levitic. xxv. 35-36 ; Deuteron. xxiii. 20. This enactment seems 
sufficiently intelligible: yet M. Salvador (Histoire des Institutions de 
Moise, liv. tii. ch. 6) puzzles himself much to assign to it some far-sighted 
commercial purpose; "Unto thy brother thou shalt not lend -upon usury, 
but'unto a stranger thou maystlend upon usury." It is of mot; importance 
to remark that the word here translated usury really means any interest 
for money, great or small-see the opinion of the Sanhedrim of seventy 
fewish doctors; assembled at Paris in 1807, cited in M. Salvador's 
work, !. c. " · · . 

The Mosaic law therefore (as between Jew and Jew, or even as between 
few and the p.~To<~eos or resident stranger; distinguished fr01h the foreipier) 
went as far as the Koran in prohibiting all taking of interest. 'That its 
enactments were not mu<;h observed, we have one proof at least in the 
proceeding of Nehemiah at the building of the second temple-which 
presents so curious a parallel in many respects to· the Solonian Seisachtheia, 
that I transcribe the accol\llt of it from Prideaux, Connection of Sacr!!d ahd 
Profane History, part i. b. 6, p. 290- . . 

"The burden which the people underwent in the carrying on of this work, 
1nd the incessant labour which they were enforced, to undergo to bring it 
to so speedy a conclusion; being very great,. . . . care was taken to relieve 
them from a much greater burden, the oppression of usurers j which they 
then in great misery lay under, and had much greater, reason . io complain 
Jf. For the rich, biking advantage of the necessities of the meaner sort, 
ilad exacted .heavy usury of them, making them pay the centesima for all 
noneys lent them, that is, 1 per cent. for every month, which amounted 
'.o I2 per cent. for the whole year; so that they were fofced to mortgage 
.heir lands, and sell their children into· servitude, to have wherewith to 
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follows out this point of view consistently, and prohibits t~ 
taking of interest altogether. In most other nations, laws hav' 
been made to limit the rate of interest, and at Rome especi 
ally, the legal rate was successively lowered-though it seems 
as might have been expected, that the restrictive ordinance 
were constantly eluded. All such restrictions have been in 
tended for the protection of debtors ; an effect which larg 
experience proves them never to produce, unless it be calle1 
protection to render the obtaining of money on loan imprac 
ticable for the most distressed borrowers. But there was anothe 
effect which they did tend to produce-they softened down th 
primitive antipathy against the practice generally, and confine< 
the odious name of usury to loans lent above tht; fixed lega 
rate. 

In this way alone could they operate beneficially, and thei 
tendency to counterwork the previous feeling was at that tim 
not unimportant, coinciding as it did with other tendencie 
arising out of the industrial progress of society, which gradt 
ally exhibited the relation of lender and borrower in a ligb 
more reciprocally beneficial, and less repugnant to the syn: 
pathies of the bystander.l 

At Athens the more favourable point of view prevaile' 
throughout all the historical times. The march of industr 

buy bread for the support of themselves and their families; which being 
manifest breach of the law of God, given them by Moses (for that forbic 
all the race of Israel to take usury of any of their brethren), Nehemiah, o 
his hearing hereof, resolved forthwith to remove so great an iniquity ; i 
order whereto he called a general assembly of all the people, whe1 
having set forth unto them the nature of the offence, how great a breach 
was of the divine law, and how heavy an oppression upon their brethrer 
and how much it might provoke the wrath of God against them, he cause 
it to be enacted, by the general suffrage of that whole assembly, that a 
should return to their brethren whatsoever had been exacted of them upu 
usury, and also release all the lands, 11ineyards, olive-yards, and house. 
which had been taken of them upon mortgage on the account hereof.'' 

The measure of Nehemiah appears thus to have been not merely 
Seisachtheia such as that of Solon, but also a i"ail.w-ro~ela or refunding < 
interest paid by the debtor in past time-analogous to the proceeding , 
the Megarians on emancipating themselves from their oligarchy, : 
recounted above, Chapter ix. 

1 In every law to limit the rate of interest, it is of course implied that tl 
law not only ought to fix, but can fix, the maximum rate at which mont 
is to be lent. The tribunes at Rome followed out this proposition wit 
perfect consistency: they passed successive laws for the reduction of tl 
rate of interest, until at length they made it illegal to take any interest 
all: "Genucium, tribumun plebis, tulisse ad populum, ne _ frenern 
liceret." (LiV';•vii. 42.) History shows that the law, though passed, w: 
not carried into execution. 
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and commerce, under the mitigated law which prevailed subse" 
quently to Solon,_ had been su.fficient to ·bring it about at a 
very early period and to suppress all public antipathy a;gainst 
lenders at interest.1 We may remark too, that this more 
equitable tone of opinion gre_w up spontaneously, without any 
legal restriction on the rate ofinteres't,-no such restriction 
having ever been imposed, and the rate being expressly de
clared free by a.law ascribed to Solon himself. 2 The same 
rna y probably be said of the communities of Greece ge~erally
at least there is no information· to make us suppose the . con
n·ary. But the feeling against lending money at interest 
remained in the bosoms of the philosophical men ·long after 
it had ceased to form a part of the practical morality of the 
citizens, and long after it had ceased to be justified by the 
appearances of the case as at first it really had been. Plato, 
Aristotle, Cicero,3 and Plutarch, treat the practlce _as a branch 
of that commercial and money-getting spirit which they are 
anxious t9 discourage ; and one consequence of this was, that 
they _ were less disposed to contend strenuously for the in
violability of existing money-contracts. 'The conservative feel
ing on this point was stronger among the mass _than among the· 
philosophers. Plato even complains of it as inconveniently 
preponderant, 4 and as arresting the legislator in all comprehen~ 
sive projects of reform. For the most part indeed ·schemes of 
cancelling debts and redividing lands were never thought of 
except by men of desperate and selfish ambition, who made them 
stepping-stones to despotic power. Such men were denounced 

. -
1 Boetkh (Public Econ. of Athens, b. i. ch. 22; p. 128) thinks 

.differently-in my judge1!1ent, contrary to the evidence: the passages to 
which he refers (especially that of Theophrastits) are not sufficient to snst:iin 
his· opinion, and there are other passages which go far to contradict it. 

2 Lysias cont. Theonmest. A. c. 5, p. 360. · 
8 Cicero, De Officiis, i. 42. ' 
4 Plato, Legg. iii. p. 684. &s brtX<tpovwrt on vop.o8ET'{I !CtPiiv TWJI 'T:Oto6TC,P 

,, 7l'as: &'T!a.v-rq,, AE-ywv, fl.~ KtJIELv ,?t, CiJdvnTa,, Kal ltrapq.-rat "Y11s 'TE ltval>aO'.uoVs 
d(]'?)')IOVp.Evov "al xp•wv i,11'oko11'as, /b(]'T' Els- lmoplav Na8l(]''f'acr8at 1t'ci.v.,.ct 
tfvopa, &c. : compare also v.'p. 736-737, where similar feelings are intimated 
not less emphatically. . , . 

Cicero lays down very good principles about the mischief of destroying· 
faith in contracts.; but his admonitions to this effect seerh to be accon1-
panied with an impracticable condition: the lawgiver is to ~ake care that 
the debts shall not be contracted to an extent hurtful to ·the state
" Quamobrem ne sit res alienum, quod reipublicre noceat, providendum est 
(qu6d muftis rationibus caveri potest): non, si fuerit, ut locupletes suum 
perdant, debitores lucrentur -alienum," &c. What the multa rationes 
were, which Cicero had in his mind, I do not know. Compare his opinion 
about j'a:neratorc.r, Offic. i. 42 ; ii. 2 5. · 
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alike by the practical sense of the community and by the 
speculative thinkers : but when we turn to the case of the 
Spartan king Agis III., who proposed a complete extinction of 
debts and an equal redivision of the landed property of the 
state, not with any selfish or personal views, but upon pure 
ideas of patriotism, well or ill understood, and for the purpose 
of renovating the lost ascendency of Sparta-we find Plutarch 1 

expressing the most unqualified admiration of this young king 
and his projects, and treating the opposition made to him as 
originating in no better feelings than meanness and cupidity. 
The philosophical thinkers on politics conceived (and to a 
great degree justly, as I shall show hereafter) that the con
ditions of security, in the ancient world, imposed upon the 
citizens generally the absolute necessity of keeping up a mili
tary spirit and willingness to brave at all times personal hard
ship and discomfort ; so that increase of wealth, on account of 
the habits of self-indulgence which it commonly introduces, 
was regarded by them with more or less of disfavour. If in 
their estimation any Grecian community had become corrupt, 
they were willing to sanction great interference with pre-existing 
rights for the purpose of bringing it back nearer to their ideal 
standard. And the real security for the maintenance of these 
rights lay in the conservative feelings of the citizens generally, 
much more than in the opinions which superior minds imbibed 
from the philosophers. 

Such conservative feelings were in the subsequent Athenian 
democracy peculiary deep-rooted. The mass of the -Athenian 
people identified inseparably the maintenance of property in 
all its various shapes with that of their laws and constitution. 
And it is a remarkable fact, that though the admiration enter
tained at Athens for Solon was universal, the principle of his 
Seisachtheia and of his money-depreciation was not only never 
imitated, but found the strongest tacit reprobation; whereas at 
Rome, as well as in most of the kingdoms of modern Europe, 
we know that one debasement of the co\p succeeded another. 
The temptation, of thus partially eluding the pressure of finan
cial embarrassments, proved, afJ;or one successful trial, too 
strong to be resisted, and broughV down the coin by successive 
depreciations from the full pound of twelve .ounces to the 
standard of one half ounce. It is of some importance to tiike 

1 See Plutarch's Life of Agis, especially ch. 13, about the bonfire in 
which the 1<ll.apla or mortgage deeds of the creditors were all burnt, in the 
agora of Sparta ; compare also the comparison of Agis with Gracchus, 
c. 2. 
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not'ice of this faCt, when we reflect how much "Grecian faith" 
has been degraded by the Roman 'writers into a byword for 
duplicity in pecuniary dealings.1 The democracy of Athens 
(and indeed the cities· of Greece generally, both oligarchies 
and democracies) stands far above the 'senate of Rome, and 
far above the modern kingdoms of. France and England until 
comparatively recent times, in respect of honest dealing with 
the coinage. 2 Moreover, while there occurred at Rome several 
political changes which brought a~out nev:: tables 3 or at least a 

1 ". Grreca fide meicari." .Polybius puts the Greeks greatly below the 
Romans in 'point of veracity and good faith (vi. 56); in another passage he. 
speaks not quite so confidently (xviii. 17). Even the testimony of the 
Roman writers is sometimes given in favour of Attic good faith, not against 
it-" ut semper et in omni re, quicquid sincera fide gereretur, id Romani, 
Atticd fieri, prredicarent" (V elleius Paterc . .ii. 23.) · 

The language of Heffter (Athenaische Gerichts Verfassung, p. 466), 
e·specially, degrades very undeservedly the state of good faith and credit at 
Athens. · 

The· whole tone and argument of the. Oration of D~Il}osthen~s against 
Leptin~s is a remarkable proof of the respect of the Athenian Dikastery for 
vested interests, even under less obvious forms than . that of pecuniary 
·possession. We. may add a striking passage of D~mosthenes cont. Timo
lcrat. wherein he denounces the rescinding of past transactions (Ta. 
1T'f'Trpa-yp.<va Jl.vdat, contrasted with prospective legislation) as an injustice 
p~culiar to oligarchy, and repugnant to the feelings of a democracy (cont. 
Timokrat. c. 20, p. 724; c. 36, 747). 

• .2 A similar credit, in respect to monetary probity, may be claimed for 
the republic of Florence. M. Sismondi says,." Au milieu des revolutions 
monetaires de taus les pays voisins et tandis que Ia mauvaise foi des 
gouvernemens alteroit le numeraire d'une extremite a !'autre de !'Europe, 
le florin ou sequin de Florence est toujours reste le meme: .it. est du meme 
poids, du meme titre ; il porte Ia meme empreinte que celui qui fut battu 
en 1252. '' (Republiques Italiennes, vol. iii. ch. 28, p . .176.) · 

· M. Boeckh (Public Econ. of Athens, i. 6; iv. 19), while affirming justly 
and decidedly, that the Athenian republic always set a high value on main-

, taining the integrity of their silver money-yet thinks that the gold· pieces 
which were coined in Olymp. 93, 2 (408 B~c.) under the archonship of 
Anligenes·( out of the golden ornaments in the acropolis, and at a time 
of public embarrassments). were debased and made to pass for more than 
their value. The only ev~lence in support of this position appears to be 
the passage in Aristophanes (Ran. 719-737) with the Scholia; but this very 
passage seems to me rather to prove the contrary. '' T~e Athenian 
people (says Aristophan&s) deal with their public servants as they do with 
their coins : they prerer the new and bad to the old and good." If the 
people were so exceedingly, and even extrava,gantly desirous of obtaining 
the new coins, this is a strong proof that they were 11ot depreciated, and 
that no loss was incurred by giving the old coins in exchange for them. 
They might perhaps be carelessly executed. ·· · 

3 "Sane vetus Urbi f~nebre malum (says Tacitus,' Ann.· vi. 16) et 
seditionum cliscordiarumcjue creberrima causa," &c.: compare Appian, 
Bell. Civil. Prrefat.; and Montesquieu, Esprit des Lois; L. xxii. c. 22. 

,M 2 
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partial depreciation of contracts, no phaonomenon of the same 
kind ever happened at Athens, during the three centuries be
tween Solon and the end of the free working of the democracy. 
Doubtless there were fraudulent debtors at Athens; while the 
administration of private law, though not in any way conniving 
at their proceedings, was far too imperfect to repress them 
as effectually as might have been wished. But the public 
sentiment on the point was just and decided. It may be 
asserted with confidence that a loan of money at Athens was 
quite as secure as it ever was at any time or place of the 
ancient world,-in spite of the great and important superiority 
of Rome with respect to the accumulation of a body of authori
tative legal precedent, the source of what was ultimately shaped 
into the Roman jurisprudence. Among the various causes of 
sedition or mischief in the Grecian communities,1 we hear little 
of the pressure of private debt. 

By the measures of relief above described, 2 Solon had accom
plished results surpassing his own best hopes. He had healed 
the prevailing discontents; and such was the confidence and 
gratitude which he had inspired, that he was now called upon 
to draw up a constitution and laws for the better working of 
the government in future. His constitutional changes were 
great and valuable: respecting his laws, what we hear is rather 
curious than important. 

It has been already stated that, down to the time of Solon, 
the classification received in Attica was that of the four Ionic 
tribes, comprising in one scale the Phratries and Gentes, and 
in another scale the three Trittyes and forty-eight Naukraries
while the Eupatridao, seemingly a few specially respected gentes, 
and perhaps a few distinguished families in all the gentes, had 
in their hands all the powers of government. Solon introduced 
a new principle of classification-called in Greek the timocratic 

The constant hopes and intrigues of debtors at Rome, to get rid of their 
dehts by .some political movement, are nowhere more forcibly brought 
out than in the second Catilinarian Oration of Cicero, c. 8-9 : read also the 
striking harangue of Catiline to his fellow-conspirators (Sallust, B. Catilin. 
c. 20--2! ). 

1 The insolvent debtor in some of the Bceotian towns was condemned to 
sit publicly in the agora with a basket on his head, and then disfranchised 
(Nikolaus Damaskenus, Frag. p. 152, ed. Orelli). 

According to Diodorus, the old severe law against the body of a debtor, 
long after it had been abrogated by Solon at Athens, still continued in 
olher parts of Greece (i. 79) .. 

2 Solon, Frag. 27, ed. Schneid.-
,. A p.€v O.e.\.'lTT£t crVv Oeoia-w ~vuO'', O.JV...a 8' oV JJ.&.TrJV 
"Ep8ov. 
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principle. He distributed all the citizens of the tribes, without 
any reference to their gentes or phratries, into four classes, 
according to the amount of their property, which he caused to 
be assessed and entered in a public schedule. Those whose 
annual income was equal to soo medimni of ·corn '(about . 7oo 
Imperial bushels) and) upwards-one medimnus being con
.sidered equivalent to one drachma in money-he placed in the 
highest·class; those who received between 300 and soo medimni 
or drachmsformed the second class; and those between 200 and 
3oo, the third.! The fourth and most numerous dass com- · 
prised all those who did not possess land yielding a produce 
equal to 200 medimni. The first class,_ called Pentakosio
medimni, were alone eligible to the archonship and to all com
mands : the second were called the knights or horsemen of the 
state, iJ.S possessing enough to enable them to keep a horse 
and perform military service in that capacity : the third class, 
called the Zeugitre, formed the heavy-ar,med infantry, and were 
bound. to serve, each with his full panoply. Each of these 
three classes was entered,in the public schedule as possessed 
of a taxable capital calculated with a certain reference to his 
annual income, but in a proportion diminishing according to · 
the scale of that income-and a man . paid taxes ·to the state 
according to the sum fot which he stood rated in the schedule ; 
so that this direct taxation acted really like a graduated income
tax. The rateable property of the citizen belonging to the richest 
class (the Pentakosiomedimnus) was calculated and entered on 
the state-schedule at a ~urn of capital equal to twelve times his 
annual income : that of the Hippeus, Horseman or knight, at a 

·sum equal to ten times p.is annual income : that of the Zeugite, 
at a sum equal to five times his annual income. Thus a 
Pentakosiomedimnus whose income was exactly soo drachms 
(the minimum qualification of his class), .stood rated in the 
schedule for a taxable property 'Of 6ooo drachms or one talent, · 
being twelve times· his income~if his annual income were 
rooo drachms, he WQuld stand q.ted. (or rz,ooo drachms or 
two talents, being the sa~e proportion; of.income to rateable 

1 Plutarch, Solon, 18-23; Pollux, viii. 130; Aristot. Polit. ii. 9, 4; 
Aristot. Fragm . .,.,pl Uolunlwv, Fr. 51, ed. Neumann; Harpokration ·and 
Photius, v. 'I.,.,.cls; Etymolog. Mag. Z•v')'itnov, en•wc&v ; the Etym. Mag~ 
Zev')'itnov, and the Schol. Aristoph. Equit. 627, · recognise only three· 
classes. · 

He took a medimnus (of wheat or barley?) as equivalent to a drachm, 
and a sheep at the .same value (ib. c, 23). · 
• The medimnus seems equal to about 1t (I ·4) English Imperial bushel : 

consequently 500 medimni = 700 English Imperial bushels, or 87~ quarters, 
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capital. But when we pass to the second class, Horsemen or 
knights, the proportion of the two is changed. The Horseman 
possessing an income of just ·3oo drachms (or 300 medimni) 
would stand rated for 3000 drachms, or ten times his real 
income, and so in the same proportion for any income above 
300 and below soo. Again, in the third class, or below 300, 
the proportion is a second time altered-the Zeugite possess
ing exactly zoo drachms of income was rated upon a still lower 
calculation, at Iooo drachms, or a sum equal to five times his 
income; and all incomes of this class (between 200 and 300 
drachms) would in like manner be multiplied by five in order 
to obtain the amount of rateable capital. Upon these respec
tive sums of scheduled capital, all direct taxation was levied. 
If the state required one per cent. of direct tax, the poorest 
Pentakosiomedimnus would pay (upon 6ooo drachms) 6o 
drachms; the poorest Hippeus would pay (upon 3ooo drachms) 
30; the poorest Zeugite would pay (upon Iooo drachms) 10 
drachms. And thus this mode of assessment would operate 
like a graduated income-tax, looking at it in reference to the 
three different classes-but as an equal income-tax, looking at 
it in reference to the different individuals comprised in one 
and the same class.l 

1 The exc~llent explanation of the Solonian ( .,.[tJ.?ltJ.a) property-schedule 
and graduated qualification, first given by Boeckh in his Staatshaushaltung 
der Athener (b. iii. c. S), has elucidated a subject which was, before him, 
nothing but darkness and mystery. The statement of Pollux (viii. I30), 
given in very loose language, had been, before Boeckh, erroneously appre
hended : ltvr(At<rKov els .,.c, li?lp.6crwv, does not mean the sums which the 
Pentakosiomedimnus, the Hippeus, or the Zeugite, actually paid to the 
state, but the sums for which each was rated, or which each was liable to 
pay if called upon: of course the state does not call for the whole of a man's 
rated property, but exacts an equal proportion of it from each. 

On one point I cannot concur with Boeckh. He fixes the pecuniary 
qualification of the third class, or Zeugites, at ISO drachms, not at 200. 
All the positive testimonies (as he himself allows, p. 3I) agree in fixing 
200, and not ISO; and the inference drawn from the old law, quoted in 
Demosthenes (cont. Makartat. p. I067) is too omcertain to outweigh this 
concurrence of authorities. 

Moreover the whole Solonian schedule becomes clearer and more 
symmetrical if we adhere to the statement of 200 drachms, and not ISO, as 
the lowest scale of Zeugite income; for the scheduled capital is then, in 
all the three scales, a definite and exact multiple of the income returned
in the richest class it is twelve times-in the middle class, ten times-in 
the poorest, five times the income. But this _correspondence ceases, i(we 
adopt the supposition. of Boeckh> that the lowest Zeugite income was ISO 
drachms ; for the sum of rooo drachms (at which the lowest Zeugite was 
rated in the schedule) is no exact multiple of ISO drachms. In order to evade 
this difficulty, Boeckh emplors ~ war both roundabout and including nice 
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All persons in the state whose annual income amounted to 

less than zoo medimni or drachms were placed in the fourth 
Class, and they must have constituted the large majority of the 
community. They were not liable to any direct taxation, and 
perhaps were not at first e.ven entered upon the taxable 
schedule, more especially as we do not know that any taxes 
were actually levied upon this schedule during the Solonian 
times. It is said that they were all called Thetes, but .this 
appellation is _not well sustained, and cannot be admitted : the 
fourth compartment in the descending scale was i~deed termed 
the Thetic census, because it contained all the Thetes, and be
cause most of its members were of that humble description; 
but it is not conceivable that a proprietor whose land yielded 
to him a clear annual return of roo, 120, 140, or 180 drachms, 
could ever have been designated by that name.l · 

·Such were the divisions in the political scale established by 
Solon, called by Aristotle a Timocracy, in which the rights, 
honours, functions, and liabilities . of .the citizens were 
measured out according to the assessed property of each. · 
The highest honours of the ~tate-that is, the places of the 
nine archons annually chosen, as well as those in the senate of 
Areopagus, into which the past archons always entered-per
haps also the posts of Prytanes of the N aukrari-were reserved 
for the firsLclass : the poor Eupatrids became ineligible, while : 
rich men , not Eupatrids were admitted.- Other posts. of 
fractions: he thinks that the income of each was converted into capital by 
multiplying by twelve, and that in the case of the rich~st class, or Penta
kosiomedimni, the wlzole sum so obtained was entered in the schedule
in the case of the second class, or Hippeis, % of the sum, and in the case 
of the third class, or Zeugites, * of the sum. Now this process seems to 
me rather complicated, and the. employment of afraction such as t (both 
difficult and not much above the simple fraction of one-half) ve_ry improb
able: moreover Boeckh's own table (p. 41) gives fractional sums in the 
third class, when none appear in the first or second. 

Such objections, of course, would not be admissible, if there were any 
positive evidence to prove the point. But in this case they are in har
mony with all the posiyve evidence, and are amply sufficient (in my 
judgement) to countervail the presumption arising from the old law on 
which .Boeckh relies. 

1 See Boeckh, Staatshaushaltung der Athener, ut supra. Pollux ~ives 
an Inscription describing Anthemion son of Diphilus,-®?JT<I<OV l.vTl nll.ovs 
11i1rci.o' l.p.<ujtci.p.evos. The word T<ll.iiv does not necessarily mean actual 
payment, but " the being included in a class with a certain aggregate of 
duties and liabilities," equivalent to cmstri (Boeckh, p. 36). ' . , 

Plato in his treatise De Legibus admits a quadripartite census of citizens, 
according to more or less of property (Legg. v. p. 744; vi. p. 756). Com
pare Tittmann, Griechische Staats Verfassungen, pp. 648, 653; K. F. 
Hermann, Lehrbuch der Gr. Staats· Alt. § xo8. ,, 
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inferior distinction were filled by the second and third classes, 
who were moreover bound to military service, the one on 
horseback, the other as heavy-armed soldiers on foot. More
over, the Liturgies of the state, as they were called-unpaid 
functions such as the trierarchy, choregy, gymnasiarchy, &c., 
which entailed expense and trouble on the holder of them
were distributed in some way or other between the members of 
the three classes, though we do not know how the distribution 
was made in these early times. On the other hand, the mem
bers of the fourth or lowest class were disqualified from holding 
any individual office of dignity. They performed no liturgies, 
served in case of war only as light-armed or with a panoply 
provided by the state, and paid nothing to the direct property
tax or Eisphora. It would be incorrect to say that they paid 
no taxes, for indirect taxes, such as duties on imports, fell upon 
them in common with the rest j and we must recollect that 
these latter were, throughout a long period of Athenian history, 
in steady operation, while the direct taxes were only levied on 
rare occasions. ' 

But though this fourth class, constituting the great numerical 
majority of the free people, were shut out from individual 
office, their collective importance was in another way greatly 
increased. They were invested with the right of choosing the 
annual archons, out of the class of Pentakosiomedimni j and 
what was of more importance still, the archons and the magis
trates generally, after their year of ofnce, instead of being 
accountable to the senate of Areopagus, were made formally 
accountable to the public assembly sitting in judgement upon 
their past conduct. They might be impeached and called 
upon to defend themselves, punished in case of misbehaviour, 
and debarred from the usual honour of a seat in the senate of 
Areopagus. 

Had the public assembly been called upon to act alone with
out aid or guidance, this accountability would have proved 
only nominal. But Solon converted it. into a reality by an
other new institution, which will hereafter be found of great 
moment in the working out of the Athenian democracy. He 
created the pro-bouleutic or pre-considering senate, with inti
mate and especial reference to the public assembly-to prepare 
matters for its discussion, to convoke and superintend its meet
ings, and to ensure the execution of its decrees. The senate, 
as first constituted by Solon, comprised 400 members, taken in 
equal proportions from the four trib~s,-=not chosen by lot (as 
they will be found to be in the more advanced stage of the 
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democracy), but elected by the people, in the same·way as the 
archons then were,-persons of the fovrth or poorest class of 
the census, though contributing to elect; not being themselves 
eligible. . 

But while Solon thus created the new pre-considering senate, 1 

identified with and subsidiary to the popular assembly, he 
manifested no jealousy of the pre-existing Areopagitic senate. 
Qn the contrary, he enlarged its powers, gave to it an ample 
supervision over the execution of the laws generally, and im
posed upon it the censorial duty of inspecting the lives and 
occupations of .the citizens, as well as of punishing men of idle 
aQd dissolute habits. He was himself, as ,past archon, a mem
ber of this ancient senate, and he is said to have contemplated 
that by means of the two senates, the state would be held fast,. 
as it wer'l with a double anchor, against all shocks and storms,i 

, Such are the only new political institutions (apart from the. 
laws to be noticed presently) which there are grounds for 
ascribing to Solon, when we take proper care to discriminate 
what really belongs to Solon and his age, from the Athenian 
constitution as afterwards remodelled. 1t has been a practice 
common with inany able expositors of. Grecian affairs, and 
followed partly even by Dr. ThirlwalJ,2 to connect the nam·e of 
Solon with th.e.whole political and judicial state of Athens as it 
stood between the age of Perikles and that of Demosthenes,
the regulations of the senate of five hundred, the numerous public 
dikasts or jurors taken by lot from the people, as well as the 
body annually selected for law-revision, and called Nomothets, 
and the prosecution (called the Graphe Paranom6n) open to 
be instituted against the proposer of any measure illegal, un
constitutional or dangerous. There is indeed some counten
ance for this confusion between Solonian· and post-Solonian · 
Athens, in the usage of the orators themselves. For Demos
thenes and JEschines employ the name of Solon ,in a very 

1 Plutarch, Solon, 18, 19, 23; Philochorus, Frag. ·6o,' ed. Didot .. 
Athenreus, iv. p; 168 ;· V.e.ler. /Vlaxim. ii. 6. · , 

2 Meursius, Solon, jassim / Sigonius, ·De Republ. Ath<¥}. i. p. 39 
(though in some passages he makes a marked distinction between the time 
before and after Kleisthenes, p. 28). · See Wachsmuth, Hellenische Alter
thumskunde, vol. i. sect. 46, 47 ; Tittmann, Griechische Staatsverfns
sungen, p. 146; Platner, Der Attis<;he Prozess, book ii. ch. 5, p. 28-38; 
Dr. Thirlwall, Hist<Dry of Greece, vol.· ii. ch. xi. p. 46-57. . - "' 

Niebuhr, in his brief allusions to the legislation of Solon, keeps duly in 
view the material difference between Athens as constitFted by Solon, and 
Athens as it came to be after· Kleisthen~s; but he presumes a closer 
analogy between the Roman patricians and.the Athenian Eupatridre than 
we are entitled to count upon. . , . 
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loose manner, and treat him as the author of institutions 
belonging evidently to a later age : for example, the striking 
and characteristic oath of the Heliastic jurors, which Demos
thenes 1 ascribes to Solon, proclaims itself in many ways as 

1 Demosthen. cont. Timokrat. p. 746. JEschines ascribes this oath to 
IJ vop.o6e-r'f/S (c. Ktesiphon. p. 389). 

Dr. Thirlwall notices the oath as prescribed by Solon (History of 
Greece, vol. ii. ch. xi. p. 47). 

So again Demosthenes and .tEschines, in the orations against Leptines 
(c. 21, p. 486) and against Timokrat. pp. 706, 707-compare JEschin. c. 
Ktesiph. p. 429-in commenting upon the formalities enjoined for 
repealing an existing law and enacting a new one, while ascribing the 
whole to Solon-say, among other things, that Solon directed the propqser 
" to post up his project of law before the Eponymi " ( ~"Oe'iva• 1rp6tr8ev -rwv 
'E1rcwvp.wv) : now the Eponymi were (the statues of) the heroes from whom 
the ten Kleisthenean tribes drew their names, and the law making mention 
of these statues, proclaims itself as of a date subsequent to Kleisthenes. 
Even the law defining the treatment of the condemned murderer who 
returned from exile, which both Demosthenes and Doxopater (ap. Walz. 
Collect. Rhetor. vol. ii. p. 223) call a law of Drako, is really later than 
Solon, as may be seen by its mention of the li~wv (Demosth. cont. Aristok. 
p. 629). 

Andokides is not less liberal in his employment of the name of Solon 
(see Orat. i. De Mysteriis, p. 13), where he cites as a law of Solon, an en· 
actment which contains the mention of the tribe .tEantis and the senate of 
five hundred (obviously therefore subsequent to the revolution of Klei
sthenes), besides other matters which prove it to have been passed even 
subsequent to the oligarchical rev9lution of the four hundred, towards the 
close of th~ Peloponnesian war. The Prytanes, the Proedri, and the 
division of the year into ten portions of time, each called by the name of a 
prytany-so interwoven with all the public proceedings of Athens-do not 
belong to the Solonian Athens, but to Athens as it stood after the ten tribes 
of Kleisthenes. 

Schiimann maintains emphatically, that the sworn Nomothetre as they 
stood in the days of Demosthenes were instituted by Solon ; but he admits 
at the same time that all the allusions of the. orators to this institution 
include both words and matters essentially post-Solonian, so that modifi
cations subsequent to Solon must have been introduced. This admission 
seems to me fatal to the cogency of his proof: see Schiimann, De 
Comitiis, ch. vii. p. 266-268; and the same author, Antiq. J. P. Att. 
sect. xxxii. His opinion is shared by K. F. Hermann, Lehrbuch der 
Griech. Staats Alterth. sect. 131; and Platner, w\ttischer Prozess, vol. ii. 
p. 38. • 

Meier, De Bonis Damnatorum, p. 2, remarks upon the laxity with 
which the orators use the name of Solon: "Oratores Solonis nomine srepe 
utuntur, ubi omnino legislatorem quemquam significare volunt, etiamsi a 
Solone ipso lex lata non est." Hermann Schelling, in his Dissertation- de 
Solonis Legibus ap. Oratt. Attic. (Berlin, r842), has collected and dis
cussed the references to Solon- and to his laws in the orators. He 
controverts the opini"c:in -just cited from Meier, but upon arguments no 
way satisfactory to me (p. 6-8), the more so as he himself admits that 
the dialect in which the Solonian laws appear in the citation of the orators 
can never have been the original dialect of Solon himself (p. 3-5), and 
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belonging- to the age after Kleisthenes, especially by the 
mention of the senate .of five hundred,· and not of four htmc 
dred. Among the citizens who served as jurors or dikasts, 
Solon was venerated generally as the author of the A1henian 
laws. An orator therefore might well employ his name for the 
purpose of emphasis, without· provoking any critical inquiry 
whether the particular institution, which he happened to be 
then. impressing upon his audience, belonged really to Solon 
himself or to the subsequent periods. Many of those institutions; 
which Dr. Thirlwallmentions iJ?. co1;1junction with the name of 
Solon, are among the last refinements and elaborations of. the 
democratical mind o[ Athens, gradually prepared, doubtless, 
during the interval between Kleisthenes and Perikles, but not 
brought into full operation until the period of the latter (46o-
4:Z9 B.c.) ... For it is hardly' possible to conceive these numerous 
dikasteries and asse'mblies in regular, frequent, and long standc 
ing operation, without an assured payment to the dikasts who' 
composed them. · Now such payment first began to be made 
about the time of Perikles, if not by his actual' propositio'n; 1 

and Demosthenes had good reason for conte!!ding that if it · 
were suspended,· the judicial as well as the administrative 
system of Athen's would at once fall to pieces~2 It would 
be ;t marvel, such as nothing short of strong direct evidence' -
would justify us in believing, that in an age when . even 
partial democracy was yet untried, Solon should conceive the 
idea of such institutions; it would be a marvel still greater 
that the half-emancipated Thetes and small proprietors,' for 
whom he legislated-yet trembling under the rod of the Eupa
trid archons, and utterly inexperienced in collective business
should have been found suddenly competent to, fulfil these 
ascendant functions, such as the citizens of conquering Athens 
in the days of Perikles-full of . the sentiment of force and 
actively identifying themselves with the dignity of their com
munity-became gradually competent, and not' more than 
competent, to exerci~e, with effect: To suppose that Soion 
contemplated and provided for the ·periodical revision of his 
laws by establishing a Nomothetic jury or dikastery, such as 
that which we find in operation during the time of Demos
thenes, would be at variance (in my judgement) with any 

makes also subst~ntially the same admi~sion as Schomann·, in ~egard to the 
presence of post-Solonian matters in the supposed Solonian laws (p. 23-27): 

1 See Boeckh, Public Economy of Athens, book ii. c. I-5· · 
2 De.mosthen. cont. Timokrat. ·c. 26, p. 731 : compare Aristophanes; 

Ekkles1azus. 302. · 
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reasonable estimate either of the man or of the age. Herod
otus says that Solon, having exacted from the Athenians 
solemn oaths that they would not rescind any of his laws for 
ten years, quitted Athens for that period, in order that he 
might not be compelled to rescind them himself: Plutarch 
informs us that he gave to his laws force for a century absolute.l 
Solon himself, and Drako before him, had been lawgivers 
evoked and empowered by the special emergency of the times : 
the idea of a frequent revision of laws, by a body of lot-selected 
dikasts, belongs to a far more advanced age, and could not 
well have been present to the minds of either. The wooden 
rollers of Solon, like the tables of the Roman decemvirs, 2 were 
doubtless intended as a permanent "fons omnis publici 
privatique juris." 

If we examine the facts of the case, we shall see that nothing 
more than the.bare foundation of the democracy of Athens as 
it stood in the time of Perikles, can reasonably be ascribed to 
Solon. "I gave to the people (Solon says in one of his short 
remaining fragments 8) as much strength as sufficed for their 
needs, without either enlarging or diminishing their dignity: 
for those too who possessed power and were noted for wealth, 
I took care that no unworthy treatment should be reserved. 
I stood with the strong shield cast over both parties, so as not 
to allow an unjust triumph to either." Again, Aristotle tells 
us that Solon bestowed upon the people as much power as 
was indispensable, but no more : 4 the power to elect their 

1 Herodot. i. 29; Plutarch, Solon, c. 25. Aulus Gellius affirms that 
the Athenians swore under strong religious penal ties to observe them for 
ever (ii. 12). 2 Livy, iii. 34· 

8 Solon, Fragm. ii. 3, ed. Schneidewin-
A-f}f..A-<e p.Sv yO.p ;owKa. T6crov KpciTo~1 Ocruov hra.pKe'i, 

TLJLil.,s- oilr' titjJC?J\Wv, oVT' €1ropef0p.evos· 
ot 8' axov BVJ/o.p.w Ko.l XP1p..a.crtv 7]cro.v O.."(f}TOl, 

Ka.l To'i's E¢pa.u6.fJ:rw p:qOfi':v O.etK€s iixew. 
¥ECT'T'l7~ lf ~JLtftf3c;fW.v tc,pa.r~p'Ov cr~K,os 0.M¢orlpotcrt, 

Nucq.v 8 ovK eutcr ovOe-repovs aOucros. 

The reading brapKe'L in the first line is n,_t universally approved: 
Brurick adopts brap!Ce'Lv, which Niebuhr approves. The latter construes it 
to mean-" I gave to the people only so much power as could not be with
held from them." (Rom. Geschicht. t. ii. p. 346, 2nd ed.) Taking the 
first two Jines together, I think Niebuhr's meaning is substantially correct, 
though I give a more literal translation myself. Solon seems to be 
vindicating himself against the reproach of having been too democratical, 
which was doubtless addressed to him in every variety of language. 

4 Aristot. Polit. ii. 9, A· '.F. ... el l6ll.wv 7' ~o'"" -r'l}v lt.va-yKa&orcl.nJV 
cl1ro1ha&vat -rqi 8~p.rp Mvap.w, -rll -r?ts &.px?t.s aipe'Lcr8a• !Cal eMovew· P.'llae -y?t.p 
-ro6-rov ICOpiOS &v 6 8'f)p.os, aovll.os &.v et'll !Cal 'ITOA~!J.IOS. . 

ln this passage respecting Solon (containing sections z, 3, 4 of the 
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magistrates and. hold them to accountability : if the people had 
had less than this, they could not have . been expected to 
remain tranquil-they would have been in slavery and hostile 
to the constitution.. Not less distinctly does Herodotus speak, 
when he describes the revolution subsequently operated by 
Kleisthenes~the latter (he tells us) found "the Athenian 
people excluded from everything." 1 These passages seem 
positively to contradict the supposition, ·in itself sufficiently im~ 
probable, that.Solon·is the author of the peculiar democraticp.l 
institutions of Athens, such as the .constant' and numerous 
dikasts for judicial trials and revision of laws. The genuine 
and forward democratical .movement of Athens begins only 
with Kleisthenes; from the moment when that distinguished 
Alkmreonid, either sponta~eously or from finding himself 
worsted in his par,ty strife with Isagoras, purchased by large 
popular concessions the hearty co-operation of the multitude 
under very dangerous circumstances. While Solon, in his own 
.statement as well as in that of Aristotle, gave to' the people as 
much power as was strictly needful, but no more-Kleisthenes 
(to use the significant phrase of Herodotus), "being vanquished 
in the party contest with his rival, took the people t"nto partner
ship." 2 It was, 'thus, to the interests of the weaker, section, in 
astrife of contending nobles, that the Athenian people owed 
their first admission ~o political ascendency-in part, at least, 
to this cause, though the proceedings of Kleisthenes indicate a 

. hearty and spontaneous popular sentiment. But such con•. 
stitutional admission of the people would not have 'been so 

' . 

edition of M. Barthelemy St:'. Hilaire) Aristotle first gives the .opinion of 
certain critics who praised Solon, with the reasons upon which it is founded; 
next, the opinion of· certain critics who blamed him, with' their reasons; 
thirdly, his own judgement. The first of these three contains sect. 2 (from 
~6;\wva ll' lvw<, down to .,.a, llt~ca<T'Tf,p<a 1rotf,<ras ~" 1rdvTwv). The second 
contains the greater part of sect. 3 (from ~~b "al p.lp.<f>ovTa( T<v<s aU'Trfj', down 
to .,.~., vvv llnp.oKpa.,.(av). The remainder is his own judgement. I notice 
this, because sections 2 and 3 are not to be taken as the opinion of Aristotle 
himself, but of those upon. whom he was cori1menting, who considered .Solon 
as the author of the dikasteries selected by lot. 

1 Herodot. v. 69. 'Tbv 'A8nva(wv.llnp.ov 1rp6.,.epov &.1rw<Tu.Jvov .,J.v.,-wv,· &c. 
2 Herodot. v. 66-69. Oi'ITm ol ~vlipes (Kleisthen@s and Isagoras) ~<T'Ta• 

u(auav 7r<pl liuvdp.ews. ~u(J'ovp.<vos ll€ o K;\etu8€v'IS .,.~., tinp.ov 7rpoue'Ta<p; 
((eTa< • . . •· . . · 
.... '!ls ")'ttp li~ .,-bp 'A811valwv llnp.ov, 1rp&Tepov &.1rwup.lvov 1rJ.v.,.a, 

T6TE 1rpbs T~V ewihov p.o{p?/1' 1r/JO<TE81,1CaTo, (Kleisthen@s) TaS <f>u;\as /J.ETW•, 
v6p.a~e •••• ~" lie,. Tbv tinp.ov 7rpou0Ep.<vos,,"o"-"-<ii ,"a.,.{mep8e .,.c;"' &.v.,-<<TTri· 
O'tW'TECdV. 

As to the marked democratical tendency of the proceedings of Klei· 
sthcnes, .see Aristot. Polit. vi. 2, II ; iii. r, ro. · · 
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astonishingly fruitful in positive results, if the course of public 
events for the half century after Kleisthenes had not been such 
as to stimulate most powerfully their energy, their self-reliance, 
their mutual sympathies, and their ambition. I shall recount 
in a future chapter these historical causes, which, acting upon 
the Athenian character, gave such efficiency and expansion to 
the great democratical impulse communicated by Kleisthenes : 

. at present it is enough to remark that that impulse commences 
· properly with Kleisthenes, and not with Solon. 

But the Solonian constitution, though only the foundation, 
was yet the indispensable foundation, of the subsequent 
democracy. And if the discontents of the miserable Athe
nian population, instead of experiencing his disinterested and 
healing management, had fallen . at once into the hands of 
selfish power-seekers like Kylon or Peisistratus-the.memorable 
expansion of the Athenian mind during the ensuing century 
would never have taken place, and the whole subsequent 
history of Greece would probably have taken a different course. 
Solon left the essential powers of the state still in the hands 
of the oligarchy. The party combats (to be recounted here
after) between Peisistratus, Lykurgus and Megakles, thirty 
years after his legislation, which ended in the despotism of 
Peisistratus, will appear to be of the same purely oligarchical 
character as they had been before Solon was appointed archon. 
But the oligarchy which he established was very different from 
the unmitigated oligarchy which he found, so teeming with 
oppression and so destitute of redress, as his own poems 
testify. 

It was he who first gave both to the citizens of middling 
property and to the general mass, a locus standi against the 
Eupatrids. He enabled the people partially to protect them
selves, and familiarised them with the idea of protecting 
themselves, by the peaceful exercise of a constitutional fran
chise. The new force, through which this protection was 
carried into effect, was the public ass~mbly called Helia:a,1 

1 Lysias cont. Theomnest. A. c. 5, p. 357, who give3 iav p.~ 7rpouTt
whup .;, 'Hl\tala as a Solonian phrase; though we are led to doubt whether 
Solon can ever have employed it, when we find Pollux (vii. 5, 22) distinctly 
stating that Solon used the word i'll'a!Tta to signify what the orators called 
7rpou-rtp.o{]p.a-ra. 

The original and proper meaning· of the word -'HJ\tala is, the--public
assembly (see Tittmann, Griech. Staatsverfass. p. 215-216): in sub>equent 
times we find it signifying at Athens-I. The aggregate of 6ooo dikasls 
chosen by lot annually and sworn, or the assembled people considered as 
exercising judicial functions ; 2. Each of the separate fractions into which 
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regularised and armed with enlarged prerogatives and furt!_ler 
strengtheqed by its indispensable ally-the pro-bouleutic ·or 
preconsidering senate. Under the Solonian constitution, this 
force was merely secondary ahd defensive, but after the'renova
tion of Kleisthenes it became paramount and sovereign.' It 
branched out gradually into those numerous popular dikas!eries · 
which so powerfully modified both public and private Athenian 
life, drew to itself the undivided reverence and submission of 
the people, and by degrees rendered the single magistracies 
essentially subordinate functions. The' popular assembly, as 
constituted by Solon, appearing in modified efficiency and , 
'trained· to the office of reviewing and judging the general 
con.duct of a past magistrate-forms the intermediate stage. 
between the passive Homeric agora, and those ·omnipotent 
assemblies and dikusteries which listened to Perikles or 
Demosthenes. Compared with these ·last, it has in it but a 
fttint streak 0( democracy-and .. SO it naturally appeared to 
Aristotle, who wrote with a practical experience of Athens 
in the time of the orators ; but compared with the first, or · 
with the ante-Solonian coristit'lition of Attica, it must doubtless 
have appeared a concession eminently democratical. To im- · 
·pose upon the Eupatrid archon the necessity of being elected, 
or put upon his trial of after-accountability, by the' rabble of 
freemen (such would be the phrase in Eupatrid society), would 
be a bitter humiliation to those among whom it was first intro
duced ; for we must recollect that this was the most extensiv.e 
scheme of constitutional reform yet propounded ill Greece, and 
. that despots and oligarchies shared between them· at that time 
the whole Grecian world. As it appears 'that Solon, while 
constituting the popular assembly with its pro-bouleutic senate, 
had no jealousy of the senate of Areopagus and indeed even 
enlarged its powers-we may infer that his grand object was, 

this aggregate body was in practice subdivided for actual judicial business. 
'EKKA1]!7ia became the term for the public_deJiberative assembly properly SO 

called, which could never lie held on the'same· day that the· dikasteries sat 
(Demosthen. cont. Timokrat. c. zr, p.· 726): every dikaslery is; in fact, 
always addressed as if it were the assembled people' engaged in a specific 
duty. . 

I imagine the term 'Hll.&aia in the .time of Solon to have been used in its 
original meaning-the public assembly, perhaps with the implication of 
employment in judicial proceeding. The fixed number of 6ooo does not 
date befor.e the time of Kleisthenes, because it is essentially connected with 
the ten tribes; while the subdivision of this body,.,of 6ooo into various 
bodies of j_urors for difierent courts and purposes did not commence, pro
bably, unlil after the first. reforms of Kleisthenes. I shall revert to this 
point' when I touch upon theJatter and his times. 
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not to weaken the oligarchy generally, but to improve the 
administration and to repress the misconduct and irregularities 
of the individual archons; and that too, not by diminishing 
their powers, but by making some degree of popularity the 
condition both of their entry into office, and of their safety 
or honour after it. 

It is, in my judgement, a mistake to suppose that Solon 
transferred the judicial power of the archons to a popular 
dikastery. These magistrates still continued self-acting judges, 
deciding and condemning without appeal-not mere presidents 
of an assembled jury, as they afterwards came to be during the 
next century.! For the general exercise of such power they were 
accountable after their year of office. Such accountability was 
the security against abuse-a very insufficient security, yet not 
wholly inoperative. It will be seen however presently, that 
these archons, though strong to coerce, and perhaps to oppress, 
small and poor men-had no means of keeping down rebellious 
nobles of their own rank, such as Peisistratus, Lykurgus, and 
Megakles, each with his armed followers. When we compare 
the drawn swords of these ambitious competitors, ending in the 
despotism of one of them, with the vehement parliamentary 
strife between Themistokles and Aristeides afterwards, peace
ably decided by the vote of the sovereign people and never 
disturbing the public tranquillity-we shall see that the 
democracy of the ensuing century fulfilled the conditions of. 

1 The statement of Plutarch, that Solon gave an appeal from the ded~ion 
of the archon to the judgement of the popular dikastery (Plutarch, Solon, 
18), is distrusted by most of the expositors, though Dr. Thirl wall seems to 
admit it, justifying it by the analogy of the Ephetre or judges of appeal 
constituted by Drako (Hist. of Greece, vol. ii. ch. xi. p. 46). 

To me it appears that the Drakonian Ephetre were not really judges in 
appeal: but be that as it may, the supposition of an appeal from the judge
ment of the archon is inconsistent with the known course of Attic proce
dure, and has apparently arisen in Plutarch's mind from confusion with the 
Romanprovocatio, which really was an appeal from the judgement of the 
consul to that of the people. Plutarch's comparison of Solon with Publi
cola leads to this suspicion-Kal To"Ls .pe6-yovu1 li(ll'rlv, bww.71.e£u6a• TI>V ilfl!J.ov, 
[J,u1rep /J :So71.aw Tol>s li"':au'f"tts, tliw~ee (Publicola). The Athenian archon 
was first a judge without appeal ; and afterwards, ceasing to be a judge, he 
became president of a dikastery, performing only those preparatory steps 
which brought the case to an issue fit for decision: but he does not seem 
ever to have been a judge subject to appeal. 

It is hardly just to Plutarch to make him responsible for the absurd 
remark that Solon rendered his laws intentionally obscure, in order that 
the dikasts might have more to do and greater power. He gives the 
remark, himself, Of!ly with the saving expression 71.€-yETaL, ''it is said ; " 
and we may well doubt whether it was ever seriously intenued even by its 
author, whoever he may have been. ' 
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order, as well as of progress, better than the Solonian 
constitution. 

To distinguish this Solonian constitution from the democracy 
which followed it, is essential to a: due comprehension of the 
progress of the Greek min,d, and especially of Athenian affairs. 
That democracy was achieved by gradual steps, which will be 
hereafter described. Den'losthenes and h:schines lived under 
it as a system consummated and in full activity, when the stages 
of its previous growth were no longer· matter of exact memory; 
and the dikasts then assembled in judgement were pleased to 
hear their constitution associated w:ith the names either of Solon 
or of Theseus. Their inquisitive contemporary Aristotle was . 
not thus misled : but even common-place Athenians of the 
century preceding would have escaped the same delusion. For 
during the whole course of the democratical movement from the 
Persian invasion down to the Pelopohnesian war, and especially 
during the changes proposed by Perikles and Ephialtes, there was· 
always a strenuous party of resistance, who would not· suffer 
the people to forget that they had already forsaken, an'd were 
on the point of forsaking still more, the orbit marked out by 
Solon. The illustrious Perikles underwent innumerable attacks 
both fro,m the orators in the assembly and from the comic 
writers' in the theatre. And among these sarcasms on the 
political tendencies of the day, we are probably to.· mimbet 
the complaint, breathed by the poet ~ratinus, of the. desuetude 
irito which both Solon and Drako had fallen-" I swear (said 
he in a fragment oC one of his comedies) by Solon ai'id Drako; · 
whose wooden tablets (of laws) are now employed by people 
to roast their barley." 1 The laws of Solon respec~ing penal 
offences, respecting inheritance and adoption, respecting the 
private relations generally,, &c., remained for the most. part in 

• 1 Kratinus ap. Plutrrrch. Solon. 25-
llpOs Toil ~OA.wvo; 1w.l 6.ptfKOViO'), o!a-t vilv 

\ 4>pVyovo-w l/811 T"-s- tc&.XflvS Tal's tc.Vp{3Euw. 

Isokrat~s praises the mclderate. defnoctacy in early Athens, as compared· 
with that under which.he lived; but in the Orat.. vii. (Areopagitic.) he coli .. 
riects the former with the names .of Solon and Kleisthenes, while in the 
Orat. xii. (Panatheni'ic.) he considers the former to have, lasted from . ~he 
clays of Theseqs to those of Solon and Peisistratus. In this latter oration 
he describes pretty exactly the power which the people possessed unde·r .the· 
Solonian constitution,-'tov ..,.il,s &pxil.s ~<Ma<Tri)<Ti:u 1eal ll.a{Jiiv pli<71v'· irctpil. 
..,.<;,, ~l;ap.aprav6v'twv, which coincides wi.th the phrase of Aristotle-:'tas 
&pxas a/pe'i<TOat ~eal Eu8vvwi,-sup·p·osirig b.px6vrwv to .be underslobd as· the 
substantive of ~l;ap.aprav6vrwv. · · . ' · ' 

Compare Isokrates, Or. vii. p. I43 (p. I92 Bek.) artclp. rso.(202 Bek.), 
and Orat. xii. p. 260-264 (35I-356 l!ek.). 
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force : his quadripartite census also continued, at least for 
financial purposes, until the archonship of Nausinikus in 
377 B.c.-so that Cicero and others might be warranted in 
affirming that his laws still prevailed at Athens : but his politi
cal and judicial arrangements had undergone a revolution 1 not 
less complete and memorable than the character and spirit of 
the Athenian people generally. The choice, by way of lot, 
of archons and other magistrates-and the distribution by lot 
of the general body of dikasts or jurors into pannels for judicial 
business-may be decidedly considered as not belonging to 
Solon, but adopted after the revolution of Kleisthenes ; 2 

probably the choice of senators by lot also. The lot was a 
symptom of pronounced democratical spirit, such as we must 
not seek in the Solonian institutions. 

It is not easy to make out distinctly what was the political 
position of the ancient Gentes and Phratries, as Solon left 
them. The four tribes consisted altogether of gentes and 
phratries, insomuch that no one could be included in any one 
of the tribes who was not also a member of some gens and 
phratry. Now the new pro-bouleutic or preconsidering senate 
consisted of 400 members,-roo from each of the tribes: 
persons not included in any gens or phratry could therefore 
have had no access to it. The conditions of eligibility were 
similar, according to ancient custom, for the nine archons
of course, also, for the senate of Areopagus. So that there 
remained only the public assembly, in which an Athenian not 
a member of these tribes could take part : yet he was a citizen, 
since he could give his vote for archons and senators, and could 
take part in the annual decision of their accountability, besides 
being entitled to claim redress for wrong from the archons in 
his own person-while the alien could only do so through the 
intervention of an avouching citizen or Prostates. It seems 
therefore that all persons not included in the four tribes, what
ever their grade of fortune might be, were on the same level in 
respect to political privilege as the fourth and poorest class of 
the Solonian census. It has already be;n remarked, that even 
before the time of Solon, the number of Athenians not included 
in the gentes or phratries .was probably considerable : it tended 
to. become greater and greater, since these bodies were' close 
and unexpansive, while the policy of the new lawgiver tended 

1 Cicero, Orat. pro Sext. R_oscio, c. 25; .JE!ian, V. H.-viii. ro. 
~ This·seems··to be' the opinion of Dr. Thirlwall, against Wachsmuth; 

though he speaks with doubt (History of Greece, vol. ii. ch. II, p. 48, 
2nd ed.). 
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to invite .industrious settlers from other parts of Greece to 
Athens. Such great and increasing inequality of political 
privilege helps to explain the weakness of the government 
in repelling the aggressions of Peisistratus, and exhibits the 
importance of the revolution afterwards wrought by Kleisthenes, 
when he abolished (for all political purposes) the four old tribes, 
and created ten new comprehensive tribes in place of them. 

In regard to· the regulations of the senate and the assembly 
of the people, as constituted by Solon, we are altogether with
out information : nor is it safe to transfer to the Solonian 
constitution the information,. comparatively ample, which we 
possess respecting these bodies under the later democracy. 

The laws of Solon were inscribed on wooden rollers and 
triangular tablets, in. the species of writing called Boustrophedon 
(lines alternating first from left to right, and next from right to 
left, like the course of the ploughman), and preserved first in 
the Akropolis, subsequently in the Prytaneium. On the tablets, 
called Kyrbeis, were chiefly commemorate,d the Jaws respecting 
sacred rites and sacrifices : 1 on the pillars or rollers, of which 
there wen~ at least sixteen, were placed, the regulations respect
ing matters profane. Sa small are the fragments which have 
come down to us, and so much has been ascribed, to Solon by 
the orators which belongs really ~o the subsequent times, that 
it is hardly possible to form any critical judgement respecting 
the legislation as a whole, or to discover by what genera) 
principles or purposes he was guided. . 

He left unchanged all the previous laws and practices re
specting the crime of homicide, connected as they were 
intimately with the religious feelings of the people. The laws 
of Drako 'on this subject, therefore, remained, but on other 
subjects, according to Plutarch, they were altogether abw-

~· gated : 2 there is · however room for supposing, that the 
1 Plutarch, Solon, 23-25. He particularly mentions the sixteenth lf~wv: 

we learn also that the thirteenth ~~~wv contained the eighth law (c. 19): the 
twenty-first law is alluded 0to in Harpokration, v. "On oi wo<'f/rol. 

Some remnants of these wooden rollers existed in the days of Plutarch in 
the Athenian Prytaneium. See H.arpokration and Photius, v. Kvp{3m ; 
Aristot. 1repl lloA<TE<wv, Frag. 35, ed. Neumann; Euphorion ap. Harpokrat, 
'0 !<&rw8ev v6J.<os. Bekker, Anecdota, p. 413. · · 

What We read respecting the ~~~oves and the KVp{3e<s does not convey a 
clear idea of them. Besides Aristotle, both seleukus and Didymus are 
named· as having written commentaries expressly about them (Plutarch, 

;solon, j.; Suidas, 'v. 'Onewves; compare also Meursius, Solon, c. 24; 
Vit. f\ristotelis,!'-P· Westermann. Vitarum 'Scriptt. Grrec, p. 404), and the · 
co~Jection i11 Stephan. Thesaur. P· 1095. . 1 •• 

Plutarch, Solon, c. 17; Cynll. cont. Juhan. v. p. r69, ed. Spanhe1m. 
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repeal cannot have been so sweeping as this biographer 
represents. 

The Solonian laws seem to have borne more or less upon all 
the great departments of human interest and duty. We find 
regulations political and religious, public and private, civil and 
criminal, commercial, agricultural, sumptuary, and disciplin
arian. Solon provides punishment for crimes, restricts the 
profession and status of the citizen, prescribes detailed rules for 
marriage as well as for burial, for the common use of springs 
and wells, and for the mutual interest of conterminous farmers 
in planting or hedging their properties. As far as we can judge 
from the imperfect manner in which his laws come before us, 
there does not seem to have been any attempt at a systematic 
order or classification. Some of them are mere general and 
vague directions, while others again run into the extreme of 
speciality. 

By far the most important of all was the amendment of the 
law of debtor and creditor which has already been adverted to, 
and the abolition of the power of fathers and brothers to sell 
their daughters and sisters into slavery. The prohibition of all 
contracts on the security of the body was itself sufficient to 
produce a vast improvement in the character and condition of 
the poorer population,-a result which seems to have been so 
sensibly obtained from the legislation of Solon, that Boeckh and 
some other eminent authors suppose bim to have abolished 
villenage and conferred upon the poor tenants a property in 
their lands, annulling the seignorial rights of the landlord. 
But this opinion rests upon no positive evidence, nor are we 
warranted in ascribing to him any stronger measure in reference 
to the land than the annulment of the previous mortgages.1 

The first pillar of his laws contained a regulation respecting 
exportable produce. He forbade the exportation of all produce 
of the Attic soil, except olive-oil alone. And the sanction em
ployed to enforce observance of this law deserves notice, as an 
illustration of the ideas of the time-th@ archon was bound on 
pain of forfeiting roo drachms, to pronounce solemn curses 

The enumeration of the different admitted justifications for homicide, 
which we lind in Demosth. cont. 1\ristokrat. p. 637, seems rather too 
copious and systematic for the age of Dra~o ; it may have been amended 
by Solon, or.perhaps in an age subsequent to Solon. 

1 See Boeckh, Public Economy of the Athenians, book iii. sect 5· Tilt
mann (Griechisch. Staatsverfass. p. 651) and others have supposed (from 
Aristot. Polit. ii. 4, 4) that Solon enacted a law to limit the quantity of 
land which any individual citizen might acquire. But the passage does not 
seem to me to bear out such an opinion. 
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against every offender.1 We are probably to take this pro
hibition in conjunction with other objects said to have been 
contemplated by Solon, 'especially the encouragement of 
artisans and manufacturers at Athens. Observing (we are told) 
that many new immigrants wery just then flocking into Attica 
to seek an establishment, in consequence of its greater security, 
he was anxious to turn them rathe'r to manufacturing industry 
than to the cultivation of a soil naturally poot.2 He forbade 
the granting of citizenship to any immigrants, except to such 
as had quitted irrevocably their former abodes, and come to 
Athens for the purpose of carrying, on some industrious pro- ' 
fession; and in order to prevent idleness, he directed the 
senate of Areopagus to keep watch over the lives of the citizens 
generally, and punish every· one who had no course of regular 
labour to support him. If a father had nottaught his son some 
art or profession, Solon ·relieved the son from all obligatjon to 
maintain him in his old age. And it was to encourage tlie multi
plication•of these artisans, that he ensured, or sought to ensure, 
to the residents in Attica the exclusive right of buying and con, 
suming all its landed produce except olive-oil, which was raised 
inabundance more than sufficient for their wants. It was his 
wish that the trade with foreigners should be carried on by ex
portirig.the produce of artisan labour, instead of the produce of 
land. 8 

This commercial prohibition is founded on. principles sub
stantially similar to those which were acted upon ,in the early 

' 1 Plutarch, Solon, 24. The first law, however, is said to have reh!ted to 
the ensuring of a maintenance to wives and orph:p1s (Harpokration, v. 
::St'ros). , 1 · 

By a Jaw of Athens (which mark's itself out as belonging to the century 
after Solon, ,by the fulness of its provisions and by the number of steps and 
official persons named in it), the rooting up of an olive-tree in Attica was 
.forbidden, under a penalty of 200 diachms for each tree so destroyed-ex
cept for sacred purposes, or to the extent of two trees per annum for the 
convenience of the proprietor (D~mosthen. cont. Makartat. c. i'6, , 
p. 1074). • 

2 Plutarch, Solon, 22. rat's r~xvau ~~iwl'a 1repd811"•· 
8 Plutarch, Solon,, 22.:.24. According to Herodotus, Solon had enacted 

that the authorities should punish every man· with death who could not show 
a regular mode of industrious life (Herod. ii. 177; Diodor. i. 77). 

So severe a pu~ishment is not credible; .nor is' it likely that Solon 
borrowed his idea from Egypt. , -

According to Pollux (viii. 6) idleness was punished by ntimy (civil dis
·franchisement) under Drako : under Solon, this punishment only took effect 
''against the person who had been convicted of it on three successive occa
sions. See Meursius, Solon; c. 17 ; and the ' Areopagus' of the same 
author, c. 8 and 9; and Taylor, Lectt. Lysiac. cap. 10. 
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history of England, with reference both to corn and to wool, 
and in other European countries also. In so far as it was at 
all operative, it tended to lessen the total quantity of produce 
raised upon the soil of Attica, and thus to keep the price of it 
from rising,-a purpose less objectionable (if we assume that 
the legislator is to interfere at all) than that of our late Corn 
Laws, which were destined t~ prevent the price of grain from 
falling. But the law of Solon must have been altogether in
operative, in reference to the great articles of human sub
sistence; for Attica imported, both largely and constantly, 
grain and salt-provisions,-probably also wool and flax for the 
spinning and weaving of the women, and certainly timber for 
building. Whether the law was ever enforced with reference to 
figs and honey, may well be doubted; at least these productions 
of Attica were in after-times generally consumed and celebrated 
throughout Greece. Probably also in the time of Solon, the 
silver-mines of Laureium had hardly begun to be worked: these 
afterwards became highly productive, and furnished to Athens 
a commodity for foreign payments not less convenient than 
lucrative.1 

It is interesting to notice the anxiety, both of Solon and of 
Drako, to enforce among their fellow citizens industrious and 
self-maintaining habits; 2 and we shall find the same sentiment 
proclaimed by Perikles, at the time when Athenian power was 
at its maximum. Nor ought we to. pass over this early mani
festation in Attica of an opinion equitable and tolerant towards 
sedentary industry, which in most other parts of Greece was 
regarded as comparatively dishonourable. The general tone 
of Grecian sentiment recognised no occupations as perfectly 
worthy of a free citizen except arms, agriculture, and athletic 
and musical exercises ; and the proceedings of the Spartans, 
who kept aloof even from agriculture and left it to their Helots, 
were admired, though they could not be copied, throughout 
most part of the Hellenic world. Even minds like Plato, 
Aristotle and Xenophon concurred to.a considerable extent 
in this feeling, which they justified on the ground that the 
sedentary life and unceasing house-work of the artisan were 
inconsistent with military aptitude. The town-occupations are 
usually described by a word which carries with it contemptuous 
ideas, and though recognised as indispensable to the existence: 
of the city, are heid suitable only·for an inferior and semi-' 

1 Xenophon, De V ectigalibus, iiL 2. 
~ Thucyd. ii. 40 (the funeral oration delivered by Perikl~s)-t<a.l TO 

1reveu60.1 OOX 0/).0AO"j<'iV 'TIVI a.luxpov, &,]..]..' p.lJ llia.cJ>eO"jEIV fp"jrp o.!UXIOV. 
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privileged order of citizens. This, the received sel)timent 
1among Greeks, as well as foreigners, found a strong and grow-
. ing opposition at Athens,' as I have already said~corroborated -
also by a similar feeling at Corinth.1 The trade of Corinth, as 
well as of Chalkis in Eubcea, was extep.sive, at a time when 
that of Athens · had scarce any existence. But while the 
despotism of Periander can hardly have failed to operate as a 
discouragement to industry at Corinth, the contemporaneous· 
legislation of Solon provided for traders and artisans a new 
home at Athens, giving the first encouragement to that 
11umerous town-population both in the city and in the Peirreeus, 
which we find actually residing there in the succeeding 
century. The multiplication of such town residents, both 
citizens and metics, (i. e. resident persons, not citizens, b~t 
enjoying an assured position and civil rights) was a capital fact 
in the onward march of Athens, since it determined not 
merely the extension of her trade, but also. the pre-eminence 
of her naval force--:-and thus, as a further co·nsequence, lent ex
tra_ordinary vigour to her democratical government. It seems 
moreover to'have been a departure from the primitive temper 
of Atticism, which tended both to cantonal residence and rural 
occupatiol1·· We have therefore the· greater interest in noting 
the first mention of it as a consequence of the Solonian 
legislation. · . 1 

To Solon is first owing the admission of a power of testament
ary bequest at Athens, in all cases in which a man pad no legiti
mate children. According to the pre-existing custom, we may 
rather presume that if a deceased person left neither children 
nor blood relations, his property descended (as at Rome) to his . 
gens and phratry.2 Throughout most rude states of society the 
power of willing ·is unkpown, as among the ancient Germans-

. among th~ Romans prior to the twelve tables-in the old laws 
of the Hindus, 3 &c. Society limits a man's interest or power of · 
enjoyment to his life, and considers his relatives as having 
joint reversionary claiJns to his property, which take effect, in 

" 1 Herodot ii. 167-177; compare Xenophon, CEconomic. iv. 3· 
, The unbounded derision, however, which Aristophan€s heaps ·upon 
· Kleon as a tanner, and upon Hyp,erbolus as a lamp-maker, proves that if 

'• any manufacturer engaged in politics, his party opponents found enough of 
the old sentiment remaining to turn it to good account against him. 

2 This seems the just meaning of the words, ~v Tr;J -y!v« Toil TE8Y1/I<OTos; 
(/let Ta XPfl!.taTa 1<al Tlw ol1<ov l<aTapivetv, for that early day (Plutarch, 

/ Solon, 21) : compare Meier, De Genti!itate Atticii, p. 33· _ 
a Tacitus, German. c. 20; Halhed, Preface to Gentoo Code, p. i. iii. ; 

Mill's History of British India, b. ii. ch. iv. p. 214. 1 
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certain determinate proportions, after his death. Such a view 
was the more likely to prevail at Athens, since the perpetuity 
of the family sacred rites, in which the children and near 
relatives partook of right, was considered by the Athenians as a 
matter of public as well as of private concern. So\on gave per
mission to every man dying without children to bequeath his 
property by will as he should think fit; and the testament was 
maintained unless it could be shown to have been procured by 
some compulsion or improper seduction. Speaking generally, 
this continued to be the law throughout the historical times of 
Athens. Sons, wherever there were sons, succeeded to the 
property of their father in equal shares, with the obligation of 
giving out their sisters in marriage along with a certain dowry. 
If there were no sons, then the daughters succeeded, though 
the father might by will, within certain limits, determine the 
person to whom they should be married, with their rights of 
succession attached to them ; or might, with the consent of his 
daughters, make by will certain other amingements about his 
property. A person who had no children or direct lineal 
descendants might bequeath his property at pleasure : if he 
died without a will, first his father, then his brother or brother's 
children, next his sister or sister's children succeeded : if n()J1e 
such existed, then the cousins by the father's side, next 'the 
cousins by the mother's side,-the male line of descent having 
preference over the female. Such was the prim;iple of the Solo
nian laws of succession, though the particulars are in several 
ways obscure and do-..Jbtfu].l Solon, it appears, was the first who 
gave power of superseding by testament the rights of agnates 
and gentiles to succession,-a proceeding in consonance with 
his plan of encouraging both industrious occupation and the 
consequent multiplication of individual acquisitions.2 

It has been already mentioned that Solon forbade the sale of 
daughters or sisters into slavery by fathers or brothers ; a pro• 
hibition which shows how much females had before been 
looked upon as' articles of property. 1\..nd it would seem that 
before his time the violation of a free woman must have been 

1 See the Dissertation of Bun.sen, De Jure Hereditario Atheniensium, 
pp. 28, 29 ; and Hermann Schelling, De Solonis Legibus ap. Oratt. 
Atticos, ch. xvii. · 

The adopted son was not allowed to bequeath by will that property of 
which adoption had made him the possessor: ·if·he left"no·Jegitimate chil· 
dren, the heirs at law of the adopter claimed it as of right (Demosthen. 
cont. Leochar. p. llOO; cont. Stephan. B. p. II33 ; Bunsen, td. sup. 
p. ss-ss). 

2 Plutarch, Solon, 2I. Ta xpfJp.a'l'a., /(7'fJJ.Ia't'Q TWV ~XOVT6W btoli)O'EV, • 
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punished .~t the discretion of the magistrates ; for we are told 
that he was the first who enacted a penalty of 100 drachms 
against the offender, and twenty drachms against the seduc,er 
of a free woman.l Moreover it is said that he forbade a bride 
when given in marriage to carry with her any,personal orna~ 
ments and appurtenances,, except to the extent of three robes 
and· certain matters of furniture not very valuable} .Solon 
further imposed upon women several .re.straints in regard to 
proceeding at the obsequies of deceased relatives. He forbade 
profuse demonstrations of sorrow, singing of composed dirges, 
and costly sacrifices and contributions. He limited strictly the 
quantity of meat and drink admissible for the funeral banquet, 
and prohibited nocturnal exit, except in a car and with a light. 
It appears that both in Greece aqd Rome, the feelings of duty 
and affection on the part of surviving relatives prompted them 
to ruinous: expense in a funeral, as well as to unmeasured 
effusions both of grief and conviviality; and the general 
necessity experienced for legal restriction is attested by the 
remark of Plutarch, that similar prohibitions to those enacted 
by SolOn were likewise in force at his native town .of 
Choeroneia. 3 

1 According to A<:schines (cont. Timarch. p. r6-78), the punishment 
enacted by Solon against the 1rpoa-yw-y6s, or procurer, in such cases of 
seduction. was death. 

2 • Plutarch, Solon, 20. These cpepval were independent of the dowry of 
the bride, for which the httsband, when he received it, commonly gave 
sJc'!rity, and repaid it in the event of his wife's death: see Ijunsen,.DeJure 
l-Iered. Ath. p. 43· 

3 Plutarch, l. c. The Solonian restrictions .on the subject of funerals 
were to a great degree copied in the twelve tables .at Rome : see Cicero; 
De Legg. ii. 23, 24. He esteems it a right thing to put the rich and the poor 
on a level in respect to funeral ceremonies. Plato follows·an opposite idea, 
and limits the expense of funerals .upon a graduated scale according to the. 
census ofthe deceased (Legg. xii. p. 959). 
,' Demosthenes. (cont. Makartat. p. 1071) gives what he calls the Solonian 
law on funerals, different from ·Plutarch .on several points. 

Ungovernable excesses of grief airiong the female sex are sometimes men
tioned in Grecian towns.: see the p.avtltOV. 'II'EV9os among the .Milesian 
wome!l (Poly;:en. viii. 63}: the Milesian wpmen, however, had a tinge of 
Karian feeling. . . . 

Compare an instructive.inscription recording a law of the Greek citY, of 
Gambreiorl in . .JEolic Asia Minor, wherein the dress, the proceedings; an.d 
the time of allowed mourning, for ri)en, women .and children who had lost 
their .relatives, are strictly prescribed under severe penalties (Franz, Fiinf 
Inschriften und funf Stadte in Kleinasien, Berlin, 1840, -p. 17}. Expensive 
ceremonies in the celebratio.n of marriage are forbidden ·by some· of the ,old 
Scandinavian laws (Wilda, Das Gi!Jenwesen im Mittelalter, p. r8). / 

And :w<:! may understand the motives, whether we approve the wisdom or 
not, of sumptuary restriction.s on these ceremonies, when we read the account 
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Other penal enactments of Solon are yet to be mentioned. 

He forbade absolutely evil-speaking with respect to the dead. 
He forbade it likewise with respect to the living, either in a 
temple or before judges or archons, or at any public festival
on pain of a forfeit of three drachms to the person aggrieved, 
and two more to the public treasury. How mild the general 
character of his punishments was, may be judged by this law 
against foul language, not less than by the law before-mentioned 
against rape. Both the one and the other of these offences 
were much more severely dealt with under the subsequent law of 
democratical Athens. The peremptory edict against speaking 
ill of a deceased. person, though doubtless springing in a great 
degree from disinterested repugnance, is traceable also in part 
to that fear of the wrath of the departed which strongly 
possessed the early Greek mind. 

It seems generally that Solon determined by law th~, outlay 
for the public sacrifices, though we do not know what wPre 
his particular directions. We are told that he reckoned a 
sheep and a medimnus (of wheat or barley?) as equivalent, 
either of them, to a drachm, and that .he also prescribed the 
prices to be paid for first-rato: oxen intended for selemn 
occasions. But it astonishes us to see the large recompen~e 
which he awarded out of the public treasury to a victor at the 
Olympic or Isthmian games : to the former soo drachms, equal 

·to one year's income of the highest of the four classes on the 
census; to the latter ~ drachms. The magnitude of these 

given by Colonel Sleeman of the ruinous ~xpenses incurred to this day 
among the Hindoos, in the celebration of marriage. (Rambles and Recol
lections of an Indian Official, vol. i. ch. vi. p. SI-53·) 

'' I do not believe there is a country upon earth, irt which a larger portion 
of the wealth of the community is spent in the ceremonies of marriage .... 
One of the evils which press most upon Indian society, is, the necessity 
which long usage has established of squandering large sums of money in 
marriage ceremonies. l<lstead of giving what they can to their children to 
establish them, and enable them to provide for their families, parents every
where feel bound to squander all they have, and all they can borrow, in 
the festivities of marriage .... Every man feels himself bound to waste 
all his stock and capital, and exhaust all his credit, in feeding idlers during 
the ceremonies which attend the marriage of his children, because his 
ancestors squandered similar sums, and he would sink in the estimation of 
society .. if he were to.allow his children to be married with less. There is 
nothing which husband and wife recollect througlilire w1th so much pride and 
pleasure as the cost of their marriage, if it happen to be large for their condition 
in life; it is their Amoku, their title of nobility. Nothing is now more com
mon than to see an individual in the humblest rank, spending all he has or 
can borrow, in the marriage of one out of many daughters, and trusting to 
Providence for the means of marrying the others." 
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rewards strikes us the more when 'we compare them with the: 
fines on rape and evil speaking. We cannot be surprised that 
the philosopher Xenophanes noticed, with some. degree of 
severity, the extravagant estimate of this species of excellence, 
current among the Grecian cities.1 'At the same time, we 
must remember both that .these Pan-Hellenic sacred· games 
presented the chief visible evidence of peace and sympathy 

· among the numerous communities of Greece, and that in the 
tlme of Solon, factitious reward was still needful to encourage 

• them. In respect to land and agriculture Solon proclaimed a 
public reward of five drachms for every wolf .brought in, and 
one ,drachm for every 'volf's cub: the extent of wild land· has 
at all times been considerable in Attica. He also provided 
·rules respecting· the use of wells between neigh hours, and re
specting the planting in conterminous olive-grounds:· Whether 
any of_ these regulations continued· in operation during the 
b~tter-lnown period of · Athenian history cannot be safely 
affirmed.2 • · 

In respect to theft, we find it stated that Solon repealed the· 
punishment-of death which .Drako had· annexed to that crime, 
anc1 enacted as a penalty, compensation to an amount double 
the value of the property stolen. The· simplicity .of this law 
perhaps affords ground for presuming that it really does belong 
to .Solon. But the law which prevailed during the time of the 
orators respecting theft 3 must have been introduced at some 

,1, . ·. . ~~ ") 
1 Plutarch, Solon, 23. Xenophal}es, Frag .. 2,' ed. Schneidewin. If 

· Diogen~.s is to be trusted, the rewards were even larger anterior to Solon : 
he reduced them (Diog. L. i. 55). 

2 Plutarch, Solon, c. 23. See Suidas, v . .Pwr61-'<8a.. 
3 See the laws in Demosthen. cont. Timokrat. p. 733-736. Notwith

standin?; the opinion both of Herald us (Ani mad version. in Sal mas. 'iv. 8) and 
, of Meier (Attischer Prozess, .p. 35<)},:I cannot imagine anything more than 

the basis of tliese.laws to he Solonian-,-they indicate a state. of Attic pro
cedure too muc)l elab()fatecl-foLthat day (Lysias c._Theomn. P' 356). The 
word wo~OI<ei.J<~<p belongs ~o.Solon,.and.probably tile penalty, of five days' 
confinement in the stocks, for the thief who had not restored whaf he· had 
~~. . . 

Aulus Gell. (xi. 18) mentions the 'simple ja?1la dupli: in the authors from 
whom he copied, it is eviaent that Solon ·was stated to have enacted this 
law generally for all thefts: we cannot tell from whom he copied, but in 
another part of his work; he copies a Solonian law from the wooden iigov<s 
on the authority of Aristotle (ii. 12). · · 

I:bto, in his Laws, prescribes the pama dup!i in all. cases of theft•with
out distinction of circumstances (Legg. ix.· p~ 857; xii. p. 941).; it was also 
the primitive law of l{ome: "posuerimt furem duplo condemnari, fcenera
torem quadruplo." (Cato, De Re Rusticft, Prooemium)-that is,to. say, in 
cases of.fertutJZ nee ma1zi.festunz (Walter, Geschichte.des Romisch. Rechts. 
sect. 757). , ·'!-

VOL. III. 'C N 
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later period, since it enters into distinctions and mentions both 
places and forms of procedure, which we cannot reasonably 
refer to the forty-sixth Olympiad. The public dinners at the 
Pry~aneium, of which the archons and a select few partook ir 
common, were also either first established, or perhaps on!: 
more strictly regulated, by Solon. He ordered barley-cake_ 
for their ordinary meals, and \Vheaten loaves for festival days, 
prescribing how often each person should dine at the table.1 

The honour of dining at the table of ·the Prytaneium wa' 
maintained throughout as a valuable reward at the disposal o 
the government. 

Among the various laws of Solon, there are few which have 
attracted more notice than that which pronounces the man, 
who in a sedition stood aloof and took part with neither side, 
to be dishonoured and disfranchised.2 Strictly speaking, this 
seems more in the nature of an emphatic moral denunciation, 
or a religious curse, than a legal sanction' capable of being 
formally applied in an individual case and after judicial trial,
though the sentence of Atimy, under the more elaborated Attic 
procedure, was both definite in its penal consequences and also 
judicially delivered. We may however follow the course of 
ideas under which Solon was induced to write this sentence on 
his tables, and we may trace the influence of similar ideas in· 
later Attic institutions. It is obvious that his denunciation i~ 
confined to that special case in which a sedition has already 
broken out: we must suppose that Kylon has seized the 
Akropolis, or that Peisistratus, Megakles, and Lykurgus, are in 
arms at the head of their partisans. Assuming these leaders 
to be wealthy and powerful men, which would in all probability 
be the fact, the constituted authority-such as Solon saw 
before him in Attica, even after his own organic amendments 
--was not strong enough to maintain the peace; 1t became in 
fact itself one of the contending parties. Under such given 
circumstances, the sooner every citizen publicly declared his 
adherence to some one of them, the ttJl.rlier this suspension 
of legal authority was likely to terminate. Nothing was so 
mischievous as the indifference of the mass, or their dis
position to let the cGmbatants fight out' the matter among 
themselves, and then to submit to the victor.3 Nothing was 

1 Plutarch, Solon, 24; .Athenre.. iv. p. r37; Diogen. Laert. i. 58: J«tl 
?tpid-ros T1}v O'vva-ywf'~V TWv Evvfa. lt.px6vrwv l1Tolnufv, els -r~ uvvet7re7v. 

2 Plutarch, Solon, 20, and De Seril. Numinis Vindictil., p. 550; Aulus 
Gell. ii. I 2. 

8 -See a case of such indifference manifested by the people of Argos in 
Plutarch's Life of Aratus, c. 27. 
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more likely to encourage aggression on the part <;>fan ambitious 
ma1content, than the conviction, that if he could once over
power the small amount .of physical force which surrounded 

:.the archons, and exhibit himself in armed possession of the 
: Prytaneiurn or the Akrop?lis; he n:Jight immediately count 
)upon passive .submission on the part of all . the. freemen with-
out. Under the state .of feeling which Solon inculcates, the 

·insurgent leader would have to calculate that every man who 
.. was ri0t actively in his. favqur would l;>e actively against him, 
"'and this would render his enterprise much more .dangerous. 
Indeed he could theq never hope to succeed, except on the 
double supposition· of extraordinary popularity in his own 

· person, and wide-spread detestation of the existing g.overn
ment. He would thus be placed under the influence of 
powerful deterring motives j ·so that mere ambition would be 
less likely to seduce him into a course which threatened 
nothing but ruin, unless upder such encouragements from the 
pre-existing public opinion as to make his success a result 
desirable .for the community. Among the srnan· political 
societies of Greece-especially in the age of Solon; when the 
pu.mber .of despots in other parts of Greece seems to have 
been at its maximum-every government, what€ver might be 

·its form, was sufficiently weak to :make its ov:::fthrow a matter 
.. of comparative· facility. Unless upoytni( supposition of a 
· band of foreign mercenaries-which"\Vould render the govern
ment a system of naked force, an~ which the Athenian ·.lawgiver 
would of course never contemplate_:_there ·was rio other stay 
for it except a positive arid pronounced feeli.ng of attachment 
on the part of the mass of· citizens. Indifference on their part 
would render them a prey to every daring mari of wealth who 
chose to become a conspirator. That they should be ready to 
come forward, n'ot only with voice but with arms-and thal 
they should be known beforehand to be so-was essential to , 
the maintenance of every go'od Grecian government. It was 
salutary, in preveritin~ mere personal.attempts at revolution j 
and pacific in. its tendency, even where the revolution had 
actually broken out-because in the greater number of cases. 
the proportion of partisans would probably be very unequal; 
and the inferior party would be compelled to renounce their 
hopes. · · 

It will be observed that in this enactment of Solon, the 
existing gov:erni:nent,is ranked merely as one of the contending 
parties. The virtuous citizen is enjoined, not to· come forward 
in its support, but to come forward at all events, either for it 
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or against it. Positive and early action is all which is pre
scribed to him as matter of duty. In the age of Solon there 
was no political idea or system yet current which could be 
assumed as an unquestionable datum-no conspicuous stand
ard to which the citizens could be pledged under all circum
stances to attach themselves. The option lay only, between a 
mitigated oligarchy in possession, and a despot in possibility; 
a contest wherein the affections of the people could really be 
counted upon in favour of the established government. But 
this neutrality in respect to the constitution was at an end after 
the revolution of Kleisthenes, when the idea of the' sovereign 
people and the democratical institutions became both familiar 
al}d precious to every individual citizen. We shall hereafter 
find the Athenians binding themselves by the most sincere 
and solemn oaths to uphold their democracy against all 
attempts to subvert it; we shall discover in them a sentiment 
not less positive and uncompromisi.ng in its direction, than 
energetic in its inspirations. But while we notice this very 
important change in their character, we shall at the same time 
perceive that the wise precautionary recommendation of Solon, 
to obviate sedition by an early declaration of the impartial public 
between two contending leaders, was not lost upon them. 
Such, in point of fact, was the purpose of that salutary and 
protective institution which is called the Ostracism. When 
two party-leaders, in the early stages of the Athenian demo
cracy, each powerful in adherents and influence, had become 
passionately embarked in bitter and prolonged opposition tc 
each other, such opposition was likely to conduct one or other 
to violent measures. Over and above the hopes of party 
triumph, each might well fear that if he himself continued 
within the bounds of legality, he might fall a victim to aggres
sive proceedings on the part of his antagonists. To ward off 
this formidable danger, a public vote was called for to 
determine which of the two should go into temporary banish
ment, retaining his property and unvisited by any disgrace. 
A number of citizens not less than 6oo·o, voting secretly and 
therefore independently, were required to take part, pronounc
ing upon one or other of these eminent rivals a sentence of 
exile for ten years. The one who remained became of course 
more powerful, yet less in a situation to be driven into anti
constitutional courses, than he was before. I shall in a future 
chapter speak again of this wise precaution and vindicate it 
against some errons:ous interpretations to which it has given 
rise. At present I merely notice its analogy with the previous 
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. Solonian law, and its tendency to accomplish the same purpose 
of terminating a fierce party-feud, by artificially calling in the 
votes of the mass of impartial citizens against one or other of 
the leaders,-with this important difference, that while Solon 
assumed the hostile'parties to be actually iri arms, the ostracism 
averted that grave public calamity by applying its remedy to 
the premonitory symptoms. 

I have already· considered, in a previous chapter, the 'direc~ 
tions given by Solon for the more orderly recital of the 
Homeric poems ; and it is curious to contrast his reverence 
for the ·old epic with the unqualified repugnance which he 
manifested towards Thespis and the' dram::t-;-then just nascent, 
and· holding out little promise ·of its subsequent excellen_ce. 
Tragedy and comedy were now beginning to be grafted on the 
lyric and choric song. Fitst one actor was provided to relieve 
the' chorus; next two actors were· introduced to sustain fictitious 
characters arid carry on a dialogue, in ·such manner· that the 
songs of the chorus and the interlocution of the ador.s formed 
a continuous piece. Solon, after having heard Thespis acting 
(as ·an the early composers did, both tragic and comic) in his 
own comedy, asked him afterwards if he was not ashamed to 
pronounce such falsehoods before so large an audience. And 
v,:hen Thespis answered that there was no harm in saying and 
doing such things merely for amusement, Solon indignantly 
exclaimed, striking the ground with his stick,1 "If once we 
come to praise and esteem such amusement as this, we shall 
quickly find the effects of it in our daily transactions." For 
the authenticity of this anecdote it would be rash to vouch; 
but we ·may at least treat· it as the protest of some early 

· philosopher against the deceptions of the drama ; and it· is 
interesting as marking the incipient str.uggles o( tha11literature 
in wliich'Athens afterwards attained such unrivalled excellence. 

It would appear that all the laws of Solon were proclaimed, 
inscribed, and accepted without either discussion or resistance; 
He is said to have <fescribed them, not as the best laws 'Ynich 
he could himself have imagined, but as the best which he 
could have induced the people to accept. He gave tHem 
validity for the space of ten years, during'which period 2 both 
the senate collectively and the archons individually swore to 
observe them with fidelity ; under. penalty, in case of non
observance, of a golden statue ·as large as life to be erected 
at Delphi. But though· the acceptance of. the Jaws w~s 
accomplished without difficulty, it was not found so easy 

1 Plutarch, Solon, 29; Diogen. Laert. i. 59· 2 Plutarch, Solon, 15. 
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either for the people to understand and obey, or for the framer 
to explain them. Every day persons came to Solon either 
with praise, or criticism, or suggestions of various improve
ments, or questions as to the construction of particular enact
ments; until at last he became tired of this endless process of 
reply and vindication, which was seldom successful either in 
removing obscurity or in satisfying complainants. Foreseeing 
that if he remained he would be compelled to make changes, 
he obtained leave of absence from his countrymen for ten 
years, trusting that before the expiration of that period they 
would have become accustomed to his laws. He quitted his 
native city, in the full certainty that his laws would remain 
unrepealed until his return; for (says Herodotus) "the 
Athenians could not repeal them, since they were bound by 
solemn oaths to observe them for ten years." The unqualified 
manner in which the historian here speaks of an oath, as if it 
created a sort of physical necessity and shut out all possibility 
of a contrary result, deserves notice as illustrating Grecian 
sentiment. I 

On departing from Athens, Solon first visited Egypt, where 
he communicated largely with Psenophis of Heliopolis and 
Sonchis of Sa!s, Egyptian priests who had much to tell respect
ing their ancient history, and from whom he learnt matters real 
or pretended, far transcending in alleged antiquity the oldest 
Grecian genealogies-especially the history of the vast sub
merged island of Atlantis, and the war which the ancestors of 
the Athenians had successfully carried on against it, 9ooo years 
before. Solon is said to have commenced an epic poem upon 
this subject, but he did not live to finish it, and nothing of it 
now remains. From Egypt he went to Cyprus, where he 
visited the small town of h:peia, said to have been originally 
founded by DemophOn son of Theseus, and ruled at this 
period by the prince Philokyprus-each town in Cyprus having 
its own petty prince. It was situated near the river Klarius in 
a position precipitous and secure, but ~convenient and ill
supplied. Solon persuaded Philokyprus to quit the old site 
and establish a new town down in the fertile plain beneath. 
He himself stayed and became CEkist of the new establishment, 

1 Herodot. i. 29. 'l671.wv, lr.vhp 'A8rwa.'Los, ~s 'A8rwa.Cotrn v6p.o••s «<ll.<{ura.(fL 
'lr~tf,O'~S, a7rdi-hf7/0'E ~'TEO. ?e«a., :va. on p.f, 'TLVa. ;wv v6p.w~ aV0.')'~0.0'8j) l\.~0'0.1 
Twv e8eTo· .avTol ')'ap ·ov~e otol 'TE·"it<Ta.v auTo "'11'01'¥/0'<tl · A6nva10<, 
OpKlaiO'I ")'il.p p.E')'aAOLO'I J<aTelXOVTO, oliCa. (Tea xp1,0'e0'6al v6p.a10'1 'TOVS 

l!.v 0''/JI 'l&ll.wv 6~TO.I. · 
One hundred years is the term stated by Plutarch (Solon, 25). 
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·makirig all the regulations requisite for its safe and prosperous 
march, which was indeed so decisively manifested, that many 
new settlers flocked into the new plantation, called by Philo~ 
kyprus Soli, in honour of· Solon. To our deep regret, we are 
not permitted to know what these regulations were ; but the 
general fact is attested qy the poems of Solon him~elf, and the 
lines, in which he bade farewell to Philokyprus on quitting the 
island,· are yet before us. On the dispositions ·of this prince 
his poem: bestowed unqualified commendation.1 , 

Besides his visit to Egypf and Cyprus, a story was also 
current of his having conversed with the Lydian king Crcesus 
at Sardis. The communication said to ·have taken place be
tween them has been woven by. Herodotus into a sort of moral 
tale which . forms one of the most beautiful episodes in his 
whole history. Though this tale has been told and retold as if 
it'were genuine history, yet as it T\OW stands, it is irreconcile
able, with chronology-although very possibly Solon may at 
some time or other have visited Sardis, and seen .Crcesus as 
hereditary prince,2 

1 Plutarch, Solon, 26 ; Herod<it, v. II3. The statements of Diogen~s 
that Solon founded Soli in Kilikia, and that he died in:Cyprus, are not 
worthy of credit {Diog. Laert. i. 51-62). 

2 Plutarch tells us t.hat several authors rejected the reality of this inter
view as being chronologically impossible. It is to be recollected· that the 
question all turns upon the interview as described by rierodotus and its· 
alleged sequel; for that there may have been an interview between Solon 
and Croesus at Sardis, at some period between B.C. 594 and 560, is possibl", 
though ·not shown. 
' It is evident that Solon made no mention of any interview with Croesus 
in his poems; otherwise the .dispute would have been settled at once. Now 
this, in.a man like Solon, amounts to negative evidence of some value, for 
he noticed in his poems both' Egypt and the prince Philokyprus in Cyprus,. 
and had there been any conversation ·so impressive as that·which Herodotus 
relates, ·between him and Croesus, he could hardly have Jailed to mention it. 

Vl'esseling, Larcher, Volney, and Mr. Clinton all try to obviate the 
chronological difficulties, and to save the historical character of this inter
view, but in my judgement un~uccessfully. See Mr. Clinton's F. H. ad 
ann. 546 B. c., and Appe~dix, c. 17, p. 298. The chronological data are 
these~Croesus was born in. 595 B.c., one year before. the legislation of 
Solon: he succeeded to his father at the age of thirfy-five, in 560 B.C. : he 
was overthrown, and Sardis captured, in 546 il. c., by Cyr'us. 

Mr. Clinton, after Wesseling and the others, supposes· that Croesus was 
king jointly with his fath~r Halyatt~s, during the lifetime of the latter, and 
that Solon visited· Lydia and conversed with Croesus durin'g this joint reign 
in 570 B.c. "We may suppose that Solon left Atl1ens in B;e. 575, about 
twenty ye:irs ·after his archonship, and returned thither in. B.C. 565, about 
five year~ before the '!Surpation of Peisistratus" (p .. goo). : Upon which· 
hypothesis we may remark- . .. ... ";~ c · 

I. The argu.ments whereby Wesseling and Mr.-: Clinton endeavour to , 
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But even if no chronological objections existed, the moral 

purpose of the tale is so prominent, and pervades it so syste-

show that Crcesus was king jointly with his father, do not sustain the con
clusion. The passage of J'.:ikolaus Damaskenus, which is produced to show 
that it was Halyattes (and not Crcesus) who conquered Karia, only attests 
that Halyattes marched with an armed force against Karia (brl Kaplav 
<T-rpa-re6wv) : this same author states, that Croesus was deputed by Halyattes 
to govern Adram;,ttium and the plain of TMM (lfpxELv &:rrooeli«"fp.~vos), but 
Mr. Clinton stretches this testimony to an inadmissible extent when he 
ma,kes it tantamount to a conquest of /Eo/is by Halyattes ("so that /Eolis 
is already conquered"). Nothing at all is said about Malis or the cities of 
the Malic Greeks in this passage of Nikolaus, which represents Croesus as 
governing a sort of satrapy under his father Halyattes, just as Cyrus the 
younger did in after-times under Artaxerxes. And the expression of 
Herodotus, brd ore, li&v-ros -roll 1ra-rp6s, l!<p&.-r.,ue -ri7s lt.pxi7s o Kpo'iuos, 
appears to me, when taken along with the context, to indicate a bequest or 
nomination of successor, and not a donation during life. 

2. The hypothesis therefore that Crcesus was king 570 B.c., during the 
lifetime of his father, is one purely gratuitous, resorted to on account of the 
chronological difficulties connected with the account of Herodotus. But it 
is quite insufficient for such a purpose. It does not save us from the 
necessity of contradicting Herodotus in most of his particulars; there may 
perhaps have been an interview between Solon and Crees us in B. c. 570, 
but it cannot be the intennew described by Herodotus. That interview 
takes place within ten years after the promulgation of Solon's laws-at the 
maximum of the power of Crcesus, and after numerous conquests effected 
by himself as king-at a time when Crcesus had a son old enough to 
be married and to command armies (Herod. i. 35)-at a time moreover 
immediately preceding the turn of his fortunes from prosperity to adversity, 
first in the death of his son, succeeded by two years of mourning, which 
were put an end to (1r~116eos ft.,.~,.au<Te, Herod. i. 46) by the stimulus of war 
with the Persians. That war, if we read the events of it as described in 
Herodotus, cannot have lasted more than three or four years,-so that the 
interview between Solon and Crcesus, as Herodotus conceived it, may be 
fairly stated to have occurred within seven years before the capture of 
Sardis. 

If we put together all these conditions, it will appear that the interview 
recounted by Herodotus is a chronological impossibility : and Niebuhr 
(Rom. Gesch. vol. i. p. 579) is right in saying that the historian has fallen 
into a mistake of ten Olympiads or forty years ; his recital would consist 
with chronology, if we suppose that the Solonian legislation were referable 
to 554 B.c., and not to 594· • 

In my judgement, this is an illustrative tale, in which certain real 
characters-Crcesus and Solon-and certain real facts-the great power and 
succeeding ruin of the former by the victorious arm of Cyrus·-together with 
certain facts probably altogether fictitious, such as the two sons of Crcesus, 
the Phrygian Adrastus and his history, the hunting of the· mischievous wild 
boar on Mo'ol!lt Olympus, the ultimate preservation of Crcesus, &c., are put 
together so as to convey an impressive moral lesson. The whole adventure 
of Adrastus and the son of Crcesus is depicted in language eminently 
beautiful and poetical. 

Plutarch treats the impressiveness and suitableness of this narrative as 
the best proof of its historical truth, and puts aside the chronological tables 
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maticaHy from beginning to end, that these int\'!rnal grounds 
are of themselves sufficiently strong to impeach its credibility 
as a matter of fact, unless such doubts happen to be out
weighed-which in this case they are nof--by good contempor
ary testimony. The narrative of Solon and Crcesus can be 
taken for nothing else but an illustrative fiction, borrowed by 
Herodotus from some philosopher, and clothed . in his own 
peculiar beauty of expression, which on this occasion is more 
decidedly poetical than ·is habitual with him. I cannot· tran
scribe and I hardly dare to abridge it. The vain-glorious 
Crcesus, at the summit of his conqvests and his riches, en
deavours to win from his visitor Solon an opinion that he is
the happiest of mankind. .The latter, after having twice pre
ferred to him modest and meritorious Grecian citizens, at 
length reminds him that his vast wealth and power are of a
tenure too precat:ious to serve as an ~vidence of happiness
that the gods are jealous and meddlesome, and often make the 
show of happiness a mere, prelude to extreme disaster-and 
that no man's life can be called happy until the whole of it has 
been played out, so that it may be seen to be out ·of the reach' 
of reverses. Crcestis treats this opinion as absurd, but "a 
great judgem~nt from God fell upon him, after Solon was 
departed-probably (observes Herodotus) because he fancied 
himself the happiest of all men." First he lost his favourite 
son Atys, a brave and intelligent youth (his only other son being 
dumb). For the Mysians of Olympus, being ruined by a 
destructive and formidable wild boar which they were unable to 
subdue; applied for ·aid to Crcesus, who sent to the sppt a 
chosen hunting force, and permitted-though with great re
luctance, in consequence of an' alarming dream-that his 
favourit,e son should accompany them. The young prince was 
unintentionally slain by the Phrygian exile Adrastus, whom 

as unworthy of trust. Upon which reasoning Mr. Clinton has the follow
ing very just remarks:-" Plutarch must hflve had a very imperfect idea of 

, the nature of historical evitience, if he could imagine that the suitableness of 
a story to the character of Solon was a better argument for its authenticity 
than the number of witnes~es by whom it i~ attested. Those who invented 
the scene (assuming it to be a fiction) would surely have had the skill to 
adapt the discourse to the character of the actors" (p. 300). · 

- To make this remark quite complete, it would be necessary to add the 
words "ll·ustworth.iness ·and means of knowledge,': in·.addition to the 
''member" of attesting witnesses. And it is a remark·the more worthy of 
notice, inasmuch as Mr. Clinton here pointedly adverts to the existence 6f 
plausible fiction, as being completely distinct from attested matter of fa<;t
a distinction of which he took no account in his vindication of the historical· 
credibil~ly of the early Greek legenlis. · 

N2 
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Crcesus had sheltered and protected.! Hardly had the latter 
recovered from the anguish of this misfortune, when the rapid 
growth of Cyrus and the Persian power induced him to go to 
war with them, against the advice of his wisest counsellors. 
After a struggle of about three years he was completely defeated, 
his capital Sardis taken by storm, and himself made prisoner. 
Cyrus ordered a large pile to be prepared, and placed upon it 
Crcesus in fetters, together with fourteen young Lydians, in the 
intention of burning them alive, either as a religious offering, 
or in fulfilment of a vow, "or perhaps (says Herodotus) to see 
whether some of the gods would not interfere to rescue a man 
so pre-eminently pious as the king of Lydia." 2 In this sad 
extremity, Crcesus bethought him of the warning which he had 
before despised, and thrice pronounced, with a deep groan, the 
name of Solon. Cyrus desired the interpreters to inquire whom 
he was invoking, and learnt in reply the anecdote of the Athenian 
lawgiver, together with the solemn memento which he had 
offered to Crcesus during more prosperous days, attesting the 
frail tenure of all human greatness. The remark sunk deep 
into the Persian monarch, as a token of what might happen to 
himself: he repented of his purpose, and directed that the pile, 
which had already been kindled, should be immediately ex
tinguished. But the orders came too late. In spite of the 
most zealous efforts of the bystanders, the flame was found 
unquenchable, and Crcesus would still have been burnt, had he 
not implored with prayers and tears the succour of Apollo, to 
whose Delphian and Theban temples he had given such 
munificent presents. His prayers w.ere heard, the fair sky was 
immediately overcast, and a profuse rain descended, sufficient 
to extinguish the flames. 3 The life of Crcesus was thus saved, 
and he became afterwards the confidential friend and adviser 
of his conqueror. 

Such is the brief outline of a narrative which Herodotus has 
1 Herod. i. 32. ..!l Kpo'LO'e, brtlJ'Tcl.p.ev&v p.e TO 8e'Lov, ?l'uv iov cpeovep&v Te 

Kal Tapaxw~es, f1,.etpwTijs lt.v8ponrr(twv ,.pa-yf'&.""'v ,.~P'· i. 34· MeTa ~€ 
l6A.wva olx&p.evov, ~l\afJev ~H: 8eov v~p.eO'<s p.e'Y&.l\'f/ Kpo'LO'ov, C:.s elH:cl.lJ'at, 8n 
~v&p.tO'E Ewi:-rOv eivaL &v8pdnrwv 0.7r&.vrwv 0A.{3ufrra'Tov. 

The hunting-match, and the terrible wild boar with whom the Mysians 
cannot cope, appear to be borrowed from the legend of Kalydon. 

The whole scene of Adrastus, returning after the accident in a state of 
desperate remorse, p~a~ing f<;>r death w!th outstretched hands, spared by 
Crees us, and. then klllmg· hn11self on the tomb of the young prince is 
deeply tragic (Herod. i. 44-45). ' 

2 Herodot. i. 85. 
8 Herodot. i. 86, 87 ; compare Plutarch, Solon, 27-28. See a. similar 

story about Gyges king of Lydia (Valerius Maxim. vii. I, 2). 
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given with full development and with impressive effect. n· 
would have· served ~s a show-lecture to· the youth of Athens 
not less admirably than the well-known fable of the Choke of 
Herakles, which the philosopher' Prodikps,! a jupior contein- · 
porary of Herodotus, delivered with so much popularity. It 

' illustrates forcibly the religious and ethical ideas of antiquity;, 
the de~p s~psc:, of the jealou?y of the gods, who would :nqt 
enclure prid~ in ;my one e)(<;ept themselves ; 2 th~ irppo~sibility, 
for any mfln, of realising t9 qims~lf more than fl vr=ry rpoqc:,rat6 
share of happiness; the danger from reactionary ,Nemesis, if at 
any time he had. overpassed such limit; and the ·necessity of 

· ca,lculat;ion,~ ~al~ing in the whc;ile of life, as a bflsis for radoJlal 
compar~.son pf qifferent indivi(i~al~. Anq it embor:'!ies, ?,S !}

pr-actical _consequence from these feelings, the often·n~peMed 
protest of moralists against vehement impulses and unrestrained 
aspirat~ons. The more valuable ·this narrative ;:tppears, in its 
illustrative ~l).";Lra<;;ter, t\le les.~ c;!ln we pres~rp~ t9 'tre11t ~t \I,S ;:~, 
history. . -

'lt is much to be regretted that we have no info,rmation 
respecting events in Attica immeoiat;~ly after tqe So\onian law;; 
an<i con;;titution, whicq wer~ prqrpulg~t~4 in $94 J3.!;::., §O as to 
understand 'better tJJ.e pract1ca+ effe9t of the!>~ c.hang<;:s, Whitt 
we next hear respt;Jcting Solon iA Attica refers to a peJ;iod itnme~ 
qiately pn~ceding the p~st ps~rpation of Pei~istratus in s6o B. e., 
.an <;I !l-fter the ret~rn of Solpn ,from hi;; lpng absence, 'We arr= 
here again introduped to the same gligaJ;~hical di;;sepsions ai) 
are repqr-teq to have prevaile9, before. the -Soloni[J.n legislation : 
the Pedieis, or opulent proprietors of tqe pl;:til1 fOl,lnd Athen?, 

. under Lykurg\-l? ; th¢ :P;:trgli of the ~outh of Att~ca, U):).d,e( 
Megakles ; and . the ;Diikrij or ffiQpntqil1r=ers gf the easw·n 
cantons, the poorest of the thl'ee cl'!,sses, under Peisistratus, 
are il} a st9-te of violent intestine dispute. Tl).~ aecount Qf 
Ph,It;ar~;h represents Solon <\.~ ret!Jrni!1g tq Ath~Pi? P.~Jri!1g th~ 
height ,of thi~ seQ.itiQQ, B!'! ;y~s tr~~~~d ·with resp~Gt by .::tU 
parties, but his recom~endations were no longer obeyed, and 
hy wa~ disqualif1ed by .age from aeting with, effect in puqliq. 
H<;: 'employed pis best ~fforts ~q mitiga,.te p;i}:ty anirnofliti~s,· 
and applie,d himself par~icu)!J:r!y t9 re~traip th~ a)Ppiti9n qf ' 
Peisistratus, who~e ulterior projects he quickly detected. 

The fqture .greatness of Peisistratt)s, i,s r;aid to. qave been first 

1 Xe(l?ph. Memorab. li. 1, 2r.' · I'Ip&~uws tJ O'orpos iv .nj O'V"f"(prlp.p,a.,,· TrjJ 
7repl 'Hpcucli.Jovs, 87rep. 6h ICctl 7rli.E(O'TO!S i7rl5ii(ICVVTCI.<, &c. , 

2 Hetodot. vii. ro. rp<li.Jet ')'ttp 6 8eos .,.t, . ~-n;ep~:x.ov'l"a .,.cfvr.a' ~eoll.otew 
o!J ')'ttp iif cppovJe<v p.J"fa tJ' Oeos ltll.o}ov 'fl ~'!'ii,-&v. ' 
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portended by a miracle which happened, even before his birth, 
to his father Hippokrates at the Olympic games. It was real
ised, partly by his bravery and conduct, which had been dis
played in the capture of Nisrea from the Megarians 1-partly 
by his popularity of speech and manners, his championship of 
the poor, 2 and his ostentatious disavowal of all selfish preten-

1 Herodot. i. 59· I record this allusion to Nisrea and the Megarian war, 
because I find it distinctly stated in Herodotus; and because it may possibly 
refer to some other later war between Athens and Megara than that which 
is mentioned in Plutarch's Life of Solon as having taken place before the 
Solonian legislation (that is, before 594 B.C.), and therefore nearly forty 
years before this movement of Peisistratus to acquire the despotism. Peisis
tratus must then have been so young that he could not with any propriety 
be said to have "captured Nisrea" (Ni<Tcucl.v .,.. ~Jo..wv): moreover the public 
reputation, which was found useful to the ambition of Peisistratus in 
560 B.C., must have rested upon something more recent than his bravery 
displayed about 597 B. c.-just as the celebrity which enabled Napoleon to 
play the game of successful ambition on the 18th Bruma.ire (Nov. 1799) 
was obtained by victories gained within the preceding five years, and could 
not have been represented by any historian as resting upon victories gained 
in the Seven Years' war, between 1756-!763. 

At the same time my belief is, that the words of Herodotus respecting 
Peisistratus do really refer to the Megarian war mentioned in Plutarch's 
Life of Solon, and that Herodotus supposed that Megarian war to have 
been much more near to the despotism of Peisistratus than it really was. 
In the conception of Herodotus, and by what (after Niebuhr) I venture to 
call a mistake in his chronology, the interval between 6oo-560 B.C. shrinks 
from forty years to little or nothing. Such mistake appears, not only on 
the present occasion, but also upon two others : first, in regard to the 
alleged dialogue between Solon and Crcesus, described and commented 
upon a few pages above ; next, in regard to the poet Alkreus and his 
inglorious retreat before the Athenian troops at Sigeium and Achi!leium, 
where he lost his shield, when the Mityleneans were defeated. The reality 
of this incident is indisputable, since it was mentioned by Alkreus himself 
in one of his songs; but Herodotus represents it to have occurred in an 
Athenian expedition directed by Peisistratus. Now the war in which Alkreus 
incurred this misfortune, and which was brought to a close by the mediation 
of Periander of Corinth, must have taken place earlier than 584 B. c., and 
probably took place before the legislation of Solon; long before the time 
when Peisistratus had the direction of Athenian affairs-though the latter 
may have carried on, and probably did carry 01T, another and a later war 
against -the Mityleneans in those regions, which led to the introduction of 
his illegitimate son Hegesistratus as despot of Sigeium (Herod. v. 94, 95). 

If we follow the representation given by Herodotus of these three 
different strings of events, we shall see that the same chronological mistake 
pervades all of them-he jumps over nearly ten olympiads, or forty years. 
Alkreus is the contemporary of Pitta}<l!s and.Solon. . 

I have aiready remarked, In the-previous chapter respecting the despots 
of Siky6n (ch. ix. ), another instance of confused chronology in Herodotus 
respecting the events of this period-respecting Crcesus, MegakUs, Alkmrelin 
and Kleisthen@s of Sikylin. 

2 Aristot. Politic. v. 4, 5 ; Plutarch, Solon, 29. 
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· sions-partly by an artful mixture of stratagem and force. 

Solon, after having addressed fruitless remonstrances to Peisis
tratus himself, publicly denounced his designs in verses ad
dressed to the people. The deception, , whereby Peisistratus 
finally accomplished his design, is memorable in Grecian tra
dition.! He appeared one day in the agora of Athens in his 
chariot with a pair .of mules : he had intentionally wounded both 
his person and the mules, and in this condition he threw· himself 
upon the compassion and defence of the people, pretending 
that his political enemies had violently attacked him. He 
implored the people to grant him a guard, and at the moment 
when their sympathies were freshly aroused both in his favour and 
against his supposed assassins, Aristo proposed formally to the 
Ekklesia (the pro-bouleutic senate, being composed of friends· 
of Peisistratus, had previously authorised the proposition)2 that 
a company of fifty club-men should be assigned as a permanent' 
body-guard for the defence of Peisistratus. To this motion 
Solon opposed a strenuous resistance,3 but found himself over
borne, and even treated as if he had lost his senses. T)ie poor 
were earnest in favour of it, while the rich were afraid to ex
press their dissent ; and he could only comfort himself after 
the fatal vote had been passed, by exclaiming that he was wiser 
than the former and more determined than the latter. Such 
was one of the first known instances in which this memorable 
stratagem was played off against the liberty of a Grecian 
community. l · 

The unbounded popular favour which had pro'cured the 
passing of this grant was still further manifested by the absence 
of all precautions to prevent the limits of the grant from being 
exceeded. The number of the body-guard was not long con
fined to fifty, and. probably their clubs were soon exchanged 
for sharper weapons. .Peisistratus thus fourtd himself strong 
enough to throw off the mask and seize the Akropolis. His 
leading opponents, Megakles and the Alkmreonids, immedi~ 
ately fled the city, arid it was left to the venerable age and 
undaunted patriotism of Solon to stand forward almost alone in 
a vain attempt to resist the Usurpation. -He publicly presented 
himself in the marke-t-place, employing encouragement, remon
~trance and reproach, in order to rouse the spirit'of,the people. 

.... ' \ 

1 Plato, Republic, viii. p. 565. TO ivpavv<H:OV akrw.a TO 7roA.v8pVl\'f/Tov 
. ,· .. alTe'iv T~HI Ofjp.ov cp6Aa~e&.s Ttvcn Toil uWp.aToS, iva O'Ws a.liTo'is p 6 TvV 
0111-'"v f3o718&s. 

" Diog. Laert. i. 49· ~ f3ovA.~, lle<O'<O'Tpa.-(oa< ~vTes, &c. 
8 Plutarch, Solon, 29, 30; Diog. Laert, i. so,,sr. 
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To prevent this despotism from coming (he told them) would 
have been easy; to shake it off now was mote difficult, yet at 
the same time more glorious.1 But he spoke in vain, for all 
who were not actually favourable to Peisistratus listened only 
to their fears, and remained passive; no:: did any one join 
Solon, when, as a last appeal, he put on his armour and planted 
himself in military posture before the door of his house. " I 
have done my duty (he exclaimed at length) ; I have sustained 
to the best of my power my country and the laws : " and he 
then renounced all further hope of opposition-though resisting 
the instances of his friends that he should flee, and returning 
for answer, when they asked him on what he relied for pro
tection, "On my old age." Nor did he even think it necessary 
to repress the inspirations of his Muse. Some verses yet re
main, composed seemingly at a moment when the strong hand 
of the new despot had begun to make itself sorely felt, in which 
he tells his countrymen-" If ye have endured sorrow from 
your own baseness of soul, impute not the fault of this to the 
gods. Ye have yourselves put force and dominion into the 
hands of these men, and have thus drawn upon yourselves 
wretched slavery." 

It is gratifying to learn that Peisistratus, whose conduct 
throughout his despotism was comparatively mild, left Solon 
untouched. How long this distinguished man survived the 
practical subversion of his own constitution, we cannot certainly 
determine; but according to the most probable statement 
he died during the very next year, at the advanced age of 
eighty. 

We have only to regret that we are deprived of the rneans of 
following more in detail his noble and exemplary character. 
He represents the best tendencies of his age, combined with 
much that is personally excellent; the improved ethical sensi
bility; the thirst for enlarged knowledge and observation, not 
less potent in old age than in youth ; the conception of regu
larised popular institutions, departing sensibly from the type 
and spirit of the governments around him, and calculated to 
found a new character in the Athenian people ; a genuine and 
reflecting sympathy with the mass of the poor, anxiou·s not 
merely to rescue them from the oppressions of the rich, but also 
to create in them habits of self-relying industry; lastly, during 
his temporary possession of a power altogether arbitrary, not 
merely an absence of all selfish ambition, but a rare discretion 

1 Plutarch, Solon, 30; Diogen. Laert. i. 49; Diodor, Excerpta, lib. 
vii.-x., ed. Maii. Fr. xix.-xxiv. 
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in seizing the. mean between conflicting exigencies. In reading 
his poems we must always recollect that what now appears 
common-place was once new, so that to his comparatively un
lettered age, the social pictures which he draws were still fresh, 
and his exhortations calculated to live in the memory. The 
poems composed on moral subjects generally inculcate a spiri.t of 
gentleness towards others and moderation in personal objects. 
They represent the gods as irresistible, retributive, favouring 
the good and' punishing the bad, though sometimes very 
tardily. But his compositions on special arid present occasion::;. 
are usually conceived in a more vigorous spirit ; denouncing 
the .oppressions of the rich ·at one time, and the timid submis
sion to Peisistratus at another-and expressing in emphatic 
language his own proud ,consciousness of having stood forward 
as champion of the mass of the people. Of his early poems 
hardly anything is preserved. The few'lines remaining seem 
to manifest a jovial temperament which we may well conceive 
to have been overlaid by such political difficulties as he had to 
encounter-difficulties arising succes·sively out of th~ Megarian 
war, the Kylonian sacrilege, the public desponqency healed by 
Epimenides, and the task of arbiter between a rapacious 
oligarchy and a suffering people. In one of his ~~egies ad~ 
dress.ed to Mimne;rmus, he marked out the si~tieth yea,r as t};le 
longest desirable period of life, in preference to the eightieth 
year, which that poet had expressed a wisli to attain.1 But his 
own life, as far as· we can judge, seems to have reached the 
longer of the two periods; and hot the least honourable part of 
it (the resistance to Peisistratus) occurs immediately' before his 
death. · 

There prevailed a stor-y, that his ashes were c_ollected and 
scattered around the island of Salamis, which Plutarch treats as 
absurd-though he tells us at the same time that it was 
believed both by Aristotle and by many other c0nsiderable 
men. It is at least as ,ancient as the poet Kratinus, who 
alluded to it in one oJ his comedies, and I do not feel jndine4 
to reject it. 2 Tpe inscription on the statue 9f Solari ?-t Atl;l~ns 
described him as a Salaminian : he had been the great means 
of acquiring the island for his c~mntry: and it seems highly 
probable that among the new Athenian citizens, who went to 
' ' 

1 Solon, Fragmen~ 22, ed.' Bergk. Iso\<rat@s ~ffirms that Solo11 ~as the 
first person to whom the appellation Sophist (in later tit\es carrying wit!l it 
so much obloqny) WaS ~pplied (Isokrat€s, or: xv .. De . Pe~m:utation~, p, 
344 ; p. 496 Bel<.). . . . 

2 .Plntarch, Solon, 32 ; Kratinus ap. J?iogen. Laert. L 62. 
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settle there, he may have received a lot of land and become 
enrolled among the Salaminian demots. The dispersion of 
his ashes connecting him with the island as its CEkist, may be 
construed, if not as the expression of a public vote, at least as a 
piece of affectionate vanity on the part of his surviving friends.! 

We have now reached the period of the usurpation of 
Peisistratus (B.C. s6o), whose dynasty governed Athens (with 
two temporary interruptions during the life of Peisistratus him
self) for fifty years. The history of this despotism, milder than 
Grecian despotism generally, and productive of important con
sequences to Athens, will be reserved for a succeeding chapter. 

APPENDIX 

The explanation which M. von Savigny gives of the Nexi and 
Addicti under the old Roman law of debtor and creditor (after he 
has refuted the elucidation of Niebuhr on the same subject), while 
it throws great light on the historical changes in Roman legislation 
on that important matter, sets forth at the same time the marked 
difference made in the procedure of Rome, between the demand of 
the creditor for repayment of principal, and the demand for pay
ment of interest. 

The primitive Roman law distinguished a debt arising from 
money lent (pecunia certa credita) from debts arising out of con
tract, delict, sale, &c., or any other source : the creditor on the 
former ground had a quick and easy process, by which he acquired· 
the fullest power over the person and property of his debtor. 
After the debt on loan was either confessed or proved before the 
magistrate, thirty days were allowed to the debtor for payment : 
if payment was not made within that time, the creditor laid hold 
of him (manus itzjectio) and carried him before the magistrate 
again. The debtor was now again required either to pay or to 
find a surety (vinde.x); if neither of these demands were complied 
with, the creditor took possession of him and carried him home, 
where he kept him in chains for two· n:tonths ; during which 
interval he brought him before the pr::etor publicly on three 

1 Aristides, in noticing this story of the spreading of the ashes of Solon 
in Salamis, treats him as 'Apxrryh·'fls of the island (Orat. xlvi. 'T,.<p .,.r;, 
.,. • .,..,.&.pwv, p. 172; p. 230 Dindorf). The inscription on his statue, which 
describes him as born in Salamis, can hardly have been literally true ;.for 
when he was born, Salamis w:~.s not jncorporated in Attica. But it may 
have been true. by a··sort of adoption (see Diogen. Laert. i. 62). The 
statue seems to have been erected by the Salaminians themselves, a long 
time after Solon : see Menage ad Diogen. Laert. /. c. 
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successive nundinre. If the debt was not paid within these two 

. months, the sentence of addiction was pr-onounced and the creditor 
became empowered either to put his debtor to death, or to sell him 
for a slave (page 8r), or to keep him. at forced work, without any 
restriction as to the degree of ill-usage which. might be inflicted 
upon him. The judgement .of the magistrate authorised him, 
besides, to seize the property, of his debtor.'wherever he could find 
any, within the limits sufficient for payment : this was one of the 
points which Niebuhr had denied. · ' 

Such was the old law of Rome, with respect to the consequences 
of an action for money had and received, for more than a century 
after the Twelve Tables. ·But the·law did not apply this stringent' 
personal execution to any debt except that arising from loan-and 
even in that debt only to the principal money, not to the interest-: 
which latter had to be claimed by a process both more gentle and 
less efficient; applying to the property only and not to the person 
of the debtor. Accordingly it wa·s to the advantage of the creditor 
to devise some means for. bringing his claim of interest under the 
same stringent process as his claim for the principal ; it was also to 
his advantage, if his claim arose, not out of money lent, but.out of 
sale, compensation for injury, or any other source, to give to it the 

·form of an action for money lent. Now the N exum, or N exi 
obligatio, was an artifice~a fictitious loan-whereby this purpose 
was accomplished. The severe process which legally belonged 
only to the recovery of the principal money, was ·extended by the 
N exum so as to comprehend the int.erest ; and so as to compre
hend also claims for .money arising from all other sources (as 
well as from loan), wherein the law gave no _Jiirect recou'rse 
except against the property of a debtor. The Debitor Nexus was 

,made liable by this legal artifice to pass into the condition of an 
·Addictus, either without having borrowed money at all, or for the 
interest as well as for the principal of that which he had borrowed. 

The Lex Poetelia, passed about B.C. 325, libe,rated all the Nexi 
·then unde-r. liability, and interdicted the N exi obligatio for ever 

· afterwards (Cicero, De Rupubl. ii. 34; Livy, viii. 28). Here, as in 
the Seisachtheia of Solon, tl)e ·existing contracts ~ere cancelled, at 
the same time that the'whole class of similar contracts were for-
bidden for the future. 1 · 

But th()ugh the Nexi obligatio was thus abolished, the old 
stringent remedy still continued against the debtor on loan, as far 
as the pn"ncipal sum b~rrowed, apart from interest. Some mitiga
tions were introt!uced: by Lex Julia, the still more important 
provision was added, that . the. debtor by means of a Cessio 
·Bonorum might save his person from seizure. But this Cessio 
Bonorum was couplecf with conditions which could qot always be 
fulfilled, nor was the debtor admitted t6 the -benefit of it, if he had 
been guilty of carelessness or dishonesty. · Accordingly the old 
stringent process, and the addiction in which it ended, though it 
became less frequent, still continued throughout the course of 
Imperial Rome, and even down to the time of Justinian. The 
pr.ivate prison with adjudicated debtors working in it, was still the 
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appendage to a Roman money-lender's house, even in the third and 
fourth centuries after the Christian a=ra, though the practice seems 
to have become rarer and rarer. The status of the Addictus 
Debitor, with its peculiar rights and obligations, is discussed by 
Quintilian (vii. 3); and Aut us Gellius (A.D. I6o) observes-" Addici 
namque nunc et vinciri multos videmus, quia vinculorum prenam 
deterrimi homines contemnunt." (xx. r.) 

If the Addict us Debitor was adjudged to several creditors, they 
were allowed by the Twelve Tables to divide his body among them. 
No example was known of this power having been ever carried into 
effect, but the law was understood to give the power distinctly. 

It is useful to have before us the old Roman law of debtor and 
creditor, partly as a point of comparison with the ante-Solonian 
practice in Attica, partly to illustrate the difference drawn in an 
early state of society between the claim for the principal and the 
claim for the interest. 

See the Abhandlung of Von Savigny in the Transactions of the 
Berlin Academy for I833, p. 7o---Io3; the subject is also treated by 
the same admirable expositor in his System des heutigen Romischen 
Rechts, vol. v. sect. 2I9, and in Beylage xiv. Io, II of that volume. 

The same peculiar stringent process, which was available in the 
case of an action for pecunia certa credita, was also specially ex
tended to the surety, who had paid down money to liquidate 
another man's debt : the debtor, if insolvent, became his Addictus 
-this was the Actio Depensi. I have already remarked in a 
former note, that in the Attic law, a case analogous to this was the 
only one in which the original remedy against the person of the 
debtor was always maintained. When a man had paid money to 
redeem a citizen from captivity, the latter, if he did not repay it, 
became the slave of the party who had advanced the money. 

Walter (Geschichte des Romischen Rechts, sect. 583-715, 2nd 
ed.) calls in question the above explanation of Von Savigny, on 
grounds which do not appear to me sufficient. 

How long the feeling continued, that it was immoral and 
irreligious to recseive any interest at all for money lent, may be 
seen from the following notice respecting the state of the law in 
France even down to I789-

" Avant la Revolution Franc;aise (de 1789) le pr~t a inter~t n'e
tait pas egalement admis dans les diverses parties du royaume. 
Dans les pays de droit ecrit, il etait permis <ie stipuler l'inter~t des 
deniers pr~tes: mais lajurisprudence des par! em ens resistait sou vent 
a cet usage. Suivant le droit commun des pays coutumiers, on ne 
pouvait stipuler aucun interet pour le pr~t appele en droit mutuum. 
On tenait pour maxime que !'argent ne produisant rien par lui
m~me, un tel pret devait ~tre gratuit : que la perception d'inter~ts 
etait une usure : a cet egard, on admettait assez generalement les 
principes du droit canonique. Du reste, la legislation et la juris
prudence variaient-suivant les localitP.-~ et suivant la nature des 
contrfits et des obligations." (Carette, Lois Annotees, ou Lois, 
Decrets, Ordonnances, Paris 1843 ; Note sur le Decret de 
l'Assemblee Nationale concernant le Pr~t et Inter~t, Aoilt r r, 1789.) 
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The National ,Assembly declared the legality of all loans on 

interest, "suivant le taux determine par Ia loi," but did not then fix 
any special rate. "Le decret clu I I Avril I 793 defend"it Ia vente et 

- i'achat du numeraire." "L1loi du 6 floreal, an rn,"cleclara que !'or 
et !'argent sont marchandises'; mais elle fut rapportee par le decret 
du 2 prairial suivant. Les articles 1905 et I907 du Code Civil 
permettent le pret a interet, mais au taux fixe 011 autorlse par Ia loi. 
La loi du 3 Sept. r8o7 a fixe le taux d'intetet a 5 per tent. efi 
matiere civile eta 6 per cent. en matiere coinmerciale." 

The article on Lending-houses, in Beckmann's History of Inven• 
tions (vo!. iii. p. 9-50), is highly interesting and instructive on the 
same ~ubject. It traces the gradual calling in question, mitigation, 
and disappearance, of the ancient antipathy against taking interest 
for money; an. antipathy long s.anctioned by the ecclesiastics as well 
as by the jurists. Lendirig-houses, or Monts de Piete, were first 
commenced in Italy about the middle of the fifteenth century, by 
some Franciscan monks, for the purpose of rescuing poor borrowers 
from the exorbi,tant dactions of the ] ews : Pope Pius I I. (.iEneas 
Silvius, one of the ablest of the popes, about I458-1464) was the 
first who approved of one of them at Perugia, but even the papal 
sanction was long combated by a large proportion of ecclesiastics. 
At first it was to be purely charitable ; not only neither giving 
interest to those who contl'ibuted inoney, nor taking.,interest from 
the borrowers~but not even providing fixed pay to the adminis
trator-s : interest was tacitly taken, but the popes were a long. time 
before 'they would formally a·pprove of such a practice. " At 
Vicenza, in order to avoid the reproach of usury, the artifice was 
employed of not demanding any interest, but admonishing the 
borrowers that they should give a remuneration according to their 
piety and ability." (p. 31.) The Dominicans, partisans of the old 
doctrine, called these establishments Montes lmjJietatis. A 
Franciscan monk, Bernardinus, one of the most active promoters 
of the Monts de Piete, did not venture to defend, but only to 
excuse as an unavoidable evil,.the payment of wages to the cierks 
and administrators : "Speciosius et religiosius fatebattii' Beti1ard- · 
inus fore, si absque ullo penitus .obolo et pretio mutuum daretut 
et commodarefur libere petunia, sed. pi urn opus et :, pllilperum 
subsidium exiguo sic duraturum tempore. Non enim (inquit) 
tantus est ardor hominum, ut gubernatores et officiales, Montium 
ministerio necessarii, velint laborem hunc omne'm ,gratis subire : 
quod si remunerandi •sint ex sorte principali, vel ipso deposito, 
seu exili Monti~m :;erario, brevi exhaurietur, et .- commodum, · 
opportunumque istud paupei'um refugium ubique peribit.'' (p . .33.) · 

The council of Trent, during .the following century, pronounced 
in favour of the legality and usefulness of thesy lending·l10uses, and 
this has since been understood to be the sentiment of the, Catholic 
church generally. . . 

To trace this gradual change of moral feeling is highly instructive 
_:_the more so, as that general basis of sentiment, of which the 
antipathy against lending money on interest is only a particular 
case, still prevails largely· in so·ciety and directs the curre1,1t of 
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moral ·approbation and disapprobation. In some nations, as 
among the ancient Persians before Cyrus, this sentiment has 
been carried so far as to repudiate and despise all buying and 
selling. (Herodot. i. 153.) With many, the principle ofreciprocity 
in human dealings appears, when conceived in theory, odious and 
contemptible, and goes by some bad name, such as egoism, selfish
ness, calculation, political economy, &c. : the only sentiment which 
they will admit in theory, is, that the man who has, ought to be 
ready at all times to give away to him who has not ; while the 
latter is encouraged to expect and require such gratuitous donation. 

CHAPTER XII 

EUBCEA-CYCLADES 

AMONG the Ionic portion of Hellas are to· be reckoned 
(besides Athens) Eubcea, and the numerous group of islands 
included between the southernmost Eubcean promontory, the 
eastern coast of Peloponnesus and the north-western coast of 
Krete. Of these islands some are to be considered as outlying 
prolongations, in a south-easterly direction, of the mountain
system of Attica; others, of that of Eubcea; while a certain 
number of them lie apart from either system, and seem re
ferable to a volcanic origin.l To the first class belong Keos, 
Kythnus, Seriphus, Pholegandrus, Sikinus, Gyarus, Syra, Pares, 
and Anti-paros; to the second class, Andros, Tenos, Mykonos, 
Delos, Naxos, Amorgos; to the third class, Kim6lus, Melos, 
Thera. These islands passed amongst the ancients by the 
general names of Cyclades and Sporades ; the former de
nomination being commonly understood to comprise those 
which immediately surrounded the sacred island of Delos,
the latter being given to those which lay more scattered and 
apart. But the names are not applied with uniformity or 
steadiness even in ancient times : at present, the whole group 
are usually known by the title of Cyclade~ · 

The population of these islands was called .Ionic-with the 
exception of Styraand Karystusin the southern part of Eubcea, 
and the island of Kythnus, which were peopled by Dryopes,2 

the same tribe as those who have been already remarked in the 
Argolic peninsula ; and with the exception -also of Me los and 
Thera, which were colonies from Sparta. 

The island of Eubcea, long and narrow like Krete, and 
1 See Fiedler, Rei~en durch Griechenland, vol. ii. p. 87. 
2 Ilerodot. viii. 46; Thucyd. vii. 57· 
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exhibiting a continuous backbone of ·lofty mountains from 
north-west to south-east, is separated from· Bceotia at one point 
bya strait so narrow (celebrated in antiquity under the name 
of the Euripus), that the two were connected by a bridge for a 
large portion of the historical ·period· of Greece; erected during 
the later times of the Peloponnesian war by the inhabit;mts of 
Chalkis.l Its general want of breadth leaves little room for 
plains. The area of the island consists principally of moun
tain, rock, dell, and ravine, suited in many parts for pasture, 
but rarely convenient for grain-culture or town habitations. 
Some plains there were, however, of great fertility, especially 

· that of Lelantt,~m, 2 bordering on the sea near Chalkis, and· 
continuing from that city in a southerly direction towards 

.. Eretria. Chalkis and Eretria, both situated on the western 
coast, and both occupying parts of this .fertile plain, were the 
two principal places in the island : the domain of each seems 
to have extended across the island from sea to sea.8 Towards 
the northern end of the islarid were situated Histi::.ea, afterwards 
called Oreus-as ·well as Kerin thus and ·. Dium : .. Athen::.e 
Diades, JEdepsus, h:g::.e, and · Orobi::.e, are also mentioned .on 
the north-western coast over against Lokris. Dystus, Styra, and 
Karystus are made known to us in the portion of the island 
south of Eretria,-the two latter opposite to the Attic demes 
Hal::.e Araphenides and Prasi::.e.4 The wide extent of the 

, island of Eubcea was thus distributed between six or seven 
cities, the larger and central portion belonging to Chalkis anq 
Eretria. But the extensive mountain lands, applicable only for 
pastures in the summer-for thy most part public. lands, let out 
for pasture to ·such proprietors as had the means of i:n:oviding 
winter sustenance elsewhere for their cattle,--were never visited· 
by any one except the· shepherds. They were hardly better 

. known to the citizens resident in Chalkis and Eretria than if 
t,hey had been situated on the other side of the JEgean.5 

1 Diodor. xiii. 47. . 
2 Kallimachus, Hymlf. ad Delum, 289, with Spanheim's note; -Theognis, 

v. 888 ; Theophrao;t. Hist. Plant. 8, 5· 
See Leake, Travels in Northern Greece, vol. ii. ch. 14, p. 254 seq. 

The passage of Theognis leads to t~e belief that Kerinthus formed' part of 
the ~erritory of Chalkis. · 

' 3 Sky lax (c. 59) treats the island of Skyrus as opposite to Eretria, the 
territory of which must therefore have 'inCluded a portion of the eastern 
coast of Eubcea, as well as "the western. He 'recognises only four cities in 
the island-Karystus, Eretria, Chalkis, and Hestirea. 

4 Mannert, Geograph. Gr. Rom. part viii. book i. c. 16, p. 248; 
Strabo, x. P· 445-449· . 

ti The seventh Oration of Dio Chrysostom, which describes his shipwreck 
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The towns above enumerated in Eubcea, excepting Athenre 

Diades, all find a place in the Iliad. Of their history we know 
no particulars until considerably after 776 B.c. They are 
first introduced to us as Ionic, though in Homer the popula
tion are called Abantes. The Greek authors are never at a 
loss to give us the etymology of a name. While Aristotle tells 
us that the Abantes were Thracians who had passed over into 
the island from Abre in Phokis, Hesiod deduces the name of 
Eubcea from the cow I6. 1 Hellopia, a district near Histirea, 
was said to have been founded by Hellops son of Ion: 
according to others, .I.Eklus and Kothus, two Athenians,2 were 
the founders, the former of Eretria, the latter of Chal~is and 
Kerinthus : and we are told, that among the demes of Attica, 
there were two named Histirea and Eretria, from whence some 
contended that the appellations of the two Eubcean towns were 
derived. Though Herodotus represents the population of 
Styra as Dryopian, there were others who contended that the 
town had originally been peopled from Marathon and the 
Tetrapolis of Attica, partly from the deme called Steirei:s. The 
principal writers whom Strabo consulted seem to trace the 
population of Eubcea, by one means or another, to an Attic 
origin ; though there were peculiarities in the Eretrian dialect 
which gave rise to the supposition that they had been joined 
by settlers from Elis, or from the Triphylian Makistus. 

Our earliest historical intimations represent Chalkis and 

near Cape Kaphareus, on the island of Eubcea, and the shelter and 
kindness which he experienced from a poor mountain huntsman, presents 
one of the most interesting pictures remaining, of this purely rustic portion 
of the Greek population (Or. vii. p. 221 seq.)-men who never entered 
the city, and were strangers to the habits, manners, and dress there 
prevailing-men who drank milk and were clothed in skins ('ya?.a.I<To'll'6Ta.s 
i'x.v1]p, ovpt/3cha.s, Eurip. Elektr. 169), yet nevertheless (as it seems) 
possessing right of citizenship (p. 238) which they never exercised. The 
industry of the poor men visited by Dion had brought into cultivation a 
little garden and field in a desert spot near Kaphiireus. 

Two-thirds of the territory of this Euboic city cdhsisted of barren moun-
tain (p. 232); it must probably have been Karystus. • 

The high lands of Eubcea were both uninhabited and difficult of approach, 
even at the time of the battle of'Marathon, when Chalkis and Eretria had 
not greatly declined from the maximum of their power: the inhabitants of 
Eretria looked to T~ litCpa. '!'ijs Eu/3oi11s as a refuge against the Persian force 
under Datis (Herod. vii. IOo). 

1 Strabo, x. p. 445· 
2 Plutarch, Qu"'st. Grfl"c., p. zg6 ~ Strab. x. p. -446 (whose statements 

are very perplexed); Velleius Patercul. i. 4· 
According to Skymnus the Chian (v. 572), Chalkis was founded bJf 

Pandllrus son of Erechtheus, and K~rinthus by Kothlln, from Athen.~ •. 
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Eretria as the wealthiest, most powerful, and most enterprising 
Ionic· cities in European Greece-apparently surpassing 
Athens; and not inferior to Samos or· Miletus. Besides the 
fertility of the plain Lelantum,.Chalkis possessed the advantage 
of copper and iron ore-obtained in immediate proX-imity both 
to the city and to the sea-which her citizens smelted and 
converted .into arms and other implements, with a very profit
able result. The Chalkidic sword acqi.1ired a· distinctive 
renown. 1 In this mineral source of wealth several of the other 
islands shared : iron ore is found in Keos, Kythnus, . and 
Seriphus, and traces are still evident in the latter island .of 
extensive smelting formerly practisl:d. 2 Moreover in Siphnus, 
there were in early times veins of silver and gold, by which the 
inhabitants were greatly enriched ; though their -large acquisi
tions, attested by the magni~ude of .the tithe s which they 
offered at· the Delphian temple, were only of temporary 
duration, a:nd belong principally to the seventh· and . sixth 
centuries before the Chr-istian <era. The island of Naxos too 
~as at an early day wealthy and populous. Andros, Tenos, 
Keos, arid several other islands, were at one time reduced to 
~ep~ndence upoi1 Eretria: 4 'other i~lahds see~l). .to have b~en 
m hke manner dependent upon Naxos, wluch at the t)me 
immediately preceding the Ionic revolt possessed a con
siderable tnaritime force, and .could muster Booo heavy-armed 
citizens 5-a very large force for any single ·Grecian city. TJ1e 

1 Strabo, x. p. 446.-tld.p o€ Xal>.!ctOtKal thrcl.8at (Alkreus, Fragm. 7, 
Schneidewin)-Xal>.lctO<KOv 1rorfJptov (Aristophan. Equit. · 237)-c'-~er.tainly 
belongs to the Euboic Chalkis, not to the Thtakian Chalkidiki!. Boeckh, 
Staatshat:shalt. ?er ;'\t~1ener, vol. ii. p. 284, A pp~ xi., 7ites ':Xal>.Kto<~il. 1 

7rorfJpta m ail mscnptwn: compare· Steph. Byz. Xa7>.Kls.~Nav<TtKAHT1/S 
Ev{3ol11s, Homer, Hymn. Apoll. 2I9. 

2 See the mineralogical account of the islands in Fiedler (Reisen, vol. ii. 
PP· 88, II8, s·62). , . . . . . 

The copper and iron ore near Chalkis·had ceasea to be wdrked even ih 
the titne of Strabo: Fiedler indicates'the probable site·(vol. i. p. 443). 
. 

8 I;J.erodot. iii. 57. S.phnus, however, was still of. consi~e~able wealth 
a:nd Importance aJo>out 380 B. c.-see lsokrates, Or. XIX, (A<.:gm.) s. 9:-47· 

-The Siphnians, in an evil hour, committed the wrong of withholding their 
tithe : the sea soon rushed in and rentlered the mines ·e\>er afterwal'ds im-
workable (Patisan. x. I I, 2).· · · 

'4 Strabo, x. p. 448, . 
5 Herodot. v. 31. Compare the accounts of these· various islands in the 

recent voyages of Professor Ross, ·Reisen ·auf den Gl'iechischen Inseln, 
vol. i. letter 2 ; vol. ii. letter IS. ' · 

The population of Naxos is now about I I,ooo souls; that. of 1Aridros 
I5,000 (Ross, vol. i. p. 28; vol. ii. p .. 22). , 

_;But the extent and fertility of the 'Naxian plain.perfectly suffice; for that 
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military force of Eretria was not much inferior; for in the 
temple of the Amarynthian Artemis, nearly a mile from the 
city, to which the Eretrians were in the habit of marching in 
solemn procession to celebrate the festival of the goddess, 
there stood an ancient column setting forth that the procession 
had been performed by no less than 3ooo hoplites, 6oo horse
men, and 6o chariots.l The date of this inscription cannot be 
known, but it can hardly be earlier than the 45th Olympiad, or 
6oo B.c.-near about the time of the Solonian legislation. 
Chalkis was still more powerful than Eretria : both were 
in early times governed by an oligarchy, which among the 
Chalkidians was called the Hippobotre or Horsefeeders
proprietors probably of most part of the plain called Lelantum, 
and employing the adjoining mountains as summer pasture for 
their herds. The extent of their property is attested by the 
large number of 4000 Kleruchs or out-freemen, whom Athens 
quartered upon their lands, after the victory gained over them 
when they assisted the expelled Hippias in his efforts to regain 
the Athenian sceptre.2 

Confining our attention, as we now do, to the first two 
centuries of Grecian history, or the interval between 776 B.c. 
and s6o B.c., there are scarce any facts which we can produce 
to ascertain the condition of these Ionic islands. Two or 
three circumstances however may be named which go to 
confirm our idea of their early wealth and importance. 

I. The Homeric Hymn to Apollo presents to us the island 
of Delos as the centre of a great periodical festival in honour 
of Apollo, celebrated by all the cities, insular and continental, 
of the Ionic name. What the date of this hymn is, we have no 
means of determining. Thucydides quotes it without hesitation 
as the production of Homer, and doubtless it was in his time 
universally accepted as such-though modern critics concur in 
regarding both that and the other hymns as much later than 
the Iliad and Odyssey. Yet it cannot probably be later than 
6oo B.c. The description of the Ionic vi.;itors presented to us 
in this hymn is splendid and imposing. The ilumber of their 
ships, the display of their finery, the beauty of their women, the 
athletic exhibitions as well as the matches of song and dance 
-all these are represented as making an ineffaceable impression 

aggregate population of roo,ooo souls, which seems implied in the account 
of Herodotus. 

1 Strabo, !. c. 
2 Herodot. v. 77 ; Aristotles, Fragment. 1r•pl nol\.<T .. wv, ed. Neumann, 

p. III-II2: compare Aristot. Polit. iv. 3, 2. 
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on the spectator: I "the assembled Ionians look as if they were 
beyond the reach of old. age or death." Such was the magnifi
cence of which Delos was the periodical theatre, calling· faith 
the voices and poetical genius not; merely o( itinerant. bards, 
but also of the Delian maiden's in the·temple of Apollo,' during 
the century preceding s6o B.C. At !hat time ~t was~ the .gx:eat 
central festival of the Ionians in Asia and Europe; freq·uented 
by the twelve Ionic cities in and near Asia Minor, as well a·s.by 
Athens and Chalkis in Europe. It had not yet been .super
seded by the Ephesia as the exclusive festival of these Asiatic's'; 
nor had the Panathemea of Athens reached the importance 
which afterwards came to belong to them during the plenitude 
of the Athenian power. 

We find both ·Polykrates of Sainos, and Peisistratus of Athens, 
; taking a warm interest in the sanctity oLDelos and the celebrity· 
of her festival. 2 But it was partly the "rise of these two great 
Ionian despots, partly. the conquests. of the Persians in Asia ' 
Minor, which broke up the independence .. of the numerous 
petty Ionian cities, during the last .half of the sixth century 
before the Christian rera; hence the"' great festival" at Delos 
gradually declined in importance. Though·never wholly•inter
mitted, it was shorn of much of its previous_ ornament, and 
especially of that which constituted the first of all ornaments 
-the crowd of joyous visitors. · And Thucydides, when. h~ 
notices the attempt made by the Athenians during the. PeJo
ponnesian war, in the height of their naval supremacy; to.revive 
the D~lian festival, quotes the Homeric· Hymn to Apollo as a 
certificate of its foregone and long-forgotten splendour. w.e 
perceive that even he could ·find no better evidence than this 
hymn, for Grecian transactions of a century anterior to Peisis~ 
tratus-and we may therefore judge how imperfectly tlie history 
of this period . was .known to the men who took part in the 
Peloponnesian war. The hymn is. exceedingly precious as an 
historical document, because it attests· to us a transitory: glory 
and extensive associat.ion ·of the Ionic Greeks on both sides of 
the JEgean Sea, ~hich the conquests. of ,the Lydians first,· and 
of the Persians afterwards, overthrew-a time when the hair of 
the· wealthy Athenian was 'decorated with golden ornaments, 

~ ~ . ' 

1 Hom. Hymn. A polL Dei. 146-176; Thucyd. Iii. !04.....: 
4>a.{7J tt' 0.0aJi0:TOVS' ICO.l O.'Pipwt; i~J.tJ.EVat ate{, 
tiOr; T6T' E1ravn&.uet" OT" 'Iaovet; ci.Op6ot eTev• 
ITcivrwv yO.p Kev i:8.otTO x&.pw, "Tfpi/JatTO &e Ovp.6v, 
• AvOpat; .,.. ei.o-Op6wv, ~eahAt~Wvovr; Te yvva'tKat;, ·. 
Nfjtir; T' WKr::lar;, ~o· aVTWv XP~J.la:TO. ffoAAO... ! 

2 Thucyd. iii. 104. • 
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and his tunic made of linen,1 like that of the Milesians and 
Ephesians, instead of the more sober costume and woollen 
clothing which he subsequently copied from Sparta and Pelo
ponnesus-a time too when the Ionic name had not yet 
contracted that stain of effeminacy and cowardice which stood 
imprinted upon it in the time of Herodotus and Thucydides, 
and which grew partly out of the subjugation of the Asiatic 
Ionians by Persia, partly out of the antipathy of the Pelo~ 
ponnesian Dorians to Athens. The author of the Homeric 
Hymn, in describing the proud Ionians who thronged in his 
day to the Delian festival, could hardly have anticipated a time 
to come when the name Ionian would become a reproach, 
such as the European Greeks, to whom it really belonged, 
were desirous of disclaiming.2 

2. Another illustrative fact in reference both to the Ionians 
generally, and to Chalkis and Eretria in particular, during the 
century anterior to Peisistratus,-is to be found in the war 
between these two cities respecting the fertile plain Lelantum 
which lay between them. In general, it appears, these two 
important towns maintained harmonious relations. But there 
were some occasions of dispute, and one in particular, wherein 
a formidable war ensued between them, several allies joining 
with each. It is remarkable that this was the only war known 
to Thucydides, (anterior to the Persian conquest,) which had 
risen above the dignity of a mere quarrel between neighbours; 
and in which so many different states manifested a disposition 
to interfere, as to impart to it a semi-Hellenic character.3 

Respecting the allies of each party on this occasion we know 
only, that the Milesians lent assistance to Eretria, and the 
Samians, as well as the Thessalians and the Chalkidic colonies 
in Thrace, to Chalkis. A column, still visible during the time 
of Strabo in the temple of the Amarynthian Artemis near 
Eretria, recorded the covenant entered into mutually by the 
two belligerents, to abstain from missiles, and to employ 
nothing but hand-weapons. The Eretrjans are said to have 
been superior in horse, but they were vanquished in the battle : 

1 Thucyd. i. 6. lltil. 'TO &!3polllat'Tor, &c. 
2 Herodot. i. 143. Ol /-'Ell vuv ll..\.\ot ~lowes 1<al ol 'A6rwa!ot ltpv')'OII 'TO 

ollvo/-'a, ov {3ov.\61-'evot ~lwves I<EI<Ai)<r6ctt-an assertion unquestionable with 
reference to the times immediately preceding Herodotus, but not equally 
admissible inreJi,<ardto the earlier times. Compare"Thucyd. i. 124 (with the 
Scholium), and also v. 9; viii. 25. 

s Thucyd. i. 15. The second Messenian war cannot have appeared to 
Thucydides as having enlisted so many allies on each side as Pausanias 
represents. 
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the tomb of Kleomachus of Pharsalus, a distinguished warrior 
who had perished in the cause of the Chalkidians, was erected 
in the agora of Chalkis. We know nothing of the date, the 
duration, or the particulars of this war; 1 but it seems that the 
Eretrians were 'vorsted, though their city always maintained its 
dignity as the second state in the island. Chalkis was decidedly 
the first, and continued to be flourishing, populou,s and com: 
mercia!, long after it had lost its political importance, throughout 
all the period of Grecian independent history.2 , 

3· Of the importance of Chalkis and Eretria, during the 
seventh and part of the eighth century before the Christian . 
rera,. we gather other evidences-partly in. the numerous ·· 
colonies founded by them (to which I shall advert in a 
subsequent chapter),-partly in the prevalence throughout a 
large portion of Greece, of the Euboic scale of weight and 
money. What the quantities and proportions of this scale 

. were, has been first shown by M. Boeckh in his ' Metrologie.' 
-It was of Eastern origin, and the gold collected by Dareius in 
_tribute throughout the vast Persian empire was ordered to be 
delivered in Euboic talents. Its divisions-the talent equal to 
6o minre, the mina equal to xoo drachms, the drachm equal to 
6 obols-were the same as those of the scale ca]led JEgimean, 
introduced by Pheidon of Argos. But the six obols of. the 
Euboic drachm contained a weight of silver equal o'nly to five 
JEginrean obols, so that the Euboic denominations-drachm, 
mina, and talent-were equal only to five-sixths of ,the same 
denominations"in the JEginrean·scale. It was the Euboic scale 
which prevailed at Athens before the debasement introduced 
by Solon; whicq debasement (amounting to about 27 per cent., 
as has been mentioned in a previous chapter), created a third 
scale called the Attic, distinct both from the JEginrean and 

/ 
1 Strabo,_viii. p. 448; Herodot. v. 99; Plutarch, Amator. p. 760~ 

valuable by the reference to Aristotle. , 
Hesiod passed over from Askra to Chalkis; (on the occasion of the 

funeral games celebrated t>y the sons of Amphidamas in honour of their 
deceased father,} and.gained a tripod as prize by,his song or recital (Opp. 
Di. 656): According to the Scholia, Amphidamas was king of Chall<is, 
who perished in the war against Eretria respecting Lelantum. · But it 
appears that Plutarch threw out the lines· as spurious,· though he. acknow
ledges Amphidamas as a vigorous champion of Chalkis in this war. -~ee. 
Septem' Sapient. Conviv. c. 10, p. 153. . · 

This visit of Hesiod to Chalk is was represented as the Scene of hjs, 
poetical competition with and victory over Homer {see the Certamen H01n. 
et l-Ies. p. 315, ed. Gottl.). 

2 See the striking description of Chalkis given by_ Dikrearchus in t/1e 
Iilos 'Ei\i\alios (Fragment. p. 146, ed. Fuhr}. 
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Euboic-standing to the former in the ratio of 3 : 5, and to the 
latter in the ratio of 18: 25. It seems plain that the Euboic 
scale was adopted by the Ionians through their intercourse with 
the Lydians 1 and other Asiatics, and that it became naturalised 
among · their cities under the name of the Euboic, because 
Chalkis and Eretria were the most actively commercial states 
in the h:gean-just as the superior commerce of .&:gina, among 
the Dorian states, had given to the scale introduced by Pheidon 
of Argos the name of h:gimean. The fact of its being so 
called indicates a time when these two Eubc:ean cities surpassed 
Athens in maritime power and extended commercial relations, 
and when they stood among the foremost of the Ionic cities 
throughout Greece. The Euboic scale, after having been 
debased by Solon in reference to coinage and money, still 
continued in use at Athens for merchandise. The Attic 
mercantile mina retained its primitive Euboic weight.2 

CHAPTER XIII 

ASIATIC IONIANS 

THERE existed at the commencement of histoncal Greece in 
776 B.c., besides the Ionians in Attica and the Cyclades, twelve 
Ionian cities of note on or near the coast of Asia Minor, besides 
a few others less important. Enumerated from south to north, 
they stand-Miletus, Myus, Priene, Samos, Ephesus, Kolophon, 
Lebedus, Teos, Erythne, Chios, Klazomenre, Phokrea. 

That these cities, the great ornament of the Ionic name, were 
founded by emigrants from European Greece, there is no reason 
to doubt. How or when they were founded, we have no history · 
to tell us : the legend, which has already been set forth in a 
preceding chapter, gives us a great event called the Ionic 
migration, referred by chronologists to .one special year, 140 

years after the Trojan war. This massive grouping belongs to 
the character of legend. The h:olic and Ion"ic emigrations, as 
well as the Dorian conquest of Peloponnesus, are each invested 
with unity and imprinted upon the imagination as the results of 
a single great impulse. But such is not the character of the 
historical coionies-:- ·when. we come to relate the Italian and 
Sicilian emigrations, it will appear tha( each colony has its own 
separate nativity and causes of existence. In the case of the 

1 Herodot. i. 94· 2 See Boeckh's Metrologie, c. 8 and 9· 
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Ionic emigration, this large scale of legendary conception. is 
more than usually conspicuous·, since to that event is ascribed 
the foundation or re-peopling both of th~ Cyclades and of the 
Asiatic Ionian cities. ' · 

Euripides treats Ion,1 the son of Kreusa by Apollo, as the, 
planter of these latter cities. But the more current" form of the · 
legend assigns that honour. to the sons of Kodrus, two of whom 
are especially named, corresponding to the two greatest of the 
:ten continental Ionic cities: Androklus as founder of Ephesus, 
:Neileus of Miletus. These two towns are both described as 
founded directly from Athens. The others seem rather to 
be separate settlements, neither consisting of Athenians, .rior 
'emanating "from Athens, but adopting the characteristic Ionic 
festival of the Apaturia and (in part at least) the Ionic tribes
ana receiving princes from the Kodrid families at Ephesus .or 
·Miletus, as a condition of being admitted into the .{'an-Ionic 
confederate festival. The poet Mimnernius ascribed the founda
tion of. his native city KolophOn to emigrants from Pylus in 
Peloponnesus, under Andrremon : Teos was settled by Miriyre 
of Orchomenus, under'Athamas: Klazomenre by settlers Jrom 
Kleonre and Phlius, Phokrea by Phokians, Priene in large 
portion by Kadmeians from Thebes. And with regard to the 
powerful islands of Chios and Samos, it does not appear that 
their native authors-the Chian poet· Ion or the· San1ian poet 
Asius-ascribed to them a pop.ulation emanating from Athens. 
Nor could Pausanias make out frOI)-1 the poems of Ion how it 
happe11ed that Chios came to form a part of the Ionic federat_ion. 2 

Herodotus especially dwells upon the number ofGrecian'tribes 
and raceswho contributed to supply the population of the twelve 
Ionic cities-Minyre from Orchomenus, Kadmeiaris, Dryopians, 
Phokians, . ,Molossians, Arkadian Pelasgians, Dorians froin 
Epidaurus, and "several other sections " of Greeks. Moreover 
he particularly singles out the Milesians, as claiming for them-, 
selves the truest ·Ionic· blood, and as having started from the 
Prytaneium at Athens.; thus plainly implying his belief that the. 
majority at _least. of the remaining settlers did not take their 
departure from the same hearth.3 · 

1 Euripid. Ion, 74· KTlcr-rop' 'Acruf.oos xBov6s. 
2 Pausan .. vii; 4> 6. TocravTa. elp'1/1<6"Ta. ~. Xlotis "Iwva evplcriCW' ob }LEVTOt 

~ICeLv& ")'E etp1]1C€, ~ea.fJ' nv~nva alTlav XLo, TEi\oiiO'tJI Es Niwvcis. . 
Respecting Samos, and its primitive Karian inhabitants, displaced by 

Patrokl@s and Tembri6n at the head of Greci:m emigrants, see Etymol. 
~1ag. v. 'AcrTv7rci.ll.ata. · · • 

3 Herodot; i. 146. brel, lhs "'E f-rt p.ai\1\ov oliToi (i .. e. the inhabitants: 
)[the Pan-Ionic Dodekapolis) "lwvls elcrt Twv tX!\1\wv 'I~vwv, 'I) Kci.ll.ll.t6> n 
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But the most striking information w&ich Herodotus conveys 

to us is, the difference of language or dialect which marked 
these twelve cities. Milettts, Myus and Priene, all situated on 
the soil of the Karians, had one dialect : Ephesus, Kolophon, 
Lebedus, Teas, Klazomenre and Phokrea, had a dialect common 
to all, but distinct from that of the three preceding : Chios an\i 
Erythrre exhibited a third dialect, and Samos by itself a fourth. 
The historian does not content himself with simply noting such 
quadruple variety of speech; he employs very strong terms to·' 
express the degree of dissimilarity .I The testimony of Herodotus> 
as to these dialects is of course indisputable. 

Instead of one great Ionic emigration, then, the statemen.t~ 
above cited conduct us rather to the supposition of ma.ny· 
separate and successive settlements, formed by Greeks of. 
different sections, mingling with and modified by pre-existing· 
Lydians and Karians, and subsequently allying themselves with 
Miletus and Ephesus into the so-called Ionic Amphiktyony. 
As a condition of this union, they are induced to adopt among 
their chiefs, princes of the Kodrid gens or family; who are 
called sons of Kodrus, but who are not for that reason to 
be supposed necessarily contemporary with Andr,oklus or 
Neileus. 

The chiefs selected by some of the cities are said to have 
been Lykians,2 of the heroic family ofGlaukus and Bellerophon: 
there were other cities wherein the Kodrids and the Glaukids 
-y•-yova<T<, /.l.wp£1/ 'll"ali.A.'l] 71.€-y<tv • Tow" A[3u.vTEs p.ev <~ Eb/3o!ns •lcrlv ol11< €A.axi<TT1/ 
p.o'ipa, Toicrt 'Ioovl1}s p.ETa oVOf ToV Ov6p.aTos oUOb,· 1\'lwVat .. Of 'OpxotJ.Evtot 
?J.va/.l.EP,lxa'Ta<, ICctl KctD/.l.ELO<, l<ctl Ap~O'II"ES, /Cctl <l>WICEES cmol'i&.<T/.1.101, /Cctl Moll.ocrcrui, 
1<al 'Ap1<&.o•s Tiell.au-yo(, ""' Awp<E<S 'E7r<OctVpw<, lti\A.a 'TE fOvea 1roi\i\O. 
&vap.ep.lxa-rat. ot 0€ alrrEwv, &:rrb TOV npu-ravr{l'ou Toil 'Athwa(wv Opp.n8Ewres, 
Kal vop.l(ovTes ')'EVJiat6TaTot elvat 'Icbvwv, olJTot 0€ oil ')'VVaLKct.S 1ryd:yovro els 
0.1rouri?w, &.A.Att Kaelpa.s tuxov, TWv Ecp6veuuav Toils ')'OVEos • . . TaVTa 0€ .;jv 
-yw&,....va tv M<A.-h'Trp. 

The polemical tone, in which this remark of Herodotus is delivered, 
is explained by Dahlmann on the supposition that it was destined to 
confute certain boastful pretensions of the Milesian Hekatreus (see Bahr, 
ad loc., and Klausen ad Hekat<ei Frag. 225). • 

The test of Ionism, according to the statement of Herodotus, is, that 
a city should derive its origin from Athens, and that it "should celebrate the 
solemnity of the Apaturia (i. 147). But we must construe both these tests 
with indulgence. Ephesus and Kolophon were Ionic, though neither of them 
celebrated the Apaturia. And the colony might be formed under the 
auspices of Athens, though the settlers were neither natives, nor eyen 
of kindred race with the natives, of Attica. 

1 Herod. i. · 142. Ephesus, Ko!oph6n, Lebedus, Tees, Klazomen~, 
Phokrea-aliTa< a/ '11"671.E<s Tj)cr< 7rp&TEpov A.exOei<Tp<T< O/.l.oll.o-yeovcr< 1<ti'Ta 
-yll.w<T<Tav ob5ev, cr¢l 5e IJ!.l.o¢wviov<T<. 

2 Herodot. i. 146. 
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. were chiefs conjointly. • Respecting the dates of these separate 
settlements, we cannot give any account, for they lie beyond the 

·commencement of authentic history. We see. some ground for 
believing that most of them existed for some time previous to 

. 776 B.<::., but at what date the federative solemnity uniting the· 
• twelve cities was commenced, we do not know. . 
• The account of Herodotus shows us that these colonies were 
composed of mixed sections of Greeks;~an important circum
·hance in estimating their character .. Such was usually the case 
hTore or less in respect to all emigrations. Hence the establish
}~1ents thus planted contracted at once, generally speaking, both 
1'nore activity·-and more instability than was seen among those 

.)}reeks who remained at home, among who in the old. habitual' 
' :outine had hot been counterworked by any marked diange of 
. place or of social relations. For in a new colony it· became • 
.. necessary to alter the classification 9f the citizens, to rarige them· 
together in fresh military and civil divisions, and to adopt new 
characteristic sacrifices and religious ceremonies as bqnds .of 
union among all the citizens conjointly. At the first outset .of 
a colony, moreo,v'er, there were inevitable difficulties to' be 
surmounted which imposed upon its leading men the necessity 
of energy and forethought-more especially in regard to maritime· 
affairs, on which not O!!ly their connexion with the countrymen 
whom they had left behind, but also their means of establishing 
advantageous relations with the population of the interior, 
depended. At the same time, . the new arrangements indis
pensable among the colonists were far from working always 
harmoniously: dissension and partial secessions were not un
frequent occurrences. And· what has been called the :!:nobility 

·of the tonic race, as compared with the Doric, is to be ascribed 
-in a great'measure to this mixture of races and external stimulus 

.:uising out of expatriation. For there is no trace of:it in Attica 
.anterior to Solon ; while on the other hand, the Doric colonies 
pf Korkyra and Syracuse exhibit a population not less excit
able than the Ionic to.,vns gei1erally,1 and much more so than 
~the ·Ionic colonl' of Massalia. The remarkable commercial 
'.enterprise, which will be seen to characterise Miletus, Samos 
;and· Phoka!a, belongs but little to anything connected with the 
flonic temperament. . · · ,. 
1 All the Ionic towns, except Klazomeha! and Phoka!a, ar.e repre
;sented to qave been founded on some. pre-existing settlements 

1 Thucyd. vi. 17, about the Sicifian Greeks~6xX.o•s .,.e .Yap ~v~l-'[".,.o•s 
1roX.vu.vi!povaw u.l m5X.Hs, «u.l pqolu.s txovaT Tow ·7ro'X.tTwv .,.Q.s· fieTa{Jox.h «al· 
hr:_oox&.s. 
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of Karians, Lelegians, Kretans, Lydiaons, or Pelasgians.l In 
some cases these previous inhabitants were overcome, slain, 
or expelled; in others they were accepted as fellow-residents, 
so that the Grecian cities, thus established, acquired a con
siderable tinge of Asiatic customs and feelings. What is related 
by Herodotus respecting the first establishment of Neileus and 
his emigrants at Miletus is in this point of view remarkable. 
They took out with them no women from Athens (the historian 
says), but found wives in the Karian women of the place, whose 
husbands and fathers they overcame and put to death; and the 
women, thus violently seized, manifested their repugnance by 
taking a solemn oath among themselves that they would never 
eat with their new husbands, nor ever call them by their personal , 
names. This same pledge they imposed upon their daughters ; 
but how long the practice lasted we are not informed. We may 
suspect from the language of the historian that traces of it were 
visible even in his day, in the family customs of the Milesians. 
The population of this greatest of the Ionic towns must thus 
have been half of Karian breed. It is to be presumed that what 
is true of Neileus and his companions would be found true also 
respecting most of the maritime colonies of Greece, and that 
the vessels which took them out would be scantily provided with 
women. But on this point unfortunately we are left without 
information. 

The worship of Apollo Didymreus, at Branchidre near Miletus 
-that of Artemis, near Ephesus-and that oftheApollo Klarius, 
near Kolophon-seems to have existed among the native Asiatic 
population before the establishment of either ofthese three cities. 
To maintain such pre-existing local rites was not less congenial 
to the feelings than beneficial to the interests, of the Greeks. All 
the three establishments acquired increased celebrity under 
Ioriic administration, contributing in their turn to the prosperity 
of the towns to which they were attached. Miletus, Myfis, and 
Priene were situated on or near the productive plain of the river 
Mreander; while Ephesus was in like m1lJ.lner planted near the 
mouth of the Kai:ster, thus immediately COIJlmunicating with 
the productive breadth of land separating Mount Tm6lus on the 
north from Mount Messogis on the south, through which that 
river runs : Kolophon is only a very few miles north of the 
same river. Possessing the best means of communication with 
the interior, these three towns seem to have thriven with greater 
rapidity than the rest; and they, together with the neighbouring 
island. of Sai!l_os, constituted in early times the strength of the 

1 See Raoul Roch~tte, Histoire des Colonies Grecq~es, b. iv .. c; ro, p. 93· 
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Pan-Ionic Amphiktyon:Ji. The situation ofthe sacred precinct 
of Poseidon (where this festival was celebrated), on the north 
side of the promontory of Mykale, near Priene, and between 
Ephesus and Miletus, seems to show that these towns formed 
the primitive centre to which the other Ionian settlements 
became gradually aggregated. For it was by no means a 
centrical site with reference to all the twelve ; so that Thales of -
Miletus-who at a subsequent period recommended a more 
intimate political union between the .twelve Ionic towns, and 
the establishment of a common government to manage their 
collective affairs-indicated Te6s,1 and not Priene, as the suit
able place for it. Moreover it seems that the Pan-Ionic festival, 2 

though still' formally continued, had lost its i!I!portance before 
the time of Thucydides, and had become practically superseded 
by the f~sti;val of the Ephesia, near Ephesus, where the cities of 
Ionia found<a more attractive plaee of meeting. · 

An island dose adjoining to the coast, or an outlying tongue 
of land· connected with the continent by a narrow isthmus, and 
presenting so,me hill sufficient for an acropolis, seem. to have 
been considered as the most favourable situations for Grecian 
colonial settlement. To one or other of these descriptions 
most of the Ionic cities conform.8 The city ofMiletus at the 
height of its power had four separate harbours, formed probably 
by the aid- of the island of Lade and, one or two islets which 
lay close off against .it. The Karian or Kretan establishment, 
which the Ionic colonists found on their arrival and conquered, 
was situated on an eminence overhanging the sea, and became 
:tfterwards known by the name of Old Miletus, at a time when 
the new Ionic town had been extended down to the waterside and 
rendered maritime.4 The teJ;ritory of this important city seems 

-_to have comprehended bo.th the southern promontory called-

1 Herodot. i. I 70. 
2 Both Diodorus (xv. 49) and Dionysius of Halika:massus (A. R. iv. 25) 

;peak as if the convocation or festival had .been formally transferred to · 
Ephesus, in consequence of the insecurity of the meetings near Mykal~; 
Strabo on the contrary sp~aks of the Pan-Ionia as if they were still in his 
time celebrated in the original spot (xiv. p. 636~638) under the care of the 
Prieneans. The formal transfer is not .probable : Thucydides (iii. ro4) 
proves that in his time the festh;al of Ephesia was practically the Pan-Ionic 
rendezvous, though Herodotus does not seem to have conceived it as such. 
3ee Guhl, Ephesiaca, part iii. p. II7 ; and K; F. Hermann, Gottesdienst
.iche Alterthiimer der Griechen, c. 66, p. 343· 

3 The site of Miletus is .. best indicated by Arrian, i. r9-20 ; see that 
>f Ph6krea, Erytlme, Myonnesus, Klazomen~, Koloph6n, Tees (Strabo, xiv. 
>. 644-645 ; Pausan. vii. 3, 2; Livy, xxxvii. 27-3r ; Thucyd. viii. 3I). , 

4 Strabo, xiv. p. 635. 
VOL IlL 0 
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Poseidium and the greater part of the northern promontory of 
Mykale,1 reaching on both sides of the river Mreander. The 
inconsiderable town of Myus 2 on the southern bank of the 
Mreander, an offset seemingly formed by the secession of some 
Milesian malcontents under a member of the Neleid gens 
named Kydrelus, maintained for a long time its autonomy, but 
was at length absorbed into the larger unity of Miletus; its 
swampy territory having been rendered uninhabitable by a 
plague of gnats. Priene acquired an importance, greater than 
naturally belonged to it, by its immediate vicinity to the holy 
Pan-Ionic temple and its function of administering the sacred 
rites 3-a dignity which it probably was only permitted to enjoy 
in consequence of the jealousies of its greater neighbours 
Miletus, Ephesus, and Samos. 4 The territories of these Grecian 
cities seem to have been interspersed with Karian villages, 
probably in the condition of subjects. 

It is rare to find a genuine Greek colony established at any 
distance from the sea; but the two Asiatic towns called Mag
nesia form exceptions to this position-one situated on the 
south side of the Mreander, or rather on the river Lethreus, 
which runs into the Mreander; the other more northerly, 
adjoining to the .LEalie Greeks, on the northern declivity of 
Mount Sipylus, and near to the plain of the river Hermus. The 
settlement of both these towns dates before the period of history. 
The tale 5 which we read affirms them to be settlements from 
the Magnetes in Thessaly, formed by emigrants who had first 
passed into Krete, under the orders of the Delphian oracle, and 
next into Asia, where they are said to have extricated the Ionic 
and ..tEolic colonists, then recently arrived, from a position of 
danger and calamity. By the side of this story, which can 
nei'ther be verified nor contradicted, it is proper to mention 
the opinion of Niebuhr, that both these towns of Magnesia are 
remnants of a· primitive Pelasgic population, akin to, but not 
emigrants from, the Magnetes of Thessaly-Pelasgians whom 

1 Strabo, xiv. p. 633 ; Herod. ix. 97-99· To • lla<rloEtov ,..;;;" M<A.n<J'lwv. 
Strabo, xiv. p 651. • 

2 Strabo, xiv. p. 636; Vitruvius, iv. I ; Polyren . ..,;ii. 35· 
3 Strabo, xiv. p. 636-638. 
4 Thucyd. i. n6. 
G Conon, Narrat. 29 ; Strabo, xiv. p. 636-647. , 
The story in Parthenius about Leukippus, leader Twv ~EI<C1.Tev8lwrwv l~t 

if>~p'T/S ~w' 'Aop.~Tov, who came to the Ephesian territory and acquired 
possession of the place called Kretinreon by the treachery of Leukophrye,: 
daughter of Mandrolytos, whether truth or romance, is one of the notice~ 
of Thessalian migmtiop int!> U10se parts (l'arthen. Narrat. 6). : 
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he supposes to have oC€upied both the valley of the Hermus 
,and that of the Kalster, anterior to the .iEolic and Ionic migra
tions. In support of this opinion, it may be stated that there 
were towns bearing the Pelasgic name of Larissa, both near the 
Hermus and near the Mreander; Menekrates of Elrea consid
ered the Pelasgians as having once occupied most part of that 
coast; and 0. Muller even conceives the Tyrrhenians to have 
been Pelasgians from Tyrrha, a town in the interior of Lydia 
south of Tmolus. The point is one upon which we have not 
sufficient evidence to advance beyond conjecture.1 ' 

Of the Ionic towns, with which our real knowledge of Asia 
Minor begins, Miletus 2 was the most powerful. Its celebrity 

· was derived not merely from its own wealth and population, 
but also from the extraordinary number of its colonies, estab
lished principally in the Propontis and Euxine, and amounting, 

1as we are told by some authors, to not less than 7 5 or So. 
·Respecting these colonies I shall speak p~esently, in treating of 
j the general colonial expansion of Greece during the eighth and 
:\seventh centuries B.C. : at present it is sufficient to notice, that 
r the islands of Ikarus and Lerus, 3 not far from Samos and the 
: Ionic coast generally, were among the places planted with 
,i Milesian settlers. · 
f The colonisation of Ephesus by Androklus appear's to be 
I connected with the Ionic occupation of Samos, so far as the 

1 Strabo, xiii. 'p. 621. See Niebuhr, Kleine Historische Schriften, p 371 ; 
. 0. MUller, Etrusker, Einleitung, ii. 5, p~ So. The evidence on which 
i MUller's conjecture is built seems however unusually slen.der, and the 
identity of Trrrhenos and Torrhebos, or the supposed confusion of the one 

~ with the other, is in no way made out. Pelasgians are spoken of in Tralles 
'and Aphrodisias as well as in Ninoe (Steph: Byz. v. Ntv671), but this name 
' seems destined to present nothing but problems and delusions. 
~ Respecting Magnesia on the Mreander, consult Aristot. ap. Athen. iv. 
l p. 173,. who calls .the town a colony from Delphi. But the intermediate 

settlement of these c.olonists in Krete, or even the reality of any town 
[called Magnesia in Krete, appears very questionable : Plato's statement 
( (Legg. iv. 702; xi. 919) &an hardly be taken as any evidence. Compare 
Q 0. M~!~ler, H.~story of the Doria~s, book ii. . .ch. 3; Hoeckh, . ~reta, 
j book m. vol. u. p. 413. MUller gtves these "Sagen" too much m the 
ilstyle of real facts: tire worship of Apollo at Magnesia on the Mreander 
: (!'aus. x. 32, 4) cannot be thaught to prove much, considering how exten
\.stvely that god was worshipped along the Asiatic coast, from Lykia to 
t'Troas. 
I . The great antiquity of this Grecian e.stablishment was recognised in the 
1 time of the Roman emperors ; see Inscnpt. No. 2910 in Boeckh, Corp. Ins. 
r 2 •r.,v£11s 1rp6ux11f'a. (Herodot. v. 28). . • 

I. 
8 Strabo, xiv. p. 635. Ikarus or Ikaria however appears in later times 

I as belonging to Samos and used only for pasture (Strabo, p. 639 ; x. p. 488). 
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confused statements which we find •enable us to discern. 
Androklus is said to have lingered upon that island for a long 
time, until the oracle vouchsafed to indicate to him what 
particular spot to occupy on the continent. At length, the 
indication being given, he planted his colonists at the fountain 
of Hypelreon and on a portion o( the hill of Koressus, within a 
short distance of the temple and sanctuary of Artemis ; whose 
immediate inhabitants he respected and received as brethren, 
while he drove away for the most part the surrounding Lele
gians and Lydians. The population of the new town of 
Ephesus was divided into three tribes,-the pre-existing inhab
itants, or Ephesians proper, the Bennians, and the Euonymeis, 
so named (we are told) from the deme Euonymus in Attica.l 
So much did the power of Androklus increase, that he was 
enabled to conquer Samos, and to expel from it the prince 
Leogorus. Of the retiring Samians, a part are said to have 
gone to Samothrace and to have there established them~elves ; 
while another portion acquired possession of Marathesium near 
Ephesus, on the adjoining continent of Asia Minor, from 
whence, after a short time, they recovered their island, compel
ling Androklus to return to Ephesus. It seems, however, that 
in the compromise and treaty which ensued, they yielded pos
session of Marathesium to Androklus,2 and confined themselves 
to Anrea, a more southerly district farther removed from the 
Ephesian settlement, and immediately opposite to the island of 
Samos. Androklus is said to have perished in a battle fought 
for the defence of Priene, which town he had come to aid 
against an attack of the Karians. His dead body was brought 
from the field and buried near the gates of Ephesus, where the 
tomb was yet shown during the days of Pausanias. But a 
sedition broke out against his sons after him, and the malcon
tents strengthened their party by inviting reinforcements from 
Teos and Karina. The struggle which ensued terminated in 
the discontinuance of the kingly race and the establishment of 
a republican government-the descendan:s of Androklus being 
allowed to retain both considerable honorary JJrivileges and the 
hereditary priesthood of the Eleusinian Demeter. The newly
received inhabitants were enrolled in two new tribes, making in 
all five tribes, which appear to have existed throughout the 
historical times at Ephesus.8 It appears too that a certain 

1 Kreophylus ap. Athen. viii. p. 361 ; Ephor. Fragm. 32, eel. Marx ; 
Stephan. Byz, v. B~vva : see Guhl, Ephesiaca, p. 29. 

2 Pausan. vii. 4, 3· 
8 The account of Ephorus ap. Steph. Byz. v. Bovva, attests at least the 
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number of- fugitive pr~prietors from Samos found admission -
among the Ephesians and received the freedGm of the city ; 
and the part of the city in which they resided ·acquired the 
name of Sam9rna or Smyrna, by which name it was still known 
in the time of the-satirical poet Hipponax, about 530 B.c.1 

Such are the stories which we find respecting the infancy of 
the Ionic Ephesus. The fact of its increase and of· its 'con
siderable acquisitions of territory, at the expense of the neigh
bouring Lydians,2 is at least indisputable .. It does not appear 
to have been ever very powerful or enterprising at sea. Few 
maritime colonies owed their origin .to its citizens. But its· 
situation near the mouth and the fertile plain of the Kalster 
was favourable both to the multiplication of'its inland depend
encies and to its trade with the ·'inte~ior. A despot named 
Pythagoras is said to have subverted by stratagem the previous 
government of the town, at some period before Cyrus, and to 
have ex~rcised power for a certain time with great cruelty. 8 -It 
is worthy of remark, that we find no trace of the existence of 
the four Ionic tribes' at Ephesus; and this, when coupled with 
the ·fact that neither Ephesus nor Kolophon solemnised the 
peculiar Ionic festiyal of the Apaturia, is one among other 
indications that the Ephesian population had .little community 
of race with Athens,· though the CEkist may have be!'n of heroic 
Athenian family. Guhl attempts to s]:low, on mistaken grounds, 
tha,t .the· Greek settlers at Ephesus were mostly of Arkadian 
origin.4 ·" , " · , 

Kolophon-about fifteen -miles north •of Ephesus, and 

existence of the fi-ve tribes at'. Ephesus, whether his account of their origin 
and primitive history be well-founded or not. See also Strabo, xiv. p. 633; 
Steph. Byz. v. EbawvfLia. Karene or Karine is' in A!:olis, near Pitana and 
Gryneium (Herod. vii. 42; St~ph. Byz. Kap1w?l)· . 

1 Stephan. Byz. v. 'lci./Lopva ; Hesych. 'lafLOVia; Athenreus, vi. p. 267 ; 
Hippi'lnax, Fragm. 32, Schneid. ; Strabo, xiv. p. ·633; Some however 
said that the vii:us of 'Ephesus, called Smyrna, _derived its name from· 
an Amazon. 

2 Strabo,. xiv. p. 62<?. . 
3 Bato ap. Suidas, v. Ifv8a')'Opas. In this _article of Suidas, however; it is 

stated that-~' the Ephesian Pythagoras put down by mea'ns of a crafty plot 
the governn1ent of those .,vho Were called the Basi/ida."· Now Aristotle_ 
talks (P?lit. v. 5, 4) of the oligarchy of the Basilidre at Erythrre. It is 
hardly hkely that there should have been an oligarchy called by that same 
name both at Erythrre and Ephesus: there is here some confusion between 
Erythrre and Ephesus which we are unable. to clear up. Bato of Sini'lpe 
wrote a book 7repl -r,wv lv 'Ecplci-cp 'l'vpcl.vvwv (Athenreus, vii. p. 289). 

4• Guhl; Ephesiaca, cap. ii. s. 2, p. 28. The passage which he cites in 
Aristeides (Or. xlii. p. 523) refers not to Ephesus, but to. Pergamus, and to
the myth~ Qf Auge and Telephus: compare ibid. p. 251 •. 
\ 0 2 . 
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divided from the territory of the lat~r by the preClpitous 
mountain range called Gallesium-though a member of the 
Pan-Ionic Amphiktyony, seems to have had no lbnic origin. 
It recognised neither an Athenian <Ekist nor Ath.enian inhabi
tants. The Kolophonian poet Mimnermus tells us that the 
CEkist of the place was the Pylian · Andrremon, and that the 
settlers were Pylians from Peloponnesus. "We quitted (he 
says) Pylus, the city of Neleus, and passed in our vessels to 
the much-desired Asia. There, with the insolence of superior 
force, and employing from the beginning cruel violence, we 
planted ourselves in the tempting KolophOn." 1 This descrip
tion of the primitive Kolophonian settlers, given with Homeric 
simplicity, forcibly illustrates the account given by Herodotus 
of the proceedings of Neileus at Miletus. The establishment 
of Andrremon must have been effected by force, and by the 
dispossession of previous inhabitants, leaving probably their 
wives and daughters as a prey to the victors. The city of 
Kolophon seems to have been situated about two miles inland; 
having a fortified port called Notium, not joined to it by long 
walls as the Peirreeus was to Athens, but completely distinct. 
There were times in which this port served the K olophonians 
as a refuge, when their upper town was assailed by, Persians 
from the interior. But the inhabitants of Notium occasionally 
manifested inclinations to act as a separate community, and 
dissensions thus occurred between them and the people in 
Kolophon 2-so difficult was it in the Greek mind to keep up a 
permanent feeling of political amalgamation beyond the circle 
of the town walls. 

it is much to be regretted that nothi~g beyond a few lines 
of Mimnermus, and nothing at all of the long poem of Xeno
phanes (composed seemingly near a century after Mimnermus) 
on the foundation of Kolophon, has reached us. The short 
statements of Pausanias omit all notice of that violence which 

1 Mimnerm. Fragm. 9, Schneid. ap. Strab. xiv. p. 634-
'H1 .. u:L~ 8' a.i.m! Jlt.lhov N'r]t\~i:ov /J.uTV A.t.7r6,Tt:5 

'lfLc:pT~V 'Aui"f}V Vl'JVO'I.v 0..<J>uc.6p.d]o.• 
'Es- 8' Epo.Tl,v KoAorjJWvo., f3i"'JV inr€po1r>..ov ExovTet, 

'E~op.<O' O.pyo.A&J< vfJpw< ~y<p.ov<<· 
Mimnermus, in his poem called Nanno, named Andrremon as founder 

(Strabo, p. 633). Compare this behaviour with the narrative of Odysseus 
in Homer (Odyss. h:. 40)-

'I.\uSBe-v p.c: <J>ipwv O.vep.os- Kuc.6vECTUl. 1riAauuev 
'lap.O..pCfl' Ev8a 8' EyW 7r6Aw €1rpo.8ov, WAE"uo. 0' aV,-ot.IS"• 
"E~t: 1r6.\t.OS' 8' ti.A.6)(0VS" ICCLl. IC.'Tl}p.a:ra. 7rOAA.a Ao.{:3{wTES' 
tl.a.ucr&.p.e6·, &c. 

Mimnermus comes in point of time a little before Solon, B.c. 6zo-6oo. 
2 Aristot. Polit. \', 2, 12 ; Thucyd. iii. 34· 
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the native Kolophoniar.poet so emphatically signalises in' his 
ancestors. They are derived more from the temple legends of 
the adjoining Klarian Apollo, and from morsels of epic poetry 
referring to tl;lat holy place, which _connected itself with the 
worship of Apollo in Krete, at Delphi, and at Thebes. 'The 
old Homeric poem, called Theba1s, -reported that Manto, 
daughter of the Theban prophet Teiresias, had been presented 
to Apollo and Delphi as a votive offering by the victorious 
Epigoni : the god directed her to migrate to Asia, and sl)e thus 
arrived at Klarus, where she married the Kretan Rhakius. 
The offspring of this marriage was the celebrated prophet 
Mopsus, whom the Hesiodic epic described as having gained a 

vict9ry in prophetic skill over Kalchas ; the latter having come 
to Klarus after the Trojan war in company with Amphi\ochus 
son of Amphiaraus.1 Such tales evince the early importance 
of the temple and oracle of Apollo at Klarus, which appears to 
have been in some sort ari emanation from the great sanctuary 
of Branchidao near, Miletus; for we are told that the high priest 
of Klarus was named by the 'Milesians. 2 . Pausanias states that, 

'Mops us expe'lled the indigenous Karians, and established the 
city of Koloph6n; and that the Ionic settlers under Promethus 
and Damasichth6n, sons of Kodrus, were admitted amicably as 
additional inhabitants : 3 . a story probably emanating from the 
temRle, and very different from that of the Kolophonian towns
men in the: #me of Mimnernms .. It seems evident that nbt 
only theApollinic sanctuary atKlar:us, but also the analogous 
establishments on the south of Asia Minor at Phaselis,- Mall us, 

, &c., haq their own foundation legends, (apart from those of 
the vario·us bands of emigrant settlers,) in which they connected 
themselves by the best thread which they could devise with 
the epic glories of Greece. 4 

Passing along the Ionian coast in a north-westerly direction 
from Koloph6n, we come first to the small but independent 
Ionic settlement of Lebedus-next, to Te6s, which o.ccupies 
the southerp 'face of ap~rrow isthn}us, Klazornenao being placed 
on the northern. This 1sthmus, a low ,narrow valley of about 
six miles across, forms the eastern boundary of a very consider
able peainsula, containing the mountainous and woody regions 
called Mimas and K6rykus. Te6s is said to have been first 

1 Hesiod. ap. Strab. xiv. p. 643; Conon, Narrat. 6; Argumeut of tne 
poem called N&crro< (apud Dlintzer), Epicc. Gn:ec. ·Frag. p. 23; Pausan. ix. 
J3• I. ' . . 

2 Tacit. Annal.: ii. 54· a· Pausan. vii; 3; 1: 
' See Welcker, Epischer Kyklus, p. 285. 
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founded by Orchomenian Minyre unde•Athamas, and to have 
received afterwards by consent various swarms of settlers, 
Orchomenians and others, under the Kodrid leaders Aprekus, 
Nauklus and Damasus.l The valuable Teian insr;:riptions pub
lished in the large collection of Boeckh, while they mention 
certain names and titles of honour which connect themselves 
with this Orchomenian origin, reveal to us some particulars 
respecting the internal distribution of the Teian citizens. The 
territory of the town was distributed amongst a certain number 
of towers, to each of which corresponded a symmory or section 
of the citizens, having its common altar and sacred rites, and 
often its heroic Eponymus. How many in number the tribes 
of Teos were, we do not know. The name of the Geleontes, 
one of the four old Ionic tribes, is preserved in an inscription; 
but the rest, both as to names and number, are unknown. The 
symmories or tower-fellowships of Teos seem to be analogous 
to the phratries of ancient Athens-forming each a factitious 
kindred, recognising a common mythical ancestor, and bound 
together by a communion at once religious and political. The 
individual name attached to each tower is in some cases Asiatic 
rather than Hellenic, indicating in Teos the mixture not merely 
of Ionic and JEolic, but also of Karian or Lydian inhabitants, 
of which Pausanias speaks. 2 Gerrbreidre or Cherrreidre, the 

1 Steph. Byz. v. Tews; Pausan. vii. 3, 3; Strabo, xiv. p. 633. Anakreon 
called the town 'AOa.!J.a.v·rflia. Tew (Strab. I. c.). 

2 Pausan. vii. 3, 3. See the Inscrip. No. 3064 in Boeckh's Corp. Ins., 
which enumerates twenty-eight separate 1ropyo<. It is a list of archons, 
with the name and civil designation of each : I do not observe that the name 
of the same 1r0pyos ever occurs twice-' Ap-rep.wv, Toil <l><ll.a.lov ?rOp"fov, 
<l><ludli71s, &c. : there are two .,.6pyo•, the names of which are effaced on the 
inscription. In two other inscriptions (Nos. 3o65, 3066) there occur 
'Exivov <Tu!J.p.opla.-'Exlva.lia.<-as the title of a civil division without any 
specification of an 'Exlvov 7rOp-yos; but it is reasonable to presume that the 
7TOp"fOS and the aup.p.opla are coincident divisions. The <l><ll.alov 1r0pyns 
occurs also in another Inscr. No. 3081. Philreus is the Athenian hero, son 
of Ajax, and eponym of the de me or gens Philaidre in Attica, who existed, 
as we here see, in Te&s also. In Inscription, No. 3082, a citizen is compli
mented as veov 'A8&p.avTa, after the name of the old Minyan hero. In No. 
3078, the Ionic tribe of the fell.lovns is named as exist!ng at TeCls. 

Among the titles of the towers we find the following--Toil Kl3uos 1r6p-you, 
Toil K•va/3&71.ou 1r0p-yov, Toil 'Iepuos 1t6p-yov, Toil ~&31iou 1tOpyov, Toil :££v.,.vos 
1r6p-you: these names seem to be rather foreign than Hellenic. Kllius, 
'I~pus, :£[v.,.us, ~&olios, are Asiatic, perhaps Karian or Lydian : respecting 
the name ~&lllios, compare Steph. Byz. v. Tplp.<<T<Tos, where ~&lias 
appears as a Karian name: Boeckh (p. 651) expresses his opinion that 
~&IJ0as is Karian or Lydian. Then Kw&/3all.os seems plainly not Hellenic : 
it is rather Phcenician · (Annibal, Asdrubal, &c.), though Boeckh (in his . 
Introductory Comment to the Sarmatian Inscriptions, Part xi. p. 109) tells ' 
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port on the west side !9f the town of Teas, had for its epony
mous hero Geres the Bceotian, who was said to have accom
panied the Kodrids in their settlement. 

The worship of Athene Polias at Erythrre may probably be 
traceable to Athens, and that of the Tyrian Herakles (of which 
Pausanias recounts a singular legend) would seem to indicate 
an intermixture of Phrenician inhabitants. But the close 
neighbourhood of Erythrre to the island of Chios, and the 
marked analogy of dialect which Herodotus 1 attests between 
them, show that the elements of the population must have been 
much the same in both. The Chian poet Ion mentioned the 
establishment of Abantes from Eubcea in his native island, under 
Amphiklus, intermixed with the pre-e~isting Karians. Hektor, 
the (ourth descendant from Amphiklus, was said to have incor
porated this island in the Pan-Ionic Amphiktyony. It is to. 
Pherekydes that we owe the mention of the name of Egertius, 
as having conducted a miscellaneous colony into Chios; a11d 
it is through Egertius (though Ion, the native poet, does not 
appear to have noticed him) tha.t this logographer made out 
the connexion between the Chians and the other group of 
I(odrid settlements. 2 In EI'ythrre, Knopus or Kleopus is 
noted as the Kodrid ffikist, and as having procured for himself, 
partly by force, partly by consent, the sovereignty of the pre
existing settlement of mixed inhabitants. The Erythrrean his
·tcirian Hippias recounted how Knopus had been treacherously 

us that {3al\os is also Thracian or Getic-" /3al\os baud dubie Thracica aut 
Getica est radiJC finalis, quam tenes in Dacico nomine Decebalus, .et in 
nomine populi Triballorum." The name -roiJ K68ov 1r6p-yov, Ko8i5'1/s, is 
Ionic: iEklus and Kothus are ,represented as Ionic rekists in Ettbrea. 
Another name-ncfpf'<S, -rov 'l8evel\ov 1rvp-yov, Xal\~e<liei'os-affords an 
instance in which the local or gentile epithet is not derived from the tower; 
for Xal\ta5ei's ·or Xal\~e<5evs. was the denomination of a village in the . 
Teian territory. In regard to some persons, the gentile epithet is derived 
from the tower--rov <l><l\a(ov , 1rvp-yov, <l><l\a'lli'T/S--,Tov ral\a(uov 1rvp-yov 
ral\a<<Tili'TIS-TOV L).ct51iov 1rVp-yov, L).aooei'os--TOV 7rvp-yov TOV K<(wvos, Ki(wv : 
in other cases not'-TOv 'E~ealiiov 1rvp-yov; 'l~<'T//3'1/"l'D'T/S-Tov. M'T/p&.5ovs 1r6p-yov, 
Bpvu~eio'Tis-Tov 'I<T8f'lov w6p-yov, Aewvio'l}s, &c. In tlie Inscr. 3065, 3o66;' 
there is a form.al 'oote of the 'Exivov <TVf'IJ.Ppla or 'Exivaoa< (both names 
occur). Mention is also made of the /3wOf<os Ti]s <TVf'f'opla.s, and ·or the 
anriual solemnity called Leukathea, seemingly a gentile solemnity of 
the Echinadre, which connects itself with the xpythical family of Athamas. 
As an analogy to these Teian towers, we may compare the 7rVp'Yo• in the 
Greek settlement of Olbia in the Euxine (Boeckh, Insc. 2058), 1r6p-yor 
n&uws, 7rVp"fOS 'E,•iia6pov-they were portions of the fortifications. See 
also Dio Chrysostom, Orat. xxxvi. p. 76-77. A large tower, belonging 
to a private individual named Aglomachus, is mentioned in Kyrene 
(Herod iv. 164). ' 

1 Herod. i. 142: compare Thucyd. viii. 5· 2 Strabo, xiv. p. ·633. 
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put to death on shipboard, by Ortyge! and some other false 
adherents; who, obtaining some auxiliaries from the Chian 
king Amphiklus, made themselves masters of Erythne and 
established in it an· oppressive oligarchy. ThP.y maintained 
the government, with a temper at once licentious and cruel, 
for some time, admitting none but a chosen few of the popula
tion within the walls of the town; until at length Hippotes 
the brother of Kn6pus, arriving from without at the head of 
some troops, found sufficient support from the discontents of 
the Erythrreans to enable him to overthrow the tyranny. Over
powered in the midst of a public festival, Ortyges and his 
companions were put to death with cruel tortures. The like 
tortures were inflicted upon their innocent wives and children 1 

-a degree of cruelty which would at no time have found place 
amidst a community of European Greeks : even in the mur
derous party dissensions of Korkyra during the Peloponnesian 
war, death was not aggravated by preliminary tortures. Aristotle 2 

mentions the oligarchy of the Basilids as having existed in 
Erythrre, and as having been overthrown by a democratical 
revolution, although prudently managed. To what period this 
is to be referred we do not know. 

Klazomenre is said to have been founded by a wandering 
party, either of Ionians or of inhabitants from Kleonre and 
Phlius, under Parphorus or Paralus; and Ph6krea by a band 
of Phokians. under Philogenes and Damon. This last-men
tioned town was built at the end of a peninsula which formed 
part of the territory of the JEolic Kyme: the Kymreans were 
induced to cede it amicably, and to permit the building of the 
new town. The Phokians asked and obtained permission to 
enrol themselves in the Pan-Ionic Amphiktyony; but the per
mission is said to have been granted only on condition that 
they should adopt members of the Kodrid family as their 
CEkists; and they accordingly invited from Erythrre and Te6s 
three chiefs belonging to that family or gens-Deretes, Periklus, 
and Abartus.3 • . 

1 Hippias ap. Athen. vi. ·P· 259; Poly::en viii. 44, gives another story 
about Kni)pus. Erythr::e, called Kvw,.ov7roJ-•s (Step h. Byz. v. ). 

The story told by Polyel"nus about the dictum of the oracle, and the 
consequent stratagem, whereby Knilpus made himself master of Erythrre, 
represents that town as powerful anterior to the Ionic occupation ( Poly::en. 
viii. 43· 

2 Aristot. Polit. v. 5, 4· 
3 Pausan. vii. 3, 3· In Pausanias the name stands Abartus; but it 

probably ought to be Abanzus, the Eponymus of Cape Abarnis in the 
Phok::ean territory : see Stephan. Byz. v. 'A{Japv!s. Raoul Rochette puts 
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Smyrna, originally 31[1 JEolic colony, established from Kyme, 

fell subsequently into the hands of the Ionians of Koloph6n. 
A party of exiles from the latter city, expelled during an intestine 
dispute, werJr admitted by the Smyrmeans into their city--::-a 
favour which they repaid by shuttirig the gates and seizing the 
place for themselves, at a moment when the Smyrmeans had 
gone forth in a body to celebrate a religious festival. The 
other JEolic towns sent auxiliaries for the purpose of re-estab-

. lishing their dispossessed brethren; but they were compelled 
to submit to an accommodation whereby the Ionians retained 
possession of the to'Yn, restoring to the prior inhabitants· all 
their moveables. These' exiles' were distributed as citizens 
among the other JEolic cities.! . · · , 

Smyrna after this I:Jecame wholly Ionian; and the inhabit
ants in later times, if we may judge by Aristeides the rhetor, 
appear to have forgotten the JEolic o'rigin of. their town, thoue:b..,_ 
the fact is attested both by Herodotus ancj. py Mimnermus·.'~"~ 
At what time the change took place we do not know; but 
Smyrna appears to have become Ionian before th~ celebratiOI). 
of the twenty-third Olympiad (B.c. 688), when Onomastus the 
Smyrn::ean gained the prize.3 Nor have we information ·as to 
the period at which the City was received as a member into the 
Pan-Ionic Amphiktyony; for the assertion of Vitru'vius is 
obviously inadmissible, that it was admitted at the instance ot 
._Attalus king of Pergamus, in place of a previous town called 
Melite; excluded by the rest for misbehaviour.4 . As little can 
we credit the statement of Strabo, that the city of Smyrna was 
destroyed by the Lydian kings, and thai: the inhabitants were 
compelled to· live in dispersed villages until its restoration by 
·Antigomis. A fragment of·Pindar, which speaks of "the elegant 
city of the Smyrn::eans," indicates that it must have existed in 
his time. 5 . The town of Er::e, near Lebedlis, though seemingly , 
autonomous, 6 was not .among the cori'tributors to the P_an-

. Ionian; Myonnesus seems to have been a dependency ofTeos, 
as Pygela and Mar~thesium were of Ephesus. t.· Notium, after 
its. re-colonisat~on by the Athenia?s dm:ing .the Peloponnesian 

Abar~us without making ~nyremark(Hi~toire des Co)onies Grecq~~s, b. iv. 
c. '13, p. 95). , ' 

1 Herod. i. 150; Mimnermus, Fragm.'-
'eeWv {3ovAfi l~VpJil1v ei:Aofi.ev .Aioi\iOo.. 

2 See Raoul Rochette,'Histoire nes ·Colonies Grecques, b. iv. ch. 5, p. : 
43; Aristeides, Orat. xx.-xxi. pp. 260, 267. 
. 3 Pausan. v. 8, 3· : 4 Vitruvius, iv. I. . 

5 Sttabo, xiv. p: 646; Pindar, Frag. 155, Dissen. 
6 Thucyd. viii. rg. 
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war, seems to have remained separate tfrom and independent 
of Kolophon : at least the two are noticed by Skylax as 
distinct towns.l 

• 

CHAPTER XIV 

.IEOLIC GREEKS IN ASIA 

ON the coast of Asia Minor to the north of the twelve Ionic 
confederated cities, were situated the twelve h:olic cities, 
apparently united in a similar manner. Besides Smyrna, the 
fate of which has already been described, the eleven others were 
-Temnos, Larissa, Neon-Teichos, Kyme, h:gre, Myrina, 
Gryneium, Killa, N otium, h:giroessa, Pitane. These twelve are 
especially noted by Herodotus, as the twelve ancient continental 
h:olic cities, and distinguished on the one hand from the insular 
lEolic .. Onieks, in Lesbos, Tenedos, and Hekatonnesoi-and on· 
the other hand from the h:olic establishments in and about 
Mount Ida, which seem to have been subsequently formed and 
derived from Lesbos and Kyme.2 

Of these twelve h:olic towns, eleven were situated very near 
together, clustered round the Elreitic Gulf: their territories, all 
of moderate extent, seem also to have been conterminous with 
each other. Smyrna, the twelfth, was situated to the south of 
Mount Sipylus, and at a greater distance from the remainder
one reason why it was so soon lost to its primitive inhabitants. 
These towns occupied chiefly a narrow but fertile strip of 
territory lying between the base of the woody mountain-range 
called Sardene and the sea.3 Gryneium, like Kolophon and 
Miletus, possessed a venerated sanctuary of Apollo, of older 
date than the h:olic immigration. Larissa, Temnos, and h:gre 
were at some little distance from the sea ; the first at a short 
distance north of the Hermus, by which its territory was 
watered and occasionally inundated, so as to render embank
ments necessary ; 4 the last two upon rocky mountain-sites, so 
inaccessible to attack, that the inhabitants were enabled, even 

1 Sky lax, c. 97 ; Thucyd. iii. 34· 
2 Herodot. i. 149. Herodotus does not name Elrea, at the mouth of the 

Ka\kus : on the other hand, no other author mentions A<:giroessa (see 
Mannert, Geogr. der Gr. und Romer, b. viii. p. 396). 

3 Herod. ut sup.; Pseudo-Heredot. Vit. Homeri, c. 9· lapOfw'f/S 
1T00ct ve(a'TOV l>t<K0/'010. 

4 ::itrabo, xiii. p. 621. 
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during the height of tl!e Persian power, to maintain constantly 
a substantial independence.1 Elrea, situated at the mouth of 
the river Kalkus, became in later times the port of the strong 
and fiourish~g· city of Pergamus ; while Pitana, the northern- . 
most of the twelve, was 'placed between the mouth of the 1 

Kalkus and the lofty promontory of Kane, which closes in the 
Elreitic Gulf to the northward. A small town Kanre close to 
that promontory is said to have once existed.2 

It has already been stated that the legend ascribes the origin 
of these colonies to a certain Special event called the h:olic 
emigration, of· which chronologers profess to knciw the precise 
date, telling us how many years it happened ,after the Trojan 
war~considerably before the Ionic emigration.3 That the h:olic 
as well as the Ionic inhabitants of Asia were emigrants from 
Greece, we may reasonably believe,, but as to the time or 
circumstances of their emigration we can pretend to no certain . 
knowledge. The name of the town Larissa, and perhaps that 
of Magnesia on Mount Sipylus (accor~ing to what has been 
observed in the preceding chapter), has given rise-to the 
supposition that the anterior inhabitants were Pelasgians, who, 
having once occupied the fertile ba9ks of the Hermus, as well 
as those of the Kalster near Ephesus, employed their industry 
-in the work of embankment.4 Kyme was the earliest as well as 

1 Xenoph. Hellen. iv. 8, 5· The rhetor Aristeides (Orat. Sacr. xxviL 
p. 347, p. 535 D.) describes in detail his journey from Smyrna to Pergnmus, 
crossing the Hermus; and passing through Larissa, Kyme, Myrina, 
Gryneium, Elrea. He seems not to have passed through Temnos, at least 
he does not name it: moreover we know from Pausanias (v. 13, 3) that 
Temnos was on the north bank of the Hermus. In the best 'maps of this 
district it is placed, erroneously, both on the south bank, .and as if it were 
on the high road from Smyrna to Kymt We may infer from another 
passage of Aristeides (Or. xlviiL p. 35 I, p, 468 D.) that Larissa was nearer 
to the mouth of the Hennus than the maps appear to place it. According 
to Strabo (xiii. p. 622), it would seem that Larissa was on the south bank 
of the Hermus..;,_ but the better testimony of Aristeides proves the contrary ; 
Sky lax ·(c. 94) tloes not name Temnos, which seems .to indicate that its 
territory was at some «listance "from the sea. 

The investigati~ns of modern travellers have as yet thrown little light 
upon the situation of Temnos or of-the other Malic towns: see Arundel, 
Discoveries in Asia Minor, vol. ii. p .. 292-298. 

2 Pliny, H.-N. v. 30. 
3 Strabo, xiii. p. 582-621, compared with Pseudo-Herodotus, Vit. 

Homer, c. 1-38, who· says .that Lesbos was occupied by the h:olians 130 
years afte~ the Trojan war; Kyme, 20 years after Lesbos; Smyrna, 18 
years after Kyme. / . 

The chronological statements of. different writers are collected in Mr. 
Clinton's Fast. Hellen. c. 5, pp. 104, 105. · 

' Strabo. ~iii. p. 621. 
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the most powerful of the twelve JEoli•towns; Neon-Teichos 
having been originally established by the Kyma::ans as a fortress 
for the purpose of capturing the Pelasgic Larissa. Both Kyme 
and Larissa were designated by the epithet of 'PJirik6nis. By 
some this was traced to the mountain Phrikium in Lokris, from 
whence it was alleged that the JEolic emigrants had started to 
cross the JEgean: by others it seems to have been connected 
with an eponymous hero Phrik6n.1 

It was probably from Kyme and its sister cities on the 
Ela::itic Gulf that Hellenic inhabitants penetrated into the 
smaller towns in the inland plain of the Kalkus-Pergamus, 
Halisarna, Gambreion, &c.2 In the more southerly plain of 
the Hermus, on the northern declivity of Mount Sipylus, was 
situated the city of Magnesia, called Magnesia ad Sipylum in 
order to distinguish it from Magnesia on the river Mreander. 
Both these towns called Magnesia were inland-the one border
ing upon the Ionic Greeks, the other upon the .!Eolic, but 
seemingly not included in any Amphiktyony either with the one 
or th()loj)ther. Each is referred to a separate and early immigra
tion either from the Magnetes in Thessaly or from Krete. Like 
many other of the early towns, Magnesia ad Sipylum appears 
to have been originally established higher up on the mountain
in a situation nearer to Smyrna, from which it was separated by 
the Sipylene range-and to have been subsequently brought 
down nearer to the plain on the north side as well as to the 
river Hermus. The original site, Palre-Magnesia,3 was still 
occupied as a depende~t township, even during the times of the 
Attalid and Seleukid kings. A like transfer of situation, from 
a height difficult of access to some lower and more convenient 
position, took place with other towns in and near this region ; 
such as Gambreion and Skepsis, which had their Palre
Gambreion and Palre-Skepsis not far distant. 

Of these twelve JEolic towns, it appears that all except K yme 
1 Strabo, xiii. 621 ; Pseudo-Herodof. c. 14. Aaol <I>piKwvos, compared 
w~~~ • 

<I>piKwv appears in later times as an JEtolian proper name ; <I>piKos as a 
Lokrian. See Anecdota Delphica by E. Curtius, !~script. 40, p. 75 
(Berlin, 1843). 

2 Xenoph. He1Ien. iii. I, 6; Anabas. vii. 8, 24. 
3 There is a valuable inscription in Boeckh's collection, No. 3137, 

containing the convention between the inhabitants of Smyrna and Magnesia. 
Palre-Magnesia seems to have been a strong and important post. 

"Magnetes a Sipylo," Tacit. Annal. ii. 47; Pliny, II. N. v. 29; 
Pausan. iii. 22, 4- 11'pos /3oppav -rov ::OnrvA.ou. 

Stephan. Byzaminus notices only Magnesia ad Mreandrum, not Magnesia 
ad Sipylum. 
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were small and uniml'Ortant. Thucydides, in recapitulating the 
dependent allies of Athens at the commencement of th,e 
Peloponnesian war, does not account them worthy of being 
enumeratec!J • Nor are we authorised to conclude, because they 
bear the general name of JEolians, that the inhabitants were all 
of kindred race, though a large proportion of them are said to · 
have been Bceotians, and the feeling of fraternity between 
Bceotians and Lesbians ;vas _maintained throughout the 
historical times. One etymology of the name is indeed 
founded upon the supposition that they were of misce'llaneous 
origin. 2 We do not hear, moreover, of. any considerable poets 
produced by the JEolic continental towns. In this respect 
Lesbos stood alone-an island said to have been the earliest of 
all the JEolic settlements, anterior even to Kyme. Six towns 
were Qriginally established in Lesbos-Mitylene, Methymna, 
Eresus, Pytrha, Antissa, and Arisbe: the last-mentioned town 
was, subsequently,, enslaved and destroyed by the Methymmeans, 
so that there rerriaine'd only five towns in all. 3 According to ' 
the political subdivision usual in Greece, the island hwe. thus, 
first six, afterwards five, independent governments; of whicl_l, 
however, Mitylene, situated in the south-eastern quarter and 
facing the promontory of Kane, was by far the first-while 
Methymna, on the north of the island over against Cape Lekton, 
was the secohd. Like so many other Grecian colonies, the 
original city. of Mitylene was founded upon an islet divided-from' 
Lesbos by a narrow strait; 'it was subsequently extended on 
to Lesbos itself,· so that the harbour presented two distinct 
entrances.4 . ' · 

It appears that the. native poets .and fab~lists who professed 
to deliver the archaoology of Lesbos, dwelt less upon the JEolic 
settlers than upon the variO\]S heroes and tribes wlfo were 
alleged to have had. possession of the island anterior to· that' 
settlement, from the deluge of Deukalion downwards,-just as 
the Chian and Samiah poets seem to have dwelt principally 
upon the ante-Io~c antiquities of their respective islands. 
After the Pela~gian Xanthus, son of Trio'pas, comes Makar son 
of Krinakus, the great native rero of the islanq, supposed by 
Plehn to be the ep~mym of an occupying race ·called the 

1 Thucyd. ii. 9· 
1 

.. . 
2 Strabo, ix. p. 402; Thticyd. viii. roo; Pseudo-Herodot. Vit. Homer. i. 

,E11'E) yap 7t 1r&Aat Alai\.t(;,TtS' KUfl.rr JKTf(era, 'uuvijl\.Oov lv -ra6-rcp :rrav-roOatra :.. 
tOvea 'Ell.lvi]VII(d, ICal al) l(al ~/( Ma')I,V'I]<Ti~s. &c." 'Etymolog. lVIagn. v. 

· Alol\.e'is. · 
3 Herodot. i. 151; Strabo, xiii. p. sgo. 
4 Diodor. xiii. 79; Strabo, xiii. p. 617; Thucyd. iii. 6. 
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Makares. The Homeric Hymn to Ap~o brings Makar into 
connexion with the JEolic inhabitants, by calling him son of 
JEolus; and the native historian Myrsilus also seems to have 
treated him as an JEolian.1 To dwell upon such narratives 
suited the disposition of the Greeks ; but when ~e come to 
inquire for the history of Lesbos, we find ourselves destitute of 
any genuine materials not only for the period prior to the JEolic 
occupation, but also for a long time after it : nor can we pretend 
to determine at what date that occupation took place. We may 
reasonably believe it to have occurred before 776 B.C., and it 
therefore becomes a part of the earliest manifestations of real 
Grecian history. Both Kyme, with its eleven sister towns on 
the continent, and the islands Lesbos and Tenedos, were then 
JEolic. I have already remarked that the migration of the 
father of Hesiod the poet, from the JEolic Kyme to Askra in 
Breotia, is the earliest authentic fact known to us on contem
porary testimony,-seemingly between 776 and 700 B.C. 

But besides these islands, and the strip of the continent 
betwe~ Kyme and Pitane (which constituted the territory 
properly called JEolis), there were many other JEolic estab
lishments in the region near Mount Ida, the Troad, and 
the Hellespont, and even in European Thrace. All these 
establishments seem to have emanated from Lesbos, Kyme 
and Tenedos, but at what time they were formed we have no 
information. Thirty different towns are said to have been 
established by these cities, 2 from whence nearly all the region 
of Mount Ida (meaning by that term the territory west of a 
line drawn from the town of Adramyttion northward, to Priapos 
on the Propontis) came to be JEolised. A new JEolis 3 was 

1 Hymn. ad Apollin. v. 37· Aerr{3os ,.• irya8e17, Mci.ICapos eoos Aloll.iwvos. 
Myrsilus ap. Clemen. Alexandr. Protreptic. p. 19; Diodor. v. 57-82; 
Dionys. Halik. A. R. i. r8; Stephan. Byz. v. Mvnll.rlV'I· 

Plehn {Lesbiaca, c. 2, p. 25-37) bas collected all the principal fables 
respecting this Lesbian archreology: compare also Raoul Rochette {Histoire 
des Colonies Grecques, t. i. c. 5, p. x82, &c.). 

2 Strabo, xiii. pp. 621, 622. Me-ytrrTov oe €rrn Tfjv Aloll.<~<wv Kal ltplrrT'I/ 
Kvl-'11• ""l .rxeoov I-'1/Tp67roll.ts auT~ T€ ~<al .;, Aerrf3os Twv /!.ll.ll.wv 1r6ll.ewv 
Tpui~eovT&. 11"0U Tbv Ct.pt6J.L6v, &c. • 

3 Xenophon, Hellen. iii. I, 10. !LEXP' T?)s 4>apvaf3ci.{;ov Aloll.loos--1, olo 
Aloll.ls aliT'I ;Jv /LEV 4>apvaf3ci.{;ov. 

Xenophon includes the whole of the Troad under the denomination of 
.t'Eolis. Skylax distinguishes the Troad from .t'Eolis : he designates as the 
Troad the coast towns from Dardanus seemingly down to Lekton : under 
.t'Eolis he includes Kebren, Skepsis, Neandreia and Pityeia, though how 
these four towns are to be called ~.,..l 8all.ci..r.ry it is not easy to see (Skylax, 
94, 95). Nor does Skylax notice either the Perrea of Tenedos, or Assos 
and Gargara. 
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thus formed, quite diitinct from the .LEolis near the Eheitic 
Gulf, and severed from it partly by the territory of Atarneus, ' 
partly by the portion of Mysia and Lydia, between Atarneus 
and Adram,tttlum, includi_ng the fertile _Plain of Thebe. A 
portion of tne lands on thrs· coast seem mdeed to have been 
occupied by Lesbos, but the far .Jarger part of it was never 
JEolic. NOr was Ephorus accurate when he talked of the 
whole territory between Kyme and Abydos a·s known under 
the name of .1Eolis.1 . 

The inhabitants of Tened0s possessed themselves. of the 
strip of the Troad. opposite to their island, northward of Cape. 
LektOJ;l-those of, Lesbos founded Assus, Gargara, Lamp6nia, 
Antandrus,2 &c., between Lekton and the north-eastern corner 
of the Adramyttian Gulf-while the Kymceans seem to have 
established themselves at Kebren and other places in the inland 
Idcean district.3 As far as we can make.out, this north-western 
corner .(west of a line drawn from Smyrna to the eastern corner 
of the Propontis) seems to have been occupied, anteri~r,to the , 
Hellenic settlements, by Mysians and Teukrians-~o are 
mentioned together,. in such manner as to show, that there 
was no great ethnic:il difference between them.4 The elegiac 
poet Kallinus, in the middle of the seventh _century B.c., 
was the first who mentioned the Teukrii:ms ; treating them as 
immigrants from Krete, though other' authors represented them 
as indigenous, or as having come frorp._ Attica. However the 
fact may stand as to their origin, \Ve may gather that in the 
time of Kallinus they were still the great occupants of the 
Troad.5 Gradually the south and west coasts, as well as the 
interior of,this region, became ·penetrated by successive co_lonies 
,of lEolic Gres:ks, to whom the iron~-and ship timber of Mount 
Ida were valuable acquisitions. Thus the small Teukrian 
townships (for there were no considerable cities) became 
JEolised; while on the coast north,ya-rd of Ida; along the 
Hellespont and Propontis, Ionic est~blishments were formed 

l' ... '( ' • 0 

Strabo, xm. p. S!li· '-~ 
2 Thucyd. iv . .52; viii. roS. Strabo, xiii; p. 6ro; Stephan. Byz. "Arrtros; 

Pausan. vi. 4, 5· , 
3 Pseudo-Herod. Vit. Hom. c. 20-

•1811~ €~ Kop~·¢qut 7ToA.vrrnJxov ~vf:fJ.oeurT'YI~' 
•EvBa: ui01)pos ApY)os €r:txOoviou;n fjpoTOi.ut 
·.Euo:-t:Tat, eVT' av IJ.UI Kcf3p1}vtot- itvOpe<; Exw(J'L, ' 

Td. OE Ke/3p~vux 'TOV'T~V -rbv xp&vov I<'Tl(etv 11'C<pEO'I<EUci.(ov1-o ol KupaLOI 7rpbs 
TP "11>~, i<al "')llVETC<I au.-&e, trl5"YJpOs. . . -' . 

4 Herodot. vii. 20. • 
6 Kallinus ap. Strabo. xiii. p. 604: compare p. 613, o6s 11' p wTo s 11'apeow~<e 

Ka,\.\(vos, &c. ' 
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from Miletus and Ph6ka:a, and Milesian <Wlonists were received 
into the inland town of Skepsis.l In .the time of Kallinus, 
the Teukrians seem to have been in possession of Hamaxitus 
and Kol6na:, with the worship of the SminthianlA~ollo, in the 
south-western region of the Troad : a century and a half after· 
wards, at the time of the Ionic revolt, Herodotus notices the 
inhabitants of Gergis (occupying a portion of the northern 
region of Ida in the line eastward from Dardanus and Ophry
nion) as "the remnant of the ancient Teukrians." 2 We also 
find the Mityleneans and Athenians contending by arms about 
6oo-s8o B.c. for the possession of Sigeium at the entrance of 
the Hellespont.3 Probably the Lesbian settlements on the 
southern coast of the Troad, lying as they do so much nearer 
to the island, as well as the Tenedian settlements on the 
western coast opposite Tenedos, had been formed at some 
time prior to this epoch. We further read of h:olic inhabi
tants as possessing Sestos on the European side of the 

' Hellespont.4 The name Teukrians gradually vanished out 
of prCiiJ!t use, and came to belong only to the legends of 
the past; preserved either in connexion with the worship of 
the Sminthian Apollo, or by writers such as Hellanikus and 
Kephal6n of Gergis, from whence it passed to the later poets 
and to the Latin epic. It appears that the native place of 
Kephal6rt was a town called Gergis or Gergithes near Kyme: 
there was also another place called Gergetha on the river 
Kalkus, near its· sources, and therefore higher up in Mysia. 
It was from Gergithes near Kyme (according to Strabo), that 
the place called Gergis in Mount Ida was settled: 5 probably 
the non-Hellenic inhabitants, both near Kyme and in the 
region of Ida, were of kindred race, but the settlers who went 
from Kyme to Gergis in Ida were doubtless Greeks, and con
tributed in this manner to the conversion of that place from 
a Teukrian to an Hellenic settlement. In one of those violent 
dislocations of inhabitants, which were so frequent afterwards' 
among the successors of Alexander in Asia Minor, the Teukro
Hellenic population of the Ida:an Gergis is• said to have been 
carried away by Attalus of Pergamus, in order to people the 
village of Gergetha near the river Kalkus. 

1 Strabo, xiii. p. 607-635. · 
2 Herodot. v. 122. eTll.• f'EV Aloll.eas mi.v-ras, licrot -r~v 'lll.t&.lia vef!ov-rat, 

€lll.€ li~ repjit8as, -robs {nroil.wp8€v-ras TOW apxaiwv TeVIcpwv, &c. 
The Teukrians, in the conception of Herodotus, were the Trojans 

described in the Iliad-the Tev~tpls 'Yil seems the same as 'lil.tas "Yil (ii. I r8). 
3 Herodot. v. 94· 4 Herodot. ix. rrs. 
6 Strabo, xiii. s8g-6I6. 
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We must regard the ,iEolic Gree~s as occupying not only their 

welve cities on the continent round the Elreitic Gulf, and the 
,ieighbouring islands, of which the chief were Lesb6s and 

}I'enedos-but 1tlso as gradually penetrating and helleuising 
'the ldrean r~on and the Troad. This last process belongs 
probably to a period subsequent to 776 B.c.; but Kytne and 
;Lesbos doubtless count as h:olic from an earlier period. 

1 Of Mitylene,, t~e chief city _of Lesbos, yve hear some facts 
between the fortieth and fiftieth Olymprad (6zo-s8o B.C.), 
•vhich unfortunately reach us only in a faint echo. That' city 
~hen numbered as'its own the distinguished names of Pittakus, 

.. Sappl:10, and Alkreus. Like mahy other Grecian· coinmuni_ties 
of that time, it suffered much froin intestine commotion; and 

-experienced more than· one violent revolution. The old : 
;oligarchy called the Penthilids (seemingly a· gens with heroic 
\'origin), rendered themselves intolerably obnoxious by· mis-
rule of the most reckless character; their brutal use of the 
·bludgeon in _the public streets was, avenged by Megakles and, 
.;his friends, who slew them· and put down their goven~ent.l 

, •.About the forty-s_econd Olympiad ( 6 I z B.c.) we hear of Melan-
. chrus, as despot of Mitylene, who was slain by the conspiracy 
,.: of Pittakus, Kikis, and AI}timenidas-the last two being 
· brothers of Alkreus the poet. Other despots, Myrsilus, 
'Megalagyrus, and the Kleanaktidre, whom we know -,Qnly by 

, name, and who appear to have been immortalised chiefly by 
·the bitter stanzas of Alkreus, acquired afterwards the sove
• reignty of Mitylene, Among all the citizens of the town, 
~however, the most. fortunate, and. the most deserving, was 
1 Pittakus the son of Hyrrhadus-a champion trusted by his 
' countrymen alike in foreign war ·and in intestine broils.2 

~ · The foreign war in which the Mityleneans were engaged and 
e in which Pittakus commanded them, was against the Athenians 
: on the continental coast opposite to,Lesbos, in the Troad near . 
1 Sigeium. The Mityleneans had already established various 
· settlements along the Troad, the north~rrimost of which was 
•. Achilleium. They·l!iid claim to the possession of the whqle 

line of coast, a~d ,when Athens (about the .43rd Olympiad, as 
it is s.aid 3) attempted to plant a settlement at Sigeium, they 

1 Aristot. Polit. v. 8, 13. " 
, •2 ' Diogen. Laert. i. 74; .Suidas, v. KlK<S, TIL-r-raK6s; Strabo, xiii. p. 617. 
\ Two lines of Alkreus are preserved, exulting in the death of Myrsilus 

(Alkreqs, Fragrn. 12, ed. Schneidewin). Melanchtus also is named 
·\(Fnigm. 13), and Pittakus, in a third fragment (73, ed. Schneid.), is 
:brought into connexion with Myrsilu,s. ' 
1 , 3 In regard to the chronology of this war see a note near the end of my 
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resisted the establishment by force. A~tbe head of the Mity
lenean troops, Pittakus engaged in single combat with the 
A then ian commander Phryn6n, and had the ~ood fortune to 
kill him. The general struggle was however tarried on with 
no very decisive result. On one memorable.-occasion the 
Mityleneans fled; and Alkceus the poet, serving as an hoplite 
in their ranks, commemorated in one of his odes both his flight 
and the humiliating loss of his shield, which the victorious 
Athenians suspended as a trophy in the temple of Athene at 
Sigeium. His predecessor Archilochus, and his imitator Horace,, 
have both been frank enough to confess a similar misfortune, 
which Tyrtceus perhaps would not have endured to survive.1 

It was at length agreed by Mitylene and Athens to refer the 
dispute to Periander of Corinth. While the Mityleneans laid 
claim to the whole line of coast, the Athenians alleged that 
inasmuch as a contingent from Athens had served in the host 
of Agamemnon against Troy, their descendants had as good a 
right as any other Greeks to share in the conquered ground. · 
It afltiliil.rs that Periander felt unwiliing to decide this delicate. 
question of legendary law. He directed that each party should 
retain what they possessed; a verdict 2 still remembered and 
appealed to even in the time of Aristotle, by the inhabitants of 
Tenedos against those of Sigeium. 

Though Pittakus and Alkceus were both found in the same 
line of hoplites against the Athenians at Sigeium, yet in the 
domestic politics of their native city, their bearing was that of 
bitter enemies. Alkceus and Antimenidas his brother were 
worsted in this party-feud, and banished: but even as exiles 
they were strong enough seriously to alarm and afflict their 

previous chapter on the Solonian legislation. I have there noticed what I 
believe to be a chronological mistake of Herodotus in regard to the period 
between 6oo-56o B.c. Herodotus considers this war between the Mity
leneans and Athenians, in which Pittakus and Alkreus were concerned, to 
have been directed by Peisistratus, whose government did not commence 
until 560 B.C. (Herodot. v. 94, 95). 

My suspicion is, that there were two Atheniin expeditions to these 
regions,-one (probably colonial) in the time of Alkreus and Pittakus; a 
second, much afterwards, undertaken by order of I'eisistratus, whose 
illegitimate son Hegesistratus, became, in consequence, despot of Sigeium. 
Herodotus appears to me to have merged the two into one. 

1 See "the difficult fragment of Alkreus (Fr. 24, ed. Schneidewin) pre
served in Strabo, xiii. p. 6oo; Herodot. v. 94, 95 ; Archilochus, Eleg. Fr. 
i. 5, ed. Schneidewin; Horat. Carm. ii. 7, 9; perhaps also Anakreon, but . 
not certainly (see Fr; Sr, ed. Schneidewin), is to be regarded as having: 
thrown away his shield. 

2 Aristot. Rhetoric. i. r6, 2, where tva.')'xos marks the date. Aristotle 
passed some time in these regions, at Atarneus, with the despot Hermeias. 

1 
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fellow-citizens, while~eir party at home, and the general dis
sension whhin the walls, reduced Mitylene fo despair. In this 
calamito,u. s. c~n¥it!.·o. n, the ~ityleneans ha:d r~course to Pittakus, 
who-:-':\yithhis Jreat rank m the state (his wife belonged to the 
old gens oft~. Penthilids), courage in the field, and reputation 
for wisdom-inspired greater confidence than any other citizen 
,of .ris time. . He was by universal consent named .LEsymnete 

1 or' d~ctator for ten yea;s, with unlimited powers : 1 and the 
1appotntment proved .emmently successful. How effectually he 
.Jepelled the exiles, and maintained domestic tranquillity, is best 
shpwn by the angry effusions·of Alk::eus; whose songs (unfor
tunately lost) gave vep.~ to the political hostility of the time in 
the same manner .as the speeches of the ·Athenian orators two 
'centuries afterwards-and who, in his vigorous invectives against 
Pittakus, did not spare even the coarsest nicknarpes, founded 
on alleged personal deformities. 2 Respecting the proceedings 
of this· eminent Dictator, the contemporary and reported friend 
.of Solon, we know only in a general way, that he succeeded 4 
in re-establishing security and peace, and that at the.-<! of 
his term he voluntarily laia. down his power 3--,-affording pre
sumption not only of probity superior to the lures of ambition, 
but also of that conscious moderation during the period of his 
dictatorship which left him without fear as a private citizen 
afterwards. He enacted ·various laws for Mitylene, one of 
which was sufficiently curious to cause it to be preserved and 
commented on-for it prescriped double penalties against 
'offences committed by men in· a state of intoxication.4 But· 
he did not (like Solon at Athens) introduce any constitutional 
changes, nor provide any· new formal 'securities for public 
~iberty and good government':, 5 which illustrates the remark 
I . ,., . >'·· . • 

1 Aristot. Po lit. iii. 9, •5, 6; Dionys~ Halik. Ant. Rom. v. 73; Plehn, 
;Lesbiaca, p. 46-50. ' ' ' ' • · · ' ' 

2 Diogen. Laert: i. Sr. -' . ·• . • ·· · , ' I 3 Strabo, xiii. p. 617; Diogen. 'Laert. i. 75 ; Valer. Maxim. vi. 5, I. 
4 Aristot. Polit. ii. 9, 9 ; Rhetoric. ii. 27, 2. . . 
A ditty is said to have'~een sung by.the female grinding slaves in Lesbcs, 

when the mil1 went heavily: "A>.. .. ; p.6ll.a., lfA<•·~<a.l 'i'al' IT<TTa.~<~s aMi', Ti<s 
ue7&ll.a.s M<Tvll.c£v"s {3a.l1tll.e6wv:_•: Grind, mill, grind; 'for Pittakus also 
r;rz'nds, the master of great Mityli!n<!." This has the air of a genuine com: 
position of the time, set forth by ~the enemies of Pittakus, and imputing to 
~im (through a very intelligible metaphor) tyrannical .conduct; though 
!loth Plutarch (Sept. Sap. Conv. c. 14, p. 157) and Diogenes Laert. (i. 81) 
fOnstrue it literally, a.~ if Pittakus had been accustomed to take bodily 
1xercise at the hand-mill.' · · 
I 

5 Aristot. Po lit. ii. 9· 9· ~')'~VETO ~·. l<a.l ITLTTQ,f(~S v&p.wv ~'YJJJ.LOVp')'OS, all.ll.' 
)U woA,'Te(as. ·. 
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previously made, that Solon in doing tt-W:.,..was beyond his age 
and struck out new lights for h.is successors-:>ince on the score 
of personal disinterestedness, Pittakus and ·heJare equally un
impeachable. What was the condition of Mit~ene afterwards, 
we have no authorities to tell us. Pittakus 'tr said (if the 
chronological computers of a later age can be trusted) to have 
died in the 52nd Olympiad (B.C. 572-568). Both he and 
Solon are numbered among the Seven Wise Men of Greece, 
respecting whom something will be said in a future chapter. 
The various anecdotes current about him are little better than 
uncertified exemplifications of a spirit •of equal and generous 
civism; but his· songs and his elegq.<; compositions were 
familiar to literary Gree~s in the age of Plato. 

END OF VOL. III. 


